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Varieties of algebras as a lattice with an additional operation 
, A WAD A. ISKANDER 
1. Introduction 
Let t be a non-trivial associative and commutative ring with 1. In the present 
paper we are concerned with varieties (equational classes) of I-algebras that are 
not necessarily associative and not necessarily with 1. These are classes of algebras 
closed under the' formation of subalgebras, homomorphic images and Cartesian 
products; equivalently, classes of all algebras satisfying given sets of polynomial 
identities. Two basic properties of free groups enhanced the theory of group varie-
ties : a subgroup of a free group is free, and a fully invariant subgroup of a fully 
invariant subgroup of a free group is fully invariant. Given two group varieties 
aU,ir, °U -"V is the class of all groups that are Schreier-extensions of a group in °U 
by a group in i r . It turns out that ¿11 • "V is a variety. Under this multiplication, 
the groupoid of group varieties is a free monoid with zero. This was shown inde-
pendently by B . H . N E U M A N N , H A N N A N E U M A N N and P . M . N E U M A N N [15] and 
by A . L. S M E L K I N [21] . A similar result holds for the groupoid of Lie algebra 
varieties over a field of characteristic 0; this is due to V. A. P A R F E N O V [18]. A sub-
algebra of a free associative algebra need not be free, P . M . C O H N [4] . A T-ideal of a 
T-ideal of a free associative algebra may not be a T-ideal, A. I . M A L ' C E V [13], 
A. A . ISKANDER [11] . It turns out that the groupoid of ring varieties is not associa-
tive and certainly not relatively free. It is not even power associative. The groupoid 
of varieties of I-algebras contains infinite submonoids. This groupoid has some 
sort of decomposition. The minimal varieties are determined. If í has exactly 2 
idempotent ideals, then a family of identities that is attainable on all power associa-
tive algebras is equivalent to x=x or x=y. 
The author wishes to express his gratitude to the referee who made several 
valuable comments and gave the shorter proof of Proposition 35. v 
Received July 9, 1982. 
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4 A. A. Iskarider 
The word "algebra" will mean "f-algebra". The word "variety" will mean 
"variety of f-algebras". An algebra is called power-associative if every subalgebra 
generated by one element is associative. By a theorem of A. A. A L B E R T [1], [2], if 
f is a field of characteristic not 2, 3 or 5, then an algebra is power associative if it 
satisfies (xx)x=x(xx) and ((xx) x) x=(AX) (XX). Let stfit, i=0,1,2,3, denote, 
respectively, the varieties of all algebras, all power-associative algebras, all associative 
algebras and all associative and commutative algebras. If "V is a variety, we denote 
by L"V the set of all subvarieties of "V. Under class inclusion L'V is a complete 
modular lattice. Under an additional operation L - f is a partially ordered groupoid 
with zero (TT) and 1 {<S)\ where <$ is the trivial variety of one-element algebras, 
p , f or an account of the variety theory, the reader may consult [3], [5], [10], [14], 
[16], [17]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1. Let «1, 33, ££ 01. Then C is an extension of 21 by 93 if £ 
possesses an ideal isomorphic to 91 whose factor is isomorphic to S . If %, "V, J f 
are classes of algebras, then ^ is the class of all algebras of that are exten-
sions of an algebra of °ll by an algebra of "V. 
We will write % "V for m V ; f "T, i=0,1, 2, 3. 
Ring extensions were introduced by C . J. EVERETT [8]. It is the analogue of 
O. SCHREIER'S group extensions [20]. The concept of class multiplication for groups 
may be found in HANNA NEUMANN [16]. A . I. MAL 'CEV [13] generalized class multi-
plication and proved the following theorem for algebraic systems. 
T h e o r e m 1. If "T, X are varieties, then °U • x i r is a subvariety of J f . 
{Lei'; •-/•) ls a partially ordered groupoid with zero and 1; Jf is the zero-element 
and the trivial variety Sis 1. If si, 3S, V^Ltf, then 1 v {3d v g {si v 8$) v 'd. 
If siSk®, then i? v s/Q<g m and si v -x <€. 
Although the lattice of group varieties has a complicated structure, the groupoid 
of group varieties has a very simple structure: a free monoid with zero. However, 
from A. A. ISKANDER [11], (LsilZ] • ) ( Z is the ring of integers) contains a denumer-
able set of idempotents. Thus, it is far from being free. We will show that (Ls/iV, •,) 
are not power-associative and, under some restrictions on I, a decomposition is 
valid in (Lsiit; •,). 
T h e o r e m 2. Let / = 0 , 1 , 2 . Then (Lsfit; -¡) is not power-associative; in fact, 
(<*? -iV^V -¡(i? where <€=¿411. If I is a field of characteristic 0, 
then (Lsf3l\ •,) is isomorphic to the multiplicative monoid of natural numbers. 
However, we will show that (LsiiV, •,) contains infinite associative sub-
groupoids. 
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D e f i n i t i o n 2. Let Y^LstfW, 1Tj±g, • T ^ s i i l . V is /-indecomposable if 
• r = a l l -i -W, i V ^ L s i i l implies % = S or - T = S . V is /-pseudo-indecomposable 
if contains a non-trivial algebra satisfying xy = 0 and 1tr^L$tii 
implies °it. or iV, does not contain any non-trivial algebras . satisfying xy = 0, 
. / = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 . 
T h e o r e m 3. Let i be a Dedekinddomain, i=0, 1,2, 3. / / "V^Lsiil, V 
then either V does not contain any non-trivial algebras satisfying xy=0 or "V is 
a product of a finite number of i-pseudo-indecompoSable varieties; if i is a field of 
characteristic 0, then ~V = & or "V is a product of a finite number of i-indecomposable 
varieties. 
An equationally complete variety is a variety whose lattice of subvarieties con-
tains exactly 2 elements; i.e., it is a minimal non-trivial variety. A. TARSKI [24] deter-
mined the equationally complete associative ring varieties: they are those determined 
by px=0, xy=0 for some prime p or by px=0, x—xp—Q for some prime p. The 
following theorem determines the minimal varieties in Lstfit, / = 1 , 2, 3: 
T h e o r e m 4. The equationally complete varieties of Lstfil, i= 1 ,2 ,3 , are exactly 
the equationally complete varieties of Ls/3L They are the varieties determined by 
one of the following sets of identities: 
(1).for some maximal ideal m of I, ax = 0 for all agm, A7 = 0; 
(2) for some maximal ideal m of finite index in f , ax=0 for all a£ m and 
x—x" = 0 where n = ¡i/ivt|. 
Thus the minimal varieties of Ls/ii, i= 1 ,2 ,3 , are those generated by f/nt 
for some maximal ideal of i of finite index in i or by the zero algebra on f/m where 
in is a maximal ideal of !. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3. Let / be a set of polynomial identities. An algebra 3? is /-inde-
composable if A is an ideal of 31 such that 91/A satisfies / implies A=9i. I is attain-
able on JiTQs/Ql if for every the least ideal of 9i whose factor satisfies / 
is /-indecomposable. 
This concept is due to T. TAMURA [22] where he determined the sets of identities 
attainable on the class of all semigroups. As shown by T . TAMURA and F. M . Y A Q U B 
[23], the sets {xy—JJC}, {px=0, x=x p } , p is prime, are not attainable on the class 
of all associative rings. It was shown by A. A. ISKANDER [11] that a family of identities 
that is attainable on the variety of all associative rings or on the variety of all com-
mutative and associative rings is equivalent to x = x or x—y. In genera! 
T h e o r e m 5. Let I contain no idempotent ideals other than o, f, and suppose 
i— 1, 2, 3. If I is a set of polynomial identities that is attainable on sii\, then I is 
equivalent on siit to x=x or x—y. 
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M. V. VOLKOV [25] introduced and successfully used the concept of "¿"-joined 
varieties", where S is a submonoid of the multiplicative monoid of i containing no 
zero-divisors, to gain information about the lattice of subvarieties of a variety "V 
by studying the corresponding lattice of varieties of I'-algebras, where f is the ring 
of fractions of I relative to S. In the present paper, we study a slightly more general 
case and show that the S-joined subvarieties of a variety "T form a subgroupoid of 
v>-
2. Relatively free algebras and T-ideals 
Before we prove Theorems 2, 3, 4 and 5, we will need some preliminaries and 
prove some other results. 
For every cardinal number « > 0 , X(n) is a set of cardinality n and F(n, "V) is the 
free algebra o f " T ^ L s i O t whose free generating set is X(n). Let X= {x0, x l 5 ...} 
be a denumerable set. F'f will denote the free algebra of "V whose free generating 
set is X; Fi^Fstfit, i=0,1, 2, 3. Let GO, Gl , G2 and G3 be, respectively, the free 
groupoid, the free power-associative groupoid, the free semigroup and the free 
commutative semigroup whose set of free generators is X. The following lemma is 
in the literature: 
L e m m a 6. The l-module structure of Fi is the free unital t-module with basis Gi. 
The multiplication in Fi is defined by (an) (bv)=(ab) (uv), a(bv)=(ab)v and dis-
tributivity, where a, b£ I, u, v£Gi, i=0, 2, 3. 
F o r i = 0 , c f . J . M . OSBORN [17] , p . 167 . F o r i=2, c f . P . M . C O H N [6] , p . 3 0 
and [7], p. 63. / = 3 is similar. 
If f?±Q,f£F0, d ( f ) denotes the degree o f f i.e., the highest among the lengths 
of elements of GO with non-zero coefficients in / . o { f ) denotes the order of / , i.e., 
the least among the lengths of elements of GO with non-zero coefficients in / 
f{xx, ..., x„) will mean that the elements of Xoccurring at least once i n / a r e among 
Xi, ..., x„. f is called homogeneous of degree r in xt if every element of GO with 
non-zero coefficient in / h a s exactly r entries of / i s called homogeneous if it is 
homogeneous in every xt€X. f is called multilinear i f / i s homogeneous of degree 
at most 1 in every Every variety of algebras is determined by a set of identities. 
If 0!, then the set of all f£F0, such that / = 0 is an identity in TT, is a 
T-ideal of F0; that is an ideal of F0 closed under all endomorphisms of F0, cf. 
[6], [17]. In fact, if Or^L-r, then the identities / = 0 of iV relative to TT form a 
ZHdeal.of, F ' f . The correspondence between L'f and the T-ideals of FY" is an 
antiisomorphism of the lattice (L"V~; A, V) onto the lattice of T-ideals of F"T. 
Script capital letters will denote classes or varieties of algebras; the corresponding 
Latin capitals will denote the T-ideals of F0 determined by them. Algebras will be 
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denoted by German capitals and ideals of i will be denoted by lower case German 
letters. Homomorphisms will be denoted by lower case Greek letters and will be 
applied to the right. 
If 9t<E J3?0f, A QFO, BQ f, then £9? is the set of all finite sums of elements of 
91 of the type bx, b£B, x£9i and ^4(91) is the set of all elements of 91 that are equal 
to ./(»i, ...,r„) where ru ...,r„69i and f£A. 
L e m m a 7. If 9i£.s/0i, a is an ideal of I, V is a T-ideal of FO, then o9i is an 
ideal of 91 and F(9t) is a T-ideal of SR. F(SR) is the least ideal o/9? whose factor belongs 
to r . F-T^FO/V. 
Cf. [5], [10], [14], [17]. 
The following lemma is a special case of a result of A . I . M A L ' C E V [ 1 3 ] : 
L e m m a 8. Let J f , W, i r , if^LsiOl, i r Q t f . Then .(irMO {TOTT)= 
= ( « v f ) n f . Furthermore 9 - x i T i f f 9l€X and 
L e m m a 9. If A is a basis of identities for AQFO and •VZ.LstfOl, 
then A(V) is a basis of identities for "U •„ "T. The T-ideal of FO determined by "U •„ V 
is the ideal of F0 generated by U(V). 
The T-ideal of FO determined by -0 "V will be denoted by UoV. 
P r o o f . By Lemma 8, 5R<E<̂  % "V iff V(R)fJU, i.e., iff ¿ (F (9 i ) )=0 . Thus 
A(V) is a basis of identities for % -0 "V. Hence U(V) is a basis for °U -0 "V. How-
ever, the ideal of FO generated by U(V) is a T-ideal of FO since it is the set of all 
finite sums of w,fw,wg,(fw)g,f(wg),(f(gw))h, ... where w€U(V),f,g, h, ...£F0. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 10. If "U, "T£Ls?0i are defined by multilinear identities, then 
% 'o "V is definable by multilinear identities. If °U is defined by a finite set of multi-
linear identities, "V is finitely based, fy, "f dLjtfli, then % *2 "V is finitely based. 
P r o o f . Suppose 0?±g£F0 and the number of elements of X occurring in g 
is r. Let g=g(xx, ..., xr). Let D(g) be the set of all elements of FO obtained from 
| by a finite number of applications of the following: If h(xl5..., xm)£D(g) and 
every Xi, l ^ i ^ m , occurs in h, then xm+1h, hxm+1£D(g). Suppose ..., h, are 
non-zero elements of FO. g*(h1; ..., hr) is the set of all / i (x l 5 . . . , xn)=g(h'1,..., h'r) 
such that h', is obtained from an element of D(ht) by renaming the elements of X 
so that h't and h'j have no elements of X in common if iVy, and n is the number of 
elements of X occurring in h[,..., h'r. If AQU is a basis for BQVis a basis 
for "T and every element in A is multilinear, then D=\J{g*(hx, ..., hr): g£A, 
hly ..., hr£B} is a basis for °U -0 "V. This is true since every element of f is a 
finite sum of h { f x , ...,/,), h£D(g), g£B, fx, . . . , / ,€ FO. If g is multilinear, then 
..., vr), where vx, is a finite sum of elements of the form 
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*(M/i, --.ft, •'••; Kifs, - , / « ) ) , where hu ..., hr£ U {D(g): g£B}, f u ...,/,6F0, 
i.e., every element in A(V) is a finite sum of h(fi,...,/,), where hZD,^, . . . , / ,6FO. 
Since y4(K)isa basis for "U -0 f (by Lemma 9), DQA(V), D is a basis for m -0 
If every element in B is multilinear, then D(g) contains only multilinear elements 
for every g£B and D is composed of multilinear elements. If "It, "V£Ls42i, then 
in F2, D'(g)={g,xr+1g,gxr+1,xr+1gx,+2}. Thus D' can be chosen finite in case 
A is finite and B is finite. Thus % -2 "T is finitely based; D'=U {g*'^,..., hr): 
hlt ..., hr€B, g€A}, where * ' is similar to * , using D'(hij instead of D(h,). 
For example, # W has the following basis: 
*2]> [*3> ^4]^5]) x2], x5(x3, x4]], [[x4, x j , x5([x3, x4]x0)], 
[*8[*1, x2], x6[x4, x6]], [x3[x,, x2], x6([x4, x5]x7)], [x3([x!, x2]x4), x5([x6, x7]x8)], 
Xl(x2X3) ~(XiX^)X3, 
where <&=s/3t, [xl7 x2]=x1x2—x2x1. 
3. Proof of Theorem 2, first part 
By Lemma 8, (Ls?21; ••>) is a homomorphic image of (Lsfit; .¡), / = 0 , 1. Thus, 
it is sufficient to show that -2 -2 W^W -2 -2 <£). This will be done by showing 
. that ( ( C o C ) o C ) ( F ) ? i ( C o ( C o C ) ) ( F ) , where F is.the free associative algebra on 2 
generators a, b. We will show that 
> * p = [a[[a,b], [a,b]a], [[a,b], [a, ¿]f l ] ]€(Co(CoC))(F) 
but p $ ((C o C) o C)(F). Let T be the free semigroup on {a,b}. By Lemma 6, 
the f-module structure of F is a free unital module over i with basis T. Thus, every ele-
ment of F is a unique l-linear combination of elements of T. Let N= ((C o C) o C) (F), 
L—C(F)=[F, F] and M=C(L). L is the ideal of F generated by [/, g]=fg-gf, 
f , g£F. M is the ideal of L generated by all [11, v], u, v£L. By Lemma 9, N is the 
ideal of F generated by (CoC)(C(F)) ; i.e., N is the ideal of F generated by 
C(C(C(F))). Thus N is the ideal of F generated by [M, M], i.e., N is the ideal of 
F generated by [u,v], u,v£M. Let c=ab~ba=[a, b]. Elements of L are f-linear 
combinations of [u, v], s[m, 0], [w, v]t, s[u,v]t\ s,t,u,v£T. By induction on the 
length of uv, [M, V] is a i-linear combination of c, sc, ct, set; s, t£ T; i.e., every ele-
ment in L is a f-linear combination of set, where s, /€7"U{1}, l c = c = c l . Elements of 
M are l-linear combinations of- w[sct, wci;]z, where s, t, u, i?6rU{l}, vv, z6£,U {1}. 
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The elements of M of least degree are of degree 5 and they are f-linear combina-
tions of 
(i) [c, ac], [c, ca], [c, be], [c, cb]. 
Elements of M of order 6 and degree 6 are f-linear combinations of 
(ii) [c, a2c], [c, aca], [c, ca"], [ac, ca], 
[c, b2c], [c, beb], [c, cb2], [be, cb], 
[c, abc], [c, bac], [c, acb], [c, bca], 
[c, cab], [c, cba], [ac, be], [ac, cb], 
[ca, be], [ca, cb]. 
The ideal N of F generated by [M, M] is generated by all [u, t>], u, v£M. The 
elements of least degree in N are of degree 10. The elements of N of degree 10 are 
f-linear combinations of 
(iii) [[c, ac], [c, ca]], [[c, ac], [c, cb]], [[c, ac], [c, be]], 
[[c, ca], [c, be]], [[c, ca], [c, cb]], [[c, be], [c, cb]]. 
The elements of N of order 11 and degree 11 are f-linear combinations of ad, da, bd, 
db and [g, h] where d belongs to the set (iii), i.e., d is of degree 10, g belongs to the 
set (i), i.e., g is of degree 5, and h belongs to the set (ii), i.e., h is of degree 6. 
F(2,V •2(V ityssF/K, where £ = ( C o ( C o C ) ) ( F ) . Thus K is the ideal 
of F generated by C((CoC)(F)) . That is K is the ideal of F generated by 
[(CoC)(F), (CoC) (F ) ] = [M, M], where M is the ideal of F generated by M. Now 
a[c,ca]£M, [c,ca]£MQM. Hence p = \a[c,ca], [c, ca\\^K. We will be through 
if we show that p $ N. Since p is homogeneous of degree 7 in a and 4 in b, and by 
Lemma 6, F is a free f-module whose basis is T, p£N iff p is a f-linear combina-
tion of 
u 1 = [[c, ac], [c, a2c]], ul = [[c, ac], [c, ca2]], 
«3 = [[c, ac], [c, aca]], u4 = [[c, ac], [ac, ca]], 
u5 = [[c, ca], [c, a2c]], u6 = [[c, ca], [c, ca2]], 
ul = [[c, ca], [c, aca]], «8 = [[c, ca], [ac, ca]], 
u9 = a[[c, ac], [c, ca]], «10 = [[c, ac], [c, ca]]a. 
The homogeneous elements of F of degree 7 in a and 4 in b with 0 form a free 
f-submodule P of rank ^ j = 3 3 0 . The basis of P is the set of all words of T of 
length 11 in which exactly 7 entries are a. Let R be the submodule of P spanned by 
'•{MI: I==I=sl0}, and let £ be the submodule of P spanned by i i U ^ } . p^N iff 
p£R, i.e., iff S=R. Let B be a subset of the basis of P, then if p£N, the images of 
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R and S under the module homomorphism 2J {aisi: basis of P } ^ £ \aisi: 
coincide. Table I below gives the coefficients of p, wl, ..., wlO as !-linear combina-
tions of elements of T in 
. x l = ba2ba3ba2b, 
x3 = ba3baba3b, 
x5 = baba5bab, 
xl = ababa3ba2b, 
x9 = ba2ba3b2a2, 
x2 = ba*ba2bab, 
x4 — baba3ba3b, 
x6 = a2b2aibab, 
jc8 = a3b2aba3b, 
jtlO = a2bababa3b. 
xl x2 x3 x4 
Table I 
x5 x6 xl x8 x9 xlO 
p - 2 0 - 1 -1 0 0 1 0 - 2 2 
Ml 1 •1 0 0 0 -1 - 2 1 0 - 2 
u2 2 1 0 1 1 0 - 2 0 0 1 
u3 - 3 0 - 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 
u4 0 1 0 0 0 -1 - 2 0 - 1 2 
u5 - 2 0 0 1 - 1 0 2 - 1 0 1 
u6 - 1 0 0 -2 0 0 1 0 - 1 0 
ul 3 0 2 1 0 0 - 3 0 1 - 1 
M8 0 0 0 -1 0 0 1 0 2 
u9 0 0 0 0 0 -1 - 2 1 0 0 
ulO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
Table 11 
xl x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 xl x8 x9 xlO 
— u6 1 0 0 2 0 0 - 1 0 1 0 
u4 0 1 0 0 0 - 1 - 2 0 - 1 2 
— u3 + 3u6 0 0 2 - 6 0 0 - 1 0 - 3 0 
— u8 - 0 0 0 1 0 0 - 1 0 - 2 1 
u2—u4+2u6 — 3uS 0 0 0 0 1 1 - 1 0 - 7 2 
— u9 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 - 1 0 0 
ul+u3 + u4 + u6 + ul-
- t / 8 2u9 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1 - 3 0 
— 2u\ u3-2u4- -2u6 — 
-m7 + 3«8+4M9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 9 - 2 
«10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
-2M6+3M7 + 
+3M8 — ulO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 
8p+2u3 -4«6+6M7 + 
+6h8 —3«10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
u2-u3- -«4 + m5 -
+ u8 + w9-wl0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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The image of R into the submodule 1x3 is (2f) JC3 ; the image of S is 1x3. If 
2 is not invertible in !, then 21^1 and R ^ S . If 2 is invertible in I, from Table II 
we get bases for the images of R and S in the free ï-module 2 : 1 ='—10}. 
The image of S into ¿"{fx/ : l ë / S l O } is the whole submodule, i.e., it is a 
free !-module of rank 10. The image of R is a submodule generated by 9 elements. 
If R=S, we get a free ï-module of two distinct ranks: 9 and 10. This is impossible 
since ï is a nontrivial commutative and associative ring with 1 and by reduction 
to ï/m for any maximal ideal m of ï, we get a vector space with two dimensions: 
9 and 10 , cf. P . M . C O H N [6] , p. 6 . This concludes the proof of the first part of Theo-
rem 2. 
4. Multinilpotent varieties 
In this section we prove the second part of Theorem 2 and some results of 
interest in their own right. 
Let - r ^ L s / 0 ! . If i V p i s t i l , then d(i, ir)=^, otherwise d(i, V ) is the 
least degree of elements of V(Fi), e(i, n, "V) is the ideal of ï generated by the coeffi-
cients of elements of V(Fi) of degree n, c(i, "f)—c{i, d(i, "T), TT), / = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 . 
Since V contains with every element of F0 all its linearizations, i.e., 
1 j=n, cf. J. GOLDMAN and S. KASS [9] and J. M. OSBORN [17], d(i, - f ) is achieved 
by multilinear identities. 
L e m m a 11. If r , iViLdil, then d(i, r uiT)=d(i, V ) d(i, W). Thus, if 
•V T^sfil, iV j^stil, then "V •,• ifj^séil, i.e., {.LsiiV, *,) has no zero-divisors. 
Furthermore, c(i,n,-T) = o i f f d(i, V)>n. If r ^ i f , then d(i, -T)^d(i, i f ) 
md c(i, n, n, "if), « ë l , / = 0 , 1, 2, 3. 
P r o o f . By Lemma 9, ( V o W ) ( F i ) is the ideal of Fi generated by V(W(Fi)), 
in the sense of the proof of Lemma 9. Thus the elements of least degree in ( V o W)(Fi) 
belong to V(fV(Fi)). Le t /£ V(W{Fi)). Then f=g(wlt ..., w„), where g(xu ..., xn)£ V, 
wlt ..., wn£W. o(f)^o(g) min { o W , ..., o(wn)}^d(i, Y ) • d(i, i f ) . If g is multi-
linear of degree d(i, V), each of wy, ..., w„ are multilinear of degree d(i, i f ) , 
wt, ..., vv„ involves exactly nd(i, i f ) elements of X, then n=d(i, f ) , / i s multi-
linear and o(f)—d(f)=d(i, " f ) d(i, i f ) . If r^séii, i f ^ s t ï ï , then d(i, V), 
d(i, # ) < = > , and d(i, "f .¡if)=d(i, -T)d(i, if)«™. -fQif iff V^W, from 
which the rest of the lemma follows. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4. A variety "f^Lsfii is z-multinilpotent if V{Fi) = 
— 2 {anFi" : n s l } where a!, a2, ... are ideals of ï and Fi" is the set of all finite 
sums of all possible products of n elements of Fi, / = 0 , 1, 2, 3. 
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It is clear that Fin+1QFi", 1. Thus we can assume a l 5 a2 , ... an ascending 
chain of ideals of f. 
L e m m a 12. Let Mi be the set of all i-multinilpotent varieties. Then Mi is a 
complete sublattice of (LsfiV, A, V), i = 0 , 1 , 2, 3. 
P r o o f . Let "Va, a€ / , be i-multinilpotent varieties. Then there are ascending 
chains of ideals of f: (aan), n e l , a£I, such that Va(Fi)=2 {aa„Fin\ n ^ l } , a£I. 
(2 {Va : a£I})(Fi) = 2 {Va(Fi): a£I} = 
= 2 { Z {™„Fi": n ^ 1}: a € / } = 2 {2 {{«<V a^I}Ff: n ss l}. 
Thus, the intersection of any family of i-multinilpotent varieties is i-multinilpotent. 
(n{Ka: a€/})(Fi) = f l {Va(F i ) : a£I} = 
^n^laanFi": n ^ 1}: i ^{nfao,,: a£l}Fi": n == l}. 
If fd Va(Fi) for all a£I, f=fi + ---+fr where each f } is of order and of degree n}, 
< « 2 < . . . < « r , then /_,€Fi"j and fj£aanjFi"' for all l S / S r . Hence /}£ H 
D {aanj: a£l}FinJ, l ^ j ^ r , i.e., fí2\C\{aan: atI}Fi": Thus, the join of 
any family of i-multinilpotent varieties is i-multinilpotent. 
L e m m a 13. Let "f be i-multinilpotent, i r , i f ^Lsli\. Then (VoW)(Fi) = 
= V(W(Fi)),i=2,3. 
P r o o f . Since (VoW)(Fi) is the ideal of Fi generated by V(W(Fi)) (from 
Lemma 9), we need to show that V(W(Fi)) is an ideal of Fi. W(Fi) is an ideal of 
Fi. Hence W(Fi)n is an ideal of Fi and consequently hnW(Fi)n is an ideal of Fi, 
where a„ is an ideal of I, MS'I. If V(Fi)=2 {a„Fin: n^s 1}, then V(W(Fij)= 
=2 n S l } is an ideal of Fi. 
C o r o l l a r y 14. If W,f,if<íLséi\, "f is i-multinilpotent, then (% f ) u i f = 
P r o o f . (Uo(VoW)){Fi) is the ideal of Fi generated by U((VoW)(Fi)) (from 
Lemma 9). From Lemma 13, (VoW)(Fi)=V{W(Fi)). Thus U((VoW)(Fij) = 
= U(V(W(Fi))). (([/o V)oW)(Fi) is the ideal of Fi generated by (U oV){W(Fi)). 
This is also the ideal of Fi generated by U{V(W(Fi))). Hence ((17o V)oW)(Fi) = 
={U o(V oW))(Fi). 
Since siil and $ are i-multinilpotent, Mi generates a submonoid with zero of 
(LsiiV, .,), i = 2 , 3. 
By Lemma 12, if "VíLsíil, the join of all i-multinilpotent varieties contained 
in f is i-multinilpotent, We will denote the largest i-multinilpotent variety contained 
in "f by "f'. . • 
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L e m m a 15. Suppose "V, W^LsHX, V(Fi)=2 {anFin: »=="1}, W(Fi)= 
=2 {i>„ Fi": nërl}, (a„), (b„) are ascending chains of ideals of !. If m = ( f u i f ) , 
then U(Fi)=2 {c„Fi": n ë 1}, where { a A i - ^ t\+...+tr = n}, 
i=0, 1,2, 3. 
P r o o f . (VoW)(Fi) is the ideal of Fi generated by V(W{Fi)). 
V{W(Fi)) = V{2 n ^ 1}) = 
= «iZ iKFi": n is 1 }+a2Z {t>„Fi": n s 1}2 + ... 
= 2 {2 {a,b(1...bIrFia...Fitr: tl + ...+tr = «}: n =ê 1} g 2 {^Fin: n ^ 1}. 
If ZiKFi"'. n^\)^(VoW)(Fi), then £ {a r b, i -*„: tl +... +?/•=«}gi>„, n i s i . 
P r o p o s i t i o n 16. Let / = 2 , 3 . Then Mi is a submonoid with zero of {LstfiV, •), 
and {.Mi; f\,\J, • ) is isomorphic to the partially ordered monoid of ascending chains 
of ideals of I, where (a„)S(b„) i f f a „ i b „ for all n^ 1 and (a„) • (b„) = (c„), where 
< » = 2 { « A i . . . b f r : tl+...+tr=n). 
P r o o f . For / = 2 , 3 , Fi is associative. Thus FimFi"=Fim+n. From the proof 
of Lemma 15, the product of /-multinilpotent varieties is /-multinilpotent. Proposi-
tion 16 then follows from Lemmas 12 and 15. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2, s e c o n d pa r t . If I is a field of characteristic 0, every 
identity is equivalent to multilinear identities, cf. J. M. OSBORN [17], p. 181. Hence, 
in s#3t every variety is 3-multinilpotent. In fact every variety in ¿431 is either $431 
or defined by x 1 . . . x„=0 for some n ^ l . By Proposition 16, {Ls431; •) is iso-
morphic to the monoid of ascending chains of ideals of ï ; this is isomorphic to the 
multiplicative monoid of natural numbers. 
5. Subgroupoids of varieties and minimal varieties 
L e m m a 17. If "T^Lsdil, f V I , then F g m F 0 + F02 for some maximal 
ideal nt of f, / = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3. 
P r o o f . Since F ( F / ) g F ' ( F / ) = o 1 F / + a 2 F / 2 + ... and f V i , then a ^ f . 
Thus F ( F / ) £ a 1 F / + F / 2 g m F / + F / 2 for any maximal ideal nt of I containing ax. 
Since F 0 / i r t F 0 + F 0 2 ^ Fi/mFi+Fi2, F g m F 0 + F 0 2 . 
D e f i n i t i o n 5. A set P of non-trivial algebras is verbally closed if for every 
•TfiLstil, 9t€/>, F(<R)€P or 9t/F(9\)£P. N(i, P) is the set of all subvarieties of 
siil containing no members of P. 
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Any family of algebras with precisely 2 T-ideals (i.e., F-simple) is verbally closed. 
Any family of simple algebras is verbally closed. 
L e m m a 18. Let MQLsiit. Then M is a subgroupoid of (Ljtfit; •;) and a 
lattice ideal of {Lsiil; A, V) i f f M=N(i, P) for some verbally closed set of non-
trivial algebras P, i=0,1,2,3. 
P r o o f . Let P be verbally closed, "f,ifeN(i,P), <%eLsiit, . Then 
W£N(i, P). Since i f , N(i, P) is a lattice ideal of (Lsiil; A, V) if 
"f -i if£N(i, P). if iff W i ^ f y Z f , 9i/W(jR)€if and WZsiil. Thus f u i f 
does not contain any member 91 of P, otherwise or 9?/W(9l)£P con-
tradicting "f £N(i, P),W£N(i, P). Conversely, let M be a subgroupoid of {Lsiil; -¡) 
and a lattice ideal of {Lsiil; A, V)- Let K be the set of all non-trivial algebras 
obtained from {FY: "f £Ls/il} by a finite number of applications of: If 9?6A", 
•f^Lslil, F(9l )^0 , then F(9t)£K and if 9?^ F(9?), 9i/F(9i)€is:. Let P be the set 
of all algebras 91 of K such that var 91, i.e., the variety generated by 5R, does not 
belong to M. We claim that M~N(i, P). Let "f£M. If 9 t h e n v a r 9 ? g ^ . 
Hence, var 9i£M as M is a lattice ideal of (Lsiil; A, V>- Thus, 91 ^ P , i.e., 
MQN(i,P). Let -f£N(i, P). Then F"f$P. Since "T=var FY, "f£M. It 
remains to check that P is verbally closed. Let 9 l ^ s i i l , V £Lsiil. If neither F(5R) 
nor 9?/F(9t) belongs to P, then var F(9i), var $R/F(5R)6M. But 
91 £ var F(9i) .¡var 9i/F(9?). 
Hence var 91^var F(9?) var 9?/K(9?). Since M is a subgroupoid and a lattice 
ideal, varSReM, i.e., 9 t$P. 
L e m m a 19. The following conditions on a variety "f £Lsiil, i—0, 1, 2, 3, are 
equivalent: 
(1) x ^ / f e K V for some / € F 2 . 
(2) "f' = S, i.e., "f does not contain any nontrivial i-multinilpotent varieties. 
(3) "f £N(i, {O(m): m is a maximal ideal of !}), where O(m) is the algebra with 
zero multiplication on f/m as a l-module. 
P r o o f . Let * !+ / (x i )£F , /£FO2 . If f V ^ , then F g m F O + FO2 (by 
Lemma 17), for some maximal ideal m of f. Thus x1+/(jc1)£mF0-|-F02 , i.e., 
x ^ m F O — a contradiction. If "f'=i, then 0{m)i"f. In fact, if i T ^ v a r 0 ( m ) = 
• = the variety generated by 0(m), then PF=mF0 + F02, if<g"f. Hence F< imF0 + 
+ F02 and F ' ^ m F O + FO2, i.e., "f'^S. Finally, if 0 { f o r any maximal 
ideal m of f, then F + F 0 2 = F 0 . Otherwise, F+FO 2 is i-multinilpotent, F + F O V 
^ F 0 . Hence VQ F + F 0 2 Q m F 0 + F02 for some maximal ideal m of f. Thus 
FO/mFO+F02£ " f . This implies 0 (m)€lT since the subalgebra of FO/mFO+FO2 
generated by Xj+mFO+FO 2 is isomorphic to O(m). Now F 0 = K+FO2. Hence, 
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there are v£V, f£F02 such that xt=v - / . By substituting 0 for all xi7L-xl, we 
can assume f=f(x1). Thus x1+f(x1)€V,f£F02. 
C o r o l l a r y 20. The set of varieties Y^Lsiil, Y' = S is. a subgroupoid of 
(LstfiV, •,) and a lattice ideal of (Lstfii; A, V), i=0, 1,2, 3. 
This follows from Lemmas 18 and 19. 
C o r o i l a r y 21. Let Y^Lsiit. Then (°ll Y)'. = £ iffW = Y'=£, i=0, 1, 2,3. 
This follows from Corollary 20 and Lemma 19 since <?/'V V'^(?tt\jY)'<g 
r y . 
Let G be a commutative non-trivial ring with 1 and let w be a homomorphism 
of f into G preserving 1. Then G has a natural f-algebra structure: ag=(aa)g, a£I, 
g€G. This I-algebra structure on G will be denoted by ©a. 
L e m m a 22. Let G, H be commutative non-trivial rings with 1 and a, p homo-
morphisms o f t into G, H, respectively, preserving 1. Then ©a is isomorphic to a sub-
algebra of §/? i f f there is an injective ring homomorphism y of G into H such that 
ay—P, y preserves 1. 
P r o o f . If y is an injective ring homomorphism of G into H and a.y=p, then 
y is an injective homomorphism of f-algebras. Conversely, if there is an injective 
homomorphism y of ©a into §/? and y preserves 1, then y is a ring homomorphism 
and aay = (aa)y = ((al)a)y = (aoi • la)y = a(<i\a.)y) — a(ip)=ap for every a£ I. 
L e m m a 23. Let Y£Lst2t, Y' = S, Y^S. Then Y satisfies x-xm=0 for 
some m> 1. There are a finite number of non-isomorphic finite fields Gj, 1 
and sets I j of homomorphisms of f into Gj preserving 1 , 1 = j S n, such that Y is 
generated by {©/a: a£Ij, l^j^n}. 
P r o o f . Let 9 t=i" ( l , Y). 9i is associative and commutative. Since Y'=S, 
by Lemma 19, Y satisfies x + / ( x ) = 0 where f ( x ) is of order ^ 2 . Thus Y satisfies 
x=x2h(x) where /i(.\)€i[x], the ring of polynomials in x over I. Thus 91 is a com-
mutative and associative von Neumann regular ring. Hence 9? is a ring subdirect 
product of fields. If G is one of these fields, there is a ring homomorphism y of R 
onto G. G inherits a I-algebra structure: ag=(ag1)y, a£I, g iy=g€G. There 
is a homomorphism a of I into G preserving 1: aa = ae where e is the identity of G. 
©a is a homomorphic image of SR as f-algebras. Thus ©a satisfies x=xih(x). Thus 
G is finite since all its elements are roots of x2h(x)—x=0, [G | ^ degree x2h (x) = 
=degree/ . There is only a finite number of non-isomorphic fields satisfying 
x=x2h(x). Let Gl , ...,Gn be all the finite fields such that if G is.a field and G is a 
homomorphic image of 9f, then G is an isomorphic copy of Gl, ... , or Gn and 
Gi^kGj if /Vj , 1 Si,j^n, and let I j be the set of all homomorphisms a of f into 
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Gj such that ©/a is a homomorphic image of 9t, l^y 'g/ i . Then there is 1 
such that x=xm in CI X. . . XCn. Thus тГ satisfies x - x ^ O . Thus, by Jacobson's 
Theorem У is commutative and FV is a ring subdirect sum of fields satisfying 
x—xm=0, i.e., finite fields. If H is one of these fields, then as above, there is a homo-
morphism a of f into H such that §a is a homomorphic image of F Y . Thus Y . 
But § a is generated by one element. Hence, § a is a homomorphic image of 
F{\,Y)=4ii. Thus tfsGy for some 1 Sj^n, and §as©/ / ? for some 
Thus Y is generated by {©y'a: a£//', l^y'Sn}. That § a s z f o j f t follows from 
Lemma 22. 
It may be noted that although the non-isomorphic fields in Lemma 23 are 
finitely many, the non-isomorphic algebras ©/a, «£//, 1 = / = «, can be infinitely 
many. For instance, if f is an infinite Boolean ring, Y is the variety of associative 
f-algebras satisfying x + x 2 = 0 , then F( 1, Y ) is ring isomorphic to an infinite 
subdirect power of Z2 , the prime field of 2 elements; F( l , Y ) = i. However, ! 
is a subdirect product of {f/m: m is a maximal ideal of f}. f/nt is ring isomorphic 
to Z2 , but f/m ЗЁ f/m' as f-algebras iff m = m'. 
C o r o l l a r y 24. Let YdL.st\{, Y' = S, Y^S. Then Y satisfies x-xm = 0 
for some w > l . There are a finite number of non-isomorphic finite fields Gl , ..., Gn 
and sets I j of homomorphisms of f into Gj preserving 1, 1 =/SH, such that F ( l , Y ) 
is a subdirect product of {©ya: a£/j, 1 ^j^n). 
This follows from Lemma 23 since var F( l , Y)^Lsi7l and var F(l, Y)'^ 
QY' = S. 
L e m m a 25. Let 1 an ideal o / 9 i and J an ideal of I. If J or IjJ sat-
isfies x+f(x) = 0 for some / € F 0 2 , then J is an ideal of 9?. 
P r o o f . Let J satisfy x + / ( x ) = 0 . Hence by Lemma 23, J satisfies x=xm 
for some /и>1. Let a£% b£J. Then ab=abm=(abm-1)b. But ab"'-1^!. Hence 
a b f j . Similarly ba£J. Let IjJ satisfy x + / ( x ) = 0 . Hence / / / satisfies x-xm=0 
for some / и> 1. If a£9t, b£J, c£I, then c—cm£J, ac, ca£I. Thus ab£I, and 
ab-{ab)mfj. (ab)m=((ab)m-xa)b. But (ab)m~1aei. Hence {abf^.T and ab^J. 
Similarly, ba£J. 
C o r o l l a r y 26. Let Y , if<iLsti\. If %'•=§ or Y' = SZ then (<?/ Y ) •i 1Г = 
=9 -¡{Y •( i f ) , i=2,3. 
P r o o f . By Theorem I, m -¡(Y if)<g(?U -¡Y) ч i f . Let 9?€(Ф 4 Y ) 4 i f . 
Then 5R6ja/2f, there is an ideal/of9? and an i d e a l / o f / s u c h that Vl/lCif, l^U -¡Y, 
/€<?/, IjJ^Y. Since % ' = £ or Y'=S, by Lemma 19, ¡¡J or J satisfies x + 
+ / W — 0 for some / € F 0 2 . Hence, by Lemma 25, / is an ideal of 5R. Thus I I J ^ Y 
and <${IJ<iY-if, i.e., -¡{Y -¡if). 
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L e m m a 27. Let Vldstflt and S an ideal of 91 satisfying x+f(x)=0 for some 
/ € FO2. Then SR is isomorphic to a subdirect product of 91 /S and an algebra sat-
isfying all the identities of S. If 91 is finitely generated, then S is a direct summand 
of SR. 
P r o o f . By Lemma 23, S satisfies x—x""=0 for some 1 and S is com-
mutative. In fact S is central in SR. Let a£% beS. Then ab=abm=(ab)bm-1= 
=bm-\ab)=(.bm~1a)b=b(bm-1a)=bma=ba. Let ,4=Ann i.e., 
A = {*: x£SR, xS = 0}. 
A is an ideal of SR, A=0 {Ann b: b£S}, Ann b is an ideal of SR. 4 0 5 = 0 , since 
fcd^nS' implies b=bm=bbm~1=0. Thus SR is isomorphic to a subdi-ect product 
of SR/S" and SR ¡A. If b€S, b""1 is a central idempotent and ¿m-1SR=&SR. Thus 
SRsifcSR©Ann b. Hence 9?/Ann b^btRQS. But SR/A is a subdirect product of 
SR/Ann Thus SR/̂ 4 satisfies all the identities of S. If SR is finitely generated, 
then SR ¡A is finitely generated. As 4 = A n n S, there are b\, ..., bm£S such that 
bl +A, ..., bm+A generate 3i/A. Hence bl,...,bm g e n e r a t e s . If ei=(bi)m~1, 
then el,...,em are central idempotents, S=elR + ...+emR. There is an orthogonal 
set of idempotents / 1 , . . . , / r such that S—flR®... ®frR. Thus S has an identity 
element e = / l +f2 + ... +fr, e is a central idempotent SR=eSR©Ann e=S® Ann e = 
= S@A. 
C o r o l l a r y 28. Let <>U, V^LdiX, <r = #. Then W\fr=qi Y , / = 2 , 3 . 
If SR€^ u Y , there is an ideal I of SR such that SR//€*" and The cor-
ollary follows from Lemmas 19 and 27. 
C o r o l l a r y 29. / / <%£Lsfii, then % .¡<%=<%,i=2,3. 
This follows from Corollary 28. 
C o r o l l a r y 30. Let Y t L r f l i , and let iT(1) be the variety defined by 
all one-variable identities of Y . Then y(1)=TT(1). 
P r o o f . " K ^ ^ L s f 1! since every member of generated by one element 
belongs to -V. -T(X)'=S since TT and also "Vm satisfy x+f(x)=0 for some / £ FO2 
(by Lemma 19). Let SR=F(1, TT(1) TT(1)). By Corollary 24, SR is a subdirect 
product of ©/a, a6//', l^j^n, G1, ...,Gn are finite fields. Since ©ya€T^(1) -i 
and ©ya is simple ©/a£-r ( 1 ) , i.e., ( b j a f T . Thus SReiT. Hence, IT*1* \ 
satisfies all the one-variable identities of -V. Thus i r m ^ y W ,x / ( ^ g f l 1 ) . 
L e m m a 31. Let G, H be finite fields, a, P homomorphisms of I into G, H, respec-
tively, preserving 1. Then §/?€ var ©a i f f ker a = ker ft and H is isomorphic to a 
subfield of G. 
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P r o o f : If ker a = k e r and H is isomorphic to a subfield of G, then §/? is 
isomorphic to a subalgebra of ©a since H contains f / ? s fa. Conversely, if var ©a, 
\G\mp", then / /sat isf ies x—x^—O and ax=0. for all <z£kera. Thus H is of 
order pm, m\n. As ker a and ker /? are maximal ideals of f, fj/? satisfies ax=0 for 
all a£ker a + k e r /?, H is non-trivial, ker a = ker /? and H is isomorphic to a sub-
field of G. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 32. The set Ti of all varieties Y^Lsfil, Y' — S is a submonoid 
of (Ljtfit; •,) and a lattice ideal of (Ls4il\ A, V)- On Ti, the lattice join V and the 
variety multiplication coincide. The lattice (Ti, A, V) is isomorphic to the lattice 
of left ideals with a finite number of right components of ({(m,/>n): m is a maximal 
ideal such that f/m is a subfield of a finite field of order /?"}; (m, q"') 
i f f m=m' and p=q, n\n', i=2, 3. 
P r o o f . That (Ti, • ) is a submonoid of (Lsiii; -¡) follows from Corol-
laries 20 and 26. Also from Corollary 20, Ti is a lattice ideal. By Corollary 28, 
ty Y = "U\JY. By Lemma 23, if Y£Ti, Y^S, then Y = war {©yat:a£/y, 1 ^j^n}. 
By Lemma 31, iff §/? is isomorphic to a subalgebra of ©/a for some a£ l j , 
l S j ' S n . Thus Y £ Ti is determined by the set of all pairs (m, p") such that G 
is a field of p" elements and f/m is a subfield of G, ©a£ Y , where a is the natural homo-
morphism of f onto i /mQG. The set of all such pairs for a given Y satisfies 
(m,p n ) s (m ' , q"'), (m', q" ) is in the set implies (m, p") is in the set. Thus it is a left 
ideal. Since every Y involves only a finite number of non-isomorphic fields, the 
set of right components in the set of pairs is finite. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 4. Let Y £ L s J 0 l be equationally complete and Y ' j ^ S . 
Then Y = Y'. By Lemma 17, V^mF0 + F^ for some maximal ideal m of f. 
Hence, V—mF0 + F2. V is a maximal 7-ideal of Fa, Y satisfies ax=0 for all 
and xy=0. This is the type of equationally complete varieties Y £ Lst Of, Y' ^ S. 
If Y^LsiIf, Y'=8, Y is equationally complete, then Y=var F ( l , Y ) , 
var F ( l , Y%L$t3f. By Lemma 23, -T=var {©>: a f j j , 1 S / S n } . Hence Y=var ©a, 
for some finite field G and a homomorphism a of f into G preserving 1. Thus 
. Y = v a r f/m for some maximal ideal of finite index in f, since ©a contains a sub-
algebra isomorphic to f /kera . By Lemma 31, var f/m does not contain any non-
trivial proper subvarieties. Thus Y is determined by the identities ax=0 for all 
a£m, x—xpr=0 where / / = | f / m | . 
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6. Varieties of algebras over rings with exactly 2 idempotent ideals 
Throughout Section 6, we assume that if a is an ideal of I, and a 2 = a , then 
a = o or a = f . 
L e m m a 33. Let Y^Lsáñ, тГ .¡ тГ = тГ. Then -T = s4ií or = 
/ = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 . -
P r o o f . If r ^ d i i , then < / ( / ,> )< °° and d(i, "T) = d(i, У -T) = d(i, "Vf 
(by Lemma 11). Thus, d(i, V) — \, i.e., there are non-trivial polynomials of degree 1 
in V and Y(Fi)Q V/(Fi) = a1Fi+a,Fi2 + ... where o ^ o . Hence (Vo V)(Fi)Q 
g (Г о V')(Fi)ga¡Fi+a1a2Fi2 +... (by Lemma 15). Thus V(Fi)=(VoV)(Fi)Q 
QalFi+a1a2Fi2 + ...QV'(Fi). But a®Fi+a1 a2Fi2 +... is /-multinilpotent, whence 
V'(Fi) = alFi+a1a2Fi2 + ...=a1Fi+a2Fi2 + ... . Hence a ^ a j . But a ^ o . Hence 
Oj = f, i.e., V'(Fi) = Fi, i.e., 1V'=g. 
C o r o l l a r y 34. Let "T^séñ. Then -¡ У = -Г i f f V' = g, 
i=2 , 3. 
This follows from Corollary 29 and Lemma 33. 
It may be notéd that if I has an ideal a ^ o , a ^ f , a 2 = a , then the variety У 
of all f-algebras satisfying ax=0 for all is idempotent, i.e., У -n У = У, 
У — У ?íg. 
P r o o f o f T h e o r e m 5. A set IQF0 is attainable on a variety У iff the 
Г-ideal of F0 generated by I is attainable on У. It was shown by A. I. M A L ' C E V 
[13], that if / is attainable on У, then the variety "U^LV determined by I satisfies 
<¡U .vqi=qi, or equivalently (U oU)(Fy)=U(Fy). I i then <?/ = ^ / f ' 
or <%'=g by Lemma 33. Let / '=1 ,2 ,3 . Then °U{\s42\ is generated by 
{©/ос: a€/;', 1 =7=5«}, by Lemma 23, if Ql^g, <%?¿s/ñ. Let m be ke ra for 
some a£//', l^jsn. Let SR be the ideal of (f/m)[x] generated by л\ U(91) = 
= П {Fyoc(SR): a f j j , -*7« = var ©ja. Vja(4.R);¿SR iff m = kera . Also, 
G1, ...,Gn are finitely many and each Gj is a finite field, there is only finitely many 
©/a such that К/'а(9?)^91 for some a£Ij, 1 ^j^n. Vja^^G for any a f j j , 
1 ̂ j S n . Thus i/(SR) is a proper non-trivial ideal of SR. Hence, there is a polynomial 
/j(x)€SR, h(x)7ix, h(x)^0, such that C/(SR)=/i(x)(!/m)[x]. By the methods of the 
proof of A. A. ISKANDER'S [11], Theorem 15, p. 237, replacing the prime field Zp 
by f/m one can show that t/(SR). Thus Uis not attainable on SR. Hence, 
if I is attainable on siil, aU is the variety of Ls/it determined by I, then "U—stil, 
i.e., / is equivalent to x=x on s/it, or aU=g, i.e., I is equivalent to x—y on jtfit. 
2» 
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7. Varieties of algebras over Dedekind domains 
Throughout Section 7, unless otherwise stated, i is a Dedekind domain. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 35. The following conditions on a variety "f (LLs/il are equiv-
alent: 
(1) "f satisfies x"=0 for some natural number n> 0. 
(2) ~f£N(i, {f/m: m is a maximal ideal of !}), / = 1 , 2, 3. 
P r o o f . Since a field does not contain any non-zero nilpotent elements, (1) 
implies (2). Let "f£Ls#ii, f/m({ "f for any maximal ideal m of f. As F ( l , 
the factor algebra F( l , where 91 is the nilradical, is a subdirect product 
of rings without zero-divisors. Thus, if 9 i ? i F ( \ , " f ) , the algebra F ( l , f ) has a 
non-trivial factor algebra 91 without zero-divisors, and it is not difficult to show 
that 9i can be chosen such that for its "characteristic" p c f one has either 
9?^x(f/p)[x] or 9?^x(!/p)[x]//(x) where / i s primitive irreducible, and 91 obviously 
has in both cases field factors, which, in their turn, must have a subfield of the 
prescribed form. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 36. If lis a principal ideal ring or a Dedekind domain and -f £ Lstfil 
is i-multinilpotent, then "f =<?/ i f , where U(Fi) = aFi, and if is a nilpotent 
variety that is i-multinilpotent, i=0, 1, 2, 3. 
P r o o f . V(Fi) = a1 F i+a 2 Fi 2 + . . . where (a„) is an ascending chain of ideals 
of f. Since f is Noetherian there is n such that a = a„=am , for all m>n. If I is a 
principal ideal ring, ar=arf, a=at, o r Q a implies ar=abr, a, br, ar£i. Hence 
a r=a(fe,f) = abr for all r S n , b„= 1. If f is a Dedekind domain, o r = m l ! l . . . m i s l 
and a , i a = m l " 1 . . . mi"' implies sl^ul, ..., st^iut. Thus a r = b r a where bP= 
=ml"1 . . .m/"', = s l - w l , ..., vt=st-ut. Hence, 
V(Fi) = abx Fi + ab2 Fi2 +... + aFin = 
= a (bj Fi +b 2 Fi2 + ...+ Fi") = (aFO)(bt Fi +b 2 Fi2 + . . . + Fi"). 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 3. From Definition 2 and Lemma 17, Y^Lsi iX is 
i-pseudo-indecomposable iff "f^siil, f ' ^ S and " f ^ t y i f , if^Lstit 
implies or if'=g, i = 0 , 1,2,3. We will write to mean 
one of the products ( f t ur2) "flU ( f j •,• %). In general, ... -¡r„ 
will mean any of the products obtained by the introduction of suitable parentheses. 
L e m m a 37. Let fiLsiil, "f^siit and -f=%. ..... Then the 
number of" such that d(i, " f f ) > 1 is at most equal to the number of primes (including 
repetitions) in the prime factorization of d(i, " f ) \ the number of ~fj such that "f-i^S 
and d(i, " f j ) = 1 is at most equal to the number of maximal ideals (including repeti-
tions) in the factorization of c(i, " f ) as a product of maximal ideals, i=0, 1,2, 3. 
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P r o o f . By Lemma 11, d(i, <>U •W)=d{i,"U) d(i, TT). By induction on n, 
d(i,ir)=d(i,-r1)...d(i,irn). Hence the number of r f j . such that d(i,Y])>\ can-
not exceed the number of primes in the factorization of d(i, V). To prove the rest 
of the lemma, we show first that for any variety iV^Lsiil, d(i, /W)=d(i, i f ) . 
In fact, d(i, i(r)=d iff W(Fi)QFid and W(Fi)<£Fid+1. This is true since if 
d(i, if)—d, W(Fi) contains elements of degree d and no elements of degree less 
than d. Thus W(Fi)QFd, W(Fi)^Fid+1 (due to linearization). Conversely, if 
W(Fi)%Fid+1, then W(Fi) contains elements of degree sd; if W(Fi)QFid, 
then W(Fi) does not contain any elements of degree less than d (again W is closed 
under linearization). Thus d(i, iT)=d. Now, W'(Fi)^W{Fi), W(Fi)<^Fid+1. So 
W'(Fi)%Fii+1. Also Fid^W(Fi), Fid=FOd(Fi). If % is the subvariety of s/il 
whose T-ideal in Fi is Fid, then % is /-multinilpotent. Thus W <U, i.e., Fid=U(Fi) ¡5 
^W'(Fi). Hence d(i, W)=d=d(i, iV). Let r = r x ... Then 
r ^ K -rf ; - -i%') -i-K) •« •••) -1-K, (by Theorem 1). 
d(i, r)=d(i, ii)... d(i, iQ=d(i,r,')... d(i, %') and 
r i r ' 3 ( ( . . % y %y...)'. rny. 
Hence 
c(i, r ) = c(i, d(i, r ) , r ) = c(i, d(i, Y'), TT) -
= t ( i , d , r ) < ^ c { \ , d , r ' ) = <i(i,-r')<^ (by Lemma 11) 
g c(i, ( ( . . . ( W r 2 y u r3y u ...)'• rny) = 
= c(i, r t ' ) c (i, c (i, ... c (i, <V-. 
by Lemma 15 and by induction on n, where dJ=d(i,i/])=d(i,ir/), Isj^r. If 
d(i, "fj)=l, T ^ V ^ , then c(i,r/)^o. Since 
c(i, r ) g c (i, 1%) c (¿, r ^ . . . c (,', iry^n-, g /7{c(i,T^'): 1 ^ «} 
and I is a Dedekind domain, each non-zero proper ideal of I is uniquely the product 
of maximal ideals, possibly non-distinct, of! . If c(i, •f)=ml ...tnr, where ml , . . . ,mr 
are maximal ideals of f, possibly equal, each of the ideals c(i, Y ] ' ) ^ is a product 
of some of ml , •••, me. Thus, the number of Yj, such that Y/^S, d(i, Y])=\, 
is at most r. 
We return to the proof of the theorem. 
If Y^Lsiil, Y ¿¿sfil, Y'=then either Y is i-pseudo-indecomposable or 
V=qt if for some ~Y£Ls/it, ^ s/it, i T ssiil, W 7 T V S. Continuing this 
procedure, by Lemma 37, after a finite number of steps we get - ¡% u ... •; 
where are i-pseudo-indecomposable. 
If <%£Lst2t, <%'=£, <#=s43t, then, by Lemma 23 and Corollary 28, W •„ <#= 
Thus ^ ^ ( m By Corollary 26, (V 
= V -2 (<?/ *2 W. <i? if Thus the decomposition of Theo-
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rem 3 is not unique. It is an. open, question as to whether different factorizations 
are due only to this reason. Also, pseudo-indecomposables cannot be replaced by 
indecomposables if I contains a maximal ideal of finite index. For then, if a is a 
non-trivial homomorphism of f into a finite field G, var (5aQ<# and <#. -2 
= { $ -2 var ©a) -2 <*?=(...(<£ -2 var ©a) -2 . . . -2 var §oc) where GQ...QH are 
any ascending chain of finite fields. 
If f is a field of characteristic 0, Y£Ls/ii, Y'=8, then xi+f{x^v for 
some / € F 0 2 (by Lemma 19). By linearization ax^V for some 0, a£I . Hence 
ar^iax^V, i.e., V=F0. Thus, Y=&. Hence, over a field of characteristic 0, 
f-pseudo-indecomposables are /-indecomposable. This concludes the proof of Theo-
rem 3. 
C o r o l l a r y 38. Suppose Y £Ls/il, d(i, Y ) is prime and t(i,Y) = l. Then Y 
is i-pseudo-indecomposable, /=0,1,2,3. 
This follows from Lemma 37, since Y ¿¿s/il and Y' ^S. 
C o r o l l a r y 39. Let Y$.Lsti\. Then either Y -¡Y=Y or Y is a product 
of a finite number of i-pseudo-indecomposable varieties, i=2, 3. 
If Y = stil, then Y Y = Y. If Y'=S, then Y u Y=Y (by Corol-
lary 29). The rest follows from Theorem 3. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 40. Suppose Y £Lsfil and V contains all words of GO of length 
n in Xifor some wSl. Then Y is i-pseudo-indecomposable i f f Y is i-indecomposable, 
i = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3. 
P r o o f . If Y is /-indecomposable, then Y is /-pseudo-indecomposable. Let 
Y be /-pseudo-indecomposable. Then Y ^ Y ' ^ S , Y^stil. Suppose Y=°U - ¡ i f , 
Then or "U, i T < g Y . By Lemma 19, x ^ f i x ^ U 
or x^+fix^W for some f£F02. Thus x 1 = —/(xx) is an identity in "U or in 
.By repeated substitutions, —/(—/(•••(—/(*i))--)), w e can get a term of order 
S n on the right hand side. Hence x x = 0 is an identity in °U or in iV\ i.e., aU=S 
or iV=S. • • 
C o r o l l a r y 41. If Y£Ls/it, V contains all words of GO of length n in xxfor 
some n > 0 and Y ^ S , then Y is a product of a finite number of i-indecomposable 
varieties, / = 0 , 1, 2, 3. 
This follows from Theorem 3 and Proposition 40. 
From Corollary 38 s f j l is /-pseudo-indecomposable for 0 ^ / < / s 3 . The vari-
ety of all commutative algebras is 0-pseudo-indecomposable. The variety of all 
Jordan algebras is 0-pseudo-indecomposable. The variety of all Lie algebras is 
0-indecomposable and 1-indecomposable. This follows from Corollary 28 and Propo-
sition 40. 
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8. Changing the domain of operators 
We will consider the effect of changing the domain of operators I on 
( J j V ; v , A, V), Y^Lst0!. Let f be a commutative and associative ring with 1. 
We assume f ' is non-trivial. Let a be a ring homomorphism of I into i ' preserving 1. 
Let a = k e r a . For every / £ F0— FsiOt, fad FstfOV is defined by replacing all the 
coefficients of elements of GO in / by their images under a. Let "f^sd0!. aY is 
the subvariety of sfOt' defined by { / a : / € V}= Va. © is the equivalence relation 
on LstfOf such that "U&Y iff a f = « f . Every I'-algebra 91 can be considered 
naturally as a l-algebra: ax=(aoc)x, a£ f , With this understanding v.Y= 
= Y D s i 0 t ' . For some special cases, cf. J . M . OSBORN [17], p. 1 8 7 and M . V . V O L -
KOV [25], p. 62. 
L e m m a 42. Let Y fLsiOl. Then "V—cff is a homomorphism of (LY; v , A) 
into (LocY; -xir, A) preserving all intersections. 
P r o o f . Let i^eLY, ta. ta})a=Z{V,0L: ta}, i.e., « n { ¥ f : *€ /}= 
= n {a*f: ta). Let <V,ir£Lr. 
a ( « y HHHaT^ = (^ f l aTT) (irOa'T) = a<& aTT. 
Till the end of the present paper 5" is a submonoid of the multiplicative monoid 
of f such that soc is not a zero-divisor in V for any s£S and f is the ring of frac-
tions of fa relative to 5a. Every element in f can be written as x/s where s^S, 
x £ f , x/s=y/t iff tx-sy£a=keroi. If 9 l € ^ 0 f , T(9?) = {x: x€9l, ix€a9t for some 
sCS} and a9l is the tensor product of f and 91 as f-algebras. Clearly, a 9 ? € ^ 0 f . 
This construction is a covariant functor from the category si Of into the category 
sfOi'. In the case under consideration, which unifies the special case where a is a 
homomorphism of f onto f , i.e., S= {1}, and the one where f is the ring of frac-
tions of f relative to S, i.e., a = k e r a = o , respectively, a9i has a simple construction, 
cf. P. M. C O H N [6], p. 21. The carrier of a9t is the set S x 9 t / ~ where (tf, X ) ~ ( F , y) 
iff sy—tx€T(9l). The equivalence class of (s, x) will be denoted by (x/s)~. We have 
(x/s)" +OV0~ = ((tx+sy)lst)~, (.xls)~(y/t)" = (xylst)", (a/s)(ylt)~ = (ay/sty, 
atF, 5, t£S,x,y£9l. 
Put j c a ' = ( x / l ) \ 
Some of the properties of a91, a ' are summarized in the following: 
L e m m a 43. Let WeY £Lsi Ot and let 91 be generated by Y. Then 
(i) a V l Z a r , 
(ii) a ' is a homomorphism of t-algebras whose kernel is 7X91) and the X-sub-
algebra of a91 generated by Yaf is isomorphic to 91/7X91), 
(iii) a<Rsa(9t/7XiR)), and 
(iv) if p is a homomorphism of i-algebras from 91 into then there 
is a unique homomorphism y of I'-algebras from a91 into 9^ such that fi—a'y. 
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Conversely, let IR^sdOV be generated as a V-algebra by Y, and let 5R be the 
l-subalgebra of 9?! generated by Y. Then y-~y&' can be extended to an isomorphism 
o/9?i onto a9i. If IRj satisfies g=0 (g€ FtJGV) and h<x=g, h£ FjfOt, then 9? sat-
isfies h=0. 
P r o o f . That aSR£<s/0f is standard. By the methods of the proof of 
L. H . R O W E N ' S [19] Proposition 1.3, p. 393, a9l satisfies / a = 0 if 9? satisfies / = 0. 
(ii), (iii), (iv) follow from the construction of a9i. To check the converse, let 7X91). 
Then sx=2 {<W « i , . . . , a„€a, yx, . . . . ^ I R . But 9*^9?!, j x = ( i a ) x = 
= 2 {(aia)>"i: l S n £ w } = 0 . Thus x = ( l / j ) i x = 0 , i.e., J ( 9 t ) = 0 . Thus a ' is injec-
tive from iR into aSR. If z€9t l 5 then z=f{y1, ...,;>„) where feFstOf, yt, ...,y„£Y. 
The coefficients in / are of the form ajsu ...,ajsm, alt slt ...,sm£S; 
they can be rewritten as b\fs,...., bm/s, b 1, ..., bm£!, s£S. Thus z=(l/s)u, where 
u£5R. The mapping ( l / / ) u — i s well defined from 9?! onto a9t. (1/J)M = 
= (1 //)» iff (u/s)~ =(v/t)~. This mapping is a homomorphism and it is injective, 
i.e., it is an isomorphism. If satisfies g=0 and hoc=g, then 9i satisfies h=0 
since in SR, ax=(aa)x, a€f , x€9i. 
C o r o l l a r y 44. If "T^LstOl, then is the class of all isomorphic copies of 
a9l, a maps LssfOt onto Ls4QV. 
P r o o f . From Lemma 43, a5R€air if and SR^aTT iff SRj^aSR, 9 l £ i r . 
If -WtLsiOY, then FiT^ctUR where 91 is the f-subalgebra of Fif generated by X. 
Let ^ = v a r 9?. Then a s i n c e by Lemma 43,5R satisfies h=0 for all h£Fs/0t, 
ha^ir. 
1 C o r o l l a r y 45. For any cardinal number n, F(n, a"P) = zF(n, Y). 
P r o o f . Let Tr be non-trivial and SRj = F(n, crT). By Lemma 43, <R1^a9i 
where SR is the l-subalgebra of 9JL generated by X(n), 5R £ "V. Hence there is a homo-
morphism P of F(n, iT) onto SR such that xP=x for all x£X(n). Hence, by 
Lemma 43 there is a homomorphism y of a F ( n , Y ) onto a91, i.e., onto SRt such 
that xa'y=x for all x£X(n). But, there is a homomorphism S of f-algebras f rom 
9tx onto aF(n, ir)£ciir such that xd=xa' for all x^X(n). Hence for all 
x£X. Thus <5 is injective and so 5 is an isomorphism. If aY is trivial, then F(n, aY) 
is trivial arid uF(n, Y^cfV. 
For any variety "TtLsfQi, T(V)={f : f£FA0t = F0,sf£ F + a F O for some s£S). 
Clearly T(V) is a T-ideal of F 0 containing V. 
L e m m a 46. Let W, 'TZLtfOl. Then aM=xr i f f T(U) = T{V). 
. P r o o f . Let f£T(U). Then sfiU+aFO -for some s£S. aPU satisfies g = 0 
iff aW satisfies sg=0. But sf—u+a1f1 + ... +a„f„,a1,...,a„€a,f1,...,fn€FO. Thus 
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(sf)ct=uct+(a1f1 + ...+aHf„)oi=uoi+0. Thus uPU satisfies / a for all fiT(U). Hence 
If T(U) = T(V), then a<M=aT(W)=aT(ir)=ofr. Conversely, if 
then a.T(^)=0LT{r). Hence FaT(aU)=FaT('T). The f-subalgebra of 
FaT(%) generated by Xis isomorphic to 9?/7(9?) (by Lemmas 43 and Corollary 45), 
where 9i=FT(^)^F0IT(U). Let x£T(9?). Then ix£a9i for some s£S, i.e., 
if x=g+T(U), then sg+T(U)^T(U)+aFO=T(U). Thus J (9 t )=0 , and the 
!-subalgebra of Fv.T{<%) generated by A" is isomorphic to F0/T(i / ) . Hence F0 /T(£ / ) s 
^F0/T(V). Since T(U), T(V) are F-ideals of FO, T{U) = T(V). 
is the smallest variety among the varieties W such that a"W=o.all, since 
if. a-)T=a®, then W<gT(W) = T(U). In the case a = o , the least variety iV 
such that anT=oPU is called by M. V . VOLKOV [25], p. 66, the ¿"-knotted variety 
associated to °U. Modifying slightly the terminology of M. V . VOLKOV when A ^ O , 
define a binary relation A on LAOf by "UXY iff there is s£S such that sUQV+aFO, 
sV^U+aF0. A variety ~V dLsf0! is ¿"-joined if the restrictions of 0 and A on 
L~f coincide. M. V . VOLKOV [25], Lemma 9, p. 67, showed that A is a congruence 
on (LstOf; A, V) if a = o . Thus A is a lattice congruence on the lattice of varieties 
satisfying ax=0 for all a£a. However, A is a congruence on the meet semi-lattice 
(LsiOf;A>. Let W, "T, iT<iLst0l, s£S, sUQV+aFO, sV^u+aFO. Then 
s(U+W)<gV+W+aF0 and s(V+W)<g U+W+aFO. Also, A g 0 . The rela-
tion between A and 0 is described by 
P r o p o s i t i o n 47. Let W^^Lst Of. Then i f f there are 
i e f , and °U= D {%: /€/}, fl i€/}. 
P r o o f . Since ? . Q 0 and a preserves all intersections, we need to show the 
only if part. Let a M = « . r . By Lemma 46, T(U) = T(V). Let I={(f,g): f£U, 
g£V, sf-tg£aF0 for some s, t£S}. If i€/, i=(f,g), then % is the variety of all 
algebras satisfying / = 0 and f f is the variety of algebras satisfying g = 0 . Thus 
and f Q D /£/}. Let fiUQT(U)=T(V). Then there 
is s € S such that sf^V+aFO, i.e., there is g€K such that s / - g € a F 0 . Thus, 
i=(f,g). Since ¿11= fl {<%f: /€£/}, where <%f is the variety of all algebras 
satisfying / = 0, <%=(! {%\ /€ /} and, similarly, Y=C\ i£l}. If i=(f,g), 
then sf—tg£aF0. Hence, sUfQtVi+aFO and stUiQt2Vi+aF0QVi+aF0. Sim-
ilarly stViQUi+aFO, i.e., 
It is implicit in M. V . VOLKOV [25] that the join of ¿"-knotted varieties is ¿-knotted 
(in the case a = o). This also follows once we check that T(UC\ V)=T{U)P\T{V) 
if U, F 3 a F 0 . If -T is a variety satisfying ax=0 for all a£a, then a = 
—aMyccW for any aU, i V ^ L - r . This follows from M. V . VOLKOV [25], p. 63. 
We give here another proof using T-ideals. The F-ideal aU of the variety. vPU is the 
J-ideal of FstOf generated by t/a. Thus aU=xT(U) is generated by T(U)a. If 
i / i a F O , then ccU=ctT(U) is the set of all elements, of the form ' (//s)~, / £ T(U), 
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s£S where (f/s)~ =(g/t)~ iff tf-sg£aFO. If (f/s)~ £<xT(Uf}W), then 
fenunW) = T(U)r\T( W), i-e-, (fjs)~ £aT(U)r\aT{W). If (Jls)"'Za.T(U)C[ 
(\a.T(W), then f]s=g/t, where /<ET(U), g£T(fV). Since sg-tfeaFO, sg£T(U) + 
+aFO=T(U). Thus gtT(U), i.e., (f]s)~Su(T(U)r\T(W)). 
We conclude that a№ is a homomorphism of (L"f; y , A. V) onto 
(La-f; -xir, A, V) for any variety YdLsiOl satisfying ax=0 for all a£a. This 
follows from Lemma 41, Corollary 44 and 0L(fll\Jif)=a.^\Jaif if "U, i f ^ L " f \ 
A number of characterizations of S-joined varieties, in the case a = o , were 
given by M. V . VOLKOV [25]. The same characterizations can be modified to describe 
the case a^o. For instance, "f is S-joined iff for every subvariety if of ~ f , T ( i f ) 
is finitely based relative to i f ' , "f is S-joined iff for every subvariety if of "f there 
is s£S such that sT(W)Q W+aFO. This is true since if "f is S-joined then 
i f X T ( i f ) since = © on L"f. Thus there is s£S such that sT(JV)QW+aF0. 
Conversely, if for every if£L~f there is s£S such that sT(W)QW+aF0, then 
i f ) . T { i f ) . If <>ll, i f i L Y , M=ctif, then T{%) = T ( i f ) and if IT { i f ) , 
i.e., °UXif. The following will show the behavior of S-joined varieties under multi-
plication of varieties: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 48. The S-joined subvarieties of f £Ls/Qi form a subgroupoid 
with l of {LT\ v>. 
P r o o f . Let 6U, if be S-joined varieties, "U, i f ^ L T , and let JiTQW y i f , 
tftL-f. We need to show that there is s£S such that sT(K)^K+aF0. In other 
words, if x£Fjf and there is t£S such that tx£aFX, then sx^aFJif. Let 
9 t = F j f . Then v iST, SR/FF(»)€ir and ^ ¡ W F J { where Ji<^if, 
WC9i)£<%. W(SR) generates a variety JlxgLet- t£S and ix€a5R. Hence 
tx^FJl where x=x+lK(5R)£FM. Thus there is s£S not depending on x or t 
such that sx<i<\FJt, i.e., ix€^F(9i)+a9} for all x£SR such that there is t£S 
and /x£a5R. Thus tat€a<R and f sx=0 in ^(M)+a/?/a9is^(5R)/W'(SR)na5R. x is 
a polynomial/from FO, and tsx=tsf(xx, ..., x„)=0 is an identity in PF(SR)/PF(SR)n 
Da5R. Thus tsf= 0 is an identity in FJix\aFJix. Hence, there is u£S not depend-
ing on x or / such that usx=0 in FJiJaFJ,'<x, i.e., usx=0 in FF(SR)/PF($R)naSRsi 
sff(SR)+o9i/a9l. But JxeW(5R)+a5R. Hence wsxgaSR for any x£SR such that 
/x6aSR for some /€S, i.e., usT(K)QK+aFO. The variety & is S-joined. 
C o r o l l a r y 49. The S-joined varieties of I f , "f^Lsi Of, form a lattice ideal 
of { L f - A, V). 
Since a subvariety of an S-joined variety is S-joined and "ll\Jif Qtfl y if if 
°U, if dL"f, the corollary follows from Proposition 48. 
That the S-joined varieties of Lsi 01 (a=o) form a lattice ideal of (Lsi Of; A, V) 
was shown by M. V . VOLKOV [25], Proposition 8, p. 72. 
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1. Introduction 
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operating grant A-9128, and Ministère de l'Education du Québec, FCAR grant E-539 is gratefully 
acknowledged. 
Let £ denote the lattice of clones over a finite set A, Ml = 3. A clone C g £ 
is called submaximal if it is covered by a maximal clone. Although the full list of 
maximal clones has been known for more than twenty years [14], [15], so far the 
submaximal clones have not been intensively studied, except for \A\=3. In that 
case all submaximal clones are known. The description was completed by D. LAU 
[8], making use of some earlier results [10], [3], [21] (also [1]) for the first three types 
of maximal clones (cf. Theorem 2.1 below). For arbitrary finite A, the first author 
started to investigate the maximal subclones of Poli? where Q^BczA [17]. 
D. LAU [9] found all maximal subclones of Poll? when | =1 . Recently the 
second author determined the maximal subclones of Pol s' when \A\ is prime 
and s is a cyclic permutation of A [23]. The aim of this paper is to solve the cor-
responding problem in the general case, i.e., to determine all maximal subclones of 
Pol s' where s is a fixed point free permutation of A with i " = i d (p prime). 
In general, the submaximal clones seem to be interesting for the following 
reasons. The largely unknown lattice £ has intervals with antichains of cardinality 
2N° situated far down from the top. It is not unreasonable to assume that £ is 
nicer near the top, and therefore the submaximal clones are good candidates. The 
problem of determining certain submaximal clones also came up in the second 
author's study of shortest maximal chains in fl [24]. Given a maximal clone M 
one can ask for a primality or completeness criterion for M : under what conditions 
does the clone F generated by some FQM coincide with Ml In case M is finitely 
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generated, a full list of clones maximal in M would provide a general criterion, 
because then F=M if and only if F is contained in no clone maximal in M. An 
application could be a characterization of Sheffer operations for M (i.e., f^M 
such that { / } = M ) . V. B. KUDRJAVCEV [7] and P. SCHOFIELD [22] proved that 
they exist exactly for maximal clones determined by permutations, equivalences, 
or unary relations (equivalently, these clones form a unique irredundant cover of 
the clone of all operations), but the examples provided have many variables. It 
would be interesting to have simple criteria of the type G. ROUSSEAU [20] gave for 
0, which, in its turn, could lead to the question: what is the minimum number of 
functional values whose knowledge can guarantee that an operation is Sheffer 
(fc+2 for 0 [18])? Finally, the submaximal clones may be of interest on their own, 
e.g., as a source of examples and counter-examples. 
2. Preliminaries and main result 
Let A be a finite set, \A\ s 2 . Denote by 6 the set of (finitary) operations on A. 
A clone over A is the set of polynomials [5] of some algebra with base set A, i.e., 
a subset of 0 containing the projections and closed with respect to superposition. 
It is well known that an operation is a polynomial of some algebra (A; F) if and 
only if it preserves all subalgebras of finite powers of (A; F). This permits one 
to describe clones by means of "invariant relations" in the following sense: Rela-
tions are simply subsets of finite powers of A; the subsets of A1' (0</ i<K o ) are 
called /i-ary relations. The set of relations is denoted by 01. An operation / is said 
to preserve an h-ary relation Q if Q is a subalgebra of (A;f)h. For a set of relations 
RQ&, let Pol R consist of all operations preserving every relation from R, and 
for FQG let Inv F consist of all relations preserved by every operation from F. 
It is well known and easy to check that Pol and Inv determine a Galois connec-
tion between the subsets of <3 and 01, with closure operators Fi—Pol Inv F on 
<9 and /?>-•[/?]=Inv Pol R on 01. In view of the above remark the closed sets of 
operations are exactly the clones. The closed sets of relations are called relational 
algebras [11, 1.1.8]. The set of relational algebras, ordered by inclusion, is a lattice 
£*, which is dually isomorphic to the lattice £ of clones on A (the mutually inverse 
dual isomorphisms are /?>-«-Pol R and F>->-Inv F). 
The relational algebras [/?] can be described in various ways [2], [4], [11], but 
for our purposes we shall use the following [11, 2.1]: an /j-ary relation Q belongs 
to [/?] if and only if there exists a first order formula <£(x0, ..., xh_1) (with free 
variables x0, ..., xh-j) built up from 3, A and relation symbols from /?U {=} 
such that 
Q = {(fl0, ${a0, ..., a^J holds true}. 
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Simple but useful special cases are, for example, the direct product of relations, 
the relational product ( o ) of two binary relations, the intersection of relations 
of the same arity, the permutation of the components of a relation, in particular, 
taking the inverse ( - 1 ) of a binary relation, or the projection of a relation onto some 
of its components, e.g., taking the domain (i.e., first projection) or range (second 
projection) of a binary relation. 
It is well known [11, 4.1.3] that the lattice of clones over A is dually atomic 
and has a finite number of dual atoms, which are termed maximal clones. We shall 
need their explicit description found in [14], [15] (see also [11, 5.2.2], [12]), therefore 
we recall some definitions. 
To every, say n-ary, operation / we can associate the (n+ l)-ary relation / " 
consisting of all (n+ l)-tuples (a0, ..., an-l, f(a0, ..., a„_!)) with aa, ..., a„-1£A. 
For FQG we set /*" = { / ' : f£F}. If (A; + ) is an abelian group, the quaternary 
relation (A'0 —X1 + A*2)* is referred to as the affine relation determined by (A; + ) . 
An h-ary relation O is called central if Q A'\ g is totally reflexive (i.e., contains 
all /i-tuples having repeated components), totally symmetric (i.e., invariant under 
all permutations of components), and the center {a£A : {a}XAh~1Q £>} of g is 
nonempty. A family T= {90, ..., of equivalence relations on A is said to 
be h-regular, if each (OS/<»i ) has /i( = 3) blocks, and H{B t\ O S / < m ) is 
nonempty for arbitrary blocks B-, of $ t ( 0 ^ / < m ) . The relation ).T determined by T 
consists of all /¡-tuples whose components meet at most li— 1 blocks of each 
(Og;'<m). The relations of the form ).T will be called regular (or h-regular, where 
h is the arity). The equality relation, denoted co, and the full relation A- on A are 
termed trivial equivalence relations. 
T h e o r e m 2.1 ([14], [15]). Let A be a finite set, | ^ | = 2 . The maximal clones 
on A are the clones Pol Q where O is one of the following relations: 
(O) a bounded order, 
(P) a relation g' where g is a fixed point free permutation with gp=id (p prime), 
(A) an affine relation determined by an elementary abelian p-group (p prime), 
(E) a nontrivial equivalence relation, 
(C) a central relation, 
(R) a regular relation. 
These relations will be called atomic. In view of the dual isomorphism between 
the lattices of clones and relational algebras, it is clear that the atomic relations 
are the generators of the atoms in the lattice of relational algebras. 
The aim of this paper is to describe the maximal subclones of Pol .v' where 
is an atomic relation of type (P), i p = i d . For the formulation of the main theorem 
we introduce some notation and definitions. Denote by 0 the equivalence relation 
consisting of all pairs (a,b)£A2 with a=s'(b) for some An/i-ary rela-
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tion Q will be termed 0-closed if (b0, ..., bA_i)6О whenever (a0,.-.,a»-i)€(? and 
(ait bi)£0 for all 0~2i</i. In other words, q 0-closed means that g is the full 
inverse image of a relation on the quotient set A/0 (consisting of the blocks of 
0) under the natural mapping A—A/0 sending every ad A into the block con-
taining it. In particular, 
(a) an equivalence relation Q is 0-closed if and only if 0QQ, 
(b) a regular relation >.Y with Г = { 9 0 , ..., 9m_x} is 0-closed if and only if 
© д Э о П . - . П ^ - ! , and 
(c) a central relation is 0-closed if and only if it is the inverse image of a central 
relation on A / 0 . 
An equivalence relation e will be called transversal to s if s£ Pol г and е П 0 = ш , 
i.e., s maps each block of e onto another block of e. A unary relation p. is transversal 
to s if (nXti)C[0Qu>, i.e., s'(x)$p whenever x£fi, 1 S.i<p. 
In order to determine one type of maximal subclones of Pol s' we need a result 
from group theory. For two primes q, r such that cf= 1 (mod r) and n is the least 
positive integer with this property, we denote by ©(¡у, r ) the group of linear func-
tions ax+b on GF(q") with a,bdGF(q") and d= 1. Clearly, \®(q, r)\ = q"r. 
Responding to our inquiry, P. P. P&lfy proved the following fact: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.2. A finite group has a maximal subgroup of order p (p prime) 
if and only if it is isomorphic to one of the groups listed below: 
(i) an abelian group of order pq (q prime), 
(ii) ©(/?, q) for a prime q with p= 1 (mod q), 
(iii) © (q, p) for a prime q^p. 
P r o o f . The sufficiency being obvious, take a finite group © which has a maximal 
subgroup § with |§|=/>. To show that © is isomorphic to one of the groups (i)— 
(iii) the only nontrivial case to consider is | © | = p n with n composite and 
n ^ O (modp). Then § is not normal, implying by the maximality of § that § 
coincides with its normalizer. Hence © is a Frobenius group to § [6, V.8.1], More-
over, again by the maximality of the usual permutation representation of © 
[6, V.8.2] is primitive, yielding that the Frobenius kernel of © is elementary abelian 
[6, V.8.19]. Now it is easy to see that every proper subgroup of © is abelian, and 
hence our statement follows from [13, Satz 4]. 
Now we define permutation groups on A as follows. For a group © whose 
order divides \A\, consider a partition of A into |©|-element blocks A0, ..., Al__l 
(/ |©| = |y4|), and select arbitrary bijections (pt: At-~© ( 0 s / < / ) . Clearly, the 
permutations жд (gd&) of A defined by xg(x)=<pf1(g(x)) for every 
and x£A; form a group, which will be called a semiregular representation of © 
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on A. (Note that a semiregular representation of © on A exists only if |©| 
divides \A\.) 
After these preparations we are in a position to state our main result: 
T h e o r e m 2.3. Let A be a finite set, \A\^2, and let s be a fixed point free 
permutation of A with i p = i d (p prime). Then the maximal subclones of Pols' are 
the clones Pol {s\ g} where g is one of the following relations: 
(Ps) a relation g' such that g is a permutation of A and {s, g} generates a semi-
regular representation of a group from Proposition 2.2, 
(As) an affine relation determined by an elementary abelian p-group (A; +) 
such that there exists an element c£A with i ( x ) = x + c for every x£A, 
(Es) a nontrivial equivalence relation that is either ©-closed or transversal to s, 
(Cs) a ©-closed central relation or a nonempty unary relation transversal to s, 
(Rs) a ©-closed regular relation. 
C o r o l l a r y 2.4. An algebra (A; F) admitting s as an automorphism is poly-
nomially equivalent to (A; Pol s') if and only if none of the relations (P5)—(Rs) 
occurs among the subalgebras of finite powers of (A; F). 
The proof of Theorem 2.3 naturally splits into two parts: one has to verify 
on the one hand that the clones listed in the theorem are indeed maximal in Pol s', 
and on the other hand, that the list is complete, i.e., all maximal subclones are 
found. Since Pol s' is finitely generated [11, 4.3.26] and hence the lattice of its 
subclones is dually atomic, the latter is equivalent to showing that every proper 
subclone of Pol s' is contained in Pol {s', £>} for some relation q listed in The-
orem 2.3. In terms of relational algebras this statement can be formulated as follows: 
T h e o r e m 2.5. Let A be a finite set, M | s 2 , and let s be a fixed point free 
permutation of A with j p = i d (p prime). Then every relational algebra properly 
including [i*] contains a relation of one of the types (Ps)—(Rs). 
The detailed (and rather lengthy) proof of Theorem 2.5 will be presented in 
the next section. Here we sketch only the main idea. The first step is to observe 
that any relational algebra properly including [s'] contains either an atomic relation 
outside [J"], or a relation g' of type (Ps) such that gp=s (see Proposition 3.3), which 
explains also the surprising similarity between Theorems 2.1 and 2.3. Therefore in 
the rest of the proof it suffices to show for each type of atomic relation Q $ [/], 
that [.s'", £?] contains a relation listed in Theorem 2.3. The proof will be construc-
tive, the steps being illustrated by the arrows in the diagram below, except for one 
case (dotted arrow) when we use an argument for the operations preserving the 
relations in question (see Lemma 3.13 and Remark 2 after it). 
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E 5 ( © - c l o s e d ) 
E s ( t r a n s v . ) ( © - c l o s e d ) R s A 5 
Here C1 and C ' denote the unary relations of types C and C s , respectively. 
The maximality of the clones Pol {i1-, 0} in Pol i ' if g runs over the relations 
,(PJ—(Rs) will be proved in Section 4. In the language of relational algebras this 
part of Theorem 2.3 has the following reformulation: 
T h e o r e m 2.6. Let A be a finite set, \A\^2, and let s be a fixed point free 
permutation of A with j p = i d (p prime). Then for every relation g of type (Ps)—(Rs) 
the relational algebra [j", g] covers [s*]. 
3. Proof of Theorem 2.5 
First we introduce some notation. For a positive integer n, n will denote the 
set {0,...,«—1}. We can assume without loss of generality that A=k (hence p 
divides k) and the cycles of s are (tp,tp+1, ..., tp+p— 1), t^k/p. It will be 
convenient to write and xQi instead of s'(x) and s"~'(x), respectively 
(x€k, i£p). In particular, restricted to p, ffi and © are addition and subtraction 
modulo p. For an /i-ary relation Q and c=(c0, ...,ch_i)£p'1 we will denote by Q@C 
•the relation consisting of all/i-tuples (a0®c0, ..., ah_1®ch_1) with (a0, ..., ah_1)dg. 
The following is obvious: 
L e m m a 3.1. For every h-ary relation g and c£p'1 we have [«©c, i ' ]= [o , 51']. 
To check whether a relation belongs to [ / ] or not, we shall often need an explicit 
description of the members of [j'J. For later applications we formulate a slightly 
more general statement. 
. Lemma-3.2. Let G be a permutation group on k in which no nonidentity permuta-
tion has fixed points. Then,, up to a rearrangement of its components, every nonvoid 
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member of [G'] is a direct product of relations of the form 
(1) { ( f l ,g i (« ) , - ,g»- i ( f l ) ) : a^k} 
with /is 1 and gi, 
P r o o f . Let q£[G'], g^0, say g is n-ary, and consider a formula <P(x0, ..., AN_,) 
with bound variables x„, ...,Am_1 ( m ^ n ) , which defines g. Since G consists of 
permutations, the matrix of <£ is essentially a set of equations of the form xj=g(x,) 
with and g€G. Let ~ denote the least equivalence relation on 
{*„, ..., x,„-i} containing all such pairs Xj). Then ..., xm_1) can be 
split into the conjunction of its "subformulas" <J>B(A-,- : /</?, xfcB) corresponding 
to the ~ -blocks B. Clearly, up to the order of its components, g is the direct product 
of the relations determined by <PB. Moreover, each <PB defines a relation of the 
form (1), since the assumption on G and imply that for any i,j£B there is 
exactly one g£G with xj=g(xi). 
In the special case when G={id}, the relations described in Lemma 3.2 are 
the so called diagonal relations. The members of [<u] = [id'], i.e., the relations which 
are empty or diagonal are termed trivial relations. Clearly, a relation is trivial if and 
only if it is preserved by every operation. 
Now we can prove that "almost all" relational algebras properly including [s"J 
contain an atomic relation outside [j"]. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.3. Let R be a relational algebra such that ¿?z>[i"], and every 
atomic relation in R belongs to [5*]. Then R contains a relation g' for some permuta-
tion g with g"—s. 
P r o o f . We will need the following property of R. 
Claim. An ft-ary (/1^ 1) relation ci£R is diagonal whenever it contains an 
A-tuple (a, ..., a) for some a f k . In particular, every nontrivial binary relation 
¡}£R is irreflexive (i.e., /?flco=0). 
To prove the claim assume (a, ..., a)££ (a£k). It is easy to see that this implies 
(a,..., for all £'€[£]• Therefore [£], and hence also contains an 
atomic relation with the same property, unless £ is diagonal. This shows that c is 
diagonal, as stated. 
Now let be of minimum arity, say t. We prove that t=2. Clearly, 
/ S 2 since otherwise g would be a nontrivial unary relation, and hence would be 
atomic. Suppose / > 2 and let g' denote the projection of g onto its first t— 1 com-
ponents. By the minimality of t and g'£[g] it follows that g'£[.s']. Applying Lemma 
3.2 for the permutation group generated by s we get that either g' —k'~\ or gr 
(and hence also g) has a binary projection, say onto the z'-th and y'-th components 
(OS «'</<=/— 1), which is of the form (s1)' for some 0s /< /> . In the latter case g 
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belongs to the relational algebra generated by s' and the (/— l)-ary projection of Q 
omitting the y'-th component. However, in view of the minimality of /, both of these 
relations belong to [5"], yielding This contradiction shows that e ' = k , _ 1 . 
Hence we have (0, . . . ,0,w)€e for some «£k. By the minimality of t, the binary 
relation consisting of all pairs {a, 6)6 k2 with (a, ..., a, b)£g belongs to 
[i'J. Clearly, therefore u can be chosen so that w£p. Set d=(0,..., 0, 0w), and 
form g®d. Obviously, (0 , . . . , 0 ) £ g ® d £ R and, by Lemma 3.1, q@d is not diagonal. 
This contradiction proves that t=2, i.e., g is binary. 
Now form the relation Clearly, a is reflexive (coQa), since 
the domain and range of g equal k. Hence a is diagonal. Suppose <x=k2. We prove 
by induction on 2sn^k that for each «-element subset {a0,..., a„_i} of k there 
is an element k such that b)dg for all By assumption this holds 
for n = 2 . Suppose it is true for some 2 ^ h < k , and take the relation 
r = {(a„, ..., ah): (a0, b), ..., (ah, b)£g for some i>£k}. 
By construction i^lg], and by the inductive assumption T is totally reflexive. Thus 
T is diagonal. Hence, in view of h ̂ 2, r=kh+1. This concludes the proof by 
induction. In particular, for n=k we obtain that there is an element e such that 
(a,e)£g for each a£k. Then (e, e)€ g, contradicting the irreflexivity of g. 
Thus (T=goQ~1—A>. A similar argument for g~x yields Q~1OQ=G>, whence 
we get that g=f for a permuta t ion/of k. Let m be the least positive integer with 
fm=id. It is easy to see that R contains all powers ( / ' ) ' = / ' 0 ••• ° / ' ( 0 s / < m ) 
o f / ' . Thus from the assumptions that and every atomic relation in R belongs 
to [ J ] , we get that the nonidentity powers o f / a r e fixed point free, m > p is a power 
of p, and (/m/p)"£|V]- Therefore some power g of / m / p has the required prop-
erty gp=s. 
From now on we can assume that / ? \ (Y] contains an atomic relation g. 
Clearly, it suffices to prove the assertion of Theorem 2.5 for the relational algebra 
]Y, <?]. The various types of atomic relations will be considered separately. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.4. For a nontrivial unary relation y the relational algebra 
[ j \ y] contains a nontrivial ©-closed unary relation, or a nonempty unary relation 
transversal to s. 
P r o o f . Consider a nontrivial unary relation fi£[s', y] of least possible size, 
and set pt=n®i for 0 < / < p . Clearly, for each 0 < 1 < p the relation /zO^-belongs 
t o [s*,y], and therefore, by the minimality, it is either fi or 0. Since p is prime, p. 
is ©-closed whenever p O f i ^ p . for some 0-=/</;. If / i f i ^ 1 = . . . = / i n ^ p _ 1 = 0 , 
then p is transversal to s. 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 3.5. For a bounded order ~ the relational algebra [V, con-
tains a nontrivial unary relation. 
P r o o f . Let o and e be the least and greatest elements of = . Set y— 
= {a£k: aS (a©l )} . Obviously, o£y and e^y, showing that = ] is non-
trivial. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.6. Let fbe a fixed point free permutation with f— id (q prime) 
such that [Y]. Then the relational algebra [5 ' , / ' ] contains either a nontrivial 
unary relation, or a binary relation g' for some permutation g which together with s 
generates a semiregular representation of a group from Proposition 2.2. 
P r o o f . Denote by G the permutation group generated by s and f and by S 
its subgroup generated by s. It is easy to see that the set of fixed points of each 
g£G belongs to [•?',/']• Thus [•?",/'] contains a nontrivial unary relation unless 
every nonidentity permutation from G is fixed point free. In that case consider a 
subgroup H of G properly containing S, and minimal with respect to this property. 
Clearly, S is a maximal subgroup of H. Thus H is a semiregular representation of 
a group § which has a maximal subgroup of order p, i.e., § is one of the groups 
listed in Proposition 2.2. It is easy to see that all relations g'€H'\S'(Q[s',f']) 
meet the requirements. 
When considering central relations and regular relations we will often use the 
following general result on ©-closed relations: 
L e m m a 3.7. Let f be a set of ©-closed relations and let ff€[r]. If the full 
relation is the single diagonal relation containing a, then a is ©-closed. 
P r o o f . Consider a formula <P(x0, ..., xh_j) with bound variables xh,...,xm_1 
defining a. Since there is no forcible repetition among the coordinates of <7, we may 
assume that the matrix of $ contains no condition of the form x — x j (such con-
ditions with at least one bound variable can be easily eliminated). Thus the matrix 
of $ consists of conditions (xit ..., xtt _,)€(? with QZT. All QZT being 0-closed, 
this implies that a is also 0-closed. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.8: For an at least binary central relation y the relational algebra 
[$', y] contains one of the following relations: a nontrivial unary relation, a nontrivial 
©-closed equivalence relation, a ©-closed central relation, or«a ©-closed regular 
relation. 
P r o o f . Let a be a central relation from [j", y] of least possible arity, say h. If 
h=l, we are done. Now assume / tS2, and define an (h— l)-ary relation < 7 * y ] 
to consist of all (a0, such that (a0, ..., a,, a,(Bi, al+1>..., ah-¿)€<r 
for all 0 S i < / ? and 0 ^ / < h — 1 . It is easy to see that a* inherits total reflexivity 
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and total symmetry from a. Moreover, a* contains every (h— l)-tiiple with one 
component in the center of a. Since a* is not a central relation (by the choice of a), 
we get that ff* = k* - 1 . 
Denote by T the /i-ary relation consisting of all (a0,..., alt_1)£bh with 
(a0©'o> •••» ah-i®ih-i)€ff f ° r a l l 0—'o= •••> h-x^P- The construction of x and 
the total symmetry of c guarantee that x is also totally symmetric. Using j ^ - 1 
it is easy to show that r is totally reflexive. Finally, x is a subrelation of a , and is 
clearly 0-closed. Consequently x is nontrivial, so [T] contains an atomic relation. 
By Lemma 3.7 this atomic relation is 0-closed, hence it is either an equivalence 
relation, or a central relation, or a regular relation. 
We now turn to the most sophisticated case, when g is a regular relation. Our 
departure point is 
L e m m a 3.9. For an It-regular relation g the relational algebra [ s \ £>] contains 
either a central relation or a regular relation a such that .yÇPol a. 
P r o o f . Form the relation T£|Y, g] consisting of all (a0, . . . ,a / ,_1)6k / l with 
(a0©', for every 0 ^ i < p . Clearly, t Q q is totally reflexive and 
symmetric. Thus, in view of / iS3 , the relation x is nontrivial. Furthermore, obvi-
ously, Î Ç P O I T . N O W we can make use of the following fact which is implicit in 
[15], [12]. ; 
Claim. Let 1=2, and let ç be an /-ary nontrivial, totally reflexive, totally sym-
metric relation. Then all less than /-ary relations f rom [£] are trivial, and [é] con-
tains a totally reflexive, totally symmetric atomic relation (types (E), (C), or (R)). 
By this claim, [T] contains a central or regular relation a of arity at least h. 
Clearly, s£ Pol x Q Pol o. 
In what follows, we need to consider only the regular relations g for which 
j Ç P o l e . Let q—).T where T= {90 , . . . , is an /j-regular family of equivalence 
relations. Denote 9 0 f l . . . H S ^ i by sT. It is not hard to see (cf. [19]) that sÇPol er, 
i.e., s maps each block of e r onto a block of eT. 
Lemma 3.10. Let T be an h-regular family of equivalence relations such that 
J£PO1A t . If Ii9^p or eTN0?i(o, then the relational algebra [s", Ar] contains a 
nontrivial 0-closed¿equivalence relation, a ©-closed central relation, or a ©-closed 
regular relation. 
P r o o f . First we show that h<p and E T I ) 0 = Œ cannot hold simultaneously. 
Indeed, since T is /i-regular, eT has exactly hm blocks. '< Furthermore, taking into 
account .eTO0=coi we obtain. that for each block B of . ¿T ; the blocks B, 
s(B), ..., sp~\B) are pairwise.distinct. Thus the prime /? divides hm, implying h^p. 
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Let a consist of all /i-tuples (a0, ..., such that (a0®i0, ..., 
for arbitrary O s / 0 , . . . , i h - ^ p - Clearly, a is totally symmetric and ©-closed. We 
prove that First let h^p. For each block B of 0 , every/i-tuple (b0, ..., bh_1)^Bh 
belongs to a because each (b0®iQ, ...,bh^1®ih_1) is in Bh and, in view of |B| = 
—p<h, contains a repetition. Now let £ r f l0?#co. Since Pol {e r , 0}, there 
exists a blockB of 0 which is contained in a block of eT. Again every (b0, ..., b h B h 
belongs to a because (b0®i0, b1@i1)^B2QeT for all OSi'0, h<p- Taking into 
account that a is 0-closed, totally symmetric, and we get that a is 
nontrivial. By Lemma 3.7 the set [a] contains a 0-closed atomic relation, which 
must be either an equivalence relation, or a central relation, or a regular relation. 
In the remaining case of h=p and sTC\0=co we have: 
L e m m a 3.11. Let T be a p-regular set of equivalence relations such that 
j£PolAr and eTf)0 = (o. Then the elements 30, ..., of T and the blocks 
Blj of (OSi'cwj, 0^j<p) can be indexed in such a way that for some integers 
mjp and O^qSm—lp the following holds: 
(2) s(B)) = 
Bj@1 if Orsi^lp and 0 £ j < p, 
B) if Ip S i < m — q and 0 ^ j < p, 
Bje 1 if m — qSi-^m and 0 ^ j < p. 
P r o o f . For the time being, denote by Dl} (0^j<p) the blocks of (0^i-<m): 
By the regularity of T, the blocks of sT are the sets Dc=D"CaC\ ...C\D™~1i with 
c=(c 0 , ..., cm_i)6pm. Since Pol £ r , s induces a selfmap s of pm by the equality 
s(Da)=D^a), for every a£pm. The fact j £Po lA r implies that s is a wreath func-
tion, i.e., there are a permutation p of m and permutations v, of p (0Si<m) 
such that 
s(c0, ..., <:,„_]) = (v 0 ( c^ ) , ..., vm_1(cfI(m_1))) 
for every (c0, ..., cm_a)€pm (see [20], [19]). Clearly, j p = i d implies s p =id , and 
hence np—id. Therefore we can assume without loss of generality that 
ti-i = (0...p-l)...{(l-l)p...lp-l) 
for some Q ^ l ^ m j p : Thus, for every 0 ^ i < l p and p, we have 
(3) s(£>}) = s(U (£>„: a€pm, a ( = j)) = U(D-sM: a£pm, a;=j) = D^y), 
and, similarly, for every l p ^ i < m and 0 s j < p , 
(4) s(Z>}) = D\iU). 
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s"(D)) = 
Consequently, for n=0, 1, ... we get 
D^y) if Ip s i < m, 0 ^ j p. 
The condition s"= id obviously implies that 
(5) v^+p.^.-vp, = id for every 0 ^ t < /, 
and v f= id for every In the latter case, obviously, v,- is either a p-cycle, 
or the identity. Suppose the-cyc les are exactly vm_ 9 , . . . , vm_1 (O^qSm—lp). Now 
set £ f e n = ^ ; f ; n . . . V e i a ) for every O^n^p, O s j ^ p , B^D'. for every 
l p ^ i < m — q , and for every m — q S i < m , 0 ^ j < p . Using (3)— 
(5) it is not hard to check that (2) holds. 
L e m m a 3.12. Let T be a p-regular set of equivalence relations such that j£PolA T , 
£rH0 = co, and (2) is satisfied. Then the equivalence relation f l : m—q^i^m) 
is transversal to 0 , and belongs to [$", XT]. 
P r o o f . Observe first that q^l. Indeed, q=0 would imply by (2) that s(B)=B 
holds for the block B=B%C\... flB™ -1 of eT, which is impossible, because 
s r f l 0 = f f l and s has no fixed point. Setting 9= 0(3,-: m—qS.i<m) we get from 
(2) that J£PO19, and for every block D of 9, s(D)f]D=&. Thus 9 is transversal 
to 0 . 
Let a denote the binary relation consisting of all (a, k2 such that 
(6) (a, aff i l , ..., a © ( i - l ) , b, a©(i + l), ..., a©(/?-1))£AT 
for every 0</</? . Clearly, AT]. We show that o~1oo=9. First consider 
(a,b)£k2\9, say, a£B'u, b£B'v for some m—q-^t-^m and 0 ^ u < v - < p . Then 
for i—v—u the components of the /»-tuple (6) belong to the blocks B'u,B'uS)l, ... 
...,B'u@(p_1), respectively, hence (6) does not hold, so (a,b)$a. Thus and 
hence c r ^ o e r g S . Conversely, let ¿ C B ^ D . . . D a n d 
n / Jy - « n . . . f l B J ~ \ for some 0 s / „ , Then, by (2), a © / € 5 S n . . . n J tn • q «M - 1 •» 
OB™-"'1 for every 0 s / < / ? . In view of p ^ 3 this shows that (6) holds for 0 < i < p , 
i.e., (a, ¿)6<r. Hence <7_1o<7=9, completing the proof. 
The equivalence relation f l : m—q^i^m) is trivial if and only if q=m 
and sT=(o. This case is considered below. 
L e m m a 3.13. Let T be a p-regular set of equivalence relations such that sT=co, 
.y€Pol XT, and (?) holds with q=m. Then [s', XT] contains an affine relation deter-
mined by an elementary abelian p-group (k; +) such that there exists an element 
c£k with s(x)=x+c for every 
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P r o o f . In view of Ej—co the mapping assigning to every ( j 0 , i)6pm 
the (unique) element of Bij C\ . . .C\ f f j~ \ is a bijection between pra and k. We may 
identify k and pm via this bijection. The set of equivalence relations corresponding 
to T = { 9 0 , . . . ,5m_ 1} is Z={C 0 , . . . , i„ ,_i} where is defined by (a, b)£Ci iff the 
i-th components of a and b coincide (a, i>€pm, 0 ^ i < m ) . Furthermore, since (2) 
holds with q=m, the permutation t of pm induced by s can be expressed as follows: 
/ ( x ) = x © I for every x€pm , where T = ( l , ..., 1), and ffi denotes the component-
wise addition modulo p. We want to show that the affine relation a determined by 
(pm; ©) belongs to [/', Az], or, equivalently, Pol {t\ A z } g P o l a . 
Consider an n-ary operation / £ Pol {/', Az}. To / we associate the following 
m-tuple ( /„ , . . . , / m _i) of nm-ary operations on p : for x = ( x 0 , ..., x„_1)6(pm)", 
Xj = (xy0) •••i-fj.iB-i) O" = 0j •••> n ~ 1)> and x = ( x 0 0 , .-., x0 m_ 1 , . . . ,x„_ 1 ) 0 , . . . , x n _ l m_1) 
set / ( x ) = ( / 0 ( x ) , ...,fm-i(x)). The operations ft are surjective on account of 
/ 6 Pol t'. The condition / € Pol Az translates into /¡6 P o l x for all 
where x denotes the relation on p consisting of all ^-tuples with at least one repeti-
tion. Taking into account the well-known fact [11, 2.2.4] that P o l x consists of 
all non-surjective or essentially unary operations, we infer that every ft is essentially 
unary, i.e., fi(x)=gi(xUi „) for some O ^ u ^ n , O ^ v ^ m , and some selfmap gt 
of p ( 0 I n view of / 6 P o l t' we have g i ( > ' © l ) = g I ( j ) © l for all 
and 0 S / < m , hence there exist a ^ p such that gi(y)=y®at for all j € p . Now 
it is easy to verify that / € Pol a. 
R e m a r k s . 1. The clone Pol {/', 1 2 } consists of the operations 
Q ®X0E0® ... ©X;,— 1 
where a£p'" and £•,=(£•,(/,7)) ( 0 S / < n ) are mXm matrices over p with all entries 
0 or 1 such that each column contains at most one 1, and for every there 
exists exactly one El ( 0 s / < n) whose y'-th column has a component 1. Indeed, it 
is straightforward to check that these operations do belong to Pol ( f , Az}. On 
the other hand, our argument in the proof of Lemma 3.13 shows that every 
/ £ P o l { f , Az} has the required form with a—(a0,...,am_1) and the matrices 
E0,...,E„_i defined by El(vJ,j)= 1 if Uj—l and El(i,j)=0 otherwise. For 
comparison we note that the clone Pol {/', a} consists of the operations a®x0A0® 
© . . . © x , , - ! ^ . ! where a£pm and A, n) are m X m matrices over p sat-
isfying L i o © . . . © ! ^ ^ ! . 
2. An interesting feature of the proof of Lemma 3.13 is that a.€[*', AZ] is 
shown by means of operations. There seems to be no easy way to construct a from 
/" and Xz. 
Summarizing Lemmas 3.9 through 3.13 we get: 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 3.14. For a regular relation AT the relational algebra AT] 
contains one of the following relations: a central relation, a 0-closed regular relation, 
a nontrivial equivalence relation which is either 0-closed or transversal to s, or an 
affine relation determined by an elementary abelian p-group (k; +) such that there 
exists an element c£k with 5 ( x ) = x + c for all x£k . 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.15. For a nontrivial equivalence relation e the relational algebra 
[s', e] contains either a central relation, or a regular relation, or a nontrivial equivalence 
relation which is 0-closed or transversal to s. 
P r o o f . Let a be a maximal nontrivial equivalence relation in [ J \ e], and put 
0i={a: (a, a®i)£a} for 0 < i < p . Clearly, all <7; belong to [Y, <x]g[.s', e], there-
fore if 0 ^ t r , c k for some 0 < / < / ? , we are done. The equality <r,=k for some 
0 < / < / ? implies that a is 0-closed. Thus it remains to consider the case when <r ;=0 
for all 0<i</>, i.e., aD0 = co. Denote by T the binary relation consisting of all 
(a ,b)€k 2 such that (a, c), (c© 1, bQ 1), (a© 1, dQ 1,) (d, è)€<r for some c,d£k. 
Clearly, T£[J", <T] is symmetric, and oQx (set c=b,d—a). Furthermore, TPIJ ' ^0 , 
since (a, a® 1)£T for some a£k would imply the existence of an element cÇk 
with (a, c)£cr and (cQ 1, a)£o, yielding (cQ 1, c)€cr in contradiction to or\0 = (o. 
By the claim formulated in the proof of Lemma 3.9 the relational algebra [t] con-
tains a nontrivial equivalence relation, a nonunary central relation, or a regular 
relation. In the latter two cases, the claim of the proposition follows, so suppose 
[T] contains a nontrivial equivalence relation A. It is easy to show that every binary 
relation in [r] distinct from to contains r. Hence OQTQA. Taking into account 
0,XÇ\s',e] and the maximality of a we get that a=X=t. Thus for arbitrary (a, è)Çcr 
we have ( a © l , ¿>©1)Çt=(t (choose c=a®\,cl—b®\), which proves that jÇPol a, 
1.e., a is transversal to s. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.16. Let a be an affine relation determined by an elementary 
abelian p-group (k; +) (p prime). Then either there exists an element C£k such 
that s ( x ) = x + c for all .vÇk, or the relational algebra [.r\ <x] contains a nontrivial 
equivalence relation. 
P r o o f . Assume there is no c£k with i ( x ) = x + c for all xÇk, that is, the 
set £ /={(a©l)—a: a£k} contains at least two elements. Note also that 0$U as 
s is fixed point free. Hence 1. Let v denote the binary relation con-
sisting of all (a, b)£k2 such that ( a © l ) - a + 6 = ( 6 © l ) , or equivalently, (a®l)— 
— a=(b®l)—b. Then V £ [ J " , A ] and v is an equivalence relation with |£/| blocks. 
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4. Proof of Theorem 2.6 
In order to show that for every relation g listed in Theorem 2.3 the relational 
algebra [V, o] indeed covers [V], we apply a more or less standard method, the 
main point being an explicit description of the members of [.?', g]. With this at 
hand, it is already not hard to show that there is no relational algebra strictly between 
[.v-] and [s\ o]. In fact, we can accomplish a bit more than that: we determine 
all relational subalgebras of |Y, <?] (or, equivalently, all clones containing Pol Q\). 
Making use of Lemma 3.2, type (Ps) is easy to settle. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4.1. Let g be a permutation such that { i ,g} generates a semi-
regular representation of a group © from Proposition 3.1 on k. Then the lattice of 
relational subalgebras of [.s\ g'] is isomorphic to the lattice of subgroups o / © . 
P r o o f . Let G denote the permutation group generated by {5,g}. It is clear 
that g"]=[G']. Furthermore, in view of Lemma 3.2, every relational subalgebra 
of [G'J is of the form [//"] for some subgroup H of G. It follows also that [//,"] ^ 
yi[//„'] for distinct subgroups Hlt H2 of G. 
To describe the relations in |Y, 5] for the remaining four types (As)—(Rs), 
too, we proceed, as in the proof of Lemma 3.2, according to the following scheme: 
we consider a formula 
(7) $(x0, =3x„...3xm-1r(xu, ...,*„,_;,) 
determining a nonempty relation <r€|Y, 0], and then, utilizing the special prop-
erties of g, we bring the matrix T of $ to "canonical form", yielding the required 
description. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4.2. Let a be an affine relation determined by an elementary 
abelian p-group (k; + ) such that there exists an element c£k with i ( x ) = x + c 
for all x£k. Then the relational subalgebras of [.?', a] form a 4-element Boolean 
lattice consisting of (Y, a], |Y], [a], and [©]. 
P r o o f . Denote by L the set of operations / j 0 x u + . . . + [ll_1xl_1+frc on k 
where /?,</> ( O S / S / ) and )?0©...©j? i_1= 1, and consider a formula (7) deter-
mining a nonempty relation a(i[s', a]. Since s and x—y+z both belong to L, 
T is a solvable system of linear equations xj—f(x ig, ..., x^ ) with 1, O^y, /'„, ... 
. . . , a n d fd L. It is easy to see that every step of the usual elimination 
process yields equations of this form. Thus we can first eliminate all variables 
xh,...,xm_1, and then further elimination can express certain unknowns, say 
x,, ..., as linear functions (from L) of independent variables. Thus 
a = {(o0, ..., 0 , -1 , / ( do , flr-i). •••Jh-i(«o> «r-i)): a0> 
with ft, 
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Clearly, [a]=[f,\ . . . ^ L J . Now recall the well-known and easy fact (cf. [21], 
[1]) that L has exactly four subclones, namely, the clone of projections, the two 
clones generated by x - f c , resp., x—y+z, and L itself, which is generated by 
{x+c, x—y+z}. Thus, for every f£L we have [f']=[(o], [$"], [a], or [s", a], com-
pleting the proof. 
For the rest of the proof it will be convenient to split T into a conjunction 
R=R1L\RZ such that / \ collects all conditions involving Q and f 2 all conditions 
involving = or s'. We will denote by ~ the least equivalence relation on 
{x0, ..., xm_i} such that x f ~xy whenever x~x} or (x^x^s' appears in r „ , 
and X0, ..., Xt_! will denote the blocks of It is clear that if we fix one element 
x r j in each block Xt ( / = 0 , . . . , /— 1), then for arbitrary variable Xj (0= _/< m) with 
xj~xr there is an integer 0 s u c h that r 2 implies 
(8) (x r i, Xj)<i(scjy. 
Since <P determines a nonempty relation, and for all 0^c<d<p, 
the exponents Cj in (8) are uniquely determined. Thus T2 is equivalent to the con-
junction of the formulas (8) for all t and xj~xr , which will be denoted by 
r \ . Hence we can as well assume that $ is given in the form 
(7') <i>(x0,..., xh_i) = 3x f c . . . 3x m _ 1 ( r 1 (x 0 , ..., x m - i ) A r f (x0, ..., *„_!)). 
The ©-closed relations can be treated together. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4.3. Let Q be a Q-closed equivalence relation, central relation, 
or regular relation. If Q is unary, then the relational subalgebras of [s", {?] are [i*, £>], 
[j"], [.?"n({?X(?)], [{?], [co], and hence they form a lattice isomorphic to Otherwise 
the relational subalgebras of [.?', £>] form a 4-element Boolean lattice consisting of 
[•?', e], [•*'], fe], and [co]. 
P r o o f . Consider a formula (7') determining a nonempty relation 0]. 
Select the variables xr^Xi (i— 0, ..., t— 1) so that x,( is free whenever Xi contains 
a free variable. We can assume without loss of generality that X0, ..., Xq_x (qSt, h) 
are exactly the blocks containing free variables, and xr=xt (i—0, ...,q— 1). Since 
Q is ©-closed, every condition (x,o, ..., xf _ t)€e in can be replaced by 
w h e r e K ' - ' ^ . J a n d •••>*••, 
~ X j . Clearly, 3x r . . . 3x r t ^ ( x ^ , ..., x r _ ) determines a relation T£[{>], and 
a is of the form 
a = {(a0 , . . . , a , ,©c 9 , . . . , a ^ Q c ^ J : (a0 , ..., a , . ^ } 
with 0 S l i < q for all q ^ i < h . 
Since the relation Q is atomic, either r is trivial, or [r]=[g]. Thus an easy 
argument shows that one of the following holds provided Q is at least binary: [<r]= 
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= <?], [j 'J, [g], or [to]. If g is unary, we have one more possibility, namely [a]= 
= [s-n(QXQ)]. 
It remains to consider equivalence relations and unary relations transversal to s. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4.4. Let e be a nontrivial equivalence relation transversal to s. 
Then the relational subalgebras of [J ' , e] are [i", e], |Y], [eoi ' ] , [e], [to], and hence 
they form a lattice isomorphic to 9l5. 
P r o o f . Take a formula (7') determining a nonempty relation <r£[s', e], and 
define a graph G on the vertices 0, ..., t— 1 as follows: (w, v) is an edge of G if 
and only if there are x£Xu and y£Xv such that (x, appears in J \ . Since 
e is symmetric, G is undirected. In view of s£ Pol e, any condition (x, in 
can be replaced by (x ' , j / )£e provided (x, x') €(.?')' and (y, y')d(^)' are in 
for some O S T h u s each vertex / of G can be labelled by a variable x r d X t 
in such a way that 
T*= A{(xr.,xrj)£e: ( i , j ) is an edge of G} 
is equivalent to . In fact, the labelling can proceed along the paths of G. Circles 
(loops, multiple edges) do not cause the procedure to fail, because e is symmetric, 
transitive, e f X j ' X ^ Q for every 0 a n d by assumption, <r^0. Clearly, 
T j (x0, ..., xm_1) determines a relation from [e], and hence a is of the form a=x®c 
with T€[E] and c£pft. 
It is well known and easy to check that, up to the order of its components, r 
is a direct product T 0 X . . . X R I _ 1 where each r( arises from a relation 
{(a„, a0sa1£...Eak_1} 
by repeating some components. Correspondingly, < T = < 7 0 X . . . X F F , - ! and every 
binary projection of each <xt is equal to some ( j c ) ' or some (s~c)' oeo(sd)' (OS c, d< p). 
However, taking into account s£Pol e we get e=(s~c)' o j o ( / ) ' for all 0Sc</> . 
Consequently, introducing the notation Sj—Eo(sJy(0^j<p) we have (s~c)'oeo 
o(sd)'=£dQC and ECOED=EC@I for all O ^ c , d < p . This implies that e€[e1]=[e2]=. . . 
... = [sp_1]. Hence a quick analysis of the various possibilities yields that [ a ]= 
= [ s \ e] (=[ j" , e j ) , [j 'J, [ e j , [e], or [to], completing the proof. 
A symmetric, transitive, binary relation will be called a partial equivalence 
•(equivalence relation on a subset of the base set). The empty set is also considered 
a partial equivalence. The lattice of partial equivalences of p will be denoted by 
& p , and will stand for the lattice arising from £}p by adding a new greatest ele-
ment, and another element which is comparable only with the least element of Q p . 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 4.5. Let p be a nontrivial unary relation transversal to s, and let 
Hi—H®i (0= / -cp) , nu=(jiiXfij)C](sj6i)' ( 0 / < / ? ) . Then the relational subalgebras 
of[s',p] are [j", fi], [j"], and [iiij: (i•])££] with t € Q p , and hence they form a 
lattice isomorphic to £5*. 
P r o o f . A similar but simpler argument than in the previous proof yields again 
that every nonempty relation &€['•?*, p] is of the form o=xffic for some T£[/Z] 
and c£p''. The well-known description of the relations in [p] (see, e.g., [ I I , 2.2.2]) 
implies that a is a direct product of relations of the form 
ff' = {(affic0 , . . . , a ® c r _ x ) : a £ v } 
where v=fi or v=k. Clearly, if v = k , then [<7']g[j']. If v=p, then [cr'] — 
= [JIc Ci: 0 0 l ~ c t ] . Taking into account that [J", 7t ; j]=[j", //] for all 0 
we get that there are the following three possibilities for a set of relations 
RQ[s\p]: 
(a) [R]=[s',n], 
(b) [ * ] = [ • ] , 
(c) [R] = [TI] for some /7 g [n^: 0 
In the last case it is easy to see that [^]=[?rm„: (m, n)€£] where £ is the least partial 
equivalence on p such that (i,j)£i provided n^^ I I . The straightforward proof 
of the fact that the relational algebras listed in the proposition are indeed pairwise 
distinct is left to the reader. 
R e m a r k s . 1. The results above show that two clones Pol {j ' , ¿?} and 
Pol { S \ Q'} where Q=^Q' are f rom the list in Theorem 2.3 coincide if and only if 
either both of q and o' are of type (Ps) such that the corresponding permutations and 
s generate the same permutation group, or both of Q and Q' are unary relations 
transversal to s such that Q'=S'(Q) for some 0 T h i s can be verified by 
comparing the sets of maximal clones containing Pol {.?', g}, resp., Pol {.v", g'}. 
(Apply Propositions 4.1—4.5 to determine the maximal clones, and make use of 
the well-known fact [16], [11, 4.3.23] that among the maximal clones, too, there are 
only some trivial coincidences.) 
2. A similar argument shows also that for an atomic relation o the clone 
Pol {s \ a} is maximal in Pol s' if and only if a falls into one of the types (P s)—(R s) 
in Theorem 2.3. 
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On ^-disjunctive inverse semigroups 
REIKICHI YOSHIDA 
Throughout the paper, we have the following notations. Let ...} 
and S be inverse semigroups. Let E(Q)= {a, /?, y, 8,...} be the set of all idempotents 
of Q. A congruence g on S is said to be idempotent-determined or I. D. if e gb and 
e£E(S) imply b£E(S). Let p. [T] be the greatest idempotent-separating [I. D.] 
congruence on S. Let N= U {Gy: yd 7 } be a Clifford semigroup, that is, a semi-
lattice of groups. S is said to be E-disjunctive if T=I. All other definitions and nota-
tions follow the conventions of [1]. 
GREEN [2] proved that if S is inverse, then n(~)z=i. It is easily shown that 
S/r is is-disjunctive. Hence every inverse semigroup is isomorphic with a subdirect 
product of a fundamental inverse semigroup S/n and an ^-disjunctive inverse 
semigroup S/r. We shall discuss 2?-disjunctive inverse semigroups by using [2, 4]. 
We have immediately 
L e m m a 1. Let Q be a full inverse subsemigroup of an inverse semigroup U. 
If Q is E-disjunctive, then U is E-disjunctive. 
An inverse semigroup S=S[N, i2] is called a regular extension of N by Q if 
NQ S and there exists a homomorphism K of S onto Q such that U {(yx-1): 
is the decomposition of N induced by the finest semilattice congruence on N [4]. 
Let End (AT) be the set of all endomorphisms of N. Fix c in N. Define c: N-~N 
by ui--cuc~1. Then c is the inner endomorphism induced by c. Let Q, Y=E(Q) 
and N be the same as above and let ly be the identity element of the group Gy. For 
each £ in Q, define ^ E n d (N) such that (i) I is the inner endomorphism 1 y if 
£=y£Y, and (ii) I maps Gy into G i y r , {y£Y), in particular, it maps onto 
Gtt-1. 
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For each pair tj in Q, define C(£, l K G ( t l ^ r l satisfying 
(1) CC«- 1 , 0 = l« - i = r ^ ) for all c in Q, and C(y, 5) = 
for all y, 5 in Y, 
(2) C(n,&C{S,r,0 = C{Z,ii)Ciir,,Q, where u* = til 
(3) ^ = 
Then {I, C(£, tf): i2} is called a factor set of N belonging to Q. Define a product 
in N*Q={{a,t;): by (a, £)(&, ti)=(ab*C({, ij), Then 
is a regular extension of N by Q. And the converse is valid [4]. We identify i2] 
with N*Q. We obtain the following theorem immediately. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let S=S[N, i2] be a regular extension. Then S is E-disjunctive 
if and only if there exists no pair y, 5 in E(Q) with S~<y satisfying 
{(?, n): iyntE(Q), y~y = [C«y, ri)xC(Z, y ) ] = 
= {(3', rj): ZSndE(Q), y* = [C&, r,)xC& 5)]-1} for all (x, QgS. 
Let S=S[N, 0]. S is called an I-regular extension if C(£, ?/)= l ^ ^ - i for 
all Q. Let N be a Clifford semigroup with linking homomorphisms {ij/y S : 5<y}. 
Then N is called a D-Clifford semigroup if there is no pair <5, y, <5<y, in Y such that 
ipypt}p is 1—1 for all /? in Y, and N is called a W-Clifford semigroup if \j/y i is 1—1 
for all <5-<y in Y. KRGOVIC and ALIMPIC [3] state the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m 3. Let N be a Clifford semigroup. Then N is E-disjunctive if and only 
if N is a D-Clifford semigroup. . • • . 
Every ¿"-disjunctive inverse semigroup S is found by constructing a regular 
extension of N by Q. If N is a D-Clifford semigroup, then N is ¿¿-disjunctive 
by Theorem 3, and thus SIN, Q] is ¿"-disjunctive by Lemma 1. We need to describe 
the case N is not ¿"-disjunctive. Now we get Corollary 4 for the ¿-disjunctivity of 
S[N, i2] and Q. 
C o r o l l a r y A. Let S=S[N,Q] and let Y=E(Q). Suppose that Gp) maps 
Gp onto Gm-i for.all £££2, ¡}£Y. If Q is E-disjunctive, then. S is E-disjunctive. 
Let N be a W-Clifford semigroup and let S be an I-regular extension. If S is 
E-disjunctive, then Q is E-disjunctive. 
In what follows let Y be a semilattice and let Ty be the Munn semigroup. 
Finally we discuss the ¿"-disjunctivity of TY where Y is discrete. 1A denotes the 
identity mapping on the set A. A(Q) [V(£)] means the domain [range] of <?. 
We give the preliminary lemmas without proof. 
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Lemma.5 . Let. Q be a full inverse subsemigroup of TY. Let r\(iQ, e,f£Y 
and V(£)= Yl, A(tj)= Yin. Then 
£l(Te)>1 is idempotent if and only if (t]\ Ylem)Ylem); 
•;. Jm1«1?/) if,and only if 
{r]£Q: (ti\Ylem) = Ylem)} = 
(4) 
= {ifeQ: (n\Ylfm) = (^¡Ylfm)} for all £ in Q\ 
T h e o r e m 6. Let Y be a semilattice and Q a full inverse subsemigroup of TY. 
Then Q is E-disjunctive if and only if there is no pair e, fin Y, e< f , such that 
(t,\Yev) = (t\Yev), A fo) = Yv = A (0, n, UQ, vfY, 
(5> . implies (t]\Yfv) = (C\Yfv). 
Proo f . Q is not .^-disjunctive f in Y: e<f and l ( y e ) xa l(yy)), 
<*{3e,fvn Y: e~=.f and 
(%\Yelm) = (UYelm), i 
Sufficiency. Suppose Q is not ^-disjunctive. Then there is a pair e, f <?</, 
satisfying (6). We shall prove that (5) holds for such pair e, f . Assume that the set 
{tj, f , v} satisfies the hypothesis in (5). Putting th=ti and Ci=C in (6), we have 
m=v=l. Since (ri1\Yelm)=(t1\Yev)=(C\Yev)=(C1\Yelm), we obtain (r\\Yfv)^g\Yfv). 
Hence (5) holds. 
Necessity. Assume that there exists a pair e, f , f satisfying (5). If {th, Ci} 
satisfies the hypothesis in (6), we have A(tj)=Yv=A(Q. by setting v—lm, 
ri=(m\Yv), C = (fi lYv). Since (n\ Yev) = (,h\Yelm) = (Cxi Yelm)=(£IYev), we find 
(?1i\Yflni)=(Ci\Yflm) by (5). 
Let e,f£Y, <?</. Define [e,f]—{g^Y:e^g^f}. Y is called discrete if <?</ 
implies [<?,/] to be finite. Let S c ( e ) = { / e F : <?</, | [<?,/] 1 = 2} for e in Y. A tree 
Y means a semilattice such that, for all e, f , Y, if e^g and / = g then either 
e^f or f=e. 
C o r o l l a r y 7. Let Y be a discrete tree. Then TY is E-disjunctive if and only if 
there is no element e in Y satisfying 
(7) |Sc(e)| = 1, 
(8) Ye ^ Yp implies |Sc(p)| S 1. 
P r o o f . Sufficiency. Suppose TY is not ^-disjunctive. Then (5) holds for some 
e, f , e-^f in Y. We may assume that f£Sc(e). Now suppose that there exists 
g£Sc(e) such that g ^ f . Define tj: Yf~Yg by xrj=g if x—f and xtj-x if 
4* 
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x^e. Define C = l ( r / ) and v—f. Though {tj,C,v} satisfies the hypothesis in (5), 
we obtain (rj\Yfv)?i(£\Yfv), a contradiction. Hence we have |Sc(e)| = l . 
Next assume that Ye^Yp and q, r£Sc(p), q^r. Define v=f and Yf= Yq. 
Define i]: YfsYr by xtj=r if x=f, and xt]=x£ if x^e. {tj,C,v} satisfies the 
hypothesis in (5), but we find (r\\Yfv)^(QYfv). Hence |Sc(p)|=sl. 
Necessity. Let Sc{e)= {/}. We shall prove that {e,f} satisfies (5). Suppose 
that tj, (£TY, satisfies the hypothesis in (5). From Sc(e)= {/}, we have 
fv^e or fv=f. Incase fv^e we obtain ev=fv, hence (t]\Yfv)=((\Yfv). Assume 
fv=f. Then we find and thus ev—e. Since (t]\Ye)=(£\Ye), we can put 
p=eti=e(. If (t]\Yfv)^(C\Yfv), fy—r, fZ=q, then we obtain r,q£Sc(p), r^q, 
contrary to (8). Hence we conclude that (ti\Yfv)=(£\Yfv).. 
" ~:i»sr 
Finally, the author wishes to thank the referee for his helpful comments. 
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On the strong nilstufe of rank two torsion free groups 
A. M. AGHDAM 
1. Introduction 
SZELE [7 ] defined the nilstufe of a group G to be n, n a positive integer, if there 
exists an associative ring R with additive group G such that R"^0, but for every 
associative ring R with additive group G the equality Rn+1=0 holds. If there 
exists no such positive integer n, we will say that G hais nilstufe FEIGELSTOCK [2] 
defines the strong nilstufe in a similar manner but allows non-associative rings 
on G. The nilstufe and strong nilstufe of G will be denoted by n(G) and N(G), 
respectively. 
Unless otherwise stated, all groups in this paper are abelian, rank two torsion-
free with addition denoting the group operation. A multiplication on a group G is 
meant to be the multiplication of a ring R with additive group G. 
In this note we study N(G) by classifying G according to the cardinality of the 
type set, T(G), of G. Here the type set of G means the set of types /(g) of non-zero 
elements g in G. (See [3], p. 109, for a definition of type.) 
By [5] if G is a rank two torsion-free non-nil group (i.e. Af(G)> 1), then the 
cardinality of T(G) is at most three. In this work we will get the following results for 
non-nil rank two torsion-free groups: 
(i) If the cardinality of T(G) is equal to one then the type must be idempotent 
and N(G)= oo. 
(ii) If the cardinality of T(G) is equal to two then 
(a) if G is indecomposable then N(G)=2, 
(b) if G is decomposable and T(G)={t1,t2} such that tl< t2, /2>/2 
and tl^ti, then N(G)=2, 
(c) in the remaining cases N(G)= 
(iii) If the cardinality of T(G) is equal to three then N(G)= 
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Let x, y be independent elements of a group G of rank two. Each element iv 
of G has a unique representation w=ux+vy, where u, v are rational numbers. Let 
U = {u£Q | ux + vy^G for some v£Q}, U0 = {w0€2 I "ox^G}, 
V = {v£Q | ux + vy^G for some u£G}, V0 = {v0£Q \ v0y£G}. 
Clearly, U0, V0 are subgroups of U, V respectively, which are isomorphic to the 
pure subgroups {x>* and (y)* of G. ((x)* denotes the jjure subgroup of (J generated 
by x.) We call U, U0, V, V0 the groups of rank one belonging to the independent set 
{*,>•} of G. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1 ([1], p. 107). Let G be a torsion-free abelian group of 
rank. two. If U, U0,V,V0 are the groups of rank one belonging to {x, y}, then U/U0 ^ 
=V/V0. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 ([3], p. 114). Let C be a pure subgroup of the torsion-free 
group A such that 
(a) AjC is completely decomposable and homogeneous of type t, 
(b) all the elements in A but not in C are of type t, 
then C is a direct summand of A. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3. Let A be a torsion-free group of rank two, T{A)~{tr, Z2} 
and tx< t2 • Let {x, j } be an independent set of A such that t(x)=t1, t(y)=t2. 
Assume,U, U0, V, V0 are the rank one groups belonging to {x,y}. If t(U0)= t(U) 
then (y)* is a direct summand of A. In particular, if kU^ U0 or kV^V0 for some 
integer k^O, then A is decomposable. .••;•.•;:• 
P r o o f . We have A/(y)*^U, hence t(A/(y)*)=t(U). Let a be in A but not 
in (.>>)*; then t(a)—ty. By assumption we have t(U)=t(U0)=ti, therefore the 
type of all elements in A but not in (y)* are equal to t(U)= t{Aj(y)*). By Proposi-
tion 2, (y)* is a direct summand of A. In particular, if kU^U0 or kV^V0 for 
some integer k^O, then because of U/U0^V/V0 we have that t(U)=t(U0), and 
hence A is decomposable. 
2. One-element type set 
For this case we first assume that the group is indecomposable. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4. If G is an indecomposable and homogeneous group then any 
non-zero element of E{G), the endomorphism monoid of G, is monic. 
P r o o f . Let <p£E{G), O ^ K e r ^ G . Then /-(G/Ker <?)= 1 since r(G)=2 and 
Ker (p is a pure subgroup' of G. We have G/Ker <psslm qxG. Assume g= 
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= g + K e r (p^G/Ksr xp and g^Ker <p. Then 
t(g) = t(GIKer cp) = t(Im <p) S t(G) = t(g). 
On the other hand, t(g)^t(g), therefore t(g)=t(g). Hence by Proposition 2 
Ker cp is a summand of G. But G is indecomposable, so Ker q>=0, and q> is monic. 
L e m m a 1. If G is an indecomposable and homogeneous group then any non-
trivial ring over G is without zero divisors. 
P r o o f . Let (G, * ) be a ring over G and let xy=0 for some x,y£G, x^O, 
y^O. By Proposition 4 any non-trivial element of E(G) is monic. For the left multi-
plication Lx we have Lx(y)=xy=0, which implies that Lx=0, so 
(1) x> = Lx(x) = 0. 
Let {x, z} be an independent set of G. Then we have 
(2) xz = Lx(z) = 0. 
Furthermore, since the right multiplication Rz is 0 or monic, and Rz(x)=xz = 0 , 
therefore R z = 0 . Hence 
(3) z2 = Rz(z) = 0. 
Taking now the left multiplication Lz, by (3) we get that Lz is 0, so 
(4) zx = Lz(x) = 0. 
By assumption {x, z} is an independent set of G, consequently by (1), (2), (3) and 
(4) (G, * ) is a trivial ring. This shows that any non-trivial ring over G is without 
zero divisors. 
We conclude from this lemma that, if G is an indecomposable and homogeneous 
group, then iV(G)=l or N(G)=^. 
Now we assume G is decomposable. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 5 (REDEI—SZELE [4]). A ring R with rank one torsion-free addi-
tive group G is either an associative domain, or R S = 0 . R is an integral domain if 
and only if t(G) is idempotent. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 6. Let G=H®K and r(H)=r(K)= 1. If t(H) is idempotent 
then N(G)= co. 
P r o o f . If t{H) is idempotent then by Proposition 5, H is an associative integral 
domain, whence iV(ff)=<». We define a ring (G, * ) by putting 
(Ji,k)*Qi',k') = (hh',0). 
This proves that N(G)=°°. 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 7. Let A; B be torsion-free, homogeneous groups of finite ranks. 
If t(A)=~t(B) then Horn (A, B)=0. 
P r o o f . The fact that homomorphisms are type increasing (i.e. type non-
decreasing) yields the proposition. 
L e m m a 2. Let G—K®H and let r(K)=r(H)—\, t(H)= t(K). Then N(G)> 1 
implies that t(G) is idempotent and N(G)=°°. 
P r o o f . If t(H) is idempotent then by Proposition 6, N(G)=°°. If 
t(H) is not idempotent then t(G®G)= t\G)>t{G), and by Proposition 7, 
Horn (G®G,G)=Q. We have 
mult (G) == Horn (G<8>G, G), 
therefore G is a nil group and so N(G)= 1. 
3. Two-element type set 
P r o p o s i t i o n 8. If R is a finite rank, torsion-free ring without zero divisors, 
then R+ is homogeneous. 
P r o o f . Let {.Vi, ..., x r} be an independent subset of R+. Let x be in R, x ^ O . 
First we prove that xxi, xxr are independent. Suppose not. Then there exist 
integers ai,...,ar such that xx j + . . . +« ,xx r =0 , i.e. x ^ x ! - ! - . . . + a r x r ) = 0 ; but 
R has no zero divisors, therefore OiXi+ ... + arxr=0, which is a contradiction, 
since {x! , . . . ,x r } is an independent set. 
Hence if x^O^y belong to R, then 
my = m1xx1+ ... + mrxxr = x(/?71x1+ ... + mrxr) 
implies that t(y)^t{x), and similarly nx=n1yx1+ ... + nryxr=y(n1xl+ ...+nrxr) 
implies that t(x)^t(y). Thus t(x)=t(y), consequently R is homogeneous. 
L e m m a 3. Let G be a torsion-free indecomposable abelian group of rank two. 
Let T(G)= {/i, t2) be such that ty< t.2. If {x, >} is an independent set such that 
t(x)=z tl, t(y)=t2, then all non-trivial rings on G satisfy the following multiplication 
table: 
x2 = by, xy = yx = y2 = 0, b is a rational number. 
P r o o f . Let (G, * ) be a non-trivial ring over G. Since h<t2, in general 
we have 
x2 = ax+by, xy = cy, yx = dy, y2 = ey. 
We are going to prove that a=c=d=e= 0. 
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Let U, C/0,V,F0 be the rank one groups belonging to {x, y}. We claim xy=yxi 
If not, then c^d, and for an arbitrary element g=ux+vy of G, 
gx=tix2 + vyx, xg — ux2 + vxy, gx—xg = v(d — c)y, 
implying that (d—c)v£V0 for all v£V. Hence there is an integer k^O such that 
kV= V0. Now by Proposition 3, (y)* is a direct summand of G, which is a contra-
diction. Hence c—d and xy=yx—cy. * 
We claim that a=0. If not, take two arbitrary elements gl—ux+vy, g2=rx+sy 
of G. Then 
gigz = urx2+(su + rv)xy + vsy2 = aurx + (urb +suc + rvc -f vse) v. 
This implies that aU2^U^U2, whence t(U)=t(U2). Consequently, 
(1) if a 0 then t(U) is idempotent. 
G is not homogeneous, hence by Proposition 8, G should have two non-zero 
elements X=rx+sy, Y~ocx+Py such that XY= 0, i.e. 
XY — (rx+sy)(ctx+Py) = aarx+(arb+ sac + rjlc+fise) y = 0. 
Since x, y are independent elements, axr—O. By assumption a^O, hence we 
should have one of the following cases: 
(i) a = 0, r = 0, (ii) a = 0, r ^ 0, (iii) a ^ 0, r = 0. 
In case (i), s and /? must be non-zero, as X^0, Y^0. Hence 0=XY=sPy 2 — 
=sPey, which implies that e=0. 
In case (ii), {X=rx+sy,y} is an independent set of G, and 
0 = XY — (rx+sy)(Py) - P(rx+sy)y, 
since a—0. However, I V 0, therefore /M0 , so that 
(2) Xy = ( rx+s j ' )y = 0. 
Let H, H0, F, F„ be the rank one groups belonging to {X, j}, and let g=hX+fy 
be an arbitrary element of G where h£H,f£F. By (2) and by the assumption y2—ey 
we have 
gy = hXy+fy2 = efy, 
so we conclude that ef belongs to F0 for all / i n F. If then there is an integer 
k ^ 0 such that k F ^ F0 , so by Proposition 3, (y)* is a direct summand of G, 
contradicting the indecomposability of G. Hence e=0. 
Similarly, in case (iii) we also conclude that e = 0 . Therefore, 
(3) if a ^ 0 then e = 0. 
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Let g=ux+vy be an arbitrary element of G with U, V. By (3) we have 
gy=uxy+vy2=cuy, so if c is not zero then cU^V0, hence 
Now, using (1) and (4) we prove that t(U)=t(CJ0). By (1), t(U) is idempotent, 
therefore h"(l)=0 or oo except for finitely many prime numbers. U^U implies 
that t(U0)ist(U), so that /1,(1)=0 implies /£°(1)=0 and /#(1)<~> implies 
/£o(l)<co. It remains to prove that hvp»(1) = °° if 1) = °°. Let l/pn£U and 
= co. Then by the definition of U there is K/m£V such that g=(l/p")x+ 
+ (K/m)y£G. Let m=m'pl where (m',p)= 1. Then 
g = ( l / p " ) x + ( A 7 m y > , m'g = (m'/p^x+Wp')}', (m'g-K(y/p')) = (m'/p")x. 
By (4), 1/p'eVo, so that l/p"£U0. This is correct for all hence h%°(l)=°=, 
so we conclude that t(U)^t(U0). But t(U0)^t(U), therefore t(U0)=t(U). By 
Proposition 3, (>>)* will be a direct summand of G which is in contradiction with 
indecomposability. Consequently c = 0 . 
By assuming a^O we got c= 0 and e=0, that is x2=ax+by, xy=yx= 
= j 2 = 0 . Thus {z=ax+by,y} is an independent set of G, and z2=a2x2+b2y2+ 
Jr2abxy=a2x2—a2z, zy=yz=y2=0. Let W, W0, T, T0 be the rank one groups 
belonging to {z, y}. Let g=wz+ ty be an arbitrary element of G and W, t£ T. 
Then gz=wz2=a2wz. 
Since we supposed 0, we have a2W^W0^W, hence t(W0)=t(W). 
Again by Proposition 3, (y)* is a direct summand of G which is a contradiction. 
All contradictions are due to the assumption a^O. Consequently a=0. 
So far we pro.ved that 
This implies that (c2—be)v=v'^ for some in V0. If c2—be^0 then there is an 
integer lc?±0 such that kU^U0, which implies by Proposition 3 that (j>)* is a 
direct summand of G. This is a contradiction. Therefore 
(4) t(U.) 3S /(K0). 
x2 = by, xy = yx = cy, y- = ey. 
Let g=ux+vy be an arbitrary element of G. Then 
cu+ev = v'0 
(5) c2—be = 0. 
If b=0 then gy=uxy+vy2=evy. Again this is a contradiction, hence 
(6) b? i 0. 
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By (5) and (6) 
(7) e = 0 if and only if c = 0. 
If e^O and c ^ O then {z1——cx+by,y} is an independent set of G. We get 
z\ = (— cx+by)2 = c2x2+b2y2—2cbxy = c2by+eb2y—2c2by = 
= b(eb-c2)y = 0 (by (5)), 
z iy - yzx = - cxy - f i ry 2 = -c2y+eby = (-c2+eb)y = 0 (by (5)), 
r = ey. 
Let M, M0, N, N0 be the rank one groups belonging to (z1, y}, and let g— mz1+ny 
be an arbitrary element of G where m£M and n£N. Then gy=ny2=eny, hence 
e N ^ N 0 . It follows now that there is an integer k ^ O such that k N ^ N 0 , so by 
Proposition 3, (y)* is a direct summand of G, contradicting the indecomposability 
of G. Therefore c=0 or e=0, whence by (7) c= 0 and e=0, completing the 
proof of Lemma 3. 
R e m a r k 1. In case no element of T(G)={t1,t2} is idempotent, let {x, 
be an independent set of G such that l(x)=t1, t(y)=t2, tx<t2 and txt2j^t2. Then 
x2—by, xy=yx—y2=0 for any ring over G. 
T h e o r e m 1. Let T(G)— {/l5 t2}, tx-^t2, and let {x,y} be an independent set 
of G such that t(x)—tl5 t(y)=t2. Let U, U0, V, V0 be the rank one groups belonging 
to {x,y}. IfG is either indecomposable or neither tx nor t2 is idempotent and txt2>t2, 
ihen G is a non-nil group if and only if t(U2)~t(V0). 
P r o o f . Suppose G is a non-nil group. By Lemma 3 and Remark 1 we have 
x2 = by, xy = yx = y2 = 0, b 7- 0. 
Let g—ux+vy, h=rx+sy be arbitrary elements of G with u, U and v, sd V. 
Then gh=bury, which implies that bU2^V0, that is t(U2)^t(V0). 
Conversely, if t(U2)^t(V0) then there is an integer b^O such that bU2^V0. 
Let g= ux+vy, h=rx+sy be arbitrary elements of G, and define a multiplica-
tion over G by gh=bury. This multiplication is a ring over G, hence G is a non-
nil group. 
R e m a r k 2. Let G be decomposable and let T(G)={tx,t2} be such that 
tl^h, t22^t2. In [6] it has been proved that txt2—t2 implies N(G)= <». 
R e m a r k 3. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1, N(G)= 1 or 2. N(G)=2 
if and only if t(U2)^t(V0). 
R e m a r k 4. If G=H®K and at least one of t(H) and t(K) is idempotent then 
i>y Proposition 6, N(G)= oo. 
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4. At least three-element type set 
P r o p o s i t i o n 9. Let G be a torsion-free group of rank two and let T{G) = 
= {z0, t1, t2}. Let x,y£G be such that t(x)=tl and t(y)=t2. Suppose that /0</lr 
Z0< t»_. If tY, t2 are incomparable, then for any ring on G we have x 2 = ax, y2=by, 
xy=yx=0 for some a,b£Q. 
P r o o f . The set G(ix) of elements g in G whose types are form a pure 
subgroup of G ([3], p. 109). Let z€G be such that t(z)=t0. Then z^Gfo)- Because 
of the purity of G(fi), / ' [G(f1)]=l . Since l ( x 2 ) S i ( x ) = l 1 , we have x 2 ,x€G(Í!) , 
thus x2 and x are dependent elements, that is x2=ax for some a£Q. Similarly 
we conclude that y2—by for some b£0. By the same token t(yx)^t(x) implies 
that yx, x€G(^) , hence yx=ex for some e£Q. Similarly we deduce that yx=fy 
for some f£Q. If yx^0 then t(yx)=t(x)= t(y). This contradicts our hypothesis, 
therefore j>x=0. In the same way we conclude that xy=0. 
If the cardinality of T(G) is greater than three, then by [5] G is nil group, that 
is, N(G)= 1. 
If the cardinality of T(G) is equal to three then by [5] T(G) has one minimal 
and two maximal elements; let {x, j } be an independent set of G such that t(x) 
and t(y) are maximal. By Proposition 9, for any ring over G we have x2=ax, xy= 
= j y x = 0 , y2=by, where a, b are rational numbers. If G is non-nil, then a or b is 
non-zero, say a¿¿0. Then x"=a"~1x, hence there is no integer n such that x " = 0 . 
This implies that JV(G)=°°. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let G be a rank two torsion-free group and let T(G)= {/„, tx, t2) 
be such that f l 5 ?0< t2. Let {x, be an independent set such that t(x)—t1, 
t(y)= t2. Let U, U0, V, V0 be the rank one groups belonging to {x, y}. Then G is 
a non-nil group if and only if either t(U0)=t(U) and t(U0) is idempotent or t(V0)= 
= t(V) and t(V0) is idempotent. 
P r o o f . Let G be a non-nil group. Then x2=ax, xy=yx=0, y2=by and a 
or b is non-zero. We assume a^O. Let g=ux+vy be an arbitrary element of G 
where udU and v£V. Then gx—ux2+vyx=aux. This implies that andU0 fo r 
all ueU, so it follows that aU^U0. However, U0^U, therefore t(U)=t(U0). 
Furthermore, since a^O, we have x 2 # 0 , hence t(U0) is idempotent. 
Conversely, if t(U)=t(U0) and t(U0) is idempotent then there is an integer 
m such that mU^U0. Let g=ux+vy, h—rx+sy be arbitrary elements of G, 
and define a multiplication over G by gh=m2urx. This multiplication is a ring 
over G, therefore G is a non-nil group. 
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5. Concluding remarks 
(a) L e m m a 1 a n d L e m m a 2 imply tha t if G is a homogeneous t orsion-free g roup 
of r a n k two then n(G)=N(G). ^ 
(b) Let G be a tors ion-free g r o u p of r a n k two a n d let T(G)= t2} be such 
tha t f i < i 2 . Then L e m m a 3 shows tha t if G is indecomposable then n(G)=N(G). 
However , in the decomposable case it has been shown in [6] by an example tha t , 
in general, n(G) a n d N(G) are n o t equal . 
(c) If G is a tors ion-free g roup of r a n k two with | 7 ( G ) | s 3 then n(G)—N(G). 
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Amalgamated free products of «-groups 
JACEK MICHALSKI 
1. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to give a description for the amalgamated free products 
of «-groups. The present paper is the second in a series of papers devoted to the 
study of constructions of some special limits in the category Gr„ of «-groups (in 
[7] two constructions of free products were given). Both these papers are based on 
the results of [6]. The relation of the functors <P and W to inductive and projective 
limits given in [6] is used to investigate the above-mentioned inductive limits of 
«-groups. 
In these constructions the notion of a free covering group (cf. [10]) plays a central 
role. T ie 'pape r [3] (cf. also [5]) contains a generalization of this notion, namely a 
free covering (fc+ l)-group of an («+l ) -g roup (where n—sk). The assignment of 
free covering ( k + l)-groups to («+ l)-groups is functorial. This leads to the functor 
<£s: Gr„+1—Grfc+1 (in fact a class of functors depending on which construction of 
the free covering ( k + l)-group we consider), which is left adjoint to the forgetful 
functor Ws: Gr t + 1 ^Gr n + 1 (cf. [3], [6]). Here (contrary to [7]) the meaning of <PS 
is the same as in [6]. In Proposition 1, by &q(H) and <Pq(G,) we mean the respective 
free covering (k+ l)-groups of the (gk+ l)-groups H and Gt, disregarding their con-
structions. 
In a category with initial objects any free product with an amalgamated initial 
object is isomorphic to the corresponding free product. The construction of free 
products of «-groups was given in [7]. However, the construction of amalgamated 
free products given here exploits the non-emptiness of amalgamated sub-(«+1)-
groups. Therefore we always assume that a polyadic group is nonempty (like in [7]). 
The terminology and notation of this paper is the same as in [5], [6], [7]. We 
recall only that <p) denotes the cyclic (k+ l)-group of order s (cf. [10], [3]) 
and the l e t t e r s / and g denote the («+ l)-group and (k+ l)-group operations, respec-
' Received September 22, 1982, and in revised form February 6, 1984. 
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tively, in the (« + l)-groups and (k+ l)-groups under consideration. The symbol 
fa is understood as in [7] (in particular / ( 0 ) ( x ) = x ) . Throughout the paper we 
assume n—sk, s=mq, n > l . 
Let us introduce some new abbreviations of the notation. In place of 
/(..., ..., xr, ..., ..., xr,...) with Xit-.^X, repeated / times we write 
/ ( . . . , [*!, ..., x , ] ' , ...). In particular, instead of / ( . . . , x, ..., .v, ...) with x repeated 
/ times we write briefly / ( . . . , [x] ' , ...). 
2. Preliminaries 
We start with recalling the construction of an amalgamated free product in 
the category Gr2 of groups (cf. [2], [11]). 
Consider a nonempty family of monomorphisms {y(: B-—A,}tiT in Gr2 , where 
the groups A, are mutually disjoint. Let e denote the neutral element of A, for 
each t£T, and Bt = yt{B). Form a set Dt consisting of exactly one representative 
for any left coset xB, of the subgroup B, and such that cBtC]D,= {e}. Thus every 
element a£A, can be expressed uniquely in the form a=dyt(b) where a£Dt, 
b£B. The sequences of the form aL...drb where afcDt—Btm, b£B, t^ti+1, 
r=0,1, 2, . . . , will be called words. In the set A of words define a binary operation 
which from any two words forms a word in the following manner. Juxtapose the 
words to get a "long word" and perform all the necessary cancellations. The set 
A with this operation is the free product of A, with amalgamated subgroup B. 
Henceforth by the amalgamated free product of groups we always mean the group 
described above. 
L e m m a 1. Let [ I / ; {y,: $„((?,)—L'}tiT] be the free product of a nonempty 
family of groups {3>„(G,)}(er with amalgamated subgroup <&„(H) (i.e., the inductive 
limit of the family of monomorphisms {<£„ (e,): <Pn(H)^ <Pn (G,)},{ T ) where 
($n(H), T„ , („} and {<$„(<?»), t , , Ct>}/£ T are lhe foe covering groups of the («+1)-
groups H and {G,},(T, respectively. Then the morphism L'—C„j2 defined by 
Vw(Ctl(ai). C,p(a,), C„(6)) (where ax...aTb^L\ BDGJFL), D£*N{GT) 
for i=\, ...,r) is an epimorphism and a pair (L',x), where T is the inclusion of 
C_1(0) into L', is the free covering group of the («+1 )-group - 1 ( 0). Furthermore, 
[L\ {a,: G t — L } t i T ] , where rat— ^„(v,)?,, is the free product of the (n+\)-groups 
{G,},£T with an amalgamated sub-(n+ l)-group H. 
P r o o f . The proof of this lemma is analogous to that of Lemma 1 of [7]. 
The following two lemmas concern the decomposition of an (n+ l)-group 
( 5 = ( G , / ) into left cosets of a nonempty sub-(n+ l)-group H (cf. [1], [10]). As usual, 
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for the construction of the free covering group one fixes an element c£G (cf. [3], 
[5]). Since the element c is arbitrary, we may assume c£H. 
L e m m a 2. Let H be a sub-{n+\)-group of an (n+l)-group © = ( G , / ) and 
a£G. Then every element of the form (a, I) (with 1=0,1, ..., n— 1) in the group 
®*"=(G*",/*) belongs to (a, 0)H*". 
P r o o f . Let a€G and / = 0 , 1 , . . . , « - 1 . Then 
f%a, 0), (c, / - 1 ) ) = ( f ( a , c, [c]<-\ c, [c]""1- ' ) , /) = (a, /)€(a, 0 
since (c,l-l)£H*n. 
L e m m a 3. Two elements (a1,l1) and (a2 , /2) of ©*" belong to the same left 
coset of the subgroup H*n if and only if there exists an element b^H such that ax= 
=f(a2,b,[cf-1). 
P r o o f . Let (a l5 h)£(a2, l2)H*n. In view of Lemma 2 (%, 0)6(a2, 0)H*n, whence 
(«i, 0)=f%a2, 0), (b, n-1 ))=(fia2, b, ( c f - 1 , c, [c]""1), 0)=(f(a2, b, [c]»-1), 0) 
for some b£H. Thus a^fia^b, [c]"-1). 
Conversely, let ax=f(a2,b, [c]""1). Thus (au 0)=/*((a 2 , 0), (6, n-1)), whence 
(alt 0)€(a2, 0)H*\ Then, by Lemma 2, (a,, / j e f e , l2)H*n. 
3. A construction of amalgamated free products 
Consider a nonempty family of monomorphisms {et: H—Gt}teT where # and 
G( are nonempty (n+ l)-groups. Choose an arbitrary but fixed element c£H. Let 
ct—st(c). Decompose every G, into left cosets of the sub-(K+l)-group Ht=et(H) 
(i.e., elements a' and a" belong to the same coset if and only if there exists an ele-
ment bt£Ht such that a'=f(a", b„ [c,]" -1)) and choose one element in every 
coset distinct from Ht. The representative of the coset aH, (where a£Gt—Ht) is 
denoted by a. Therefore a=f(d, b„ [c,]" - 1) for some bt£Ht. By a word we shall 
mean a sequence of the form ^ . . . a ^ c , where / -=0 ,1 , . . . and for / = 1, . . . , r 
we have a£Gt—Ht, b£H, t^tt+i, /=0 , 1, ...,n— 1, r+l=0 (modn). Now we 
define an («+ l)-ary operation / o n the set L of all words. Given n+1 words, form 
by juxtaposition a "long word" and perform the following cancellations: If in the 
"long word" there appear neighbouring expressions of the form 
h h fCi.'a) 
1. bxc and b2c, where bx, b2£H, then we replace them by b c , where 
b=fl.)(bl, [ c ] \ c, [ c j " - 1 - ^ ' ^ ) . If b=c and <K/ i , / 2 )=H- l , then we 
n-1 
cancel the resulting expression c c , unless it remains at the end of the "long 
word". 
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2. Cj and d2> where ¿ j , a ^ G t — H t , then depending on the element 
a=/(a1, as, c,, [c , ]" - 2 ) we replace them by 
0 
(a) abc, where b£H is the solution of the equation a=f(a,e,(b),c,, [ct]"-2)> 
if aiHt; . 
1 
(b) a'c, where et{a')—a, if a£Ht. 
i i 
3. bxc and a1, where a^G,—7/ , , then we replace them by abc, where 
a=/ ( . )(e t(6i) J[ c»] ' '« i ' £«'[ c»]B~ 1 _ < P ( ' , 0 )) a n d b i s t h e solution of the equation 
After a finite number of steps the "long word" becomes a word. Note that 
the resulting word does not depend on the order of the cancellations performed. 
Define the family of morphisms {a(: Gt-*L}tiT by the formula: 
n-l • 
1. at(a)=db c , where b is the solution of the equation a=f(a,st(b), [c , ]" - 1 ) , 
if a£G,-Ht; o 
2. cLt(a)=a'c, where e,(a')=a, if a£Ht. 
T h e o r e m 1. The (n+ \)-groupoid L is an (n+l)-group. The (n+l)-group L 
together with the family of morphisms {at: G ( — L ) , i T is the free product of the 
(/i+ 1 )-groups {G,}(£ j with an amalgamated sub-(n+1 )-group H. 
P r o o f . We use the same notation as in Lemma 1. Let (<£„(//), T h , £ h ) and 
{(<Pn(G,), T,, C()},er be the free covering groups of the («+ l)-groups H and {G(}t€ T , 
respectively, with distinguished elements c£H and ct=st(c)(iGt. 
As was mentioned above, the elements of the free product L' of the groups 
<Pn{Gt) with an amalgamated subgroup i>„(//) are words of the form a*...a*b*, 
where a*€<P„(Gt)— <Pn(Ht), b*£<Pn(H), t^ti+1, r= 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . According t o 
Lemma. 2, the elements a* can be chosen to be of the form a ? = ( a i ; 0). On 
the other hand, by Lemma 3, the decomposition of <Pn (Gt) into left cosets of the 
subgroup 4>„{H,) coincides for elements of the form (a, 0) with the decomposition 
of the (n+ l)-group G, into left cosets of the sub-(n+ l)-group Ht. Therefore every 
element of L' is of the form w—(d1,0)...(dr,0)(b, I) where b£H, 1=0, ..., n— 1 
and d f £ G f j — t i 7 i t i + 1 for / = 1 , ...,r. According to Lemma 1 the morphism 
£: 2 defined by ((w)=<p(r)(<;,i(d1, 0) , . . . , it{dr, 0), tH(b, /)) is an epimorphism. 
Let L = £ _ 1 ( 0 ) and let r: L—L' be the inclusion of L into L'. Then w£L if and 
only if #*-f-/=0 (mod n) (since i(>v)=<p(r)(0, . . . , 0 , / ) = / - + / (mod «)). The (w+1)-
group operation / on L is simply the long product obtained from the group opera-
t i o n / * on L'. To simplify words of the form (a, 0) in the (n+ l)-group L we write 
simply a. Then z(a)=(a,0)£L. Let w=(a1,0)...(d„0)(b,l)£L. Then (cf. [5]) 
w =/*, ((a,, 0), ..., (dr, 0), (b, 0), [(c, 0)]') = 
=/<*№), •••> t(dr),T{b), [ r ( c ) f ) = z(ai... arbc). 
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Thus it is convenient to define L as the set of all sequences of the form al...drbc 
where b£H, r= 0,1,2,..., 1=0, ...,n-l, r+l=0 (modn) and d^Gt-Ht , t^ 
7iti+1 for i= 1, ..., r. The (n+ l)-ary operation / o n L is given by juxtaposition of 
« + 1 words and performing all possible cancellations: 
<i h 
1. If there appear neighbouring expressions blc and b2c, where by, b2£H, then 
x{...b!lbX..) =/?>(-, T(fti), [T(C)]'1; T(b2), |[T(c)]'., ...) = 
= / £ ( . . . , ( f i h , [c]'i, b2, c, [ c j - i - ^ y ) , f/)(/l5 /?)), ...) = . 
= / o ( - . 1. № > № • ^ M"-1-*'»'*>)), [T(C)]*'.-«, ...) = 
= T(.. ./(61 s [C] \ b2, [c]'=, c, . C ...). 
If we obtain the expression c c not at the end of the "long word", then as in the 
proof of Theorem 2 of [7] one can show that it may be cancelled. 
2. If there appear neighbouring expressions al and a2, where c\, d2£G,— 
-Ht, then 
x(...d1d2...) =/(*)(..., T(dj), T(d2), ...) = 
= / ? ) ( - , (/(«1= ct, [c(]"-2), 1), ...) = / £ ( . . . , (a, 1), ...) 
where a=f(ax,a2,c„ flcJ"~2)€<j1. Consider two cases: 
(a) Let aiHt- Then (a, l)=f*{{&, 0), (et(b), 0))=(f(a, s,(b), c„ [c (]"-2), 1), 
thus a=f(a, e,(b), ct, [c,]" - 2) and therefore b£H given by the equality (a, 1)= 
=f*((a, 0), (e,(b), 0)) is the solution of the equation a=f(a, s,(b), ct, [ct]"~2). 
Hence 
r(...d1d2...) = / £ ( . . . , ( 4 0), (b, 0), ...) =/&(..., x(d), x{b), ...) = x(...db°c...). 
(b) Let a£Ht. Then 
i 
x(...d1d2...) =/*)(..., (a, 1), ...) =/(*)(•••= ...) = T(. . .a 'c . . . ) 
where st(a')=a. i 3. If there appear neighbouring expressions bxc and ax ; where d^G,—/7,, then 
x(...b1cd1...) =/&(..., I), (¿i, 0), ...) = 
= / « ( - . lc,f, du c„ 0)), ...) (a, <p(l, 0)), ...) 
where a=fl.y{et{bj, [c,]', du c„ [c,]"-1-*1'«»). Then 
(a, q>(l, 0)) =f%a, 0), (e,(b), Q) = ( / (d , st(b), [c,]', c,, M » " 1 - * ' - « ) , <p(l, 0)); • 
9» 
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thus a—f(^{a, e,(b), fc,]1, ct, [c ( ] n - 1 - , ' ( ' , 0 ) ) . and therefore b£H given by the 
equality (a, <p(l, 0))=/*((d, 0), (e,(b), /)) is the solution of the equation a= 
=f(d, s,(b), [c(]<, c„ [ c j - 1 - ^ « » ) . Hence 
z(...b1'cd1...) = /? , ( . . . , ( 4 0), (e,(b), I), - ) = 
T(D), T ( 6 ) , [T(C)] ' 5 . . . ) = T( . . .dbc. . .) . 
The uniqueness of the resulting word is implied by the uniqueness of the form 
of a word in the amalgamated free product of groups. 
According to Lemma 1, za,(a)= ¥n(y,)(a, 0). Consider two cases: 
1. Let a€Gt-Ht. Then (a, 0 ) = f % d , 0), n-1 ))=(№ e,(b), [c,]"-1), 0); 
thus a=f(a, st(b), and therefore b£H given by the equality (a, 0 ) = 
=/*((d, 0), (et(b), n-1)) is the solution of the equation a=f(a, et(b), [c,]""1). 
N - J 
Hence yt(a, 0) = (a, 0)(b, n— 1), so zat(a) = (a, 0 ) (b , n— 1) = z(ab c ). 
o 
2. Let a£Ht. Then y,(a, 0)=(a , 0), whence r a t ( a )=r (a , 0 )=a ' c where 
st(a')=a. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
4. Some properties of amalgamated free products 
In view of Theorem 3 of [6], if every (n+ l)-group Gt and also the ( « + l)-group 
H are derived from (k+ l)-groups, then the amalgamated free product is also derived 
from a (k+ l)-group. The converse is also true except for the following two cases: 
when T has only one element or when at most one of the monomorphisms is not an 
isomorphism. Then the amalgamated free product is isomorphic either to G, or to H. 
It may happen that in this case the amalgamated free product (being isomorphic 
to one of the (n+l)-groups Gt) is derived from a (£+l ) -group; none the less the 
(n+ l)-group H (as a sub-(w+ l)-group of that ( n + l)-group Gt) need not be derived 
from any l)-group. For this reason we have to make some additional assump-
tions. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let L be the free product of («4- l)-groups {Gt},eT with an amal-
gamated sub-(n+ \)-group H, where more than one monomorphism e,: H—G, is not 
an isomorphism. Then the (n +l)-group L is derived from a (k+ \)-group if and only 
if every \)-group Gt and the (n+1 )-group H are also derived from (_k+1 )-groups. 
P r o o f . We use the notation of Theorem 1. Let L be an («+ l)-group derived 
i 
from a certain (fc+ l)-group and let the word w=aL...drbc be skew to the element 
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o 
cc=a(c)da(H) (where a=a,£,) in that (k+ l)-group. In view of Corollary 2 of 
o 
[9] the element w is s-skew to cc in the («+ l)-group L. 
Suppose that r^O. Then ax£G t for some t ^ T . Take any element of the 
n-l ' 
form ac c where adG,— H, and t^h- From the definition of an i-skew element 
(cf. [9]) it follows that w f c c f - ^ d / c Y ' ^ ^ a ^ c ^ f c c f - 1 [ d c " c 1 ] ' , - , t . After 
performing all the necessary cancellations the reduced word on the left side of the 
equality starts with a 1 ; the reduced word on the right side starts with a. This con-
tradicts the uniqueness of the form of a reduced word, since a ^ a ( t ^ t ) . 
o 0 
Thus the word w is of the form w=bc. Since w=bc—a(b)da(H), by Proposi-
tion 3 of [9] the sub-(n+ l)-group a ( H ) of the (n+ l)-group L is also a sub-(fc+1)-
group of the creating (k+ l)-group of L. Hence the («+ l)-group H (isomorphic to 
the (n-l-l)-group a ( H ) ) is also derived from a (k+ l)-group. On the other hand 
a (H)<zyt(Gt); so every (n-fl)-group yt(Gt) is derived from a (k+ l)-group. 
Conversely, let (n+l)-groups {G,},€T and H be derived from (&+ l)-groups. 
Then, by Theorem 3 of [6], the (n+ l)-group L is also derived from a (k+ l)-group, 
which completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
In [6] we proved a general theorem on the inductive limits of covering (&+1)-
groups of (n+ l)-groups. This theorem applied to the case of the free product yields 
Theorem 4 of [7]. 
In a category complete with respect to inductive limits the free product is a 
particular case of the free product with an amalgamated subobject (taking an initial 
object for the subobject). This is the case for the category Gr2 and also for the cat-
egories Gr„ with « > 2 . Therefore in Gr2 the construction of a free product is a 
particular case of the construction of the free product with an amalgamated sub-
group (in this case a one-element group). Note that the situation is quite different 
when we pass to Gr„ for n > 2 . In the construction of a free product with an amal-
gamated sub-n-group presented here it is important that this sub-w-group is non-
empty. Hence the construction is not a generalization of the construction of the 
free product. In particular, Theorem 4 of [7] is not applicable to the description 
of an amalgamated free product of covering (k+ l)-groups of («+ l)-groups. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. Let {et: H-»G,}ieT and {e(': H'—<?,'},€T be nonempty fam-
ilies of monomorphisms, where (H', Xn, Cn) and {(G,', ).t, (,)},e r are covering (k+))-
groups of indices qu and {</,}, £T of the (n+1 )-groups H and {Gt},iT, respectively, and in 
addition *Fs(c't)j.l, = Xtc, for each t^T. Then for each t£T we have q, = q„ and 
the free product of the (k+l)-groups {Gt'}(€J. with an amalgamated sub-(k+l)-group 
H' is a covering (k+ \)-group of index qH of the free product of the (n+ \)-groups 
{G,}(€ t with an amalgamated sub-(n + \)-group H. 
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P r o o f . The commutativity of the diagram 
Vs(Jf') • W ) 
together with Theorem 4 of [5] implies the existence of morphisms q, : <i q u t k + 1 
—G >fc+1 such that Since the morphisms et : G't are (by assump-
tion) monomorphisms, the morphisms c, are isomorphisms (cf. Corollary 4 of [8]). 
Hence qH=qt- For simplicity we shall write q instead of qH. In view of Corollary 3 
pf [5], the (n+ l)-groups H and {G,}lgT are derived from {qk+ l)-groups H and 
G t, respectively, where in addition (see the remark on the definition of the functor 
t> in the Introduction) H'=4>q(H), G'= <2>,(G,), = Vm(xa), A,= ^m(tt) (here 
s=mq). Let [Z; {a,: Gt~L},iT], [L; {a,: G , -L} , e T ] , [L'\ {<: G't~L'}liT] be the 
amalgamated free products. The functors xFm and <Pq preserve and reflect amalgamated 
free products (cf. [6]). Hence L=>Fm(L), L'=d>q(L). Let (L\ xL) be the free 
covering ( k + l)-group of the (qk + l)-group L. Thus, by Corollary 4 of [5], (L', }.L) 
(where ¿ •L = Y m ( i : z ) ) i s a covering (k+ l)-group of index q of the (n+ l)-group L, 
which completes the proof of Proposition 1. 
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On some special limits of «-groups 
JACEK MICHALSKI 
1. Introduction 
In [7J, [8], [9] a systematic study of the category of n-groups has been started. 
The present paper follows the lines of these papers, especially [7]. We improve the 
results in [7] (Theorems 1 and 3) on the preservation of projective and inductive 
limits by the functors and T, respectively, under certain additional conditions on 
the diagram scheme in consideration. In the present paper we weaken the condi-
tions that turned out in [7] to be sufficient for the preservation of limits so that 
they become necessary and sufficient. In this way the relation of $ to projective 
limits and KP to inductive limits becomes clear: 
2. Preliminaries 
The terminology of this paper is the same as in [5]—[9], where we also discussed 
relevant notions. Recall briefly some of the most significant notions and notation 
introduced there. 
We assume throughout the paper that n=sk (allowing k= 1). However, it 
is sensible (contrary to [7]) to make the assumption that n>k. For the case n=k 
(i.e., 1) some statements become trivial and others become false. 
As in [10], /¡-groups will sometimes be called polyadic groups, especially when 
the arity of the operation is not crucial. Similarly, a sequence alt ...,am of ele-
ments of an (n+ l)-group G is called (following Post) a poly ad (or shortly an m-ad). 
For convenience such sequences are denoted by (ax, ..., am). To simplify the nota-
r 
tion, in place of {ax, ...,am_r, b, ...,b) we shall write briefly (ax, ..., am_r, b). 
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Post has introduced an equivalence relation 0 on the set of all «¡-ads (for 
fixed m) of a given (n+ l)-group (G,/) . The relation © is defined as follows: 
<flj, ..., am) 0 (f>1; ..., bm) 
if and only if for a certain i = 1, ...,n+\ — m, and for some elements c l 5 ..., cn+1_m£G 
we have the equality 
f(.ci> •••) Cj, ..., am, ci+1, ..., cn+1_m) = f(c1, ..., c ;, bt, ..., bm, cl + 1, ..., cn+1_m). 
One can prove (cf. [10]) that (plt ..., am) 0 (bx, ..., bm) implies that for every 
i=l, ...,n+l—m and for every sequence jct, . . . ,x n + ,_ m £G the following equal-
ity holds: 
f ( X l , •••> Xii alt •••> am> -^i+l) •••> Xn + l-m) ~ 
= f(xi> •••> xi> bs bm, xi+1, ..., xn+1_m). 
The notion of polyads equivalent with respect to 0 will appear in Lemmas 10— 
15 and we will make use of the above mentioned theorem in the proof of Theo-
rem 2. 
In the paper we deal only with categorical properties of polyadic groups; how-
ever; in some proofs (especially in the proof of Theorem 2) we essentially turn to 
the inner view point, i.e., we consider polyadic groups as sets together with certain 
operations. This causes some inconsistency in notation. Usually we denote a polyadic 
group simply by one letter (say G), but whenever the group operation ( say / ) appears 
in an explicit form, we write (G,/) . To avoid numerous repetitions, we assume 
that / and g always denote (w+ l)-group and (k+ l)-group operations, respectively, 
and we write (G, / ) and (G, g) only to avoid a possible confusion. 
The identity morphism is denoted by eA: A-*A or briefly by e, if it is not 
misleading. 
For a (k+ l)-semigroup (G, g) one can define a new l)-ary operation 
by 
2(s)(*l> -̂ n + l) = 
= s(g(---s (s(xl! •••> + xk + 25 x2k + • • • ) > •*(s-l)t + 25 •••> •Xji + l)-
s 
If (G, g) is a (k+ l)-group, then the (sk+ l)-group (G, g(s)) is an (n+ 1)-
group, too (cf. [2]). This (n+l)-group is said to be a derived (n+ \)-group of the 
(k+l)-group (G,g) (cf. [2], [5]) and is denoted by ^ ( G , g) or shortly by *PS(G) 
(cf. [3], [7]). 
In this way one can obtain a forgetful functor lPs: Gr t+ l—Grn+1 (in this 
paper, as in [3]; [7], Gr„ denotes the category of «-groups). The functor •P, has a 
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left adjoint. This is the functor <PS: Gr1I+1—Gr t+1 assigning to each (/2+l)-group 
its free covering ( k + l)-group (cf. [3], [5], [7]). 
The notion of a free covering ( k + l)-group of an (n+ l)-group, introduced in 
[3] and investigated in [5], [7], is a generalization of the well-known notion of a free 
covering group which was introduced by Post in [10]. 
3. Some lemmas 
This section is of auxiliary character. The facts presented can be treated as 
known and can be found in any basic course on category theory (e.g., [1], [11]) or 
easily inferred from statements given there. Most of these facts belong to the "folk-
lore" of category theory, and therefore they are given without references. In this 
section we collect all the auxiliary categorical lemmas that be will applied in later 
sections. 
As is known, each theorem of category theory can be given a dual formula-
tion. To avoid repetitions; we do not formulate the dual versions to the given state-
ments. When referring to the dual version of a lemma given in this section we indicate 
it by adding an asterisk to the number of the lemma. 
In this paper the term functor always means a covariant functor. We use inter-
changeably the following terms: a small category and a diagram scheme, a functor 
from a small category and a diagram. The terms diagram scheme and diagram 
are used especially in dealing with limits. The symbol © always denotes a small 
category and the symbol F a functor from that category 3> (i.e., F denotes a dia-
gram). 
We assume in the lemmas (except Lemma 2) that the categories JT, Jf i and 
are complete with respect to projective limits of all diagrams, including the 
empty diagram scheme. As a consequence, these categories possess final objects. 
Since Lemma 2 is formulated for inductive limits, we assume in it of course the 
completeness of X with respect to inductive limits. This convention has to be under-
stood so that the assumptions on the categories X, and JT2 in the dual versions 
of the lemmas are also dual. 
L e m m a 1. Let a faithful functor A: have the following property: if 
A(y)=A(P)5 where /?: B^C, y: A-C, 8: A(A)-~A(B), then the morphism 8 
is of the form 8= A (a) for some a: A-*B. Then the functor A reflects projective 
limits. 
P r o o f . Let [G; {aD: G-F(Z>)} B e s ] and [A(L); {A(nD): A(L)—AF(D)}oes] 
be the projective limits of F: and AF: Jf2 , respectively. From the 
faithfulness of A it follows that the family {nD: L-+ F(D)}0ia is compatible with 
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F. Therefore there exists a morphism 5 such that a D ô = n D for The 
family {/l(aD): /1(G)—AF{D)}D i a is compatible with AF, and so there exists a 
morphism rj: A(G)^ A(L) such that A(nB)ri= A(aD). From the equalities 
A(nD)tiA(5)= A(a^S)= A(nD) for DÇ.3) it follows that t]A(ô)=eA(L). Hence r] 
is a retraction. On the other hand, from the assumption on A it follows that rj is 
of the form = A(/i) where fi: G-^L. Thus A(aB5n)= A(nD)rj= A(aD), which, 
by the faithfulness of A, implies that aDôn=aD for D£!2) and hence 3n=eG. 
Therefore ¡i is a co-retraction. The functor A, being faithful, preserves co-retrac-
tions and so t j=A(j i ) is a co-retraction. But t\ is also a retraction, and so tj is an 
isomorphism. As is easy to check, A reflects isomorphisms, whence n is an iso-
morphism (since ri=A(ji)y. Therefore [L; {nD: F—F(£>)}0£2] is the projective 
limit of F, which is what was to be proved. 
Let a category Jf" have an initial object U which satisfies an additional con-
dition: for every object XÇ.JT distinct from U we have M or (X,U)=&. It is 
worth adding that not every category with initial objects has initial objects with 
this property. For instance, this condition is not satisfied in Gr„ for n=2; how-
ever, for « > 2 (and also in the category of sets) it is satisfied." 
Consider a diagram F: Let be the full subcategory of Qs consisting 
of all objects D such that F(D) ^ U, and let F0 be the restriction of F to . Then 
the following lemma is true. 
L e m m a 2. [L; F(D)^L}Dia] is the inductive limit of F if and only if 
[L; {vjr,: Fa(D)-~L}oeaJ is the inductive limit of F0. 
P r o o f . Let [L; {yD: F(D)—L}B e 3] be the inductive limit of F. The family 
{VD: F0(D)—L}ûc3() is compatible with F0 . Take an arbitrary family 
{ocD: F0(D) ^ G}Di3o 
with G€ JT, which is compatible with F0 . That family can be extended to a family 
{xD: F(D)^G}Dia by choosing as morphism aD: F(D)—G for the only 
morphism from the initial object F(D) (in the category JiT) into the object G. It is 
easy to verify that the extended family of morphisms is compatible with F. Thus 
there exists a unique morphism <5: L—G with ôy D =a D for Hence, in 
particular, èyD—aD for which proves that [L; {yD: F 0 ( £ > ) — i s 
the inductive limit of F0 . 
Conversely, if [L; (yD: F0(D)~^L}D€3J is the inductive limit of F 0 , then thé 
family {yD}D£CiB can be extended in a natural way to a family {yD}z>ça- So [L; {yD}De3] 
is already the inductive limit of F. This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
In our further considerations the notions of discrete and connected categories 
prove to be very useful. A category J f is said to be connected if for every pair of 
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objects there exists a finite sequence of objects A0, ..., Am£¿T such 
that A0=X, Am=Y and Mor (A¡, Ai+1)UMor (A¡+1, A¡)?¿0 for i=0, ...,m-l. 
A full subcategory J f ' of a category JT is said to be discrete if for any pair of dis-
tinct objects X, there exists no connected subcategory of J f containing 
X and Y. 
Using the Kuratowski—Zorn Lemma one can prove the following two lemmas. 
L e m m a 3. For each object D of a small category Si has a maximal con-
nected full subcategory $¡D, i.e., a connected subcategory 3¡B such that D£3>d and 
for any pair of objects A, Bd3> with A£3>D, B$.<3D we have Mor (A, B)\J 
U M o r ( 5 , ^ ) = : 0 . 
L e m m a 4. Every small category 2) has a maximal discrete full subcategory 
3¡d, i.e., a discrete subcategory 3>d such that for each object X£S) there exists an 
object A£®d with X£S>A. 
Consider a diagram F: J f with the following special property: every 
pair a,peMor(X,Y) with X, satisfies the equality F(a)=F(fi)\ further-
more, F(a) is an isomorphism. Let Q¡¿ be a maximal discrete full subcategory of 
and let Fd: be the restriction of F to the full subcategory ¡¿d. For such a 
diagram F we have the following lemma. 
L e m m a 5. If [L; {aD: L-*F(D)}Df3] is the projective limit of F, then 
[L; {aD: L-* FD(D)}D(iaJ is the projective limit of Fd. 
P r o o f . Let [L; {aD} f l€3] be the projective limit of F. The family 
{ccD: L-~Fd(D)}De9a 
is compatible with Fd. Take any family {/iD: C — F d ( D ) } D i 3 , where D(L£$d, which 
is compatible with Fd. To show that this family can be extended to a family 
{/?B: G—F(D)}Desl take an arbitrary object X^SH. The definition of 2>d implies 
the existence of an object AZ3)d with X£2¡A. Then there exists a sequence of 
o b j e c t s A0,...,AM€@ s u c h t h a t A0=A, AM = X a n d M o r (A¡, AI+1)U 
U M o r ( A I + 1 , AI)?±0 f o r / = 0 , . . . , m— 1. L e t a ¡ 6 M o r ( ^ ¡ , ^ ¡ + 1 ) U M o r (AI+1, A¡) 
(i~0,..., m— 1). We define morphisms fi¡: F(A¡)^F(Ai+l) by putting fi¡= F(a¡) 
for a ;€Mor(/4; ,v4 ; + 1) and ¡u¡—F~1(a¡) for a¡6Mor (A¡+1, A¡). Let 
/í = F(A)^F(X). 
It is easy to check that the morphism ¡.i does not depend on the choice of the objects 
connecting ^ to X. So we can define ¡}x as a composition of fi and f}A, i.e., fix= 
G—-F(X). It is evident that the morphism Px is uniquely determined, inde-
pendently of the choice of the objects A0, ..., Am. In this way we get the family 
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{/?D: G — F(D)}Di3. From the construction of it follows that this family is 
compatible with every diagram FA (here FA denotes the diagram F restricted to 
the subcategory for A£2>d. Note that M o r ^ , 7 ) = 0 whenever X£3>A, 
A,B£% and A^B. Hence it follows that the family {pD}D&3 is com-
patible with F. Then there exists a unique morphism 5: G—L with aD<5=/?D for 
This shows that [L; {aD: L-~Fd(D)}D€9] is the projective limit of F, which 
is what was to be proved. 
Consider any small category 3>. This category can be embedded in a small 
category 3>e which is obtained by adding to 3> one (final) object E and a family of 
morphisms {efl: D — E } D i a , one morphism to each object Z>£®e. The resulting 
category 2te is obviously connected. A diagram F: can always be extended 
to Fe: by defining Fe(E) to be the final object in the category :AT and 
Fe(sD) to be the morphism induced by the final object Fe(E). 
L e m m a 6. [L; {TTd: L—F(D)}Dia] is the projective limit of F if and only if 
[L; {nD: L— Fe(D)}De3 ] (with nE: L^Fe(E) the morphism induced by Fe(E)) 
is the projective limit of Fe. 
L e m m a 7. Let a functor A: Jf^Ji^ preserve projective limits of all dia-
grams of connected diagram schemes. If [L; {nD: L—F(D)}D€3] is the projective 
limit of F: where 3) is any, not necessarily connected, diagram scheme, 
then [A(L); {A(nB): A(L)^AFe(D)}De9] is the projective limit of the extended 
diagram AFe: 
P r o o f . Let [L; {nD}Di&] be the projective limit of F. According to Lemma 6, 
[L; {nD: L^Fe(D)}Dia ] is the projective limit of Fe: The category 
is connected, whence [A{L)-, {/t(n f l): A{L)^AFe{p)}Di3Ji is the projective limit 
of AFe. 
4. The relation of the functor <P to projective limits 
We devote this section to the study of the relation of <t> to projective limits. 
We start with a lemma. 
L e m m a 8. If a composition of morphisms y: <PS(A)^ <PS(D) and <PS(J}): <PS(D)^ 
— $S(B) with A,B,D£Gr„+1 is of the form <Ps(P)y= <f>s(a) for some a: A-~B, 
then y is also of the form y= <¡>¡(8) where 5: A-*D. 
P r o o f . In view of Theorem 4 of [5] we have the equalities a n (* 
C B ^ W - C B - Then ( D y = U ^ ) y = C B ^ ) = C A - Hence, by Theorem 4 of [5], 
there exists a morphism S: A-+D such that <PS(<5)= y, which is what was to be 
proved: 
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Note that from the faithfulness of <P it follows that the morphism 5 does not 
depend on the choice of /? provided the morphism <t>s(P) remains the same. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. If [<PS(L); {<Ps(tid): &s(L)~<PsF(D)}D(iSI] is the projective 
limit of $SF: @—Grk+1, then [L; {nD: L—F(Z))}oe3] is the projective limit of 
F: ^ G r „ + 1 . 
P r o o f . From Lemma 8 it follows that <PS satisfies the assumption of Lemma 1. 
Then, by Lemma 1, <PS reflects projective limits, which is what was to be proved. 
The theorem converse to Proposition 1 is not true in general. This was already 
indicated in [7], where an example was shown to demonstrate that # does not pre-
serve the Cartesian product. On the other hand, in [7] a sufficient condition was 
given which, when imposed upon a diagram scheme S, made $ preserve the projective 
limits of diagrams F: Gr„+1. 
Now we show that this condition fails to be necessary. Moreover, we charac-
terize the categories 3) for which preserves projective limits. Theorem 1 of [7] is 
a particular case of the theorem given below. 
T h e o r e m 1. Let 2 be a nonempty diagram scheme. The functor preserves 
the projective limits of all diagrams F: S-*Grn+1 if and only if 2 is connected. 
P r o o f . Let 3) be connected and let 
[L; {nD: L—F(D)}De3l] and [L'\ {yD: L' - <t>sF{D)}Di3] 
be the projective limits of F: Gr„+ 1 and <PSF\ respectively. The 
family {$s(nD)}De<g is compatible with @SF, and so there exists a morphism 
p.: (PS(L)-~L' with yDfi- for D£3>. Fix some (arbitrary) object U£2>. 
Then yvH=i&s(nv)- By Corollary 6 of [5] the object [L'; {yD}Dia] (determined up 
t o isomorphism) can be chosen in such a way that Z / = <PS(G), yv = <Ps(r]v), H= @s(<>)> 
where G£Gr n + t , tju: G—F(U), 6: L^G. We show that every morphism yD is 
of the form yD= f ° r a n appropriately chosen tjD: G^F(D). To verify 
this, take an object The connectivity of 3) implies the existence of a finite 
sequence of objects A0, such that A0= U, At~A, Mor (At, Ai+1)(J 
UMor (Ai+1, AJ^Q for /=0 , . . . , /— 1. The morphisms t]Ai will be constructed by 
induction, step by step, starting with rjAi. If Mor (U, (i.e., there exists a 
morphism a : we put t]A==F(a)t]v. By the compatibihty of the family 
{yD}DiB with $SF and by the faithfulness of <PS it follows that F{a)r]u does not 
depend on the choice of a (note that the set Mor (F{U), F(Aj)) may consist of a 
lot of morphisms!). So the morphism tjA : G — F ( A t ) is well-defined. If, on the 
other hand, Mor (A1, U)^0 (i.e., there exists an a : A^U), then by Lemma 8 
there exists a morphism : G-*-F(AJ which is well-defined (independently of 
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the choice of a). In this way we get the morphism tjA . Further on, to obtain tiA 
from t]Ai we proceed as in the first step, depending on which one of the sets 
Mor (A;,Ai+1) or Mor (Ai+i,Ai) is nonempty. After performing / such steps we 
obtain t\A: G-+F(A). As is easy to verify the family \t]D}D(S is compatible with F. 
So there exists a morphism g: G — L with nDg=rjD for D££2i (since by assump-
tion [L; {nD}0 € 3] is the projective limit of F). The equalities nDg8 = t]D8 = nD 
hold for every £>6®, whence 08—eL. Similarly, from the equalities yD&s(8g)= 
= *PS(JIQ g) — (JIQ) it follows that <Ps(8g)=eL., whence 8g=ec. Then 8 (thus also 
<t>s(8)) is an isomorphism, which proves that [<PS(L); {$s(7rD)}oee] is the projec-
tive limit of # S F. 
Conversely, let <PS preserve the projective limits of all diagrams F : &—GRN+I 
for a fixed category S . Consider the functor F : Gr n + 1 defined as follows: for 
D£S> let F(D) be a one-element («+l)-group and for a: X— Y let F(a) be the 
unique morphism from F(X) onto F(Y). Let [L; {nD: F—F(D)}D € 3] be the projec-
tive limit of F. Since all objects F(D) for are final in Gr„+ 1 , the object L is 
also a final object in Gr„+ 1 , i.e. a one-element («+l)-group. Thus i> s(L)=(T, i t+1 
(cf. [3], [7]). By assumption [4>S(L); {<f>s{nDy.$s(L)-~ $sF(D)}DiB] is the projective 
limit of $ S F. However, we can see that for any a : X— Y with X, Y£@>, the morphism 
<£sF(a) is the only isomorphism of the cyclic (k+ l)-group <$sF(A)=<iStk+i onto 
the cyclic (fc+l)-group <PsF(B)=(£s,k+1 with the property 3>sF(a)(0)=0. There-
fore, in view of Lemma 5, [<PS(L); {<P5(nD): <Ps(L)-+<I>sFd(D)}Dia) (where Fd is 
the restriction of F to is the projective limit of <i>sFd: 3>d-»Grk+1. Since @>d is 
discrete, [<PS(L); {<Ps(7rD)}063d] is simply the Cartesian product of the family of 
(k+ l)-groups {$ s F(D)} D i S i , i.e., the Cartesian power of the cyclic (k+ l)-group 
(Zs k + 1 . On the other hand, the (k+ l)-group <PS(£) is the cyclic ( k + l)-group 
1) whence the family {$ sF(D)}D e 9^ consists of one element, which means 
that S)d consists only of one object. Hence <2} is a connected category. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 1. 
From Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 we immediately infer the following 
C o r o l l a r y 1. Let 3) be a connected diagram scheme. Then [L; {nD: L— F(D)}Des] 
is the projective limit of F: Gr„+1 if and only if 
[*S(L); {4>,(7iD): &S(L) - 4>sF(D)}D,a] 
is the projective limit of <PSF: 3>^-Grk+1. 
The question arises what are the free covering (k+ l)-groups of projective 
limits of diagrams F : Gr n + 1 in the case when the diagram scheme is not con-
nected. Note that a partial answer was given in Lemma 7. In our case of the category 
of 77-groups a more specific answer can be given. 
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Take an arbitrary diagram scheme 3> and a diagram F : Let 3le 
and F.e have the same meaning as in Section 3. As is easy to see, <PSF(E) is nothing 
else than the cyclic (k+ l)-group £ S j t + 1 (cf. [3], [5]) and # s F(e D ) : <PsF(D)-+(£s k+1 
are simply the morphisms ( D : (psF(D)^(iSJl + 1 (cf. [3], [5]). Every diagram <PSF 
can be extended to $sFe: 3e-*Grk+l by adding the object (£Sjfc+1 and the family of 
morphisms {£„: $SF(.D)—(£Sifc+i.}D€S. Hence we obtain 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. If [L; {7tfl: L-~F(D)}D£S] is the projective limit of F: 
->Gr„+1, then [4UL); R K ) : <Ps(L)-»$sFc(D)}Dea] (where 
— J is the projective limit of the extended diagram $sFe: S>e-*GTk+1. 
In this way free covering (k+ l)-groups of projective limits are always projec-
tive limits, but perhaps of an extended diagram. 
5. The relation of the functor ¥ to inductive limits 
As in the dual case of <P and projective limits, the functor ¥ reflects inductive 
limits. To show this fact, we need the following lemma. 
L e m m a 9. If a composition of morphisms ¥s(OL): ¥S(A)¥s(D) and 
y. ¥S{D)-¥S{B) with A,B,D£Grfc+1 is of the form y¥s{a)= ¥s(fi) for some 
/3: A-+B, then y is of the form y — ¥s(8) where 5: D-+B. 
P r o o f . Take any element c0£A and let d0 be the skew element to c0 in the 
(k+ l)-group A. Let d=ot(d0), t—a(c0). It is easy to check that d is skew to c in the 
(k+ l)-group D. On the other hand, the element y(d)=yoi(d0)=f}(d0) is skew to 
y(c)=ya(c0)=ft(c0) (since />': A—B). Hence, by Corollary 3 of [6], y is a homo-
morphism of ( k + l)-groups, which is what was to be proved. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3. If [¥S{L)\ {¥s(yD)-~¥s(L)}Dli3] is the inductive limit of 
¥SF: 3>-~Grn+1, then [L\ {yD: F(D)^L}DiS] is the inductive limit of F: 
P r o o f . Lemma 9 shows that ¥ s satisfies the assumption of Lemma 1*. Thus 
¥ s reflects inductive limits. 
Theorem 1 describes the preservation of projective limits by <f>. Theorem 2 (dual 
to Theorem 1), formulated below, gives a condition characterizing those diagram 
schemes for which ¥ preserves inductive limits. The proof of Theorem 2 proceeds 
via complicated calculations. To stress the main idea of the proof a part of those 
calculations is presented in a sequence of five lemmas. All those lemmas have some 
common assumptions. To avoid repetition, we formulate these assumptions before 
starting the lemmas. 
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Given a diagram F : let [L';{yD: VsF(D)~L'}Dia] be the induc-
tive limit of WSF. As was mentioned in Section 2, we denote by g the l)-group 
operation in all (k+ l)-groups (i.e., F(D), L, G), while b y / the («+ l)-group opera-
tion in all (n+l) -groups (i.e., TSF(D), TS(L), !f s(G), L'). To avoid confusion we 
assume that the symbol x always denotes the element skew to x in the corresponding 
(n+ l)-group (but not in a (k+ l)-group). The equivalence of polyads is understood 
in the sense of [10]. 
L e m m a 10. If for some objects A,B£@ we have Mor (A, £ ) U M o r (B, 
then for an arbitrary element a£F(A) there exists an element b£F(B) such that the 
n-k k-1 n-k k-1 
k-ads \yx(g(S_i)(a, a)),yA(a)) and <yB(g ( s_„(5, b )), yB{b)) are equivalent. 
P r o o f . Let a : A-*B and b = F(a)(a). Take elements xY, ..., xn+y^k£L'. 
Then 
n-k k-1 
/(*,, ..., xn+1-k,yA(g(s-1)(a, a )), yA(a)) == 
= /(..., xn+1_„ yB¥sF(oc)(g^(a, "a")), yBY~F(«)(«)) = 
n-k k-1 
= /(•••> *»+i-fc, yB(.F(^Xg(s-i)(d, a ))), yB(F(a)(a))) = 
= /(..., xn+1-k, •yB(g(.,-i)(F(a)(a), F(a)~(a))), = n-k k-1 
= f(x±, ..., xn+1-k, yB(g(5-i)(6. b )), 7b(£>)). 
Next, let fi: B^-A. Take an arbitrary element b£F(B). Then 
n-k k-1 
/(*!, ..., Xn+1.k, - ^ ( g ^ - ! ) ( « , a )), yA(a)) = 
n~k fc—1 «—1 
=fm{---,xn+1-k,yA(gis-1)(a, a)),yA(a),yB(B),yB(b)) = . 
=/(..., /(^(g(,-1)(a,"a't)), y~(a), yA VSF{P){B), yA £ f ( / 3 ) (/>)), = 
= / ( . . . , + / ( Y A ( G w ( a , " a L ) ) , yA(a), v A m t f ) ) , ^ ( A F F ) (&))), V B W ) = 
= / ( . . . , y ^ g ^ - i ) ^ , " ^ ) , "a", F(/?)(5), F(J)(&)))> y*(b)) = 
= / ( . . . , xn + 1_ f c , F(/?)(5)), F(/?)(b))), yllb))) -
= / ( - , v x ( g c - 1 ) № *X0)(5))> = 
=/(..., xn+1_k, VsFmgis-itf, "b)), YLM = 
n-k k-1 = / ( * ! , ..., yB(g (s_i)(b, b)),yB(b)). 
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L e m m a 11. If a category 3 is connected, then for every pair of objects A, 
and for any element F(A) there exists an element b£F(B) such that the k-ads 
n-k k-1 n-k k-1 
<X4(S(S-i)(a> a)),yA(a)) and (yB{g{s-i)& b)),yB(b)) are equivalent. 
P r o o f . The category 3) is connected by assumption, so for any pair of objects 
A, Bd3 there exists a sequence of objects A0, ..., Ar£3 such that A0=A, Ar=B 
and M o r ( ^ i 5 y4 i+1)UMor (Ai+1, for / = 0 , ..., r— 1. Applying Lemma 10 
r times, we infer the equivalence of the polyads in question. 
L e m m a 12. For any elements a,y€F(A) the (k+l)-ads 
n-k k-1 _ n-k k-L 
(yA(g{s-i)(a> a)),yA(a),yA(y)) and <yA(y), y^g^ia, ))> YA(O)) 
are equivalent. 
P r o o f . Let ..., xn_k£L'. Then 
n-k fc-1 
f ( x j , ..., yA(g(s-i)(ö, a )), yA(a), yA(y)) = 
n-k k-1 n-1 
=/<*n-k, yx(g(,-i)(a. a )), yA(a), yA(y), yA(a), yA(a)) = 
n-k k-1 n-k-1 k 
=/(-. xn^k,f(yA(g(s~i)(ü, a )), yA(a), yA(y), yA(a), yA(a)), yA(a)) = 
n-k k-1 n-k-1 k 
= /(..., x„-k, yA(g(s>(g(s-,)(a, a), a, y, a, a )),yA(a)) = 
n-k k-1 n—ft—1 k 
=/(..., x„.k, y A ( g ( s ) ( a , a , a , y), a, a )), yA(a)) = 
n - l n - k - 1 k 
=f(...,x„-k,yA(gis-1)(f(a, a , y), a, a )), yA(a)) = 
n - l n - k - 1 Ik 
=/(•••> x„-k,yA(gis-i)(f(y, a, a), a, a )),yA(a)) = 
n-l n-k-1 k 
= / ( . . . , *11-t,y i t(g(,-i)(g(S)(j', a, a), a, a )), yA(a)) = 
n-k k-1 n-k-1 k 
=f(...,xn-k,yA(g(s)(y, gCs-i)(a, a), a ,a, a )),yA(a)) = 
n-k k-1 ti — 1 — k k 
= /(..., xn.k,f(yA(y), ^(g(s-i)(a, a )), yA(a), yA(a), yA(a)), yA(a)) = 
n-k k-1 n-k-1 k-1 
= /(..., yA(v), f(yA(g(s-r,(a, a )), yA(a), yA(a), yA(a), yA(a)), yA(a)) = 
n-k k-1 
=/(*!, ..., xn-k, yA{y), ^(g(s_!)(«, a )), yA(a)). 
L e m m a 13. If for some objects A,B£3> we have Mor (A, ¿?)UMor (B, A)^0, 
then for an arbitrary element F(A) there exists an element b£F(B) such that 
s - l ( k - l ) ( s - l ) s - l ( * - l ) ( s - l ) 
the (n-k)-ads (yA(as), yA(a) > and. (yB(bs), yB{b) ) are equivalent (here as and 
e 
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bs denote the skew elements to a and b in the (k+ l)-groups F(A) and F(B), respec-
tively).' • 
P r o o f . Let a : A-~B and b= F(a.)(a) (hence also bs= F(a)(asj). Take ele-
ments xk+i£L'. Then 
s - l ( i-l ) ( s-l ) s - l ( t-l ) (s-l ) 
f[x,, xk + l , yx(as), ) =/(•••, xk+1, yBPsF(a)(aj, yB<FsF(a)(a)) = 
s-l. - (k-lXs-1) . s - l (ft-lXs-1) 
=/(•••» xk+1, yB(F(ci)(as)), YB(H*)(a))) =/(*i, ..., xk+1, yB(bs), y„(b) ). 
Next, let /?: B-+A. Take an arbitrary element b£F(B). Let bs be the skew element 
to b in.theXfe^ l)-group F(B). Then 
s - l (fc-l)(s-lj 
f(xi, ..., xk+1, yA(as), yA(a) ) = 
S-l (fc-l)U-l) 
= f{-;Xk+1 ,VA(gM(FmbJ, F(P)(]b), 
k - 1 s - 2 (fc-l)Cs-l) 
F(fJ)(bs), F(fi)(b), fls)), yA (as), yA (a) ) = 
s - l : Cfc-lXs-1) 
=/(•••, x k + i ,f(yA(Fmbs)),yA(Fmb)), 
k - 1 s - 2 (fc-l)(s-l) 
yJFimbJ), yAHP)(b)), yA{as)), yA{as), yA{a) ) = 
s - l (fc-lXs-1) 
=/(-, **+•!,f(VA VsFmbs), yA VsFmb), 
k - 1 s - 2 (fc-lXs-1) 
' • : yA^sF(bs), yAysF(b), yA(as)), yA(as), yA(a) ) = 
s - l (fc-lXs-l)-l 
=/(-, xk+1,yB{bs), yB(b) JiyAF-mb)), 
k-l s-2 (*-lXs-l) 
yAFmbs)), yAF(p)(b)), yA(as), yA(as), yA(a) )) = 
s - l (fc-lXs-l)-l 
=f(-,xk+1;yB(bs), yB(b) ' ,yAg(s)(Fmbl 
k - l s - l (fc-l)(s-l) 
• ; , F(f})(bs), F(P)(b), as, a ))) = 
s - l ( t - l X s - l ) - l 
: xk+1,yB{bs), yB(b) ,yA(F(fl)(b))) = 
S - l (ft-lXs-1) 
, ,-=/(*!, ..;Xk+1,yB(bs), yB(b) ). 
L e m m a 14. If a category 2) is connected, then for every pair of objects A, 
and for an arbitrary element a£F(A) there exists an element b£F(B) such that the 
s - l (ft—1) (s—1) s - l ( * - l ) ( s - l ) 
(n-k)-ads (yAas), yA(a) > and (yB(bs), yB(b) ) are equivalent (here as and 
bg-denote the Skew element to a and b in the {k+\)-groups F(A) and F(B), respec-
tively). . . . ; - . . - ' • • _ 
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P r o o f . The proof of this lemma is analogous to that of Lemma 11. 
L e m m a 15. If a, b are any elements of an object F(D) with then the k-ads 
••• ' n-k k-1 • n-k ' k - l ' , 
(yD(g(s-i)(a, a )), yD(a)) and (yD(gis^(.B, b )), yD(b)) are equivalent. 
P r o o f . Let ..., x„+1_k£L'. Then n-k k-l 
/(*!, ..., xn+1.k, 7D(g(s-i)(a, a )), yD(a)) = 
n-k k-l n-l 
=/(2)(-» x„+i-k, yD(g(s-i)(a, a )), yD(a), yD(b), yD(B)) = 
n-k •' k-l n + l-k k- 2 • 
. = / ( ; . . , ^n + i-fc,/(?p(g( s-i)(a, a )). yo(f>)), yD(b), Vd(5)) = . . . 
n - k k - l n + l - k k—2 
=/(. . . ,x,1 + 1- ) t ,y I )(g< s )(g ( s_1 )(fl , . a ), a , b )),yD(b),y:D(E)) = 
n-l n-k fc—2 
=/(..., xn+i-k, yD(g(s-i)(f(a, a ,b), b )), yD(b), yD(B)) = 
n - l n-k k - 2 
=/(..., yD(g(s-X)(f(b, b , b), b )), yD(b), yD(B)) = 
n-k k-l n+l-k k-2 
=f(.,.,x„+1-k,yD(g(s)(gu-1)(B, b), b, b )), yD(b), yD(B)) = 
n-k k-l n + l-k k-2 
=/(..., x„+1^k,f(yD(gis--l)(h; b )), yD(b), yD(b)), yD(b), yD(h)) = 
n - k k - l 
= / ( * i , . . . , * n + l - k , 7j)(g(s-l)(6> > )), V b W ) -
T h e o r e m 2. Given a diagram scheme 2>, assume that 3> is nonempty or /c> 1. 
The functor preserves the inductive limits of all diagrams F: 3-»Grk+1 if and 
only if the full subcategory Sl0 of 3>, which consists of those objects D for which 1'SF(D) 
is not an initial object in Gr„+1, is connected. 
P r o o f . Assume that the nonempty category 2>0 is connected. Let 
[L; {aD: F(D) - L}Di3] and [L'; { ? D : WSF(D) - L%iS] 
be the inductive limits of F: Gr t+1 and ¥SF: Gr„+1, respectively. Note 
that for k= 1 the diagram scheme is equal to S) (since T„ F(D) is not an empty 
(h+ l)-group). On the other hand, for /c> 1 the full subcategory of 3> consisting 
of those objects for which F(D) (but not f s F(D) as in the definition of 2>0) is a 
nonempty (k+ l)-group, equals (since F(D) is nonempty iff WSF(D) is nonempty). 
In view of Lemma 2, [L; {<r D :F 0 {D)~L} D i ^} and [L'; {yD: ¥SF0 
(where F0 is the restriction of F t o .@0) are also the inductive limits of F0 and '/', F0. 
6* 
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Take an arbitrary (but fixed) object and choose an element c0€C. Let 
C5€C be the skew element to c„ in the ( k + l)-group F(C). We prove that the element 
d=yc(cs) is an i-skew element to the element c=yc(c0) in the («4- l)-group U. 
Indeed, for any element L' we have 
S (k-l)s 5 (t-l)s /1-1 
fid, c , x) =f(yc(cs), yc(.c0),f(yc(c0), yc(c0), x)) = 
s (k-l )s n-1 
= f(f(yC(cs), yc(c0), yc(c0)), Vc(c0), x) = 
s (fc-ljs n-1 n-1 
=f(yC(g(s)(Cs> c0 , c0)), yc(c0), x) = f(yc(c0), yc(c0), X) =• X, 
which shows that the elements d and c satisfy condition 1° of the definition of an 
i-skew element (cf. [6]). 
Next, take elements jci, ..., xn+1_k£L' and fix / = 1 , . . . , « + l—k. Then 
k-i 
f(x1,...,xi,d, c , xi+1, ..., xn+1_t) = 
k - l n - 1 
= /(..., Xi, yc(cs), yc(c0), f(yc(c0), Vc(co)> xi + d, xi + 2, ...) = 
k - l n-k k-l 
= f ( - , Xi,f(yc(cs), yc(c0), yc(c0), yc(c0)), yc(c0), Xi+1, ...) = 
k-l n-k k-l 
= / ( . . . , x f , yc(g(5)(cs, c 0 , c0, c0)) , yc(c0), Xi+1, ...) = 
k - l n - k k - l 
= / ( . . . , x^ y c (g ( s ) (c 0 , cs, c0, c0)), yc(c0), Xi+1, ...) = 
k - l n-k k-l 
=/(..., , f{yc(c0), yc(cs), yc(c0), yc(c0)), yc(C0), Xi+1, ...) = 
k - l n - k k - l 
= /(..., x^ c , d,f(yc(c0), yc(c0), Vc(co). *i+l), Xi+2, ...) = 
k - l 
=/(•••> x^ c ,d,xt+i, ..., x„+ 1-k) . 
Moreover, by the definition of the (n-kl)-group L' (as an inductive limit of (n+1)-
groups) it follows that the elements of L' are generated by the set (J yB(F(D)). 
Dea 
Hence in particular x(=/(.)(yBiO>1), yDr(y r)h where / = 1 (modn), y j £ F ( D j ) 
for j= 1, ...,/% and xl=f.)(yAi(zl), ...,yAt(z,)), where f = l (modn), Zj£F(Aj) 
for 7=1 , ..., t. 
To explain the sequence of transformations, we will write the numbers of the 
lemmas we refer to, below the sign of equality. The elements chosen according to -
Lemmas lOand 11 will be denoted by d-, in the (k+ l)-groups F(Dt) and by ai in the 
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(k+ l)-groups F(At). Then 
k-1 
f(Xi, • ••, xt, d, c , Jfj+i', • ••, xn+1_fc) = 
k-1 n-1 
= / ( • • • . X,, yc(cs), yc(c0), f(yc(c0), yc(c0), xi+1), xi+2, ...) = 
k-1 n-k k-1 
=f(...,Xi, f(yc(cs), Vc(co), 7c(c0), 7c(Co)), 7c (c0), * i + i , •••) = 
k-1 n-k k-1 
= / ( . . . , x i_1,/ (. )(7Dl(^1), •••, 7D r(y r)\ yc(g(s)(cs, Co , C0, c0 )), 7c(c0), x i + 1 , ...) = 
n-k k-1 
=/<•)(-, *«-i, 7d,(>>i), •••, 7flr0'r), 7c(g(,-i)(c0, c0 )), 7c(c0), x i + 1 , ...) = 
n — /c k-1 
= /(•)(•••> *f - i> VfliiJ'i), •••, 7fl r- ,(>'r-i) , 7or(vr), 7D r (g( S - i )0 r , dt)), yDr(dr), xi+1, ...)--
n-k k-1 
=/(•)(•••' ^.-i.T^O'i), •••: 7 ^ - ^ , - 1 ) , yDr(g(s~v)(dr, dr)), 7Dr(dr), 7D r(y r), xi+1, ...) = 
n-k 
7ßr-1(iir-i), 7ßr(^r), *;+!, •••) = 
B-t 
/»/<•)(-» Vo.CVi), •••, 70,^(^-2) , 7D r- 1(g(S- i )K-i , dr-J), (.12) 
&—1 
7D„-1Wr-l), 7fl r- l(jr-l), ^ ( J r ) , + . . .)=••• = 
n-k k-1 
= /o)(yA1(g(s- i)(o1 , a , ) ) , yA l(a 1) , y A l (z , ) , .. . , yAt(z,), x2, ...) = 
n-k k-1 
. fiyc(g(s-1)(Co, Co)), 7c(Co), Xi, . . . ) = (11), (IB) 
k-1 n-k k-1 
= / (7c (g( S ) (c s , C0 , c 0 , c 0 ) ) , 7C(c0), x l s . . .) = 
k-1 n-k k-1 k-1 
= / ( / ( V c ( c s ) , 7c(c0), 7c(co), 7c(co))> 7c(c0), * i , •••) = f ( d , c , xx, ...), 
which proves that the elements d and c satisfy condition 2° of the definition of an 
j-skew element (cf. [6]). Therefore the element d is ,v-.skew to c in the (n+ l)-group 
i f . Thus, by Proposition 1 of [6] (cf. also Theorem 5 of [5]), the (n+ l)-group ( L ' , f ) 
is derived from some (k + l)-group (G,g), i.e., ¥S(G)=L'. Furthermore, the (k +1)-
group operation g in G is given by 
S - l ( * - l X s - l ) 
g ( x l 5 xk+1) = f ( x u ...,xk+l, d , c ). 
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By Corollary 2 of [6] the element d is skew to c in that (fe+l)-grdup G. Let 
x „ ...,xk+1£F(D) for any Then 
s - 1 (K-lKs-l) 
g(yD(*i), •••> Yo(xk + i)) = /(yD(*i), •••, yo(^+i), yc(cs)> yc(c0) ) = 
s - l (fc-lXs-1) ' 
(=/(yD(^i). •••> Yd(xk+1)> y y D ( d 0 ) ) = yD(gOi, xk+i))> 
where d0 is some element of F(D) and d, is the skew element to d0 in this (k+ l)-group 
F(D). This shows that yD is of the form y D = f s ( £ D ) with PD: F(£>)-G for 
The faithfulness of *FS implies the compatibility of the family {j?D: F0(D)—G}Dia 
with F0. So there exists a unique morphism 5: L-~G such that <5<Td=/?d for 
The family {^(cdWdca ' s compatible with f s F , which implies the existence of a 
unique morphism m: f s(G)—VS(L) with (oyD=¥s(aD) for D^S> (since L'=<FS(G) 
is the inductive limit of *PSF). Then Vs{b)myD= ¥s(5aD)= Vs(pD)=yD for D£%, 
which shows that Ws(d)co=eL.. Hence Ws(8) is an epimorphism, and so 5 is an 
epimorphism, too. It is easy to verify that the element co(d) is skew to co(c) in the 
(k+ l)-group L. As was proved above, d is skew to c in the (k+ l)-group G. There-
fore by Corollary 3 of [6] co is of the form <u='i/s(v) where v : G — L. Hence 
f s(v<5ff0)=wf, (/?D) = Vs(aD) for De® 0 . By the faithfulness of f s we obtain 
vdaD=aD for Then vb=eL, whence 6 is a monomorphism. The morphism 
Vs(5), being an epimorphism and a monomorphism, is an isomorphism. Therefore 
[V,(L); TSF0(D) - «^(L)}^] 
is the inductive limit of XFSF0, and so by Lemma 2 
[Vm(L);-{Tm(<tJ: V,F(D) - ¥s(Q}D,a] 
is the inductive limit of TSF. The functor preserves the inductive limit of F. 
Conversely, let YS preserve the inductive limits of all diagrams F: 3>-*GIK+L 
where 3 is nonempty. Consider the functor F : 3 ^ G i k + 1 defined as follows: 
for the object F{D) is a one-element (k+ l)-group and for a : X^Y the 
morphism F(a) is the (unique) isomorphism of F(X) onto F(Y). By the definition 
of F it follows that in this case Let [L;{yB: F ( O ) — b e the inductive 
limit of F. By assumption, Ws preserves inductive limits, therefore 
[<FS(L); {^(y D ) : T . F i D ) - ^ ( ¿ ) } D e 3 ] 
is the inductive limit of *FSF. Note that.for any.morphism a: X-*Y with X, Y£2, 
the morphism VSF(a) is the (unique) isomorphism of the one-element (M+1)-
group VSF(X) onto the one-element («+l)-group ! f s F(F) . Therefore, in view of 
Lemma 5*, [ ^ ( L ) ; {f s(yB) : TsFd(D)-¥s(L)}Di3d] (where Fd is the restriction 
of F to 3>d) is the inductive limit of ¥s Fd. The category 3d is discrete, and hence 
[VS(L); {^(y^Joga, ] is simply the free product of the family of (w+l)-groups 
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{!PsFd(.£>)}D63d. According to Theorem 3 of [8] the free product of at least two 
nonempty (n+ l)-groups is not an («+ l)-group derived from a (A:4- l)-group; so 
the family of («+ l)-groups {*FsFd(D)}D(:Sd is a one-element family (since f s ( L ) is 
obviously derived from the (k+ l)-group L). Thus 3d consists of one object only, 
whence 3 is a connected category. 
If 3: is an empty category and 1, then L (as the inductive limit of the empty 
diagram F ) is the empty (k+ l)-group. Hence TS{L) is the inductive limit of 
The empty category is obviously connected. This completes the proof of Theo-
rem 2. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. Let 3 be a nonempty comected diagram scheme. Then 
[L; {crD: F(D)-+L}Bi3] is the inductive limit of F: 3—Grt+1 if and only if 
[<PS(L); {Vs(<rD): VsF(D)^Ps{L))Dia] is the inductive limit of TSF: 3^Gxn^. 
Note that in the case k= 1 we always have 30=3 (since («+ l)-groups derived 
from groups are always nonempty). But for k > 1 the («+l ) -group derived from 
the empty (k+ l)-group is empty. That case has to be excluded. This is the reason 
for considering the category 30 instead of 3. This, however, is only a minor restric-
tion since, as mentioned in Lemma 2, in considering inductive limits of («+1)-
groups the empty (/1+l)-group is inessential. 
As in the dual case of <t> (Section 4), the question arises what are the (n+1)-
groups derived from the inductive limits of diagrams F: 3—Grk+1 in the case 
when 3 is not connected. As in the case of <t>, a partial answer is offered by Lemma 7* 
for k= 1, but here too (i.e. in the case of Gr2) more details can be given. 
Take any diagram scheme 3 and a diagram F: 3->-Gr2. Let 3{ denote the 
category obtained from 3 by adding an initial object I and Ff the functor F extended 
to that category 3t. The object Ff(7) is obviously a trivial (i.e., one-element) group. 
For D£3 let nD: F^I)-*F((D) denote the embedding of the trivial group into 
any group F(D). Every (n+ l)-group ^I^F^D), being derived from a group, contains 
an invariant element of order one (cf. [2], [10]). The embedding of that element 
(treated as a one-element group) is just the morphism xl'n(¡¿D) '• xP„Fi{I)-^tPnFi{D). 
Thus every diagram *F„F can be extended to ^„Fi by adding the one-element (n+1)-
group «FnF ;(/) and the family of morphisms {f„0<D): <F,,F i(/)-<FMF i(Z>)}D63. 
Hence we obtain 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4. If[L',{yD\ F(D)^L)Di9] is the inductive limit of F: 3-»GT2, 
then [!P„(F); {f„(yD) : ^ F ^ D ) - f „ ( L ) } D e ! ? . ] is the inductive limit of the extended 
diagram yFn F ; : 3-* Gr„+ 1 . 
In particular, for the case when 3 is a discrete category we get 
C o r o l l a r y 3. An (n+\)-group derived from a free product of groups is the 
free product of (n+l)-groups with an amalgamated one-element sub-(n +1 )-group. 
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On homomorphic images of normal complexes in varieties 
of semigroups 
MARTIN DWARS and REINHARD STRECKER 
Following LJAPIN [2] we call a subset T of a semigroup S a normal complex if 
T satisfies the condition: 
xhydT o xt2y£T for all x ^ C S 1 and t^t^T. 
A subset of a semigroup is a normal complex if and only if it is a congruence class 
for some congruence relation. Under a homomorphism of S, the image of a normal 
complex need not be a normal complex of the image of S. In connection with the 
investigation of M-radicals introduced by HOEHNKE [1] , the question arises, which 
subsemigroups T of a semigroup S are homomorphic images of normal complexes 
under homomorphisms of semigroups from the given class onto S (STRECKER [4] ) . 
In the class of all semigroups it is easily seen that there are a semigroup S', a normal 
complex T' of S' and a surjection cp of S' onto S with (p(T')=T, where T is an 
arbitrary subsemigroup of S. In the present paper we consider an arbitrary semi-
group variety V and describe, which subsemigroups are homomorphic images of 
normal complexes of semigroups from V. The result we obtain generalizes the cor-
responding one on monoids (see [3]). 
The authors wish to express their thanks to Dr. L. Márki for some valuable 
comments in preparing this paper. The referee has provided us with much assistance 
for which we are very grateful. 
Let V be a variety of semigroups. A subsemigroup J of a semigroup S€ V is 
called F-normal if there are a semigroup SW with a normal complex T' and a 
surjection cp: S'—S such that <p{T')= T. 
T h e o r e m . Let V be a variety of semigroups. IfV consists of completely simple 
semigroups, then the V-normal subsemigroups are exactly the normal subsemigroups; 
otherwise every subsemigroup of semigroups in V is V-normal. 
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R e m a r k . For some varieties, every subsemigroup is normal; this is the case 
e.g. if V is the variety of zero semigroups or a variety of rectangular bands, but not 
if V contains the variety of semilattices. 
The Theorem will be proved in three steps. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. IfV contains the two element zero semigroup (hence all zero 
semigroups), or the two element semilattice (hence all semilattices), then every sub-
semigroup T of a semigroup S€ V is V-normal. 
P r o o f . Denote by FV{T) and FV(S) the free semigroups in V generated by 
the underlying sets ET of T and Es of S, respectively. 
Suppose that V contains the zero semigroups and denote by FZ(S) the free 
zero semigroup generated by S. No > equality of the form wtw'=t' can ihold in 
FV(S), where >v, i/£jFV(S) or empty, but not both empty, /, t'£_ET ..For, if w.tw'=t' 
then let q> be the natural homomorphism of FV(S) onto FZ(S). It follows 
<p(w)<p{t)(p(\v')=q>(t'). Here the left hand side is equal to zero, the right hand side 
is not, a contradiction. Therefore ET is a normal complex of FV(S), and the natural 
homomorphism from FV(S) onto S maps ET onto T. 
Suppose now that V contains the semilattices and denote by FW(T) and FW(S) 
the free semilattices generated by ET and Es, respectively. FW{T) is a normal com-
plex in FW(S). Consider the natural homomorphism (p of FV(S) onto Ftv(S). For 
any word w£Fv(S), <p(w) contains all the letters from w. Therefore <p~1(FH,(7,))= 
— FV(T), hence the latter is a normal complex in FV(S). Now the natural homo-
morphism from FV(S) onto S maps FV(T) onto T. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. Let V be a variety of semigroups containing neither zero semi-
groups nor semilattices. Then every semigroup in V is completely simple. 
Proof . Since the free cyclic semigroup in V admits no non-trivial zero semi-
group as a homomorphic image, it must be a (finite) group. Thus all semigroups 
in V are unions of groups. Such a semigroup is a semilattice of completely simple 
semigroups, but V contains no semilattices either, hence every semigroup in V is 
completely simple. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3. The homomorphic images of normal complexes of completely 
simple semigroups are normal complexes of the images. 
P r o o f , (i) In a completely simple semigroup S, if xy=e and e is an idem-
potent then ex=x and ye=y, for xSt^eS, xS is a minimal right ideal, therefore 
x£eS. 
(ii) Let TczS be a normal complex of S, x,y£S, t, u£T. By w - 1 we denote 
the inverse of u in the maximal subgroup of S containing u. Let q> be a homomorphism 
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of S onto S. S is also completely simple. From <p(x)<p(t)(p(y)=(p(u)£eSe, e idem-
potent, it follows that 
e = ((p(u))-L<p(x)cp(t)(p(y) = (p(x)q>(l)<p(y)(<p(u))-\ 
and by (i) we have ecp(x)=q>(x) and (p(y)e=cp(y). Let xtyu~1=g£eSe. Again 
by (i), ex=x, u~1e=u~1, further q>{g)=e and (q>(g))~l = e=(p(e). Let u^e'Se', 
then cp{e')=e and from u~1e=u~1 it follows e'e=e'. Now we have g~1xtyu~1=e 
and therefore g~xxtye'=eu and e'g~1xtye'=e'eu=e'u=u. Since T is a normal 
complex, it follows e'g~^xt'ye'd.T for all t'£T. Applying q> we obtain 
cp(x)(f>{t')q>{y) = q>(xt'y) = eq>(xt'y)e = <p(e' g^xt' ye%(p(T). 
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The independence of the distributivity conditions in groupoids 
LAJOS KLUKOVITS 
Dedicated to Professor K. Tandori on his 60th birthday 
1. Introduction 
In the early fifties L. Redei raised the following problem. The associativity of 
a binary operation — denoted as multiplication — on a set A means the fulfilment 
of a set of n3 equations where n=card A, namely, a(bc)=(ab)c for all (a ,b , c )€A 3 . 
He asked whether there exists a proper subset B e A3 such that if the equation 
'yz)=(xy)z holds for all (x,y,z)€B, then the operation is associative on A, 
i.e., the groupoid (A, • ) is a semigroup. We say that the associativity conditions 
are independent over the set A, iff there is no such proper subset B of A3. 
This problem was solved by G. SZASZ [2] in 1953. He proved, that the asso-
ciativity conditions are independent over any set of at least four elements, but they 
are not independent over sets of two or three elements. 
Analogous notion of independence may also be introduced for other kinds 
of identities. Thus , in 1954 R . WIEGANDT [3] a n d later R . WIEGANDT a n d J . WIESEN-
BAUER [4] made similar investigations on the distributivity of two binary operations. 
Recently we have proved in [1], that the mediality conditions for groupoids — a 
groupoid is medial (entropic or Abelian according to other terminologies), if it sat-
isfies the identity 
(xy)(zu) = (xz)(yu) 
— are independent over a set A if and only if A consists of at least four elements 
and in sets of at most three elements we have the proper subset mentioned in the 
original problem. 
In the present note we investigate the distributivity conditions for groupoids. 
A groupoid (A, • ) is distributive if the following two identities hold 
(1) x(yz) = (xy)(xz), 
(2) (xy)z = (xz)(yz). 
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If we have (1) (or (2)) only, we say that the groupoid (A, • ) is left- (right-) distribu-
tive or simply semidistributive. 
We prove that the distributivity conditions are independent over a set A if 
and only if A consists of at least four elements, while the semidistributivity con-
ditions are independent over A exactly when A contains at least three elements. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let A be any set and let a,b,c,... denote distinct and x , y , z,... arbitrary 
elements of A. We say that the (ordered) triplet (x, y, z) is left- (right-) distributive 
in the groupoid (A, •>, if x(yz)=(xy)(xz) ((xy)z=(xz)(yz)). The triplet (x,y,z) 
is distributive in (A, • ), if it is both left- and right-distributive. The triplet (x, y, z) 
is left- (right-) isolated over the set A, if there exists a binary operation o on A 
such that all triplets but this one are left- (right-) distributive in (A, o ). The triplet 
(x, y, z) is isolated over A, if there exists a binary operation * on A such that all 
triplets but this one are distributive in the groupoid (A, * ). In these cases we say 
that the triplet (x, y, z) is left- (right-) isolated or isolated in the groupoid 
(A , o ) or (A, * ), respectively. 
The triplets (x, y, z), (x', y', z')ÇA3 are of the same type, if there exists a 
permutation (p on A such that x'=xcp, y'=y<p and z'=z<p. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. If the triplet ( x ,y , z) is left-distributive (left-isolated) in the 
groupoid (A, •), then there exists a binary operation * on A such that (x,y,z) is 
right-distributive (right-isolated) in (A, *).. 
P r o o f . The operation * is defined by u*v=vu. 
By this proposition in the case of semidistributivity we can restrict ourselves to 
left-distributivity and left-isolatedness. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. If the triplets (x,y,z) and (x',y',z') over A are of the same 
type, moreover, (x, y, z) is distributive (left-distributive) in (A, •), then there exists 
a binary operation * on A such that (x', y', z') is distributive (left-distributive) in 
(A,*). . • 
P r o o f . If (p denotes the suitable permutation on A, then put 
u * v = (u<p• v<p _1) (p. 
C o r o l l a r y . If the triplets ([x,y,z) and (x', y', z') are of the same type, more-
over, (x,y,z) is isolated (left-isolated) over A, then (x',y',z') is isolated (left-
isolated) over A, too. 
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By the above Proposition 2 and its Corollary we have to deal with the fol-
lowing five types of triplets only: 
(a) (a, a, a), (j?) (a, a, b), (y)• (a,b,a), (5) (a, b, b), (s) (a, b, c). 
L e m m a 1. If o is a left (right) zero element of the groupoid {A, • ), then 
for any x,y£A the triplet (o, x, y) (the triplet (x,y,o)) is distributive in (A, •). 
L e m m a 2. If o is a zero element of (A, •), then all triplets over A containing o 
are distributive. 
L e m m a 3. If e is a left unit element of {A, •), then for any x,y£A the triplet 
(e, x, j>) is left-distributive in (A, •): 
L e m m a 4. Let (x,y, z) be an isolated (left-isolated) triplet in the groupoid 
{A, • ), and let A'^A. Then there exists an extension (A', o ) of (A, •> such 
that (x,y,z) is isolated (left-isolated) in (A', o), too. 
P r o o f . For any u,v£A' define 
{ uv if u, v£A, d otherwise, 
where d is an arbitrary fixed element of A'\A. 
3. Seniidistributivity 
T h e o r e m 1. The seniidistributivity conditions are independent over a set A if 
and only if card A^3. 
To prove this theorem our first step will be the following 
L e m m a 5. Let A={a,b}. If the triplets {a, a, a), (a,b,b), (b,a,a) and 
(b, b, b) are left-distributive in a groupoid (A, •), then this groupoid is left-distri-
butive. , 
P r o o f . There are sixteen binary operations on the set A. Six of them are 
distributive and additional three are left-distributive. If we examine the remaining 
seven groupoids, then we get that in each of them one or more triplets mentioned 
in the lemma are not left-distributive, which proves the lemma. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1. The necessity is implied by Lemma 5. To prove the 
sufficiency, by Lemma 4, we have to present a suitable binary operation on the set 
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A = {a, b, c} for each of the five types. 
Type (a) 
a b c 
ebb 
a b c 
a b c 
Here b and c are left unit elements, therefore, by Lemma 3, it remains to check 
the triplets ( a , x , y ) . If x,yd {b, c}, then a(xy)=ay=b=bb=(ax)(ay), moreover, 
a(ax)=ab=b and (aa)(ax)=cb=b, while a(xa)=aa=c and (ax)(aa)=bc=c. 
Finally, a(aa)=ac=b but (aa)(aa)=cc=c, i.e., the triplet (a, a, a) is left-isolated 
over A. 
a b c 
Type (ji) c b c, 
c c c 
c c c 
In this groupoid the only product unequal to c is ab=b. Therefore the triplet 
(a, a, b) is left-isolated. 
a b c 
a a c c 
b b b b 
c a b c 
Type (y) 
Now b is a left zero and c is a left unit element, therefore the triplets (b, x, y) and 
(c, x,j>) are left-distributive for any x, yd A by Lemmas 1 and 3. Furthermore, 
and 
(ax) (ay) 
«t*y) = {ac 
c 
if x = y = a 
otherwise 
or 
or x b, y if x = y = a 
otherwise, 
which shows us, that (a, b, a) is left-isolated over A. 
c, y = a, 
or x = c, y 
a b c 
a a c a 
b a b c 
c a a a 
Type (<5) 
In this case a is a right zero element, moreover, b is a left unit element, therefore 
the triplets (x,y, a) and (b, x, y) are left-distributive for any x,yd.A. Since for 
any x, yd A, c(xy)=(cx)(cy)=Oi moreover, 
if x = y = b, 
otherwise. a(xy) = {
Ca 
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and (ax) (ay)=a , we have got that the triplet (a,b ,b ) is left-isolated over A. 
Type (e) 
a b c 
a a a c 
b a a a 
c a a a 
Here the only product different from a is ac=c, thus 
X M = {Ca 
(xy)(xz) = {Ca 
and 
c if x = y — a and z = c, 
otherwise, 
c if x — y = a, z — c or x — a, y = b, z 
otherwise 
which shows the left-isolatedness of the triplet (a, b, c). 
4. Distributivity 
T h e o r e m 2. The distributivity conditions are nonindependent over a set A, if 
card A ^ 3 . 
P r o o f . From Lemma 5 and its dual statement we obtain that the distribu-
tivity conditions are nonindependent over a set A, if card A=2. To settle the case 
card A—3 we prove the following claim: 
Let A={a,b,c} and suppose that all the triplets (a, a, x), (x, a, a), (a, x, x) 
and (x, x, a) are distributive in the groupoid A, for any {b, c}. Then the triplet 
(a, a, a) is also distributive. 
It is obvious, that in the case of aa=a the triplet (a, a, a) is distributive. 
If (a, a, a) is not left-distributive, then we have the following three possibilities : 
(i) a{aa) = a and (aa)(aa) = x, 
(ii) a(aa) = x and (aa)(aa) = a, 
(iii) a (aa) — x and (aa)(aa) = y, 
where x,y€{b, c} and x^y. 
We shall show that from each of the above cases a contradiction can be derived. 
Case (i) If aa=x, then ax=a and xx=x, which leads to a(xx)=ax=a 
and (ax)(ax)=aa=x, i.e., the triplet (a, x, x) is not left-distributive. If aa=z, 
where z^a,x, then az—a and zz=x. Consider the triplet (a,a,z ) , which is 
distributive under our assumption. But ( a a ) z = z z = x and (az)(az)=aa=z, thus 
we have a contradiction. 
t 
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Case (ii). If aa=x, then our assumption implies ax=x and xx=a. These 
contradict the left-distributivity of the triplet (a, a, x). Namely, a(ax)=ax=x 
and (aa)(ax)=xx=a. If aa=z, where z^a, x, then we have az=x and zz=a. 
From the right-distributivity of the triplet (a, a, z) we get xx=a and from the 
left-distributivity of (a,z,z) we obtain xx=z, whence a=z, a contradiction. 
Case (iii). Let aa=x. Then ax=x and xx=y, which imply the nondistribu-
tivity of the triplet (a, a, x), indeed, a(ax)=ax=x and (aa)(ax)=xx=y. If 
aa=y, then ay=x and yy=y. The right-distributivity of the triplet (a, a, y) 
implies xx=y, while from the left-distributivity of (a, y, y) we infer that x x = x , 
i.e., x=y, a contradiction. 
If we dualize the above procedure, i.e., consider the triplet (u, v, >w) and left-
(right-) distributivity instead of the triplet (w, v, u) and right- (left-) distributivity 
in each step respectively, then we get that the triplet (a, a, a) is right-distributive, 
thus it is distributive. 
T h e o r e m 3. The distributivity conditions are independent over a set A if and 
only if card A ^4. 
P r o o f . The necessity is the content of Theorem 2. To prove the sufficiency let 
A={a, b, c} first, and we define suitable binary operations on A which show the 
isolatedness of the triplets of types (/?), (7), (S) and (e) over A. 
a b c 
a b c 
c c c 
c c c 
Type (/?) 
This groupoid is left-distributive, namely, for any x,y,z£A 
x(yz) = 
a if x = y = z = a, 
b if x = y = a and z = b, 
c otherwise, 
(xy)(xz) = 
On the other hand 
a if x = y — z = a, 
b if xy = a, xz = b, 
c otherwise. 
i.e., x = y = a, z = b, 
(xy)z = 
a if x = y = z = a, 
b if x = y = a, z = b, 
c otherwise, 
{a -if x. = y = z = a, c otherwise, 
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which shows us, that the triplet (a, a, b) is not right-distributive, i:e., it is isolated. 
a b c 
Type (y) a c c 
abc 
c c c 
This groupoid is idempotent, therefore all triplets of the forms of (x,x,y) and 
(x, y, y) are distributive. Indeed, 
moreover, 
x(x>>) = (xx) (xy) and (xx)y = xy = (xy)(xy), 
x(yy) = xy = (xy)(xy) and (xy)y = (xy)(yy). 
Since c is a zero element, thus by Lemma 2 all triplets containing c are distributive. 
It remains to check the triplets (a, b, a) and (b, a, b). After an easy computation 
we get that the only nondistributive triplet is (a, b, a), i.e., it is isolated over A. 
Type (<5) 
a b c 
c a c 
c c c 
c c c 
The only product unequal to c is ab=a, for this reason x(xy)=(xy)(xz)=c and 
(xz)(yz)=c for any x, y, z,£A. But 
(xy)z = | ' 
a if x = a 
. c otherwise, 
which shows the isolatedness of the triplet (a, b, b). 
and y = z = b, 
a b c 
a a b a 
b a b c 
c a b c 
Type (e) 
The elements b and c are left units, so the triplets (b, x, >>) and (c, x, y) are left-
distributive for any x,y£A. Moreover, a and b are right zero elements, there-
fore, the triplets (x, y, a) and ( x , y , b ) are distributive for any x,y£A. Since 
a(xc)—a and (ax)(ac)=a for arbitrary x£A, the groupoid is left-distributive. 
For any xdA we have (xa)c=ac=a and (xc)(ac)=(xc)a=a, (xb)c=bc~c and 
f i 
(xc)(bc) — (xc)c = 
and (xc)c=(xc)(cc). These show, that the triplet (a ,b ,c) is isolated in this groupoid. 
a if x — a, 
_c otherwise, 
7» 
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We have seen in Theorem 2 that the triplets of type (a) are nonisolated over 
sets of three elements, but they are isolated over four elements sets. Namely, con-
sider the following operation on the set A= {a, b, c, d}: 
ab c d 
a b d d d 
b c d d d , 
c d d d d' 
d d d d d 
There are exactly two products different from d: aa=b and ba=c. Since x(yz)= 
=(xy)(xz)=d for all x,y,z£A, this groupoid is left-distributive, but 
{ c if x = y — z = a, d otherwise, 
and (xz)(yz)=d for all x,y,z£A, which lead to the isolatedness of the triplet 
(a, a, a) over A. 
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On a problem of Baldwin and Berman 
E. FRIED and P. P. PALFY 
Introduction. In their paper [1] BALDWIN and BERMAN proved that there exists 
an algebra where the lengths of the Mal'cev chains are at most two, but in an appro-
priate factor algebra there exists no bound for the length at all. (For the definitions 
see the next part of this paper.) In the same paper they asked the following: Is it 
true for any algebra in which the length of any Mal'cev chain is at most one, that 
its factors have the same property. This question can be motivated by the following. 
If not only the length is one, but also the "direction" is given, then for each a and 
b in the algebra there is a unary algebraic function / , such that f(a)=b and f(b)=a. 
This calls force, however, congruence permutability, which yields the positive 
answer. However, we shall give in this short paper a negative answer to this ques-
tion. Instead of giving the construction only we shall show what is beyond it. 
Rephrasing the problem. We have to deal with congruences of an algebra and 
some factors of it. The following is well known: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. Let =(A; F) be any algebra, S the set of unary algebraic 
functions of 91 and G the set of nonconstant unary algebraic functions (in the sense 
of Gratzer). Then S is a semigroup under composition, and the following hold: 
1. The congruence lattices of (A; F), (A; S), (A; G) coincide. 
2. The same holds for (А/в; F), (A/0; S), (A/0;G), where в is any congruence 
of 41. 
Thus, from now on, we have to deal with unary algebras only. We shall asso-
ciate to each unary algebra a colored multigraph which will closely keep track of 
Mal'cev's lemma. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2. Let (A; S) be a unary algebra. We associate to it a colored 
undirected multigraph M(A; S) which will be called the Mal'cev graph of the 
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algebra. The vertex set of this graph will be A. For distinct vertices a and b the 
edges of color (a, b) will be all pairs of the form ( f ( a ) , f ( b ) ) . (The edges may 
have more colors, at each vertex there is a loop of each color.) 
It is clear, that the Mal'cev graph of a factor algebra is equal to the factor 
graph of the original Mal'cev graph, and the kernels are the same. The classes of 
the principal congruence 6(a,b) are the; connected components of the (a,b)-
colored graph. If one of the (a, £>)-colored components has diameter at least n, 
this means that we need a Mal'cev chain of length n when considering 9 (a, b). If 
n is the maximal length of the Mal'cev chains then the maximal diameter of the 
components of the (a, fo)-colored graph is n. Otherwise, this coloring has infinite 
diameter. 
In their example Baldwin and Berman construct a Mal'cev graph in which 
each color has diameter at most two, but a factor of it has infinite diameter in one 
color. 
Now we reformulate their question: 
Q u e s t i o n . Suppose a Mal'cev graph has diameter one in each color. Does 
each factor of it possess the same property? 
T h e o r e m . There exists a Mal'cev graph such that it has diameter one in each 
color and a factor of it has infinite diameter in some color. 
Next, we should like to mention, that a Mal'cev graph has diameter one in a 
color if and only if in this coloring all components are complete. 
If the algebra (A; G) is "connected", then it is very hard to describe the action 
of G. For this reason we investigate the case when it is not connected. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3. Let (A; G) be a unary algebra. Assume G consists of non-
constant operations and the diameter of M(A; G) is equal to 1. If A is the disjoint 
union of B and C such that both (B;G) and (C;G) are subalgebras of (A;G), 
then G acts semiregularly on A (i.e. for each aZA and f , g(zG, f(a)=g(a) implies 
f=g). 
P r o o f . Suppose we have f(a)=g(a) for a£A and f,g£G. We shall show, 
if a belongs to either one of B and C then the action of / and g are the same on the 
other among B and C. Thus, a repetition of the argument will prove the statement. 
Indeed, suppose agC and consider any b£B. Since both (f(a),f(b)) and (g(a ) , g (b ) ) 
have color (a, b) and f(a)=g(a), (f(b),g(b)) must have, also, the color (a, b), 
because of the condition on the diameter. However, (C; G) is a subalgebra, there-
fore no element of G sends a to either of f(b) and g(b), for they both belong to B. 
Hence, we must have f(b)=g(b), as it was stated. 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 4. Let (A; S) be a unary algebra and let G be the subset of 
the semigroup S consisting of the non-constant operations and suppose G acts semi-
regularly on A. Then, M(A; G) as well as M(A; S) have diameter 1 in each color, 
if and only if G is a group the elements of which have order at most three. 
P r o o f . Suppose the Mal'cev graph has diameter 1. First of all we mention 
that all invertible elements of S belong, obviously, to G. Now, let / £ G be such that 
/ V I . Since / i s not the identity, semiregularity gives us that for each ad A the 
element b=f(a) differs from both a and c=f(b). Again by semiregularity / V I 
implies c ^ a . By the condition on the diameter there exists a g d S such that 
{g(a),g(b)} equals {a, c}. Since b${a, c}, g(b)^b, i.e. g^l, yielding g(a)^a. 
Thus, we have g(a)=c=f2(a) and gf(a)=g(b)=a. Now, semiregularity implies 
g=p and 1 =gf=f2f—f3, i.e. all elements of G have order at most three and 
they are invertible. Since the invertible elements of a monoid form a group, G sat-
isfies the condition. 
Let us suppose, conversely, that the condition on G is satisfied. We have to 
prove that if (a, b) and (b, c) have some color then so has (a, c). Let us notice that 
(m, V) always has color ( / ( w ) , f ( v ) ) for / € G , since G is a group. Hence, we may 
suppose that the color in question is (a, b). If a, b and c are not all different the 
statement is clear, so we may assume they are different. Then the condition on 
the color implies the existence of an fdG such that {b, c}={f(a),f(b)} and the 
semiregularity yields f(b)^b, since / ^ 1 . Hence, we have b=f(a) and c =f(b)= 
=/ ( / (« ) ) . Thus / V I so, by the condition on G, we must have / 3 = 1 , i.e. f2(a)=c 
and f2(b)=f3(a) = l(a)=a proving that the graph has diameter 1. 
R e m a r k . In Proposition 4 the conditions on the color and on the nonconstant 
operations are clearly not equivalent without semiregularity, and they do not imply, 
even together, the semiregularity. The latter is obvious in the case when A is a three-
element set and S consists of all permutations and the constants. 
The construction. By Proposition 4 the condition on the diameter will be sat-
isfied if we start with two different copies B and C of a group G such that the order 
of its elements does not exceed three. It is easy to see, that the restriction of any 
congruence of such a structure to either one of B and C consists of the left cosets of 
some subgroups. (The action of the elements of G is defined by f(g)=:fg.) We 
have to find two suitable subgroups such that in the factor algebra the diameter 
of the corresponding Mal'cev graph will be infinite. For the time being we are not 
interested in the condition on the order of the elements of G. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 5. Let B and C be two copies of the group G on which the opera-
tions are defined by f(g)=fg and let A be the disjoint union of B and C; further let S 
be the union of G and the constant maps on A. Consider two subgroups H and K of G. 
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Then the equivalence relation on A the classes of which are the left cosets of H on B 
and the left cosets of K on C is a congruence relation on (A; S) the factor algebra 
by which will be denoted by (A'; S). Further, the graph of M(A'\ S) colored by 
(H, K) has the following properties: 
(i) Two different vertices of the graph are connected i f f they are of the form 
fH and fK for suitable f£G. 
(ii) For any subset M of G the set of those elements which are connected with 
some element bH (b£M) consists of the elements cK, c^MHK. 
(iii) If H and K together generate G then the graph is connected. 
(iv) I f , in addition, no power of HK is equal to G then the graph has infinite 
diameter. 
P r o o f . The statement on the equivalence relation just as property (i) are 
trivial. 
As far as property (ii) is concerned, it is, clearly, enough to prove it for 
singletons. By condition (i) bH is connected exacdy with those fK for which / is 
contained in bH, i.e., which are contained in bHK. 
Property (iii) is an obvious consequence of property (ii). 
By property (ii) the distance between H and some other element is exactly k 
iff it is contained in a product HKHKH... of k+1 factors but not in a product 
of k—1 factors. This proves, obviously, property (iv). 
R e m a r k . Just to answer the original question we should not need infinite 
diameter in the factor, diameter two would do as well. The above idea could give, 
trivially, such an example. Namely, let {1, 2, 3,4} be the underlying set of the 
algebra and let the permutation (12) (34) be the only operation and factor out by 
the congruence generated by (1, 2). 
Now, in virtue of Proposition 5, we have to find, only, a group G generated 
by its subgroups H and K such that no power of HK equals G and the order of the 
elements does not exceed three. First, we shall construct a group satisfying all the 
conditions but the one about the order of the elements and then we shall choose it 
so that the group will have exponent three (i.e., all non-units have order three). 
In what follows, we shall give a general construction which will give the group in 
question as a special case. (The form of the presentation of this example was sug-
gested by Agnes Szendrei.) 
We start with infinite quadratic upper triangular matrices over a field F having 
finitely many off-diagonal non-zero entries. The rows and the columns are indexed 
by the integers. The place containing the entry indexed by 0, 0 will be called the 
middle of the matrix. The row and the column containing the middle will be called 
the middle row and middle column, respectively. These matrices form, obviously, a 
semigroup under the multiplication. 
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Now, we shall consider a subsemigroup: We can partite the matrices into nine 
blocks according to the signs of the indices: 
A X 2 
0 m / 
0 0 C 
negative 
. i n d i c e s 
p o s i t i v e , 
Here, A and C are upper triangular matrices indexed by the negative and positive 
integers, respectively, x and y are column vectors, indexed by the negative integers, 
and T stands for the transpose. The element m is the middle entry of the matrix. 
We shall consider only those matrices where m=\ and both A and C are the units 
of the corresponding matrix rings. Let (x), (y)T and (Z) denote those matrices 
which we get when omitting all non-zero entries of the original matrix except those 
which belong to x, yT and Z, respectively. Thus, the matrices in question are of the 
form / + ( x ) + 0 ' ) T + ( Z ) , where 1 denotes the identity matrix. Computing the product 
of matrices of this form, we get: 
( / + (x) + (JOt + (Z)) (/+ («) + 0 ) T + (W)) = (/+ (x + u) + (y + v)T + (Z + lV+x® »)). 
Hence, these matrices form a semigroup G, and / is the unit element of this semigroup. 
An easy computation shows that ( / + ( x ) + 0 ) T -f ( Z ) ) ~ 1 = / + ( - x ) + ( - j ) T + 
+ ( — Z + x ® y ) - Since this element belongs to G, G is a group. 
It is easy to see, that the elements of the form I+(x), resp. /+(>')r> form a sub-
group H, resp. K. In virtue of the equations ( / + (x)) ( / + 0 ) T ) ( / + ( - x))(/+ ( -JOt) = 
= / + ( * ® > 0 and I+(x) + (y)T+Z {x,®yi\lSiSn}=(l+(y)T)(l+(x1®y1)).... 
... •(/+(x„®>'n))(/+(x)) we get that the subgroup generated by H i J K contains 
all elements of the form / + ( x ) + ( y ) T + ( Z ) , where Z is a sum of tensor products. 
Since any matrix having a single non-zero entry is the tensor product of two suitable 
vectors and the matrix ring in question has elements with finitely many non-zero 
off-diagonal entries only, the subgroups H and K generate G. 
The elements of HiJK are, clearly, of the form / + ( x ) + (>')T- We have 
/7{(/+ (x;) + 0h ;) t)| 1 = / + (x) + (y ) T +(Z) with y = 2 V i and 
Z = 2 { x i ® y j \ \ ^ i < j s n } yielding that the rank of Z is at most s i n c e G 
has elements 1+ (x)+(}>)T+(Z) such that the rank of Z is greater than a given 
integer, no power of HUK is equal to G. 
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The only thing left is to choose the. field F so that the exponent of G be equal to 
three. This is fulfilled whenever F has characteristic three, for ( / + ( x ) + ( y ) T + ( Z ) ) 8 = 
= ( / + 3 ( x ) + 3 ( ^ ) T + 3 ( Z + x ® ^ ) ) . 
P r o b l e m s . 1. Describe all the Mal'cev graphs with diameter 1; or at least 
those all factors of which have diameter 1, as well. 
2. Does there exist a Mal'cev graph with diameter 1 having a factor with 
unbounded diameter in some color such that each component in this color has 
finite diameter? 
3. Does there exist a Mal'cev graph with diameter 1 having a factor in which 
each color has finite diameter but the supremum of the diameters is not finite? 
[1] J . T . B A L D W I N and J . BERMAN, Definable principal congruence relations: Kith and kin, Acta 
Sci. Math., 44 (1982), 255—270. 
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A reduction in case of compact Hamiltonian actions 
J. SZENTHE 
Dedicated to Professor K. Tandori on his 60th birthday 
The classical results of Jacobi and Liouville on reduction of phase spaces were 
put in a general setting by E. Cartan which in the up-to-date formulation of R. ABRA-
HAM and J. MARSDEN ([1], p. 298) runs as follows: Let Q be a smooth manifold 
and Q a closed 2-form on Q then the characteristic distribution E of g is given by the 
subspaces 
Es={v\ ivQz = 0, v£TzQ}, z£Q, 
and the 2-form g is said to be regular if E is a subbundle of TQ. If Q is regular then 
E proves to be an involutive distribution and thus generates the characteristic folia-
tion iF of g on Q. If the quotient space P= QjZF admits a smooth manifold structure 
such that the canonical projection 
is a submersion, then there is a unique sympletic form to on P such that Q=n*m 
holds. In this case the symplectic manifold (P, o>) is called a reduced phase space 
and the above procedure is said to be a reduction producing it. 
The existence of reductions in case of some Hamiltonian actions was observed 
by J. MARSDEN and A. WEINSTEIN [7]. In fact , let (P, co) be a symplectic mani fo ld , 
G a connected Lie group and 
<f>: GxP — P 
a Hamiltonian action with a momentum mapping J : P—g* which is equivariant 
with respect to <t> and to the coadjoint action Ad* of G on the dual g* of its Lie 
. algebra g. Assume that fi£g* is a regular value of the momentum mapping J then 
e „ = j-'Q*) 
Received April 17, 1984 and in revised form February 4, 1985. 
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is a smooth submanifold of P. Moreover, assume that the action of the isotropy 
subgroup G„ on the manifold Q„ is both free and proper, then the corresponding 
orbit space 
= QJG„ 
admits a smooth manifold structure such that the canonical projection 
V Qv-QJG^ P» 
is a submersion. Consider now the restriction gm of the symplectic form co to Q^, 
then the closed 2-form proves to be regular, the leaves of its characteristic folia-
tion being the orbits of GM on <2„ • Moreover, there is a unique symplectic form co)t 
on Pp such that 
is valid. Thus the reduction procedure applies to ( Q Q ^ ) and yields the reduced 
phase space (Pfí, co^). The above procedure is called the Marsden—Weinstein 
reduction and it has several important applications [8]. 
A generalization of the Marsden—Weinstein reduction is presented below in 
case of compact Hamiltonian actions. In fact, let (P, co) be a symplectic manifold, 
G a compact connected Lie group and 
<£: GxP — P 
a Hamiltonian action with a momentum mapping J: P-+ g* which is equivariant 
with respect to # and Ad* and has regular elements of g* in its range. It is shown 
that in case of a R a n g e / the set 
Q^J-'W 
is a smooth submanifold of P provided that G(z) is a non-singular orbit of <P for 
any zdQp. Assuming that the orbits of the isotropy subgroup G^ on <2„ are all 
of the same type it is shown that the orbit space P ^ Q J G ^ admits a smooth mani-
fold structure such that the canonical projection 
v e„ - QJG„ = p„ 
is a submersion. Moreover, the restriction g^ of co to OIL proves to be regular and 
the leaves of its characteristic distribution are shown to be the orbits of G„ on O^. 
Thus a unique symplectic form coM on P^ with Qlt=n*cofi is obtained. Consequently, 
the reduction procedure applies to (Q^, g j and yields the reduced phase space 
(P(1, co^. A simple example in order to show that the generalization is essential is 
presented as well. 
The author is indebted to J. J. Duistermaat for his remarks concerning the first 
version of this paper. , 
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First, a concise account of those facts is given which yield the prerequisites for 
the proof of the above mentioned result. 
Two orbits of the action of a group are said to be of the same type if they have 
the same conjugacy class of isotropy subgroups. The orbit types of an action are 
relatively easy to survey in case of actions generated by compact connected Lie 
groups. Actually, a fundamental result on compact connected Lie group actions, 
the Principal Orbit Type Theorem, yields the following classification of the orbits 
of such an action: 1. There are principal orbits, they are all of the same type and 
of maximal dimension; the union of the principal orbits is an open everywhere 
dense subset of the manifold on which the group acts. 2. There may be exceptional 
orbits; they are also of maximal dimension but not of the same type as the prin-
cipal ones. 3. There may be singular orbits: they are not of maximal dimension [6]. 
In case of the adjoint action Ad: GXg—g of a compact connected Lie 
group, the regular elements of g have principal orbits, there are no exceptional 
orbits, and the singular elements of g have singular orbits. 
If G is a compact Lie group then its Lie algebra g is obtainable as a direct sum 
g = c©u 
of a commutative and of a semisimple ideal. Consequently, an arbitrarily fixed interior 
product on c and the negative of the Killing—Cartan form of u yield an interior 
product ( , )0 on g which is invariant with respect to the adjoint action 
Ad: G x g - g . 
The interior product ( , } 8 defines a vector space isomorphism g=g* which is 
equivariant with respect to the adjoint action and the coadjoint action of G. Thus 
the Lie algebra g will be identified with its dual g* in what follows on account of 
the above given isomorphism. Consequently, by a momentum mapping the map 
J: P — 9 
will be meant subsequently which is obtained from a usual momentum mapping 
through the above given identification. Moreover, the equivariance of J is under-
stood with respect to. the actions $ and Ad. 
Let G be a compact connected Lie group, P a smooth manifold and 
GXP — P 
a smooth action. It is a well-known fundamental fact, that there is a Riemannian 
metric ( , ) P on P which is invariant with respect to the action Assume that 
there is a symplectic form a> on P which is left invariant by the action then a 
unique almost complex structure J : TP-+TP of P can be obtained such that 
Y)P = a(JX, Y) 
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holds for any vector fields X, applying a basic construction ([1], pp. 
172—174; [8]). 
Moreover, it can be shown that J is equivariant with respect to the induced 
tangent action 
GxTP — TP; 
in other words, J:.oT„<Pg = Tz <Pg o J, holds for z' = 4>(g, z), g£G, z£P where 
<i>9: P ~ P 
is the transformation defined by <Pg(z)=<P(g,z), z£P, for g£G as usual [2], [9]* 
Consider for z£P the subspace R°„<zT.P defined by 
R% = {v\Tz<Pgv = v for g£G°z, v£TzP} 
where Gz is the identity component of the isotropy subgroup Gz. Then the equi-
variance of J obviously implies that 
« = K 
holds. Assume now that in addition to the former hypotheses the action <P is Hamil-
tonian as well and that 
J: P-Q 
is an equivariant momentum mapping for <£. Then according to earlier observations 
Kernel TZJ = 3.N.G (z) 
holds at any point z£P where NzG(z) is the normal space to the orbit G(z) at z 
with respect to the Riemannian metric ( , )P given above [2], [9]. Consider now 
a point z£P such that G(z) is a non-singular orbit; then NzG(z)cRz holds 
and thus 
Kernel TZJ = 3zNzG(z) c J Z R ° Z = R°z 
holds in consequence of the preceding observations and assertions. 
For some part of the subsequent arguments the fact is essential that the Riemann-
ian metric <, )P can be chosen so that it becomes Hermitian with respect to 
the almost complex structure J . In fact, starting with a invariant Riemannian 
metric ( , )p and with J defined by ( , ) P and co the definition 
2(X, = (JX, JY)P + (X, Y)P, X, YeST(P) 
yields a Hermitian metric ( , which is invariant, with respect to the action (P. 
Moreover, the equality 
' 2(X, Y)HP = (JY,JX)p+(X, Y)p.= io(-Y, JX)+a)(JX, F) = 2m(JX, Y), 
' •>X, Y<LSr(P) 
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shows that ( , ) " and <, ) P are in the same relation to co; consequently, co and 
( , ) " define the same almost complex structure as co and ( , >P. Thus there is 
no loss of generality by assuming that ( , ) P is already Hermitian with respect 
to J . 
The following theorem concerns the originally indicated objective, a generaliza-
tion of the Marsden—Weinstein reduction in case of compact Hamiltonian actions. 
T h e o r e m . Let (P, co) be a symplectic manifold, G a compact connected Lie 
group and 
4>: GXP — P 
a Hamiltonian action with an equivariant momentum mapping J\ P-+ g which has 
regular elements of g in its range. If ju€g is in the range of J and such that G(z) is a 
non-singular orbit for 
zíQ» = 0 
then Qp is a smooth submanifold of P. Furthermore, if the orbits of the isotropy sub-
group Gp on Qp are all of the same type then the orbit space Pl¡=Q/J/G/l admits a 
smooth manifold structure such that the canonical projection 
?V Qft — QJG» 
is a submersion and Q^, the restriction of co to Q^, is regular, the leaves of its char-
acteristic foliation being orbits of G„. Moreover, there is a unique symplectic form 
co, on P, such that 
Qfi = K^n 
holds. Thus the reduction applies to (Qll, Q,) and yields the reduced phase space 
P r o o f . Let P' be the union of the principal orbits of the action <P, then the 
isotropy subgroups are all conjugate in points of P'. The fact, that the set of regular 
elements of g is open, the assumption, that the range of J contains regular elements 
of g and the fact, that P' is everywhere dense in P together imply that there is a 
Z€JP' such that J(z) is a regular element of g. Thus the preceding observations and 
the equivariance of J entail that the isotropy subgroups in points of P' are all con-
jugate to a closed subgroup of an arbitrary maximal torus T of G. Obviously the 
same holds for the identity components of the isotropy subgroups in points of the 
exceptional orbits of the action 
Consider an element ¡i in the range of J such that G(z) is a non-singular orbit for 
It will be shown that the isotropy subalgebra gz as function of z€<2„ is constant 
on each connected component of the set Q 
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In fact, consider a point z0dQ„', then since G(z) is a non-singular orbit, the 
identity component G° of the isotropy subgroup G, is commutative by the preceding 
observation. Furthermore, by an earlier result already mentioned above 
Ker TZJ = J__ N. G (z) c R°z 
holds where R°:c.Tz P is the subspace of vectors left invariant by the identity com-
ponent of the isotropy subgroup. Consider the orthogonal decomposition 
9„ = t s ®fl„ 
then r2 is mapped into Ker (TZJ\ T:G (z))c: R°:(~)TZG (z) under the canonical iso-
morphism 
mz — T.G (z) (m. is the orthogonal complement of g. in g). 
Since the above isomorphism is equivariant with respect to the restricted adjoint 
action of Gz on m, and the isotropy action of G. on TzG(z), the following holds 
[ r„g 2 ] = {0}. 
The preceding observations obviously yield now that the following is valid as well 
[9M, g,] = [rz©g_-, fljcfc, g z]+[g, , Qz] = {0}. 
Since the isotropy subalgebras of the restricted action of G^ on Q^ are all conjugate 
in g,,, and since by the equivariance of J they coincide with the isotropy subalgebras 
of the action of G, the assertion that g. as function of z is constant on the connected 
components of Q„ follows. 
Consider now an element such that the orbits of the points zdQ t ¡ = 
are all non-singular. Let Q°f¡ be a connected component of Qlt, then the 
flat submanifold 
does not depend on the choice of z in according to the preceding observation. 
Fix a conic neighbourhood C of m. in g such that CPlgr={0}. Let W be an open 
and connected neighbourhood of which is disjoint from the other components 
of and such that m ^ c C for x(i W• It will be shown now that 
is valid. In fact, consider an xdW such that J(x)=£€q® holds. Then there is a 
smooth curve [0,1]—W with <p(0)=z€{2°, <p(l)=x. Consider now the curve 
x¡i = Jo(p: [0, 1] 
Let m ^ be the orthogonal complement of gp ( t ) , then by preceding stipulations the 
following holds: . . • •• 
= for T 6 [ 0 , 1 ] . 
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Consequently, £ , — \ ] / ( 0 ) £ C holds. On the other hand <!; — ¿¿£gz .is valid. 
Thus 
follows by the definition of C. Next, it will be shown that the restricted map J\W 
is transversal to the submanifold q°. In fact, assume that J(x)£ q° holds for some 
x£W. Then and J(x)=p. by the preceding observation. Consequently, former 
assertions yield that 
T„ 9 = 9 = m x ©0 x = TxJ(TxW)®TX 
is valid which yields the transversality of J\W. But the transversality of J\W 
entails that 
is a smooth submanifold by a fundamental theorem on transversal maps ([5], pp. 
22—23). 
Moreover, the same theorem yields that 
dim/ '—dim fi® = codimfi^ = codimqJJ = dim g—dim g, = dim G(z). 
Consequently, all the connected components of Qfl are of the same dimension. Thus 
Qp is a smooth submanifold of P. 
The second assertion of the theorem that if the orbits of the points of Q , are 
all of the same type then the orbit space Q J G , admits a smooth manifold structure 
such that 
V Q, -QJG, 
is a submersion is a direct consequence of a basic theorem on orbit spaces of actions 
with a single orbit type ([6], pp. 6—9). 
In order to prove the third assertion of the theorem, that Q, the restriction of 
the symplectic form co to is regular, consider the above defined invariant Riem-
annian metric ( , )P and the almost complex structure J determined by ( , ) P and 
a) on P. According to former observations already mentioned above, the follow-
ing holds 
T:Q = Kernel TzJ = 3zN:G(z) for z(Efi„. 
Let now QM be the restriction of co to the submanifold Q,. Then the characteristic 
distribution E of Q, is given by the subspaces 
= {» I i,e„ = 0, fler.fi,,}, z€fi„. 
According to former observations the following equalities are valid: 
('«£„)(") = ®0>. ") = <J= v, u)P where u, v£T.Qlt. 
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Consequently, the subspace E. is formed by those vectors v^T.Q^ which satisfy 
the following condition: 
JzvA.T:Q)l = 3:N:G(z). 
Since by a former observation ( , )P is Hermitian therefore" Jz: T.P—TZP is 
an isometry and consequently the preceding condition is equivalent to the fol-
lowing one: 
u±NzG(z), v^TzQ,. 
Consequently, the characteristic subspace E. can be given as follows: 
E: = Kernel TsJClT.G(z) = TzG„(z). 
Therefore E is integrable and its leaves are the orbits of the action of GM on the 
submanifold Q/, since these orbits are all of the same type by assumption, Q , is a 
fiber bundle over Q J G , by a basic theorem ([6], pp. 6—9). Consequently, the 
characteristic distribution E of Q^ is regular. 
The existence of the symplectic form co, is now a direct consequence of the 
fact that the natural projection 
v Q» 
is a submersion. 
R e m a r k 1. The question that in case of a Hamiltonian action <P: GXP-^P 
of a compact connected Lie group G with an equivariant momentum mapping 
J : P-»g having regular elements of g in its range, which are those elements of g 
where the preceding theorem applies, seems to be open. In fact, if G(z) is a prin-
cipal orbit of <P, then, as it was observed above, Gz is conjugate to a closed sub-
group of a maximal torus T of G. Thus, provided that P is compact, a result of 
GUILLEMIN a n d STERNBERG [3] a p p l i e s a n d y i e l d s t h a t f o r a n y W e y l c h a m b e r t + e g , 
the set 
t + n / ( P ' ) 
is the union of a finite number of open /'-dimensional convex poly topes p l 5 ..., 
c r t + where r=rank G—dim Gz. Thus H0+ ClJ(P') corresponds to the assump-
tion of the theorem if it is not on the boundary of any one among the polytopes 
p l 5 ..., p,. Moreover, the theorem applies at any point of t + DJ(P') provided 
that the conjecture of Guillemin and Sternberg that 
t + n J(P') 
itself is a single r-dimensional open convex poly tope [3] proves to be valid. The 
question, which are those points of J(P') on the boundary of t + where the theorem 
applies seems to be open, too. 
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R e m a r k 2. The fact that the Marsden—Weinstein reduction in case of com-
pact Hamiltonian actions is included in the preceding theorem can be verified as 
follows. Let /¿6 9 be a regular value of the momentum mapping J. Then g .={0} 
for any z^J-^n) by a result of MARSDEN [8]; consequently G(z) is non-singular 
orbit in case of z€7 _ 10i) . If /i is a regular value of J then the range of J includes 
a neighbourhood of fi. But the set of regular elements of g is everywhere dense in 
g and P' is everywhere dense in P ; consequently, there is a z '£ P' such that J(z') 
is a regular element of g. 
R e m a r k 3. An example is presented below in order to show that there are 
cases where the Marsden—Weinstein reduction does not apply, however, the one 
given by the preceding theorem does so. 
Let M be a Riemannian manifold with Riemannian metric ( , ) M, G a compact 
connected Lie group and 
a: GXM — M 
an isometric action. Consider the tangent bundle P = T M with its canonical 
symplectic form ([1], pp. 182—183); then the induced action <P=Ta of G on P 
is symplectic. Moreover, the action <P is Hamiltonian, since an equivariant momentum 
mapping J: P—g*=g is defined for <t> by 
</(»), X ) = (v, X(z))M, V£T2M, XdQ, 
according to Noether's Theorem ([1], pp. 282—285); here of course X is the infinites-
imal generator of a given by X. 
Let now (XX, ..., X„) be an orthonormal base of g then obviously 
J(v)= ¿ ( ^ X ^ m X , v£TM, 
¡=i 
holds. If in particular G is semisimple then ( , )g the interior product of g is given 
by the negative of the Killing—Cartan form of g according to its definition. 
Consider now in particular an m-dimensional Riemannian symmetric space 
M=G/H where G is compact and semisimple and the Riemannian metric ( , )M 
is defined by the negative of the Killing—Cartan form of g. Consider the canonical 
decomposition 
g = m©i) 
and let the orthonormal base (Xt, ..., Xm) of g be compatible with this decomposi-
tion. Then 
( ^ ( 0 ) , ..., Xm(0)) 
is an orthonormal base of T0M where o=HdG/H. Consequently, the following 
8* 
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holds: 
J(v) = 2 (v, Xt(P))UX„ v£T0M. 
1=1 
But then J(T0M)=m is obviously valid. 
A more particular case is obtained as follows. Let A be a compact semisimple 
Lie group and consider the left action 
A: (AXA)XA - A 
of the direct product AxA on A given by X((g, h), a)=gah~1 for a,g, h^A. Then 
A is canonically a Riemannian symmetric space for the action A ([4], pp. 223—224). 
In fact, if 
G = AxA 
then A can be obtained as the canonical homogeneous coset space G/H where H 
is the diagonal in the direct product. Consequently, the canonical decomposition 
g = mffil) is given now by 
m = {(X, - X ) \ Z€a}, I) = {(.X:, X) | 
An element (X, Y) of the semisimple Lie algebra g is regular if and only if both 
X and Y are regular elements of a. Therefore, if A^a is a regular element then 
(X, -X)On 
is a regular element of g. But then the above observation yields that 
m = J(T0M) c J(TM) = J(P) 
holds and consequently, J(P) contains regular elements of g. However, Remark 1 
does not apply in this case since P=TM is not compact. 
In order to show that the momentum mapping J considered above has no 
regular values, it is sufficient to see that has no discrete isotropy subgroups; 
since the existence of a regular value of J implies the existence of trivial isotropy 
algebras by a result of MARSDEN [8]. Since a is transitive action, every orbit of the 
action <P = Tu intersects the tangent space T0M^m. Moreover, the isotropy sub-
group of the action at a point 
(X,-X)0 nasr0M" 
is a subgroup of H. But as a simple calculation shows the following holds: 
<K(g,g), - * ) ) = ( A d ( g ) J r , - A d ( g ) r ) where X€a, g£A. 
Consequently, the isotropy subgroup of <i> cannot be discrete at (X, —X); in 
fact, the principal isotropy subgroups of <P at points of in are given by a suitable, 
maximal torus T of A as the subgroup { ( g , g ) | g £ r } c i r . The existence of values 
H£J(P)C\g where the theorem applies is a consequence of the above observation. 
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Techniques of Finsler geometry in the theory of vector bundles 
RADU MIRON 
A topical problem in geometry is the study of the differential geometry of 
vector bundles. For this study the classical methods are not convenient enough, 
because of the very complicated analytical expressions of some important geometrical 
objects defined on the total space of a vector bundle. 
Using the ideas from Finsler geometry [10, 11, 12, 13] we can considerably 
simplify the theory. For this, the notion of Finsler connection on the total space 
£ of a vector bundle £=(2?, n, M) is fundamental. To define it firstly we define 
the notion of the nonlinear connection N on E, then we use this concept to obtain 
the algebra of Finsler tensor fields on E. A Finsler connection on the space E is a 
linear connection V on £ which preserves by parallelism the horizontal distribu-
tion N and the vertical distribution Ey of c,. V has four local coefficients which 
have very simple transformation laws to a change of canonical coordinates on E. 
Also, its torsion and its curvature have a small number of nontrivial components 
which are the Finsler tensor fields. 
By applying this theory to the Riemannian structure G on E we get a Finsler 
canonical connection which has a simple form. 
In this way the geometrical theory of £ can be constructed without difficulty. 
This method was used in our talk "Vector bundles Finsler geometry" presented at 
the second National Seminar on Finsler spaces [13], at the University of Bra§ov, 
Romania, February 15, 1982. 
1. Vector bundles 
Let £ = ( E , n , M ) be a vector bundle of the class C°°. We suppose that the 
total space E has n+m dimensions, the base M has n dimensions and the local 
fibre Ep=n~\p), p£M, is a real vector space of dimension n. 
Received December 20, 1982. 
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If (Ua , <Pa) is a vectorial chart of determined by the chart (Ua, cpa) of the 
base manifold M, then 7c-1(C/1I)—£/aXRm is a diffeomorphism with the prop-
erty p r 1 o$ a =7r and $a,p—$a\E '• is an isomorphism of vector spaces. 
The mappings gfia: UpC\Ua-~Gl(m,R), given by pdUfiD 
C\Ua, are the transition functions of To the vector chart (Ua, <Pa) these cor-
responds a chart on the total space E, (n~\U¿), $„), where is the diffeomor-
phism l ,=( íP IXlRm)oí»„. Therefore, the coordinates of the point 
in this chart, for u=$~\p,y), (p,y)£UaXW, are 
= y) = (x, y) = ( x \ ..., x", y\ ..., ym) 
and they are called the canonical coordinates of the point u determinated by the 
coordinates (x') of the point p—n(u). Everywhere, the indices i,j,k, I, ....; 
i ' , j ' , k', /', j", k", I", ... take the values 1 , 2 , . . . , « and a,b,c,d, ...; 
a', b', c', d', ...;a", b", c", d",... take the values 1, 2, ..., m. 
The transformations of the canonical coordinates (x,y)-»(x',y') of the points 
. of E, are given by: 
( * ' , / ) = >>) = ((<p„o<p-1)(x),g/,I(/>)j'). 
We write these transformations in the form: 
(1.1) xT = xi'(x\ ...,*"), y°' = M2\x)y°, det (M°a{x)) 
and the inverse transformations: 
x' = xi(xL', ..., XT'), y" = M°.(x')ya\ det(Maa.(*')) * 0. 
The map n: E—M induces the 7rr-morphism of the corresponding tangent 
bundles nT: T(E)-+T(M). Then F F = K e r nT is a subbundle of T(E) called the 
vertical bundle. VE defines a distribution 
Ev: udE -
where E^ is the fibre of VE in the point u£E. Ev is called the vertical distribution 
d 
of On the open set n 1(C/=1), ——, a= 1, ..., m, is a local basis of the vertical ay" 
distribution Ev. Therefore Ey is integrable. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1.1. A non-linear connection on the total space E of £ is a dif-
ferentiable distribution N: it£E—Nu<~Eu, with the property 
(1.2) EU = NU@EZ, 
where Eu is the tangent space in the point u to the manifold E. 
It follows: 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 1.1. If the base M of the vector bundle £ is paracompact, then, 
on E, there exist the non-linear connections. 
(1-3) = 
On 7r 1(UX) the distribution N has a local basis of the form 
8 d , . d 
87 = W-Nt(x>y)W° 
Nftx, y) are called the coefficients of the non-linear connection N. Also, N can be 
locally determined by the Pfaff system <5y"=0, where 
(1.4) dya = dya+N?(x,y)dxl. 
For every vector field X on E there exists a unique decomposition 
(1.5) X=XB+XV, X?£NU, Xy£Ey, Vu£E. 
XB is called the horizontal part and Xy the vertical part of X. 
If oj is a 1-form field on E, then we can define the 1-form field coH on E by the 
condition: 
coH (X) = co (XH), X{E); 
co11 is called the horizontal component of co. Let cov=co—cou. Then co has a unique 
decomposition 
(1.6) co = coH+cov; 
cov is called the vertical component of co. We have co"(Xy)=coy(XH)=0, \jX£%(E). 
8 
Let us observe that ——r, i = l , . . . ,«, being n horizontal independent fields and 
ox' 
d/dy", a=l, ..., in, being m vertical independent fields, (S/Sx1, d/dy") provides a 
local basis of the module of the vector fields X(E) and (dx\ 8y°) is a local basis 
of the module of 1-form fields on E. These bases are dual: 
( ' • 7 > ( w - * ' ) = * = ( w - d x J ) = ( w > -
2. Algebra of Finsler tensor fields, Finsler connections 
D e f i n i t i o n 2.1. A tensor field t on the total space E of the vector bundle 
£, is called a Finsler tensor field of the type ^ if it has the property 
t(co, ..., a>, X, ..., X, co , ..., co , X , ..., X ) = 
1 P l 4 P + l P+r q+1 q+s 
(2.1) = t(coB, ...,coH,XH, ...,X*,cov, ...,<ov,Xy, 
1 p i q p + l p + r 4 + 1 q+s 
\/co£%*(E), VX<iSC{E). 
« P 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 2.1. A Finsier tensor field of the type ^ on E has the fol-
lowing local form: 
8 8 
(2.2) 
The (»ordinate transformation (1.1) changes the coefficients t'r^fy—'f (x, y) 
according to the law: 
Ji...i'a{...a' , „ dx?'1 dx'p dxJl dx'i - X » ' - i , ,-j.fc, a , . . M , 
T h e o r e m 2.1. If w is a tensor field on E of the type (p, q) then it determines 
2P+« Finsier tensor fields on E of the type ( r=0 , 1, ...,p;s=0, 1, ...,q). 
P r o o f . The sum 
W((Dh + QJv, . . . , c O B + cov,XH + Xv, ...,XH + XV) 
1 1 P P 1 1 9 1 
has 2p+q terms, each of them being a Finsier tensor field of the type mentioned. 
The vector field XB is a Finsier tensor field of the type ^ , the vector 
field Xv is a Finsier tensor field of the type ^ , and coH, cov are Finsier tensor 
fields of the type ^ j , ^ j j , respectively. 
d 
A remarkable local vector field is y = y " - r — . It is called the intrinsic vector 
oy" 
field of 
If is the ^ (£) -module of the Finsier tensor fields of the type ^ 
then the ^(£) -module 
3T(E) = © 3Tg(E) 
F p ,4 ,r,3=0,1, . . . F 
and the product tensor is a graded algebra, called the algebra of Finsier tensor 
fields on E. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2.2. A Finsier connection on £ is a linear connection V on £ 
with the property that the horizontal linear spaces Nu, u£E, of the distribution N 
are parallel with respect to V and similarly, the vertical linear spaces Ey, u£E, 
are parallel with respect to V. 
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In what follows we shall prove the existence of a Finsler connection on E. 
We observe that a linear connection V on E is a Finsler connection on E if and 
only if 
(2.3) (VXYH)V = 0, (VxYv)u = 0, \/X,Y£%(E). 
Then, we have: 
T h e o r e m 2.2. The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) V is a Finsler connection on E, 
(b) V x y = ( V x y f l ) H + ( V x 7 T , MX,Yd%(E), 
(c) Vyco - (V x oj h ) h +(Vj-co v ) y , Ma>i%*{E), \/X£%(E). 
For a Finsler connection V we put: 
(2.4) V ? r = V X H F , V £ 7 = VxK7, \/X,Y&(E). 
The following theorem is easy to prove: 
T h e o r e m 2.3. For any Finsler connection V on E, Vf l and VK given by (2.4) 
are the covariant derivatives in the algebra 
F 
VH is called the /i-co variant derivative and VK is called the i;-covariant deriva-
tive of the Finsler connection V. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.2. We have: 
(1) V%f=Xaf, (V$YB)y = 0, (V$Yy)" = 0, 
(2) = 
(3) v y = x y j ; ( V ^ 7 T = 0, (V£y")H = 0, 
(4) = 
We have analogous formulas for Vxco, too. 
T h e o r e m 2.4. If VH and Vv are two covariant derivatives in the algebra of 
Finsler tensor fields having the properties (1) and (3) from Proposition 2.2, 
F 
then there exists an unique Finsler connection V on E for which V a is the h-covariant 
derivative and Vv is the v-covariant derivative ofV. 
If t is a Finsler tensor field of the type ^ , then for any Finsler connec-
tion V the following formulas hold: 
vxt = v%t+vvxt, 
Wt)(a>,...,X) = XBt(co,..., X)-t(V%a>, ..., X)-...-t(o,...,V% X), 
1 4+s 1 9+s 1 4+s 1 fl+s 
(V£i)(o>, .... X ) = Xyt((0, ..., X ) - i ( V > , . . „ X)-...-t(m V$X). 
1 9+5 1 «+« X 9+s 1 q+1 
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In the canonical coordinates (x\ya) there exists a well-determined set of 
differentiate functions on n~\U), (Fljk(x,y), Fabk(x,y), C'Ja(x,y), C°hc(x, y)) such 
that 
7"isx- -¿7 = Fjk (x, y) , V f a = Fgk (x, y) j -
(2.5) 
ô Ô 3 3 
J^J = Cjc (x, J) -¿y , V»iar = a (X, y) . 
Let us consider, for simplicity, the Finsler tensor field 
K = K<l(x, y)-^®JL;®dxl®ôyb. 
ô d 
Then, if we put for XH=Xk—, XV=XC—, 
Sx* oyc 
V»K = X k K ? m - ^ - ® Ar®dx>®Sy>, VVXK = <5/, 
we have : 
SK'a 1'fia J* i pi ly-ha ph jsia , pa 1/ic. pc f i a 
^jblk — + hkAjb - r j t % + r c k K j b — f b k A J c , 
(2.6) 
dK ia Jfial ¿È. If ha f h l f i a t / ^ a lf'd /"d via 
jblc — ^ c + 
which are the local expressions of the h- and «-covariant derivatives. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.3. To a transformation of the canonical coordinates (1.1) the 
coefficients (Fljk, Fbk) from (2.5) have the following transformation laws: 
v • , , dx1' d^x* 
J k'(X y ' ~ 8x> dx-i' dx*' ikKX\ y)+Bxf dx>'dx? ' 
Fèj. (x' t y') = M? Mbb. - g r Fbj {x, y) +Mf , 
and the coefficients (C'Jc, C°bc) from (2.5) are the Finsler tensor fields of the type 
(1 i)' (o 2)' resPective,y-
R e m a r k . If N?(x,y) are the coefficients of the non-linear connection N, then 
have the same transformation law as Fbk(x,y). dy" 
These considerations allow to prove 
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T h e o r e m 2.5. If !;={E,n, M) is a vector bundle with the base Mparacompact, 
and N is a fixed non-linear connection on the total space E, then there exist Finsler 
connections V on E, which preserve by parallelism the distributions N and Ev. 
dNf 
The Finsler connection V with the coefficients Fbj= ^ b , C'Jb=0, Cbc=0 and 
Fjk(x, y) arbitrary, is called a Berwald connection. Its simplicity made it very 
malleable in applications. 
3. Torsion and curvature of Finsler connections 
We consider again a non-linear connection N on the total space £ of a vector 
bundle £=(E, 71, M) and let V be a Finsler connection on E, which preserves by 
parallelism the distributions N and Ev. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.1. The torsion tensor field T of the Finsler connection V is 
characterized by five Finsler tensor fields: 
(3.1) [T(XH, 7 H ) f , [T(XH, YH)]V, [T(XH,YV)]B, [T(XH, Y v ) f , [T(XV, Yv)]v. 
( . 6 
If TlJk, T]k, P'Jb, PJb and Sabc are their local components where Tljk—= 
4thenwehave 




Pi c i no J T?a C'a /~<a C'a jb — ^ j b i "jb — Obc — Cj,c— lscb. 
It follows that the torsions P]b, P°b, Sbc of a Berwald connection vanish. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.2. The Finsler tensor field [T(XH, Ya)]v vanishes if and only if 
the distribution N is integrable. 
The curvature tensor field R of a Finsler connection V on £ has only six non-
trivial Finsler components. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.3. The curvature tensor field R of a Finsler connection V on 
the total space E of a vector bundle £ has the property 
[ « ( r , Y)ZUY = [R(X, Y)ZV]B = 0, VX Y, Z££(E). 
Then, we have 
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T h e o r e m 3.1. The curvature tensor field R of a Finsler connection V on the 
total space E of a vector bundle £ is characterized by the following six Finsler tensor 
fields: 
(3.3) 
f R(XB, YB)ZB = V» V ? Z " - V? V*(Z" - V« „,y J f ] ZH - Vfx„ rH] Z", 
lR(XH, Yb)Zv = V? V»ZV- V»V»Zv - V?x„ yH]Zy- r„jZv, 
, <R(XV, YB)ZB = V£ V ? Z B - V? V£ZH - V ^ K , y B ] Z B - V t V , Y ¡ n Z B , 
(3-3) YB)ZV = V » V ^ Z K - V f X v , y « ] Z K - V [ V , y « ] Z K , 
(3.3)" 
r R{Xv, Yv)Zb = v^vj;zH-v5;v^zíí-vfXK)ynzH, 
U(ZK, YV)ZV = y ^ Z v - V ^ Z v - V Y x r > Y n Z y . 
Let R)kl, Rabkl, Pjkc, P°bkc, SlJbc, Sabcd be the local components of the Finsler 
tensor fields (3.3), (3.3)', (3.3)", respectively ¿ ^ 7 = * } « etc.}. 
Then, we have: 
T h e o r e m 3.2. The curvature tensor field R of a Finsler connection V with the 
coefficients (F j t , Fbk, Cljc, Cabc) is characterized by the Finsler tensor fields (3.3), 
(3.3)', (3.3)", whose components are given by 
(3.4) 









BFjk . p(, 





Co i nd 
bc\k "r *kc 9 








+ be <-1 
i f^h /"i fh r> 
•e (~<a /"e f a 
 ed ^-cc • 
Observe the simplicity of these expressions, as compared to the components 
( d d \ 
of the curvature tensor field R written in the natural frame I - — , ——I, [4]. 
Vox' oya ) 
The Ricci and Bianchi identities can be written down without difficulty. 
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4. Riemannian structures; Finsler connections compatible 
with a metrical structure 
The efficiency of the techniques of Finsler geometry in the study of vector 
bundles is visible. In particular, its applications to the theory of several geometric 
structures on the total space of a vector bundles are useful. 
We study the Riemannian structure G on the total space E of a vector bundle 
ç = (E, 71, M). If El is the vertical space at the point u of E, then the vectors ortho-
gonal to Ey, with respect to G, uniquely determine the vector subspace Nu com-
plementary to E^. That is, EU=NU®E^, u£E, and the map N: u->-Nu defines, in 
a geometrical way, a non-linear connection N on the total space E. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4.1. If G is a Riemannian structure on E, then tltere exists an 
unique non-linear connection N on E with the property 
(4.1) G{X, F ) = 0, \/X£N, \/Y£Ev. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4.2. For a Riemannian structure G on E, there exist an unique 
symmetric Finsler tensor field GH of the type ^ Q) non-degenerate on the fibres of 
the horizontal bundle HE, and an unique symmetric Finsler tensor field Gv of the type 
(o 2) non~degenerate on the fibres of the vertical bundle VIE, such that 
(4.2) G = GH + GV. 
Indeed, from (4.1) we get G(X, Y)=G(XB, YB)+G(XV, Yv). Putting 
GB(X, Y)=G(XH, YH) and GV(X, Y)=G(Xr, Yv) one obtains two Finsler tensor 
fields with the properties mentioned above. 
A Finsler connection V on E, which preserves by parallelism the distributions 
N and EY, is called compatible with the Riemannian structure G or is called a metrical 
Finsler connection if VXG=0, 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4.3. A Finsler connection V on the total space E is a metrical 
connection, with respect to the Riemannian structure G, if and only if 
(4.3) V£GH = 0, V'J Gv = 0, VxGa — 0, V£Gv = 0. 
T h e o r e m 4.1. If G is a Riemannian structure on the total space E of a vector 
bundle i = (E,n,M), then the following Finsler connection is compatible with the 
structure G : 
2GH(y%YH, ZH) = X"GH(Y", ZU) + Y"G"(Z", XH)—ZHGH(XH, Y")~ 
- GB(XB; [YB, ZB)B) + GB(YB, [ZB, X"]") + GH(Z", [XB, Y"]H), 
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V f y K = V%Yy+B(Yy, XB), Gy(B(Yy, Xa), Z") = (1 /2 ) (V%G v ) (Y y , Zv), 
(4.4) 
VrxYB = VyxYB+D{YH, Xy), GB(D(YB, Xy), ZB) = (1/2)(VV XGB(YB , ZB), 
2Gy(V%Yy, Zy) = XyGy(Yv, Zy)+YyGy(Zy, Xy)-ZyGy(Xy, Yy)~ 
-Gy(Xy, [Yy, Zv]v)+Gy(Yy, [Zy, Xy]y) + Gy(Zy, [Xy, Yy]y), 
where 9 is a fixed Finsler connection, which preserves by parallelism the distributions 
N and Ev. 
P r o o f . We know that there is a Finsler connection ^ which preserves by 
parallelism the distributions N and Ev. In the condition [T(XB, Ya)]"=0, by 
the classical method, the first equality in (4.4) gives, uniquely, VXYH and the second 
one It is easy to see that VH, determined in this way, is a /i-covariant deriva-
tive in the algebra ST{E) and that we have VXGB=0, VxGy=0. Analogously, the 
F 
third equation in (4.4) gives uniquely VXY1', and the last one, in condition 
[T{Xy, y v ) ] v =0 , allows to determine uniquely V x F y . This VK is a v-covariant 
derivative in the algebra ¿^{E) and it has the properties V x G H = 0 , V x G F = 0 . There-
F 
fore V = V H + V K is a Finsler connection on E compatible with the Riemannian 
structure G. 
( 5 8 \ ( d i ) 
In canonical coordinates, let glj=Gy^-r, - ^ - j J , gab=G , — J . The 
equations (4.4) give the following coefficients of the metrical Finsler connection V: 
Fjk(*,y) = j + J') = hk(x,y)+\ gac.gt,c\k, 
(4.5) 
Cj„(x,y) = Cj„(x, y)+±g»gjJb, Cgc(x, y) = • 
where (P'Jk, Fabk, Cljb, Cbc) are the coefficients of a fixed Finsler connection and 
I, | are the h- and v-covariant derivatives with respect to V. 
Observing that the distribution N is geometrically determined by the structure 
G we get that FlJk(x, y) and Cbc(x, y) are well-determined by G. Then, considering 
as a fixed Finsler connection ^ the Finsler connection with coefficients 
(4.6) Fjk(x, y) = F]k(x, y), F„i(x, Cjb(x,y) = 0, Cgc = Cgc, 
we have 
T h e o r e m 4.2. The Finsler connection (4.5), (4.6) is metrical and depends only 
on the Riemannian structure G. 
This connection can be called the canonical metrical Finsler connection. We 
get without difficulty: 
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T h e o r e m 4.3. The Riemann—Christoffel connection of a Riemannian structure 
G on the total space E of a vector bundle Ç coincides with the canonical metrical Finsler 
connection of G if and only if 
(1) the horizontal distribution N is integrable, 
(2) the metrical tensor field G is constant on the fibres of vertical subbundle VE, 
(3) [T{XU, Yv)\v = 0. 
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Ingham—Jessen's inequality for deviation means 
ZSOLT PÁLES 
1. Introduction 
Let R, R+ and N denote the set of real numbers, positive real numbers and 
natural numbers, respectively. Let / c R be an interval and let M and N be discrete 
symmetric means on I. (See PÁLES [ 1 1 ] . ) We say that M and N satisfy the Ingham— 
Jessen's inequality if 
M(N(xlr, ..., xln), ..., N(xml,..., *„,„)) ^ 
= N(M(xn, ..., xml), ..., M(xln, ..., * J ) i.e. if 
(1) M ' ( N ' ( x u ) ) =5 NHM^x. j ) ) 
for Xi}0, i € { l , . . . , tn},j€{l,...,«}, n,mtN. 
This inequality was considered first by JESSEN [7] and INGHAM in the case when 
M and N are power means. 
Define, for a£R , x = ( x l t ...,j:„)CR"+ (w€N), the a-th power mean Ma(x)~ 
=Mia(xi)=Ma(xl, ..., x„) by 
if a ^ O , 
i=l 
( f i x , ) 1 ' " , if 0 = 0. 
¡ = 1 
Now the result obtained by JESSEN [7] can be formulated as follows (see HARDY— 
LÍTTLEWOOD—PÓLYA [6, T h . 2 6 , p . 3 1 ] ) : 
T h e o r e m A. Let a, b£R. In order that the inequality 
(2) Mi(Mi(xu)) s Mi(Mi(xu)) 
Received March 3, 1983 and in revised form February 29, 1984. 
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be valid for any x{J£ R + , /'€ {1, ..., m}, {1, ...,n},n,m(i N, it is necessary and suffi-
cient that 
( 3 ) a b. 
There are a lot of investigations concerning this result. JESSEN [8] considered 
a more complicated inequality than ( 1 ) for power means. (See [ 6 , Th. 1 3 7 , p. 101] . ) 
KALMAN [9] proved, a more general inequality thai) (2). TOYAMA [14] investigated 
the ratio of the right and left hand sides of (2). Fixing n and m, he gave the greatest 
lower and least upper bounds of this ratio. 
A natural way of generalizing the inequality (2) is to investigate (1) for more 
general classes of means than power means. In [13], the author considered inequality 
(1) for homogeneous quasiarithmetic means with continuous weight function. These 
are the means defined as follows (see A C Z E L — D A R O C Z Y [ 1 ] ) : for a, R, 
.T=(x , , . . . , x„ )eR" + , «€N, let " 
Ma(x)„ = Mj(x;)p = Ma(xi, .••>*„) = {Z xt+'/Zx!)110, 'f « * 0> . ..' . .'. -¡ = 1 Iml 
= exp ( J xf In x,/2 x f ) , if a = 0. 
¡+1 ¡=i 
For teR, denote t + = m a x {i, 0}, t~ = m a x { - i , 0}. 
Concerning these mean values the author obtained the following result (see [13]): 
T h e o r e m B. Let a,b,p,q£R. In order that the.inequality 
(4) Ml(Mi(Xlj)p)q Mi(Mi(Xij)q)p 
be valid for any x^dR+, {1, ...,.m}, jt {), ..., n}, n, wG.N, it is necessary and 
sufficient that 
(5) • p-a~ S-q.-b- rs-p + a+ s= q + b+, (p-a-)(q-b-)(p+a+)(q + b+) = 0. 
It is easy to see that if p = q = 0 then we obtain the power means, furthermore, 
(4) and (5) turn into (2) and (3), respectively. . 
JESSEN [8] investigated (1) for quasiarithmetic means, too. However he obtained 
only necessary conditions. (See [6 , Th. 136, p. 1 0 0 ] . ) The aim of the present note is 
to discuss (1) under very general circumstances. We consider inequality (1) for 
deviation means. This class of means has many interesting properties (see e.g. 
DAROCZY [3], [4], DAROCZY—PALES [5], PALES [10], [11], [12]) a n d con ta ins t he weil-
known classes of means (e.g. power means, quasiarithmetic means, quasiarithmetic 
means with weight function (ACZEL—DAROCZY [1], BAJRAKTAREVIC [2])) . If M and 
N are deviation means then under certain regularity assumptions we obtain nec-
essary and sufficient conditions in order that ( l ) .be valid. We also consider (1) for 
homogeneous deviation means. In this case the necessary and sufficient conditions 
are simpler. In the last section we mention some open problems. • 
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2. Notations, definitions and auxiliary results 
Let Icz R be an open interval. Now, we introduce the basic subclass of devia-
tion functions. 
: D e f i n i t i o n 1. A function E: P-~ R is called a *-deviation if it satisfies the 
following properties: 
(i) E is twice differentiable on I". 
(ii) dE(x, t)/dt=d2E(x, i ) < 0 for x, t£I. 
(iii) E(t, 0 = 0 for t£l. 
The class of *-deviations will be denoted by <?(/). For *-deviations on / 
we,shall also need the following usefull notation: If E£$(I) then define E* by 
E*{x, t) = -E{x, t)ld2E(t, t), x, t£I. 
The following theorem and definition is due to DAR6CZY [3], [4]. 
T h e o r e m C. Let E£$(I), n£N, xx, ..., xn£l. Then there exists a unique num-
ber t0 in I such that 
(6) sgn 2 £ ( x i> 0 = sgn Co - 0 
¡=1 
for t£I and 
(7) min xi = t0 'M max x,. . lsisn iais« 
D e f i n i t i o n 2. Let EC$(I),n£N,x=(x1, ...,x„)£I", and consider the equation 
(8) ¿ 2 ^ , 0 = 0. 
¡=1 
Then, by Theorem C, there exists a unique solution t=t0 of (8) and this solution 
is called the ^-deviation mean of x and is denoted by 9Jl£(x) or SJi^x,) or 
9R£(xt, ..., x„). (7) shows that TiE(x) is indeed a mean value of x. 
R e m a r k . The proof of Theorem C can be found in [3], [4]. However, it can 
easily be proved using the facts that the function 
/ - 2 t), til, 
i=l 
is continuous, strictly monoton decreasing and changes sign on the interval I. 
The class of * -deviations is contained in the class of deviations introduced by 
DAR6CZY [3], [4]. Theorem C and Definition 2 can very easily be extended to devia-
tions (see [3]). 
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E x a m p l e s . 1. Let q>: /—R be a twice differentiable function with positive 
first derivative and let / : / — R + be a positive, twice differentiable function. Set 
(9) 0 = / (* ) ( f l » (* ) -9 (0 ) , x,t£I. 
It is obvious that E0 «•€<?(/). If n£N, x = ( x l 5 ...yxn)£In then SR. (x) has the J 9tf 
following form: 
r(x) = M^x)f = <p-l(ZAxi)<p(xd/2f(xd) •=1 1=1 
i.e. 2 R £ is a quasiarithmetic mean with weight function (see BAJRAKTAREVIC [ 2 ] ) . 
If f(x)= 1 then 9Jl£ becomes the quasiarithmetic mean Mv (see HARDY—LrrnJB-
W O O D — P Ó L Y A [ 6 ] ) . 
2. Let a, p£ R and set 
Ea,p{x, t) = xp{xa-t")la, if a ^ 0, 
(10) 
— x (In x—In /), if a = 0. 
Now, for x€/" , we obtain that SER̂  (x)—Ma(x)p. If p=0 then we get the power 
means. 
Now we prove a sequence of lemmas which will be needed later on. 
L e m m a 1. Let £€<£(/). Then, for fixed n€ N, 
(11) (* ! , . . . , : *„ ) -SMjs fo , . . . ,*„) 
is a continuously differentiable function on I" and 
( 1 2 ) № ( * 1 , . . . , xn) = - A I £ ( X F , iJtE(x))/(£d%E(xj, «*(*))) 
for x=(xx,..., xn)£I". (Here dt denotes the partial differentiation with respect to 
the i-th variable.) 
P r o o f . Let *o=(*oi> •••» *o»)€/" be fixed and denote by t0 the mean value 
2R£(x0). Let 
F(x,t) = ZE(xt,t) 
for X = ( X I , . . . , JC„)G/" and t£I. By our assumption (i) on deviations belonging to 
#(/), F is continuously differentiablé in a neighborhood of (x0, t0). (ii) in Defini-
tion 1 implies that 
dtF(x0, t0)= 2d2E(xoJ0) < 0, 
> = I 
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and we know that F(x0, t„)—0. Thus the conditions of the implicit function theo-
rem are satisfied. Consequently, the function (11) determined by the equation 
F(x, OT£(*)) = 0 
is differentiable at the point jc„ and its derivative has the form 
MJtE(x0) = ~(dtF(x0, t0))-^dxF(x0, t0) 
i.e. (12) is satisfied at x0. 
The continuity of the function (19) follows from (i). This completes the proof 
of the lemma. 
L e m m a 2. Let ££<?(/). Then, for x, t£l, 
(13) lim ( « - 1)(SRB(JC, t z _ ^ f ) - t ) = E*(x, t). 
n—1 
We omit the proof of this lemma since it is proved in DAR6CZY [3], [4]. 
L e m m a 3. Let Then, for x, t£I, 
(14) lim ( « - l ) ^ 9 M £ ( x , / , . . . , / ) = d1E*(x,t). 
«-I 
P r o o f . Let x, t£I be arbitrary. For «€N, let 
(15) tn = 9Jl£(x, t ^ t ) . 
n-i 
Applying Lemma 1, we have 
a «JI ( x t A djEjx, t„) 
1 e1 ' ^ ~ d2E(x,t„)Hn-l)d2E(t,tn)-n—1 
Hence 
(.6) ( „ - n m j x . = - 6 t E ( X i , j f f ; . 
B—1 
By Lemma 2, 
(17) lim /„ = t. 
Therefore, taking the limit n — ~ in (16) we obtain (14). 
L e m m a 4. Let E£S(I). Then, for x, t£I, 
(18) lim d,aRs(x, ^ ^ / > - 1 ) = a.^"-^.*). 
' 2 .n —1 
P r o o f . Let x, t£I be arbitrary and let t„ be defined by (15). Applying Lemma 1 
we have 
E{t, Q 
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for. 2 s i s n . . Hence; after a simple calculation, we obtain 
( " - 1 ) ( J i ^ ) - 1 ) = 
n—1 
(19) 
32£Q, r„)+(»- l)(gx£(?, Q +d2E(t, Q) 
i)2E(x, tn)l(n-\)+d2E(t, /,,) 
Since E(t,t)=0, we have 
(20) ' i )+a 2£(?; 0 = 0 for 
If i j ^x then /„ is strictly between x and t. Applying (20) and Lemma 2, we obtain 
lim (n-\){dtE{t, tn)+d2E(t, O) = ' 
(21) = lim ( „ - 1 ) ( , . - * ) ( № ' 0 - = 
... v t„-t: tn-t ) 
= E*(x, t)(dJhE(t, t)+32d2E(t, 0). 
It is easy to see that (21) remains valid if x=t=t„. Now, applying (17) and (21), 
we can calculate the limit of the right hand side of (19). We get 
Um ( « - l ) ( J a ; 5 № £ ( x , -
n —1 
d2E{x, t) + E*(x, t^d^Ejt, t) + d2d2E(L Q) _ 
d2E{t, t) ^ (X' ty 
The proof is complete. 
R e m a r k . There is a simple connection between Lemma 2 and Lemmas 3 
and 4. Differentiating (13) with respect to x and t we obtain (14) and (18), respec-
tively. 
3. The main result 
In this section we give necessary and sufficient conditions in order that (1) be 
satisfied with M=WF, N=mE where F,E££(I). 
T h e o r e m 1. Let E,F£#(I). The inequality 
(22) . m i m i x i d ^ m i m f r j j ) 
holds for any x 0 € / , ¿€{1, ™},j£{ 1, •••, «}, n, N, if and only if 
2„ ' E*(x, y)d1F*(y, u )+£*(z , u)d2F*{y, u)^ 
F*(x, z)d1E*(z, u)+ F*(y, u)d2E*(z, u) 
for each x,y,z,u£l. 
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P r o o f . Necessity. Let x,y,z,u£l be arbitrary and let n, m£N. Define x^ 
( l^ / ' ^ /w, ISyS / j ) as follows: 
Xn X12 . • Xin 
/ 
X y • y 
(24) X21 X22 • •
 x2n 
= 
z u . . u 
< X in 1 Xm2 • ' xmn > - 2 M . • 
Now introduce the following notations: 
a(n) = SN£(x,7, ...,Y), A{n) = 9JlE(z, U, ..., u), 
« —1 n — 1 
b (/«) = mF(x, Z ^ z ) , *(m) = (y, u^u). 
m—1 m —1 
Applying inequality (22) for the x , / s defined by (24) we obtain 
(25) 501,(0(1»), A («), ..., ¿(n)) ^ 9KE(b(m), B(m)) 
' V ' ' —V" ' in — X II — 1 
for n, mgN. If then, using Lemma 2, one can easily see that both sides 
of (25) tend to (n). Therefore we calculate the following limits: 
(26) 
(27) 
lim (m — l)(WF(a(n), A(n), ..., A(n))-A(«))'= *(/?), I»-*«» V ' m — 1 
lim (m-\)(WE(b(m), B{m), ..., B(m))~A(n)) = L(«). 
To calculate (26) apply Lemma 2. Then we obtain 
(28) *(«) = F*(a(h), A(n)). 
It is a bit more complicated to determine L(n). By Lemma 2 we have 
lim (m — l)(b(m) — z) = F*(x, z), lim (m-l)(B(m)-u) = F*(y, u). 
m-* ao 
Hence, using Lemma 1 and the differentiability of 9Jl£, we get 
L(n) = lim (m-l)(WE(b(m), B(m), ..,, B(m))-iDlE(z, u, ..., «)) = m-~ -
n-1 n-1 
(29) 
= d1S)lE(z, u, ...,u)F*(x, U, .:., u)F*{y, u). 
Inequality (25) implies that, for «£N, 
(30) '/?(«) s L(n). 
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Using Lemmas 3 and 4 we easily obtain that both sides of (30) tend to F*{y, u). 
Therefore we calculate the following limits: 
lim (n- 1 )(R(n)-F*(y, «)) == R*, lim (n — l)(L(n) — F*(y, «)) = L*. 
Applying Lemma 2 we have 
lim ( n - 1 ) ( a ( n ) - y ) = E*{x, y), lim (n- 1)(^(«)-M) = E\z, u). 
n-* OO N-»OO 
Hence, using the differentiability of F*, we get 
R* = lim (« - 1 ) ( F > ( « ) , /((/i)) - F*Ce,«)) = 
(31) 
= 31F*(y, u)E*(x, y)+d3F*(y, u)E*(z, u). 
Applying Lemmas 3 and 4 we have 
lim ( n - l ) ^ a K £ ( z , 1/, ..., u) = «), 
lim ( n - l ) ( 2 № ( a . . . , « ) - 1 ) = d s £ * ( z , «). (=i •—.—> n —2 
Consequently 
(32) L* = d1E*(z, u)F*(x, z)=dtE*{z, u)F*(y, u), 
Inequality (30) implies R*^L*. This completes the proof of (23). 
Sufficiency. Let n, 777 £N and x ^ I , l ^ i ^ m , 1 Sy'^n. Further, let 
(33) yt = mi(xu), zj = 9Hf(x0), u = mi(W'P(XiJ)) = 
Apply (23) for x=xij, y=yt, z=zj and add the inequalities obtained. Then we get 
2{d,F* ( j ; , u) 2 E* (Xij, >>;)} + j? do F* (J',-, u) 2 E*(zj, u) ^ 
(34) i = 1 n 
=5 J {d1E*(zJ, u) 2 F*(xu, Zj)}+ 2 f%E*(zj, u) 2 E*(yit u). j=i ¡=i i (=i 
Using (33) and Definition 2 we have 
2E*(*u,yd= 0, 2 E*(xij, Zj) = 0, jg E*(zj, u) — 0. J = 1 (=1 
Therefore (34) simplifies to the following inequality 
(35) O S J d2E*(zj, u) 2 E*(y{, u). ¡=i 
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As we have seen in the proof of Lemma 4, 
a A d,E(x, t)+E*(x, t){d^Ejt, t)+d2d2E(t, Q) 
d * E ( x- d^ËUJ) • 
Hence, by property (ii) of * -deviations, 
(36) J d2 E*(zj, u) = - 2 d-2E(zj, u)/d2E(u, u) < 0. 
j=i j=i 
(35) and (36) imply 
(37) 
¡ = 1 
It follows from Theorem C and from (37) that ( ; > , • ) i . e . (22) holds. 
R e m a r k . Applying Theorem 1 for the deviations defined by (9) we can easily 
obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for (1) if M and N are quasiarithmetic 
means with weight function. 
4. Homogeneous means 
Let £Ç<f(R+). The ^-deviation mean 3JÎ£ is said to be homogeneous if 
SEMi*!,..., txn) = fmE(Xl, ..., x„) 
for t,xt, . . . , x „ 6 R + , n€N. 
Concerning homogeneous deviation means DARÔCZY [3] obtained the following 
result : 
T h e o r e m D. Let £€<?(R+). Then 9Jl£ is homogeneous if and only if 
E*(x, t) = tE*(x/t, 1) 
for * , / € R + . 
For homogeneous deviation means Theorem 1 simplifies to the following form. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let E, R + ) and assume that ®i£ and 9KF are homogeneous 
means. Then the inequality (22) is valid for any xtJ£R+, iÇ. {1,..., m}, jÇ. {1, ..., «}, 
n, MÇN, if and only if 
(38) td\E*(t, ^d.F*(s, 1) ë d1E*(t, 1 )s%F*(s, 1) 
for s,t£R+. 
P r o o f . Since 9JÎ£ and 93lf are homogeneous means, Theorem D implies 
E*(x, t) = tE*(x/t, 1) = te(x/t), F*(x, t) = tF*(xlt, 1) = tf(x/t) 
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for jt, / € R + . By our assumptions on E and F we have that e a n d / a r e twice difV 
ferentiable functions. Then, applying Theorem 1, we obtain that (22) holds if and 
only if 
(39) yluf'(ylu){e(x/y)-e(zlu)}^zlue'(zlu){f(xlz)-f(ylu)} 
for x,y,z, «€R+. 
Replacing xlu, ylu and Z/M by r, s and I, respectively, we get 
(40) Q^te\t){f{rli)-f(s)}-sf\s){e(rls)-e(t)} 
for r, s, / £R+. It is easy to check that (40) is equivalent to (39). Therefore thé 
proof of the theorem will be complete if we show that (40) holds if and only if (38) 
is satisfied. Fixing s and /, we denote by g(r) the right hand side of (40). 
If (40) is satisfied then r=st is the place of minimum of g. Hence g"(st)^0. 
This yields (38). 
In the other direction we prove that 
(41) g ' ( r ) ( r - s i ) ê 0 for r > 0. 
Then £ ( j O = 0 and (41) implies g(r)>0 for /•>0. 
Applying (38) for s=r/t it can be easily seen that the function 
r - e ' ( i ) / ' ( r / 0 , ' > 0 , 
is monotone decreasing. Therefore, in the case r ^ s t , 
e'(t)f\rlt) e'(rls)f'(s), 
i.e. (41) is satisfied in this case. In the case r>st the proof of (41) is similar. The 
theorem is proved. 
R e m a r k . Applying Theorem 2 for the homogeneous means M=Mbyq, N=Ma p 
one can easily prove Theorem B. (For details see [13].) 
5. Open problems and final remarks 
Consider the following more general inequality than (1): 
(42) M i i N i i x ^ ^ N K M K x i j ) ) 
for Xij,€/, 1 âi 'Sffl , 1 =jsn, n, m£N. (Here M l 5 M2, Nx, N2 are discrete symmetric 
means on I.) The following conditions are necessary (but not sufficient) in order 
that (42) be satisfied: 
(43) M1 â M2, N ^ N 2 , 
(44) . . . . . . . . . 5 . 
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If we take n—1 and m= 1 in (42) then we obtain (43). To prove that (44) is 
aiso a necessary condition we substitute into (42) the following matrix : 
(*y) = 
X1 x2 x 3 . . . x„ 
X» X3 -V j . .. Xi 
Xn X1 x2 • • • x„ _ 
(whenever x l 5 ..., x„£7); then we obtain (44). 
The system of inequalities (43), (44) is also a sufficient condition if Mx, M 2 , 
IV2 are power means. (See JESSEN [7], HARDY—LITTLEWOOD—PÓLYA [6, Th . 137, 
p. 101].) However, it is not sufficient in other classes of means. Finally, we formulate 
a condition which is sufficient in the class of deviation means. 
Let E±, E2, F±, F2Ç<?(7). If there exist functions Ax, A2, B2: 72 —R such 
that, for x t , ...,x„Ç7, N, 
and 
Z i ^ s r c i (*,-)) S 0 
j=1 
^ ( X , WJ + F A F E u)A2(y, u) Ä F 2 ( X , Z ) B l ( z , u) + F1(y, ü)B2(z, u) 
for x,y, z, uei then (42) is satisfied for M j = S0ijFi, M 2 = , =9)1^, N 2 = . 
The proof of this proposition is similar to the proof of the sufficiency part of Theo-
rem 1. We remark that this sufficient condition is also necessary if EX=E2=E, 
Fi = F2= F. (That was the case investigated in Theorem 1.) 
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On a class of multiplicative functions 
HEDI DABOUSSI and HUBERT DELANGE 
In a recent paper [1] we proved the following result : Let / be a multiplicative 
arithmetical function satisfying 
(1) 2 l/(«)l2 = 0(x). 
nâx 
Then, for every irrational a, (l/x) 2 f(n)etzii!m tends to zero as x tends to infinity. 
B S X 
We stated that this result still holds if the exponent 2 in (1) is replaced by any 
A>1 and that we planned to give the proof elsewhere. It turns out that this follows 
from the work of INDLEKOFER [3], for the hypothesis that 
(2) 2 l/(")l" = O(x) for some A > 1 
nsx 
implies that / belongs to his class i f* . However we think it is still interesting to 
give our proof, which is quite different and enables us to obtain a uniform result, 
namely the following one. 
T h e o r e m . Let K and X be fixed real numbers satisfying K^ 1 and A>1, and let a 
be a fixed irrational number. Given any e > 0 , there exists a positive X—X(K, A, a, e) 
such that, for any multiplicative arithmetical function satisfying 
(3) 2 l/(«)lA — Kx for all positive x, 
NSX 
we have 
|(1/*) 2 /(n)e2Bf™| S £ for x ^ X . 
For the proof it is obviously sufficient to consider the case when A ^ 2 for, 
by Holder's inequality, (3) implies 
2 i f ( n ) \ x ' s K * > x x for any positive A ' < A. 
B S X 
Received May 24, 1983. 
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Throughout this paper we write e(t) for e2ni'; the letter p is used for a prime 
number, while the letters m and n are used to denote positive integers. means 
"jf\n but pr+1Jfn". An empty sum is assumed to be zero. 
1. To prove the theorem we need three lemmas. 
1.1. L e m m a 1. Let K, M and e be real numbers satisfying 1 and 0 < e < 
•cAf—1. There exists - X(K/M, s)>'e such that, if g is any real-valued multiplicative 
function satisfying 
g(«)=0 for every n and 2 for every x i l , 
nSx 
then for Xi?.X(K, M, e) " : . : 
2 \/p ^ ( l - ( l + £ ) / M ) l o g l o g x . 
PSx \ 
g(p)-zM 
P r o o f . As in the proof of Lemrfia 1 of [1] we have for c r^ l and x > e 
1 y — > 1 1 x" - 1 / ' 1q Ka \ 
loglogx ¿^c p ~ l o g l o g x p " " M l o g l o g x { a 1 J ' 
g(.p)-=M • 
where A=2(M/p—log(I-I-Mip)). 
Let rj be a positive number such that en~=l+£. If o = l+t]/logx, then, as x 
tends to infinity, the right-hand side , of the-above inequality tends to 1 —e"fM. 
So there, exists X > e such that it is —(1 + e)/M for x ^ X : 
1.2. L e m m a 2. Let ax, a2, ..., an, ... be a sequence of complex numbers with 
the following properties : • 
• (i) |a„| is a multiplicative function of n; »•• » 
(ii) for some A£]T, 2], ~2 \an\A=Kx for all positive x. . nmx 
Let = 1) (so that l/A+.l//i== \). If M is any positive number, then we have 
for every positive x 
Z (mip/x) 2 fl.'rO/*) ^ CixKW-» 
p "1X nmx (IS x 
\ap\SM p | | n 
where CXiM is a constant wluch depends only upon X and M. 
P r o o f . It is known (ELLIOTT [2]) that there exists an absolute contant C such 
that, if x, , x 2 , . . . , x„,... is any sequence of complex numbers, then for every positive x 
2 ( i / / ) l № ) 2 x„-(\ix) 2 *„l2 ^ c ( i / x ) 2 k l 2 , 
p, r n^X • tl^X • - J 
f ^ l p'Un 
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and therefore 
2 (i//»)IG»/*) 2 *„-(!/*) 2 *nl2 S C(i/x) 2 W 3 -
pSx n^x n&x ASx 
Pll" 
We now consider a fixed positive x and we denote by 3PX the set of those primes 
p which are S x and for which \ap\sM. The quantity to be estimated is 
S= 2 U//»)*5, where = |(p/x) 2 a„-(l/x) 2 4 
itsx i»S* 
Pll" 
We may suppose S > 0 (and so for the inequality to be proved is trivial if 
5 = 0 . We may write an=xn\an\, where |a„| = 1, and 
(Plx) 2<*n~0lx)2 an = copXp, where > p | = 1. n^x ngx 
Define the function $ on C by 
<*>(z) = (KS)-* 2 (IIP)C5„X^((PIX) 2 a„k | A - - - ( l /* ) 2 «N\C*N\XZ)-
nSx nSx 
Plln 
(Here 0"=0 for any complex w). <P is an entire function and it is bounded in every 
strip AtsRezSB. We see that 0(l/X)=K~lllS1111 and that |4>(z)|=Sl + M;- when 
R e z = l , for 
2 kl* = 2 \amp\x = I«/ 2 ^ \a,\l 2 kJ*. 
nr*x m p r> x m^xjp m^x/p 
p||n pfm pfm 
Using Cauchy—Schwarz's inequality and Elliott's inequality, with xn=a„|a„|A i , we 
see that | $ ( z ) | ^ C 1 / 8 when R e z = l / 2 . It follows that, when l / 2 s R e z S l , 
Taking z— MX we get K^S11»^C1'"(I +MX)2,X~\ which yields 
5 ss C( 1 + M f - W - ^ ' A W ) . 
1.3. L e m m a 3. Given an arithmetical function f and a real number a, set 
Cf(x, a) = ( l / x ) 2 f(n)e(noc) (x > 0). 
nmx 
Now let l1,l2,...,lr be fixed positive numbers satisfying /y=/i for 1, and let 
a l 5 a2 , ..., a r fee fixed real numbers satisfying oij&<xk (mod 1) /o r j^k. Let 
T= 2 l / | s i n « ( a , - o f c ) | . 
Then, for any arithmetical function f satisfying 
(4) 2" |/(«)!A==Kx /o r positive x (A>0), 
10 
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where 1 < Л ё 2 , we have for x^T/e . . . . - . 
i 
whire:ii^/(X-\)(sothati/X+l/fi = i). 
P r o o f . It is proved in [1] (Lemma 3) that there exists Л'(е)>0 such that, for 
any arithmetical function / satisfying 
2 l/(")l2 — Kx for every positive x, ; • . nsx . • 
we have 
2 (i/h)ICf(xllj, «j)|2 S (1 +г)т for x ^ X(e). j=i 
Although this is not stated explicitly, it is clear in the proof that X(s) may be taken 
equal to Tie. 
Now let / b e any arithmetical function satisfying (4). Consider a fixed x s T / e 
and set 
. . . . \Cf(x/lj, a,)| = Yj, . Cf(x/lj, ocj) = YjUj, where. |Hj.| = 1, 
f(n) = \f(n)\v„,. where |i>„| = 1, and 
5 = 2Y?lij. j " 1 
We have to prove that \+B)Km7i)II1. Since this is trivially true if S=0, 
we may suppose 5 > 0 . Define the function W on С by 
4>{z) = l\-*K-*S-* 1 UjYf%\lx) 2 \Ah)\^vae{ctjn)). 
- J-"1 . n-xl'j 
4' is an entire function and it is bounded in every strip A ^ K e z S B . We see that 
«F ( l /A^ l^K-^S 1 1 1 1 and that ¡^(z)|s=l for R e z = l . If z = l / 2 + j > , where у 
is realj then by the Cauchy—Schwarz inequality 
\4>(z)\ ^ll<*K-V>S-V*(2;Y?IIjyi2(2lj\(llx) 2 \f(h)\4u2+iy)vne(ctjn)\2)112, 
J = 1 j = 1 nsx/lj 
that is 
where / , ( „ ) = \ f ( n ) \ ^ ^ v n . 
j=i 
Since 2 l / , (") l 2= 2 \f(h)\x^Kx, it follows from the above quoted result that 
n^x пшх 
. ¿miCfJx/lj^jW^il+BWh. : 
j-1 
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We thus see that +E)1/2 for Re z = 1/2. I t follows that |«P(z)|s(l - f e ) 1 " ^ 
for l / 2 s R e z s l . . I n particular |<F(1/A)|^(1+e)1/", or ¡ { ' " K ^ S 1 ' " ^ ( 1 + e ) 1 / * , which 
yields the desired result. 
2. P r o o f of ' ; ' the t h e o r e m . Let K and X be fixed real numbers satisfying 
. K s l and 1 and let a be a fixed irrational number. Let p = X/(X—1). 
2.1. We first choose M s - 1 and J; satisfying 0 < r j ^ M x — i . By Lemma 1 we 
can choose such that, for any multiplicative function / s a t i s fy ing (3), 
(5) 2 l//> M l - ( l + > / ) M ^ ) l o g l o g x for J ^ J , 
psx 
I/CRIHAI 
2.2. Now we consider a fixed multiplicative function / satisfying (3) and we 
denote by SP the set of those primes p for which \f(p)\^M. By (5) 8P is infinite 
and its smallest element pQ is ^ A y . We remark that, for each prime p, 
2 /(»)«(««) ='"2 'f(mpje(«mp) = f ( p ) 2 'f(m)e'(pam) = 
nrix in p x m^xlp. 
p| |n pfm pfm 
= /(/>)( 2 f(m)e(pum)- 2 f(m)e(potm). 
m ̂ -xjp . m^x/p 
p\m 
The first sum in the brackets is, in the notation of Lemma 3, ( x / p ) C f ( x / p , pa). 
On the other hand we have 
I 2 2 l / ( m ) l T A ( 2 l ) 1 ' " ^ 
m^xfp m^xfp mSxIp 
p\m . p\m p\m 
s= (Kx/pf'Hx/p2)11" = K1/xx/p1+1/". 
We thus see that 
12 №e(an)\ ^ \f(p)\Cxlp)(\C,(x/p, p<x)\ +K1'x/p1"'). 
n^x 
PII" 
In particular, if p^S?, then 
|Plx 2 /(»M«»)| S M{\Cf (x/p, pa)\ +K1'x/p1'"). nSx 
' PII" 
It follows that for every p ^ 
| ( l/x) Z / ( H M * » ) | = nSx 
n^x . . US* n^x 
' p\\n. p|l™ 
M\C,(x/p, pa)| +MK1/xlpllll + \(p/x) 2 / ( » ) c ( a » ) - ( 1/*) 2 / ( « M « " ) | 
n̂ X flgx 
PII» 
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and therefore • 
\{\ix)2 finieiznf^y-^M^Cjixlp ,pa)\»+y-1M''K1Kx-1>/p+ : V 
+ 3 " - 1 ! ( p / x ) 2 f(n)e(cm)-Wx) 2 
n^x n^x 
pll» 
Using Lemma 2 with an=f(n)e(an), we see that, if y is any number (and 
therefore s/>0), then we have for x ^ y 




We now remark that, since a is irrational,, if p' and p" are distinct primes, 
then p'<x^p"a. (mod 1). Define a function T* for y^3 by 
(6) T*(y)= 2 l/|sin mx(p"—p')\. 
p'.p'sy 
It follows from Lemma 3 that, if x^T*(y), then 
• 2 (VpKCAx/P^W&IKW-VIpv S KW-V. 
PSy - . S . • ; 
pes* 
Thus, if y ^ X x and i x s M a x ^ , r*(^)), then 
( 2 1AP)|(1/*) Z / ( « M H " ^ H, 
p^y n^X I 
where 
(7) : H = + 1/P2.+ Q,m)-
Since » 
2 i / p s 2 1/p ^ (i - ( i + log log >>, 
pmy psy 
P i » l/(p)|-=Af 
this yields 
(8) |0 /*) 2 / ( » ) « ( « « ) ^ H1'"^ - ( 1 + r,)/M'-)-y (log log y)'1'". nmx 
2.3. So far, we have proved the following result: If y^Xx and x s M a x (y,T*(y)), 
where T*(y) is defined by (6), then for any multiplicative function / satisfying (3) 
we have (8), where H is defined by (7). 
Given e>0 , we can choose i such that the right-hand side of (8) is 
S t " for y=y0- If x S M a x ( j 0 , r*0'0)), then for any multiplicative function / 
satisfying (3) 
|0/*) 2 An)em\ ^ e. 
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On multiplicative functions that are ^-additive 
J. FEHÉR 
1. Introduction. We shall say that a complex-valued function / (n ) defined on 
the set of natural numbers is multiplicative if f(ab) —f(a)f(b) holds for every coprime 
pairs a and b. Let JÍ be the class of multiplicative functions. 
Let be a fixed integer. Every positive integer can be represented in the form 
(1.1) n = a0+aiq + ...+asqs, as ^ 0, a,€{0, 1, g - 1 } 
uniquely. We shall say that a complex-valued function g(n) defined on the set of 
nonnegative integers is ^-additive if g ( 0 ) = 0 and 
(1.2) g(n) = g(a0) + g(aiq) + ...+g(asqs) 
for n having the representation (1.1). Let s/q be the class of ^-additive functions. This 
notion has been introduced by A. O. GELFOND [1]. 
It is obvious that g(n) is a ^-additive function if and only if 
(1.3) g(Aqk + r) = g(Aqk) + g(r) 
whenever 0sr<qk, A^O. It is obvious that / ( « ) = « is a multiplicative and q-
additive function. The zero function has the same properties. 
Our main purpose is to determine all functions in s¿qC\J¿. 
T h e o r e m 1. Let f£sjfqC\JÍ,f(q)?¿0. Then f(n)=n. 
We shall give all the multiplicative functions / (« ) with period q, i.e. those for 
which 
(1.4) f(n + q) =/(«) 
holds for every n >0 . 
Let q=Qi1---Qrr, where Qu ..., Qr are distinct primes. 
M a i n l emma. Let f^M satisfy (1.4), / ( l ) = í . 
(1) Then f(n)=x{ri) far every n coprime to q, where x is a multiplicative char-
acter mod q. 
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Let X—Xi ••• X,i where Xi is a multiplicative character mod <2f; ( /= 1,2 , . . . , / - ) . 
The components Xi ore determined by / . Let 
(1-5) 4>i= ¿¡Xj ( i = l , . . . , r ) , 
j=i 
Let Q\' be the smallest period of Xi- Then OSEjScu;. 
(2) We have 
f(nu,i+h) _ i /(Qf'WiiQi) V X; is principal character, 
I 0 if Xi is not the principal character 
(h= 1,2, . . . ) . 
(3) If f(Qt')^0 for some ¿,€[1, co;-l] , then ¿¡iScOj-e,-. 
Conversely, if f t M satisfies (1), (2), (3) then (1.4) holds. 
R e m a r k . The assertion stated here may be known. It has an auxiliary char-
acter for us. A. SARKOZY [2] considered multiplicative arithmetic functions satisfying 
a linear recursion. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let f^MV\siq, / ( 1 ) = 1 , f(q)=0. Then f is a periodic function 
with period q, f(Q?')=0 for at least one i. The assertions (1), (2), (3) in the Main 
lemma are satisfied. 
Conversely, if these conditions hold and f ^ J l , then 
2. Proof of the Main lemma. Let us assume that f i J ( , f { 1)—1 and (1.4) holds. 
It is well known that f(n)—x(n) for {n,q)—\, x is a character mod q. 
Let i be fixed, /»>0, R=q Qi'°>, n=Qp+h-r, (r,q)= 1. Then n+q= 
=Q?'(Q!!-r+R)- Since i&l-r+R, q)=\, we have 
f(n + q) =f(Qf')AQ^+R) = mt')x{Qtr + R) = 
= №T>)Xi (Qi r+R) 4>i {Qlr+R) = f(Q?<) XiiQir+RyipiiQtr). 
Here we observed that ifa is a character mod R. Similarly, 
/('0 = f(QT'+h)Xi(r)Mr). 
Since ^ ¡ ( r ) ^ 0 , therefore from (1.4) we get 
(2.1) m?>+h)Xi(f) = f(Qf')U&)Xi(.Q^r+R). 
This gives immediately that f(Q?i)=0 if and only if f(Q?<+h)=0. Let us assume 
that / (QfO^O. Then f(Qf'+h)^0 for k=l,2,.... By choosing h=co, and 
observing that XtiQ?' • r+R)-Xi(R), from (2.1) we get that &(/•) is constant on 
the set (r, q)= 1. Since Xi is a character mod Qf>, its values depend on r (mod <2f»), 
consequently Xt(r) is constant for (r, Qi)=l, and so Xi is the principal character. 
This proves (2). 
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Letnow n = Qf' • x, (x, q)=\, l ^ A ^ a v Then n+q=Qf'[x+Qf'-i' • R], From 
(1.4) we get 
Let us assume that / ( ô f O ^ O . Then 
(2.2) Xi(.x) = Xi (x+Qr ' - x >R)(x ,q )= 1. 
Let x0=.R)>, (7, 0 0 = 1 , *=*<>+'• ôî ' , (/, i ? )= l . Hence it follows that (x,q)= 1, 
consequently from (2.2) we get 
= *,(*) = Xi(x+Q?>-l<R) = 
and so 
M M = Xi(y+Qt'-l')M for O v £ ) = i. 
Since ^ (/?)*(), this gives that is a period of and so cor-Ajëe ; . By 
this (3) is proved. 
Now we prove the second assertion. Assume that f£J{ and (1), (2), (3) hold. 
We shall assume that f(Q?')=0 for i = l , and / ( ô f O ^ O for / = 5 + 1 , 
..., r, allowing that one of these classes is empty. Then the characters / s + 1 , ...,%r are 
principal characters with the moduli QJ] (j=s+1,..., r), respectively. 
Let 
<*(") = Xi (»)•••• •&(«), Pi") = Xs+i(n)-...-xAn), 
9i = 77 9a = 77 Qf', <7? = /761'-¡=1 i=s+l ¡=1 
Then /?(M) is the principal character with the modulus q2, a(«) is a character with 
the modulus that is periodic with the period qx. Furthermore we may observe 
that MQS)=«(Q!t) f ° r i=s+l,:..,r, h^O. 
To prove (1.4) we take n=mr], n+q=a£, where (/j, q)=\, (Ç,q)=l and m 
and a are composed from the prime factors of q. Let 
™ = (77ôf<)( A Qf'){ A Qi')( 77 Qb) ^ n.n.n.n, 
¡ = 1 i = s + l i = k + l ¡ = » + 1 
and 
"=(Aqï<)( n ÔÏ'K A Qi')( A 
i = l i = s + l i=fc+1 i = u + l 
where in Jf72 /?,•>(«,•, in 773 Pi—cot, and in 774 Hence it follows that in 
R2 y,=a>i, in R3 in R4 y , - C o n s e q u e n t l y /?4 == J74. Let {/ and F be 
defined by the relations 
n2 = R2IIQf'-<°' = _R3 = UsnQji~ai = II3V. 
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If Pi^coi for at least one ./€[ 1, 4» then / ( n ) = 0 , yjSeo; and so f(n+q)=0, i.e. 
(1.4) is true. If a,—Si</?,-«»;, then /? ;=y ; , / ( 2 f ' ) = 0 > consequently / ( n ) = 
=f(n+q) —0. So we may assume that ^ ¡Sw, —e, for /'= 1, ..., J. Hence it follows 
that fti=yi.'il1=R1. Let us consider now the relation 
A = aC-m»; = R ^ ^ M - n ^ ^ n ^ = n1niR2na{v(-utl}. 
Since (IliR2ns,q1)=l, Il^qjql, we get that V£ = U1 (mod 9*). Furthermore 
Amrl) =An1)f(ni)f(R2U)f(n3)f(t]) = / ( /7 i ) / ( /7 4 ) / (^2) / ( /7 3 )« (£/)a (17),.. 
/(«0 =An1)f(ni)f{R2)/(n^vM0=An1)f(ni)f(R2)f(n3MVM0-
By observing that a (£ / )a (» j )=a(K)a(0 , we get (1.4). 
Thus the proof of the Main lemma is complete. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1. 
L e m m a 1, If f£stqf\Jl,f(\)=\, then 
(3.1) . Anq') =/(«)/(<?") 
holds for every nonnegative n and a. 
P r o o f . (3.1) is obviously true if « = 0 or a—O. Let a > 0 and n > 0 . Let 
us assume that n=qp, or n-=zq" and n\cf for a suitable large s. Then (n, q*+1)=1, 
and hence 
/(«**)+/(«) =A"<l*+n) = /(»)/(*" + l)= f(n)f(q") +/(*), 
i.e. (3.1) holds. Let n<q", n—r^n.where (nu q)=l and all prime divisors of n2 
divide q. Then 
f(nq<) =f(nl)f(n2q°) =f{n1)f{n2)f{q*) -/(«)/(<?"). 
Let now n=a0+a1q+..,+a^ be an arbitrary positive integer. By using the 
^-additive property and the results proved earlier we get 
Anq') =f(aaq° +.. .+as q°+*)^f(a0 q*) + ... +f(as q*+s) = 
= A<l*){f(aJ+- +/(^9S)] =/(<?')/(«)• 
The proof of Lemma 1 is finished. 
Now we prove Theorem 1. From (3.1) it is obvious that A Q P ) = ( / ( ? ) / 
•03=1, 2 , . . . ) , Assume that f(q)^0. We shall prove that 
(3.2) / ( 2 n + 1 ) = / ( « + 1 ) + / ( « ) , / ( 2 n ) = 2/(77), 
which immediately yields the desired result f(ri)~n. 
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Let n be fixed, a be large. Since (q"+n+l, qa+n)—\, we have 
/((?' + » + l)(9' + ii)) =f(q' + n + l)Aq'+n) = 
= (/(?') +/(« +1 ))(/(<?*) +/(»)) = /(<?")* +f(q°)(f(n) +f(n +1)) +/(«)/(« +1). 
Furthermore 
f((q* + n + l){q2x + «)) =f(q ") +/((2n +1) f «) +/(»(« +1». 
Hence we get immediately that /(2m +1) =f(n+1 )+/ («) . To prove the second rela-
tion in (3.2) we consider 
/ ( 2 / ^ + 1 ) =/(»<? +1)+/(»<?), 
whence it follows that 
f(2n)f(q)+f(l) = 2f(n)f(q)+f(l), 
and from f(q)^0 we get that / (2n)=2/ (n) . 
Theorem 1 is proved. 
4. Proof of Theorem 2. Let fes4qÇ\Jt, / (1) = 1, f{q)=0. Since f(q)=0, from 
Lemma 1 we get that f{nq)—0 for every n, consequently / is a periodic function 
with period q. The necessity of the conditions is obvious from the Main lemma. 
But they are also sufficient, since a periodic multiplicative function / w i t h f(q)=:0 
is ^-additive, and so the sufficiency is an immediate consequence of the Main lemma 
as well. 
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On partial asymptotic stability and instability, m 
(Energy-like Ljapunov functions) 
L. HATVANI 
Dedicated to Professor László Leindler on his 50th birthday 
1. Introduction 
The main tools in the proofs of the theorems in [1]—[2] were certain invariance 
principles. Their applications were made possible by the special structure of the basic 
differential equation: in [1] and [2] the equations were autonomous and asymptotically 
autonomous, respectively. 
In this paper we study the case, when there are no direct restrictions on the 
right-hand side of the equation. Theorems of such type have been established first 
by A. M. LJAPUNOV [3]. Besides some other conditions, he required the Ljapunov 
function V to be decrescent, i.e. V(x, /)—0 uniformly in tdR+ as x—0. 
V. V. RUMJANCEV [4] generalized these theorems to partial asymptotic stability. 
Since the uncontrolled part z of the coordinates may be unbounded along motions, 
the condition that V be decrescent has come into these generalizations even in a 
stronger form: the condition "V(y, z, /)—0 uniformly in (z, t)£R"XR+ as y—0" 
are required in them. Sometimes in practice it is very difficult to construct such a 
Ljapunov function. For example, the total mechanical energy of a mechanical 
system is decrescent with respect to the velocities only in that case when no potential 
forces act on the system. Namely, let us consider again the motion of a material 
point in a constant field of gravity along a surface under the action of frictional 
forces [1], [2]. It is a very reasonable conjecture that if the surface is a cup looking 
upward then the equilibrium is asymptotically stable with respect to the velocities. 
However, using the generalizations established in [4] one can prove this property 
only in that case when the surface is a horizontal plane. 
In mechanics the total mechanical energy, i.e. the sum of the kinetic and poten-
tial energy is often used as a Ljapunov function for stability investigations. These 
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applications inspired us to give a sufficient condition for partial asymptotic stability 
using a non-decrescent Ljapunov function which is the sum of two auxiliary func-
tions. The result will be applied to the study of the conditions of the asymptotic 
stability with respect to the velocities of equilibrium states in mechanical systems 
under the action of dissipative and potential forces depending also on the time. 
. 2. The main theorems 
Consider the differential equation 
(2.1) ; x±X(x,t) (t<íR+,x<íRk). 
Let x=(y, z) be a partition of the vector x£Rk (yeRm, z£Rn, l^m^k, n = k-m) 
and suppose that the right-hand side of (2.1) satisfies the same conditions as in [1] 
(see Section 2), i.e. the function X is defined on the set ry (H): 
ry(H) := Gy(H)XR+, Gy(H) z)£RmXRn: H} (0 < / / =5 
it is continuous in A: and measurable in and satisfies the Carathéodory condition 
locally. The solutions of (2.1) are z-continuable, and x = 0 is a solution of the 
equation, i.e. A^O, i ) = 0 for all, t£R+.. 
Let JT be the class of continuous strictly increasing functions a: R+-*R+ 
such that ű(0)=0.. 
For formulating our main result a new concept is needed. A continuous func-
tion cp: i?+—i?+ is said to be integrally positive (see [5], [6]) if j\p(t) dt—°° 
whenever 1 
1 = 0 [<*iVft],' and a ; < a 1 + 1 , ft-a, s <5 > ' 0 ' ¡=i 
hold for áll i= 1, 2 , . . . with some positive constant <5. 
Denote by [a]+ and [a]_. the positive and the negative parts of the real num-
ber a, respectively, i.e. [a]+ :=max {0, a}, [a]_ := max {0, —a}. 
T h e o r e m 2.1. Suppose that there exist two functions ry(H)-*R which 
are continuous, locally Lipschitzian and satisfy the following conditions on the set 
r,(H): 
• (i) K(x , / ) :=*! (* , / )+F 2 (x , 0 ^ 0 ; 
(ii) Kix, t)z0; , . 
(iii) the derivative of V mth respect to (2.1) admits an estimate 
V&ty^-viOciV^t)) 
with some and some integrally positive function (p: 2?+— 
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(iv) for every a, ax > 0 and for every continuousfunction £ : R+ — the inequal-
ities V(Ç(t), 0-a> (£(,')> 0—ai imPh> that the function 
f [K{as) , s )~] + ( - -> d s . . . . o . 
is uniformly continuous on R+, where the symbol [•]+(-) means that either the 
positive part [•]+ or the negative part [•]_ is considered for all s£R+. 
Then for every solution x(t) of(2.1) definedfor all t large enough lim V^x (t), t)= 
=0, and V2(x(t), t) has a finite limit as t-+° 
P r o o f . Define the functions ^ ( 0 := J^ (*(/), t),v2(t):==V2(x(t), t),v(t):=v1(t)+ 
+w2(0- Obviously, v(t) is nonincreasing and bounded from below, so l imu(/)=:v0 t~+- 00 
exists and is finite. It is sufficient to show that (lim v t ( 0 = 0 . 
Suppose the contrary. Then, in consequence of (i)—(iii) we have 
; : ' : liminf Vi(t) < l i m s u p i ^ i ) =: v* g», 
v2Jr. := liminf v2{t) = v0 — v* < i>0 = limsup v2(t). (-» oo f-+-00 _ 
Now we show the existence of a sequence of disjoint intervals on which the 
variations of the function v2(t) are bounded from below by a positive constant. 
Indeed, let e : = v l / 4 > 0 if and let e > 0 be arbitrary if = There 
exists a T£R+ such that v0^v(i)<v0+s for all t^T. For the sake of definitëness 
let us suppose that "plus" sign stands in condition (iv) of the theorem. Obviously, 
an appropriate sequence T - ^ t ' ^ t ' ^ . . h a s the properties 
(/,0 = 3s, Vl (t'{) = s, 6. Vi(t) = 3s for tÇ\t\, t'{\ (i= 1,2, . . .) . 
Since v2(t)=v(t)—v1(t), we obtain 
v2(/,') S % - 2s, v2 (/?) *£v0-s 1,2,...). 
Consequently, 
•Î • - . 
0 < £ g v2(t'n-v2«i) â / [K2(x(0, t)]+dt 0=\, 2, ...). 
. 'î 
Hence, because of condition (iv), it follows that /¡' — ^ ' ^ ¿ > 0 ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . ) with 
some constant <5. By condition (iii) this implies v(t)^~ — which is a contradiction. 
The theorem is proved. 
If the function Fx in the theorem is even positive definite with respect to y, 
then for every solution x ( f ) = ( j ( / ) , z(t)) defined for all t large enough j>(i)—0 as 
/ -oo . If, in addition, Fx(0, t)=V2(0, t)=0 and V2(x, t)?s0, then V=K+V2 is 
a positive y-definite Ljâpunov-function to (2.1), so the zero solution is even y-stable 
[4], which leads to thé following 
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C o r o l l a r y 2.1. Suppose that there exist two Ljapimov functions 
K,V2: ry(H') - R (0 < H' < H) 
satisfying the following conditions on the set Ty(H'): 
(i) V2(x, i ) s 0 ; 
(ii) there is a function a^Cf such that 
fli(M) s Vx[y, z, t). 
Suppose, in addition, that conditions (iii)—(iv) in Theorem 2A are also satisfied. 
Then the zero solution of (2.1) is asymptotically y-stable and for every solution 
x(t) with sufficiently small initial values the function V2(x(t), t) has a finite limit 
as t—<=°. 
Let x = ( / , z') be another partition of the vector x£Rk: y'e Rm', z'£R"', m^m'^ 
~k, n'=k—m'. If Vl is decrescent with respect to y', then condition (iii) becomes 
simpler: 
C o r o l l a r y 2.2. Suppose that there exist two Ljapunov functions 
Vlt V2: Ty(H') — R (0 
satisfying the following conditions on the set Ty(H'): 
(i) V2(x, 0 = 0 ; 
(ii) there are functions ax, such that 
a i ( b l ) ^ K(J , Z, 0 S M l / I ) ; 
(iii) an inequality 
V(x,t)rS-<p(t)c(\y'\) 
holds with some and some integrally positive (p: R+—R+; 
(iv) for every a, f ) > 0 the function 
t 
f sup {[V2(y\ z ' ,s)] + (_): ( / , z')dM3,,{s))ds 
o 
is unformly continuous on R+, where 
:= {(/> z%Rm'XRn•: V(y', z', s) s a, |/| ^ P). 
Then the statement of Corollary 2.1 holds. 
R e m a r k 2.1. In condition (iii) of Theorem 2.1 (and Corollaries 2.1—2.2) q> 
is integrally positive which, roughly speaking, means that it cannot be small in 
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It can be formulated also in the following way: 
lim inf f cp (s) ds =• 0. 
I CO J 
t 
Therefore, for example, every nonnegative continuous periodic function not vanishing 
on any interval is integrally positive. But, obviously, a function tending to zero as 
t-+ °o cannot be integrally positive even if its integral equals infinity. However, by 
experiences asymptotic stability may appear also in this case. 
Let us relax the condition of integral positivity. We say that a continuous func-
tion <p: R+ — i s weakly integrally positive [6] if /"<p = <=° whenever 
f 
I = U (ca, Pd, <*i < A < ai+i> Pi-Xi^d^O, txi+1-PiSy 0 = 1 ,2 , . . . ) ¡=i 
hold with some positive constants 8, y. 
It is easy to see that any nonincreasing function whose integral on R+ equals 
infinity is weakly integrally positive. 
We say that equation (2.1) has property P with respect to Vlt V2 if for every 
e, oe>0 there exist >/>0, T£R+ such that for every solution x(t) of (2.1) the point 
(*(/) , t) cannot be contained in the set 
M(e, a, tj) := {(x, /): a si V^x, t)+V2(x, t) < a+e, V^x, t) ^ n} 
during any period longer than T. 
Analysing the proof of Theorem 2.1 one can show that property P makes it 
possible to choose the sequence t")} in the proof so that the inequality t'i+1— 
-t"^y holds for all i=l, 2 , . . . . Consequently, possessing property P we can 
assume the function <p in condition (iii) of Theorem 2.1 to be weakly integrally 
positive instead of integrally positive. 
Property P is often guaranteed by means of another auxiliary function [5], 
[6], [14]. For example, if for some e, a, r\ there exists a function W: M(e, a, t])-~R 
such that for every continuous function R+ -~R+ with (CO). t)£M(e, a, tj) 
0€JR+) the function W(C(t), t) is bounded from above and the condition 
'o+o 
lim f t)dt = <~ 
to 
holds uniformly with respect to t 0 £ R + , then (2.1) has property P. 
average in any period as / — 
for every 5 >0 
li 
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3. Applications 
I. Consider the generalized Lienard equation 
(3.1) x+a(t)g(x, x)x + b(t)f(x) = 0, 
where the functions a: R+-*R+, g: R2-<-R+, f : R-+R are continuous, b: R+ -*R+ 
X 
is continuously differentiable, and b(t)>0, F(x):= Jf(u)duS0 for all t£R+, 
o 
x£R. This equation, which describes the oscillation of a material point round the 
origin x=0, has been investigated by many authors [7]—[12]. In [13] we obtained 
sufficient conditions for the asymptotic stability if OSa(t)^A0, 0 < b 0 ^ b ( t ) ^ B 0 
(t£R+), and for the asymptotic x-stability provided that limi>(/)=°°. Using our 
t-»co 
results proved in Section 2 of the present paper we can sharpen these theorems and 
get sufficient conditions for the asymptotic x-stability, too. 
First we define the auxiliary functions 
^ ( x ) := x2/2, V2(x, t) := b(t)F(x). 
The derivatives of and V2 read as follows: 
V(x, x, /) = - a ( 0 g ( x , x)x*+b(t)F(x) = - 2 a ( t ) g ( x , i )F,(i)+(i .( i) / l)( /))F2(i , x, /), 
V2(x, x, t) = (b(t)/b(t))V2(x, x, t) + b(t)xf(x). 
Applying Corollary 2.1 we obtain the following 
C o r o l l a r y 3.1. Suppose that 
. ( i ) 5 ( / ) = 0 and b(t)/b(t) is bounded from below on R+-, 
(ii) a(t) is integrally positive on R+; 
(iii) for every 0-=c2<C2 there is a g0=-0 such that 
g(u, v) ^ g o (u^R, c2 M ss Co); 
, (iv) / ( x ) is bounded on R. 
Then the ,zero solution of (3.1) is asymptotically x-stable and for every solution 
x(t) the function b(t)F(x(t)) has a finite limit. 
Some conditions in this corollary become simpler if the solutions are guaranteed 
to be bounded. 
C o r o l l a r y 3.2. Suppose that 
(i) fc(0^o>0 (t£R+); 
(ii) a(t) is integrally positive on R+; 
(iii) g(u,v)>0 ifv*0; 
(iv) |Jimoo F ( * ) = 
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Then the zero solution of (3.1) is asymptotically x-stable and for every solution 
x(t) the function F(x(t)) has a finite limit. 
, .. P r o o f . By conditions (i), (iv) we have V{u, v, / ) = 0 , lim V(u, v, /)— 00. 
Consequently, x and x are bounded on R+ along every solution, so the conditions 
of Corollary 3.1 are satisfied. 
Surprisingly, the boundedness, even the stability with respect to x, can be 
guaranteed by a modification of condition (ii) provided g(u,v)> 0 on R2 
C o r o l l a r y 3.3. Suppose that 
(i) b(t)^0 and b(t)/b(t) isbounded from below on R+\ 
00 
(ii) a(t)>0 for t£R+, and f dt/a(t)<~>-, 
(¡ii) g(u, v) > 0 for (w, V ) £ R\ ° 
Then the zero solution of.(3.1) is stable, asymptotically stable with respect to x, 
and every solution x( t ) with sufficiently small initial values |x(f0)|, |x(/0)| has a finite 
limit as i— 
P r o o f . All the conditions of Corollary 3.4 in [12] are obviously met by q:=x, 
q:=x, A(q):= 1, II(t, q):=b.(t)F(q), Q(t, qfq):= -a(t)g(q, qjq, a = l . Consequently, 
the zero solution of (3.1) is stable and every solution has a finite limit as i — 
By Schwarz's inequality, condition (ii) implies the function a(t) to be integrally 
positive, so all the condition of Corollary 3.1 are satisfied. 
The case of nondecreasing function b(t) will be treated for a mechanical system 
of arbitrary degree of freedom. 
n . Consider a holomorphic mechanical system of r degrees of freedom with 
time-independent constraints under the action of potential and dissipative forces 
depending on the time, too. Let the motions be described by the Lagrangian equation 
d. dT dT tdP* , 
Here we use the same notations as in [1]—[2]: T—T(q, q):=(l/2)qrA(q)q is the 
kinetic energy; P(q,t):=g*(t)P*(q) denotes the potential energy in whichg : — 
are continuously difierentiable functions. By Q=Q(q, q, t) 
we denote the resultant of frictional and gyroscopic forces. This means that 
QT(q, q, OS—0 f°r all values of the variables. Assume that q—q=0 is an equi-
librium state to system (3.2) and P*(0)=0. 
In [1], [2] we investigated the stationary case (i.e. P arid Q were independent 
of t). In the instationary case it gives rise to difficulties that the total mechanical 
it» 
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energy is not constant along the motions and the invariance principle cannot be 
applied any more [5], [6]. L. SALVADORI [14] has given a sufficient condition for the 
asymptotic stability of the equilibrium q=q=0 of (3.2) with respect to the coordi-
nates q. Now we are interested in the asymptotic behaviour of the velocities provided 
that the dissipation is complete in a certain sense. Particularly, we seek for con-
ditions of the asymptotic stability of the equilibrium q—q=0 with respect to the 
velocities. 
If g is nonincreasing the results proved in paragraph I of the present section 
for the case of one degree of freedom can be generalized to (3.2). In the sequel g is 
not supposed to be monotone. 
By the transformation q=g(t)y, introduced by L. SALVADORI [14], system (3.2) 
can be rewritten into the form 
à = g(0>' 
(3-3) 
_d_dT^__ <^2. _ dP* Q* 
dt dy S dq g dy 8 dq + g ' 
where 
T*(q, y) := (1 l2)yTA(q)y, Q*(q, y, t) = Q{q, g{f)y, t). 
Denote by X(q) and A (q) the smallest and the largest eigenvalue of the positive sym-
metric matrix A(q), respectively. For M > 0 let the set' EMaRr be defined by 
EM := {qiRr : P*(q) ^ M). 
The derivative of the function H(q,y):=T*+P* with respect to (3.3) is 
H(q,y,t) = -2(glg)T*Hl/g)yQ*. 
Making the choice Vr := T*, V2:=P*, from Theorem 2.1 we obtain a lemma, which 
may be of some independent interest. 
L e m m a 3.1. Suppose that for every 0 there exist a function <p: R+—R+ 
and a constant L such that q>+2glg is integrally positive and the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(0 QT(q,4, t)fê-cp(t)A(q)|4l2 for all q^EM, q£R', t£R+ ; 
(ii) |grad P*(q)\^L[l(q)Ylz (q£EM); 
t 
(¡ii) the function J g(s) ds is uniformly continuous on R+. 
o 
Then for every motion q=q(t) of (3.2) we have 
(3.4) g{t) = o (g (0 / [%(0 ) ] 1 / 2 , P*{q{t)) - const, (i 
If it is "a priori" known that q{t) is bounded along every motion (e.g. P*(q)—°° 
as l^l — t h e n A(q) can be replaced by 1 in (i), condition (ii) is not needed and 
one can state q(t)=o(g(t)) 
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Let us now consider the case of the viscous friction, i.e. if Q(q, q, f ) = —B(q, t)q 
where B is a symmetric positive semi-definite matrix; the smallest eigenvalue of it 
we denote by P(q, t). 
T h e o r e m 3.1. Suppose that for every A f > 0 the following conditions are sat-
isfied: 
(i) there acts viscous friction on the system such that "the dissipation of the 
energy is integrally complete", i.e. the function 
inf {P(q, t)IA(q, t): q£E„}+2g(t)lg(t) 
is integrally positive; 
(ii) inf {X(qY q£EM}>0-, 
(iii) the functions g and grad P*(q) are bounded on R+ and EM, respectively. 
Then the equilibrium q=q = 0 of (3.2) is asymptotically stable with respect to 
the velocities. 
Finally, we examine the case of "weakly integrally complete dissipation" starting 
from Remark 2.1. In order to guarantee property P, let us consider the auxiliary 
function W(q, y)=yTA(q) grad P*(q). If g is nondecreasing, A and grad P* are 
continuously differentiable, then the derivative VF(33) can be estimated as follows: 
* W < 7 , y, 0 3 - g(/)[grad P*(q)? + 
where and Ft: Rr-+R+ are appropriate continuous functions. 
T h e o r e m 3.2. Suppose that in some neighbourhood NczR" of the origin the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) q = 0 is the only equilibrium position of (3.2) in N; 
(ii) there acts viscous friction on the system with "weakly integrally complete 
dissipation", i.e. the function 
(p(t):=m{{P(q,t): q£N} 
is weakly integrally positive on R+; 
(iii) the function 
1 /sup{115(4,5)11: qui)ds 
t o 
is bounded on R+ ; 
(iv) the function g is nondecreasing and bounded on R+. 
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Then-the equilibrium state• q — q=0 of (3.2) is stable, asymptotically stable with 
respect to the velocities, and for every motion q(t) with sufficiently small initial values 
P*(q(t))-const. as <». ' ••,• 
P r o o f . By (i) ancj condition Р*(д)щ0. function P is positive definite. ¡Con-
sequently, the solution q=y=0 of (3.3) is stable and q(t)£N for all t^t0 provided 
that |9(/0)|> |4Co)I are sufficiently small. In accordance with Remark 2.1 we-have 
only to prove the existence of property P with respect to T* and P*. 
Let e>0 , а, ц (0<=ij<a) be given, and define 
4) := {(?. У)- N, T*(q, y) á q, P* (q) s a -»,}. 
Condition (i) implies that 
m := inf {[grad P*(q)f: P*{q) ^ a - ? / > 0, qí N) > 0. ' ; ./ 
Since 
I 
/ (g (s)/g2(s)) ds = l / g ( 0 ) - l / g (0 S const, (f s 0), 
by condition (iii): and inequality (3.5) we have the estimate 
Щ.З&, У> 0 — -g (0{ 'И -[<4 + c2(0 (0/g2(/))] d(\y\)-с,ф(0bl} 
on the set S(a,t])xR+, where ct, c2, c3 are positive constants, ф: R+ —R+ is 
a continuous function such that J ij/(s)ds/t is bounded on R+. Consequently, 
if ц is sufficiently small, then for arbitrary continuous functions u, v: R+ -~S(a, rj) 
we have . . 
Jim f W(s.3)(u(t), »(0, t)dt = - co 
uniformly with respect to, J0£R+, which implies property P. 
The theorem is proved. • 
The author is very grateful to L. Pintér and J. Terjéki for many useful dis-
cussions. 
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Об одной алгебре функций 
П. Л. УЛЬЯНОВ 
Посвящается 60-летию со дня рождения К. Тапдори 
— выдающегося специалиста по теории ортогональных рядов 
Через £2 будем обозначать множество четных функций со(/), которые 
являются модулями непрерывности при /€[0, Хорошо известно, что для 
любых чисел ЛшО и / с п р а в е д л и в о неравенство 
г Я, если Я ^ 0 и целое 
(1) со(Я0 ==&»(?), где 1 = , М 1 . • 4 ' 11 + [Я] при остальных Я > 0. 
Здесь [а] обозначает целую часть числа а. 
Если а>£(2 и существует постоянная В, для которой интеграл 
г 
(2) / (со(0//) ¿г ^ Ва>($) при всех ¿€[0,1], 
о 
то будем говорить, что функция со(8) удовлетворяет условию Бари ((о£В) на 
отрезке [0, 1] (см. [2]). Если выполнено неравенство (2) при всех д ^ 0 , то 
будем говорить об условии Бари на полупрямой [0, 
Через 0,1) обозначается пространство существенно ограничен-
ных измеримых функций на отрезке [0, 1] с нормой 
11/11» = сущ. верх. гр. 1/(01-
' £ [0,1] 
Пусть функция /£Ь(0, 1) и о т ( / ) = ( / , Хт) — коэффициенты Фурье от / 
по системе Хаара {хт}т=1- Положим 
АЛЛ = 2 «>ЫЛ\ = {/: Аа(Г) <со}, л<Г> = АаГ\Ь~, 1И=2 
Хт(0 = Х?Ч0 при т =2" + к, и и = 0, 1 , . . . . 
Поступило 12 декабря, 1984. 
1Í70 П. Jl. Ульянов 
Через LipD 1 будем обозначать множество всех функций <р, для которых 
\ч>(!д-<Р(!д\=1>\и-1ъ\ при всех tl и U из ( -
где D=const. 
Линейное множество функций называют алгеброй, если поточечные про-
изведения любых двух функций из этого множества также принадлежит ему. 
В этой статье м ы дадим доказательство двух теорем, сформулированных 
нами в работе [4] и относящихся к исследованию коэффициентов Фурье—Хаара 
от суперпозиции функций (по поводу исторических сведений см. также [3]). 
Ниже нам понадобятся следующие вспомогательные утверждения. 
Л е м м а 1 (Н. К. Бари [2], стр. 295). Пусть а>(<5)6ß и CÜ(<5)=HÉ0. Тогда 
co(S) удовлетворяет условию Бари на отрезке [0, 1] в том и только том слу-
чае, когда найдется постоянная А > 1 такая, что 
( 3 ) l i m Q)(AÖ)/CO(Ő) = у > 1 . 
д~ + 0 
З а м е ч а н и е 1. Если w(LQ удовлетворяет условию (3), то для любого 
положительного числа 
(4) а < In y/ln А — а„ 
справедливо соотношение 
(5) co(ő) = 0(ő*) при O ^ á s l . 
Через I n a и lg а обозначаются логарифмы числа а по основанию соотт 
ветственно е и 2. -
В самом деле, возьмем любое у0€(1, у) и найдем такое <50€(0, 1), что 
(см. (3)) 
(6) CÜ(AS)/CO(5) sS у0 при всех ¿€(0, <50]. 
Но тогда, если целое п таково, что А"»5 ё <50, то применяя (6) л-раз, получим 
(7) «(<5) ё со(АЧ)1у\ ^ (0(АЧ)/у1 ... ш т{Ап5)1у1 
при A"ő^ó0. Выберем п таким, что 
(8) А"ё зз ő0 < An+1ä, 
т.е. 
(9) In (<50/<5)/ln А - 1 < п s In (ö0/ö)lln А. 
Так как у 0 > 1, то из (7)—(9) получаем, что 
<»(<>) ca(ö0)/fo = (Уо<о(0оШ+1 ^ (y0co(S0))/yW°W* = 
= (УМ.ШШПУОП°Л = С(УО, ¿0, А)^'"'1^ 
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при всех; <5£[0, <50], где С(у0, <50, А) -т- постоянная, не зависящая от [0, <50]. 
Так как у0 мы можем брать сколъ угодно близким к у, a CÚ(Ö) является модулем 
непрерьгоности, то из неравенства (10) вытекает соотношение (5) при усло-
вии (4). 
Отметим, что из условия (3) не обязано вытекать соотношение (5) при 
а = а 0 . Для этого достаточно рассмотреть, например, функцию cu0(ő)=őfi In (2/3) 
при ¿€[0,1] и ш0(<5)=1п2 при <5>1, где ¡¡€(0, 1] любое число. Для этой 
функции выполнено условие (3) с любым А > 1 и у=у(А)=А/1. Стало быть 
в этом случае (см. (4)) число a 0 =lny/ ln A—fi неочевидно, что соотношение 
(5) для функции ÜJ0 (<5) не может быть вьщолнено при а = а 0 . 
Л е м м а 2. Если a>(ö)€Q, а <р€.LipD 1, то 
(П) АЛ<Р(П)^ A,ÁDf) + (2/ln 2) 2 f (со(Dam(Л01') dt 
m=3\\xJ\ 
i 
для любой функции f£L(0, 1), где | | x J i = f lxm(/)| dt. 
о 
Это утверждение было сформулировано нами в статье [4] (см. там Тео-
рему 1). 
Л е м м а 3. Если функция f ( t ) = $\t), то для почти всех /€[0, I] имеем 
равенство 
<12) |Д01 = (1 / /2"){ 1 + Хо1) (0 + У2 xí1' (t) + . . . + f^xiU'i(t)}. 
Равенство (12) получается простым подсчетом коэффициентов Фурье— 
Хаара функции | / ( / ) | . 
Л е м м а 4. Пусть ап (п^0) таковы, что а „£в л + 1 при п^0 и jim ап=0. 
Тогда найдутся такие Ьп, что 
lim b„ = 0, b„ а„ и A~b„ ^ 0 при и S 0, 
оо 
где Azbn = Abn-Abn+1, Abn = b„-bn+1. 
Эта лемма известна (см. [1], стр. 653—654). 
Л е м м а 5. Пусть функция y=f(t) определена на отрезке [0, 1], не убы-
вает и / ( + 0 ) = / ( 0 ) = 0 . Тогда существует функция у = ф(1), которая выпукла 
вверх на отрезке [0,1], ф(0) = ф(+0)=0 и / ( / ) ^ ( / ) при /€[0,1]. 
Доказательство почти очевидно. Именно, рассмотрим множество G точек 
плоскости ( / ,у ) , ограниченное отрезком О ^ / S l оси/ , кривой y=f(t) и 
отрезком [(1, 0), (1у/(1))], т. е. возьмем график функции y=f(t). Пусть 
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D — наименьшая выпуклая оболочка для G. «Верхняя» граница D при O ^ i S l 
и будет искомой функцией y=ij/(t), т. е. 
ф(1) = sup {у\ (/, y)£D} при 0 s i S 1. 
Справедлива 
Т е о р е м а 1. Пусть co(S){Q. Тогда, чтобы множество А^ было алгеб-
рой, для которой 
(13) АШ(Р) S CaAa(f) при всех f£A<Г> с | | / | „ = 1, 
необходимо и достаточно, чтобы со (5) удовлетворяла условию Бари на отрезке 
[0,1]. 
Через С 0 и т. п. мы обозначаем постоянные, зависящие лишь от указан-
ных параметров. 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Достаточность. Пусть выполнено неравенство (2), а 
функция feA^. Отметим, что 
(14) \amif)\ S | | / | U | | x J i ^ ( / 2 М й ) 11/11- при т ^ З . 
Положим 
Р ПРИ | / | ^ 11/11 ОО, 
/II ~ при И > II/IU-
<-Pi(0 = { | 
Ясно, что <р1^Ырв1 с постоянной /)=2?(ф1)=^)1=211/11«.. Поэтому найдется 
натуральное число т0, такое, что (см. (14)) 
(15) 2 ) | а ш ( / ) | ^ 2 при всех т > т0. 
Но тогда при т >/и0 имеем (см. (1), (2) и (15)) 
/ (софат ( Л 0 / 0 ^ = 2 / (ш((£/2) „ я ( / )О/0 Л ^ 
(В/2)|„т(/)| 
== 2 / (ш(и)/и)йи == 2Всо((В12)ат(Л) = 2ВШ(\\Дтат(Г)\ 
о 
Стало быть, применяя Лемму 2 к функциям / и получаем 
Л , ( Л = ¿.(фхСЯ) ^ (2+4.6/1 п 2 ) 4 . ( 1 / 8 - / ) + 
<17) . 1 то .Г 
+ (2/1п2) ^ / (а>(Лат(ЛО/0<*<-
т = 8 1иЛ1 
Так как то А , (11/11-/)^ О + 11/11~)4>(/)<0°- Кроме того, все интег-
ралы, стоящие в правой части неравенства (17), конечны, ибо НхЛ1>0. Из 
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сказанного вытекает, что правая часть неравенства (17) является конечной 
величиной, если / б Л ^ . Но тогда и (см. (17)). Итак, мы доказали, что 
если то и 
Теперь совсем легко убедиться, что множество А ^ является алгеброй. 
В самом деле, пусть / 6 и Тогда | / ( / )^ (01 ё / 2 ( / ) + ^ 2 ( 0 и потому 
т .е . 
Наконец, отметим, что если и то в неравенстве (15) 
число т0 можно взять равным 2 (см. еще (14)). Это влечет, что неравенства 
(16) и (17) верны при т0—2, т. е. 
(18) Аа(Р) ё ( 2 + 4 2 » / 1 п 2 ) Л в ( Ш - Л при | | / | |„ ^ 1. 
Тем самым неравенство (13) установлено для С 0 > =(2+45/1п2)=С(5) . Дос-
таточность условия (2) доказана. 
Необходимость. Пусть неравенство (13) выполнено для всех / С А ^ и 
11/11« = 1- Рассмотрим функцию Л ( 0 = 2 _ л / 2 Х в ) ( 0 прицелом л ё 2 , для кото-
рой, очевидно, выполнены свойства 
||/о|Ц = 1, /о2 (0 = 1/о(01 = 
В силу Леммы 3 имеем, что 
/о2(0 = (1 /2"){1 + (г) + / 2 * р ( 0 + . . . + 2 С - х ^ г ( 0 } 
и потому должно выполняться неравенство (см. (13)) 
<19) Аа(Д) = 4 ( | / 0 | ) = й ) ( 2 - " ) + 2 й ) ( 2 - » + " « ) ё С и < В ( 2 - " ' 8 ) при 
1 = 0 
Если в (19) положить п—2т, а в сумме из (19) взять лишь слагаемые с чет-
ными / = 0 , 2 , . . . , 2т—2, то получим неравенство 
9 т 
(20) 2 в>(2-*) з= С0са(2~т) при всех т ё 1. 
;=!»+1 
Предположим, что аз(д) не удовлетворяет условию Бари на отрезке [0,1]. 
(В этом случае со (5)^0.) Тогда по Лемме 1 
(21) ¡ Ш со (А¿)1 со (6) = 1 при любом А > 1. 
Возьмем целое число р > % С а и положим А=2". В силу (21) существуют 
такие числа ¿ ( > 0 и натуральные «¡, для которых <5,|0, «¡>2/7, 1/2"'^¿¡<2/2"< 
и <о(А5д!<в(5|)^2, при всех / ё 1 . Но тогда тем более (см. (1)) 
2 ==г ш(2р/2п0/о)(2/2я<) а со(2Р-п0/2ш(2-п<) 
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и потому 
(22) о>(2г",) £Г£о(2'-п0/4 при всех * з Н . 
Положив в (20) число т=п 1 —р, получим (см. еще (22)) 
2(л,—Р) 
Сасо(2-т) = Сасо(2р~п') ё 2 
У = л , - р + 1 
2 = ро}(2~п') ё (р/4)о)(2р-"|) = (р/4)(о(2~т), 
_/ = п , - р + 1 
т. е. 
(23) Сшсо(2~т) = (р/4)а}(2~т). 
Так как ш(с5)^0, то из (23) вытекает, что 4Сша/>. Но это противоречит 
неравенству р > 8СШ. Необходимость доказана. Тем самым Теорема 1 пол-
ностью доказана. 
З а м е ч а н и е 2. Из доказательства Теоремы 1 видно (см. (18)), что если 
функция со (.5) удовлетворяет условию Бари на отрезке [0, 1], то выполнено 
неравенство 
(24) АМ2) - СаЛа(№-Л 
при в с е х / с ||/ | |со.^1 и е ш = С(5). . 
В общем случае неравенство (24) может и не выполняться, если мы будем 
брать любые функции /СЛ^"', каким бы Са ни выбирать. 
В качестве примера достаточно взять со0(<5)=5 при 0 ̂ <5^1 и со0((5)=1 при 
¿ > 1 . Ясно, что это ю0(6) удовлетворяет условию Бари на отрезке [0,1] 
с В=1. Но, однако,, не существует постоянной С, для которой бы вьшолня-
лось неравенство 
(25) АШо(Р) ^ САшД/\иГ) при всех 
В самом деле, если бы неравенство (25) бьшо выполнено, то тогда для любой 
функции / ( 0 = М/о(0 с постоянной М>- 0 мы бы имели 
Р(') = М°-/0\') = М'-\Ш = (М2/2"){1 +-+2<'-1)/2х^)1(/)} 
и потому (см. (25), (19) и (20)) 
2т 
(26) 2 ®о(М2/20 =5 Са)0(М2/2т) при (1151. 
При левая часть неравенства (26) стремится к т , а правая часть стре-
мится к С. Но число т может быть любым и потому неравенство (26) (а стало 
бьггь и (25)) противоречиво. 
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Справедлива также • 
Т е о р е м а Г. Если ca(ô)£Q, то множество является алгеброй с 
(27) AJP) * С и Л ш ( 1 / | | ~ / ) при всех fcA™ . 
тогда и только тогда, когда OJ£B на полупрямой [0, 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Если а>£В на [0, то (см. доказательство Тео-
ремы 1) неравенство (16) выполненно при всех m > т0 = 2 и потому (см. (17)) 
выполнено (27) с Са> = С(В). Обратно, пусть (27) выполнено. 
Положим / (0=(l^/2" / í)xíi1 )(0> где ¿ > 0 произвольное число. Тогда | | / | U = 
= fô2n/i', a / 2 ( / )=ő | / n 1 ) ( / ) | . Стало быть, по Лемме 3 из (27) следует, что 
J " C0(<5/2J/2) - Сиш(<5) при всех <5 > 0, п = 1, 2, . . . . 
j=i 
Поэтому (см. еще (1)) 
п 
С0и>(5) S 2 ^ 2 (l/l" 2) f (co(t)/t) dt = 
J = 1 j-1 3/2J + 1 
г/? г/2 г 
= (1/ln2) f (co(t)/t)dt s ( l / 2 1 n 2 ) f (m(2t)/t)dt — ( 1 /2In2) f (œ(u)/u)du. 
s 12" +1 г/2п+1 г/2" 
Устремляя и к « мы получим неравенство (2) с В=2СЮ 1п 2 при всех ¿ > 0 . 
Что и требовалось доказать. 
З а м е ч а н и е 3. Мы рассматриваем подклассы ограниченных функций из 
Все дело в том, что если функция / € Л о и не ограничена, то даже для случая 
со(<5)=<5 функция / 2 уже может не принадлежать Аш. Для ограниченных же 
функций / дело обстото иначе (см. по этому поводу [3]). 
Т е о р е м а 2. Пусть Я={Ят}~=2 —неотрицательная и неубывающая после-
довательность. Тогда, чтобы для всех ю€ Q и LipD 1 выполнялось нера-
венство 
(28) Aa>(<P(f))^ 2] (o(am(J))lm при всех . : ' т=2 
необходимо и достаточно, чтобы С lg m я/7и некотором 0 » всех 
т=2,3 При этом для всех coÇQ и <pÇLipB 1 величина 
(29) Aia{cp(f))s 2 03(Dan(f))\g2(m-\) при f£L~. 
т=2 • , • • • . • ' . ' , 
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Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Достаточность. Так как 
l z . l t = 1/ /2 5 ё 1/КЙГТ (т = 2"+к), 
то в силу Леммы 2 имеем 
Аа(ср(Л) ^ Аа,(ПЛ + (2/1п2) 2 ®(^в-СЛ)'п('/1*«11) т = 3 
^ /<ы(£>/)+(2/1п 2) 2 со(/>ат(/)) 1п Щ Г л = 
т = 3 
= Аа(ЦП+ 2 а>(Оая(/У)Ыт-1) ^ 2 а>(Пая(/))1е2(т-1), т=3 т=2 
т. е. (29) справедливо и потому (28) выполнено, например, при 
Аи = 1 ё 2 ( т - 1 ) и Сш>„,л = б . 
Необходимость. Пусть Х т = > ] т ^ т и неравенство (28) выполнено при 
всех саб О, <р£Ырв 1, хотя 
(30) Шв Пт = о. 
т—ос 
Тем более (28) будет вьпголнено для функции <р(/)=|/|. Тогда для каждой 
сов О найдется постоянная Сю, для которой 
(31) у ! в ( | / | ) ^ С в £ а>(ат(/))ЧяЬт при всех 
т=2 
Положим /(¡)=8хт(0,т=2п+к с 1 ё & ё 2 я и и = 1 , 2 где 5 — любое 
положительное число. Тогда из (31) имеем (см. также Лемму 3) 
(32) 2 а(д/У) ^ С ш ш ( % т 1 ё т ^ 2Са(й(д)г,тп при т ё 3. 
В силу (30) найдутся ш,=2"'+А:, с и и (<и4 + 1 , что 
<г1п,1 -== I/'2 при всех 1. Построим последовательность такую, что 
О'ёО) и / ц = п р и По Лемме 4 найдем последователь-
ность такую, что о̂ —О, ¿12ауё0 при у ё О и при / ё О . Известно, 
что тогда 
7 = 1 
и потому 
(33) = о(\Ц) при / - < » . 
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Положим P j = \ j a j — ( j — ï ) a j - i \ ПРИ 7= 1- Ясно, что (см. (33)) 
Pj -2: 0 при j = 1 и Pj — 0 при j — 
ибо 
= ! J (ocj-—а̂ - _ х) + «у _ ! | = loiO + a^-il = о(1) при j 
Найдем Су= 1) такие, что У ; 1 И при У-»«. 
Построим функцию/(?) на отрезке [О, 1] такую, что / (0)=О, / ( 1 ) = 2 ^ = у 0 , 
f(2~i)=yJ при у = 1 , 2 , . . . ; f i t ) линейна на {2r}-\ 2~}] ( / ёО) . По Лемме 5 
найдем выпуклую вверх функцию ш0(<5) на [0,1] такую, что cu0(<5)s/(<5) при 
0 ^ ( 5 ^ 1 и а>(+0)=0. Положим w0(<5)=<w0(l) при ¿ > 1 . Ясно, что co0(S) 
является модулем непрерывности на [0, Для этой функции имеем оценку 
(34) 2 ^ Î /(2--0 = 2 Ê h S «an ^ пцй при и ë 2. j=i j=i J=I J'=I 
Но тогда из (32) и (34) вытекает для <5=1, п—щ и m=mt, что 
2СИою0(1)/7га(иг & ё щц щ = «( 
т.е . или 
2СШО(У0(1)(1/0 ё 1 при ¿ s i . 
Последнее неравенство противоречиво и потому (см. (30)) 
(35) ton г\п > 0. 
711 -*• со 
Но Я и > 0 при всех ш ё 2 (если бы Я„,о=0 при некотором т0, то неравенство 
(28) (см. также (31)) не могло бы быть выполненным уже для функции /=%„в) 
и потому из (35) следует, что найдется постоянная С > 0, для которой 
(36) Лт ё С lg m при всех m s 2. 
Необходимость, а вместе с ней и Теорема 2, доказана. 
З а м е ч а н и е 4. При доказательстве необходимости условия (36) в Тео-
реме 2 использовалось выполнение неравенства (28) лишь для q>(t)=\t\ и f ( t ) = 
=Xm(.t) с т ё З . 
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Über die Cesärosche Summierbarkeit von mehrfachen 
Orthogonalreihen 
KÁROLY TANDORl 
Professor László Leindler zum SO. Geburtstag gewidmet 
1. In dieser Arbeit werden wir uns mit gewissen Divergenzeigenschaften der 
Cesároschen Mittel von mehrfachen Orthogonalreihen beschäftigen. 
Um die Sätze zu befassen, schicken wir gewisse Bezeichnungen vor. 
Für eine Zahlenfolge und für ein Funktionensystem <p= {(pk(x)}^r 
setzen wir 
m m 
s„(a, <p~,. x) = 2ak(pk(x), <Tm(a,<p; x) = 2(l-(k-i)/m)ak<pk(x) *=i it=i 
(m = 1,2, . . . ) . 
Weiterhin, für eine Zahlenfolge a= {aH}£ (=1 und für ein Funktionensystem 
<P={<Pu(x)}T,i=i seien 
m n 
sm„(a,(p; x)= 2 2 au<pu(x), k=ll=l 
omn{a, <p;x) = 2 2(l-ik-l)lm){l-(l-\)ln)auq>u(x) (m, n = 1, 2, ...). 
fc=i1=1 
Im Folgenden bedeutet a= bzw. a= {akt}kfl=1il2, dass 
bzw. 2 2 a l ^ ob ; 
*=1 *=ll=l 
besteht, weiterhin bedeuten log a den Logarithmus der Zahl a mit der Basis 2, und 
E den Einheitsquadrat (0, 1) X(0, 1). 
Eingegangen am 20. Oktober 1983. 
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Für eine Zahlenfolge setzen wir 
/ 2« + l 
A„ = V z 2 (/>,<7 = 0 ,1 , . . . ) , 
f * = 2<>+l/ = 2« + l 
— l/ «Ji (9 = 0, 1, ...), Ap.-L = ][ 2 ah (P = 0,1,...), 
r I=2* + l r *=2"+l 
/4-! , -1 = |flii|. 
Der folgende Satz von S. Kaczmarz und D. E. Menchoff ist bekannt. (S. z. B. 
[2], S. 125.) 
Sa tz A. Gilt 
(1) ¿ a ; ( l o g l o g ( / c + 3 ) ) 2 < ~ , 
fc=i 
dann existiert lim am(a,q>',x) für jedes in einem Maßraum (X,s/,n) orthonor-TTI-+0O 
mierte System (p= {<pk(x)}^l in X ¡x-fast überall. 
Der Verf. hat gezeigt, daß für gewisse Koeffizientenfolgen a—{ak)k^1 (1) not-
wendig dafür ist, daß lim <rm(a, (p; x) bei jedem orthonormierten System fTl 00 
(p={<pk(x)}^1 fast überall existiert. Es gilt nämlich der folgende Satz. (S. z. B. [2], 
S. 114.) 
Sa tz B. Gilt k2al^(k + l)2a2k+1(k=l,2, ...) und 
¿a f ( l og log ( f c + 3 ) ) 2 = ~ , 
k = l 
so gibt es ein orthonormiertes System <P= im Intervall (0,1) derart, 
daß die Folge {om(a, <£; x)}~=1 in (0, 1) fast überall divergiert. 
Das Analogon des Satzes A hat F. MÓRICZ [4] für mehrfache Orthogonalreihen 
bewiesen. 
Sa tz C. Gilt 
(2) 2 2 awO°g (fc+3))2 (log log (/ +3))2 < 
*=u=i 
dann existiert lim aM(a,(p; x) für jedes in einem Maßraum (X,sf,u) ortho-min (m,n)-»<» 
normierte System <P = {<Pkt(x)}r,i=i in X \i-fast überall. 
F. Móricz hat das Problem aufgeworfen, ob das Analogon des Satzes B für mehr-
fache Orthogonalreihen richtig ist. Als Antwort werden wir den folgenden Satz 
beweisen. 
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Satz L Es sei a= eine Zahlenfolge mit den Eigenschaften 
(3) Apq s?APiq+1, Ap+1>q (p,q = -1,0,1,...), 
(4) 2 2 40oglog(fc+3)) 2 ( loglog( /+3)) 2 = 
k=1 /=1 
Dann gibt es ein in E orthonormiertes System 4>= {<Pkl{x, von Treppenfunk-
tionen derart, daß 
. ^ \cmn(a,<P; x,y)| =°° 
min (m, n) -* 
in E fast überall besteht. 
A. N. Kolmogoroff hat den folgenden Satz bewiesen. (S. z .B. [2], S. 118.) 
Sa tz D. Gilt a={ak}k£l2, dann ist lim (s2m(a,(p;x) — <T2m(a,<P',x)) = 0 
für jedes in einem Maßraum (X,s4,[i) orthonormierte System <p= {<?*(*)}jT=1 "l 
X fi-fast überall. 
L . CSERNYÁK [3] hat bewiesen, daß das Analogon des Satzes D für mehrfache 
Orthogonalreihen im Allgemeinen nicht richtig ist; weiterhin hat F. M Ó R I C Z [4] den 
folgenden Satz bewiesen. 
Sa tz E. Gilt 
2 2 alt (log log (max (fc, /)+3))2 < 
k=11=1 
dann ist bei jedem in einem Maßraum (X, sí, ß) orthonormierten System <p = 
= {<?>w(*)}M=I 
lim (s'i«>,w(,a, <p; x) — o-2m „„(a, q>; x)) = 0 
in X ß-fast überall. 
F. Móricz hat das Problem aufgeworfen, ob diese Behauptung ohne die Bedin-
gung des Satzes E im Allgemeinen nicht richtig ist. Betreffs dieses Problems beweisen 
wir den folgenden Satz. 
Sa tz II. Es sei ?.= e'ne monoton wachsende Folge von positiven 
Zahlen mit 
Xk = o(log log k), 
und sei ¡i= i eine beliebige monoton wachsende Folge von positiven Zahlen. 
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1. Dann gibt es eine Koeffizientenfolge und orthonormiertes 
System (P= im Intervall (0,1) derart, daß 
0 0 0 0 
(5) .. 2 
*=n=i 
ist, . lim s.,m ,„(a, <P; x) in (0,1) überall existiert, und • • min(m,n) ' ' • 
Hin |(x2M,2N(a, 4>; JC)|=°=> min (m, n)-.«» 
in (0, 1/2) fast überall besteht. 
2. Weiterhin gibt es eine Koeffizientenfolge b= und ein orthonormiertes 
System Y={,Fkl(x)}~l=, in (0,1 ) derart, dass 
(6) 
4=1J=I 
ist, lim <7„,„,„(b, f ; JC) in (0, 1) /ü.s7 überall existiert, und min(m,n) — 00 - ' 
ïïm |s2™2.(i>, V; x)| =00 
/Vi (0, 1/2) /ajf überall gilt. 
Wir machen den Leser aufmerksam darauf, daß in diesem Satz ß eine beliebig 
schnell ins Unendliche strebende Folge sein kann. 
2. Vorbereitungen. Im Folgenden bezeichnen c l 5 c 2 , ... positive absolute Kon-
stanten. Unter Intervall, bzw. Rechteck verstehen wir ein Intervall (a, b) mit 
b — a>0, bzw. 
ein Rechteck (a, è)X(c, d) mit b—û, d—c>-0. Die in einem Intervall 
I definierte Funktion f{x) nennen wir eine Treppenfunktion, wenn eine Zerlegung von 
/ in endlichviele, paarweise disjunkte Intervalle /, derart existiert, daß / in jedem 
/, konstant ist; weiterhin nennen wir die in einem Rechteck T definierte Funktion 
f(x, j ) eine Treppenfunktion, wenn eine Zerlegung von T in endlichviele, paarweise 
disjunkte Rechtecke Tt derart existiert, daß / in jedem T( konstant ist. Eine lineare 
Menge nennen wir einfach, wenn sie die Vereinigung endlichvieler Intervalle ist; 
weiterhin nennen wir eine zweidimensionale Menge einfach, wenn sie die Vèreini-
gung endlichvieler Rechtecke ist. Es sei l—(a, b) ein Intervall. Für.eine in I defi-
nierte Funktion f{x) und für eine Menge H(Q(0, 1)) seien 
,Y/ ; (f((x-a)Kb-a)). xi/, 
/ ( / ; x ) = i 0 sonst, 
und M(I) diejenige Menge, die aus H mit der Transformation x=(b—a)x+a 
entsteht. Es sei T=(a,b)x(c,d). Für eine in T definierte Funktion f{x,y) und 
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für eine Menge H(QE) sei 
= { 0, sonst, 
und sei H(T) diejenige Menge, die aus H mit der Transformation x=(b—a)x+a, 
y=(d—c)y+c entsteht. Im Folgenden bezeichnet r = { r t ( x ) } ^ 1 das Rademacher-
sche Funktionensystem, wobei also r t(x)=sign sin 2krzx (k=l, 2, ...) ist. 
Zum Beweis unserer Sätze benötigen wir gewisse Hilfssätze. 
Von D. E. Menchoff und H. Rädemacher stammt der folgende Hilfssatz. (S. 
z. B. [2], S. 79.) 
H i l f s s a t z I. Es gibt eine positive Zahl c1 mit folgender Eigenschaft. Für eine 
beliebige Folge und für ein beliebiges in einem Maßraum (X, ß) defi-
niertes orthonormiertes System (*)}*= i gilt 
/
!m N 
maxiZaa^fdu^cJog^N+l) 2 4 -
x
 1 S m s N \ = 1 k = 1 
Das Analogon des Hilfssatzes I ist richtig für mehrfache Summen von ortho-
gonalen Funktionen. (S. z. B. [1].) 
H i l f s s a t z II. Es gibt eine positive Zahl c2 mit folgender Eigenschaft. Für jede 
Folge akl (fc=l, ... , M, / =1, .... N) und für jedes in einem Maß räum (X,.s/,p) 
orthonormierte System %kl(x) (k=\, ..., M, 1=1, ..., N) gilt 
/
m Ii M JV 
max ( 2 2 aki7.ki(x))2 du c2 log2 (M+1) log'2 (JV + 1) 2 2 ««• 
* uSSSf k = 1 , = 1 
Von D. E. Menchoif stammt der folgende Hilfssatz. (S. z. B. [7].) 
H i l f s s a t z III. Es gibt positive Konstanten c3, c4, c5 mit den folgenden Eigenschaf-
ten. Ist p(=2) eine ganze Zahl, dann gibt es ein orthonormiertes System {ft(p', 
von Treppenfunktionen in (0, I) und eine .einfache Menge E(p) ( ^ ( 0 , 1)) derart, 
daß die folgenden Bedingungen erfüllt sind: 
mes E(p) c3, 
|ft(p; *)| ~ c4 (x£(0, 1); / = 1, ..., 2p% 
und für jeden Punkt x£E(p) gibt es einen Index m(x) 2p2) mit 
f,(p; x)^0 (x£E(p); l = 1, ..., m(x)). 
und 
m(x) 
2 fl(p;x)^ c5p[ogp (x£E(p)). 1=1 
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Aus Hilfssatz III ergibt sich unmittelbar der folgende: 
H i l f s s a t z IV. Es gibt eine positive ganze Zahl p0 und positive Konstanten ce, 
c7 mit den folgenden Eigenschaften. Ist p(^p0) eine ganze Zahl, dann gibt es ein 
orthonormiertes System { f ( p ; von Treppenfunktionen in (0,1) und eine 
einfache Menge E(p) (^(0, 1)) derart, daß die folgenden Bedingungen erfüllt sind: 
mes E(p) 
und für jeden Punkt x£E(p) gibt, es einen Index m(x) (l <m(x)<2p) mit 
ft(p; x) S 0 (xe£(/>); / = 1, .... m(x)) 
und 
m(x)~ 1. . 
2 ft(p;x)*sc7fplogp (x£E(p)). 1=1 
Es sei nämlich p eine positive ganze Zahl mit +1)3, und wir wenden 
den Hilfssatz III im Falle p. Die so erhaltenen Funktionen, bzw. Menge bezeichnen 
wir mit {fi(p; bzw. mit E(p). Da diese Funktionen Treppenfunktionen 
sind, können wir leicht solche Treppenfunktionen ft(p; x) (l=2p2+\, ...,2p) 
angeben, daß das System { f ( p ; x)}*E=1 in (0,1) orthonormiert ist. Es ist klar, 
daß für das System {f,(p; x)}^t und für die Menge E(p) alle Erforderungen des 
Hilfssatzes IV mit geeigneten absoluten Konstanten c6, c7 erfüllt werden, wenn nur 
p genügend groß ist. 
Es sei i?=K(x)r i(> ' )},-= 1 . 
H i l f s s a t z V. Ist ä={akl}"l=1^l2, dann gilt 
.lim \Omn(a>R\ x,y) |=oo 
fast überall in E. 
Diesen Hilfssatz kann man ähnlich, wie den entsprechenden Satz von A. 
Zygmund über einfache Rademachersche Reihen beweisen. (S. z. B. [8], S. 212.) 
H i l f s s a t z VI. Unter den Bedingungen 
jp + l 2"+2 
2 " « U 2 « 2 0 > = o , i , . . . ) , 
, k - 2 » + l . t = 2 " + > 4 1 
¿( *2 a?)l0g*(p+2)=~, p—0 ¿=2^4-1 
gibt es ein orthonormiertes System $= {#fc(x)K°=i von Treppenfunktionen in 
(0, 1) derart, daß die Folge, { ^ ( ö , <P\ x)}"=0 in (0, 1) fast überall divergiert. 
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Dieser Hilfssatz folgt leicht aus bekannten Sätzen. (S. [5], Satz II und [6], 
Satz VII.) Aus dem Beweis des Satzes II in [5] ergibt sich, daß man die Funk-
tionen $k(x) als Treppenfunktionen wählen kann. 
Aus dem Hilfssatz VI folgt der folgende: 
H i l f s s a t z VII. Unter den Bedingungen des Hilfssatzes VI gibt es ein ortho-
normiertes System q>= {<Pk(X)}r=i von Treppenfunktionen in (0,1) derart, dass 
Em |s2i>(a, <P; *)l = 00 CO 
in (0, 1) fast überall besteht. 
Beweis. Wir sollen zwei Fälle unterscheiden. 
Ist d$/2, dann gilt 
Ilm |Sip(a, r; x)| = oo 
in (0,1) fast überall, nach dem zitierten Satz von A. Zygmund. (S. z. B. [8], S. 212.) 
Wir nehmen also afj" an. Dann gibt es eine monoton abnehmende, zu 0 
strebende Folge ).= v o n positiven Zahlen mit 
op + 1 «>p + 2 
2 4 4 ^ '2 44 (P = o , i , . . . ) , 
i { 22 44} log2 (p+2) = oo. 
p = 0 * = 2"+l 
Auf Grund des Hilfssatzes VI gibt es dann ein in (0, 1) orthonormiertes System cp 
derart, daß die Folge {s^Xa, q>\ x)}~=0 in (0,1) fast überall divergiert, wobei 
la die Folge {Ak , bezeichnet. Durch Abelsche Umformung ergibt sich, daß 
für jedes p 
2P — 1 
(7) s2P(Xa,(p; x) = 2 (4~4+i)sk(a,(p; x)+A2 , s2 , (a, <p; x) (x€(0, 1)) 
ist. Da, wegen a£l2, 
¡W(a,q>\ x)\dx ^ 
k — l o * =1 1=1 
s {24}1'2 2 = K{24Y'2 < -
i=i *=i 1=1 
ist, konvergiert die Reihe 
2(4~4 + i)sk(a, (p; x) k — l 
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in (0,1) fast überall. Auf Grund von (7) erhalten wir, daß die Folge 
{/.2Ps2„{a, (p; x)}™=0 in (0,1) fast überall divergiert, woraus die Behauptung des 
Hilfssatzes VII folgt. 
3. Beweis des Satzes I. Anstatt des Satzes I ist es genug den folgenden Satz 
zu beweisen. 
Sa tz I'. Wir nehmen an, daß für die Folge a= die Bedingungen des 
Satzes I erfüllt sind. Dann gibt es ein in E orthonormiertes System ip = {tpkt(x, J')}jtj=i 
von Treppenfunktionen derart, daß 
. J im \<rmn(a,il/; x, y)\=°° min (m,n)-~oo 
in einer Untermenge von E mit positivem Maß erfüllt ist. 
Wir wollen zeigen, daß Satz I aus Satz I ' folgt. Gilt nämlich der Satz I ' , 
dann gibt es eine Folge (0= ) r 0 < . . .< / • ,< . . . von ganzen Zahlen, und eine Folge 
von einfachen Mengen Hi(QE)(i= 1 ,2, . . . ) derart, daß mit den Bezeichnun-
gen Mu= maxE \ilfu{x,y)\ (k, / = 1 , 2 , . . . ) und 
T{i, m, n) = {(*, /): k = 1, ..., m, I = 1, ..., n}\{(k, /.).: k,l = 1, ..., r,._t} 
(m, n = ri_1 +1, ..., r,; / = 1 , 2 , . . . ) für jedes / ( = 1,2, •••) die Bedingungen 
(8) mes H, s c8, 
und , , 
max Z (\-(k-\)lm)(l-(l-\)/n)akl>Pkl(x,y) ^ 
R^-CM.NSR, . \k,t)£W.m,n) 
(9) 
^ ¡ + ' z r 2 \ ^ i \ M k l {(x,y)eH;) *=i <=i 
erfüllt werden. 
Durch vollständige Induktion definieren wir eine Folge Ei(QE)(i=\,2,...) 
von einfachen und stochastisch unabhängigen Mengen, und ein in E orthonor-
miertes System <i>= {$kl(x, von Treppenfunktionen, die die folgenden 
Bedingungen erfüllen: 
(10) max\<Pkl(x,y)\ = Mkl '{k, 1 = 1,2, ...), 
(11) mesE t ^ c8 ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . ) , . 
max | 2 ( l - ( k - l ) l m ) ( \ - ( l - l ) l n ) < > u * u ( x , y ) \ * r,.,<ni,nS'((»,/)€ Ai.m.n) 
(12) • 
i- i+ZZ'\^\Mkl (UyKEj. 
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Es sei nämlich $a(x, y) = ipu(x, y) ((x,y)£E; k, / = 1, ..., r j und Ex = H1. Es 
sei ig eine positive ganze Zahl. Wir nehmen an, daß die einfachen und stochastisch 
unabhängigen Mengen E^QE) ( /= 1, ..., /„) und das in E orthonormierte System 
von Treppenfunktionen schon derart definiert sind, daß (10)—(12) 
für i = l , ...,/„ erfüllt sind. Dann gibt es eine Einteilung von E in paarweise 
disjunkte Rechtecke Tr, ..., T„ derart, daß jede Funktion 4>kl(x, >>) (k,l= 1, ..., r,o) 
in jedem Ts (s= ...,&) konstant ist, und jede Menge Ei ( /= 1, ..., j0) die Vereini-
gung gewisser Ts ist. Jedes Rechteck Ts teilen wir in zwei disjunkte Rechtecke 
T's und T" mit mes T's = mes T" {s= 1, ..., a). Dann setzen wir 
*a{x,y)= 2MT:;x, y ) - Z M T ; ; x,y) {(k, lKT(i0+\ ' rio + l' rio+l))' S=1 S=1 
1 = Ü ( / / 1 0 + 1 (7 ; ' )U/ / i o + 1 ( r ; ) ) . S=1 
Es ist klar, daß die Menge £ , o + l ( £ £ ) einfach ist, die Mengen Ely ..., Et +i 
stochastisch unabhängig sind, die Funktionen <Pkl(x,y) ((k, l)£T(iio+1, rig+1, r lo+1)) 
Treppenfunktionen sind, das System {<l>ki(x, j>)}J^il in E ortonormiert ist, und 
wegen (8), (9), (10)—(12) im Falle /=/„ + 1 bestehen. Die Mengenfolge 
und das System $={<Pkl(x, y)}£,=, mit den erforderten Eigenschaften erhalten wir 
also durch Induktion. 
Wegen (10) und (12) gilt 
(13) max \<rm„(a, <P ; x,y)\ i ((.x,y)€E,) 
für jedes / (=1 , 2, ...). Es sei £ = .firniß. Da die Mengen Ei stochastisch unabhän-l -+-00 
gig sind, aus (11) und durch Anwendung des Borel—Cantellischen Lemmas, erhalten 
wir m e s £ = l . Im Fälle (x, y)£E gilt aber (13) für unendlich viele /. So bekom-
men wir, daß Hm \<xm„(a, x, y)\=°° in E fast überall besteht. min(m,n)-*e° 
Damit haben wir bewiesen, daß Satz I sich aus Satz I ' ergibt. 
Wir haben also den Satz I ' zu beweisen. Dazu können wir 
( 1 4 ) « = K , } m = X € / 2 
voraussetzen, da im entgegengesetzten Falle Satz I auf Grund des Hilfssatzes V 
folgt. 
Wir bemerken, daß die Bedingung (4) mit 
2 2 4>g20>+3)iog2(<7+3)=~ 
äquivalent ist. Daraus folgt, daß einer der folgenden zwei Fälle besteht. 
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a) Eine der zwei Reihen 
2 3), 2 AUiq\og*(q+3) 
p = - 1 9 = - l 
ist divergent. 
b) Es gilt 
(15) 2 2 4 , log 2( />+2)log 2(<7+2) = ~ (r = 0, 1, ...). 
p = r q=r 
a) Beweis des Sa tzes I ' im Fa l l e a). Wir nehmen an, daß 
(16) 2 Al_llogHp+3)=~ 
p=-l 
ist. Den Fall 
2 ^ - l , ? i°g2(?+3) =°° 
kann man ähnlicherweise betrachten. Aus (14) folgt 
(17) flW= {akl}?=1£R 
Aus (3), (16) und (17), durch Anwendung von Satz D und Hilfssatz VII 
bekommen wir ein in (0, 1) orthonormiertes System / = {/t(jc)}J°°=] von Treppen-
funktionen, für welches 
E S K( a <°>, / ; *)| = ~ 
«o 
in (0, 1) fast überall gilt. 
Es 
seien Tkl (k= 1 ,2 , . . . ; /—2,3, . . . ) paarweise disjunkte Rechtecke in (0,2)X 
X(0, 2 ) \ £ . Wir setzen 
*u{x,y)-\ 0 ( x , j ) € ( 0 , 2 ) x ( 0 , 2 ) \ £ 
(fc= 1, 2, ...) und 
f 1/1^7^, (x,yKTkl, 
VuV, y ) ~ \ 0> (jc> J ) 6 ( 0 ) 2 ) x ( 0 , 2)\Tkl 
( ¿ = 1 , 2 , . . . ; / = 2 , 3 , . . . ) . 
Es ist klar, daß die Funktionen \jikt(x,y) ( ¿ , / = 1 , 2 , . . . ) Treppenfunktionen 
sind, ein orthonormiertes System in (0, 2)X(0, 2) bilden, und in E fast überall 
Hm \<J2>",2'"(a,^', x, ,y)| = oo 
m-~ eo ' 
erfüllt ist. 
Es sei endlich 
y) = 2fo,(2*, 2y ) ((x, y )€£ ; k, l = 1, 2, ...). 
Für diese Funktionen sind alle Erforderungen des Satzes I ' erfüllt. 
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b) Beweis des S a t z e s V im F a l l e b). Während des Beweises von Satzes I ' 
können wir voraussetzen, daß die Koeffizienten akl rationelle Zahlen sind. 
Unter den Bedingungen des Satzes I ' kann man nämlich solche rationellen 
Zahlen äu (k,l= 1, 2, ...) angeben, daß 
Äpq fe Äp+Uq, ÄPiq+1 ( p , q = -1, 0, 1, ...), 
2 2 «« (log log (k+3))2 (log log (/ + 3))2 = 2 2 I«u -5«l < -
*=1I=1 k=li=l 
erfüllt werden. Dann gilt 
oo oo M i» oo w 2 2 \au-äu\JJ Wkiix, y) | dxdy^ 2 2 l « u - 3 * i l < °° *=1I=1 £ k=l 1=1 
für jedes in E orthonormierte System <p= {(pkt(x, j ) }£ l = 1 ; daraus folgt, daß 
lim smn(a—ä, q>;x,y) in E fast überall existiert; hieraus ergibt sich aber, daß 
lim <rmn(a — ä;<p ;x,y) auch fast überall in E existiert. Ist also Satz I ' für ratio-
nelle Koeffizienten bewiesen, so gibt es ein in E orthonormiertes System 
y))7,i=i v o n Treppenfunktionen derart, daß mi E S |o-mn(ä, <i>; x,y)\ = 
=oo in einer Untermenge von E mit positivem Maß erfüllt ist. Daraus, nach den 
Obigen folgt . lim |crmn(a, <£; x, 7)1=°° in einer Untermenge von E mit positi-m i n ( m , it)-*-oo 
vem Maß. 
Zum Beweis des Satzes I ' werden wir also voraussetzen, daß akl (k,l= 1 ,2 , . . . ) 
rationell sind, und (3), (14), (15) erfüllt werden. Aus (15), auf Grund von (3) erhal-
ten wir 
2 ¿ / > 2 9 2 2 p + i 4 p + 1 _ 1 , 2 , + 1 _ 1 =oo ( r = 0, 1, ...). 
P=rq=r 
Darum gibt es eine Folge (0)=r 0<. . .</•{<: . . . von ganzen Zahlen und eine mono-
ton abnehmende, nach 0 strebende Folge { i j j l „ von positiven Zahlen mit 
<18) 2 $ r ' + 2 l r ' 2 % 2 ? 2 2 " + M 2 2 p + i _ 1 , 2 , + . _ 1 ¡=0 p=r, 9=r, 
(19) si'*2 lrt*2 l / ' 2 9 2 2 p + 4 4 , t i _ 1 , 2 , t l _ 1 (i = 0, 1, ...). 
P=rt q=r, 
Für jedes /=(0 ,1 , ...) werden wir einfache Mengen H®(QE)(j>, q=rt, •••, r i + 1) 
und ein in E orthonormiertes System fkP(x,y) (2r'^k, /<2 r '+») von Treppenfunk-
tionen derart angeben, daß die folgenden Bedingungen erfüllt sind: 
(20) //<<> = 0 ((p, q) * {p\ q'); rt ^ p, q, p\ q' < r i + 1) , 
<21) mes f lW S in ^ p, q < r,+1), 
<22) fkP(x,y) = 0 ((x, y)ZH%; (k, l) $ [2", 2>+1)X[2«, 2«+1); rf S p; q < r m ) , 
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weiterhin für jedes p, q (r¡^p,q<r¡+1) und (x,y)£H}£ gibt es Indizes m(x, y), 
n (x, y) (2" <77i (x, y) < 2 p + \ 2" < ii (x, j ) < 2"+ derart, daß 
(23) /¿¡Kx, y) S 0 ((x, y)íH¡0; 2" ^k == m(x, y), 2" ^ ¡ S n(x, y)) 
und 
m(x,y)-l n(x,y)-l 
(24) 2 2 Ald/k(0(x, y) m cjs; ((x, y)£H%) k=2' 1=21 
bestehen. 
Es sei / ( = 0 , 1 , . . . ) eine ganze Zahl, und seien (r¡^p, q<ri+1) paarweise 
disjunkte Rechtecke in E mit 
mes r w = / > V 2 p + , ' 4 - i - I , 2 * * 1 - 1 Cr,"== p, q < ri+1). 
Solche Rechtecke existieren wegen (19). Sind p, q ganze Zahlen (r¡^p, q<ri+1), 
dann wenden wir den Hilfssatz IV im Falle 2 P _ 1 , bzw. im Falle 2 , _ 1 an. Dann seien 
ftP(.x,y) = / t - « - + i ( 2 ' " 1 ; x ) .y¡_ 2 , + 1 (2«- 1 ; y) 
((*, y ) € £ ; 2" s k < 2P + 1 , 2« sä I < 2"+1), 
. JIW = E(2"-1)XE(2"-1), 
und wir setzen 
(X, J ) = (1 / Y ^ T % ) J H > ( r « ; x, y) (2" ^ fc < 2P + 1 , 2« S / < 2*+1), 
H%> = H%(T%). 
Aus dem Hilfssatz IV folgt, daß für diese Mengen und Funktionen (20)—(24) bei 
jedem / ( = 0 , 1, ...) erfüllt sind. 
Für jede ganze Zahl / ( = 0 , 1, ...) werden wir dann die einfachen Mengen 
Fpq(=E) (ri—P> <7<r;+i) und ein in E orthonormiertes System der Treppenfunk-
tionen gzß(x,y) (2 2 ' '<a , j8^22r ,+1) derart angeben, daß die folgenden Bedingungen 
erfüllt sind: 
(25) F ® H F « , = 0 ((p, q) * (p\ q')- r , - p, q, p', q' r i + 1) , 
(26) mes Fg S c u / > y 2 p + * / & + i _ i , ? , + i_iS? (rt ^ p, q < r i + 1) , 
(27) (x, y) = 0 ((.x, j / ) € F « ; («, j?) $(2**, 2** + l] x ( 2 * 22 '+1]; r, S />, q < r i + 1 ) , 
weiterhin für jede p,q ( r ¡Sp, ? < r i + 1 ) , und ( x , y ) £ F ® gibt es Indizes m(x, y), 
n{x,y) (2"<m(x,y) -=:2 ' ' + 1 ,2 9 <n(x ,>)<2« + 1 ) derart, daß 
(28) axßg$(x,y)^0 ( ( i j K ^ ; F s 229 < ß s 2"<*-»+1), 
und 
<29) £ | aaßgiß(x, y) = Cl2/S¡ ((X,y)iF$) « = 2 +1 /f=2 +1 . t-> 
erfüllt werden. . 
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Es sei ¿ eine nichtnegative ganze Zahl. Da die Koeffizienten aaß (a, ß=l, 2, ...) 
rationell sind, gibt es eine positive ganze Zahl Qt derart, daß für jede ganzen Zahlen 
k, l (2 r'^k, / < 2 r ' + i ) 
alßlAh = P(a, ß; k, O/Öi (2" < 2' < ß S 2 '+ 1 ) 
mit gewissen ganzen Zahlen P(a, ß;k,l) erfüllt ist. 
Es sei T„ (u= 1, ..., Qi) eine Einteilung von E in paarweise disjunkte Recht-
ecke mit 
mes Tu = l/Qi (u = 1, ..., ß,). 
Sind k, / positive ganze Zahlen (2 ,<sfc<2 , '+>, 2 , ' S /<2 r ' + >) und a, ß ganze Zahlen 
mit 2*«x=s2*+ 1 , 2 ' ^ ß ^ 2 l + 1 , dann sei 
g l ? y ) = (AJaaß) 2 /¿p(Tu-, X,y), 
u=M(a, ß)+ 1 
wobei 
M(a,0) = 2 2 Pifl,b \ k,l)+ *£ P(a,ß; k, l), 
o = 2 l : + H = 2 l + l a = 2 * + l 
A?(a , /0= 5 S 1 P(a,b; k,l)+ 2 P(a,ß; k,l), 
o = 2" + l fc=2' + l a = 2 h + l 
und sei 
Ppq = U (Tu) ( n ^ f , </< ri + 1). U = 1 
Auf Grund von (20)—(24) sind (25)—(29) für jedes / ( = 0 , 1, ...) erfüllt. 
Endlich werden wir eine Folge von einfachen und stochastisch unabhängigen 
Mengen G ^ Q E ) ( /=0 , 1, ...) und ein orthonormiertes System von Treppenfunk-
tionen ihßix ,y) ( 2 a r ' < a , i ? Ä 2 2 r ' + , ; i = 0 , 1, ...) in ( 0 , 2 ) x ( 0 , 2 ) mit folgenden Eigen-
schaften definieren. Für jedes / ( = 0 , 1 , . . . ) gelten 
(30) mes <?j = 2 2 mes 
p=r, 4 = r , 
(31) $aß(x,y) = 0 ((x,y)$E; 2*' < a, ß s 22r<"), 
weiterhin für jedes (x, j ) € G | gibt es ganze Zahlen p, q (r^p, q~^ri+1) und 
Indizes m(x,y),n(x, y)(2p^m(x,y)~z2p+1,2q<n(x,y)^29+1) mit 
(32) axß $xß (x, y) s 0, oder a^ $aß (x, y) ^ 0 
(22* < a ^ 2m ( x , y ) + 1 , 22 ' < ß S 2n ( x 'y ) + 1), 
(33) i 2 2 axß$aß(x, y)\ ^ 
(34) $aß(.x,y) = 0 ( (x . ^CG, ; 22'< < a, j? ^ 2*' '»; (a, jS)<£(22', 2 2 * t l ]X(2 2 ' , 22"1]) . 
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g<$(x,y), (x, y)€E, 
0 , ( X , J O € ( 0 , 2 ) X ( 0 , 2 ) \ E 
(28r°<a, ß ^ 1 ) . 
Es sei /'o eine nichtnegative ganze Zahl. Wir nehmen an, daß die einfachen und 
stochastisch unabhängigen Mengen Gt{QE) ( /=0 , ..., /0) und die in (0, 2)X(0, 2) 
orthonormierten Treppenfunktionen \J/ap(x, y) (2 a r '<a , ß^l2'1*'; i=0, ..., i0) schon 
derart definiert sind, daß (30)—(34) im Falle / = 0 , ..., /„ erfüllt sind. 
Dann gibt es eine Einteilung von E in paarweise disjunkte Rechtecke T, 
( ¿ = 1 , . . . , CT) derart, daß jede Funktion $aß(x,y) (22 r '<a, ß^22'i+l\ / = 0 , ..., i0) 
in jedem Ts ( s = 1, ..., <r) konstant ist, und jede Menge G, ( /=0, ..., ;0) die Vereini-
gung von gewissen Ts ist. Wir teilen Ts in zwei disjunkte Rechtecke T's, T" mit 
mes r s ' = m e s T" ( j = 1 , ..., a). Dann setzen wir 
Gi0+1 = Ü (U (r;-))), rk+1 s />, <? < /-10+2 
S = 1 p,q 
und 
2 g # + 1 ) c r , ' ; x, y)~ 2 g i i r l ) ( 7 7 ; y), (*, yW 
s=l S=1 
0, ( x , y ) € ( 0 , 2 ) X ( 0 , 2 ) \ £ 
(22 ' '0+1 < a , j 8 s 22,,'o+2). 
Es ist klar, daß die Menge G, + 1 ( Q £ ) einfach ist, G0, ..., G, + 1 stochastisch 
unabhängig sind, die Funktionen $aß(x,y) (22 r i°+ 1<a, Treppenfunk-
tionen sind, und die Funktionen ¡paß(x,y) (22 r '<a, ¿'=0, ..., /0 + l) in 
(0,2)X(0, 2) ein orthonormiertes System bilden. Weiterhin, auf Grund der Defini-
tion der Menge Gio+1, bzw. der Funktionen ¡¡/ap(x, y) (22r ' '°+1<a, und 
der Relationen (25)—(29) sind (30)—(34) auch im Falle i = / „ + 1 erfüllt. Die Mengen-
folge {Gf},"0 und die Funktionen ipaß(x,y) (2 2 ' '<a , i=0,1,...) mit 
den erforderten Eigenschaften erhalten wir durch Induktion. 
Wir bemerken, daß auf Grund von (18) eine der Reihen 
2 4 ^ 2 ''"iE 1 / > V 2 p + M 2 2 P + 1 _ 1 I 2 , + 1 _ 1 , 
¡ = 0 . P = R „ 4 = R , ( 
00 '»l + l - 1 '»1 + » - 1 „ 
24i+1 2 2 P2q22p+9 AZpu-i^q + i-! 
¡ = 0 P = r ! M . , P = r f ( + 1 
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divergiert. Wir nehmen an, daß 
(35) Z & ' Z l r " l 
;=0 p-rtl Q=rti 
ist. Den anderen Fall können wir nämlich ähnlicherweise betrachten. 
Wir definieren ein Funktionensystem i//* = {ipkl(x, y)}£,= 1 folgenderweise. 
Es sei N2= {(a, ß): a, ß=1,2,...} und es sei N die Menge der geordneten Paare 
(a, ß) von positiven ganzen Zahlen, für die 
(«, ÄC Ü (2ars', 22r"+1]X(22r", 22 , i '+ ' ] ¡=o 
ist. Es seien weiterhin Tuv ((u, v)£N) paarweise disjunkte Rechtecke in (0, 2) X 
X(0, 2 ) \ £ . Wir setzen 
y) = $xß(x, y), {x,y)&(0, 2)x(0 , 2) ((a,ß)iNa\N), 
und 
1 tto' 
(x, j)<E(0, 2)X(0, 2)\Tm 
((«,«)€ AT). 
Es ist klar, daß diese Funktionen Treppenfunktionen sind, und in (0,2)X(0, 2) 
ein orthonormiertes System bilden. 
Auf Grund von (26), (30) und (35) gilt 
CO 
2 mes G2; = °=. 
i = 0 
Es sei G=Hm G2i. Da die Mengen G2i stochastisch unabhängig sind, durch 
Anwendung des Borel—Cantellischen Lemmas erhalten wir daraus für die Menge 
G{QE) 
(36) mes G = 1. 
Auf Grund der Definition der Mengen G2i, bzw. der Funktionen \j/*ß (x, y) 
und von (32)—(34) ergibt sich folgendes. Für jedes i ( = 0 , 1 , . . . ) gibt es im Falle 
(x,y)eG2t Indizes m{(x, y), nt(x, y) (T'^m^x, y), ni(x,y)<2r«*') derart, daß 
fi(i,y)+i ¡»ii.rt+i 
| 2 2 (1 —(a — l)/2m<(-t,y)+1)(l —(ß— \)l2n^x'y)+1)äaß\ji*ß(x, ^ 
S C12/s2( ((x,;y)<EG2i). 
Für beliebiges (x, y)£G, gilt diese Ungleichung für unendlich viele i, und so bekom-
13 
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men wir 
(37) 
05 „ max | 2 2 (l-(<x-l)/mj{l-(ß-l)/nM:ß(x,y)\=~> 
((x,y)iG). . .. 
Wir werden noch die Funktionen il>*ß(x,y) ein wenig verändern. 
Auf Grund von (14) gilt 
„ 2 2 2 2 '» l + l j 2 r « l + l 2 2 , " + 1 2® ' , i + 1 
2 f f ( 2 2 aaßraß{x,y)fdxdy= 2( 2 2 
So konvergiert die Reihe 
• 1 CO 2ar,i +1 ' 22r" +1 ~ 
2( 2 2 y)f 
in (0, 2 )x (0 , 2) fast überall. Daraus, durch Anwendung des wohlbekannten Satzes 
von A. N. Kolmogoroff und J. Khintchine ergibt sich, daß die Reihe 
w 02r2i +1 22r« +1 - ' 
(38) 2n(0( ' 2 2 a*ßr,ß(x,y)) 
1-0 + l ß-2*« + l 
bei fast jedem (x, ^)€(0, 2 ) x ( 0 , 2 ) für fast jedes ¿6(0,1) konvergiert. Es sei H 
die Menge der Punkte (x,y, t) ((x, j>)6(0, 2 )x (0 , 2); ?€(0,1)), fü r welche die Reihe 
(38) konvergiert. Wir setzen 
H, = {(x, yK(0, 2) X(0, 2): (x, j , t)iH) (/£(0, 1)), 
Hxy = {i€(0, 1): (x, y, t)ZH) ((x, j )€(0 , 2)X(0, 2)). 
Die charakteristische Funktion von H bezeichnen wir mit x(x, y, t). Nach dem 
Obigen gilt 
2 2 1 2 2 
/ / (/Xix,y,i)dt)dxdy= f f (mes Hxy) dxdy = 1. 
0 0 0 0 0 
Nach dem Fubinischen Satz erhalten wir 
' 1 ' 1 2 2 • 2 2 1 
/ ( m e s H , ) d t = f ( / f x(x,y,t)dxdy)dt = f f ( f z(x,y, t)dt)dxdy = 1, 
0 0 0 0 
woraus folgt, daß die Reihe (38) bei fast jedem /€(0, 1) für fast jedes (x, j )€ (0 , 2)X 
X(0, 2) konvergiert. Es sei /0£(0, 1) ein Wert, für welchen die Reihe 
Ii + 1 «2 li+ l 
2 ••,('<>)( 2 2 a*Praß(.x, y)) 
' , = 0 : "I=22ri'+18 = 22,» + 1 ••• •" -
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in (0, 2)X(0, 2) fast,überall konvergiert; man kann annehmen, daß t0 nicht dya-
disch ist. 
Dann, setzen wir in (0, 2) X (0, 2) 
r,('oW*ß(x,y), 2*" / = 0 ,1 , . . . , r \ _ l ri\'o)Yciß\ x> y)> 
M x>y>- \ raß(x,y), (a, ß)£N. 
Es ist klar, daß die Funktionen $aß(x,y) (a, ß=l, 2, ...) Treppenfunktionen sind 
und in (0 ,2)x(0 , 2) ein orthonormiertes System bilden, und nach (37) 
(39) 
m n 
IIS max | 2 " 2 (1 - ( a - J)/™)(1 -(ß - ))/n)aaß$all(x, y)\ = ~ 
((x,y)dG) 
gilt. Weiterhin, auf Grund der Definition der Funktionen (¡/^(x, y) konvergiert 
die Reihe 
(40) 2( 2 2 a*ß$iß(*,y)) 
in (0, 2)x(0 , 2) fast überall. : 
Für die positiven ganzen Zahlen m, n mit (m, ri)£N2\N sei i(m, n) diejenige 
nichtnegative ganze Zahl, für die 
22'il(m,n) ^ ffj 22ri,'<m'") + 1 
gilt. Auf Grund der Definition der Funktionen (x, y) ist 
(41) 
• - . : > . , m, • n 
amn(a,$; x,y)= 2 2 (\-(a-\)lm)(\-{ß-\)ln)a^aß(x,y)+ 
a = 22ri«™.») + l ß=22r«((m,") + 1 
i(m,n)-l 22
riJ +1 2 2 ' y + . + 2 ( 2 ,y. 2 ; (1 - ( « - l ) / m ) ( l - ( / J - l ) / « K ^ a i ( x , y)) .((x, y)eE) 
im Falle (wi, n)£N2\N. Es sei 
(42) 
Ä ( m , « ; x , y) = 2 " 2 2 0 - ( « - D / m ) ( l - 0 ? - 1 )ln)a^aß(x, y). 
Wir werden zeigen, daß 
(43) , j . lim R(m,n; x,y) 
•' • 1 min (pi, «)-••«> ; 
* •' • ' ' ' " {m.n)tN,\N ' . . 
13* 
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in (0, 2)X(0,2) fast überall existiert. Wir setzen für y'(=0, 1, ...) 
su(j;x,y)= i i aaß4,aß(x,y) : 
Durch Abelsche Umformung bekommen wir 
2 2 r » / + l 3 2 r « / + l 
2 2 ^-ioL-\)lm){\-{ß-\)ln)aaß^aP{x,y) = 
(44) a=22 r"+M=2 2 r«+ i 
j + l_X 22r«y + l_1 j g2r*y +1 _i 
= — 2 ' 2 " «u(j ; * . » + — 2 sk32r,J+1(j; x, y)+ 
j 22rU + I_1 
+ (1 - ( 2 2 ' » " - l)/m)(l - ( 2 ^ - - 1 )/«)s22rIM, + 1 (J; x, >-). 
Wir setzen 
| 22r,-'+,-l 2?r2J +1_J 
R(1)(m, n, j; x, -y) = —— 2 2 + 
j S2 r»j + l _ 1 j 22 r»J + l _ 1 
+ — 2 \22' .y+ i (y; *>->>)+— 2 v ^ ' , / 0 ' *>>0. 
Ä<2>(m, x, >>) = (1 — (22r,J+1 — l)/m)(l - ( 2 ^ - - 1)/«)s22r ly. l j22, ly t I 
Daraus und aus (42), (44) ergibt sich 
Hm.ri)—1 Hm,n)—1 
(45) R(m,n; x, y)-.= 2 Rw(m,n,j; x,y)+ 2 R™(m,n,j; x, y) 
j=o j=o 
im Falle (m,n)€NJ\N. Es sei 
y) = max |sH(j; x,j>)| ( j = 0, 1, ...). 
Auf Grund der Definition von Rm(m,n,j; x,y) ergibt sich 
i - 1 i - l / / 2 2 r » J + i ) 2 22 r «y + J 02 r «y + l \ 
\2mm,n,j,x,y)\^ + )Sj(X,y) 0 = 1 ,2 , . . . ) . 
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Daraus folgt für jedes / ( = 1 , 2 , . . . ) 
i-1 
Si(x,y) = max I 2 Rm(m, n,j; x,y)\ 
(46) , 
Nach dem Hilfssatz II gilt 
2 2 g2rB>+l + 1 
(47) / / <5)(x, y ) d x d y c224r!j + i 2" 2 «J* 0" = 0 ,1 , . . . ) . 
0 0 x ^ U + lß = 2*^+1 -
Auf Grund von (14) und (46) erhalten wir daraus 
i / / # ( * > j O r f * ^ i / < 
0 0 i = 1 22 1 
Folglich ist die Reihe 
'=1 
in (0, 2)X(0, 2) fast überall konvergent, und so gilt 
(481 lim max I 'y n, j; x, y)\ = 0 v ' ¡-.oo ftT,. „a'n + i • „ 
in (0,2)X(0,2) fast überall. 
Auf Grund der Definition von Rw(m,nJ; x, y) gilt für jedes / ( = 1 , 2 , . . . ) 
i - l i - l 
2&t)(m,n,j; x, y) = 2 Vr"+> *>J0 + 
J=. o. j'=o ' 
i - l + 22ri> + 1 — 1 ?2r»j + l _ 1 \ , 
+ L_- L s2artJ+1 x, y). 
ff,9 v mn in n ) 
Wir setzen 
i - l 
- x, y) = 2 s22rJj + i o2rij+'(j> x,y), j=o 
G(m,n, i; x,y) = 
•-1/• (2ar^+1 — l)2 ' —1 2sr,J'+l— O 
'= 2 — — : s 2r!J+1 „2' ! J + ,0; x,.y). fro V mn m n , } 2 > * 
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Dann ist für jedes / ( = 1 , 2 , . . . ) 
(49) 2 x, y) = F(i; x, y)+G(m, n, i; xly). 
j=o 
Da die Reihe (40) in (0 ,2)x(0, 2) fast überall konvergiert, auf Grund der Defini-
tion von , F(i; x, y) erhalten, wir, daß • ' • • • , ' 
(50) lim F(i ; x, y) 
in (0, 2)X(0, 2) fast überall existiert. Andererseits, auf Grund der Definition von 
G(m,rt,i;x,y) ergibt sich für jedes 7(=1 , 2, ...) 
h ( x , y ) = max \G(m, n, i; x, y)\ s 
¡ -1 /7 v- 22rSj + i I 
Daraus und aus (47) folgt 
.2 f f k x , y)dxdy - c15 J < « , ' 
'=10 0 1 = 1 ^ 
auf Grund von (14). Daraus ergibt sich, daß die Folge 
2öKx,y) 
i=i 
in (0, 2)X(0, 2) fast überall konvergiert, und so gilt 
(51) lim max \G(m,n,i; x, >01 = 0 
in (0, 2)x(0, 2) fast überall. 
Da nach (45) und (49) im Falle (m, n)£N2\N 
i(m,ri)—1 
R (m, n; x, y) = 2 RW (m> j; x,y) + F(i(m, ri); x, y) + G(m, n, i(m, n); x, y) 
o 
gilt, aus. (48), (50) und (51). folgt, daß der Limes (43) in (0, 2)x(0, 2) fast überall 
existiert. Daraus, und aus (39), (41) ergibt sich, daß 
.,155 \<rm(a, x,y)\ = °° .-.•••>:•: 
min (m,n)—<» 
im Falle (x,y)£G besteht. Wegen (36) besteht diese Relation in E fast überall. 
Wir setzen endlich 
M * . y) = 2«Äw(2x, 2y ) ((*,' y%E\ k, l = 1, 2, ...). 
Dieses System ^ = y)}^>t=1 befriedigt alsio alle Erförderurigen des Satzes 1'. 
Damit haben wir Satz I ' bewiesen. 
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4. Beweis des Satzes II. Zum Beweis des Satzes können wir ohne Beschränkung 
der Allgemenheit A 0 , ^ 0 s l voraussetzen. 
1. Beweis des F a l l e s 1. Durch vollständige Induktion können wir eine 
Folge ( 2 = ) M 1 < . . . < M r f = . . . von ganzen Zahlen angeben, für die 
(52) c5(logMr+1)/(r + 1)A «i r + . s max(r + 1, 33c, 2 2M2) (r = 1, 2, ...) 
2tMr + 1 +1 e = 1 
gilt. 
Die Koeffizientenfolge a definieren wir folgenderweise. Es sei 
l//-MrA22M=+i/i2r+i, Z = 2 ' + l , fc = 2X + 1, ..., 2 2 M ' + 1, /• = 1 , 2 , . . . , 
a ^ f - l / ^ A ^ ^ / v * . , I = 2 ' + 1 — 1, fe = 2 2 - l , . . . , 2 a a M ' + 1 - l , r = 1, 2, ..., 
0, sonst. 
Es ist klar, daß 





— 2 2 fl2*+l,2r+lA2»+l/t2r+l + 2 2 2̂* + 1 — 1,2r + 1—1 ̂ 2* + ' — 1 + 1 — 
r = l s = l r = l J = 1 
A^ay»+1 i2M?lr2M? XtiM?+1 /I2r 11 = 4 2 Vr2 
r = l r = l 
gilt, also besteht (5). 
Jetzt werden wir das entsprechende Funktionensystem # definieren. 
Für jede positive ganze Zahl r wenden wir den Hilfssatz III im Falle p—Mr 
an. Die so erhaltene Menge, bzw. das so erhaltene Funktionensystem bezeichnen 
wir mit F(r), bzw. mit [gi(r;x)}™{ (r= 1, 2 , . . . ) . Auf Grund des Hilfssatzes III gel-
ten die folgenden Behauptungen für jedes r= 1 ,2 , . . . . 
F(r)(Q(0, 1)) ist einfach, und gilt 
(53) mes F ( r )=sc 3 . 
Die Funktionen g,(r; x) sind Treppenfunktionen und bilden in (0,1) ein 
beschränktes System: 
(54) | g , ( r ; x ) | S c4 ( x£ (0 , 1); l = 1, . . . , 2 M f ) . 
Weiterhin, für jedes x£F(r) gibt es einen Index m(r;x) mit 
(i) Mf =5 m(r-, x ) < 2M?, 
(55) (ii) gi(r; x) S 0 (x£F(r) ; r = 1, ..., m(r; x)), 
m(r;x) 
(üi) 2 g , ( f ; x ) s c5 Mr log Mr ( x € E(r)). 1=1 
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Es sei I u (k, l— 1, 2,....) .eine Einteilung des Intervalls (1, 2) in paarweise dis-
junkte Intervalle. 
Wir definieren Treppenfunktionen 
(P2.>+i,i'+i(x), <p2-+i-i,2'+>-i(x) (s = 1, . 2Afr2; »••=. 1, 2 , . . . ) 
und Mengen H l r H 2 , . . mit den folgenden Eigenschaften: 
Die Mengen Hr(Q(0, 1)) sind einfach und stochastisch unabhängig, weiter-
hin für jedes r gilt 
(56) mes H r ^ c 3 . 
Die Funktionen bilden ein orthonormiertes System in (0, 2), weiterhin für 
jedes r besteht 
(57) |iP2»+i,2'+i(*)|, |<P2«+i-i,2'-+i-iO)| = c4/ |/2 (x€(0, 1); s = 1, ..., 2Mf) 
und für jedes x£Hr gibt es einen Index m(r; x) mit 
(i) Mf m(r; x) < 2 M 2 , 
(58) (ii) </>2«+i,2'-+i(x) ^0 (x£Hr; s = 1, ..., m(r; x)), 
(üi) z . <P2-+i,r+i(x) m (c6/(/2)M r iogM r (*€//,)• 
Weiterhin, für jedes r gelten 
t 
(59) ( f n u ' - k i W = ft't'-i^-'-iW (*€(0, 1); s = 1, ..., IM?), 
(60) . ; . . • 
ip2* + »-l,2»-l(x) — 
0, . . 
'*f(l; x)/\f2, 
- 1 / 2 ymes/2 .+ 1 > 2 i+i , 
—1/2 ^mes/ü.+i-i, a».!, 
0. 
( j = l , und Hi = F(l). 
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:. Auf Grund der Eigenschaften von .F(l) und g , ( l ; x) ist Hx(Q(0,1)). einfach, 
die Funktionen < p 2 » + 1 , 2 » + I ( ^ ) , <P2«+I-I,2!-I(*) (s=.l, :..,2M2) sind Treppenfunk-
tionen, und sie bilden ein orthonormiertes System in (0, 1). Weiterhin, wegen der 
Definition dieser Menge, bzw. dieser Funktionen, aus (53)—(55) folgt, daß (56)— 
(60) im Falle r = l erfüllt sind. 
Es sei r0 eine positive ganze Zahl. Wir nehmen an, daß die einfachen und stochas-
tisch unabhängigen Mengen Hr(Q(0, 1)) ( r = l , ..., r0), und in (0, 2) orthonor-
mierte Treppenfunktionen 
fr+i,!rti(x), <Pz-*i-i,ir*i-i(x) (s = 1, ..., 2Mr2; r = l , ..., r0) 
schon derart definiert sind, daß (56)—(60) für r= 1, ..., r0 erfüllt sind. Dann gibt es 
eine Einteilung des Intervalls (0, 1) in paarweise disjunkte Intervalle Ip (p = 1, ..., P) 
derart, daß jede Funktion 
<P^+uzr+iix), (p2'+i-i,ir+i-i(.x) (s — 1, • 2Mr2; r = 1, ..., r0) 
in jedem Ip (p= 1 , . . . , P) konstant ist, und jede Menge Hr (r= 1, . . . , r0) 
die Vereinigung gewisser Ip ist. Die zwei Hälften von Ip bezeichnen wir mit I'p und 
/ ; (p=\,~.,p). 
Dann setzen wir 
^>2»+l,2r0+1+l(*) = 
( l / ) /2) ( f g i ( r 0 + 1 ; / ; ; x)- 2 g*(r0+ 1; l"p; x% , *g(0, 1), i 
P=i p=i 
1/2 |/mes 
1/2 Vmes /os+i-i, 2 ro+2-i, x€/2»+i-i, 2»-o+8-i, 
0, sonst, 
( i / / 2 ) ( i fc(ro+i; ]'„• x ) - 2 g . ( r 0 + i ; / ; ; * ) ) . *€(o, i), 
P=i P=i 
- l /2y'mes/2»+ i> 2r0+i+ 1 , x€/ 2«+ i , 2r 0+i+ 1 , 
I - l /2 l /mes/ 2 .+ i_i,2ro+2_i, x € / 2 » + i - I ,2 ' -O+--I , 
(o , sonst 
( s = 1, . . . , 2Af,2+1), und 
U0F(»o+l; rp)ÖF(r0 + l; /;)).' 
P = I 
Es ist klar, daß die Menge • Hr+1(G(0, 1)) einfach ist, die Funktionen 
Treppenfunktionen sind, die Mengen HltHr0+i stochastisch unabhängig sind, 
die Funktionen <P2.+i,2r+i(*), <p2*+i-i,2>-+i-i(x) ( s = l , . . . , 2M 2 ; r = l , . . . , r 0 + l ) in 
(0 ,1) 'e in orthonormiertes System bilden, und daß, weiterhin, auf Grund der 
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Definition von Hr + 1 , bzw. von den Funktionen <P2'+i,^o+1+i(.x)'(p2'*'-i,sro+i-i(x) 
(5=1 , . . . ;2M 2 + 1 ) , "wegen (53)—(55), die Bedingungen (56)—(60) im Falle r = r 0 + 1 
auch erfüllt sind. 
Die Mengenfolge {Hr\?=l und die Funktionen (p2,+u2r+.x(x), t , 2r+i _i (x) 




im Falle (k, l)*(2s+\, 2'+1), ( 2 S + 1 - 1 , 2 r + x - l ) ( 5=1 , . . . ,2M r 2 ; r= 1, 2, ...). Es 
ist klar, daß das System <p= {<j»w(x)}^i=1 orthonormiert in (0,2) ist. 
Wegen der Definition der Folge a und wegen (59) gilt 
s2n. 2n(a, (p\ x) = 0 (x£(0, 1); m, n = 0, 1, ...). 
Weiterhin, wegen der Definition der Funktionen (pkl(x) fü r jedes x€( l , 2) gibt es 
eine Zahl m(x) derart, daß im Falle m, n^m(x) 
Sa-,2«(a,q>; x) = 
akl<pkl(x), x£lkl, 
(k, /) (2S + 1, 2r +1), ( 2 ' + l - l , 2 ' + 1 - l ) , 
s = 1, . . . ,2M, a ; r = 1, 2, ..., 
«2»+1, 2 ' + 1 <Pis+1, 2 r + l ( * ) + a2.' +1 -1, 2 r + 1 -1 <i®2* + 1 , 2 r +1 - 1 (x), 
X€/2«+l,2r+l 
) 2 r + l _ 1 , 
5 = 1, ..., 2Mr2; r = 1,2, ...' 
ist. So folgt, daß lim s2„ 2„(a, (p; x) in (0,2) überall existiert. : min(m,n)-»«> ' 
Es sei nun r0 eine positive ganze Zahl, und Es sei m(x)=m(r0 +1; x) 
derjenige Index, fü r welchen (58) im Falle r=rc +1 gilt. Dann folgt, daß auf Grund 
von (52), (57)—(59) 
( 6 1 ) k 2 m U ) + l t 2 r 0 + 2 ( a , ( p \ x ) | fe . 
I m « / 2S . W 2 ro+ 11 — 2 m ( J C ) + 1 J v _ 2r0 + 2 J a2»+1 .2ro+1 + l(ii'2' + l,2rll+1 + l W + 
m(x)i 2S+1— 2 H 2 r o + 2 -2" j 
+ P 9m(x) + 1 J 2 ' 0 + 2 j a2»+'-1.2 ' 'o+ 2 - l ( i ' '2' + , - l . 2 r 0 + 2 -l ( J C ) — 
. . . I ro » w / 2S W 2r 1 
2 ~ 2'"(;c) + 1 j i ' ~ 2r<>+2 J ü s * + 1 , 2 r + 1 < ; i , 2 * + 1 ' " r + 1 ^ — 
ro i « ( i ) Y • • 2 s + 1 - 2 U 2 m 1 — 2 1 
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& [ L ( ( ' • • • ' 2 * M ' + 4 ( I 2RO+2) 
(2 s + 1 _ 2 w 2r«+2 — 1 ¡j> 1 — p ^ r ) [ ' 2^+2 JJ + + " 2 T f ^ 2 1 M ' = 
lm(x") —1 (f 2" W 2'o+M 
] y - 2-KO + i J l 1 — 
( 2 S + 1 - 2 W 2'»' - — 
- 2»K*) + 1 J 2 ^ J j flS«+l,2',0+1 + l<i'2'+l,2'p + l + l W + 
I IfC 2m(Jt) W 2r«+11 
: ^ 2m(^)+1 — 2~| 2'-o+2 —2 I 
2 m ( ' v ) '-1 Jl 2̂0+2 Jj ° ! " U + l . ä ' " H + l ( , , ! " l " , H , ! ' « + 1 + t W | r 
r 
' r=l 
= T k l o g M ' o « ( r , n M ) 2 № C4 - / 2 c4 i 2 M 2 -
_ logM r o + 1 -8 / 2 ('•o+l)'?-22M2() + 1 + lA'2r0+2 
(l /8K2)(max(/-0+l,33C 4 l 2 M r 2 ) - 3 2 c 4 j ? 2M2) .3= ( 1 / 8 / 2 ) (r0 +1), 
r r.l r = l 
wegen |flfc(|= 1. " 
Es sei nun H = lim Hr. Da die Mengen Hr stochastisch unabhängig sind, r —CO 
und (56) für jedes /- gilt, ergibt sich durch Anwendung des Borel—Cantellischen 
Lemmas: 
mes H -- 1': 
Im Falle x£H gilt aber (61) für unendlich viele r mit m(x)=m(r; x) ( s M 2 ) . So 
erhalten wir 
Km |<r2™,2"(a, <P\ *)| = <~ 
m m (m, «)-*<» 
fast überall in (0, 1). 
Es sei 
*„(*) = fi<puQx) (*e(0, 1); k, I = 1, 2, ...)• • . 
Für das System <P= und für die Folge a sind aber alle Erforderungen 
des Falles 1 erfüllt. 
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2. Beweis des F a l l e s 2. Durch vollständige,Induktion werden wir zwei Fol-
gen ( 2 s ) A / 1 < . . . < M P < . . . , ( l= )A^ 1 <. . .< iV r <. . . von positiven ganzen Zahlen 
angeben, für die die Ungleichungen 
(62) r + 1 > (log Mr)JrXi2M^i2Nr+1 r, 
(63) ( l /2«0 l/r 
e=i 
bei jedem r = l , 2 , ... erfüllt sind. 
Wir setzen nämlich JVj=l'. Dann sei Mt gleich der kleinsten ganzen Zahl 
2), für die 
-. 2 > (log k)l?.^.fi2+1 a 1 
gilt. Dann sind (62), (63) im Falle r = 1 erfüllt. 
Es sei r0 eine positive ganze Zahl. Wir nehmen an, daß die ganzen Zahlen 
( 2 s ) M 1 - = . . . < M r o , (1 = ) # ! < . . . s c h o n derart definiert sind,: daß (62), (63) 
im Falle r = l , ..., r0 erfüllt sind. Dann sei Nr+1 gleich der kleinsten ganzen 
Zahl !(>Nr), für die 
(1/2') 2 M ^ l / ( r 0 + l) 
ist. Weiterhin sei M, + l gleich der kleinsten ganzen Zahl k ( > M r J , für die 
r0 + 2 > ( l o g k ) / ( r 0 + l)A22fcs/i2Nr0+i+1 = ra+1 
ist. Für die ganzen Zahlen ( 2 = ) M x < . . . < M r + 1 , ( l = ) i V 1 < . . . < A ' r + 1 bestehen also 
(62), (63) auch im Falle r = l , ...,r0+l. Die Zahlenfolgen {Mr}~=1, {7Vr}"=1 mit 
den erforderten Eigenschaften erhalten wir durch Induktion. 
Wir definieren die Koeffizientenfolge b folgenderweise. Es sei 
b,., = 
'1 / r M , l 2 2 J i p ! ^ + 1 ; l = 2N ' ; k = 2\ ..., 2 i Mr; r = 1, 2, ..., 
1 /rM,A22m2№'+1, l = 2 N'+l; k = 21, ..., 22M°; r = 1, 2, ..., 
.0, sonst. 
Es ist klar, daß 
CO OO ~ 2AIR S OO 2 M * 
2 2 bh4nf = 2 2 + 2 2 ^ 
* = 1 / = 1 r = l s = l r = l s = l 
^ 2 2 = 4 21/'-2 < ~ 
r = l r = l 
gilt, also besteht (6). 
Wir definieren das in (0, 2) orthonormierte System von Treppenfunktionen 
Wr(*), i l / V t i N r + 1 ( x ) (s = 1, . . . , 2M r 2 ; /• = 1, 2, . . , ) 
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und die Folge von einfachen und stochastisch unabhängigen Mengen G , (g (0 , 1)) 
(r=l,2,...) mit folgenden Eigenschaften. 
Für jedes r gilt 
(64) mes Gr ^ c3, 
und 
(65) \<k_.t2Nr(x)\, \ip2, 2Nr+1(x)\ ^ C4/(/2 (X€(0, 1); s = 1, ...,2Mf). 
Für jedes x£Gr gibt es einen Index m(r;x) mit 
(i) Mf =s m (r; x) < 2Mf, 
(66) (ii) </Vi2ivP(*) ^ 0 (x<=Gr; s = 1, . . . . m(r; *)), 
m(r;x) 
(iii) 2 2/vr (x) = (i'r,/1^2) M r log M r (x€Gr). 
Weiterhin besteht für jedes r 
(67) = >>2.,2* r+1M (x6(0, 1); s = 1, ..., 2 M f ) , 
(68) tfy2„r(x) = i / ^ 2 W r + 1 (x) = 0 (x€(l , 2 ) \ ( / 2 S 2„r U / 2 , 2 * r + 1 ) ) 
(s = 1, ..., 2MP2). 
Wir setzen 
^. .a .v^x) = 
g , ( l ; x ) / / 2 , x<E(0, 1), 
1/2 ] /mes/ 2„ i 2^, x€ / 2 , i ä N i , 
1 / 2 / m e s / 
0, sonst, 
g , ( l ; x ) / / 2 , x€(0, 1), 
- 1 / 2 / m e s / J , ^ , ; * € / 2 , i S JV,, 
- l / 2 / m e s / 2 . j 2 N i + 1 , x£ / . + 1' 2», 2̂ 1 + 1 
0, sonst 
(s = 1, ...,2Ml), und Gi = F( l ) . 
Auf Grund der Eigenschaften von F ( l ) und g s ( l ; x ) ist G j ( ^ ( 0 , 1)) einfach, 
diese Funktionen sind Treppenfunktionen, und sie bilden ein orthonormiertes Sys-
tem in (0, 2). Weiterhin, auf Grund der Definition von Gx, bzw. von diesen Funk-
tionen, wegen (53)—(55) sind (64)—(68) im Falle /-=1 erfüllt. 
Es sei r„ eine positive ganze Zahl. Wir nehmen an, daß die einfachen und stochas-
tisch unabhängigen Mengen G r ( g ( 0 , 1 ) ) (r— 1, . . . , r0) und die orthonormierten 
Treppenfunktionen ^ . ^ ( x ) , i^2.>2Nr+1(x) ( s = l , . . . , 2M 2 ; r = l , . . . , r0) in (0,2) 
schon derart definiert sind, daß (64)—(68) im Falle r=l, ,.., r0 erfüllt werden. 
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Dann gibt es eine Einteilung des Intervalls (0, 1) in paarweise disjunkte Inter-
valle (q= 1, ..., Q) derart, daß jede Funktion 
<A2., ZNk(X), 4>2',2»R+I(X) (s= •••> 2M;;r=], ..., r0) 
in jedem Intervall Jq (q= 1, .,., Q) konstant ist, und jede Menge Gr (r= 1, ..., r0) 
die Vereinigung von gewissen Jq ist. Die zwei Hälfte von Jq bezeichnen wir mit Jq, 
bzw. mit Jq (<7=1, ..., Q). 
Dann setzen wir 
0 / ^ ( 1 ¿ & ( ' o + i ; •/;; *))> x€(o, i), 
9 = 1 9 = 1 
1/2 
1/2 l /mes/2 I j 2 f i r o + 1 + 1 , 
10, 
X ^ 1 2S, 2W>o+1 ' 
X€/2Si27Vro + i + 1 , 
, sonst, 
und 
( i / l / 2 ) ( i g s ( ' - o + i ; x ) ~ K \ *)), x m 
9 = 1 9 = 1 
= - 1 / 2 ymes/ 2 . 2 N f o + 1 , 
- 1 / 2 l/mes/2 J i 2 W r o + 1 + i , 
10, 
(s = 1, . . . ,2M 2 + 1 ) , und 
2 \ r o + 1 , 
1 2', 2^0+1+1' 
sonst 
G, 0 + 1= U ( ^ ( r o + i ; A ' ) U F ( r 0 + i ; •/;))• 
9-1 . . . . 
Es ist klar, daß die Menge G r<)+1(g(0, 1)) einfach ist, die Mengen Gr 
( r= 1, ..., r 0 + l ) stochastisch unabhängig sind, diese Funktionen Treppenfunktionen 
sind, und die Funktionen iA2»>2Nr(x), ^2",2N.+i(x) ( s = • • • > 2Mr2; r = l , . . . , r 0 + l ) in 
(0, 2) ein orthonormiertes System bilden. Weiterhin, nach der Definition der Menge 
(?ro+1 und der Funktionen (*=.!, 2M 2 + 1 ) aus (53)— 
(55) folgt, daß (64)—(68) auch im Falle r=r0 + l bestehen. 
Die Mengenfolge {Gr}™=l und die Funktionen 
$2>,2i>Xx)' *l/2',2"r+i(x) ( i = 1» 2M2 ; r= 1, 2, ...) 
erhalten wir also durch Induktion. 
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Endlich sei 
( jc) = 11/Kmes / „ , x£lkl, 
sonst 
im Falle (k, 1)^(2", 2N'), (2S, 2 ^ + 1 ) 0 = 1,. . . , 2M,2; r = 1, 2, ...). Damit haben wir 
das ganze orthonormierte System ^ = i n (0,2) definiert. 
Es sei G = E m G r . Da die Mengen G. stochastisch unabhängig sind, und 
(64) für jedes r besteht, durch Anwendung des Borel—Cantellischen Lemmas bekom-
men wir: 
mes G = 1. 
Es sei r0 eine positive ganze Zahl, und x€Gr^. Es sei weiterhin m(x)=m(r0; x) 
derjenige Index, für welchen (66) im Falle r=r0 besteht. Auf Grund der Definition 
der Folge b, aus (62), (66) und (67) ergibt sich: 
i m<*-) i Is^t p (b; t/i; x)\ = \2 N il/2S N (x)\ = 
S=1 
m(x) 
(69) = ( l /r0M r o l2 ä M r i ^ ) 1 2 ,»,„(*)I ^ 
0 s = 1 
Im Falle x£G gilt aber (69) für unendlich viele r0, und so ist 
Em |s2'»l2"(&> 'A; *)r = °° 
min (m,/i)— 0 0 
fast überall in (0,1), wegen (66) (i). 
Auf Grund von (68) gibt es für jedes x€( l , 2) eine Zahl m(x) derart, daß 
im Falle m, n ^ m ( x ) 
ö2'»,2*(b, ^;x) = 
*€/„, (k, l) * (T, 2"r), (2S, 2"r + l); 
V .. 2 M 2 ) s = 1, ..., 2M2 ; r = 1,2, ..., 
( 2 S - 1 U 2Nr — 11 
[1 2™ j + 
+ ( ' L1 ^ ü2°, 
J = 1, . . . , 2 M r a ; r = 1 , 2 , . . . 
ist. So folgt, daß . lirn a2m 2„(b, 4/; x) in (1, 2) überall existiert. 
min(m,n)-*co ' ' 
Es seien m, n positive ganze Zahlen, und sei r(n) diejenige ganze Zahl, für die 
Nr(n) s n < Nm+1 .;.. 
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besteht; offensichtlich gilt 
lim r(n) = °°. 
n—00 
Für x£(0, 1), auf Grund der Definition der Folge b und von (67) gilt 
<72m>2n(b, \j/; x) = 
min(2M® < n ) ,m) 
= 2 (1 — (2S — l)/2m)(l —(2N'(»> - l)/2A''(»))f> 21*r(»)̂ ra*.a'vr<»> 
5 = 1 
r(/i)-l min(2A/r2,m) 
+(1/2"H->) 2 2 ( l - ( 2 ' - l ) / 2 m ) f c , . 2 „ > 2 . 2 i y r ( * ) r = l 5=1 
im Fa l l e n=NrW, bzw. 
min(2A/rs(„,,m) 
Or-Mb, <P; X) = (1/2") 2 (1 - ( 2 S - l ) / 2 m ) b 3 . 2 N r M 4 ' 2 . , 2 ^ ( J x ) + 
5 = 1 ' 
rOO-l min(2M*,m) 
+ (1/2") 2 2" ( l - ( 2 ' - t ) / 2 m ) 6 „ . 2^ r(x) 
r = 1 s = 1 
im Falle n > N r W . Also besteht immer 
min(2Mrs(n),m) 
ff2-.r(t, t; x) = (1/2") 2 (1 -(^-mm)b^2NrM^2NrM(x)+ 
5 = 1 • 
(70) 
r ( « ) — 1 m i n ( 2 A f r , m) +(l/2") 2 2 ( l - ( 2 s - l ) / 2 m ) b a . > 2 „ > 2 . > 2 „ r ( x ) 
r = 1 S = 1 
in (0, 1). 
Aus l und aus (63), (65) ergibt sich 
r(n)-l min (2Af*, m) 
( 1 / 2 " ) | 2 2 (1— (2S — l)/2m)b . 2Nr(x)| s 
r = l 5 = 1 . , 
r(«)-i . , ( „ )_! .i ^ (l/2ff-«»>) 2 2 K 2*J ^ (cJ/2 2**0). 2 M? ^ ( c 4 / / 2 ) ( l / r (n ) ) , r = l s = l ' ' r = l 
woraus folgt, daß überall in (0, 1) 
. ' I •• 
1 r(n)—1 min (2Afr2, m) 
(71) lim - i . 2 2 ( 0 ' ~ ( 2 S - m m ) K , 2 N r ^ 2 N r ( x ) = 0 
^ r = l 5 = 1 
gleichmäßig in m besteht. 
Für eine positive ganze Zahl r setzen wir 
Sr(x) = max . 1 2 b2._iNr^2flr(x)\ (x€(0, 2)). 
l s / i 2 A / ^ j s i 
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Auf Gnind des Hilfssatzes I, aus der Definition der Folge b und aus (62) folgt, 
1 2 2 M? 
/ öHx)dx ^ f öf(x) dx S Cllog2(2Mra + l) 2 4.iSNr ^ 
о 0 5 = 1 
S сЛ\о%2МгШЧгШ,ц\Ыг+1) ^ 4c w r 2 (r = 1, 2, ...)• 
Da Nr^r ( r = 1, 2, ...) offensichtlich gilt, erhalten wir daraus: 
2 ( l /22"0 / <5?(x) dx =§ 4c16 1 ( 1 W 2 ^ 4c16 2 /•2/22r < - ; 
r = l / r = l r = l 
folglich gilt 
(72) lim (1/2*0 <5, (x) = 0 fast überall in (0, 1). 
Г-*оо 
Es sei r eine positive ganze Zahl, und x£(0, 1). Dann besteht 
m i n ( 2 M r ! , m ) 
2 (1 - ( 2 S - l ) /2 m )b 2 . j 2 *>_ W r (x ) = 
(73) 
" ' - 1 s m 
= - ( 1 / 2 - ) 2 (2S —2S+1) 2 b 2 . ^ > 2 , ^ r ( x ) + ( l - ( 2 m - l ) / 2 m ) 2 b^ lNr(x) 
s**1 <1=1 ' ' а — 1 ' 
im Falle m ^ 2 M 2 , und 
111111(2«,?,/«) 
2 ( l - (2 s- l ) /2"-)b 2 , i ä W> 2 .> a l V p(x) = 5 = 1 
2Mr3-l s . . : • 
(74) = - ( l / 2 m ) 2 (2 s -2> + 1 ) 2 W A - ,sr(x) + 
S=1 ff = l 
•Uf* 
+(1 l)/2m) 2 W - W « 
a = 1 
im Falle m>2M r a . Aus (73) und (74) folgt 
m i n ( 2 M ® , m ) 
| 2 ( l - (2 s- l ) /2™)b a . i 2 N> 2 .> a i V r(x) | s 
(75) S = 1 
S (1 + 1 —(2m — l)/2m)<5r(x) ё 2<5,(x) 
im Falle bzw. 
m i n (2 Л / Д т ) 
I 2 (1 - (2S - l)/2m) b2.2nr ф ajvr (x)| ^ 
(76) S = 1 
== (22 M ' j2m + 1 - (22M- - l)/2m)5r(x) ^ 2<5r(x) 
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im Fal le m > 2 A f r 2 , f ü r x€ (0 , 1). Aus (72), (75) u n d (76) bekommen wir , d a ß in 
(0, 1) fast überal l 
MIN(2A/RS, M) 
(77) lim (1/2*0 2 { \ - { 2 * - \ ) l 2 m ) b v 2 „ > 2 . = 0 
gleichmäßig in m besteht. Aus (70), (71) und (77) erhal ten wir endlich, d a ß 
lim ~»(b,i]/; x) = 0 
min (m, n)-» <» 
in (0, 1) fas t überall ist. N a c h dem Obigen gilt a lso . lim <t2„, 2„(b, ip; x ) = 0 in min(m,n) -*-°o * 
(0 ,2 ) fas t überal l . 
Endlich setzen wir 
<?„(*) = i2^kl{2x) (x€(0, 1); k, l = 1, 2, ...). 
F ü r das System { f V i x ) } ^ ^ und f ü r die Fo lge b sind also alle E r fo rde rungen 
des Falles 2 erfül l t . 
D a m i t haben wir Satz I I bewiesen. 
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On approximation by arbitrary systems in ¿"-spaces 
N G U Y E N X U A N K Y 
Dedicated to Professor László Leindler on his 50th birthday 
1. Introduction. Let — °O<ü<6<OO5 p=b—a. Let L2=L2[p] be the space 
of all square integrable functions defined on ( — ° = ) which are /^-periodic. The 
norm in I?[p] is defined by 
\ \ f \ \ ^ { } \ f ( x ) \ 2 d x f \ fiL2[p}. 
a 
Let í> = {<P*K=o b e a complete orthonormal system in L2[p]. For / i , / 2 , ... 
...,fn£L?[p] let us denote by [ f u f 2 , ...,/„] the linear span of / l 5 / 2 , . . . , /„. For 
any feL2[p] let 
(1) En = Ef ( f ) = inf \\f-qh, « = 0,1,2, . . . 
be the n-th best approximation of / with respect to the system <P. We know that 
E%(f) can be given by the generalized Fourier coefficients o f / with respect to the 
system <£, more precisely, 
E f ( f ) = [ ¿ c2k(f)Y'2, „ = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . 
where 
b 
Ck(f) = / f(x)<pk(x) dx, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
a 
In this paper we give an answer to the following question due to Prof. L. 
Leindler: Characterize those orthonormal systems <P for which 
£*(/) S ca>(f, 1/«), V/€¿2[/>], « = 1 , 2 , . . . 
where co(f, <5) denotes the; Z.2-modulus of continuity o f / , i.e. 
co(J, Ó) = sup \\f(x + h)-f(x)\\2. 
Received May 21, 1984. 
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2. Lemmas. We need the following lemmas. 
L e m m a 1. Let f?n>0 (n= 1, 2, ...). Suppose tliat the system <P= o con~ 
tains a constant function, say: cp0=C. The following statements are equivalent: 
a) There exists an absolute constant Cl such that 
(3) Efto^CMf.e»), yf€L*[p\. 
b) There exists an absolute constant C2 such that 
(4) E?{F) ^ C.,on|]/|j,,, V/€L2[P1 
X 
where F(x)= f f(t)dt. 
a 
P r o o f . 1. a) — b): Let / t>0. By the formula 
h 
F(x + h)-F(x)= f f ( x + t)dt 
0 
we have 
||i-(je+li)-JF(jc)B« = \\f f ( x + ')dt\\2 s / ||/(- +0M' = f m * d t = h\\f\U . 
0 0 0 
hence co(F, So, from a) we obtain 
En(F)sCMFQn)^Cl8n\\fh-
This proves (4). 
2. b)—a): We apply the transform of.Steklov: Let 
/.(*) = Qn1 J f ( x + t)dt, x£[a, b\. 
o 
Then f„(x) is absolute continuous, therefore f„(x) is an integral function of /„ ' : 
/,W = //„'(0 dt+Ua) = /,(*)+/»(*)• 
a 
Since the system contains the constant function we have En(fn)=E„(fn). On 
the other hand, we have 
Wf-U, = II«.-1 / " ( / ( * + > ) - / M l dt\\2 * «(/; <?„), 
0 
ll/B'IU = + ^ Q^COif ft,), •••• 
Hence we obtain by (4): 
EM) = EniJn) + \\f-L,h s C2Q„\\J'n\U+a>if <?„) (I + C 2 ) w ( / q„). 
This proves (3). 
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Now, we introduce the following class of functions: . 
Ln = [<Po, <Pi, <P»l ti =_{g€f'[/»]: (g, q) = 0, V?€A,}, n = 0, 1, 2, ... 
b 
where (g,q)= f g(x)q(x)dx. If the system <P is complete, then this definition is 
a 
equivalent to the following: 
(5) l i = {g = 2 ct<pt: 2 » = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . 
A=rt+1 *=n+l 
We notice that L„ and L^ are (linear and closed) subspaces of L?[p\. 
L e m m a 2. (4) is equivalent to the following : 
(6) ||G||a S Ca0nl|g|U» Vg6Li-, « = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . 
Jf 
where G(JC) = J g(t) dt. 
a 
P r o o f . Let f£L?[p] and let S ( f ) be the generalized Fourier series o f / w i t h 
respect to the system <P, that is 
S ( f ) = 2 ck(f)<pk k=0 
where 
. 6 
<*(/) = f f(x)<pk(x) dx, k = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . a 
We have by the minimum property of an orthonormal system: 
£ - • ( / ) =11. 2 Q(/)%||„ *=n+l 
or, equivalently, 
• :. b 
(7) En(f)=sup ff(x)g(x)dx, « = 0 , 1 , : . . . 
: tCL* a 
llill.si 
Now, we apply this formula for the proof of Lemma 2. 
a) ( 6 ) - ( 4 ) : Let f£LB, g£L±, | | * | | 8 s l , and let 
G(x) = / g(t)dt, F(x) = //(0<"-
a a 
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We have by integration by parts and (6): 
/ F(x)g(x) dx = FG\ba - / f(x)G(x) dx = 
a a 
= f f(x)G(x)dxS\\/UG\U^ C . f c j / 1 , . 
a 
(we notice that since and <pa=C, we have G(a)=G(b)=0). From the last 
inequality we obtain (4) by an application of (7). 
b) (4)—(6): Let f€L2, g ^ , \\g\\2s\. Since 
f Fix)g{x)dx= J G(x)/(x)dx, 
a a 
from (4) and (7) we have 
(8) f Xx)G(x)dx*Cte.m-
a 
Now, let 0 b e fixed. Let g*=gl\\g\W, then and | |g*ll2=l. Let 
X ' 
G*(x) = f g*(t)dt. 
a 
From (8) we obtain: 
/ f(x)G*(x)dx S C 2 e„ | i / | 2 , V/€L2[p], 
a 
Hence, \\G*\\2^C2Qn from which it follows that ||G||2^CsQnWgh* This proves (6). 
Now let us denote by / the integral operator, that is, 
X 
If{x)= J f(t)dt,f£LnP], xe[a,b), 
a 
and let If{x) be a p-periodic function. We know that the operator / is a bounded 
linear operator of the space L? to L2. Let /„: 'L^ — L2[p] be the restriction of I to 
the space L^ , and let | | |/n | | | denote the norm o f / „ , that is, 
(9) | | | / J | | = sup | | /„g| |2= sup (|/g||2. 
llsll.si llsll.si 
Then we have 
0 0 ) U / g M I I I / J I I I g h , g e t f , 
so that (6) is always true for C2g l l=|| | / I , | | | . 
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Therefore we have: 
L e m m a 3. Let A„=|| | /n | | | ( « = 0 , 1 , 2 , ...). 
a) We have 
(11) ¿?n(F) ^ A J / | | 2 , \/f£L*[p], 
where F(x)=//(*). 
b) The order A„ is best possible, this means that if for A^>0: 
E„(F) S A„||/| |2, V/€L2[/>], 
then A>A„ ( « = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ) . 
P r o o f , a) is proved above. Claim b) follows from the fact that if E„(F)S 
V/<E£2[/>], then by Lemma 2 we have hence 
we obtain by the definition of the norm |||/B | | | that A ^ | | | / n | | | = A B . 
In the following we consider only a complete or thonormal system ^={cp0,<p1,...} 
which satisfies the following conditions: 
(12) (p0(t) = C (constant), 
(13) for « = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , 
We remark that the condition (13) is equivalent to the following: for n = 0 , 1, 2, ... , 
if then /g6Ln x . 
L e m m a 4. Let (P={(p0, q>x, ...} be the complete orthonormal system satisfying 
(12) and (13). Let \j)k=Iq>k, fc=0,1,2,..., where I denotes the integral operator. 
Then for « = 0 , 1 , 2 , ... the system is complete, linearly independent in the 
subspace L„ . 
P r o o f , a) is linearly independent. Suppose that ak (k = n-1-1, 
n + 2 , ..., n+m) are real numbers satisfying 
n+m 
2 «k*k = o. 
k=n+1 
Then by differentiation we have 
n+m 
2 ak<pk = o * = n + l 
hence a t = 0 (k=n+1,..., n+m), since {<p*}j~»o i s independent, 
b) {i/ifc}"=n+1 is complete in L f . Suppose that g € L £ satisfies 
/ g(x)4>k(x)dx = Q (fesn+l): 
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Let /g=G(x) . Integrating by parts we obtain (by (12) we have \j/k(a)=\lik(b)=Q 
for £ & n + l > 0 ) : 
b b 
(14) 0 = / g (x ) .K(x)dx = / G(x)Mx)dx (k^n+l). 
a a 
Since by (13) we have that is 
fG(x)q>k{x)dx = 0 (ksn) 
a 
and so (14) is valid for every k = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . from which it follows by the completeness 
of the system $={<pt}~=0 that G(x)=0, therefore g(x)=C (constant). But 
so by (12) we have g(x)=C=0. 
Let now «G0 and fixed. Let iA„+2> •••}• Since <Pn is linearly inde-
pendent (Lemma 4), by the process of Gram—Schmidt we obtain the orthonormal 
system //=(/»!, ...)crL^- as follows. For m = 1,2, ... let 
(15) AM = = 
+ 'L+iM^ + i, </»„+a)-- №n+i, tn+m) 
0A„+2> ^ + 1 ) ^ + 2 , +2) ••• (IA„+2, >A„+m) 
0K + m> tn + JWn + n,, *l>n + i) OL + m, ^n + D,) 
be the 7»-th Gram—Schmidt's determinant of the system Let 
be the cofactor of an element ( /= 1,2, . . . , w). We define the following infinite 
m a t r i x : . . . . . . 
1 Aa(«f,) A s W 
(16) /!(<£„) = ( « № = i = 0 
From the matrix ;4(i>„) we define the matrix Am(<P„): 
«<?> a® ... affi 
0 a® ... < > 
= ( « № = 1 -(17) = 
0 0 . . . ¿ » J 
Let Bm(<Pn)=A~\$„) be the inverse matrix of A„,(<!>„): 
(18) 
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From the the matrix В,„(Ф„) (m = 1 , 2 , ...) we define the infinite matrix: 
(19) i W = ( 0 , № = i • 
The process of Gram—Schmidt gives the following formula: 
(20) Фп А (Ф„) = H, НВ(Ф„) = Фя 
where Ф„ А(Ф„) and НВ(Ф„) denote the usual products of matrices (infinite matrices). 
Now we return to the determination of the exact value of |||/„|||. Let g£ L,|. 
Then we have 
g= Z ck<pk, ¡g||2 = ( 2 ck)m-k=a+1 k=n+1 
Since the operator I is linear and continuous (in the metric of L2), we have 
Ig= 2 cki<pk= 2 скфк = 2d,ih к=)1 +1 k=n+l / = 1 
where 
(21) d = СВ(Ф„) 
with.•C=(C„+1 , C„+ 2 , .. ), d=(d1, d2, .:.). By Parseval's formula we have 
(22) \\Ig\\ 2 = (2<ЧУ*. i=i 
Let /2 denote the Hilbert space of all sequences с—(c l5 c2, ...) for which ||c||(s= 
=( 2 c2)1/2<oo. Now, from (21), (22) we obtain 
jt=i 
(23) | | | / n | | | = sup | / g | | 2 = sup ¡С5(ФЯ)||, :. 
.11.11,« 
Finally, from (23), by a known theorem of functional analysis (see e.g. Л. В. Кан-
торович—Г. П. Акилов [1], p. 193) we have 
(24)' | | |/„|| | = sup max p.j[B*{<Pn)Bm{<Pm)} 
m i l l a ^ s m 
where B*(<Pn) denotes the adjoint matrix of Bm(<Pn) and A.j[B*(<Pn)Bm(€>n)] denotes 
an eigenvalue of the matrix B*($n)Bm(4>„). 
3. So, the formula (24), and Lemmas 1, 3 prove the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m . Lei # = {<pJr=o be a complete orthonormal system in L2[p], which 
satisfies the conditions (12) and (13). Let Bm($„) be the matrix defined by (IS), (16), 
(17), (18), and let be the eigenvalues of the self-adjoint matrix 5* ($n)Bm(<Pn). Let 
(25) e„ = &ЛФ) = sup max , n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
m S 1 l s j s m 
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Then we have 
a) E*{f) S C,co(f, Qn), V/<EL2[/>], » = 1 , 2 , . . . 
where C3 is an absolute constant (we can select C3=2; see the proof of Lemma 2); 
b) Q„ is best possible, that is if En(f)sCt<a(f, g'„), V/C¿2, n = l , 2, . . . , then 
e„ = 0(6'n). 
R e m a r k 1. Let Q(p) be the set of all functions / , which are absolute con-
tinuous in [a,b] and for which f'£L2[p], | | / ' | | 2=sl . Let 
= sup E f ( f ) and dn(Q)= inf E?(Q), « = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , 
fta ví? 
where y denotes the class of orthonormal systems in L2[p]; d„(Q) is called the 
n-th width of the set Q. If for some we have d„(Q)=E?*(Q);n=0, 1, 2, ... , 
then we say that <P* is an extremal system for the set Q. 
Let now T be the trigonometric system 
y _ í 1 cos a: sin* cos nx sin nx j 
\ f b i ' f¡¡ ' f ñ ' ' " ' fit ' f ñ '"'i' 
We know that for a set Q=i2(2n)dL2[2n], the system T is an éxtremal system in 
L2[2TT], a n d 
d„[i2(2«)] = E„T[Q(2«)] = l/(« + l), « = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
(See e.g. G . G . LORENTZ [2] p . 140.) So the system 
is orthonormal in L?[p] \ it is an extremal system for the set Q=Q(p)czL?[p\ and 
(26) dn[Q(p)\ = E?'[Q(p)] = (l/(n + l))(2n/p), n = 0, 1, 2 , . . . . 
We return to the definition of gn($). We have 
(27) g„(<P) = 1114111= sup ¡|/g||2 ^ sup £ * ( / / ) = £ f ( f l ) , n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
ma 
llill,si 
From (26) and (27) we obtain that 
(28) fi,(*)s(2K//0(l/(» + l)), « = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . 
R e m a r k 2. From the above theorem and (28) it follows that for some ortho-
normal system $ satisfying (12) and (13), the following statements are equivalent: 
a) E f { f ) S. Cs(o(f, 1/«), fZL*[p], « = 1 , 2 , , . . , 
' b) (2it//»)(l/(« + l ) ) s & ( t f ) s C , ( l / i « ) , « = 1 , 2 , . . . , 
where gn(i>) is defined by (25); C5 and C6 denote absolute constants. 
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R e m a r k 3. For the trigonometric system T, the following inequalities are valid 
(for & ( D = l / ( « + l ) ) : 
E j { f ) == ClQn{T)\\f'l №L*[2n], f'CL2[2n], 
\\t'n\ ^ c s e - \ T ) \ \ t n \ \ , v/„er„ 
where T„ denotes the set of all trigonometric polynomials of order at most n, and 
C , = C 8 = 1 . The two inequalities in (29) play an important role in the proofs of the 
direct and converse approximation theorems. 
We can ask: is (29) true for an arbitrary system? The answer is that in general 
(29) is not true. Indeed, let us consider the following system. Let T I 0 S 1 be a fixed 
integer. Let 
_ ( 1 cos kx sin kx l00 f 1 „ . . _ , T = \ - = , . - , - — ¿ = - \ = Ck(x), S k (x) l . 
l / 2 a i n fH. J f c = 1 \ y i i t i k = i 
We consider the following system: 
T* = { I / / S F , C l 5 Sx, C„ Sz, ..., C „ 0 _ x , S„a-x, C„0+i, S„0+1, 
C„0+2) S„0+2, ..., Cnl-1, Sn*-1, C„0, S„0, Cn*+1, SnJ+i, 
Cn*+2, 5ns+2, ..., CnJ-i , 5nJ- i , CnJ, CBJ+I, Sn}+i,...}. 
W e have e „ ( r * ) ~ l / ^ n . So the second inequality in (29) is not true for e ~ 1 ( r * ) ~ 
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On the restricted convergence and (C, 1, l)-summability 
of double orthogonal series 
F. MÓRICZ 
Dedicated to Professor László Leindler on his 50th birthday 
J. Introduction. Let be an arbitrary positive measure space and 
{(pik(x): i,k= 1,2, ...} an orthonormal system (in abbreviation: ONS) on X. We 
shall consider the double orthogonal series 
( i - i ) 2 2aik<pik(x), ;=l k=i 
where {aik: i,k= 1 ,2 , . . . } is a double sequence of real numbers (coefficients), 
for which 
(1-2) 2 2° 
By the extended Riesz—Fischer theorem there exists a function / ( x ) € L 2 = 
= L2(X, /i) such that (1.1) is the Fourier series of f ( x ) with respect to {<pik (x)} 
and the rectangular partial sums 
m n 
S„m(x) = 2 2 aik<Pik(x) ( '", " = I, 2, ...) 
i= l t= l 
converge to / ( x ) in the L2-metric: 
f [s„,„ (x) - / ( x ) ] 2 dp (x) - 0 as min (m, n) 
Here and in the sequel, the integrals are taken over the whole space X. 
Beside sm„(x) we consider the first arithmetic means, the so-called (C, 1,1)-
means am„(x) of series (1.1) defined by 
J m n 
= 2 2 ( i - - ^ - 1 f i ( ' " - " = 2, ...)• 
í=ik=iV m ) \ n ) 
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2. Unrestricted convergence. It is well-known that condition (1.2) itself does not 
ensure the pointwise convergence of imn(x) or a ^ x ) . The extension of the famous 
Rademacher—Mensov theorem proved by a number of authors (see [1], [7], etc.) 
reads as follows. 
T h e o r e m A. If 
(2.1) 2 2  al [log ( i+ l ) ] 2 [log (k + l)]2 < CO, 
i=l* = 1 
then 
smn (x) — f ( x ) a.e. as min (in, n) — °° 
and there exists a function F(x)£L2 such that 
sup |sm„(x)| S F(x) a.e. 
m, Rgl 
In this paper the logarithms are to the base 2. 
The following theorem (see, e.g. [8]) gives information on the order of mag-
nitude of jmn(x) in the more general setting of (1.2). 
T h e o r e m B. Under condition (1.2), 
(2.2) sm„(x) = 0 x{log(m+l) log(w- | - l )} a.e. as max (m, n) -
and there exists a function F(x)£ £2 such that 
Similarly to the case of the single orthogonal 
series, the convergence prop-
erties improve when the first arithmetic means amn(x) are considered instead of the 
rectangular partial sums smn (x). The following extension of the summation theorem 
of MenSov and Kaczmarz was proved in [10]. We note that it was stated earlier in 
[5] and [4], but the proofs are not complete in them. 
T h e o r e m C. If 
(2.3) 2 2 a % [log log (/ + 3)]2 [log log (k+3)]2 < » , 
i=i*=i 
then 
<Tm„(x) — f ( x ) a.e. as min (m, n) 
and there exists a function F(x)dL- such that 
sup k„„(x)| =s F(x) a.e. 
m.nl£ 1 
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The order of magnitude of omn(x), under condition (1.2), is also better in gen-
eral than that of smn(x). In contrast to the theory of single orthogonal series, the 
performance of an Abel transformation is avoided in the proof given in [11]. 
T h e o r e m D. Under condition (1.2), 
(2.4) omn(x) = ox {loglog (m+3) loglog(w + 3)} a.e. as max(m, TJ) — 
and there exists a function F(x)£ L2 such that 
sup i — - |(T'""(,x)l , — 7 — si F(x) a.e. 
m.ns 1 log log (m + 3) log log (« + 3) 
3. Restricted convergence. In the statements of Theorems A and C both m and 
n tend to °° independently of each other. 
We say that m and n tend restrictedly to <=° if min (m, n) — °° in such a way 
that the ratios m/n and n/m remain bounded, i.e., there exists a real number 
1 such that while both m and n tend to <*>. We say that sm„(x) 
or am„(x) restrictedly converges to f(x) a.e. if s„m(x) or omn(x) tends to f ( x ) a.e., 
respectively, whenever m and n tend restrictedly to <». In the case of <r„,n(x), we 
may say that series (1.1) is restrictedly (C, 1, l)-summable to f ( x ) a.e. 
The first remarkable fact is that the a.e. restricted convergence of Jmn(x) can-
not be ensured in general by any weaker condition than (2.1). This means that, in 
terms of coefficient tests, there is no difference between the a.e. unrestricted con-
vergence and the a.e. restricted convergence of the rectangular partial sums of 
double orthogonal series. 
T h e o r e m E. For every nonincreasing sequence {e (in): / n = l , 2 , ...} of positive 
numbers tending to 0 as m—<*>, there exist a double ONS {cpik (x)} on the unit square 
/ 2=[0,1]X[0, 1] and a double sequence {aik} of coefficients such that 
2 ¿ale (min (i, kj) [log (max (i, k) + I)]4 < ~ 
i = l * = l 
and 
limsup |Sm„(x)| a.e. on I2. 
ra,n»«:l/2Sn|iriS2 
The order of magnitude of smn(x), under condition (1.2), exhibits the same 
phenomenon. Relation (2.2) is also the best possible when m and n restrictedly 
tend to oo. 
T h e o r e m F. For every {e(/»)} occurring in Theorem E, there exist a double 
ONS {(pik (x)} on P and a double sequence {aik }of coefficients such that condition (1.2) 
is satisfied and 
limsup ——:— 'S™(X)I , i a.e. on /«. 
m,n-~:i/2s«/ma2 e(min(m,/i))[Iog(max (m, «) +1)J-
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Both Theorem E and Theorem F were actually proved in [12] (though the 
fulfilment of the condition l / 2 ^ n / m S 2 is not stated explicitly there). 
Now, the main results of the present paper say that the situation is quite dif-
ferent for the first arithmetic means <rm„(x). The a.e. restricted convergence of <rmn(x) 
can be ensured under a weaker condition than (2.3). 
T h e o r e m 1. If 
(3.1) Z 2 afk [log log (max (/', k) +3)p 
¡=i t=i 
then amn(x) restrictedly converges to f ( x ) a.e. and for every Om 1 there exists a func-
tion Fa(x)£L- such that 
(3.2) sup |<xm„M| ^ F0(x) a.e. 
m, nm i : é _ 1 a n / m a ® 
Assuming only (1.2), the order of magnitude of àmn(x) becomes smaller in com-
parison with (2.4) in the case when in and n tend restrictedly to 
T h e o r e m 2. Under condition (1.2), for every 0 ^ 1 
(3.3) max k„„(x)| = o^loglogOn + S)} a.e. as m 
and there exists a function Fe(x)£L2 such that 
cup g F ( j { x ) a e 
m,nei:o-1s«/mse loglog(m + 3) 
It is worth including two interesting consequences of Theorems 1 and 2. The 
following Theorem 3 extends a theorem of BORGEN [3] from single orthogonal series 
to double ones. We remark that the possibility of this extension was already indicated 
in [9]. 
T h e o r e m 3. If condition (1.2) is satisfied and series (1.1) is restrictedly (C, 1, 1)-
summable to f(x) a.e., then for every 0 ^ 1 
1 m 1 0i 
(3.4) —ZT 2 [ % ( * ) - / ( * ) ? - 0 a.e. as IN—, 
m ¡=i i k^e-ti 
I f , in addition, for every 0S1 there exists a function F„ (x)£ L- such that (3.2) 
is satisfied, then there exists a function Ge(x)£L2 such that 
t 1 m 1 m 11/2 
\— Z T 2 M*)-/(*)]*[ ^Ge(x) a.e. nibi I »» i=i » = H J . . . . 
at 
Here by Z w e mean that the summation is extended over those integers k 
k=e-u 
for which O ' ^ k l i ^ O . 
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Via the Cauchy inequality, relation (3.4) implies that 
J m J 61 
— 2 T 2 M * ) - / ( * ) l =0X{1} a.e. as m -«>. m /=1 i k=e-1i 
Our last theorem in this Section shows that, under condition (1.2), a certain 
average of sfk(x) is essentially less than it would be expected on the basis of (2.2). 
T h e o r e m 4. Under condition (1..2), for every 0S1 
1 m 1 6i 
(3.5) — 2 - 2 4 ( * ) = ox{\og log (m+3)}2 a.e.as m m ¡ = 1 I k=0-'i 
and there exists a function Fg(x)£L2 such that 
1 f 1 m 1 n l l / a sup - j—j—-——rr-1— 2 ~ 2 4 ( * ) | a.e. 
m==i log log (m + 3) I m ¡ t i I i 
By (3.5) and the Cauchy inequality, we have again 
1 m J 6i 
— 2 T 2 Is»(*)l = °x {log log (m+3)} a.e. as m -m ¡ = 1 * t=e-1i 
Finally, we raise two open questions: Under what conditions can we con-
clude that 
(3-6) - j - 2 2 [%(*)-/(*)]* = ox{ 1} a.e. mn i=n= i 
and 
(3-7) - ¿ - 1 ¿ 4 (*) = ^ {log log (m +3) log log (n+3)}2 a.e. 
mn i=x »=i 
as min (m, n)—«> (while m and n run to °° independently of each other)? 
4. Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. For the sake of brevity, we introduce the fol-
lowing notation. Given a system {fp(x): p=0,1,...} of functions in L2 and a 
sequence {A(p)} of positive numbers, we write 
fP(x) = ox{X(p)} a.e. 
if 
fp(x)/X(p) - 0 a.e. as p 
and there exists a function F(x)£L2 such that 
sup |/p(x)|/;.(/>) ^ F(x) a.e. 
pSO 
First we present five lemmas. 
15 
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L e m m a 1. Under condition (3.1), ' 
(4.1) * - . «» (* ) - / (* ) = «,{1} 
This is an immediate consequence of the following Theorem G proved 
[7]; Let.. QgCi Qicz ... be an arbitrary sequence of finite regions in N 2 = 
^{(i, k): i, k=i, 2,...} such that Q fi,=N8. Set 
P=O 
sp(.Q;x)= 2«•*<?<*(*) (p = 0 , 1 , . . . ) . 
T h e o r e m G. If 
(4.2) 2 ( 2 <4) [ logOM-2) ] 2 <~ ( e _ ! = 0), 
then 
(4.3) sp(Q; x ) - f ( x ) = ox{i} a.e. -
Now, it is not hard to verify that in the special case when Qp= 
= {(i, k): i,k= 1 , 2 , . . . , 2P} (/?=0, 1, ...) the conditions (3.1) and (4.2) are equiv-
alent, while, the statements (4.1) and (4.3) coincide. 
L e m m a 2. Under condition (1.2), 
(4.4) S2J>,2P(X)-0-2P,2 "(x) = 0*0} a e -
P r o o f . Using the representation 
/X S k ~ l ( ¡ - l ) ( f c - l ) l sp (*) - 2p (*) = Z Z [ - ^ p - + — p J a ' k ^ 
we can simply estimate as follows 
••••'• ^ J (x) -(TiP,2P(x)]2 dp(x) Si 
J + - 3 ( / x + / 2 + /8), say.. 
By (1.2), 
i = 2fc = l p : 2 * s m a x ( i , H ^ 
A similar inequality holds true for /2 . Finally, The application of B. Levi's 
theorem completes the proof of (4.4). 
L e m m a 3. Under condition'(1.2), for every 0 s 1 
(4.5) M$(x) = r l 2 p m a | ( 2 t + l km,2P =. ©,{1} a.e. 
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The symmetric counterpart of Lemma 3 is the following: Under condition (1.2), 
for every 0 S 1 
( 4 . 6 ) . Mj*Ux) = e_1jnax^jaiptn(x)-ffip,2p(x)\ = ox{l} a.e. 
P r o o f of L e m m a 3. It is clear that 
M g l ( x ) -== max Wm,ip(x)-a2p<2p(x)\ + 
(4.7) 
+ max \ami2p(x)-02r;ip(x)\ =M}%xY+M$(x), ¿ay. 
(If 0 = 1 , then M^l(x)=0.) For example, we prove that 
(4.8) M<e>g(x) = o,{l} a.e. 
We begin with the obvious estimate 
Mgl(x) S 2 K,2"(x)-am-i,2p(x)\, 
m=2P + 1 
92*+ 1 
whence, via the Cauchy inequality, 
82P+1 
m = W + l 
Using the representation 
[M$(x)f s ( 2 0 - 1) 2 r n [ o m M x ) - ° ' » - i M x ) Y -
we can easily see that 
5 / s 
p-0 
p:2"*lsmax(ile,2k) i = 2 * = X 
Applying B. Levi's theorem, we get (4.8). 
Similarly, we can prove that 
(4.9) M«%tx) = bx{\) a.e: 
The combination of (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9) provides (4:5) to be proved. .. 
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L e m m a 4. Under condition (1.2), for every 0 S 1 
MfMx) = 
( 4 1 0 ) =
2 pJS! !p* i 8 - 1 2 p S 2 p U W -^m, 2" (*) - <Tv.n(x) + 2* to I = 0X{1} d.e. 
P r o o f . It is enough again to prove that 
(4.11) 
M$,(x) -- 2 t m a i u |ffmj, (*) - am_ & (x) - CT2P, „ (x)+<7^. 2P ( X ) | = ox{ 1} a.e. 
We use the trivial estimate 
JJP + 1 02P + l 
ra=2P + l n = 2 P + l 
whence, by the Cauchy inequality, 
2P + 1 02P + 1 
[ M $ ( * ) ] 2 s ( 2 0 - 1 ) 2 2 rnn[tr™(x)-<Tm^n(x)-ffm,„_t(x)+_n_ t(x)]2. 
m = 2 P + l n = 2 P + l 
On the basis of the representation 
HI n 
2 2 m f m n "¡kVikix), ¡=it=i m(m —l)n(n —1) 
we can conclude that 
2j[M«Ux)Ydn{x) ^ 
» 2 P + 1 62P + 1 m n /"• l ^ a c j u 1 \ 2 
^ ( 2 0 - 1 ) 2 2- 2 "in2 2 ,;• n V n8 ¿4 g p=0 m=2P+l n=2P-f i i t i fc t i m 2 ( m - l ) 2 n 2 ( « - l ) 2 
oo 1 + 
p = 0 i = l J k = l 
= ( 2 0 - l ) 2 l i ( i - l ) a ( f e - l ) 2 a ^ 2 
¡=2*=2 piSP + 'smaxaWfl) ^ K 
Applying B. Levi's theorem, we get (4.11). 
Since the relation 
2 p < S + > e - ™ n S 2 p to(*)+av.2,(x)| = ox{l} a.e. 
can be similarly proved, this completes the proof of Lemma 4. 
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P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1. We can estimate in the following way: for 
S2P+1 and e-^n/m^d (p=0,1,...) we have 
km.(*)- / (*) I - k2P, (x) -f(x)\+\02Pi2P (*) - S2P,2* (x)| + 
. + A*™ (x) + (x) + (x). 
Now, we have to collect (4.1), (4.4), (4.5), (4.6) and (4.10) in order to obtain the 
statement of Theorem 1. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2. It is quite similar to that of Theorem 1. Relying on 
Lemmas 2, 3 and 4, it is enough to prove the next 
L e m m a 5. Under condition (1.2), 
Siy.^W = crx {log (/>+2)} a.e. 
P r o o f of L e m m a 5. We will prove the following more general proposition: 
Whatsoever the monotonic sequence {Qp: p=0,1,} of finite regions in N2 is, under 
condition (1.2) we have 
(4.12) sp(Q; x) = ox{\og(p+2)} a.e. 
(cf. the notation before Theorem G above). 
To this effect, let us set 
^ = ( 2 <) 1 1 2 (r = 0, 1, . . . ; <2-1 = 0) 
(aieeACr-. 
and 
1 2 aik(pik(x) if Ar ^ 0, Ar (i.k)iQr\Qr_, 
1 2 <Ptk(x) 'f 'Ar = 0, 
where by | S r \ l 2 r - i l we denote the number of the lattice points of N2 contained in 
Qr\Qr-x-
It is clear that {i>r(*): r=0, •••} i s an ONS, and by (1.2) 
oo oo co 
r = 0 i = l * = l 
By the classical Rademacher estimate (see, e.g. [2, p. 83]), 
2 Ar4>r(x) = ox {log (p+2)} a.e. r=0 
But this is equivalent to (4.12) since 
sp(eix)=2A,<Pr(x) (p = 0, ),...). 
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5/Proofs of Theorems 3 and 4.-We begin with the following : 
L e m m a 6. Under condition (1.2), for every 0 S 1 
f 1 m I e i l1 '2 
(5.1) Am,9(x) = \ — 2 y 2№)-M*)]2f = " , { 1 } L m I = 1 / T=E-J/ J 
P r o o f . Our first aim is to show that the function Fe(x) defined by 
f - l e m j i / s 
*-m=l m n,=fl-'m . . . . ' 
belongs to L2. To this end, we use the representation 
^ / \ £ 4,(i~ 1 k-l ( i - l ) ( k - l ) \ smn(x)-omn(x)= Z 2 — + —Z— - 1 ««<P*(x) 
i = u = i v m n m n ) 
and estimate.the termwise integrated series from above as follows 
/ « ( * ( . ) , l i i 2 , J m=i m n=9-im i=i t=i V ma / r m 3 / r J 
= 3(/4 + / 5 +/ 6 ) , say. 
Performing elementary steps, by (1.2) 
m = l m ¡ = 2 fc=l 
= ( 0 - 0 - 1 + 1 ) ¿ ^ ( / - l ) 2 ^ . 2 
i=2fc = l m:ngmax(i , ' fc/9) m 
Similarly, 
/ ^ ^ ( o - e - i + i ) ! ¿ ( / c - i ) 2 < 4 2 
f = l k = 2 m : m S m a x ( i , * / 9 ) W 
And, finally, / 6 S / 4 . 
Now, if we apply the well-known Kronecker lemma (see, e.g. [2, p. 72]) we 
come to (5.1). 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 3. By assumption, for every 0 ^ 1 , am„(x) converges to 
f ( x ) a.e. as m,™ and 6~1^n/m^0. Consequently, 
(5.2) flm,0(x) = { - J - J - j - 2 K W - / W ] f - 0 a.e. i m ¡=i i t=e-'i : i • • • 
(Here we cannot guarantee the existence of a function Fe(x)£L2 such that A n . e M — 
^ F e ( x ) a.e. for every m = l , 2 , ... .) 
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If we take into consideration the triangle inequality 
»1/2 
2 [ % t o - / t o ] 2 
r i m 1 fli l1 '8 
(5.3) \-i~2 T [%(*) - / (* ) 2 ^ Am,e(x)+Bm,g(x), I w 1=1 i k=e-li > 
then (5.1) and (5.2) imply (3.4) to be proved. The additional statement in Theorem 3 
also easily follows from (5.3). 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 4. This time we rely on the following inequality: 
f 1 m 1 e i 11/2 
(5.4) T 2 4 to S Am_e(x) + Cm,e(x), 
I M J = 1 L J 
where 
i 1 m 1 ei l1 '2 
l m I=i i t t 
By Theorem 2, , . • . . • • . . , 
Cm,e(x) = <>x{loglog(in + 3)} a.e. 
Referring again to (5.1), (5.4) implies both statements of Theorem 4. 
6. On the sharpness of Theorems 1 and 2. FEDULOV [5] showed that Theorem C 
is the best possible in the following sense. Let {e(m): m = l , 2 , . . .} be a noriincrease-
ing sequence of positive numbers tending to 0 as m — T h e n there exist a double 
ONS {q>ik(x)} on the unit square I2 and a double sequence {ait} of coefficients 
such that 
2 2 a?k«(min(i, fc))[loglog(i+3)]2[loglog(fc+3)]2 « » ' i=ift=i 
and 
limsup Iff^X*)! = ° ° a.e. on I2. 
m,n-*oo . . . . . 
(In [5] the formulation is somewhat different from ours.) 
Theorem D is also exact in general. It was pointed out in [11] that, given any 
sequence {e(m)} with the properties indicated just above, there exist a double ONS 
{<Pik to} on / 8 and a double sequence {%} of coefficients such that condition (1.2) 
is satisfied and 
limsup —. a.e. on P . ' 
e (mm (m, »)) log log (m+3) log log («+3) 
Now we are going to add the following supplement. Theorems 1 and 2 are the 
best possible even in the very special case 0 = 1 (i.e. m=n). Indeed, given a sequence 
{e(w)} with the above properties, there exist a .double ONS {(plt to} on the unit 
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interval I and a sequence {a!k : âik=0 for Ык} such that 
¿ e S e ( 0 [ l o g l o g ( i + 3)P<«o 
;=i 
and 
lim sup |ffmm(x)| =<=° a.e. on I. 
m—oo 
Similarly, there exist possible another double ONS {<р»(л:)} on I and a double 
sequence {aik : aik=0 for i^k) such that condition (1.2) is satisfied and 
lim sup , J ^ T ^ 1 a.e. on /. e(m)loglog(m+3) 
The last two counterexamples can be constructed with the help of the "one-
dimens iona l" counterexamples of MENSOV [6] a n d TANDORI [13, Theorem 8], respec-
tively. The only important modification is that now we need an infinite number of 
"indifferent" orthonormal functions at our disposal in order to place them for 
<Pik(*) with iVfc {i,k= 1,2, ...) (and these functions do not play any role later 
on because for different i and к all the coefficients aik are chosen to equal 0). On 
the other hand, the orthonormal functions themselves occurring in the corresponding 
counterexamples of Mensov and Tandori are used in the capacity of <pit (x) 
( i= 1,2, ...). Since the latter functions are step ones, this contraction can be carried 
out without any difficulty. We do not enter into further details. 
On closing we remark that the results of the present paper can be extended, 
without any essential modification, to the case of ¿/-multiple orthogonal series as 
well (d=3,4, ...). 
Note added in proof. Questions (3.6) and (3.7) are studied in another paper of 
mine: On the strong summability of double orthogonal series, Michigan Math. J., 
31 (1984), 241—255. 
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Representation of functional via summability methods. II 
V. TOTIK 
Dedicated to Professor L. Leindler on his 50th birthday 
1. Introduction 
This article is a direct continuation of the paper [4]. There we showed that if 
K is a metrizable compact space and C(K) is the sup-normed Banach-space of all 
real valued continuous functions on K, then to every L£C*(K) there are sequences 
{c*}€/~ and {xk}QK such that for every f£C(K) 
(1.1) Lf= lim ( l /«)(c l / (* 1 ) + ... +cnf(xn)) n-* OO . 
holds. We proved also that every positive linear functional L with norm 1 (shortly 
PLl functional) has the form 
(1.2) Lf= lim (1/«)(/(*!)+ . . .+/(*„)) 
n-* oo 
with a suitable sequence {.*,,} 
Extensions to subadditive functionals by replacing lim with limsup were also 
treated. Using the language of [4] we call a functional on a certain space which 
has the form (1.1) or (1.2) a weighted (C, l)-functional or a (C, l)-functional, 
respectively. 
Here, in Section 2, we show that these results can be extended to Q[0,1], 
the space of functions having discontinuities only of the first kind, and that Q[0,1] 
is maximal, in a certain sense, among spaces having this representability property. 
In Section 3 we determine those functionals of jR[0, 1], the space of Riemann-
integrable functions, which have the form (1.1) and Section 5 contains an applica-
tion of this result to density measures: we give all finitely additive measures which 
can be obtaiined as the density of a certain sequence in R". Finally, in Section 4 we 
solve the problem: by which summability methods can we replace the arithmetical 
mean method (i.e. the (C, l)-method) in (1.1) and (1.2)? 
Received December 1, 1982. 
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2. The space Q [0, 1] 
Let Q[0,1] be the sup-normed real Banach space of bounded functions defined 
on [0, 1] having discontinuities only of the first kind, i.e. f€Q[0, 1] if and only if 
/ ( x + 0 ) = lim /OO, / ( * - 0 ) = lim f ( y ) , 
y—jc+0 y—x—O 
/ ( 1 + 0 ) = /(1), / ( 0 - 0 ) = / ( 0 ) 
exist at every point 1]. It is an easy task to prove that Q[0, 1] is exactly the 
uniform closure of the set of step functions. KALTENBORN [1] determined the dual 
space <2*[0,1] by the aid of a certain generalized Stieltjes-integral. 
Now we shall show that on Q[0, 1] every PL\ functional is a (C, l)-functional 
and that there is no larger "natural" space with this property. 
T h e o r e m 1. On Q[0,1] every PL\ functional L has the form (1.2) with a 
suitable sequence {xt}. 
This yields at once 
C o r o l l a r y 1. Every L£Q*[ 0,1] has the form (1.1). 
Note that Q[0, 1] is far from being separable. 
Now let B be a sup-normed space of bounded functions defined on [0, 1] which 
is closed under substitution of continuously differentiable homeomorphisms of [0,1], 
i.e. if (p: [0, 1]—[0,1] is a strictly increasing continuously differentiable function 
with <p(0)=0, <p(l) = l a n d / € 5 then focp£B. Such spaces are C[0, 1]; Q[0, 1]; 
/?[0,1] — the set of all Riemann-integrable functions; the space of left continuous 
functions, etc. We shall show that Q[0,1] is maximal among such spaces having 
the (C, l)-representability property. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let B be as above. If QcB then for some A'QC[0, 1] no extension 
of the functional 
L X J = ( / (*„ -0 )+ / (*„+0) ) /2 ( / € 0 0 , 1 ] ) 
to B is a weighted (C, 1)-functional. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1. Let L£Q*[0, 1] be a .PL 1 functional and set 
= {x\LX{x)>0}, ... 
= {* I eHm o Lx(XiX+e) r:- 0}, H3 = {x | £ limo LyÁX_£>> 0}. 
(XA denotes the characteristic function of the set A.) Since L is bounded, these sets 
are countable say, / / ^ M " } , H2 = {y^}, / / 3 = and if 
*iJ) = £*{,<»>> = + 43) = -lim ¿ ^ » » - . . ^ » i , , 
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then for the numbers 
= = ft," = Z43) k k k 
we have = 1. An easy consideration shows that for 
A / = (1/^) Z tPfiyP), Lif = (1//^) z 42)f(y'k2)+0), 
k k 
L,f = ( 1 / f t ) 2 *Pf(Aa) - 0) (/e<2[0,1]) 
ft 
the functional L*=L—fi1L1—n2L2—fi3L3 is a positive functional with norm 
def 1 T • 
Lj=(iinjL*f (/EETO.II). 
By our construction 
¿4 X{X) = lim ¿4 & I±t> x) = 0 (x€ [0, 1 ]), 
therefore the function 
(2.1) a(x) = L4Z[o,x] 
is a continuous and increasing function. Exactly as in the proof of [4, Corollary 3] 
it can be proved that if 1] is an arbitrary dense sequence then there exists 
a sequence { x j such that with the notation 
'„•({*! I f ) = (l/«)(/(xx) + ... +/(x„)) 
we have 
a(z*)= lim o-„({Xi}, /[0, zti) 
for every k. By the monotonicity and continuity of a, 
(2-2) a(x) = lim <r„({x,}, to,,]) 
tl-+ 00 
also holds for every x£[0,1], and since the set of step functions is dense in Q[0,1] 
we can conclude by (2.1) and (2.2) that 
. Lnf= lim ex„({x,},/) 
7 1 0 0 
for every /€Q[0,1] , i.e. Li is a (C, l)-functional. 
Since it is easy to verify that L^, L2 and L3 are also (C, l)-functionals and since 
L=n1L1+...+niLi, ^ + . . . + / ¿ 4 = 1 , the theorem follows by a familiar argument 
(cf. [4]). 
Also, the proof of Corollary 1 is standard (cf. [4]). 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2. If Q c B then there exists a function / which does 
not have e.g. right hand limit at a certain point x0 . Let L be any extension of Lx 
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to B, and let us suppose on the contrary that L is represented in the sense of (1.1) by 
the sequences {cft}, {xt}. The idea is to construct a function in B by the aid o f / for 
which the limit in (1.1) does not exist. 
We shall only sketch the proof. By linearity we may suppose that there are 
sequences 1 = u 1 > s ] > i i 2 > i ) 2 > . . . > x 0 converging to x0 with 
lim f(uk) = 1, lim f(vk) = 0. 
fc — CO t — CO 
For the sake of convenience we shall use the notation 
ff.(g) = 0 /» ) (c ig (*0 + - + c . g ( * « ) ) . 
in the rest of the proof. 
Since for every e > 0 (e<1 —x0) we have Zx(Jo,Xo+E) = 1/2, LX(*0+ t,ij=0, the 
sequences {«,}, {Sj}, { x ^ ^ L i , { ^ ^ ¿ I and —0 can be determined successively 
according to the requirements: 
0 - n i ( Z ( x „ , l ) ) = l / 2 + > h , M < 1 / 2 , El = ^ . n ( x k - x 0 ) , 
xk=~x0 
{x««)^! = {xk\ 1 is fc =5 Xk > x0}, 
and let c-^ (1 = /=fci) be the corresponding constants (i.e. if then let 
M*o,e{>) = l/2 + f/2, \ri21 < 1/4, e2 = ^ m (xk-x0), 
{*№i =•{** 11 = fe s n2, x0 < xk < Xo+ei} 
and {cf)}-?=1 the set of the corresponding constants, and so on. We may assume as 
well that ( fc i+ . . .+ fc ; ) /w i + i -0 as 
Now let 
cp^q,,: U K ) r = 1 U K } r = i 
y=i 
be 1 — 1, monotonically increasing mappings with the properties: 
«p1(42j'-1)) = <P2(xi^)e{uk}r=l, irsi^ k2j_u = i 
(<p t (xP) -*o) /W ; ) - * o ) = 0(1) (T = 1 , 2 ) 
as y->-<=° uniformly in l S / S f c ^ . q>x and <pa can be extended to continuously dif-
ferentiable homeomorphisms of [0,1] with (p[ (x0) = <p'2(x0) and <p1(x)=<p2(x) for 
x€[0,x0] . 
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The construction gives 
= o(\)+\ln2j + 1k'z c?J + D ( / ( ^ ( X <ZJ+»)) - f (cp 2 (x?J+D)) ) = o(l) + 0 = o(l) 
¡=1 
and 
V <W/°<Pl - / °<P 2 ) = O ( 1 ) + ( 1 + o ( 1 ) ) (T„2J ( Z ( x 0 , * 0 + c , , _ , ) ( / ° </> I ~ 0 ) ~ 
- ( 1 +o(l))ff„2J(X(x0,x0+e!!J.1)/o^2)+(l + 0 ( 1 ) ) ^ (*(*„,x.+e,,.,)) -
= o ( l ) + o ( l ) + o ( l ) + ( l + o ( l ) ) ( l / 2 + o ( i ) ) , 
i.e. either for /o<p t^B or for f o c p ^ B the limit on the right of (1.1) does not exist, 
which contradicts our assumption concerning the sequences {ct}, 
3. The space 1] 
Let 1] denote the space of Riemann-integrable bounded functions defined 
on [0, 1]. We equip M[0,1] with the sup norm. By Theorem 2 0,1] has bounded 
linear functionals which are not weighted (C, l)-functionals. In the present section 
we characterize the (weighted) (C, l)-functionals of .52 [0, 1]. An application to 
density measures will be given in the last section. 
T h e o r e m 3. A functional L£&*[0, l] is a weighted (C, 1)-functional (i.e. it has 
form (l . l)J if and only if L is of the form 
Lf= Jf(t)g(t)dt (/¡E«[ 0,1]), 
where T , € [ 0 , 1 ] ( 1 s i ) , 2 and g€Ll[0,1]. 
¡=1 
C o r o l l a r y 2. A PLl functional 0, 1] is a (C, 1)-functional (i.e. it has 
form (1.2)) if and only if there are T , € [ 0 ' 1 ] , ^ ¡ ¿ 0 ( 1 ^ 0 » ^[0,I],£S0 suchthat 
f g(t)dt = 1, ¿ ^ s 1, 
J /=1 
and for every 0,1] , ' 
Lf= 2 Mjih) + (1 - J ri f f(t)g(t) dt. 
;=1 '•=! 0 
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P r o o f . First we prove the necessity part of Theorem 3. Let us call a point 
jc£[0, 1] a singular point of L if Lx^^O, and a functional having the form 
« = 1 
will be called a discrete functional. First we show 
L e m m a 1. For every 0 ,1] the set of singular points is countable and 
L=L1 + L2 where Ly is a discrete functional and L* is without singular points. 
P r o o f . Since for arbitrary points xu ...,xB we have 
\2±Lx{Xi)\ = \LZ±xU^l
LW> 1 = 1 1=1 
there are at most countably many singular points of L. Let they be TL5 T2, ... . 
oo 
The previous inequality shows that the numbers p i=L { T ) satisfy 2 \l*t\ — 
=S||L||. Now 
£ i / = j ? №/(*() and L z ^ L - L l 
• = I 
clearly satisfy the requirements of the lemma. 
We need also another lemma. 
L e m m a 2. If 0 ,1] is a weighted (C, 1)-functional without singular points 
then the function a (x)=Lx [ 0 , x ] (x6[0,1]) is absolutely continuous. 
P r o o f . If 0 = w 0 < w 1 < . . . < H > n = l are arbitrary points then for certain signs 
4-, — we have 
"2 |a(wi+i)-a(w () | = L(±X[wo,w0+"2 ±X(Wi,Wi + j =S ||L||, ¡=0 ¡=1 
i.e. a is of bounded variation. We show first that a is continuous. 
Let us suppose on the contrary that a is not continuous at the point x. Then 
either a ( x + 0 ) ^ a ( x ) or <x(x—0)^a(x), let us consider e.g. the former case. If e.g. 
a ( x + 0 ) > a ( x ) then there are constants 6=>0, ¿ > 0 such that for x c y c x + i 
we have u(y)—tx(x)>e. Since I- is a weighted (C, l)-functional, there are sequences 
{c,}, { x j such that 
(3.1) lim < r n ( / ) = l i m (I/n)(c, fiXi) + . . . + c„ f{xn)) =• Lf oo n-* oo v ' 
holds for every 0,1] . 
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Let x - ^ y ^ x + d be arbitrary. By our assumptions there is an nx such that 
ff» (X(X,)> ])=-«• Let z l 5 ..., zki be those x f 's for which x ^ ( x , (For 
the sake of easier printing, in subscripts we shall write {z;; v, /1} for {zj}f=v.) Then 
we have also <Tn (X{Z(.lifci))>6. L is without singular points, therefore there exists 
an Nx with 
0n(z{z(;i,fcl}) < e/4 for n ^ 
After this let x<y2<x-\-S/2 be such that 
v2—x < min (jc£—JC) 1 simN, 
x(>-x 
is satisfied. Again there is an n2 with 
< T n 2 ( Z ( x , y 2 ] ) > £ 
and if z k [ + 1 , ..., zfcj are the x/s for which x£(x, y2], l=i^n2 then there is an 
N2 such that for n^N2 we have 
Repeating this argument we obtain a sequence {zJJ l j converging to x and sequences 
№ = 1 , {Nj)7=1 such that 
o-n/x<ri:i,~)) = ^nj(x{zr,kj.1+i,kj})+<r„J(x{Zi;i,kj-l}) = s - e / 4 = 3e/4 
while 
CJVJG^;!,-}) = «ty (/{*,;!,*,>) < e/4 
i.e. 
l i m ffnfez,,!,»)) 
does not exist, which is a contradiction since /{ Z j . l oo} is Riemann-integrable. 
The absolute continuity of a(x) will be proved by a similar argument. Let a 
be the signed Borel measure associated with ot(x) (cf. [3, p. 173]), in the sense 
oc([0, x]) = <x(x), 
and let a + , a - and | a | = a + + a ~ be the positive and negative parts and the total 
variation of a, respectively (cf. [3, pp. 134, 125]). We have to prove that a is absolu-
tely continuous with, respect to the Lebesgue measure. Suppose not. Then either 
a + or or is not absolutely continuous, let us consider e.g. the first case. Since a + 
and a - have disjoint (not necessarily compact) supports and the singular part of 
a + does not vanish, the regularity of a + and a - yields a closed set /70Q[0, 1] with 
Lebesgue measure zero and constants e, <5„, <5l5 ... > 0 , ¿„—0, such that 
a + ( / f 0 ) > £ , a~(H$>>) < s/4a+1 (w = 0, 1, ...) 
are satisfied where 
/ /¿ = {x |dis t ( jc , / / 0 ) <<5}. 
16 
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Let t}Q=60. We have e/4 and since H p is the union of finitely many 
intervals we obtain together with this also that 
Lxuno > e - e / 4 , o 
by which 
an0(/.Hno) > e - E / 4 
for some m0. Let z l 5 . . . ,z t o be those x / s for which 1 and x ^ H p are 
satisfied. Since L has no singular point, there exists N0 such that for every N^N0 
we have 
.-,;!,*„}) < e/8. 
Since a is continuous we have |a|({x})=0 for every x and the regularity of the 
measure |a| yields that we can choose disjoint closed intervals Ux, ..., UN around 
N0 0 
the points X i , . . . , x N in such a way that | a | ( (J {/¡)<e/16 is satisfied. Let 0 >=i 
JC,€ U- Q U, be open intervals without common endpoints with Ut and 
= H0/(U Ul). 
i = l 
If »7i>0 is less than and less than the distances between the endpoints of the 
Vf's and f/j 's and also less than the distances of the endpoints of U,"s from x, 's 
then we have 
i HSV\_HNn(U i HSVU VI, 
1=1 J=1 
a +(H!0 S a +(H№ - a + ( U £/.-) = e - e / 1 6 > a '(HI1) S a ~ ( / / ? ' ) e/16, 
•=i 
and hence 
ol(H^) = LIHnL > e - e / 8 . 
There exists an n ^ N „ with 
(/.flni) > e - e / 8 , 
and if zk<)+1, ..., z^ are the points .vf for which 1 then we have 
z&H0, z ^ z j for 
^(/{z,;!,*,}) = (^(.-^ko+l.fe!}) +CT", (*{=,; 1, *„}) ^ 6 - f i / 8 - e / 8 
and 
(*(.-,;!,*,)) < e/8 for n W, 
for some If C/j*, ..., C/^ are disjoint closed intervals around Jtl5 . . . ,x N i with 
M(.U U 3 2 and x£U;%U*, U" open, / r 2 = / 7 , \ ( U C7//) then exactly as 
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above we obtain for small j / 2 >0, 
ol(H¥) = Lxhv2 > £ - e/8 - e/16. 
Repeating this argument we obtain sequences {z(},~ 15 
such that HJ+1QHj closed, z&Hj for z ^ z j for zVy, the 
oo 
sequence {z,} may have limit points only in H = Q H j and 
j - 1 
<Tnj(X{i,} l,oo}) = <rnj(X{:r,kj-l + l,kj})-0nj(X{zl;l,kj-1)) = 
a (e —e/8—e/16 —...)—e/8 ^ e/2 
but 
(3.3) = ^/Zfz.a.k,}) < e/8. 
Since 
X{z , ; l ,<»} = X f f U { z , ; l , ~ } — XH 
and H, HU {zi}i"l1 are closed and have Lebesgue measure zero, we obtain that 
X{zt-,i, oo} is Riemann-integrable and (3.2)—(3.3) contradict our assumption concerning 
the convergence of {<7„(g)} for every g€&[0,1]. This contradiction proves Lemma 2. 
Let us return to the proof of Theorem 3. By Lemma 1 L = L 1 + L 2 where Lj 
is discrete and L2 has no singular point. An easy argument gives that every discrete 
functional is a weighted (C, l)-functional, so if L is assumed to be weighted (C, 1)-
functional then L2 is also a weighted (C, l)-functional. By Lemma 2 the function 
a(x)=L2X[o,x] is absolutely continuous, let g(x)=a'(x) (a.e.). Then g£Lx[0, 1] and 
X 




(3.4) LJi = f hg 
0 
for every step-function h. Let 0, 1] be arbitrary, and let 
L%h — L2(hf) ( f t€«[0, 1]). 
It is obvious that L%£(%*[Q, 1] and together with L2, L% is a weighted (C, l)-func-
tional without singular points. By Lemma 2 the function 
a*(x) = Ltx to,*] = LsifXi o.xi) 
is absolutely continuous and hence to every £ > 0 there exists a ¿ > 0 such that 
if H is disjoint union of finitely many intervals and m denotes the Lebesgue 
measure, then m ( H ) < 5 implies 
(3-5) | L 2 ( f X u ) \ < £. 
16* 
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We may assume that 
(3.6) 1 ^ 2 / n H e , /1*1 ^ 
H 
are also satisfied. S i n c e / i s Riemann-integrable there are step-functions q> and <P 
such that 
i 
\q>\, =5 sup |/ | , ' / ( < * > - ( ? ) < e<5. 
o 
Thus, if 
H= (x |$ (x ) -<p(x) > £ } 
then m(H)<8. Let H be the disjoint union of the closed, half-closed or open inter-
vals {«!, Vj), ..., [u„, and let {w;, v j . We may assume that <p is constant on 
each interval {m(, v,}. By (3.4)—(3.6) 
i 
|L2f- f fg\ s |L2((/- <p) Z[0>u\h)| +1L2(fXlI)\ + 
o 
+ \29M(a(vd-oi(ui))\ + \L2<p-f\g\ + \\ / (/"-<p)g| + | / (f-<p)g\ 3= 
.. 1 = 1 0 10,1]\H H 
S £ | | L 2 | | + e + sup|<p| i | a ( ^ ) - a ( « I - ) | + 0 + £ ' | | g | | l , + 2 s u p | / | f \g\ ^ 
•=I H 
s £(||L2 | |+ ||g|L. + i) + 26 sup 1/1+ 2e sup | / | 3= KB 
with a K independent of e, by which the equality 
i 
¿2 / = ./ fg ( / € ^ [ 0 , 1]) 
0 
is verified, and the necessity of our condition is proved. 
The necessity of the condition in Corollary 2 follows easily from the above 
consideration, all what we have to mention is that, by the positivity of L and by 
||L|| = 1, we have //¡ = 0, 2 ft — ' ' and in the case 2 ft ^ ' the derivative of 
i = l i = l 
K(X) = L2X[O,X] is positive because L2 is also a positive functional (notice that for 
every n and / S O 
L f ^ L { Z /(t ;)*«,>) = 1 tt/(Tf)). i=l i=l 
After these let us turn to the sufficiency part of our proof. Obviously it is suffi-
cient to prove this for Corollary 2, and since a functional of the form 
¿ / = 1 A',•/(*,•). ft s o, 2 f t = 1 
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is easily seen to be a (C, 1 ̂ functional our task has reduced to the verification of the 
following: if 
• i 
Lf= f f g , ( / €^ [0 ,1 ] ) 
o 
I 
where g^L^O, 1], g^O and jg{t)dt= 1 then L is a (C, ^-functional. 
o 
Exactly as in the proof of [4, Corollary 3] one can give a sequence { x j such that 
lim M M , *[o,z,.]) = f g(0 dt (*„({**},fg) = (1 In) 2 g(xk)) » - " J k=1 
is satisfied for a sequence {zj} dense in [0, 1]. By monotonicity and by the con-
z 
tinuity of / g(t)dt we obtain the same relation for every z£[0,1] and hence 
0 i 
l im <T({XJ, h)= f hg 
o 
for every step function h. If f£i%[0,1], e>0 , are arbitrary then there are step 
functions (p, with the properties: 
<p s / s <*>, \<p\, |0 | si sup | / | , 
m(H)<s, where H— {x|<P(x)—<p(x)^e} (see above) and these yield 
I 
Lcp = f <pg= lim ff„ ({**}, <p) S liminf an({xk),f) s n-+ OC nOO 0 1 
s lim sup an ({**},/) == lim <ra({xk}, <P) = f <Pg = L<P, 
rt-t-oo n-+ oo •/ 0 
1 1 
L<p ^ L f ^ L0-L<p = f (,<P-<p)g ^ £ f g+ 2sup \f\ f |g|. 
0 O H 
Since here the right hand side can be made arbitrary small by appropriate choice of 
s, these formulas prove the convergence 
lim <rn({xk},f) = Lf fl 
for every / € ^ [ 0 , 1] and the theorem is proved. 
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4. Other summability methods 
In this section we characterize those matrix summability methods which can 
be substituted in [4, Corollary 3] for the (C, l)-method. 
Let thus T—(tn k)^k=1 be an infinite matrix. We say that T sums the sequence 
{i t} to the limit 7-lim sk if 
r-lim sk = lim 2 'nkSk 
holds. If for every convergent {¿fc} we have i 
T-lim s, — lim sk. k I 
then T is said to be regular. By the well known Toeplitz theorem T is regular if 
and only if 
(i) lim tnk=0 for every A:, 
(ii) ¿ | f j = 0 ( l ) , k = 1 
(Hi) lim 2 t n k = l 
hold. 
By analogy to (C, l)-functionals let us call a functional L£C[0, 1] a T-func-
tional if there exists a sequence {xjjr=i = [0> 1] such that 
Lf = T-lim f(xk) 
k 
holds for every /£C[0,1] . In order to avoid unnecessary technical difficulties we 
assume T to be non-negative. Our matrices T=(tnk) will have the property that 
5 (T) := lim 2 n -~*=i 
exists. We say that T is decomposed into the matrices Tlt ..., Tn, ... (in abbrevia-
tion T—(J T„) if the columns of each T„ are columns of T, they follow each other 
it 
in T„ in the same order as in T, and each column of T belongs to exactly one of 
the matrices T„. Now let us call T.completely regular if T can be decomposed into 
the matrices 7 \ , T2 such that S(T1)=S(T2)=S(T)/2 is satisfied, furthermore Ty 
and T2 can be decomposed into Tllt T12 and T21, T2a, respectively such that i S ( r u ) = 
=...=S(T22)=S(T)/4 is satisfied, TU,...,T22 can further be decomposed into 
T m , . . . and so on. E.g. the complete regularity of the (C, 1) matrix is a trivial fact. 
We shall prove 
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T h e o r e m 4. Let T be a non-negative matrix. The following assertions are equiv-
alent: 
(i) every PLl functional on C[0,1] is a T-functional, 
(ii) there exists a sequence {xfc}Q[0,1] such that 
T-limf(xk)= f f ( t ) d t 
" o 
for every f£C[0,1], 
(iii) T is regular and completely regular. 
C o r o l l a r y 3. Any of (i)—(iii) implies that to every L£C*[0,1] there are 
bounded sequences {ck}™=1 and 1] such that 
(4.1) T-\imckf(xk)=Lf k 
holds for every f£C[ 0,1]. 
R e m a r k s 1. In (ii) the functional / — J f can be exchanged for every func-
tional f - * j f dp. with continuous p., but it cannot be exchanged for one with dis-
continuous p. 
2. In Theorem 4 we characterized the matrices by which every PLl functional 
can be represented rather than those by which every L€C*[0,1] can be represented 
in the form (4.1). Clearly, if (4.1) holds and if we multiply the columns of T by 
certain numbers and at the same time we divide the ck s by the same numbers then 
the T' and {c'k} obtained still satisfy (4.1); therefore the characterization of the T's 
with the (4.1) representability property is rather hopeless. 
P r o o f . (i)=>(ii) is obvious. First we show that (iii) implies (i). To this.end we 
need the following definition and lemma. For x€[0,1] and £ > 0 let 
( 0 if | i - x | > e 
f ^ = U-lt-x\/e if 
We say that x is a singular point of the PLl functional L if 
Hx = l iminf£/ A j C = Hm Lf > 0. £-»0+0 E — 0+0 
(Note that this notion differs from that used in the proof of Theorem 3). 
A functional L having the form Lf=£ p¡f(T¡), I'¡=1, ' = 0 , will be called 
discrete. 
L e m m a 3. Let L£C*[0,1] be a PLl functional. 
(a) The set of the singular points of L is countable and 2 Px — 
X 
(P) L=pL1+(l—p)L2 where 1, Ll and L2 are PLl functional, L^ is 
discrete and L2 does not have singular points. 
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(y) If the PLl functional L has no singular point then to every t] > 0 there 
exists an e > 0 such that Lfx ^t] for every 1]. 
P r o o f . If t i , ..., Tk€[0,1] are distinct points and e l5 ..., ek. are so small that 
2 /„.„ ^ 1 
1 = 1 
is satisfied then 
OS iz/I (>I i S I i = 1 
which proves (a). 
Let r l 5 r2 , ... be the singular points of L and let 
¿1 / = (i/*0 2 ^ r n , n = 2 ^ (/€ C[o, 1]). ¡=1 ¡=1 
I f / i < l then L 2 =( l / (1 — fi))(L—¡iL^) is without singular points. For every / ^ 0 , 
¿ > 0 and fcs 1 there are e l5 ..., £ t > 0 with 
¡=i 
by which 
L f ^ ( 1 - 5 ) ¿ / ( t , . )L / t „ £ , M l ¿ / ( t i ) ^ , . 
¡=i ¡=i 
Since here ¿ > 0 and k^ 1 are arbitrary we can deduce that L2 is again a PLl 
functional which proves (/J). 
Finally, if (y) were not true then there would be an t j^O and a sequence 
xt, ..., x„,... with Lf x ^ 1 / n ^r] . If x is a cluster point of {*„} then to every e > 0 there 
would be an n with (1/2)/Xn>i/„S/x>£ by which Lfx^(l/2)t] (e>0) contradicting 
the assumption that L does not have any singular point. 
Now in the proof of (iii)=>(i) we prove first that every PLl functional L with-
out singular points is a T-functional. An easy argument gives that T can be con-
verted into a triangle-matrix T*=(t*J (i.e. t*k=0 for k>ri) which is also regular 
and completely regular and the limits J-lim sk and T*-\im sk exist at the same 
time and they are equal for every bounded sequence { s j (first make T to be row-
finite and then repeat the rows of T sufficiently many times). Thus, from the point of 
view of our problem T and T* are equivalent, so we may assume without loss of 
generality T to be a triangle-matrix. 
Also one can show easily that the complete regularity of T implies the following: 
if O S s S 1 then T can be decomposed into T1 and Ta so that S(T^=s, 1 -s 
are satisfied, furthermore, to every and 1 —5 the obtained Tx and 
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r 2 can be decomposed into Tn, r 1 2 , T21 and T22 so that S(T11)=r1, S(T12)=s— 
S(T21)=r2, s(T22)=(l ~s)~r2 a r e satisfied, etc. We shall call such decompositions 
completely regular. 
Let us consider the functions 
gim)(*) = 
1 if k \ 2 m ^ x ^ \ , 
0 if Ors x S(k-l)l2m, m= 1,2, . . . , 
linear on [(k- l)/2m, fe/2m], 
gi->(*)= 1. 
2M 
Let q ^ ^ L g ™ and ¿ M " 0 ( 0 S k ^ 2 m , 1, 2, ...). By positivity we have 
2»» 
/><m)s0 and ¿ > i m ) = l.. 
Jt = 0 
Let T0(1) U r ' 1 ' U be a completely regular decomposition of T such that 
s m = p p , s(n»)=pii\ sm=P?> 
are satisfied, and let 
,(1,0) = 
1 if « e i n d y ^ , 
1/2 if «f ind 7\(1), 
0 if /jeindr0(1> 
where ind T' denotes the set of those natural numbers j for which the /-th column 
of T belongs to 7". It is clear, that there exists a number N(1-0) such that for 0) 
we have 
№*?•*>}, g h - L g W d P 0 = 0, 1,2), 
where the notation 
s 
'*({**}> g ) := 2hkg(xk) k — 1 
is used. 
For a given m and 0 ^ k ^ 2 m let us consider the functions 
(A')\ otrn+l) /,(171 +1) „(m+1) „(m) „(m) „(m) V*-*) go ' gl ' •••' 62k > gk + li ofc + 2? •••» g2m • 
In the following (p will denote any of these functions. Let p2km+1) be defined by 
<4m + 1) = 4l\+Ptim+1) if 2/c < 2m + 1 and ptftt1* = p%tl\ 
We suppose that for the pair (m, &) we have already defined the completely regular 
decomposition of T into the matrices 
J(m +1)
 rr(m + l) T(m + 1) -¡n*(m + l) Trim) T("0 
0 ' > •••> 2it—1 > •'2k ; -"fc + l , •••J /2m , 
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the sequence {.x£m't)}~=0 and the number N(-m,k) so that 
5(7o(m+1)) = pt+1), 5(r4"_V>) - pfcJi», S(7l<m+1>) = pUm+1\ 
» = S(T£>) = pg>, 
for n > Nlm,K) we have 
y(m,k) -An — 
and for s s N(m'k^ 
i/2m+1 if /j£ind7}(m+1) (i = 0, 2k-l), 
2fe/2m+1 if n6indr2V"+ 1 ) , 
ijlm if «eind r / m ) (i = k+\, ..., 2), 
WW"'«}, <P)-L<p\ < 1/2"* 
are satisfied for every <p from (4.2). We want to go over to the pair (m, fc+l) (if 
k=2 m then to the pair (m+1,0) ; this case can be treated similarly as the fol-
lowing one). 
The regularity of T implies that if we cancel those columns of the matrices 
T2*(m+1), which belong to the first N(m-k) columns of T then the obtained matrices 
W2*(m+1\ Wk(™l are still completely regular. Let us unite W£im+1) and W£m) into 
the matrix Vk(m) (the columns in Vk(m) follow each other in the same order as in T), 
and then decompose Vk(m) into the completely regular matrices T ^ + t ^ 
so that 
= ptf+v, S(T<!T+\») = pfrtfK S(T&?s+1)) -
be satisfied. This is possible because 
pttt^+^rMptiS? +/4m+1) = ?i?+,) = Ptim+1)+Pil\ + qim+\-
Now we set 
2k/2m+1 if wgind T£k'+1), 
(2/c + l)/2m+1 if /z£ind 
(2k+2)/2m+1 if n e i n d r ^ Y 1 » , 
xim,k) otherwise. 
v(m,k +1) — 
It follows easily that for 0 ^ r ^ 2 k + 2 
2m 2k+l 
lim /S({4"-H 1 )}, gim + 1 )) = 2 S(T}^) + S{Tik<^)+ 2 S(T/-+«) = 
j=k+2 }=r 
2m 2Jt+l = 2 P^+Pttt^+2 />J"+I) ^ <7r(m+1) = Lg<"+1> J=k +2 j —T 
and similarly for k + 2 s r s 2m 
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Therefore, there exists a constant N<m-k+1)>N(m-k) such that for s^N(m'k+1) 
we have 
- 1 / 2 " 
where i¡f denotes any of the functions 
g<m+1>, O s f g 2k+2, g<m>, 
(If we adjoin the omitted columns to T^+it^ w e obtain again a completely regular 
decomposition of T and the prescribed properties hold for the pair (m, k+1).) 
Thus, for all in and we can define the sequences which have 
also the property that for and for m'>m or m'=m and k'>k, 
x(m.k) c o i n c i d e s w i t h x(nm':k'\ i.e. Hence the limit 
x„ = lim x<m-k) 
exists for every n and x„€[0, 1]. We show that 
T-\imgimHxn) = Lgjr> n 
for every m and k which already implies 
J-lim / (x„) = Lf n 
for every / € C [ 0 , 1 ] because the linear combinations of the g£m)'s constitute a dense 
set in C[0,1]. 
Let 
j^m.k) _ | 7 j e i n d j.*(m +1)? N(m,k) -g „ ^ ^(m.k + 1)^ 
jgn.k) = | „ € i n d Nim,k) -g n ^ ^(m.fc + l)^ and 
K(m,k) = m y t 
K<m,k) ^ m a x 2 h i -
We claim that K[m'k)-Q, K¡m-k)-*0 as N(m<k)^<~. Suppose not, e.g. 
S s > 0 for infinitely many pairs (m, k). For each such (m, k) we have by our 
construction 
\<s({xím-k)}, gti+1))~tA{4m-k)h g f t 
which together with the estimates 
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yield for infinitely many (m, k) 
\Lg№ > e —2/2m, 
but this contradicts Lemma 3 (y) (L is assumed to have no singular point). 
Now if | / | S 1 is arbitrary then for N^v <s^N*-m'k+1) 
\ts({xn},f)-ts({xim-k>},f)\ ^ 2(Kim^+Kt-k)) 
and so, according to what we have just proved, to every there exists an N 
such that if JSiV then 
l's({*n}> <p)~L<p\ < e 
for an arbitrary function <p from (4.2) with (m, k) satisfying Nim-k)<s^Nim'k+1). 
But for m ^ m every one of the g£m,)'s is a convex linear combination of such <p's 
by which 
lim ',(({*„}, gim)) = ¿ g r ) S-»oo 
for every m and 0 s f c s 2 m , and the proof is complete. 
Now let L be discrete: 
z r = 2 t o f ( ? d > ft s o , 2 P i = 1. 
i i 
By assumption we have matrices Tt with T = | J 7 , i , 5 ( 7 ^ ) = ^ , hence putting i 
x„=ti if «6ind T, we obtain 
Lf = T-\imf(xn). n 
Finally, if jL=/iX!+(l — h)L2, where Lx is discrete and L2 is with-
out singular points then there are completely regular matrices Tu Tt such that 
T=T1\JT2, S(T1)=n, S(T2)= 1 —¡i. Above we proved that there are sequences 
{*«} and { x f } with 
((\lLi)T,)-\\mf(x^) = L,f, ((1/(1 -AI) J 2 ) - l im/(xf>) = L 2 f , 
and hence putting 
x„ = rfP if the n-th column of T is the A>th column of j = I or 2, 
we obtain 
T-lim /(*„) = Ti-lim / « ) + 7-2-lim f(x?>) - piLlf+( \ -¿)LJ=Lf n k k 
and the proof of the implication (iii)=>-(i) is complete. 
Finally we prove that (ii) implies (iii). Let 
. f f - 7-lirn /(.v„) 
' / " 
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for all /<GC[0,1]. P u t t i n g / = 1 we obtain 
lim y , t n k = J - l i m l = / 1 = 1. 
*=i g 
Thus, T is regular if lim tnk=0 is also satisfied for every n, but this obviously EO 
follows from the complete regularity of T which we show in a moment. 
If / £ [ 0 , 1 ] is an interval let | / | denote its length, and let the matrix TI be 
determined by 
ind 77 = {« | *„£/}. 
We claim that S ( T 7 ) = | / | which already implies the complete regularity of T. For 
any functions / i , / 2 € C [ 0 , 1] satisfying O S / u / j ^ l , fl(x)=0 for f2(x)= 1 for 
x £ l we have, if /„ denotes the sum of the elements of T, in the n-th row, 
1 1 
f / , =s lim inf ln lim sup /„ f f2 
0 0 
and since to every e > 0 there are f unc t i ons^ and f2 of the above kind satisfying 
—e— f f i — \I\ — f fz — \I\+E 
0 0 
we have indeed 
S(TJ) = lim /„ = | / | . 
Tl-*oo 
The proof is complete. 
Corollary 3 can be proved easily using Theorem 4. 
5. Density measures 
Let X= {xfc}r=i b e a sequence from the n dimensional Euclidean space. We 
say that X has density a in the set A Q R" if the number of the first n points belong-
ing to A divided by n tends to a i.e. if 
|{fc| 1 =§ k n, xk£A}\ln = (1/«) 2 Xa(*J " « (« —)• 
4=1 
Let J" be the ring of the Jordan measurable sets of R". A set function ¡i : J" — R + 
is said to be density measure if there is a sequence X= such that X has 
density fi(A) in every Jordan measurable set A. In this section we characterize these 
density measures. It will follow among others that they are really measures, i.e. 
they are countably additive and they can be extended to a Borel measure. 
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T h e o r e m 5. A ft: J "—R + is a density measure if and only if it has the form 
oo 
with suitable ¿/¡^0, t ^ R " ( / '=1,2, . . . X g s O ^ e L ^ R " ) satisfying 2 " f t = U and 
i=X 
In other words the density measures are the convex combinations of the dis-
crete and (with respect to the Lebesgue measure of R") absolutely continuous 
measures. 
C o r o l l a r y 4. Every density measure is a-additive and hence it can be extended 
to a Borel measure o / R " . 
R e m a r k 1. One could try to extend the notion of the density measure to 
other domains than the Jordan measurable sets but such extensions can result in 
that the only "density measures" are the discrete ones. This happens e.g. if we 
require n to be defined for all open (and hence for all closed) sets of R". 
2. One could also use other summability methods, i.e. n can be defined as 
for some Ar={xfc}QR" and a non-negative regular matrix T. A similar argument 
that will follow proves that Theorem 5 holds word for word for this "modified 
density measure". 
P r o o f . We shall only sketch the proof. The details are very similar to those 
of Section 3. 
I. Necessity. Let X={xk} be the sequence generating ¡i. A standard argu-
ment yields that the number of those points x for which /i({x})>0 is countable. 
Let these be r l 5 r 2 , ... and let /i;=/i({t,}). If Nt is that subsequence of the natural 
numbers N for which k£Ni iff xk=ri then N{ has density in N. contains a 
subsequence N't such that N't has density /<f in N, too, but it is sufficiently sparse, 
namely if TV- = {«'j0, ...} then is satisfied for every k. One can easily 
verify that if X' = {x'} is that subsequence of X for which xk£ X' iff k<{ U K then X' ¡=i 
oo 
satisfies the property that if n*— 2 ' then X' has density 
(5.1) 
R" 
fi(A) = T-\im/A(Xk) k 
i = l 
^(A) = (\l(l-fi*))(n(A)- 2 ft) 
t , € / t 
in every set A(iJ" and hence 
fi(A)= 2 ft + (l 
- r t ; f t , 6 A f = l 
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If 2 ft — 1 then, clearly, 
H(A) = 2 ft 
t ,iA 
and our task has been reduced to show that there is a function g^L^R") , g = 0 , 
j g— 1 such that 
R» F 
Hi (A)= f g 
A 
is satisfied. 
Let us consider the following mapping <p: R1—R": if x€ R1 has binary 
expansion 
x = . . . o t _ 2 a _ j a 0 , aiaja.T.. 
where infinitely many of the ax , a3 , ... vanish then putting 
xJ =...ctj-„, ccjxj+n..., 7 = 1 , 2 , . . . / / let 
<p(x) = (x\ . . . ,x"). 
Then cp(R1) = R" and for each x£ R", <p~\x) consists of at most 2" points. 
<P([/H/2\ (m+ l)/2k]) is a closed rectangular parallelepiped without one vertex with 
volume 1/2* and 
^ ( { f c , ..., xJ\mJ2k m Xl < (»h+l)!!", ..., m„/2k x„ < ('»„ +1)/2'1}) 
is an interval of length l/2k" plus a nowhere dense set with zero Lebesgue (and 
hence Jordan) measure. It follows that q>(A)£Jn for every AZJ1 and cp'^A^J1 
for every Ad J", furthermore, cp is a measure preserving transformation (cf. also 
[2, pp. 81—83]). Let x* be an element of q>~\x) and let x* = (x])* i.e. x*€<p_1(*/)-
We claim that X* = {xy }~=i has density in every Jordan measurable set of R1. 
Let AeJ1. If X j £ A then x'j£(p(A). Conversely, if x'j£<p(A) but x]$A then 
x*j£(p~ 1 ( ( p = : B. By what we have said above B has Jordan measure 0 and 
hence cp(B) also has Jordan measure 0. But then every B'Q<p(B) is Jordan meas-
urable and X' has density (B') in every such B', furthermore, X' has density 0 
in every point which imply, by an argument similar to that used in the proof of 
Lemma 2, that X' has density 0 in (p(B). By this X* has density 0 in cp~'(cp(B))^B 
and we obtain that for all j but a sequence j„ with 7,,/«—°° the conditions x*£A 
and x'j£<p(A) are equivalent, which proves our assertion. 
It follows also that X* has density fi*(A):=n1((p(A)) in a set A£J\ Since 
/i1({^)(x)})=0 for every x, the consideration of Lemma 2 yields that the function 
a(x) = / r ( ( - x]) = ih('P(- x]) = {the density of X* in ( - *]} 
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is absolutely continuous and increasing, furthermore a(— °°)=0, a(«>)= 1. If 
g(*) = «'(**) (*€Rn) 
then 
HAA) = Sfr-'CA)) = f a' = f g (AW) 
V'HA) A 
because q> is measure preserving, and the proof is complete. 
II. Sufficiency. Let n have the form (5.1). We put 
Lf= 2 *f(?d+(i-2 f f g 
i i 
for every Riemann-integrable function / . Either by the method of Section 3 or by 
using the above transformation q> and applying Theorem 3 one can prove that 
there is a sequence X = R" with 
L/= hm (lln)(f(Xl) +... +f(xnj) 
and an application of this to the characteristic function xA of A yields the desired 
representation. 
We have completed our proof. 
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Approximation by modified Szász operators 
S. M. MAZHAR and V. TOTIK 
1. Introduction 
I. J. L. DURRMEYER [5] defined the approximation process 
Dnf{x) = Í J / bnk(t)f(t) dt) bnk(x), M*) = (j)**Cl-*)""* 
l 
which can be used for restoring / if its moments J / ( ^ f d t are given. In a recent 
o 
paper M. M. DERRIENNIC [3] proved several results concerning these operators that 
have certain analogues with the corresponding results for Bernstein polynomials 
from which the operators D„ originate. 
Now we shall similarly modify the Szász—Mirakian operators [7, 8] 
Sn(f; X) = 2 fWn)p„tk(x), Pnik(x) = e~nx(nx)k/k\ (x ^ 0) k=0 
and prove exact estimates and saturation results for the modified operator. Actually, 
we have two modifications in mind: 
L„(fl x)=f(0)p„Ax) + n 2 ( f f(t)Pn,k-i(t)dt)pn>k(x) , k—1 o 
and 
Ln(f; x) = n 2 ( / f(t)pn,k(.t) dt)Pnyk(x). k—0 o 
Clearly L„ is the perfect analogue of D„ but it will turn out that L„ has much nicer 
properties than L„; the main difference between them is that L„ reproduces every 
linear function while L„ reproduces only the constant ones. 
Received July 20, 1983. 
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Since we are interested in uniform approximation and the transforms L„(f) 
and L a ( f ) are continuous on [0, (if they exist at all), in what follows we assume 
the continuity o f / on [0, Besides, when treating uniform approximation we shall 
always assume the boundedness of / as well. 
We shall prove global results, i.e. the whole interval [0, will be considered, 
but because of the strong localization valid both for L„ and L„, these also solve 
the corresponding local problems. 
In what follows let || • || denote the supremum norm and q>(x)=]fx. 
2. Weighted estimates 
I. Results. Let 
A\(f\ x) =f(x-h)-2f(x)+f(x + h) (x^h) 
be the usual symmetric second difference of / and 
a>2(/; 5) = sup M | ( / ; x)\ 
the modulus of smoothness o f / . 
T h e o r e m 1. For every function / € C [ 0 , we have 
(2.1) \Ln(f x)-f(x)\^\]co%f, f i f c ) . 
C o r o l l a r y . Let / € C [ 0 , be bounded. Then there exists a non-negative and 
continuous function \¡j : [0, i¡/(0)=0, such that 
\Ln(f, x) - f ( x ) | S Ki¡j (xln) ( x S O , « = 1 , 2 , . . . ) 
holds if and only if f is uniformly continuous on [0,°°). 
The proof of Theorem 1 follows that of [1, Theorem 8] and it gives somewhat 
more: if {Ln} is an arbitrary sequence of positive operators reproducing the linear 
functions and (1/2) L„ ((/ - x f ; x)=£ (x), then 
\L„(f; x)-f(x)| á ll<u2(/; n„(x)) (x ^ 0). 
The saturation result is as follows: 
T h e o r e m 2. Let / € C [ 0 , oo),f(x)=0(eAx) (A>0). If Ln(f; x)-f(x)=ox(x/n) 
(xsO,/!—«>), then f is a linear function; furthermore 
\L„(f; *)-/(*)I S Kxjn (x ¿ ' .0 , n = 1,2, ...) 
holds if and only i f f has a derivative belonging to Lip 1, where 
Lip 1 = { / : \f(x+h)-f(x)\^K,h, x § 0 , /J>0}. . 
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The next result solves the so-called non-optimal approximation problem. Let 
Lip2a = {/¡SC[0, oo): w 2 ( / ; 5) S Kft5«, 8 > 0}. 
With this notation we have: 
T h e o r e m 3. Let f£C[0, «») bounded. Then with 0 < a < l , 
I W ; * ) - / ( * ) ! ^ *(*/«)" (* s o , n = 1 , 2 , . . . ) 
holds if and only if / € Lip2 2a. 
For L„ the situation is much more complex. We mention only that if oi\f, 8) 
denotes the ordinary modulus of continuity of / , then 
M / ; * ) - / ( * ) ! K m ^ i f ] / (x+l /« ) /» ) (* > 0, n = 1,2, . . .) 
follows from a result of SHISHA and M O N D [4 , p. 28] and by well known prop-
erties of to1 this implies that 
(2.2) (1/(1 \La(f; x)-f(x)\ s Ko>\f 1 / / « ) (x > 0, n = 1, 2, ...). 
It can be shown that in general (2.2) cannot be improved since neither the weight 
{l + / x } _ 1 nor the rate co1(/; i / f n ) can be replaced by a smaller quantity. An 
analogue of Theorem 1 holds for L„ as well. However it is far less obvious how the 
analogues of Theorems 2—3 look like in the case of L„. 
n . Proofs. P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1. We follow the argument of [1, Theorem 8]. 
Using the relations 
oo 
/ PnAx)dx = W")Pn,k(x) = xp„A.t(x) (n = 1, 2, ..., k & 0) 
o 
one cah easily verify that L„(g; x)=g(x) for every linear function g, furthermore 
(2.3) Ln((t-xf,x) = x\n (x > 0, n = 1, 2, ...). 
First let us suppose that / is twice continuously differentiable on [0, By 
Taylor's formula 
At) =f(x)+(t-x)f'(x)+ f j f"(u) duds = 
X X 
( 2 . 4 ) ^ , 
-Ax)+(t~x)f'(x)+f(t-z)f"(x)dT. 
Here 
1/ jf"(u)duds\ s \\f"Ut-x)*l2, \ 
X X 
17* 
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hence 
(2.5) | L J J \ x)~f(x)\ ^ \\f"\\Lni(t~xm; x) = \\/"\\x/n. 
Now let 
hi 2 A/2 
(2.6) /»(*) = ( 2 / A ) 8 / / [ 2 / ( x + * + / ) - / ( * + 2 + 
о о 
By [1, (21)], we have | | / - / J ^co 2 ( f ; A), | | / ; | | S 9 / T V ( / ; A) and so using (2.5) for 
fh, we obtain 
M / : *)-/(*)! S ILn(f-fb, x)\ + \ ( f - f h ) ( x ) \ + \Ln(fb, x)-fh{x)\ = 
co2(f; h)+9h-2co2(f,h)x/n, 
and putting here h=Yx/n we obtain (2.1). 
P r o o f of C o r o l l a r y . We have to prove only the necessity part. Let 
x ^ l and n=M[x\. Exactly as in the proof of Theorem 4 below we have \L'n(f\ х ) | ё 
= 11 /IIУ nix and so if we assume 
x ) - f ( x ) \ * Кф(]Гф) 
we obtain that 
|/(х)-/(х+й)| ^2Кф(У7+Й/УМ[х\) + \Ьп(/; x+h)-Ln(f, *)| ^ 
^ 2Кф ( 3 / / M ) +h ll/H ]fM 
which can be made arbitrarily small by choosing first a large M and then sufficiently 
small h. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2. First we prove the following strong localization result: 
if f(x)=0(eAx) and f ( x ) vanishes on an interval (a—e, b+s) ( s>0) , then L„ ( / ; * ) = 
=0(n~2) uniformly on [a, b]. In fact one can easily see that if A is an integer, then 
with a constant Ax and so . 
a—e " » 
\L„(f; x)\^Kn 2eWpn,k(x)(f + f)pn-A,k(t)dt = A + /2: 
*=° 0 b+c 
oo oo 
I2SnK( Z PnAx) f Pn-A,k(')dt+ 2 P M W ^ 1 " " f Pn-A,Mdt) 
fcS(b+e/2)B b+£ '. k^b+,12)n g 
2 PnAx)+K 2 Pn,k{b)eA*'nn^ П *S(6+i/2)n *»(6+i/2)n 
S Кп-*+КпрйшКЬ+,/т(b) exp [А.ф+e/2)] S Kn~2, 
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where to obtain the second inequality we used the estimate (see [6, p. 212]) 
J (e~kuuk/k\)du Si Kk3j(t]nf, 
for the second and third ones we used the facts that p„tk(x) increases on the interval 
(0, k/ri) and 
Pn,k+1(b)lpn,k(b) s (¿/(6+8/2)) exp (AJn) s l - e / 2 b 
for sufficiently large n and k>(b+e/2)n, and to obtain the last one we used Stirling's 
formula. 
One can get similar estimates for and thus our assertion concerning the localiza -
tion of L„ has been proved. For later applications let us mention that in view of 
our proof, the same holds true for the operators L„. 
Using the above localization, one can see that the proofs of [4, Theorem 5.1] 
and [4, Theorem 5.4] hold for Ln on every finite interval [a, b] ̂  [0, «>) and we 
obtain that 
Ln(f,x)~f(x) = ox( 1) 
implies that / is locally and hence globally linear, furthermore 
U f ; x ) - f ( x ) = O (x/n) 
implies that / has a derivative which is absolutely continuous on every interval 
(a, <=°). But using again our localization, the proof of [4, Lemma 5.5] 
yields that 
Vim (nlx)(L„(f; x)-f(x)) =f"{?c)/2 
at every point x, where f"(x) exists. So 
Ln(J; x ) - f ( x ) = 0(x/n) implies / ' ( * ) = 0 ( 1) 
and this is the same as / ' £ Lip 1. 
The sufficiency of the condition / ' £ Lip 1 follows from Theorem 1 since it 
implies co2(f; 5)=0(S2). 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 3. Here, again, the sufficiency directly follows from Theo-
rem 1. 
To prove the necessity of the condition / 6 Lip2 2a, first we verify the inequality 
(2.7) \Ll(f, x) | ^ KojHJ- S)(n/x + d~2) (S, x > 0, n = 1, 2, ...) 
(cf. also [1, (23)]). Let 
(2.8) Fn0(f) = / ( 0 ) , Fnk(f) - n f m p ^ - d O d t (fe = 1, 2, ...). 
o 
Since 
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simple computation gives that with y„tk=(k/n—x)2—k/ns, 
(2.9) 
and so 
K i f \ x) = (n/x)2 2ynAx)Fn.t(f)PnAx) = k=0 
= n- 2 {Fn,k(f)-2F„,k+l(f) + Fnik+2(f))p^(x) k = 0 
ICC/; *)l s (ntxf 2 | y n . * « l | f n . * ( / ) - ^ . t ( / a ) l / v * ( * ) + k—0 
+ «2 2 \Fn.k if a) ~2F„tk + 1 ( f 6 ) + Fn_k + , (fa)\pn_k (x) = /t + /2, 
k=0 
where the function fs is the same as defined in (2.6). 
Since 
\Fn,k(f)-FnM>)\ ^ FnA\f-fs\) •"• II/-/*II - or(f;b) 
wc have by [1, (27)] 
h S ® 2(/; S)(n\xr 2 lv„.*(*)lA,.*M ^ KojHf- 5)nix. *=0 
In /2 we use the Taylor expansion (2.4) for fs. Let first 1. Then integra 
tions by parts give that 
"21 K. k(f*)-2Fn ,k + , ( / , ) + i v „ + 2(/a) | = 
2nt (mf 
= n f ¿A..-!« [l • - ^ + T f f I y ] ( / / / / («) ds) dt 
oo r 5 oo • 
= «1/ { p ^ M ' U jn\u)duds)dt\ = n\f pn,k + l(t)fs'(t)dt\ S 
0 x x 0 
S I I / / I I S 95--0,«(/; 5). 
A direct but rather long computation verifies the identity 
(2.10) /¿(0) —2n / e—ft{f)dt + n / e~m(nt)fs(tydt = / te-«fi(t)dt, 
0 0 0 
by which 
"2 |F„.o(/a)-2/-„,1(/a) + ^ ,2( / , ) l £ l № / = | | / / | | S 95-*<»*(/; S). 
0 
Collecting our estimates we obtain (2.7). 
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Now using (2.7) and | / ( x ) - £ , „ ( / ; x)\ = 0((x/nf) we get 
\Al(f; x)\ \f(x)-L„(f; x)\+2\f(x+h)-L,(f; x+h)\ + 
hh 
+ \f(x+2h)-L„(f, x+2h)\+\f f LZ(f,x+s+t)dsdt\ ^ ' 
0 0 
^ K((x/ny + h2(n/x+d-2)co*(f; 3)). 
Putting here 5 = ix\n we obtain 
co2(f; h) ^ K(d2*+(h/S)2a>*(f; <*)) (h, 3 > 0) 
and it is well-known (see [2, Lemma]) that this and the boundedness o f / i m p l y 
c°2(/; h)=0 (ft2*), i.e. / £ Lip2 2a. 
Our proofs are complete. 
3. Uniform approximation 
I. Results. Let CB be the set of bounded and continuous functions defined on 
[0, oo). A very natural question is the following: For which funct ions / do the trans-
forms L„(f) (Ln(f)) approximate / uniformly on the whole interval [0, «>)? The 
answer is given by 
T h e o r e m 4. If f£CB, then Ln(f)~f=o(l) (n — <*>) is satisfied uniformly on 
[0, «>) i f f fix2) is uniformly continuous on [0, «=). 
The saturation result sounds as 
T h e o r e m 5. Let f£CB. Then L„(/)-/= o(1/n) (n-<~) uniformly on [0, °°) 
i f f f is constant, furthermore Ln(f)—f—0(l/h) i f f f has a locally absolutely con-
tinuous derivative with \xf"(x)\^Kf (x>0) . 
Finally concerning the non-optimal approximation we have 
T h e o r e m 6. Let f£CB and 0 < a < l . Then L„(f)-f=0(n~") holds uni-
formly on [0, i f f 
(3.1) *•№*(/; x)\^Kh" (x>h, h>0) 
is satisfied. 
The analogues of Theorems 4 and 5 for L„ are: 
T h e o r e m 7. If f£CB, then L„(/)-/= o(1) (« — «>) holds uniformly on [0, oo) 
i f f f { x 2 ) is uniformly continuous on [0, <»). 
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T h e o r e m 8. Let f£CB. Then Ln(f)~f=o()/n) (n-*«=) i f f f is constant, 
furthermore L„(f)—f=0(l/ri) i f f f has a continuous derivative with * / ' (*)£ Lip 1. 
We can see that {£„} and {L„} do not differ f rom the point of view of uniform 
approximation but they do differ from the point of view of global saturation, e.g. if 
f£CB is twice continuously dififerentiable on (0, and 
log* Jt6[0, 1] 
then / belongs to the saturation class of {L„} but not to that of {/.„} (it is easy to see 
that the former includes the latter). 
In the proofs of Theorems 4—6 we shall use the general results of [9]. Theorems 7 
and 8 do not come so easily, they require special considerations. 
U. Proofs. P r o o f of T h e o r e m 4. Since L„ reproduces the linear functions 
and satisfies (2.3) we can apply [9, Theorem 2] and the remark made after it, according 
to which Ln(f)—f—o( 1) and the uniform continuity of 
With the notation (2.8) we get by an application of the Schwartz inequality 
IL'Af; X)\ = (nix)| 2Wn-x)Fn,k(f)pn,k(x)\ S (nlx)\\f\\ J \k/n-x\pn,k(x) s k=0 k=0 
^ {nlx)\\f\\(2 (kln-xTpntk(x))x>* = 11/11 ]fn/]fx, k=0 
where at the last step we used the fact that 2 (x—k/n)2pnJc(x)=x/n. This proves 
the theorem. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 5. The first part of the statement of the theorem follows 
from Theorem 2 and the boundedness o f / . Let e > 0 and 
X 
fog-^x) =f(x*) (g(x) = (1/4) / (1 l<p(t))dt, <p(x) = |/-x) 
o 
are equivalent provided we can verify that 
L'n(f; x) == KJ<p(x) (x > 0, <p(x) = f x ) . 
(t-xf for ¡/-*|S£, 
0 for \t—x\ < e. 
By [9, Proposition 1) the second part will also follow if 
Ln(hx,el x) = ox>e(\/n) (n 
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is satisfied for every x > 0 and e > 0 . Since a stronger result was proved in the 
proof of Theorem 2, the proof is over. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 6. Let 
0>o(/; <5) = sup ( / ; x)\ (<p(x) = f x ) 
be the modified modulus of smoothness o f / Putting h = 5 Y x into (3.1) we can see 
that (3.1) is equivalent of cov(f; 8)=0(8*"). Now by [9, Proposition 2, Corollary] 
the theorem will be proved if we verify ; 
(3.2) \xL:(f, *)| Kn S l / i l ( f d CB), 
and for any / € C„ having an absolutely continuous derivative 
(3.3) \xK(f- x)\^K\\<p*f"\\. 
The proof of (3.2) is easy. Using (2.9) we have 
\xl:(A * ) | (nVx) 2 \FnAf)\ ^ > 
k =0 
^ «11/11 ((«/*) 2 W" -xfp„,k(x)+(njx) 2(k/n*)p„Ax)) = 2« Sl/il-
t = 0 i = 0 
In the proof of (3.3) we use again (2.9) so that 
\xL:(f; x)\ S >rx 2 IF„,k(f)-2Fn,k + i ( / ) + Fn,k+2(f)\pn,,(x). k = 0 
By (2.10) 
n2x | F n > 0 ( / ) - 2 F „ J f ) + FnAf)\P„Ax) ^ 
(3.4) 
^ \\<P2f"\\ (n f e~"' dt) nxe-* s ||<p8/1-
o 
For fcsl let us apply Taylor's formula (2.4) by which 




/ P n ' k ^ (1~TTT+ (k+Z+2)) / ( ' - ^ ( t ) * * 
2nt (ntf I nt f i (/zQ2 
fc+1 + ( f c + l)(fc+2) I fc+lj I - ( fc+l)2(fc+2) 
| / ( ( Í - T ) / T ) A | ^ | / ( ( / - * ) / * ) DR| == ( / - x ) 2 / x 
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we also have . 
| / ( ' - T ) / " ( T ) < / T | S \\(p*f"\}(t-x)yx. 
X 
Hence we can continue (3.5) as 
£ \\<P2f"\\ n f'Pn.kQ) (fc+^i)(fc + 2)) + (fe+2l)"(fc + 2) ] = 
= [! (Ek-2Ek + l + Ek+s) + 2Ek + J(k + I). 
where 
Ek = n f e-"((ni)klk?)(t-xydt = (k + l)(k+2)/if--2(k + [)x/n + x*. 
o 
Now 
Ek — 2Ek+l+Ei:+2 = 2/n*, 2£ t + a /(/c+l) ^ 3((k+4)/,f-2x/n+xzl(k +1» 
and so 
"2* 2 \KAfj-2F„.k+i(f) + Fn,k+2(f)\p„,k(x) -35 
k=i 
^ \W2f"\\ "2( 2 (2/>r)pn,k(x) + 3n* 2 ((k + 4)ln^p,hk(x)-k=1 *=1 . 
-2(x/n) 2PnAx)+x2 2PnAxW+1))) = fc =1 k=1 
^ I<PV"\\(14 + 3 « 2 x / n + 2xe'"*\n + (x/n) 2 P„,k + iW)) ^ k = l 
' ^ l<P2/"||(14+6nxe-njc) k 20||<p2/"|| 
and this together with (3.4) prove (3.3), and thus the proof is complete. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 7. First let us suppose that f(x2) is uniformly continuous 
on [0, co). It is easy to see that then f(x±8fx)—/(*) —0 as <5—0 uniformly in 
x^O and so to a given e=-0 there is a ¿ > 0 such that \f(x±h^ x)—f(x)\^f. 
whenever 0</i^<5. This implies that 
f(x)-£-2\\f\\5-*(t-.xyix S / ( / ) Sf(x)+B+2\\f\\d-"-(t-x)Vx 
and hence for x s l 
|t„(/; x)~f(x)\ B+2\\f\)S^Ln((,-xy, x)/x = 
= e+21|/|] 5--(2x + 2/n)/nx S e + 8||/||/52n < 2z 
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provided «=-8<5~2e-1. Since L„(f; x)~f(x)=o(l) (n—<=°), O^xSl, follows from 
the analogue of the localization theorem proved in the proof of Theorem 2 and 
from (2.2), the sufficiency part of the theorem has been verified. 
Now let us suppose that L„(f; x)—f(x)=o(l) (n—uniformly on [0, «>). 
Exactly as in the proof of Theorem 4 one can show that x) \^K„/Yx and so 
\f(x+8 ix)-f(x)\ S 21|i-jv(/)—/! +KN | +fr* t-1'2 dr\ < 2e 
• X 
if N is sufficiently large and <5 is small. Thus f(x+8 f x ) —f(x) tends to zero uni-
formly on [0, as <5—0 and this again is equivalent to the uniform continuity 
of f(x2). Thus the proof is complete. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 8. We shall constantly use the identities 
/-„(1; x) = I, L„(r, x) = X+1//7 and L„((t-xf, x) = 2x/n + 2//;2. 
We separately prove the sufficiency and necessity of the given conditions. 
(1) Sufficiency. Let us suppose that x / ' (x)€Lip 1. This yields the absolute 
continuity of / ' and the boundedness of g(x)=(xf'(x))'. We may suppose that 
S i . Since then 
X z 
f i x ) — / (1/t) f g(u) du dx + c\ogx+d, 
0 0 
with some constants c and d, and / € C B implies c = 0 , it follows that | / ' | ss 1 and 
so \xf"(x)\ = \g(x)-f'(x)\^ i.e. \f"(x)\^2/x. For 
hjt) = / f(dulu)dr, 
xx 
we have 
hx(t) = tlog(l+(t-x)lx)-t+x S t(t-x)/x-(t-x) = ( t - x f / x , t fe 0 
and hx(t)= l/t, and the latter implies (see above) that the functions y ± = 2 h x ± f are 
convex (y'^feO). Now if y is convex and differentiable, then, because of the 
inequality y(t)—y(x)Sy'(x)(t—x), we have 
Ur; x)-y(x) ^ y'(x)Ln(t-x, x) = y'(x)(l/n). 
Putting here y = 7 ± and taking into account that 
| / ± (* ) | - 1 / ( r f« /« )U ,± / ' ( * ) I = l ± / ' M I ^ 1 
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we get 
!<-„(/; *)-/(*)! ^ K(.K\ x)-hx(x)+\/n ^ 
S ^ - ^ ( ( / - x ) 2 , x) + l /« = 2 ( x + l / n ) / n * + l /n S 5/«, 
provided x ^ l / n . t 
If 0 < x S 1/n, then we argue as follows. Since f(t)=f(x)+ J f'(t) dr, we have 
X 
K ( f \ *)| = I 2 n{Fn<k + 1 { f ) - F n ^ ( f ) ) p ^ k ( x ) \ = 
k=0 
= | i « / «e-"t(C«/)k/fc!)(l-wi/CfcH-1» f f ' ( x ) d x d t \ = 
t = 0 0 x 
= | 2 » f A U + I ( 0 / / ' ( T ) D T D I | = | L N / A . - , * + I ( > ) / ' 0 H S LL/'LL ^ 1 
4 = 0 0 X T = 0 O 
and so, according to what we have proved above 
M / ; * ) - / ( * ) ! S 2 | x - l / « | + |L„(/; l / « ) - / ( l / « ) | ^ 7/« ( 0 < ^ 1/«) 
and the sufficiency part of the theorem has been established. 
(2) Necessity. Let W1(t)=l/t, W2(t) = \. Using Taylor's formula (2.4) and 
the strong localization proved in Theorem 2 (clearly the proof also works for L„) 
one can easily prove that if / € C B is twice continuously differentiable on [0, «>) then 
Km«(L n ( / ; x ) - / ( x ) ) = J i m ( « L n ( / ' ( x ) ( / - x ) ; x) + nLB(f ( / - t ) / " ( r ) dx; x ) = 
= / ' ( x ) + x / " ( x ) = (x/ ' (x)) ' = [ V I W M f ' m ' K x ) 
and so [4, Theorem 5.7] gives (use also the localization) that 
<-„(/; x ) - / ( x ) = 0(1/«) 
implies that / has the form f(x)=c log x + J and so ( / € C B ) / is constant. This 
proves the first half of the theorem. 
Now suppose L„(f,x)—f(x)=0(l/n) uniformly on [0, We set 
g(x) = lim «(!.„(/; x ) - / ( x ) ) . 
oo 
If [a, oo) is arbitrary, then g£Ll(a,b). Using once more the localization 
result for L„ we get from [4, Theorem 5.8] that on (a, b) f has the form 
x t 
f ( x ) = d + c l o g x + / (I/O / g(s)dsdt, 
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i.e. / ' is absolutely cont inuous on (a, b), a n d since (a, b) is a rb i t rary , it follows 
t h a t / ' is locally absolutely con t inuous on (0, By [4, L e m m a 5.9] and our localiza-
tion result 
Hm n(Ln(f, *)-/(*)) = {tf'(i))\=x 
a t every x, where the right h a n d side makes sense, a n d so Ln(f; x)—f(x)—0(l/ri) 
yields ( x ( / ' ( x ) ) ' = 0 ( 1 ) a n d this completes the proof of the theorem. 
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A generalization of a theorem of G. Freud 
on the differentiability of functions 
TORD SJÛDIN 
0. Introduction 
Let / be a function defined on R1 and let m be a. positive integer. Then / has 
a Taylor polynomial of order m at x=a if and only if there is a number Cm such that 
(0.1) AHf(x) = C,„hm+((jc-a)m + hm)six, h), 
where e(x, /i)—0, as x-*a and /i—0. 
This result was announced by G. FREUD in [3]. It is our purpose to prove an 
¿/-version of (0.1) for functions in R", 1 and differentiability of order / > 0. 
This involves finding the ¿/-form of (0.1). (See Section 1 for the exact definitions.) 
The methods of proof use approximation theorems of Jackson type due to H. W H I T -
NEY [10] and Ju. A. BRUDNYI [1]. As an application we consider the problem to 
characterize differentiability in terms of ¿/-differentiability together with certain 
additional conditions. Such problems have been studied by the author in [4]—[6]. 
See also B . - M . STOCKE [8]. 
Section 1 contains our notation and the definitions. Our results are then stated 
in Section 2 and proved in Sections 4 and 5. The lemmas needed in the proofs are 
given in Section 3. 
1. Notation and definitions 
1.1. We use standard notation for points ..., x„) and real or complex 
valued functions fix) in R". For EczR" we denote Lebesgue outer measure and 
Lebesgue measure by |£|* and \E\ respectively. Integration with respect to Lebesgue 
measure is written j fix) dx and L"iE) denotes thé usual Lebesgue classes, 1 
E . . . . 
Received October 10, 1983. 
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^oo. All functions considered are measurable. We define | | / | | L P ( £ ) = ( J \f(x)\pdx)llp, 
E 
l S p S o o , with the usual modification when p=°°. When E=R" we just write | | / | j p . 
We let I=I(a, s) denote a cube in R" with its sides parallel to the axes, its 
centre in a and having diameter s. The ball with centre at a and radius r is denoted by 
B (a, r). The density of a measurable set E at x0 is defined by lim \EC\B(x0, r ) | • 
• |B(x0, r ) | - 1 , if the limit exists. We let c(a, /5, ...) denote constants, which may 
be different at each occurrence, depending on a, /?,.. . . Constants only depending 
on n are denoted by c. Polynomials P are written P(x)—2 where the summa-
tion is over multi indices a. 
1.2. Let / > 0 . A function / is said to be (ordinary) differentiable of order / 
at x—a in R" if there is a (Taylor) polynomial P(x) of degree at most / such that 
R(x,a)=f(x)—P(x)=o(\x—a\t), as x-»a. We say t h a t / is L"-differentiable at x=a 
of order I if 
( |Z?(a,r) |-i / |«(x, a)\"dxfp = o(r'), r - 0, 
B(0,r) 
for a suitable polynomial P. Here we make the usual modification when p = °°. 
The polynomials P are unique in all cases. 
The differences A™f(x) are defined inductively by A°hf(x)=f(x) and A™+1f(x) = 
=A™f(x+h)-A'Zf(x). It is easily verified that if P(x)= 2 O * , then A%P(x) = 
|or| i n 
=m\ 2 c a- h", for all x. For more properties of A™f, see [5] and [9, p. 102]. 
|a| = m 
1.3. In this section we define a smoothness property for functions called C{, 
using j-th order differences. We considered a slightly different property, also denoted 
by C{, in [5]. For a comparison of these properties, see the second remark following 
Definition 1.1. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1.1. Let j be a positive integer and let O S i ^ / ' + l . Let / be a 
function defined in a neighbourhood of x=a in R". We say that / has property 
C{i at x=a if there exist numbers C a , |a |=y, such that for every e=-0 there are 
t and <5, 0< /<min ( f i , 1) and ¿ > 0 , such that 
(1.1) sup \Alf(x) -j[ 2 Ca h" | S is - a 
\h\St\x-a\ |«| =j 
for all x, 0 < | x - a | < 5 . We take Cx=0, \a\=j, if s^j. 
Replacing (1.1) by 
(1.2) ( | £ ( 0 , i | x - a | ) | - * / \Mf{x)-j\ 2 Cah*\'dhy" ^e\x-a\\ 
lSp^co, gives an equivalent definition of property C{. For the proof, see 
[5, Lemma 5.2]. 
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The numbers Ca in (1.1) and (1.2) are unique, when •?>/. In the case when sSj, 
(1.1) and (1.2) are independent of the choice of C s in the sense that they hold with 
all Ca=0 if and only if they hold for some arbitrary C a , | a | = / 
R e m a r k . We get an equivalent definition of property C{ if we in (1.1) or (1.2) 
replace A[f by the binary differences BJhf, see [5, p. 51]. In proving this it is.no loss 
of generality to assume that Ca=0, |a| =j, in (1.1) and (1.2) and hence the proof 
of [5, Lemma 5.4] applies. We leave the details to the reader. 
R e m a r k . The present definition of property C{ differs from the one in [5, 
p. 53] only when s > j . For example in the case of [5, Theorem 3.2], the two defini-
tions agree. It can be proved that there is an alternative formulation of Theorem 3.2 
in [5] based on (a)—(c) in [5, pp. 53—54] and using property C{. Finally we note 
that property C* in the same as property Bs in [4, p. 9], when 
2. Main results 
2.1. Our first theorem is a characterization of ¿"-differentiability which gene-
ralizes G . F R E U D ' S result in [ 3 ] . 
T h e o r e m 2.1. Let f(x) be a function defined in a neighbourhood of x=a in 
R". Let / > 0 , 1 »о and let m^l<m+1, where m is a non-negative integer. 
Then f is IF-differentiable at x=a if and only if there are numbers Ca, |a|=w, 
such that 
(2.1) sup (\B(a, 0 | _ 1 f \A%f{x)-m\ 2 CM"dxYlp = o(t'), as t 0 . 
WsX B(a,t) l«l=»> 
We make the usual modification in (2.1) when 
As we mentioned in the introduction, Theorem 2.1 also holds for the case of 
differentiability in the ordinary sense with (2.1) replaced by 
(2.2) sup sup | A f f ( x ) - m \ 2 Cah'\ = o(sl), . 
|A|ss \x-a\Ss | i | = m 
as s-~ 0. Essentially the same proof applies. We omit the details. 
R e m a r k . In the case 0 < / < l , we have m=0 and A°hf(x)=f(x). Then (2.i) 
is just the definition of ZAdiflferentiability. In the case when / s i and (2.1) holds, 
there exist numbers C e , | a | ^ m — 1, such that the //-differential o f . / a t x=a is 
given by P(x)= 2 Cx(x-af. 
|A|SM 
2.2. Next we use ideas from [4]—[6] and combine Theorem 2.1 with (2.2) to 
prove results on the connection between differentiability and //-differentiability. 
18 
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T h e o r e m 2.2. Let / > 0 and Let.m be an integer such that 
•c-iw+ l, when /£1 and m=i, when 0 < / < l . Then f is differentiable at x=a 
of order I if and only i f f has an Lp-differential of order I at x=a and f has property 
C? at x=a. 
The following variant of Theorem 2.2 can be proved with the same methods. 
T h e o r e m 2.3. Let 0 < / < « , where m is an integer, and let. l ^ / j g « » . Then 
a function f is differentiable at x=a of order I if and only i f f is LP-differentiable at 
x=a of order I and f has property C™ at x=a. 
Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 should be compared to the corresponding results in [4] 
and [5]. Theorem 2.3 generalizes Theorem 3.2 in [5] and Theorem 2.2 is a generaliza-
tion of the alternative formulation of Theorem 3.2 in [5] which was mentioned in the 
second remark following Definition 1.1. Examples show that property CJ" alone 
does not imply differentiability of order I in Theorems 2.2 and 2.3. 
Our results in [4], [5] and the present paper can be summarized as follows. We 
want to characterize differentiability of a function f ( x ) at x=a by //-differentiability 
together with certain additional conditions. These additional conditions can roughly 
be described as follows (differentiability of order /, l S m S / < m + l , where m is 
an integer) : 
(0 ([4]) fm has property C\ at x=a, where / m (x) = / ( * ) - 2 Ca(x-a)\ ISMSm 
(ii) ([5]) / h a s properties C{ at ,x=a, for 1 Sj^m+l, and suitable s, 
(iii) (present p a p e r ) / h a s property CJ" (or C?+1) at x=a. 
The case (i) was applied to Bessel potentials of / /-functions in [4]. The advantage 
of (iii) compared to (ii) is that it has just one single condition. 
2.3. It was proved in [4, Lemma 5.2] that property C f , 0 < / S l , at x=a 
implies that | / ( x ) — | x - a | ' , for suitable numbers b and M, when x is close 
to a. Our next theorem generalizes this result. Roughly speaking, we prove that 
property C7 is of Lipschitz type. 
T h e o r e m 2.4. Let m be a positive integer and s>m—1, and let f be a func-
tion. Assume that there are s > 0 , ¿ > 0 and 0 < f < l such that 0<|x—a|s<5 implies 
(2.3) sup \A%f(x)\^£\x-a\\ 
| A | s r | x-a\ 
Then there is a unique polynomial P(x) of degree at most. (m— 1) such that 
(2.4) l / W - P W I s A / l x - a p 
for 0«= <3[s4<5/5, where M is a suitable number depending on n, m, s and t. 
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C o r o l l a r y . Let f have property C? at x=a, where I and m are as in Theo-
rem 2.2. Then there is a unique polynomial P of degree less than I such that 
\f(x)-P(x)\^M\x-a\' 
for 0-<=|x—<i|<5, where ¿ > 0 and M are suitable constants.. 
The corollary follows easily from Definition 1.1 and Theorem 2.4. 
3. Some lemmas 
It is well known that if a function f ( x ) satisfies lim sup \A™f(x)\< for every 
x in a measurable set 2s, then / is bounded in a neighbourhood of a.e. x£E, cf. 
[7, p. 249]. We need the following Z/-form of that result. 
L e m m a 3.1. Let m be a positive integer and 1 S/?Soo. Assume that for every 
x0 in a measurable set EczR", there is r 0 = r 0 ( x 0 ) > 0 such that 
f dh f \AZf{x)\*dx 
| A | S r 0 | * - j r „ | S r 0 
if 1S/j<«>, and 
ess sup ess sup \A^f(x)\ <», 
| x - * 0 | S r 0 | fc |=ir 0 
if p=oo. Then for a.e. x0€2s there is r=r(xQ)>0 such that f belongs to LP(JS), 
where B=B(x0, r). 
P r o o f of L e m m a 3.1. Let It is no loss of generality to assume 
that / i s finite in E. Define for i = 1 ,2 , . . . 
= f dh J \A%f(x)\>dx^i}, 
| d | s l / i | x - x 0 | a = l / i 
then E=\JEt. In contrast to the case in [7], the sets Et are here measurable. There i 
exists a closed subset P of E, with |£"\J° | arbitrarily small, such that the restric-
tion of / to P is continuous on P. Define Bi={x; Et has density one at x}, 
E© 
C = { x ; P has density one at x} and Ai=-BtC\C, i= 1,2,.... Let A=[J Ah then 
E\A c ( U № \ 5 , ) ) U ( £ \ P ) U ( P \ C ) . 
i 
We get since E i \ B t and P\C have measure zero. It is our 
purpose to prove that / is locally in LP near every point in A. Let / be fixed and 
let x0£A,. 
»* 
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We now have the following identity 
( - l)ra(/(*)-/(*„)) = "z ( - iy[T){f{x,)-f(2+sh))+ AHf(z), 
s—0 ^ ' 
where z+mh=x. Let x be fixed, 0<|A'- .Y 0 |</ \ We use [5, Lemma 4.3] to split 
the last term in the above identity as follows 
( - l)m(/(*) -/(*<>)) = m£ ( - l)s M (f(xo) -f(z+sh)) + s=0 ^ / 
+m2 ( - 1 ) ' " ( ? ) a T I / « ) № - » / ( * + « » ) + ( - 1 T W - J X * ) -i=l \ / 
Let | z — x 0 | , where M is to be chosen below, then | / i | ^ ( A f + l ) r . Taking 
the £,p-norm over we get 
(3.1) \f(x)-/(x0)\ ti J ; ' ( 7 ) \f(xo)~~f(z+sh)\ + 
+ c(n, M)m2 (\B(0, r)|"A f \AZf(z+jh)\'dWyip + 
j = 0 |w|S(M + 2)r 
+ c(n, m,M)(\B(0, r ) | - 1 / \AZf{x)\"dwfp = / 1 ( Z ) + / 2 ( Z ) + / ; , (A) . 
|w|S(M + 2)r 
There are r > 0 and M=M(r) such that the density at x0 of the set 
5 = {z; ( j / m ) x + ( l - j / m ) z £ P , for j = 1, 2, ..., m - 1 and | z - x 0 | — M | x - x 0 | } 
is arbitrarily close,to one, for all. 0 < | x — x 0 | < r , cf. [7, p. 267]. Further, 
f I2(zydzsc(n,M)r—i" 
B(.x„,r) 
if .0 < r s c ( « , m) • (1//). Hence, if r is small enough, we can for every x, 0 < \x—x0\<r, 
find z£S such t h a t / i ( z ) is arbitrarily small and / 2 ( z ) s c ( n , M, r, p). Integrating 
the/7-th power of (3.1) w.r.t. x over the set B(xQ, r) yields 
/ \f(x)-f(x0)\"dx^c(n, M,r,P) 
• B(x0, r) 
for some r > 0 . 
We have proved that / is locally in LP a t every point of A. ¡The conclusion of 
the lemma follows since | £ \ / 4 | can be made arbitrarily small: The case p= .<» is 
treated analogously and we omit the details. 
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L e m m a 3.2. Let 1 s p g t » and assume that (2.1) holds. Then f is locally in 
L" at a. 
P r o o f of L e m m a 3.2. Let 1 By (2.1) there are positive numbers 8 
and M such that |/i|ë<5 and \x0-a\^8 imply 
f \A^f(x)\"dx^M". 
B(x0,S) 
Then by Lemma 3.1 there are x 0 , with |JC0—a|«5/2, and positive numbers r and 
A'' such that J . \f(x)\" dx=N" There is nothing to prove unless r^8. 
B(x0.r) 
Consider the identity 
(3.2) A"h'f(x) = m£(- 1 R - ' ["l)f(x + ih)+f(X + mh). 
Let \h\=r/m. We integrate the p-th power of (3.2) w.r.t. x over B(x0, s), where 
s=r—(m— 1) - \h \=r/m. This gives 
/ \f(y)\p dy = (M+2m N f . 
B(x0+mh,s) 
Since a certain portion of B(x0+mh, s) lies outside B(x0, r), a simple geometrical 
argument shows that J \f(y)\pdy is finite, where r 1 = r + \h\H. If r±>8 we 
are done. Otherwise, repeating this procedure a finite number of times, we find 
r0><5 such that f \f(x)\"dx^ f \f(x)\"dx< 
oo. The casé p=«> is handled 
B(a,i/2) fl(x0> r0y 
analogously. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
Our next lemma is a slightly generalized form of a lemma due to De Giorgi, 
see [2, p. 140]. We omit the proof. 
L e m m a 3.3. Let I ^ I f a u ) and I2=I(b, v) be two cubes such that /iC/2. 
Let j be a non-negative integer and Then 
sup |£«P(x) | à c(n, j)(vluy v-'"I ( l A l - 1 / \P(x)\>dx)llp 
for all polynomials P of degree =j. The lemma also holds for balls instead of cubes. 
We make the usual modification in the right hand side of the inequality when 
p — 
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- 4. Proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 
4.1. P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2.1. The proof of the necessity follows easily by 
integrating the identity . . . . 
. A^f(x)-m\ 2 Cah« = AZ(f-P)(x), M =m 
where P ( x ) = 2 ^ Л х ~ а Т - The details are left to the reader: 
Suppose that (2.1) holds. We may assume that C a = 0 for ; | a | = m , and that 
f(x)=0 outside some neighbourhood of x—a. Then by Lemma 3.2 we may also 
assume that / is in LP. 
Let Is=I(a,s) be a cube. Define ipwh={x; x+kh£Is,"for k=0,1, ..., m), 
then I s i h a l s . Now by [1, Theorem 1'] there is, for every 0, a polynomial P , 
of degree at most (m - 1 ) such that - . 
lf-Ps\\mi,) s Ф, m) sup MJT/lkpu,,,,). 
Then by our assumption (2.1) we get 
(4.1) s Ms), 
- where I>(J) is a non-decreasing function tending to zero as j—0. 
. Now let Pk be the polynomial Ps, when s=2~k, k=1,2, . . . . We intend to 
prove that the sequence converges uniformly on compact sets to a polynomial 
P with the desired properties. More exactly, we prove that there is a polynomial P 
of degree at most (m—1) such that 
(4.2) \DtPk(a)-D'P(a)\ = o(2-k^-^), as к 
for | a | s m — ! . ' It then follows from Taylor's formula that for s—2~k we have 
sup | P t ( x ) - P ( x ) | = o ( 2 - " ) , as fc—oo. Combining this with (4.1) we get the con-
fe r . 
elusion of the theorem with the polynomial P defined above. 
It remains to prove (4.2). Now (4.1) and Lemma 3.3 give that for | a |Sm—1, 
\1УРк+1(а)-£ГРк(а)\ ^ ф , m) (\Ik+1\^ J \Pk+1(x)-Pk(x)\> dx)Vp s 
' 'fc + t • • 
S c ( n , m ) 2 ^ ~ ' h ( 2 - k ) . 
Then for / >fc we get by summation 
\1УР,(а)--1ГРь(р)\ ^ 2 \ I T P j + 1 ( a ) - £ r P j ( a ) \ s c(n, m, 1 ) 2 ^ - 1 > и ( 2 ~ к ) . 
к 
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Hence the sequences { iyp k (a ) }" , | a | sm—1, converge and there is a polynomial P 
such that 
|D a P t (a ) -D a J P(a) | = 0(2^1«'-''), 
as A:—oo. This proves (4.2) and thereby completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
4.2. P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2.2. We omit the necessity part of the proof since 
it is straightforward, cf. the corresponding results in [4] and [5]. Assume that f is 
//-differentiable of order / and that / has property C,m at x=a, for / and m as in 
the theorem. We first assume that l s m s / < m + l . Let P(x)= 2 Cx(x—af be 
the ¿"-differential of / at x=a. Then the constants Ca, |a|=/w, in P(x) are the 
same as the constants Ca in (2.1) by the remark following Theorem 2.1. We claim 
that it is no loss of generality to assume that we have the same constants Ca, | a |=m, 
in (1.1) and (2.1). 
When l = m our claim follows from the fact that in this case (1.1) is independent 
of the choice of constants C„. Now let m < / < m + 1 and denote these constants in 
(1.1) and (2.1) by Ca and C'a respectively. Then. 
|m! 2 (Q-C)H 3E\A?f(x)-m\ 2 CJi'\+\A^f(x)-ml 2 Q'4 
|a|=m |»|=m |«|=m 
Let 0 < £ < 1 be arbitrary and choose t and 8 as in Definition 1.1. Let 0 < s < 
<min (t, 8/2) and \h\Sst. We integrate the above inequality to the/>-th power 
w.r.t. x over the set Es={x\ s^\x—a\^2s}. Then using (1.1) and (2.1) we get 
sup \m\ 2 (Cx-C^)h"l =s o(s')+2'es', as s - 0. |/1 last ' |<z|=m 
It follows easily that Cx—C'x, | a |=m, by letting s tend to zero, since Thereby 
our claim is proved. 
Now consider the identity 
f(x)-P(x) = (-\Y{A?f(x)-m\ 2 C.h')-
|«|=m 
- 1 ( fc) ( - lf{f(x+hk)-P(x+ kh)). 
Let e > 0 be arbitrary. Choose t and 5 as in Definition 1.1 and let 0<|x— 
Then integrating this identity to the p-th power w.r.t. h over the set \h\^t\x—a\ 
and using (1.1) and the definition of the ¿"-derivative yields 
\f(x)-P{x)\^t\x-a\l+o(\x-a\i), as x^a. 
This proves the theorem when / s i . The case 0 < / < l is much simpler and its 
proof is left to the reader. 
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5. Proof of Theorem 2.4 
The proof is a combination of the methods of proof in Theorem 2.2 and [4, 
Lemma 5.1]. Therefore we will not go into so many details. 
Let x0 be such that | x 0 =a | = 4<5/5 and let L denote the line segment between 
a and x0 . Define a sequence {x,}~ of points on L such that « 1 = ^ = ^ ( 1 — t/4)', 
i= 1 , 2 , . . . , where /o=|x„—a\. Then |x{—x i+1 |=(//4)|x f —a\. Define Bt= 
=B(xt, (f/4)|X|—a|), / = 0 , 1, . . . . If x and x+mh belong to Bh then \h\^t\x-a\ 
and hence (2.3) and the definition of Bt give 
I 4 7 W I ^ £ ! x - f l | s S a - 2 s | x f - a | s . 
Now by BRUDNYI [ 1 , p. 1 5 8 ] there is a polynomial Pi of degree at most m — 1 
such that 
(4.3) . !/(*)-/»,(*)! S c (« ,m,s )8 | j c l -a | ' , 
for all x£Bi, / '=0,1, ... . We claim that the sequence {P;(x)}^ of polynomials 
converges uniformly on compact sets to a polynomial P(x) with the desired prop-
erties. 
We first note that for xÇ.BiC\Bi+1, i=0, 1, ... , we have |P,-(x)-.Pf+1(x)|=2 
=Sc(n, m, j )e |x ; -a | s . Define Et=B(a, 2 | x i - a | ) , / = 0 , 1 , ... . Now BtC\Bi+i 
contains a ball B\ of radius ( / / 8 ) | x ; — a n d B'iczEi,.i=0, 1, . . . . We apply Lemma 
3.3 to thé. balls B\ and Ei and we get 
|jypt(a)-irp1+i(a)\ ^ c(n, m, s, 0«!'*, — 
for | a | ëm—1 and / = 0 , 1 , . . . . 
By the triangle inequality and summation of the last inequalities we get, since 
•v => m—1, 
\D*Pi(a)-jyPj(a)\ c(n, m, s, i)el-^i — « | a | 
for _/>j. It now follows that there is a polynomial P of degree at most (m — 1) such 
that \D"P(a)-Dc'Pi(a)l^c(ti, m, s, i)e|x i-a|s~1 '11 for 1 and ¿=0,1 , . . . . 
This proves the first part of our claim. Taylor's formula and (4.3) yield the estimate 
(4.4) , | / M - / > ( x ) | ^ c ( « , m, s, t)£\x-a\s 
for X€(J£; . j 
We now repeat thé procedure above with other points Xq, a|=4<5/5, such 
that the corresponding sets U-®,- cover the set {x; 0<|x—a|ë4<5/5}. This can 
be done in N steps, where N only depends on n and t. If x0 and x'0 are such that 
OO CO 
the sets (JBj and (J-®; overlap, then the polynomials constructed above must 
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be identical , because of (4.4). I t fo l lows t h a t (4.4) ho lds f o r all x, 0 < | j t — a \ ^ 4 5 / 5 . 
T h i s settles t he r ema in ing p a r t of o u r c laim. 
Final ly , t he un iqueness of t he po lynomia l P fo l lows easily f r o m (2.4), since 
s>m— 1. T h i s comple tes the p r o o f of T h e o r e m 2.4. 
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On approximation by Enler means of orthogonal series 
HANS SCHWINN 
1. Introduction 
Let {<p„(x)} be an orthonormal system on the interval [0,1]. We consider 
orthogonal series 
( 1 ) 2 C n < P n ( x ) , W i t h ¿ c 2 < o o 
71=0 11=0 
and their Euler means of order q, 0 « 7 < 1 , ((£, ^)-means) 
(2) tn(x)= ¿ ( ¡ i U ' O - ? ) " - ^ ^ ) (» = 0, 1,. . .) , 
k=0 W 
k 
where sk(x) = 2 c»¥>,(x). Our main interest is directed to the rate of convergence v=0 
of strong (E, ^)-means 
(3) t « ( x ) = { J (« = 0. •••) 
on [0,1] with 0 « 7 < 1 and y > 0 ; f ( x ) is connected with the given series (1) by 
the Riesz—Fischer theorem. 
To this end we assume 
(4) Z c p H n ) 
71=0 
where {A(«)J should be a nondecreasing sequence of positive real numbers tending 
to infinity which satisfies for a suitable <5, 0 « $ < 1 , the following condition 
(5) X(n) ^ CsX([Sn]) (« = 1 ,2 , . . . ) . 
Let the class A consist of all such sequences (A(N)}. For (E, </)-means, V . I . K O U A D A 
[3] proved 
Received October 17, 1983. ' ' ! 
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T h e o r e m A. (a) Let {A(n)}€A and 0 < g < l . I f J ? C^A2(n) log2 then 
n = 2 
' » ( * ) - / ( * ) = ox(\lk{n)) 
holds true almost everywhere (a.e.). 
(b) Let {A(/j)}€/1. If the sequence {ft(«)} of positive numbers satisfies the con-
CO 
dition ).(n)=o(n(n)), then there exists an orthogonal series 2 c*<Pn(x) with 
, n = 0 
2 ^ A2(n) log2 ««>= and 
ES n(n)\t„(x)-f(x)\ = <*>. 
Here we prove for strong (E , g)-means 
T h e o r e m 1. Let {X(n)}£A and If j? c2A2(n)<°°, then 
n = 2 
'»M-ZW-OxP"'^)) implies 
T<»(X) = 0 J C ( 1 / A ( « ) ) a . e . 
for every 
We show that the conditions in Theorem 1 are not redundant : 
R e m a r k 1. For any method (E, q), 0 « 7 < 1 , there exists an orthogonal series 
¿ c > „ ( x ) with ¿c 2 A 2 (« )<oo , {;.(«)}€/1, such that n=0 n=0 
T « ( x ) ^ o x ( l / A ( n ) ) a.e. (Y = 1). 
R e m a r k 2. For any method (E , q), 0 < g < 1, there exists an orthogonal series 
| c i „ W , w i t h k ( * ) - / ( * ) l = « x ( l M 0 0 ) a.e. ( { ; . ( « ) } € a n d 
t< '>(x)^ 0 j t(l/A(n)) a.e. (y > 0). 
The proof of the remarks will be found in Section 4. 
The condition t„ (x) —f(x)=ox ((A ( « ) ) ~ i n our theorem may be substituted 
by a condition concerning the rate of approximation of certain partial sums, as fol-
lows from the next theorem. For this purpose we consider sequences of natural 
numbers {m,} with a gap condition 
(6) . a}fmi < mi+1 — mi -< (0 < a < /? < 
T h e o r e m 2. ¿e i the sequences {m,} and {wf} satisfy a gap condition (6) and 
CO 
let {A(n)}6/4. I f ^ c2A2(«)<o°, then for partial sums and (E,q)-means, I; 
«=2 
o / //ze series (1) 
(a) s r a | (x) - / (x)=o x ( l /A(m,) ) a.e. implies sm*(x)-f(x)=ox(l/X(mf)) a.e.; 
(b) tmi(x) —/(x)=ox(1/A(m,)) a.e. imp/iey /„ (x) - / (x)= 0 ; c ( l /A(n) ) a.e. ; 
(c) smj (x) - / ( x ) = o x (1 /A (»JO) a.e. holds if and only if t„(x)-f{x)=ox(Mk(n)) a.e. 
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As an immediate consequence of the last theorem we get a result comparing 
(E, <7)-means with different orders, proved by E. MARTIN [5] for a subclass of A: 
C o r o l l a r y . Let {A(«)}£/1. If J c2A2(n)<°°, then for (E,q)-means t^\x) 
n = 2 
and (E,p)-means t^ix), 0 1 , of the series (1) it holds: 
/<«>(*)-/(*) = 0,OM(»)) a.e. implies t<n">(x)-f(x) = ox(ip.(n)) a.e. 
2. Lemmas 
For the proof of our theorems we require some auxiliary results. In the fol-
lowing we assume a method (E, q) with a fixed order q, 0 « 7 < 1 , and we put 
« = m i n n^qk}. Obviously [qn]=n holds. Now it is possible to define 
the sequences {n,} and {«,} by the following relations 
<7) « „ = 1 , = (» = 0 , 1 , . . . ) . 
We put for brevity 
*,,v = (v)<? v 0-<7)"- v ( v ^ « ) 
and consider the differences 
n 
fn(x)-S [9„](x) = 2 dnkCk<Pk(x) k—0 
with 
-"¿em ( l g f c i ? » ) , 
v = 0 
d n k \ 2 
v=/fc 
0 (fc = 0 or k > n). 
The following estimates can be found in L. KANTOROWITSCH [1] (Lemma 1), resp. 
H . SCHWINN [7] ( p . 2 0 ) . 
L e m m a 1. Let Then we have 
(a) enk ^ d„(k+1) ^ A(s)/ns (0 < i c S q'n; s > 0); 
(b) 2 (fc = 1,2, ...). 
¡•.WHUsks», 
"With regard to some structural properties of A, V. I. KOLJADA [3] (Lemma 1) proved 
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L e m m a 2. Let• {).(n)}£A. 
(a) There exists a constant p>0 with X(ri)=0(np). 
(b) For every 5', 0 « 5 ' < 1 , it yields X(n)sCaJ.([d'n]). 
L e m m a 3. Let the coefficients of the series (1) satisfy condition (4) with {A(n)}6 Ar 
and with respect to (E,q), 0 « 7 < 1 , let the sequences {nj, {«,} be defined as in (7). 
Then 
'n,(x)-sni(x) = ox(l/;.(n,)) a.e. 
Proof . This lemma is evident if we show 
2-= 2 f ¿2(r,i){tiil(x)-sni(x)Ydx= ¿;.2(«,.) CO. i=1Q '=1 4=1 
With the aid of Lemma 2 (a) we have l(n)=0(np). Choosing s=p+1 in Lemma 1 
(a), we get ( 0 « ? ' « 7 < 1 ) 
EO I«7«,] OO 1 OO 
2i ••= 2 2 d\kci = o ( i ) 2 4 - 2 4 <co. •=1 *=1 i=l «i k=l 
Finally, with Lemma 1 (b) and Lemma 2 (b), we get 
2 2 = 2 1 2 4 * W O ^ < » i=l *=[«,»J+1 ¡=1 t=[4/n,]+l 4=1 
which proves together w i t h 2 i < 0 ° the convergence of 2 
Using the sequence {«,} defined in (7) we construct the following sequence of 
functions 
<{x) = (l/(n+«i+!—2«,- +1)) 2 («*(*)-*„,(*)) ("i ^ « < "¡+i; i = 0, 1, ...). 
The next lemma which is an. analogue of a result of G. SUNOUCHI [9] can be found 
in [8]: 
L e m m a 4. For any y>0, 
/ {(l /2(n i + 1 - « , ) ) " 2 1 K ( x ) - s B i ¿ t S 
0 /i=n,+l 
^ ^ ( y ) " ' ! 1 ^ ( 1 = 0 , 1 , . . . ) . 
L e m m a 5. Condition (4) with {X(n)}£A implies 
oUx) = ox{i/m) a.e:. 
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P r o o f . We consider 
M x ) := max ¡<r„*(x)|2 
and get on account of a* ( x ) = 0 when applying the Cauchy inequality 
m*) ^ C z 1 S ( « I + 1 - « , ) "'z ' k w - C I M ) 2 . «=«,+1 n=n,+l 
Using the relations A(/i i+1)SC*A(« i) (cf. (5), Lemma 2(b)) and n,+1-ni-=:n+ 
+ M i + 1 - 2 « i s 2 ( « i + 1 - n i ) if « ¡<M<n i + a , we get 
f?Hii+i)Mx)dx = 
o 
= 0(l)A«(»,)(» l + i -»«) 1 ( l / ( " + " i + 1 -2«, . ) 4 ) 2 (fc + « i + i -2 /J 1 ) 2 ci = 
«=nj + l k=«, + l 
k=n, + l r ~ 
Thus / y A2(«i+1)idI(x) dx^°° and B. Levi's theorem leads us to 
iT 1=o 
; . ( n ) | f f : W | s A ( n i + 1 ) max |<£(x)| = o x ( l ) a.e. 
( « i S n < n i + i ) which proves our lemma. 
Dependent on the order q of (is, 5) and with the aid of sequence {ii j (cf. (7)) 
we introduce a sequence {A(«)} by the definition 
l ( n ) = A(«,) («,• s n < w i+1; i = 0, 1, ...). 
Then the method (£, q) transforms {(A(n))"1}, resp. {(I(n)) - 1} with the fol-
lowing properties: 
L e m m a 6. Let {A(n)}£/1 and y > 0 . Then 
(a) ¿ c r t ( l M ' ( f c » = 0( lM' («) ) , k=0 
(b) -Je r t ( l /X'( fe) ) = 0(1/^(1«)), 
(c) en0 = o(l/Ay(n)). 
P r o o f , (a) On account of Lemma 2 (a) A(n)=0(« p ) ; choosing s—py in 
Lemma 1 (a) we get with (5) and with 0-^q'^q 
AH") ¿ e 1 * ( l / A ' ( f c ) ) ^ ; . ' ( i i ) { A - ' ( l ) d ( I , h . ) l l + 1 + A - W » D • J M = ° 0 ) -
(b) By the relation A («) ̂  1 (n) -0(A (n)) this case is equivalent to (a), (c) 
follows similarly! : 
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3. Proof of the theorems 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1. With the aid of sequence {«,} (cf. (7)) depending on 
the method (E, q)=(enk) we consider with j(k)=/ if n^k<niJrX the following 
estimation 
{ A ( » ) T W ( J O } ' S C ( y ) {A1' ( « ) en01 s 0 ( x ) - / ( * ) | ' ' + 
+ >••'(«) 2 enk I sk (x) - snj{k) (x) - at (x)p +/.y (u) 2 enk\c*k(x)\Y + k=1 * = 1 
+ V(p) ¿enk\snm)(x)-f(xW} C ( y ) { f W + r f W + T r W + T ^ W } . k = l 
With the aid of Lemma 6 (c), Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 (a) we get a.e. 
( 8 ) T « ( X ) = 0 j c ( 1 ) ; T r > ( * ) = o < ( l ) . 
With regard to the assumptions of the theorem and Lemma 3 at first |s„ (x )—/(x) | s 
251 (x) - tR {(x) | + \t-t (x) - / (x) | = ox((;.(«,))"1) is true and with Lemma 6 (b ) 
( 9 ) T < I V ) ( X ) = ° J ( L ) a . e . . 
To prove T(n">(x)=oI(l) a.e., in the following for the sake of brevity, we put 
<5*0*0 = s f c (x) -s n y ( t ) (x) - f f i (x) . 
We notice at first that it suffices to consider exponents y s 2 ; if y < 2 it follows 
according to Holder's inequality that 
(10) { i enk |<5 f c(x) |^ ^ { 2 ^} ( 1 " y / S ) ( 1 / v ) { i l<5t(x)|2}1/2. k=1 *=l 
Since 2 ^T>(x)=ox(l) with y=2 implies this relation for 0 < y < 2 , too. Jt=0 
In the next step we divide t ® ( x ) and consider now with y § 2 , 0 < q ' ^ q , 
<(x) :=K>{nl2 enk\8k(x)\'.. *=i 
Lemma'1 (a) and Lemma 2 (a) lead us to 
< ( * ) = 0(n»)(A(s)/«*"1) 2 , ( t K » i + i - n d ) 2 
.1=0; *=n,+l 
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and with Lemma 4 using { 2 a n } 1 , p ^ 2 ^ l p ( «n£0 ; />s l ) wegetwith ,y=(p+l )y + t 
1 j(n) 1 "l + l-l 
f {T'm(x)Y»dx = 0(1/«2) 2 f {(i/2(«,+i—«()) 2 = 
i 7 ¡ = 0 o'' t=n , + l 
= 0( i /« 2 ) 2 4 . 
k=0 
This shows that f 2 K W F " < f r = 0 ( l ) 2 i.e. 
J n = l A = 0 
(11) <(x) = 0x( l ) a.e.. 
In the last step of the proof it remains to consider 
< ( * ) = A'(n) J e„*|<5*(x)p. 
<I=[4,/l]+l 
With the aid of (5) and estimation enk=0(n~1/2) (cf. A. R E N Y I [6], p. 127) it holds 
< ( * ) = <?( 1) J (/J(fc)//fc)|<5fc(x)|". Jt=[<|'iiJ+l 
Using Lemma 4 and the facts that {«,} satisfies a gap condition (6) and w i + 1 =0(n ( ) , 
we obtain by y ^ 2 
/ { 5 ( A r ( * ) / / * ) l ^ t o l * } 2 " d x ^ f 2 { V ( f c W k ) W I T " = 
= o ( i ) ¿ ; . 2 ( « f ) / { ( i / 2 ( « i + 1 - , o ) " ' 2 r W * ) i T y d * = i=0 o *=»l, + l 
= 0 ( 1 ) 2 ' ct=0(\) 2ctt2(k) <=°. 
¡ = 0 t=n , + l * = 2 
In the same way as I. J . M A D D O X [ 4 ] did we conclude that x"n(x)=ox(\) a.e. which 
finally shows together with (11) that i^ n ) (x)=o x ( l ) a.e.. Considering in addition 
(8) and (9), the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2. (a) It is easy to see that the number of the members 
in {m?} between two adjacent mk and m k + 1 is bounded, if both sequences satisfy 
(6). Defining k(0 by mk(i)^m*<mHi)+l, we get with Lemma 3 
2 f XHmt)(Sm:(x)-smkU>(x)fdx = 
1 = 0 0 
00 i 00 
= 0(1) 2V(.™t) 2 4 = 
i=0 fc = m* + l *=1 
19 
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i.e. . i m ; ( x ) - s m k w ( x ) = a x ( ( A ( m * ) ) ' a . e . , which together with „ ( * ) - / ( * ) = 
= oJt((A(ra*))~1) a.e. proves the assertion, 
(b) We have to prove 
H-t(x):= max = ox(\/?.(mi+1)) a.e.. 77I J <N< MI + 1 
Similarly to [7] (p. 25) we get with the aid of the Cauchy inequality and taking into 
account condition (6) 
mt+I MI+I 
2 v ( / , w - i > . 1 ( j c ) ) ^ { 2 i/v}1/2 = v=m{ +1 v=m| + l 
= o ( i ) { ( m i + 1 / » 2 l ( ' v W - i v - i W ) 2 } 1 / 2 -v=mi+l 
Y 
By virtue of the identity / „ (* ) - / „_ ! (* )= 2 (k/v)evkck(pk(x) (cf. K . K N O P P , k = 1 
G. G. LORENTZ [2]) and mi+1=0(mi) 
(12) / V(mi+1)Mr(x) dx = 0(P(md) fa 2 * 2 ((fc/v)e„)«c2. 
g v=m, + l*=l 
With an arbitrarily chosen q', O^q'^q, we divide the inner sums and consider 
the terms (cf. Lemma 2(a) , Lemma 1 (a), s=p+3/2) 
X^mdM 2 2 ((k/v)evkfcl = v=m, + lk=l 
(13) 
= 0{l)mfmtmru 2 4 = 2 4-k=1 mi li=l 
Next, using the estimation ( / c / v ) e v t = ^ ~ j j ^ ( 1 -qy~k=0(v~il2) (cf. A . R E N Y I 
[6], p. 127) and the conditions m i + 1—0(nii) and (5), we get 
1 — 1 V 
>H»ii) 2 2 ((k/v)evk)*c2kzs v=m,+1 *=[i/rai]+l 
>"¡ + 1-1 "i + i - 1 (v— n 
k = 1 v=max(mj(fc) ̂  ' 
nti +1 — 1 ? 
and this together with (13) yields (cf. (12)) 
/ 2 A 2 (m i + 1 ) ^ (* ) dx = 0(1) 2 ( I K ) 2 + j ' ¡=i ¡=i *=i 
+0(1) 24x2(k)qk ¿ ( i : ! l 0 - i ) - k = o0) 24+0(1) 2 4 m ) k=1 / »=1 4=1 
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which proves /i i(x)=ox((A(m i+1))_1)a.e.. Together with the assumption |/m|(x)—/(x)|= 
=oJ((A(m,))~1) a.e. the statement of the theorem is evident. 
(c) This is a consequence of Lemma 3 and of the assertions (a) and (b). 
4. Proof of the remarks 
Remark 1 follows easily from Theorem A and the relation (analogous to (10)) 
M x ) - / t o I S zi1» (x) t™ (x) (y > 1). 
P r o o f of R e m a r k 2. (a) We construct at first for a given (E, q) the fol-
lowing sequence {«£}: With fixed s, 0-cq—e^q, we take at first n0 such that 
"o (? — s )> l . Assuming that n*0, ..., n*k__1 are determined we choose ri*k as the smallest 
number which satisfies (q—e)nk ^n^+tfnZZi. 
(b) Putting v t =[ j /w^/4] we define our orthogonal system {ip„(x)} with the 
aid of the Rademacher functions rn(x)=sign(sin(2"nx)) , O S x S l , « = 0 , 1 , . . . . 
To this end we consider the sets 
/¿o) = [0, 1 - 1/2""*), = [1 - l /2"s 1 - l/2"i+1], 
I P = (1 - l /2" i + l , 1 -l/2"**+2), /¿3) = [1 - l/2"i+2, 1 ] 
(k=0, 1,...). Let us further denote, for an arbitrary interval I—(a, b) (or I=[a, ¿]), 
/(*; I)=f{{x-a)l(b-a)) (*€/). 
Then we define {^„(x)} in the following way: 
•An(x) = r„(x), 0 S » S < , resp. < + 4 v k < n § « i + 1 , k = 0, I,...; 
and if nk-^n^nk+4vk we distinguish four cases: if n=nk+4j+] ( 0 s / < v k ) : 
(2n"_2/(2"" — l))1/2r„(x) (x€4 (0)), 
(2^-1)1/«rj+1(x; i n (xein, 
(2n*y>*rJ+1{x; i n ( x a n , 
X2»*y*rJ+1(x; i n (xtin; 
if n — nk+4j+2 (0 < vk): 
1-i-iW (xf.Ikm resp. x f j n , 
• h - i t o (xiir resp. xein; 
if « = « i + 4 / + 3 (0==. /<v k ) : 
(14a) >AnM 
(14b) = 
(14c) «A„to = { 
-* ._ - , (* ) (x€/ t (0) resp. x€/ t ( 2 )), 
<A„-2to (x€/k(1) resp. x64<3)); 
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if n = n î + 4 / ( l S j ë v t ) : 
i t n - À x ) ( x i U 0 ) resp. x€/<<3>), 
*"{X)-\-4>n^(x) (xa?> resp. x£/<*>). 
We note that for m ë n £ + 4 v k , / = 0 , ..., 3 
[1/4 » î + 4 ; < m, « S n Î + 4 ( j + l) 
/<"> 0 otherwise 
/ tn(x)ïm(x)dx = i1 
r i l l I 
and for resp. + 4 v t < n s « £ + 1 , 0 S m < » , 
il n = m 
m. 
r i l n 
J *l'n(x)ll'm(x)dx=\ 
S «-0 n 
It is then easy to see that {\j/„(x)} is an orthonormal system on [0,1]. 
Finally we define the coefficients c„ with an arbitrarily chosen a > 1 / 4 : 
0 0 S n S n J resp. nk +4vk < n ^ /c = 0, 1, ..., 
i t +4v k , fc=0, 1, . . . . 
r o u s / i s « ; 
c" = I(»**)-' nt^n^n] 
Because of the relation /£+ 1 /«£sl/(<7—«)>!, 
"k +4l,lc 
Z d = Z Mr2* 2 i = o(i) z ( « n - 2 a + 1 / 2 —, /1=0 i=0 n=n£ +1 t=0 
(c) To prove the statement of Remark 2 we consider the partial sums sm(x) 
of the series 2 c A n ( x ) - If m>n£+4v k i > we have on if® (cf. (14a)—(14d)) 
(15a) sm (x) = s . 4 (x) = / ( x ) , KQ IE0 
4 +4vk ^ m § n*k+1 resp. m = n*+2j (1 S j S 2vt), x6 /¿O0), 
resp. 
(15b) sm(x) = 5 » +4,fc (x)+(nt)-'{2n^2l(2<-1 )Y*rm(xj, 
m=n*+4j + l (0 ^ j < yk; k > k0), Xd /£>, 
resp. 
(15c) s j x ) = S< +lVk (x) — («t)~a(2n* -21(2n* -1))*/* rm_2(x), 
/n = » Î + 4 / + 3 ( 0 5 j < v ^ > y , x€/*(00>. 
Consequently { jm (x) | converges on [0,1] and / (x )= j„* + 4 l , k (x ) if x€/^0) ( ¿ = 0 , 1, ...). 
Let us now consider tn(x) on ; we assume nk ( k > k 0 ) and get with 
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(15a)—(15c) 
n 
'nto-/(*)= 2 em,(Sm(x)~/(x)) = m=0 
"kp + i "J-i + ^ - i 
= 2 enm(sm(x)-f(x))+ 2 enm(?m(x)-S„: +i (*)) + 
m=0 <« = < + i +1 
j-ogj^d^K»-/,*) * 0 0 
It follows immediately as a consequence of Lemma 1 (with j sufficiently large), 
regarding n*_1+4vk_1^(q-e)-n* 
(16) / i 1^*) = M « " " ) ; ' i 2 , W = «,(«"") ^ e O -
Putting now ¿t(n)=min {(/i-n£)/4, v j and <5(«)=1 if n=nk+4j+i ( 0 ^ / < v k ) 
resp. <5(/i)=0 for all other «, nk<n^nk+1, we find with (15b), (15c) 
<<3)to = (nty*{2<-*l(2<-1))^{ 2 r „ , + 4 y + 1 ( x ) ( , „ , H i + 4 ; . + 1 - e n , n , + 4 . + a ) + 
+ 5 ( « ) r n ( x K n } (*€/£>) 
which leads with respect to the formerly used estimation e„k=0(n~112) and to 
the relations e„k^e„tk+1 (k^q(n+1)-1) resp. enk>e„tk+1 (k>q(n+1)-1) to 
/<»(*) = 0(n~'){2 \e„,„*+AJ+1-<?„,. + 4y+31 +1¡fn) = 
j=o 
= 0(n~x~1/2) = o(n~') (xe /¿00))-
Together with (16) we finally get 
(17) /„(*) = 0,(1/«") (*6[0, 1]). 
(d) On the other hand let us consider for nk with [q • nk]=nk the means 
« „ n j + 4 v k 
" ">=0 ""="£ 
Taking into account equations (15a)—(15c) we find on an arbitrarily chosen Ij® 
for k>k0 
2vfc—2 
T a . e . (*€/£>). 
Regarding the estimation e„k^£(q)n~1/2 if qn^k^qn+fn (cf. A. RENYI [6], 
p. 31), the last relation yields because of v k ^ Y n k l 4 : t ( £ ( x a . e . 
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i.e. 
(18) T<*>(x)#<ai/w") a.e. (x€[0, 1]). 
N o w we m a y def ine X(n)=if. T h e s t a t ement of R e m a r k 2 is p r o v e d by (17) a n d (18). 
I should like to thank Prof. Dr. K. Endl and Prof. Dr. L. Leindler for their 
kind interest and support of this paper. 
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Integrability of Rees—Stanojevic sums 
S. ZAHID ALI ZAINI and SABIR HASAN 
1. A sequence {¿¡„} of positive numbers is called quasi-monotone if n~paniO 
for some fi, or equivalently, if a„+1 ^ an(l +a/n). 
RAM [3] defined that a sequence (AJ of numbers satisfies condition (S*) if 
0 as fe-» and there exists a sequence {Ak} such that {Ak} is quasi-monotone, 
(1) . 
and 
(2) \Aak\ S Ak for all k. 
Condition (S*) is weaker than the condition (S) of Sidon introduced in [4]. 
REES and STANOJEVI6 [2] (see also GARRETT and STANOJEVI6 [1]) introduced the 
modified cosine sums 
(1.1) g„(*) = d / 2 ) 2 Aak+2 2 Aajcoskx fc=0 k=>lj=k 
and obtained a necessary and sufficient condition for the integrability of the limit 
of (1.1). 
RAM [3] proved the following theorem in which he showed that cotiditiort (S*) 
is sufficient for the integrability of the limit of (1.1). 
T h e o r e m A. Let the sequence {ak} satisfy condition (S*). Then 
g(x) = lira 2 [(1/2)4ak -I- 2 ¿"s cos kx] 
" - * ~ J k = l J=k 
exists for x€(0, n], and g(x)ÇL(0, n). 
Received January 24, 1983. 
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We say that a sequence {<?„} of numbers satisfies condition (S**) if {a„} is a null 
sequence and 
(3) nAa„ = 0(l) («->«.). 
We claim that our condition (S**) includes a more general class of sequences 
{o„} than that of Ram's condition (S*). 
E x a m p l e . The sequence 
( _ 1 y+ i 
does not satisfy the conditions (S*) of Ram as \Aa„\^{n log (n+l)-1) and so 
2 \Aa„\ = oo. This in fact contradicts conditions (1) and (2) of (S*). On the other 
hand this sequence satisfies the condition (3) of (S**). 
The object of this paper is to show that condition (S**) is sufficient for the 
.integrability of the limit of (1.1). 
T h e o r e m . Let the sequence {a„} satisfy condition (S**). Then 
g(x)= Hm ¿ [ ( l / 2 ) J a t + 2 Aaj cos kx] 
k=l j=k 
exists for x£(0, ?:], and g(x)(:L(0, n). 
2. We require the following lemma for the proof of our theorem. 
L e m m a . Let {o„} be a null sequence and nAa„=0( 1), «—Then 
P r o o f . Applying Abel's transformation, we find 
2Aam= 2 2\m + l)A2amHn + l)Aan, 
m = 0 m=0 m =0 
n 
and since (n+l)Aa„—0 but 2 ^am=a0-a„-<-a0 as an—0, « — t h e n 
m=0 
n—1 
2 (m + l)A 2am — a0> 
m = 0 
OO i.e. the series 2 converges. 
m — 0 
3. P r o o f of t he T h e o r e m . We have 
g„ (x) = 2 [(1/2) M + 2 Aas cos kx] = 
k=1 j=k 
= 2(l/2)Aak + 2 Aak cos kx—a„+1D„(x)+(l/2)an+1. t=i t=i 
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Using Abel's transformation, we obtain 
gn(x) = 2 0/2)M+ Aak(Dk(x)+\l2) + an(Dn(x)+\/2)~ 
k=l k =1 
(4.1) 
И-1 
- < i , + 1 ] ) 1 W - f l 1 + ( l / 2 ) i „ + 1 = 2 AakDk(x) + anDn(x)-an+1D„(x). 
/t=i 
Applying again Abel's transformation, we have 
(4.2) ft,(x)= "2 (k + \)An-akFk{x)^nAan_YFn^(x)+anDn{x)-a^1Dn(x), 
k=1 
where D„(x) and F„(x) denotes the Dirichlet and Fejér kernels respectively. 
If x ^ O (mod 2k), then since a„—0, the last two terms of the right hand 
side of (4.2) tends to zero as И — 0 0 . Moreover, at X ? É O (mod27t) F„(x) always 
remains finite as n — °° and since nAa„ —0 therefore nAa„-1F„_1(x)-*0 as и— 
Since Fk(x)=o(l/(k+ l)x2) if x ^ O and 2 ( k + ] ) A 2 a k is convergent then 
0 0 
the series 2 Vе+\)А2ак Fk(x) converges. Hence for x ^ O (mod 2n) 
k= 1 
g ( x ) = lim g„(x) = 2(k + \)A*akFk(x). 
The integrability of g(x) follows from the lemma; indeed, we have 
/ g(x)dx = 2(k + l)A2akJ Fk(x)dx = (я/2) J (k + \)A*ak < 
It 
since J Fn(x) Jx=7r/2. 
0 
Coro l l a ry . Le/ {a„} be a null sequence and nAan=o(\), n—«>. ГЛел 
(1/x) 2 A ak sin (/c + l/2)x = h(x)/x 
converges for x£(0, л], a/id /i(x)/x€L(0, л). 
P roo f . From (4.1) we have 
g(x) = 2 /laftZ)t(x) = I 2 M sin (k + l/2)x]/2 sin (x/2) = h (x)/2 sin (x/2). 
k = l 4 = 1 / 
According to the theorem, g(x) exists for x^O, and #(x)€L[0, rt] if nAan—o(\), 
which implies our result. 
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Характеристические функции распределений 
притягивающихся к устойчивому закону с показателем а=1 
С . Г . Т К А Ч У К 
Функция распределения (ф. p.) F(x) притягивается к (ф. p.) G(x), если для 
соответствующих характеристических функций (х. ф.) f ( t ) и g(t) существуют 
последовательности постоянных {an},{b„}, Ь„>0, таких, что при любом t, 
— оо -с: / < оо. 
(1) lim ехр { - itajbn)f\tjb„) = g(t). Л —ОО 
Множество предельных х. ф. в (1) совпадает с четырехпараметрическим семейст-
вом устойчивых х. ф. g(t, a, ß, у, с). В интересующем нас случае а = 1 имеет 
место представление 
(2) In g(0 = iyt-c | í |(l +(2/тi)ßi In |*| sgn t), 
где у — действительная постоянная, с > 0 , —1 
Обозначим D(a, ß) — множество ф. р., притягивающихся к устойчивой 
ф. р. G(x, a, ß, у, с). К настоящему времени подробно изучены (см. [2], [6], 
[4]) свойства F(x) и f ( t ) связанные с условием F(x)£D(a, ß). Например, тео-
рема 2.6.5 из [2] содержит необходимые и достаточные условия равенства (1) 
в терминах х. ф . / ( / ) . Однако в работе [4] отмечено, что в случае F(x)£D(l, ß) 
утверждение этой теоремы неверно. В свою очередь приведенное в [4] усло-
вие (см. конец раздела 2 в [4]) для случая F ( x ) í D ( l , 0) также является не-
точным. 
Целью настоящей заметки является исчерпывающее рассмотрение дан-
ного вопроса. 
Поступило 5 июня 1983 г. 
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Т е о р е м а . 1. Если F(x)£D( 1, ß), то при í—0 
1п / (0 = - ( т г / 2 ) ( 1 - П 1 / М ) + Д - l/kl)) + í [t f (l-F(u)-F(-u))du-
(3) 
-CE(ß)( 1 - F ( l / H ) - F ( - 1/И))] + о ( 1 _ / - ( l / | / | ) + F ( - l/|r|)), 
где С — постоянная Эйлера, E(ß)=0 при ß=0, E(ß) = ] при ß^O. 
2. F(x)(iD(] , ß) тогда и только тогда, когда при /—0 
i / 1 ' l 
(4) l n / ( 0 = -\t\h(ll\t\) + it [ f ((2ß/nXh(u)/u) + q(u))du+o(h{li\t\))], 
о 
где h(u)/u и g (и) интегрируемые на любом конечном интервале из [0, функ-
ции такие, что при м—оо h(u) — медленно меняющаяся функция, a q(u) — 
=о(й(и)/и). 
С л е д с т в и е . Если F(x)£D( 1, ß), то при /—О 
(5) |У(/)| ~ е х р {_(л:/2)(1 - ,РС1/к|>-Н,Р(- 1 / | / | ) »~ехр { - 1 Л(l/|í|)>, 
(6) 
I , I w 
| l n / ( 0 | ~ |Í / (1 - F(u) - F(— и)) du\ ~ | f f ((2 ß/n)(h (и)/и) + q(ü)) du\, ß* О, 
о о 
1/|'| ' 
(7) |1п/(01~ {'2/»20/И)+[гf q(u)du]'f12, ß = 0, 
о 
где Л(м) и g (и) те же, что и в (4). 
Оценка (5) уточняет соответствующее утверждение, полученное в [2] на 
стр. 110 в случае а = 1 . Оценки (6) и (7) не следуют, соответственно, из теоремы 
2.6.5 монографии [2] и из условия приведенного в работе [4], поскольку в [2J 
на месте интеграла в представлении (4) находится функция (2/?/я)А(1/И) In И , 
а в работе [4] в представлении (4) отсутствует функция q(ü). Указанные обстоя-
тельства позволяют построить 
П р и м е р 1. Пусть F(x) = l/3 при |jc|S3, а при х > 3 
F(-х) = \/х, 1 - F(x) = ( l + 1/ln х)/х, 
тогда (см. условие (12) и равенство (13), приводимые ниже) F(x)ÇD(l, 0), и 
из представления (3) следует, что при /-»0 
In/(г) = - я H - it (In In 3 - I n (In |í||) + o(t), 
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в то время как соответствующие утверждения из [2] и [4] дают в этом случае 
неверную оценку 
ln / ( i ) =-n\t\ + iyt+o(t), у = const. 
Заметим, что в общем случае о(А(1/|/|)) в правой части (4) нельзя внести 
под знак интеграла. (Эту проблему указали автору А. В. Нагаев и Л. А. Ано-
рина.) Это показывает 
П р и м е р 2. Пусть случайным величинам t], £, соответствуют ф. p. F4(x), 
Ft(x), F^(x) и х. ф. 
(8) /,(') = « / x~4nxexp{itx}dx, а = ( / x~4nxdx)~\ 
з з 
(9) / с (0 = Ь ¿2-"ехр{«72* 8 }, Ъ = ( 2 2 ~ " ) ~ \ 
к=1 к=1 
(10) / , 0 ) = ( / ч ( 0 + / с ( 0 ) / 2 . 
Далее будет показано, что F{(x)€Z)(l, 1), а функции 
(П) <р(и) - Im и 1п/4(1/и), ф(и) = Re и 1п/€(1/и), 
где u=l/t, 19^0, не являются абсолютно непрерывными ни в одном интер-
вале. Следовательно, <р(и) нельзя представить в виде интеграла с переменным 
верхним пределом u=l/t. Отметим также, что ./;(/) и f$(t) являются новыми 
примерами нигде не дифференцируемых х. ф. 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о т е о р е м ы . Известно (см. [2] стр. 93), что F(x)€D(l , (}) 
тогда и только тогда, когда при 
(12) F(-x) = x-4(x)(c1+o(l)), \-F(x) = x-4(x)(c2+o(l)), 
(13) (ca-cJ/(ci + cJ = P, 
где е ^ О , Со, SO, с : + с 2 > 0 , l(x) — медленно меняющаяся функция. 
1. Обозначим 
(14) т~(х) = x(\-F(x)-F(-x)), т + (х) = x(l-F(x) + F(-jc)). 
Ввиду условия (12) имеем 
(15) т~(х) = Z ( x ) ( c 2 - c i + 0 ( l ) ) , т + (х) = /(х)(с1+с2+о(1)) . 
Легко проверить, что 
(16) / ( 0 - 1 = it / ^ m - ( u ) d u - \ t \ f ^ M - r n + W u . 
У м У м . 
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Слегка изменив рассуждения леммы 2.5.1 из [2], получим ввиду (15) при t—0 
( 1 7 ) ^ я ш , | _ 1 _ | ( | + ; ) ( | ) ) 
где E(j$) определено в (3). Из (18) и (19) следует, что 
(20) / 5 2 Í Я - М Л , = f ' j n ^ L Л _ с в д « -
так как (см. [3], стр. 627) 
г 1 — cos и , г cos и , ^ I аи — / аи = С, 
5 и J и 
где С — постоянная Эйлера. Ввиду представления (16), соотношений (15), (17) 
и (20) 
(21) Д О - 1 - И | J " С Е ( Р ) Т - ( ^ ) J - f \ ' \ Т + (1 + * ( ! ) ) . 
Далее, легко проверить, что 
(22) | lm( / (0 - 1 ) | < И / ^ т + (и) du = |í| L , 
где L(u) —медленно меняющаяся функция. Соотношения (14), (15), (21), (22) 
вместе с оценкой 
1п Д О = / ( 0 - 1 + 0 ( 1 / ( 0 - I I 1 ) 
доказывают утверждение пункта 1. 
2. Л е м м а 1. Медленно меняющаяся функция h(x) допускает представ-
ление 
X 
(23) й ( х ) = / (q1(u)lu)du + q2(x), 
о 
где ^(xj/x — интегрируемая на любом конечном интервале из [0, <*>) функция и 
при х—°о q;(x)=o(h(x)), ; = 1, 2. 
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Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о л е м м ы 1. Известно (см. [1], гл. II), что 
(24) И(х) = И^ + д^х), 
где Л1(х)бСоо и при л—°° д3(х) — о(И(х)). Используя (24) и представление 
Карамата (см. [6], стр. 342) 
X ' 
(25) к(х) = а(х) ехр { / (е(и)/н)с1и}, 
1 
где £(*)—0 и а(х)—с, 0«=с<оо, при легко проверить, что 
(26) К(х) = о^М/х), х 
Из (24) и (26) следует (23), где можно положить 
ду(х) = х(И',(х) + И1(0) ехр {-*}) = о(Ь(х)), 
Чг(х) = <7з(*) + М 0 ) ехр {— х} = о(1г(х)). 
Лемма 1 доказана. Необходимость представления (4) вытекает теперь из (3), 
(14), (15) и (23). 
Достаточность представления (4) будет доказана, если найдутся последо-
вательности {а„}, {Ьп} такие, что 
(27) ехр { - Иа„!Ьп}/"(1/Ьп) - g(r). 
Положим при достаточно больших п 
(28) Ь„ = { М { I : Яе 1п/(/) = с/л}}-', а„ = пЬ„ 1 т 1п/(1/Ь„)-уЬ„. 
Используя (4) и свойства медленно меняющихся функций, нетрудно проверить, 
ЧТО ПРИ И —ОО 
(29) Ь„ = с_1л/1(Ьп)(1+о(1)), 
(30) ап = п /"<2(и)с1и-уЬп + о(Ьп), б(м) = (20/я)(й («)/«) + д(и). 
о 
Из (29), (30) следует, что при любом фиксированном / ^ 0 и л— 
(31) «ММФ/Ь Л = Н(Ьп)/Ьп)(Л(Ьи/И)/Л(Ьл)) = с+о( 1), ь„т ь ь„п,\ 
с Ф п ) ( ] е м <*«#-/ <2(и)йи) = (п/ь„) / е(«)</« = 
о о • ь„ 
(32) 
Ч!" й(и/>„) 1 „ л , 2/?с . . . „ . 
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Представление (4) и соотношения (29)—(32) позволяют записать, что при п— 
и любом фиксированном t ^ O 
ьМ ь 
п Inf(t/b„)-itajb„ = ity + itnb-1 ( / Q(u)du— J Q(ü)du)-
о о 
-\t\nh(bn/\t\)lbn+o(l) = iyt-c\t\(l-i(2ß/n)\n\t\ sgn / )+o( l ) , 
следовательно, выполняется (27). Доказательство пункта 2 и самой теоремы 
завершено. 
Приступим к доказательству оценок (5)—(7). Соотношения (5), (7) выте-
кают непосредственно из (3), (4). Оценка (6) получается из (3), (4) и известных 
свойств медленно меняющихся функций (см. [6], стр. 341) 
х 
(33) lim h(x)j f (h(и)/и) du = 0, 
О 
(34) Jim h(x)/ J (h(u)lu)du = Q, 
X 
oo 
последнее свойство верно, если J (h(u)ju)du существует. 
о 
П р и м е р 2. Из равенств (8)—(10) следует, что случайная величина rj имеет 
плотность 
ах _ 2 1пх, х 3 
х < 3, 
{ ах 0, 
случайная величина £ имеет дискретное распределение 
(36) рк = />{£ = 2'2} = Ь2~к\ к= 1.2 
а ф. р. случайной величины с, определяется равенством 
(37) />(х) = ( / ; (х ) + ^(х)) /2 . 
Используя (35)—(37), легко проверить, что при х— 
(38) 1 - ^ ( х ) = (1 - ^ ( х ) ) ( 1 / 2 + о ( 1 ) ) = х- 11п х(а/2+о(1)). 
Поскольку ^ ( х ) = 0 при х < 0 , то ввиду (38) для Г ((х) выполняются условия 
(12), (13), где /1=1. Поэтому 1). 
Из следующих утверждений (доказательство их приводится ниже): 
(а) Ие/ч( /) , 1т / , ( / ) , / ч ( 0 — дифференцируемые при любом / ^ 0 функции, 
(б) К е 1 т / ? ( / ) — почти всюду неднфференцируемые функции, 
(в) /¿(/) — всюду не дифференцируемая функция, 
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(г) / ¿ ( 0 — не имеет производной в точке /=0 , и равенства (10) следует, что 
/ ¿ ( 0 всюду недифференцируемая функция, a R e f f ( t ) и I m f ^ ( t ) почти всюду 
недифференцируемые функции. Следовательно, функции определенные в (11) 
тоже почти всюду недифференцируемы и поэтому не являются (см. [5], стр. 
229) абсолютно непрерывными. 
Теперь докажем утверждения (а)—(г). 
(а) Достаточно установить дифференцируемость функций 
сю ео 
R e / , ( 0 = a J cos ixx _ 2 l nx i /x , Im/4(0 = a f sin /хх - 3 1п xdx, t ^ 0. 
3 3 
Дифференцируя под знаком интеграла, мы получим формальные (пока) ра-
венства 
во 
(Re / , (0 ) ' = ~ а f s ' n txx'1 In xdx, 
(39) „ 3 
(lm/,(0)' = a f costxx^inxdx, 
з 
Интегралы в (39) не только существуют, но и сходятся равномерно по t, t£[c, d], 
в любом промежутке [с, d] не содержащем нуля, Применяя известную тео-
рему анализа о дифференцировании под знаком интеграла, мы видим, что 
равенства (39) и утверждение (а) справедливы. 
(б) Из (36) получается оценка 
(40) ¿ л = i>2-ma+0i2-<m+1>a, Ь ^ в ^ г Ь . 
к=т 
Обозначим 
(41) = 2"\ 
Легко проверить, что 
ЛО+Ю-Ш - 2i ¿sin(hxJ2)exp{ixk(t+hl2)}pk = 
(42) 
= 2 i ( 2 + 2 ) = 2«(2х + 2З)-k=l fc=m+1 
Положим 
(43) Л = 2 1 - " , ~ " . 
Тогда при k s m и ш—<*>, ввиду (36), (41)—(43) имеем 
(44) pksm(hxJ2) = hxJ2+0^4pk)^h{bl2+0(2-^)): 
(45) exp {,*»(/+Л/2)} = exp {ixkt}{l +0(2~% 
(46) 2 i = W 2 ) | > i e x p { / x * / } + 0 ( m 2 - " ) ] . 
fee 1 
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Если же 1, то ввиду (36), (40)—(43) 
(47) \2ш\ ^ Ь21-('п+1>! = Ь к 2 - т - г . 
Представление (42) и соотношения (46), (47) позволяют записать, что при 
А, выбранном в соответствии с (43), при т—«> справедлива оценка 
(48) / { ( ' + й ) - / с ( 0 = гл (*> 2 ехр {«»*} +о(1)). 
к=1 
Из (48) вытекает, что 
т 
(49) Ке/ { (Н-Л)-Ке/ С (г ) = -к(Ь 2 5т[я(2* 2 / /я)]+О (0) , 
• • к=1 
т 
(50) Ь п / { ( / + Л ) - 1 т / { ( 0 = ЦЬ 2 С О 5 [ Я ( 2 ^ / / Я ) ] + О ( 1 ) ) . 
*=1 
Используя представление дробной доли вещественного числа в двоичной 
системе счисления в виде бесконечной последовательности нулей и единиц, 
легко проверить, что справедлива 
Л е м м а - 2 . Мера Лебега множества вещественных чисел и, —•=>°<м<°=>, 
таких, что при достаточно большом Ш, И=И(и), для всех n >N выполняется 
неравенство 
1/4 < {2"гм} < 3/4, {г} — дробная доля -г, 
равна нулю. 
Лемма 2 равносильна утверждению: почти все вещественные числа и, — 
« = и < о о , обладают тем свойством, что существует бесконечно много натураль-
ных чисел пк, для которых 
(51) ({2"2ы}-1/4)({2л*м}-3/4) г 0 . 
В свою очередь (51) при и=г/я . равносильно неравенству 
| С О З [ Я ( 2 " 2 / / Л ) ] | ^ 1 / ( / 2 , 
которое означает, что почти для всех /, — тос/соо, сумма из правой части 
(50) расходится при Поэтому не существует предел 
И т ( 1 т / ; 0 + й ) - 1 т / ; ( 0 ) / А 
и функция 1 т / ? ( / ) не дифференцируема почти при всех л Аналогично дока-
зывается, что Яе^О;) также почти всюду не дифференцируемая функция. 
(в) Для того, чтобы доказать, что /£(*) нигде не дифференцируемая функ-
ция, достаточно заметить, что сумма в (48) расходится, поскольку все слагае-
мые по модулю равны единице при любом 1. 
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(г) Из (38) следует, что при °° 
Это противоречит (см. [6], стр. 635) критерию дифференцируемое™ х. ф. в нуле, 
поэтому / / ( 0 ) не существует. 
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The approximate point spectrum of a pure quasinormal operator 
L. R. WILLIAMS 
In this paper all Hilbert spaces are over the complex scalars. If is a Hilbert 
space, let denote the algebra o f all bounded linear operators o n 2/f. (In 
this paper the term operator shall mean an element of If T is an operator, 
let a(T) denote the spectrum of T, let <7ap(T) denote the approximate point spectrum 
of T, let f denote the image o f T in the Calkin algebra ^ ( J f ) / 1 ^ under the natural 
projection, where <& denotes the ideal o f all compact operators in J S f p f ) , and let 
ae{T) denote the essential spectrum o f T, i.e., ae(T)=a(f). C. R. PUTNAM proved 
in [12] that the planar Lebesgue measure o f the spectrum of a pure hyponormal 
operator is positive. There exist, however, pure hyponormal operators which have 
essential spectra o f measure zero. (The unilateral shift is an example.) Let T be a pure 
hyponormal operator. It fo l lows from Putnam's inequality [12] that n || f*f— 7T*| | ^ 
=mz(ffe(T)), where m2 denotes planar Lebesgue measure. So if m2(ae(T))—0, 
then the self-commutator T*T— TT* is compact . The converse is not true, even 
in the subnormal case. (See Example 2.4.) Yet the fol lowing question which was 
posed by the present author in [15] remains open: If T is a pure subnormal opera-
tor that has a finite rank self-commutator, then is m 2 (a e ( T ) ) = 0 ? The results of 
this paper were motivated by the above question. In Section 1 we show that the 
above question is equivalent to a similar question about the approximate point 
spectrum and to a question posed by J. Conway about the measure o f the spectrum 
o f the minimal normal extension o f a pure subnormal operator. In Section 2 w e 
compute the approximate point spectrum of a pure quasinormal operator and then 
present a formula for the planar Lebesgue measure o f it. In Section 3 w e present 
a class o f pure subnormal operators for which the answer to the above question is 
affirmative. 
W e present here some terminology and notation. Let T be an operator. Recall 
that T is hyponormal if T*T— TT* SO, T is subnormal if T has a normal extension, 
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and T is quasinormal if T commutes wi th T*T. It is known that each quasinormal 
operator is subnormal and each subnormal operator is hyponormal . Each operator 
T is unitarily equivalent to TX®T2, where is normal and T2 is pure, i .e. , if M 
is a reducing subspace for T2 and T2\Ji is normal, then Jt=(0). T h e operator 
Tx is the normal part of T and T2 is the pure part o f T. ( N o t e that either o f the opera-
tors Tx or T2 may be the zero operator on the zero Hilbert space.) Observe that 
i f T is ai hyponormal operator, then any eigenspace o f T reduces T. T h u s the po int 
spectrum of a pure hyponormal operator is empty. W e shall use this fact freely. 
Finally, let Jif(T) denote the kernel o f T and <%(T) the range o f T. 
We begin this section by observing that if T is a pure subnormal operator o n a 
Hilbert space and N is its minimal normal extension on a Hilbert space JT, 
where tf, then N is unitarily equivalent t o the operator 
o n ^ " © J f i for some Hilbert space But since J f is the closed linear span o f 
{(N*)"x: x^JV, n a nonnegative integer} [6], w e have dim ( X ) = d i m (^F) . O U N 
has observed in [10] that N* is the minimal normal extension o f S i f and only if 
T is pure (and it fo l lows that N is the minimal normal extension o f T if and only 
i f S is pure). Thus, since T is pure, an argument similar to the one a b o v e shows 
that d im ( J f ) = d i m ( ^ j ) . Hence N is unitarily equivalent to the operator in (1) 
o n <?f ©<?f. 
W e n o w state the fo l lowing questions. 
Q u e s t i o n s . Suppose that T is a pure subnormal operator that has a finite 
rank self-commutator and suppose that N is its minimal normal extension. 
A . Then is ms(cre(T))=0? 
B. Then is m 2 ( a ( N ) ) = 0? 
C. Then is m 2 (<r a p (T))=0? 
A s mentioned earlier Question A was posed by the present author in [15] and 
Quest ion B was posed by J. CONWAY in [6]. W e shall s h o w that the three quest ions 
are equivalent. In order to see that Questions A and B are equivalent, let T and 
N be as above and observe that N is unitarily equivalent to the operator in (1) o n 
«?f ®«3f. The operator S is also a pure subnormal operator (and is cal led the dual 
o f - T ) . Since N is normal, a matrix calculation shows that T*T-TT*=XX* 
1. Pure subnormal operators with finite rank self-commutators 
(1) 
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and S*S—SS*=X*X. Since T has a finite rank self-commutator, S a lso has a 
finite rank self-commutator and X has finite rank. Hence <RE(N)=AE (T) U AE (S *). 
Since N is normal , A(N)\OE(N) is countable; thus m 2 (cr (AO)=m2 (<R E (N)). It 
fo l lows that M2(A(N))=0 if and only if M2(<RE(T))=0 and m 2 ( o - e ( S ) ) = 0 . N o w 
suppose that the answer to Quest ion A is affirmative. Then, since both T and S are 
pure subnormal operators having finite rank self-commutators, M^{OE(T))= 
=M2(<TE(S))=0. T h u s m 2 ( f f ( iV) )=0 . So the answer to Quest ion B is affirmative 
also. O n the other hand it is clear f rom the above discussions that if the answer to 
Quest ion B is affirmative, then the answer to Quest ion A is affirmative also. So 
Quest ions A and B are equivalent. 
T h e fo l lowing theorem and corollary will s h o w that Quest ion C is equivalent 
to Quest ions A and B. Recall that an operator T is semi-Fredholm if either J f (T) 
or Jf(T*) is finite dimensional and 0t(J) is c losed and is Fredholm if both JiT(T) 
and X(T*) are finite dimensional and £%(T) is closed. Recall also that ae(T)— 
= {XeC: T-X is n o t Fredholm} and <R A P (T)={A€C: T—X is n o t bounded below}. 
If T is a pure hyponormal operator, then, since the po int spectrum o f T is empty, 
<rap(T)= {A£C: ®(T-X) is n o t c losed} and thus aap(T)Qoe(T). If T is semi-
Fredholm, let z ' ( r ) = d i m ( j f (T) )—dim (jX~(T*)) denote the index o f T. 
T h e o r e m 1.1. Suppose that T is a hyponormal operator and that T*T—TT* 
has rank n, where n is a nonnegative integer. Then if X is a complex number and T—X 
is semi-Fredholm, then 0 n . 
The fo l lowing corollary fo l lows from Theorem 1.1 and from the above char-
acterizations o f the essential spectrum and the approximate point spectrum o f a pure 
hyponormal operator. 
C o r o l l a r y 1.2. If T is a pure hyponormal operator and T*T—TT* has finite 
rank, then AAP(T)-AE{T). 
The fo l lowing lemma is needed in the proof o f Theorem 1.1. Its proof is an 
easy exercise. 
L e m m a 1.3. If J? is a Hilbert space, Jt an arbitrary subspace of JP, J/~ a finite 
dimensional subspace of and then d im ( ^ x ) s d i m {Jf ). 
P r o o f o f T h e o r e m 1.1. We first consider the case that T is a pure hypo-
normal operator o n a Hilbert space Let P= ]/T*T— TT*. Then for each com-
plex number X, (T-X)*(T~ X)=(T—X) (T—X)*+P". By Theorem 2 .2 o f [8] w e have 
@((T-X)*)Qi%((T-X))+0l(P). Since 3t(P) is finite dimensional, M((T-X))- + 
+M(P) is closed and contains £%((T—A)*)~. But @((T-X)*)~ since X(T-X)= 
= ( 0 ) . Thus 3P=0l((T-X))-+@(P). Lemma 1.3 implies that dim ( X ( ( r - A ) * ) ) = 
= d i m (0t((T—A))-1-)S.dim (P))=n. Thus if T-X is semi-Fredholm, then 
O s / ( T — A ) S — n. T h e general case fol lows readily. 
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2. The approximate point spectrum of a pure quasinormal operator 
oo 
If tf is a Hilbert space, let where for each positive integer k, 
k=1 
^=3?. If define an operator f in i f ( ^ ) by f = 2®Tk, where 
for each posit ive integer k, Tk=T. Let V x denote the unilateral shift o n JC, i .e. , 
Vje(x1,x2,...)=(0,x1,x2,...) for each (xlt x2, . . . ) in ARLEN BROWN proved 
in [3] that each pure quasinormal operator is unitarily equivalent to V X P , for s o m e 
Hilbert space JP and for some positive definite operator P in i.e., P is posi -
tive and J f ( P ) = ( 0 ) . T h e present author showed in [14] that 
. ° ( y * P ) = |A| == ||P||}, 
VeiXrP) = {KC: | A | € a ( P ) } U { ; . 6 C : |A| ^ \\P\\} 
if J f is infinite dimensional, and 
if Jtf is finite dimensional. Here we compute the approximate point spectrum of V^P. 
T h e o r e m 2.1. If P is a positive definite operator on a nonzero Hilbert space 
then aip(V„P)={kiC: \X\£o(P)}. 
P r o o f . Let r = { A 6 C : |A|€ff (P)} and let E be the spectral measure o f P. 
Suppose that A £ C \ r . If |A |> | |P | | = 1 1 ^ 1 1 , then ?4<r:ip(VjeP). So assume that 
|A|< | |P | | . There exists a positive number s such that (|A| —s, | A | + e ) r i f f ( . P ) = 0 . 
Let Jf=@(E([\X\+e, | |P||])), let R=P\Jt, and let Q=P\Jt±. Then V X P is 
unitarily equivalent to VMk®Vui_Q. Since \\VM±Q\\ = \\Q\\^\X\-e, ?4o(VJtxQ). 
A l s o since <x( /?)g[ |A|+e , | |P||], we have ||J?x|| S ( |A |+e) | | ; t | | for each x in J l . 
Thus = 11^11 H M | S s | | x | | for each x in J ( . It 
fo l lows that X^a^VjtR), and, therefore, A^a a p (F j e P) . W e have shown that 
oap(V*P)Qr. 
N o w suppose that p€r. For each positive integer n, let y//n=M(E([\n\ — 1/n, 
M + l/n])), let Rn=P\M, and let Qn=P\M±. N o t e that VieP is unitarily equivalent 
to VM K®VJUI-(LN and"that A(VM J? n )={A£C: |A|s| |i?„||}. Since for any operator 
T, do(T)Qa^(T), we have {AeC: |A| = | | J U } g * . P ( V ^ Q o ^ P ) . But M s 
^\\R„\\^\p\ + l/n, n=l,2, ...; thus | | i ? J - | / i | . Hence, since <r a p ( V X P ) is c losed, 
( A € C : |A| = | / i | } g < r a p ( ^ / ) . This argument shows that r Q a ^ V ^ P ) , and the 
proof is complete. 
We next discuss the relation between quasinormal operators and s o m e other 
important classes o f operators. In the fol lowing let be a separable, infinite d imen-
sional Hilbert space, let P be a positive definite operator o n JF, and let ( B Q T ) denote 
the class o f biquasitriangular operators in J£? ( ^ f ) . The present author showed in [15] 
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that a hyponormal operator T belongs to (BQT) if and only if <J^(T)-<J(T). This 
fact shall be used freely in the fo l lowing discussions. The fol lowing corollary is easy 
to verify. 
C o r o l l a r y 2.2. The operator ) ^ P € ( B Q T ) if and only if o(P) = [0, | |P||], 
' * Lét (Ni)~ denote the norm-closure o f the class o f nilpotent operators in Z£($C). 
(See [11] for a discussion o f the classes ( B Q T ) and (Ni )~ . ) APOSTOL, FOIA§, and 
VOICULESCU gave the fo l lowing characterization o f (Ni )~ in [1]: (N i )~ = 
= {RE(BQT) : both A(T) and AE(T) are connected and 0€cr e(T)}. Hence we have 
the fo l lowing corollary. 
C o r o l l a r y 2.3. The operator V/eP£(BQT) if and only if VyeP^( N i )~ . 
Let ( E N ) denote the class of essentially normal operators, i.e., T 6 ( E N ) if 
and only if T*T-TT* is compact , and let (N+K)={N+K££'(Y<?): N is normal 
and K is compact}. It is known that (N+K) = ( B Q T ) D ( E N ) [4], [11]. Suppose that 
J ^ P £ ( E N ) . Then P is compact and Corollary 2.2 implies that l ^ P í ( B Q T ) . Hence 
there are n o pure quasinormal operators in the class ( N + K ) . 
In [11] C . PEARCY observed that each operator in i f (J?) has a nontrivial invari-
ant subspace if and only if each operator in (Ni) ~ does. H e then wrote (Ni)~ as 
the disjoint union o f four subsets and h e conjectured that if there exists an opera-
tor in £ £ ( № ) that does not have a nontrivial invariant subspace, then that opera-
tor belongs to the "mysterious" fourth subset which consists of those operators 
in ( N i ) - that are neither essentially normal nor quasinilpotent. The above shows 
that pure quasinormal operators in (BQT) are examples of operators in this fourth 
subset o f ( N i ) - . But, o f course, pure quasinormal operators do have nontrivial 
invariant (and hyperinvariant) subspaces. 
Even though there are n o pure quasinormal operators in ( N + K ) , there are 
general nonnormal quasinormal operators in this class. For example, let N be a 
normal operator such that A ( N ) = A E ( N ) = D , where D denotes the open unit disk, 
and let V denote the unilateral shift (of multiplicity one). Then N®V is clearly 
quasinormal and essentially normal, and, since <rap ( N © V)—G(N® V ) = D , 
N®VE(BQT). Thus N ® V E ( N + K ) . 
The fo l lowing example shows that there are also pure subnormal operators in 
( N + K ) . 
E x a m p l e 2.4. Let S denote the Bergman shift, i.e., the Bergman operator 
for D , and let N be its minimal normal extension. (See [6] for a discussion o f Bergman 
operators.) The operator N is unitarily equivalent to the operator 
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o n where is the Hilbert space on which S acts. W e shall s h o w that 
the dual T o f S belongs to (N+K). T h e operator T is a pure subnormal operator. 
It is k n o w n that a(N)=<je(N)=cr(S)=T) and (Te(S)=8D [6], and it is easy to 
verify that a(T)QD. Since S is a weighted unilateral shift, S has a compact self-
commutator . T h u s X is compact and T 6 ( E N ) because S*S-SS*=XX* and 
T*T-TT*=X*X. Observe that N is a compact perturbation o f S®T*. Suppose 
that A£D. Then N—X is n o t semi-Fredholm; thus T*—X is not semi-Fred-
ho lm since S—X is Fredholm. Hence X£oap(T) since the point spectrum o f T 
is empty. It fo l lows that oap(T)=o(T)=I>; thus 7*6 (BQT). Consequential ly, 
T£(N+K). 
CLANCEY and MORRELL gave an example o f a pure hyponormal operator T 
that is n o t subnormal and that has a rank one sel f -commutator such that <xe(T)= 
=o(T)=D [5]. By Corollary 1.2 < r a p ( T ) = D . Thus Ti(BQT)fl(EN)=(N+K). 
On the other hand if T is a pure quasinormal operator that has a finite rank self-
commutator, then T$(N+K). These facts motivate the fo l lowing question. 
Q u e s t i o n 2.5. D o e s (N+K) or, equivalently, does (BQT) contain any pure 
subnormal operators that have finite rank self-commutators? 
N o w let J f be a nonzero Hilbert space o f arbitrary dimension, let P be a posi-
tive definite operator in J S a n d let mY denote Lebesgue measure o n the real 
line. It is easy to verify that 
m2(a(VJfP)) = J 2nrdm1(r) and m2(ae(KrP)) = j2nrdm1(r), 
[O.FL] [0,6] 
where o = | | P | | and b = | | P | | if JF is infinite dimensional and b=0 otherwise. 
(To get the second equation w e used the fact that {c£<x(P): o | | P | [ } is countable . ) 
W e shall n o w develop a similar formula for m 2 (a a p (V ) F P)) . W e shall need the fo l -
lowing notat ion and lemma. 
Let 38 denote the family o f Borel subsets o f [0, +«>) . If E£3$, let A(E)= 
= {AEC: and let $>={A(E): E£3§}. It is clear that 2 is a <r-algebra c o n -
sisting o f Borel subsets o f C and that A: 38—3d is a one-to-one mapping o f & 
onto 3> that preserves all o f the Boolean operations. 
L e m m a 2.6. Suppose that Then m2(A(E))= J 2nrdm1(r). 
E 
P r o o f . F o r in 38, let p.(A(E))= J2nrdm1(r). It is clear that p. is a measure 
o n Q and that if E=(a, b], then ¡i{A(E))=mi{A(E)). A n application o f the 
theorem o f Caratheodory shows that p(A(E))-m2(A(E)) for all E in 38. 
Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.6 imply the fo l lowing theorems. 
T h e o r e m 2.7. m»(ffap ( * * / ) ) = f 2nr dmt(r). 
A(P) 
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T h e o r e m 2.8. m 2 ( f f a p ( i ^ . P ) ) = 0 if and only if m1(a(P))=0. 
For comparison, w e state the fo l lowing theorem. 
T h e o r e m 2.9. mi(<Te(Vjg,P)) = 0 if and only if P is compact. 
T h e spectrum of a pure quasinormal operator is connected and its essential 
spectrum has at most countably many connected components . In the fol lowing 
example, w e present a pure quasinormal operator whose approximate point spectrum 
has uncountably many connected components each o f which is a circle. W e then 
use Theorem 2.7 to compute the measure of its approximate po int spectrum. 
E x a m p l e 2.9. Let C denote the Cantor set and let g: [0, l ] - [ 0 , 1 ] be the 
Cantor ternary function (cf. [13]). Recall that g is defined as fo l lows : Let r— 2 £*„/3" 
n = l 
be the ternary expansion o f a number in [0 ,1] . Let N= + «> if for each 
positive integer n, and otherwise let N be the smallest positive integer such that 
N 
1. Let b„=aJ2 for n<N and let bN=1. Then g 0 ) = 2bJ2"- Recall also 
that g is a continuous, monoton ic increasing function o f [ 0 , 1 ] onto itself that is 
constant on the intervals in the complement in [ 0 , 1 ] o f C. Let / > 0 . Def ine a 
function / : [0, l ] — [ 0 , 1 + i ] by f(r)—g(r)+tr. The funct ion / is a monotone 
homeomorphism of [ 0 , 1 ] onto [ 0 , 1 + t ] . Let F=f(C), let P be a positive definite 
operator on a Hilbert space & such that a(P)—F, and let T—V^P. Since F is 
uncountable and totally disconnected, it fo l lows from Theorem 2.1 that oap(T) has 
uncountably many connected components . 
W e n o w compute m2(<rap(T)) by evaluating J" 2%r dm^r). (It is easy to see 
that m 2 ( t r e ( T ) ) = m 2 ( I T ( T ) ) = 7 i | | P | | 2 = 7 i ( l + i )a . ) Let Sk„, k= 1, 2, . . . , 2 " - \ be the 
disjoint subintervals o f [ 0 , 1 ] \ C that have measure equal to 1/3", and let Tk— 
=f(Sk), k=l,2,...,2-\ n=l, 2 , . . . . Let S = [ 0 , 1 ] \ C and T = [ 0 , l + t ] \ F . 
T h e n IJ Skn=S and (J Tk=T. We will first evaluate f 2nr dmt(r). F ix n and k. 
n,k n,k jr 
N o w Sk and T k are open intervals and g=(2k—1)/2" on S*. T h u s / i s differentiable 
•on Sk and, therefore, by the change o f variable theorem, 
f 2nr dmx (r) = f 2nf(r)f (r) dmx (r) = 2nt (2k -1)/6" + i2 / 2 n r dmx (r). 
T h u s 
f 2nrdmt(r) = 2 2* (2nt(2k-lW + t2 f 2nrdm1(r)) = 
T 11=1 * = 1 S* 
= 2 n t ( 2 ( W ) 2 ( 2 k - l ) ) + t2f2nrdm1(r). 
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U s i n g the facts that 
2" 
2  (2k - 1 ) = (2"-1)2 and f 2nr dm^r) = f 2nr dm^r) = n 
(since m1(C) = 0), 
we get J2nr dm1(r)=nt+nt2. Hence 
T 
J2nrdm1(r)= J 2nrdm1(r)—J2nr dm1(r) = n(l+t); 
F [0,L+(] T 
thus m2(ffip(T)) = n(\+t). 
3. Quasinormals plus commuting normals 
In this section we present a class o f pure subnormal operators that contains the 
class o f pure quasinormal operators and show that for this class o f operators the 
answer to the equivalent quest ions posed in Section 1 is affirmative. 
Let S be a subnormal operator on a Hilbert space ¿4?. HALMOS has shown that 
S has a normal extension of the form 
5 X r s x 1 
on © (cf. [2], [9]). In fact, as mentioned earlier, if S is pure, then the minimal 
normal extension o f S is unitarily equivalent to an operator o f the form (1) o n 
yf If S is pure and is unitarily equivalent to its dual R, then w e say that S 
is a self-dual subnormal operator. (See [7] for a discussion o f the dual o f a pure 
subnormal operator.) If S is self-dual, then the minimal normal extension o f S i s 
unitarily equivalent to the operator 
5 Z 
(2> [o S*] 
o n J ? A s we mentioned earlier, OLIN has observed in [10] that the operator 
in (1) is the minimal normal extension of S if and only if R is pure. A l s o n o t e that 
any matrix o f form (1) is normal if and only if S*S~SS*=XX*, R*R-RR* = 
=X*X, and S*X=XR. 
T h e o r e m 3.1. Suppose that S is a subnormal operator on a Hilbert space 
that has a normal extension of the form (1) and suppose that N is a normal operator 
in that commutes with S, R, and X. Then T=S+N is also subnormal. More-
over, T is pure if and only if S is pure. 
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P r o o f . A n application o f Fuglede's theorem shows that both N and N* c o m -
mute wi th S, R, X, S*, R*, and X*. Let Q = R+N*. Then T*T~TT* = S*S-
-SS*=XX*, Q*Q-QQ* = R*R-RR*=X*X, and T*X=XQ. Therefore, the 
operator 
on is a normal extension o f T, i.e., T is subnormal. 
N o w suppose that S=S1®S2 on = w h e r e Sx is a normal opera-
tor on the Hilbert space and S2 is a pure operator on the Hilbert space 
Then N = [ N [ j ] , relative to the decomposit ion Since NS=SN and 
N*S—SN*, a matrix calculation shows that N21S1=S2N21 and J V * 2 = S 2 N ? , , . 
Theorem 1.2 o f [15] shows that N12=N2l=0. T h u s N = N n ® N 2 2 and r = ( S ' 1 + i V 1 1 ) © 
®(S2+N22), where Sx + Nn is normal since and Nlt are commut ing normal 
operators. This argument shows that if T is pure, then S is also pure. Since S=T— N, 
a similar argument shows that if S is pure, then T is also pure. 
C o r o l l a r y 3.2. Suppose that S is a subnormal operator on a Hilbert space 
ye that has a normal extension of the form (2) and suppose that N is a normal opera-
tor in ¿¡f(yf) that commutes with S and Z. Then T—S+N is also,subnormal. 
W e remark that if S is a subnormal operator with a normal extension o f form 
(2) and if U is a unitary operator that commutes with S (for example, if U—ixl^, 
where a is a complex number such that ja| = 1), then the operator in (2) is unitarily 
equivalent to the operator 
on ®Jif . Thus even a normal extension o f the form (2) is n o t unique. 
T h e fol lowing theorem is well-known. (Recall that if S is a quasinormal opera-
tor, then S*S~SS*^0.) 
T h e o r e m 3.3. If S is a quasinormal operator, then the matrix in (2) is a normal 
extension of S if Z=\ rS*S—SS*. In particular, if S is a pure quasinormal opera-
tor, then S is self-dual. 
P r o o f . It is clear that S*S-SS*=Z2. T o s h o w that S*Z=ZS, observe 
that Z2S=(S*S-SS*)S=0. Hence ZS=0 since Z is self-adjoint, and thus 
S*Z=(ZS)*=0. Therefore, the operator in (2) is normal. 
C o r o l l a r y 3.4. If S is a quasinormal operator on a Hilbert space and N 
is a normal operator in J t h a t commutes with S, then T=S+N is subnormal. 
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P r o o f . By Fuglede's theorem N also commutes wi th S* and, therefore, wi th 
Z=yS*S-SS*. Hence T is subnormal by Corollary 3.2. 
Let J f be a Hilbert space, and let Sf—{S+N€jP ( J f ) : S is a pure quasinormal , 
N is normal, and NS=SN). The set Sf is a subset o f the set o f all pure subnormal 
operators in SC(Jf ) and contains the pure quasinormals. We show that the opera-
tors in have a fairly simple structure. 
T h e o r e m 3.5. If T^Sf, then there exist a Hilbert space and commuting 
operators P and N in where P is positive definite and N is normal, such that T 
is unitarily equivalent to the operator V#P-on3@. 
P r o o f . W e have T=S+N1, where S is a pure quasinormal operator, JVX 
is normal, and N1S=SN1. There exist a Hilbert space and a posit ive definite 
operator P in J£?{3tër) such that S is unitarily equivalent to V#P. So T is unita i i ly 
equivalent to V^P+Nq, where N0 is normal and commutes with V^P. Then 
Na=[NtJ] on j ê . Since N0 commutes with V^P, a matrix calculation show:?-that 
NltJ+1P=0 and Ni+ltJ+1P=PNij, i,j= 1 , 2 , . . . . A n induction argument s h o w s 
that NtJ=0 for /</' . Since Fuglede's theorem implies that N* commutes wi th 
VjfP, w e have by a similar argument that N ^ = 0 for /=-/'. Thus is diagonal , 
Nu is normal, and Ni+1:i+1P=PNn, i= 1 , 2 , . . . . U s i n g the Putnam—Fuglede ' s 
theorem, we can see that PNi+lyi+1=NHP also. Hence P2, and thus P, c o m m u t e s 
with Nu. It fo l lows that (Ni+hi+l-Nu)P=0-, thus .Ni+1J+1 = Nu, i = 1, 2, . . . . 
Therefore, N0=fiu, and the proof is complete. 
It fo l lows from Theorem 3.5 that if S is a pure quasinormal and N is a nonzéro 
normal operator that commutes with S, then S+N is not quasinormal. T h u s if 
contains operators that are not quasinormal. 
We can say more, about the structure o f those operators in Sf that have c o m -
pact self-commutators. Let V denote the unilateral shift o f multiplicity one . 
T h e o r e m 3.6. Suppose that T^Sf and T*T~TT* is compact. Then there 
exist an index set A, a set of positive numbers { c a } a € X , and a set of complex numbers 
tya}a£A  suc^ T is unitarily equivalent to 2 ®(Xt+cxV). If the rank of 
T*T~TT*isn, then A = {1,2, ...,«}; otherwise A={1,2, ...}. 
P r o o f . By Theorem 3.5 T is unitarily equivalent to. V^P+N, where P is 
positive definite in N is normal in£C(je), a n d ; PN=NP. Since T*T- TT* 
is compact , P is compact . Suppose that c is art eigenvalue o f P. Then Jf(P-c) 
is finite dimensional and reduces N. Hence 3T(P—c) has an orthonormal basis 
consisting o f eigenvectors o f .AT. It fo l lows that j f has an orthonormal basis {ea}aeA 
consisting o f vectors that are eigenvectors o f b o t h ' P and N. For a£A, let cx and 
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Aa be the eigenvalues o f P and N, respectively, associated with ea, and let be 
the one-dimensional subspace o f № spanned by ex. Then J f = 2 and J ? 
is Hilbert space isomorphic to 2 Hence V#P is unitarily equivalent to 
*(_A 
2 ® c*K<t a n c * ^ i s unitarily equivalent to 2 © 4 ij ; thus T is unitarily equiv-
alent to 2 ®(J-A+C°IKT/J- The proof, is complete since for each a in A , is A 
unitarily equivalent to V. 
C o r o l l a r y 3.7. If TiSf and T*T-TT* has finite rank, then m2(aap(T)) = 
= W A ( < R , ( R ) ) = 0 . 
N 
P r o o f . By Theorem 3.6 T is unitarily equivalent to The 
k = 1 
proof is complete since m2 (erap (V)) = m2(ac (V)) = 0. 
Corollary 3.7 shows that the answer to the three equivalent questions posed 
in Section 1 is affirmative for the class o f operators Sf . In regard to Question 2.5, 
note that Corollary 3.7 also implies that if T£S? and T has a finite rank self-com-
mutator, then T$(N+K), since aip(T)^<r(T). Recall that if T is a pure quasi-
normal operator, then t*t—JT* is compact if and only if m2(ae(T))=0 (see 
Theorem 2.9), and if j*T-TT* is compact , then m 2 ( a a p ( T ) ) = 0 (see Theorem 
2.8). The next example shows that this is not the case for the class o f operators y . 
E x a m p l e 3.8. Let {ek}^=1 be an orthonormal basis for a Hilbert space j f , 
let {Aj^Li be an enumeration of all the "rational" complex numbers in D , let {c t}"= 1 
be a sequence o f positive numbers such that 2 ct 1 /2, let Gk = {X£ D : |A—Afc| < ck}, 
k = 1 
k = l , 2, . . . , and let G= [J Gk. N o t e that G is an open subset of C and that 
k = J 
CO 
w 2 ( G ) S ^ 7rc®<7t/2. Since G = D , m2(dG)>n/2. Def ine a positive definite operator k — L 
P and a normal operator N in by Pek=ckek and Nek=Xkek. Let T=V^P+ 
Observe that T^Sf and that T*T-TT* is compact (since P is compact) . 
oo 
Observe also that T is unitarily equivalent to 2®(^k+ckV) and that dGk= 
k=1 
= ^ k + ckV)Qaup(T). Thus ( U dGk)-Qaap(T). It fo l lows that m2(aap(T))>0 
k = l 
since dGQ(\J dGk)~. We also have m2(ae(T))>0 since aap(T)Qae(T). 
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The closure of invertible operators on a Hilbert space 
SAICHI IZUMINO and YOSHINOBU KATO 
1. Introduction. Let H be a separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space and 
let B (H) be the Banach algebra of all bounded linear operators o n H. D e n o t e by 
G the group of all invertible operators in B(H), then what is the condi t ion for an 
operator to be in the (norm) closure G or the boundary bdy G o f G? FELDMAN and 
KADISON [3] considered this problem and characterized elements in the closure o f 
invertible operators in a weakly closed subalgebra of B(H). In the setting o f Banach 
space operators, KELLY and HOGAN [8] gave some sufficient condit ions for an opera-
tor to lie in the boundary o f invertible operators from a view point o f conservative 
operators. TREESE and KELLY [10], also in the same setting, showed a characteriza-
tion of such operators under the restriction that they have closed ranges. Recall 
that the distance dist(^4, S ) o f an operator A to a subset SaB(H) is defined 
as inf {|| v4—51|: S £ S } . N o w another approach to our problem is to estimate, 
by some familiar parameter, the distance for S = G or some other set related to G. 
In terms of essential minimum modulus, the first author [6] showed some distance 
formulae on G and certain subsets of operators with index zero. Independently, 
BOULDIN [2] also tried a similar approach to the problem and presented distance 
formulae on G and on the set F o f all Fredholm operators. 
In this paper we shall continue the study o n the closure G and the boundary 
bdy G of G. In Section 2 we clarify operators in bdy 5 and show that the interior 
int G of G coincides with the set of Fredholm operators with index zero. In Sec-
tion 3 we characterize closed range operators in G , which refines results in [1] and 
[10]. In Section 4, as an extension of [2] or [6], we determine the distance dist (A, S ) 
when S is the subset o f Fredholm operators with an index or the boundary bdy G. 
Throughout this paper we assume that the Hilbert space H is separable infinite 
dimensional. The index ind A o f an operator A is defined by dim ker A—dim ker A*, 
where dim ker B is the dimension of the kernel of B and °<>—® is unders tood to 
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be zero [9]. The minimum (resp. essential minimum) modulus m (A) (resp. me (A)) 
o f A£B(H) is defined as the number 
inf {?.: ; . € * ( M | ) } (resp. inf {A: A€a c (M|)} ) . 
Here o(\A\) (resp. <re(\A\)) is the spectrum (resp. essential spectrum) o f 
\A\:= (A*A)1'2. Let I„ be the set of all operators wi th index n. N o w , as a prel iminary 
we state a result d u e ' t o BOULDIN [2, Theorem 3] (which was essentially s h o w n in 
[6, Theorem 4]). 
T h e o r e m 1.1. Let A£B(H). 
(1) If A£l0 then dist (A, G ) = 0 . 
(2) If Ai^ then dist (,4, G ) = m a x {me(A), me(A*)}. 
Concerning the index and the essential minimum modulus we want to state 
three more basic facts. 
L e m m a 1.2. Let A,B£B(H) and let \\A-B\\i<me(A). Then i n d y i = i n d # 
([2, p. 513]). 
L e m m a 1.3. Let ind A = n. Then there is an isometry or coisometry W accord-
ing to n S O or n^O such that A=W\A\ and ind W=n ([9, Proof o f Theorem 1.3]). 
L e m m a 1.4. If i n d ^ ^ O , then me(A)szme(A*). Hence, if A£G or y l e G 
then me(A)=me(A*). 
2. Operators in G. Let F n = F D I n be the set o f all Fredholm operators wi th 
index n. Then, since G C F 0 C I 0 we have, by Theorem 1.1, 
( 2 . 1 ) G — F 0 = I , , . 
First, for the boundary o f this set we have: 
T h e o r e m 2.1. bdy G={A£B(H): me(A)=me(A*)=0}. 
P r o o f . Let me(A)=me(A*)=0. First w e show A<£G. If A£I0 then A£G, 
say, by (2-1), and if A$l0 then by Theorem 1.1 (2) dist (A, G)=0, so that again 
we have A£&. N o w , to see A£bdy G let e > 0 and suppose, without loss o f 
generality, that i n d - ^ s O . Then A=W\A\ for an isometry W with ind WsO, 
by Lemma 1.3. Since me(A)=0, we see, f rom [4, Theorem 1.1], that dim £ ( [ 0 , E)) 
is infinite, where E( • ) is the spectral measure o f \A\. For brevity, write Ec—E([0, e)) 
and E^ = l—Ee (E^ becomes the orthogonal projection onto the subspace 
E([e, ° ° ) ) # ) . Def ine an operator V£B(H) as 
Vx = x for x^E^H, and 
Vxn — x „ + 1 for an orthonormal basis {xn} o f EtH. 
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Furthermore, put 
Be = J max (A—e, 0} dE(X) 
and Cs=WV(Be+e). Then, we easily see that 
VEt = Et, Bt = Bc, \\A\-B.\t>* and me(Cc) S e. 
Since ind W^O (and ind V(Be+e)=~l, W, V(Bc+e) are Fredholm operators), 
we see i n d C £ ^ —1, so that by Theorem 1.1 we have dist (C c , G ) ^ w e ( C c ) > 0 or 
C E $ G , But 
lCt-A\=p<y{Bt+e)-\A\)\\ = \VB,-\A\-zV\* 
=§ \A\|| +£ = \\VEi-Be-\A\ 1 + e = \\BE-\A\ 1 + £ ^ 2e. 
Hence, since s is arbitrary we see that A is on the boundary bdy G. T o see the 
converse, that is, if y 4 £ b d y G then ine(A) =me (A*)=0, suppose otherwise, say, 
me(A)>0. Then by Lemma 1.4 me(A*)=me(A)=*0, so that A is Fredholm. Besides, 
since ;4£bdy G c b d y G, w e can find an operator £>£G such that \\A—D\\<me(A). 
Hence ind A=ind D—0 (say, by Lemma 1.2), so that A£F0. But, since F„ is 
an open subset o f G w e see that A is an interior point o f G, which is a contradiction. 
R e m a r k . D e n o t e by F, (resp. F r) the set o f all left (resp. right) semi-Fredholm 
operators or the set {A: me(A)>0} (resp. {A : me(A*)>0}). Then, from the proof 
of Theorem 2.3 (or a similar argument) we see 
(2.2) G f l F, = F 0 ( = G D F r ) . 
If we denote by G, (resp. G r) the set o f all left (resp. right) invertible operators, 
then as (2.2) w e can also see 
G f l G , = G ( = G D G r ) . 
C o r o l l a r y 2.2. (1) i n t G = F 0 , and hence F 0 is a regularly open subset in B(H). 
(2) b d y G = b d y F 0 . 
(3) b d y G = b d y G U ( F 0 \ G ) . 
P r o o f . (1) Since F 0 c i n t G is clear, we may only show the opposite inclusion. 
Let A£intG. Then by the theorem me(A)>0 or me(A*)>0. Hence, in either 
case we have (say, by (2.2)) A ^ F 0 . 
(2) Clear by the theorem and (2.1). 
(3) N o t e that bdy G D b d y G , and that A^bdy G \ b d y G if and only if 
^ F 0 \ G . 
3. Closed range operators in G. In this section we show some necessary and 
sufficient condit ions for an operator to lie in G or bdy G under the restriction that 
the operator has closed range. For simplicity, we denote by y4g(CR) if A£B(H) 
has closed range. It is well-known [1], [5] that if J 4 6 ( C R ) then there exists the 
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unique (Moore—Penrose) generalized inverse o f A satisfying the fol-
lowing four identities; 
AA*A = A, A1AA* = A\ (A A*)* = AA f and (A rA)* = A fA. 
T h e products AAX and A^A are the orthogonal projections onto the ranges 
AIf(=ker1 A*, the orthogonal complement o f ker A*) and A*/f(=ker± A), 
respectively. The next fact [7, Proposition 2.3] is useful for our discussion. 
L e m m a 3.1. Let {A„} be a sequence of operators with closed range, and sup-
pose that it converges to J4€(CR ) uniformly, that is, An-~A. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(1) sup M i l l n 
(2) AnAl-AA\ 
(3) AlAn - A fA. 
The equivalence (2) and (3) or (3') of the fo l lowing result was essentially s h o w n 
by BEUTLER [J, Theorem 1]. 
T h e o r e m 3.2. Let / l ( j (CR). Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) A£G. 
( 2 ) A £ I 0 . 
(3) A=BP for an operator B£ G and an orthogonal projection P. 
(3') A = PB for an operator B£G and an orthogonal projection P. 
P r o o f . (1)=>(2) Let {A„} be a sequence in G, and let A„—A. Put C„ = A„A f  
and C=AA f. Then C „ , C € ( C R ) and C „ - C . Furthermore, since k e r 1 C„=AH 
we have C fnC„ = AA t=C=C tC (cf. C=C f). Hence, by Lemma 3.1 we have 
C„Cl—CC f = AA f. Hence, for a sufficiently large «, we have 
\ c n d - c l c n \ 
This implies dim ker C* = dim ker C„ or indC„ = 0. Hence i n d / 4 ^ 0 , i.e., 
ind A — 0. 
(2)=>(3) If A<iI0, then A = U\A\ with a unitary U. Since P:=A fA is an 
orthogonal projection such that \A\P=\A\, and since B\=U{\A\ + (\ —A*A)}£G, 
we see that A=BP is the desired decomposit ion. 
(3)=>(1) N o t e that indBP=ind 5 + i n d P=0 for B and P in (3). 
(3)*>(3') N o t e that A £ I 0 <=• 
In [10] TREESE and KELLY characterized closed range operators in bdy G (in 
the setting o f Banach space operators). F r o m Theorem 3.2 we n o w deduce a simi-
lar characterization o f such operators, which is to be compared wi th [10, T h e o -
rem], 
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C o r o l l a r y 3.3. Let y l^(CR). Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) /4<EbdyG. 
(2) A€I0\G. 
(3) A=BP for an operator B£G and an orthogonal projection P^l. 
(3 ' ) A — PB for an operator B£ G and an orthogonal projection P^i. 
(4) and there exists a sequence {£„} in G such that BnA*A — A. 
P r o o f . F r o m the theorem we easily see that (1), (2), (3) and (3') are mutually 
equivalent. If (3) is assumed, then B„=B(P+l/n) ( n = l , 2 , . . . ) are invertible and 
BnA fA-<~ AA fA=A, that is, (4) is obtained. If we assume (4), then since B„A*A£In 
we easily see A£J0~G, which implies A^bdy G, i.e., the condition (1). 
R e m a r k . In proving the above corollary by a technique in [10], we would 
have to add to (4) the uniform boundedness o f Related to this, we observe 
that the sequence {{B„A?Af} o f generalized inverses is uniformly bounded; since 
B„A*A—A and (B„A fA) f(BnAU)=A fA, w e have, by Lemma 3.1, sup \\(BnAUy\\ < n 
C O . 
4. Distance formulae related to F„, bdy G and bdy G. Recall that F 0 = I 0 = G , 
and hence that 
dist (A, F 0 ) = max {me(A), me(A*)} for A$I0 
by Theorem 1.1. A s an extension o f those facts we have: 
T h e o r e m 4.1. Let A£B(H). 
(1) If AO„, then dist (A, F„) —0. 
(2) If A$I„, then dist (A, F „ ) = m a x {me(A), me(A*)}. 
P r o o f . (1) If AZI„ then A = W\A\ w i th an isometry (or coisometry) f ¥ £ l a . 
Let 2 > 0 and B=W(\A\+z). Then J?€Fn and \\A-B\\<e. Hence, dist (A, F „ ) < e , 
which implies the assertion (1). 
(2) Let S be a unilateral simple shift o n H, and let B=S"A or B=ASH~n)  
according to n^O or n^O. Then we see i n d i M O because of ind S= — 1, and 
(4.1) m.(B) = me(A), me(B*) = me(A*). 
Furthermore, we see 
F„ = (S* l n )G)~ o r F „ = ( G S ( _ n ) ) _ 
according to H ^ O or n^O. Hence, if n ^ O , then 
dist (A, F„ )=d i s t (A, S*<">G) = dist (B, SaS*^G) = dist (B, G) 
(cf. ( S " S * ( n ) G ) _ = 5 ) . Hence, by Theorem 1.1 and (4.1) we have the desired identity 
in (2). For n ^ O , similarly w e can obtain the identity. 
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Concerning the distance from an operator to the boundary bdy G or bdy 5 , 
w e have: 
T h e o r e m 4.2. Let A£B(H). Then 
J- ^ r m a x { m e ( 4 m e ( ^ ) } if AiG, 
(2) dist (A, bdy G) = max {me(A), me(A*)}. 
P r o o f . (1) If yl<£G, then clearly 
dist (A, bdy G) = dist (A, G) = m a x {me(A), me(A*)}. 
If A£G, then we consider the two cases A£l0 and First, if A£l0, then 
'.A-V\A\ for a unitary U. Let B=U(\A\-m(A)). Then m(B)=0 and 5<Ebdy G. 
Hence dist (yi, bdy G)S\\A—B\\=m(A). T o see that only the equality sign holds, 
suppose 
(4.2) dist (A, bdy G) < m (A), 
and hence also m(A)>0. Then A£G, or ^ 6 G , r i G = G , and by (4.2) there exists 
an operator C e b d y G such that \\A—C\\ <m(A). Hence, since \\A~1\\ =m(A)~1 
(cf. [2, Theorem 1]), we have 
\\l-A^C\\ = \\A-i(A-C)\\ S M-1M-CI < 1, 
so that we easily see C £ G . This is a contradiction. Next , if A$IQ then by T h e o -
rem 1.1 we see that me(A)=me(A*)=dist (A, G ) = 0 . Hence, since m(A)Sme(A)=0 
and since v 4 € G \ I 0 c i b d y G w e again obtain the desired identity wi th the c o m m o n 
value zero. It is easy to see m(A)=m(A*) for A£G and hence for AtG. 
(2) If then clearly 
dist (A, bdy G) = dist (A, G) = m a x {me(A), me(A*)}. 
If A t G , then as (1) we consider the two cases A t I o and A $ I 0 . If then 
A=U\A\ for a unitary U. Put B=U(\A\-me(A))- Then tfebdyG, because 
me(B)=me(B*)=0 (and by Theorem 2.1). Hence, dist (^4, bdy G ) = i M - B | | = 
=me(A). T o show that the equality sign holds, suppose dist (A, bdy G)<me(A), 
and hence also me(A)>0. Then ^ 4 € F , f l 5 = F 0 (say, by (2.2)). Besides, there exists 
an operator C £ b d y G such that \A—C||<me(.d). Hence w e see ffl((C)Sme(4)-
-\\A-C\\ > 0 , so that C6F ,nS=F 0 . But this is a contradiction by Corol lary 2 .2 
(1). If Ailv, then by Theorem 1.1 w e have me(A)=me(A*)=dist (A, G)=0. Th i s 
implies Atbdy 5 and the identity in (2) ho lds again. 
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On generalized resolvents of nondensely defined symmetric 
contractions 
BJÖRN TEXTORIUS 
1. In 1977 M . G . KREIN and I. E. OVCARENKO [6] described all generalized 
selfadjoint contraction resolvents of a nondensely defined symmetric contraction 
T in Hilbert space using its minimal or maximal selfadjoint contraction extension 
as the fixed extension. 
In this note recent results of H. Langer and the author on the extension of dual 
pairs of contractions together with well-known results of B. SZ.-NAGY and A. KORA-
NYI [10] are used to give a description of the generalized selfadjoint contraction 
resolvents of T when an arbitrary selfadjoint contraction extension of T is taken as 
fixed. The results have immediate application to the extension problem for non-
negative closed linear relations in Hilbert space. 
2. Assume T is a symmetric contraction in a Hilbert space f>, with nondense 
domain 1) (T) . Then results of GR. ARSENE and A. GHEONDEA [1] (cf. also [3]) on 
dual pairs of contractions, applied to the pair {T, T}, imply the existence of a 
bijection G—TC between all canonical (i.e. remaining in Sj) contraction extensions 
TC o f T such that T £ Z ) T and the set of all contractions This bijection is 
given by the matrix representation 
in T = ( A D A F ) 
K ' 0 KR*DA — R*AR+DR GDR) 
with respect to the decomposition § = ®(7 ' )®I>(r ) J - , with some contractions 
^ [ £ ( 7 7 1 , A = A * , R E ^ I T ) - 1 , ^ ] . Here [ § l 5 § 2 ] denotes the set o f all bounded 
linear operators from all of into § 2 and we put [ § i ] : = [ § i , §1]. If B is a con-
traction from into § 2 we put D G : = ( I - B * B ) 1 1 2 and 9t(C) denotes 
the range of the linear operator C. 
The extension TG is selfadjoint if and only if G is selfadjoint. In this case (1) 
gives an explicit representation of the extremal canonical selfadjoint contraction 
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(c.s.c.) extensions o f T. Indeed, since —I^G^I the minimal (maximal) c .s .c . -
extension T„ (TM resp.) is obtained from (1) by taking G=—I ( G = I resp.). In 
particular, T M — = 2 D 2 r P^^x (by PA we denote the orthogonal projector o f 
§ onto a subspace ft o f § ) . The completely undetermined case (i.e. (TM — T^)x?±0 
for all x 6 D ( r ) - L \ { 0 } , see [5]) thus holds if and only if Dr is a bijection 
Let be a Hilbert space, T£[ib] an arbitrary selfadjoint contraction (s.c.) 
extension o f T, and P the orthogonal projector o f £> onto D e n o t e by Q(— 1, 1) 
the set E x t ( ( — — l ] U [ l , °°)) in the extended complex plane. The operator 
function 
z - R:(T) := P(zT-I)-%, z€fl(-1, 1), 
with values in § is called a generalized s.c.-resolvent o f T. If T is canonical ( £ > = § ) 
then the generalized s.c.-resolvent is called a canonical s.c.-resolvent (c.s.c.-resolvent) 
o f T. If n o ambiguity arises we use the notation R, for R, (T) in the sequel. 
The c.s.c.-extension T0 of T which corresponds to G=0 in (1) will play a special 
role. We set kz:=(zT0—7)-1. The operator funct ion 
r - X0(z) := — zDrP^(T)± (zT0 — 7 ) _ 1 / > S ( T ) ± Dr, z g f i ( - 1 , 1), 
with values in [2>r] was introduced in [9] and shown to be contractive for | z | - = l . 
W e will show in Proposit ion 3 that there is a c lose connect ion between X0 and the 
two Q-functions and QM o f T introduced in [5] by the relations 
QM : = ( C ^ ( 7 ; - Z / ) - I C ^ + / ) | S ( R ) X , 
Quiz) := (C1,2(TM — z / ) - 1 C1'2—/)|r(T)a., z € E x t [ - l , 1], 
where C:=TM-T)l(=2D2rPD(T)±). 
3. Let (5 be a Hilbert space. Denote by ¿V((5) the set o f all funct ions G ho lo -
morphic in Q(— 1 , 1 ) wi th values in [©] such that 
1) -/== G(x) s§ I if - 1 < x < 1 , 
(is-O-^Gid-Git)), s*t 
2) the kernel K(s, t) := { j = / ( - l ^ j , i < l ) 
is positive definite. 
Denote by ^ ( ( 5 ) the subset o f Jf ( (&) consist ing o f those elements o f */T(©) 
which are independent o f z. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. Assume G is holomorphic in Q(— 1, 1) with values in [©]. 
Then G£JV(($>) if and only if 
1 0 \\G(z)\\^l if |z | < 1, 
i(z-0-HG(z)-G(0*), z ^ l 
2') the kernel K(z, Q z = l C € Q ( - I, 0 ) 
is positive definite. 
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P r o o f . We must only prove that 1') and 2') fo l low from 1) and 2). Def ine 
F(s):=s(l-sG(s))-\ - ! < i < l . Since F(0)=0, F'(0)=I and since for - 1 < 
— 1 1, S^t 
( s - t r i ( F ( s ) - F ( t ) ) = (I-sG(s))-*(I+st(s-t)- l{G(s)-G(t))(I-tG(t))-\ 
a well known result o f B. SZ.-NAGY and A . KORANYI [10, Satz C*] yields the existence 
o f a selfadjoint contraction G in some Hilbert space (§z>© such that F(s)— 
= J P 6 ( / — J G ) - 1 ! ® , — 1 < J - < 1 . Hence, by analytic continuation 
RZ(G) := P^zG-Fr1^ = (zG(z)-l)~\ ztQ(-1, 1). 
It is n o w straightforward to see (cf. [8], [9]) that ^ ( ( S ) - 1 ^ © ] for z £ i 2 ( - l , 1) 
and that G(z)—z~1(Rz(G)~1+I) (the right-hand side being extended by con-
tinuity to z = 0 ) is a contraction for | z | < l . Thus 1') holds. Property 2') fo l lows 
from the relation 
( z - z ) - i ( G ( z ) - G ( z ) * ) = 
- \z\~2Ri(G)~1Pls(zG—I)~1(I—P^)(zG—I)~1PaR!:(G)~1 S O , I m z ^ O . 
R e m a r k . In [5] the class 1 , 1 ] o f [(5]-valued operator functions k in 
Ext [ — 1 , 1 ] with the fo l lowing properties was introduced: 
(i) k is ho lomorphic in E x t [ — 1 , 1], 
(ii) ( I m z r U m f c ^ O if Im z ^ O , 
(iii) 0 S J t ( x ) S / if x > l or J C < - 1 . 
Proposit ion 1 implies that there is a close connection between ^ [ — 1, 1] and 
> • ( © ) . Namely, fcgttj-l, 1] if and only if G : z - 2 f c ( z - x ) - / belongs to Jf(<&). 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. Assume G<iJf(3lr). Then (/-X0(z)G(z))~1^r] for 
z i Q ( - l , 1). 
P r o o f . For | z | < l , Z 0 ( z ) G ( z ) is a contraction; in particular, for z = 0 it is 
the zero operator. Thus for |z| < 1 the assertion fol lows from the max imum modulus 
theorem. 
Nex t assume that z£C+ U C _ , where C+ ( C _ ) denotes the open upper (lower) 
half-plane of the complex plane. The operator /— X0(z)G(z)Pa has the matrix 
representation 
, f / - X 0 ( z ) G ( z ) 0 ) 
f-X0(z)G(z)P3r = [ Q 7 j 
with respect to the decomposit ion . The assertion is hence equivalent 
to 1 $a(X0(z)G(z)Ps ). Recall that if Blf B„ are bounded operators o n then 
so 
- 1 $ < 7 ( z Z ) r P B ( r ) x ( z r o - / ) - 1 P s ( T ) x Z ) r G ( z ) P 0 r ) 
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if and only if 
-1 sfa (zP1i{T)±DrG(z)PSrDrPvm±(zT0-I)-1). 
N o t e that 
/ + zPT>mxDrG(z)PSrDrPviT)±(zT0-I)~1 = 
= z(T0+DrG(z)DrPJ>mx-z- iI)(zT0-iy i. 
N o w the assertion fol lows from the fact that T0+DrG(z)DrP^^i is maximal 
dissipative for z £ C + and therefore C _ is contained in its resolvent set. 
Assume C f i J i ® , - ) . According to (1), the corresponding c.s.c.-extension o f 
T is T ô = T0+DrÔDr 
PqçIntroduce the corresponding Q-function Qc o f T 
with values in [D(r)-1-] by Q c ( z ) : = D r P v m ± ( T e - z i r i P * i T ) ± D r , z € E x t [ - l , l ] 
(cf. [7]). N o t e that Qc has the matrix representation 
0 O J 
with respect to the decomposit ion D ( r ) x = 0 r © k e r (Dr), and that if G1, G 2 € 
then 
QGAZ) = Ô C i ( z ) ( / + ( G 1 - G 2 ) Ô G i ( Z ) ) - . 
Obviously (see (2)) 
QM = ( 2 ^ , ( z ) + / ) | E ( T ) ± , QM(z) = (2Q,(z)~/)\vm±. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3. Assume z £ E x t [ — 1 , 1]. Then 
( / - X 0 ( z - i ) G ) - ^ „ ( z - i ) = - < 2 c ( z ) | 2 r . 
In particular, 
- ( / - ^ r 0 ( z - i ) ) - l ( / + ^ 0 ( z - i ) ) = QM(z)\Sr. 
R e m a r k . In the completely undetermined case, k e r D r = { 0 } , so QG(z)\0 = 
— Qe(z). This can always be assumed without loss of generality. 
P r o o f . By Proposit ion 2, ( / — A r 0 ( z _ 1 ) G ) _ 1 € [ ^ r ] - A direct calculation gives 
I 0 0 j iz~ l)GP0r)-*X0(z->)P0r = 
— — T > R P X > M ± ( T 0 + D R < J D R P S > M X — Z L ) ~ 1 P I , M X D R P 9 R — | E E Q Z ) L F F R O ) ' 
where the matrix representations are taken wi th respect to the décomposi t ion 
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Being Л-functions, z—— X0(z_1) and QG are increasing on (— — 1)U(1 , 
T h e first funct ion is bounded below (by —I) and above (by I). Therefore, the strong 
limit as t / — 1 ( * \ 1 ) exists which is a contraction. A l so the strong limits of Qg 
exist under additional condit ions on G. We next calculate the limits. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4. a) s— l im Q<*(t)=s—^i™ 
b) i - l m i i ^ 0 ( / - 1 ) = - / , J—Jim Х 0 ( / - 1 ) —/; 
c) Assume the completely undetermined case holds. Then 
s- lim Qe(t) = ( / + G ) - 1 if -l<Jcr((5), t — 1 
s - l i m g e ( 0 =-<J-6)~x if 4<r(G)-Î M. L 
P r o o f . Assertion a) is obvious. Assertion b) can be derived from Proposition 3 
and [5, Theorem 2.1], or by the argument below. In order to prove c), assume e.g. 
— 1 It is easy to see that 
Qe(0 = - D r ( r * ( A + ( l - A ) ( / + ( t + l ) ( A - t / y i ) r + tI-£>rG£>ry iDr = 
(3 ) = ( / + G - ( t + l ) D r 1 r * ( A - t I ) ~ i r D f l - ( t + l ) D r 2 ) - \ / < - 1 . 
Denote by £ the resolution of the identity of the selfadjoint contraction A € [£) (Г)]. Put 
t:=- 1 - е , e > 0 , and / ( т ; E ) :=E 2 (T+1 + e)~ 2 , - 1 S T S i . Then for each /1<Е$(Г)Х, 
\\(t + \)(A -11)'1 rh\\- = } f { x - , e)(dETrh, Th); 
- L 
so J i m J K t + l X A - t / ^ r h l l ^ H E ^ ^ h l l 2 . But £ _ 1 Г Л = 0 , since £L X is the ortho-
gonal projector of D (T) onto ker ( A + / ) = k e r (A+/)1/2 с ker ( I - A2)u-=T>(T)Q ®A 
and Г Ъ ( Т ) х с 3 1 л . Thus, (3) implies that ( Q e ( 0 ) _ 1 decreases to its strong limit 
I+G»0 as t / — 1. The assertion follows. 
4 . We first prove the fol lowing theorem on the characterization of the gen-
eralized s.c.-resolvents of T. 
T h e o r e m 1. Let T be a symmetric nondensely defined contraction in the Hilbert 
space §i. Then the formula 
(4) R, =k2- zL DrG(z)(l—X0 (z) G (z) )" 1 Z)r P s ( т ) л A . , z € Q ( - 1 , 1 ) 
yields a bijective correspondence between all generalized s.c.-resolvents of T and 
all functions G£jV(!3r). The generalized s.c.-resolvent is canonical if and only if 
GiJV0{®r). 
P r o o f . Let T be a s.c.-extension o f T in D e n o t e its resolvent by Rz, 
z £ i 2 ( — 1 , 1). Then [9, Theorem 1] implies the existence o f a uniquely determined 
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holomorphic contraction valued operator function G: z-+G(z)£[!3r], |z|<= I, 
such that 
(5) R: = Jk:(l+zDrG(z)DrP^T)±k:)-\ \z\ < 1. 
If, in particular, the extension T is canonical, then G is a constant contraction. 
It is straightforward to see (cf. [8], [9] and the proof o f Proposit ion 1) that G 
has an analytic continuation to i2(— 1, 1), which we also denote by G, and that 
Then (cf. the proof o f Proposition 2) 
(l + zDrG(z)DrPz(T)±Rz)-^[Z>], z € i 2 ( - l , 1), 
so by analytic continuation the relation (5) holds in the same region. But (4) and (5) 
are equivalent ([9]). 
Assume, conversely, G£Jf(@r) and put for z€i2(—1, 1) 
S ( z ) (zTQ-I + zDrG(z)DrPzm±)~\ F(z) := - z S ( z ) . 
Let the kernel K be given by 
'(*), z = I 
By Proposition 1 and the formula 
(6) K(z, 0 = S(0*(I+z'az-0-1Dr(G(z)-G(t:r)DrP^T)±)S(z)> z ^ 
this kernel is positive definite. In order to construct a s.c.-extension of T w e apply 
a standard technique. Consider the linear set Hi o f all finite formal s u m s 
f—2zzf-. ( / : € § > z € i 2 ( — 1 , 1)) and define in £ an inner product ( • , • ) by 
(2 z-.f-.> 2h%d = 2{K(z, Of;, gc), 
which is nonnegative by (6). fi can be canonically embedded into a Hilbert space 
i> and we identify £ and its image in Since ( e Q f , e0f)=(K(0,0)/,/) = ( / , / ) w e 
can also identify § with a subset of § by the correspondence /—£<>/. Nex t w e define 
an operator T on ¿ 0 : = { ? = 2 / o = 0 } by 
T(e.f) := z - 1 ( e . / — e 0 / ) , z ^ 0. 
It fol lows from the relation 
( E : f - S 0 f s : f — s 0 f ) = ( ( | z | = ( z - z ) - 1 S(z)*Dr (G(z) - G(z)*)DrPv(T)±S(z) + 
+ ( S ( z ) * + / ) ( S ( z ) + / ) ) / , / ) - 0, z - 0 
that the domain £„ o f f is dense in In order to see that T is symmetric wi th defect 
numbers ( 0 , 0 ) , let z, C € i 2 ( - 1 , 1), zC^O. Then for 
(TEJ, E;g)-(s:f fHg) = ( ( ( z 0 - 1 ( ^ ( z ) - c 5 ( c r ) - r i 5 ( z ) + z - i s ( c r ) / , g) = 0, 
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so T is symmetric. The denseness of 9i(zf—I) follows from the relation 
(zT-I)(teig-zEzg) = (z-0%g-
The closure of T, which we again denote by T, is thus selfadjoint in £>. Observe that 
( z f - ! ) - % / = - z j , z€ Q ( — 1, 1), and that for | z j> 1 
\\{T-zl)-HJf = \z\-*(F'{z-*)fJ). 
A minor modification of the proof of [10, Satz C] then leads to the conclusion 
| | f | | S i . Furthermore, 
( ( z f - s Q g ) = - ( e j : £0g) = ~(K(z, 0) / , g) - (S(z)f, g), 
hence P(zT-I)~%=S(z). 
It remains to show that f is an extension of T — it is then minimal since 
c.l.s. { ( z f - / ) - 1 ^ : z£Q(— 1, 1)} = c.l.s. {s.f: z£Q(- 1, 1), /£§} = § 
— and that Tis canonical if G is constant. 
In order to show the first assertion, assume /£35(7"), z^O. Then (note the 
relation z-1(S(z)+l)=S(z)(TQ+DrG(z)DrPDm±)) 
(Te:f-z0Tf, ecg) = {z~\K{z, 0-K(0, Q)f-K(0, QTf, g) = 
= ( ( z - J (S (z ) + / ) + £(z - l)-'Dr(G(z) -G(Q*)DrPTiT)±S(z) + T)f, S(Qg) = 
= ((S(z) + I)Tf, S(0g)+((z~iylDr{G{z)-G(0*)DrPWT)± S(z)f, CS(Og) - 0, 
Z - 0 , 
that is, for each g € § , (fezf, g)-(Tf, g), z - 0 . But then 
(ff-Tf, g) = { f f - f z j , g) + {fs:f—Tf, g) 0, z - 0, 
for each g£i>. Thus ff=Tf. 
The second assertion follows easily. Indeed, if G£Jo(^r)> then K(z, ()= 
=S(Q*S(z) and 
(/,/) = 2 (K(z, 0 / z , / c ) = (2S(z)/z, 2 s m ) . 
But an element j'=2szfz belongs to £>©$> if and only if 2 S(z)fz = 0. This 
concludes the proof of the theorem. 
The c.s.c.-extension T0 and its resolvent play a special role in Theorem 1. How-
ever, it can be replaced by any canonical or even noncanonical s.c.-extension of 
T. In order to see this, fix a s.c.-extension f in § corresponding to the function 
according to Theorem 1 and denote its generalized resolvent by P . : 
A z : = P ^ z f - I ) - \ , z € i 2 ( - l , l ) . 
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Introduce a function Q with values i n [ D ( r ) J - ] by 
Q(z) := DrPx(T)±Ps(f-zr)- lPv(T)±Dr, z<EExt[- I, 1]. 
N o t e that Q = Qe if 
T h e o r e m 2. Let The a symmetric nondensely defined contraction in the Hilbert 
space 9). Then the formula 
(7) R: = R:-zLDr(G.(z)-G(z))(/HQ(z- i)\0r)(G(z)-G(z)))- lDrPv(T)±R:, 
Z € G ( - L , 1) 
yields a bijective correspondence between ail generalized s.c.-resolvents of T and 
all functions GÇjV(S>r). The generalized s.c.-resolvent is canonical if and only if 
P r o o f . Since (4) is equivalent to the relation 
R._ = R:(f+zDrG[z)DrPMT)x R:)~1, 
from which we obtain by specialization 
(8) Rz = Az(l+zDrG(z)DrPi>{T)xk:)-\ 
it is straightforward to prove (cf. [9, Theorem 2]) that the formula 
(9) Rz - R:-zR:Dr{G(z)-G(z))(l-X0(z)G(z))-*(l-X^z)G(z))DrP*mxR:, 
Z € G ( - L , 1); 
yields a bijective correspondence between all generalized s.c.-resolvents o f T and 
all functions G£. /F( i0 r ) , and that the generalized s.c.-resolvent is canonical i f and 
only if G ( £ > , - ) . It remains to show that relation (9), which still conta ins the 
special extension T 0 , appearing in the funct ion X0, can be rewritten in the 
form (7). 
Indeed, (8) and the definition of the function Q imply 
Qiz-1) = DrPvm±(T0+DrG(z)DrPT)(T)±-z-1 I ^ P ^ i D r P ^ z€B(- 1, 1), 
and, according to Proposition 2, (/-X0(z)G(z))~1e[^r], z£G(-1, 1). Hence , the 
proof of Proposition 3 carries over to yield the relation 
(/-X0(z)G(z))-1X0(z)=-Û(z-1)lt>r, z € f i ( - 1, 1), 
and the statement fo l lows from the identity 
(/-X0(z)G(z))-1(/-X0(z)G(z)) = 
= (/-(/-X0(z)G(z))-1X0(z)(G(z)-G(z)))- i, z££2(— 1, 1). 
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R e m a r k 1. It is easy to see that (9) implies the relation 
P f f = Ptf+Dr(G(0)- G(0))DrPUT)xf, / € § . 
In particular, 
PTf= Tllf+DR(G(0) + L)DRPB(T)J-/, / € § 
(cf. [5, (5.7)]). 
R e m a r k 2. Recently E. R. CEKANOVSKII [2] stated a m o n g other things the 
fo l lowing theorem: The symmetric nondensely defined contraction T has a canonical 
non selfadjoint contraction extension f such that ( that is, T is a canonical 
non selfadjoint extension of the dual pair { J , T } o f contractions) if and 
only if T has more than one c.s.c.-extension. This is a consequence of (1) 
and Theorem 2. Indeed, T has a unique c.s.c.-extension if and only if. Dr—0, which 
is true if and only if {T, T} has a unique canonical contraction extension. More-
over, [9, Theorem 1] and Theorem 2 imply that if T has a unique c.s.c.-extension 
T', then the on ly generalized resolvent o f the dual pair {T, T) is the s.c.-resolvent 
(zT'~/)-1. These statements carry over via the Cayley transformation to dual 
pairs o f dissipative linear relations. 
N o w it is easy to recover the results of M. G . Kreln and I. E. Ovcarenko from 
Theorem 2. T o this end, assume that ( j £ J f 0 { 3 r ) and that the completely undet-
ermined case holds. If z^ Ext [—1,1 ] , the representation formula (7) can be written 
in the form 
(10) 
- (F-zI)-*DR(G(z->)- < ? ) ( / + Q G ( Z ) ( G ( Z - > ) - (FY-IDRP^X(F - z l ) ~ \ 
Assume e.g. G=-I, and put k(z):=(l/2)(G(z-1)+I), z £ E x t [ - l , 1]. Then k 
belongs to [ — 1 , 1 ] according to the remark after Proposit ion 1. W e thus obtain 
the formula [5^ (5.1)] 
P ( T - z I ) - \ = 
= (J„ - z / ) - 1 - ( ? > - z / ) " 1 C V * k { z ) { I + { Q № - D k ^ C ^ i T , - z / ) " 1 
by specialization from (7). 
Formula (10) can further be rewritten to yield a representation similar to the one 
in [7]. For each z € Q(-1,1) we define a linear relation T ( z ) by T(z) :=(G(z~1)-(S)-1. 
It has the fo l lowing properties: 
1) If z € C + , then T(z) is a maximal dissipative closed linear relation in 
2) T(z ) is a holomorphic function (in the sense of [7]) such that T(z)=T(z)*. 
Thus [7, Proposit ion 1.2] implies the existence o f a decomposit ion = ( ® r ) 0 ® 
independent o f z such that ( 0 r ) o and are reducing subspaces o f T(z ) for all 
z € i 2 ( — 1 , 1), the operator part T(z)0 o f T(z) is a maximal dissipative operator in 
( $ r ) o if Im z > 0 , and the infinite part T ( z ) „ o f T(z) is T(z)„ :={{0,g}: g ^ r ) - } -
22 
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Put r z := (T—zl)~1Dr. Then (10) can be written in the form 
P(f-zI)-% = ( f ^ z I ) - i - r z n z ) - l { l + Q G ( z ) n z ) - l ) - i r % = 
= CT-zl)-\-rz(QG{z) + T{z))-ir* 
(see [7, (1.8)]), where for ; t=- l or —1 
. - { I + G \ ^ T ( x ) - 1 = G ( x - i ) - G ^ I - G . 
In particular, <7= - / gives 0 s r ( x ) ~ 1 s 2 / (cf. [7, Theorem 4.3] and [4]). 
- The results can be applied in a straightforward way to. solve the extension 
problem for a nonnegative closed linear relation S in § (cf. [6]) by using the trans-
formation T : = — / + 2 ( 5 + / ) - 1 . W e leave the details to the reader. 
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Compact weighted composition operators on L2(X) 
R. K. SINGH and R. DAVID CHANDRA KUMAR 
1. Introduction. Let (X, IF, X) be a sigma-finite measure space and let T: X-~X 
be a non-singular measurable transformation such that the composit ion transforma-
tion CT defined as CTf=foT is bounded linear operator on L2(?.). If 6£L°°(X), 
then the multiplication operator M0 defined as MBf=Q • f is a bounded linear 
operator on L\X). The product CTMe is an operator on L\X) and we call it a weighted 
composit ion operator on L\X). This class of operators includes some o f the well 
known operators such as multiplication operators, weighted shifts and composit ion 
operators [1]. 
In this note we are interested in studying compact weighted composit ion opera-
tors on L2(X). 
By B(H) we denote the C*-algebra o f all bounded linear operators on a Hilbert 
space H. If CT is a composi t ion operator on L~{)), then / „ denotes the R a d o n — 
N i k o d y m derivative o f the measure XT-1 with respect to the measure • X. For any 
complex valued function on X, Zg~{x : 0 ( x ) = O } and Z'g is the complement o f Ze. 
2. Some general results. It has been proved in [4] that if CT£B(L?(X)), then 
CyCT=Mfa, where / „ is the R a d o n — N i k o d y m derivative o f the measure XT-1 
with respect to the measure X. A l so it has been proved in [6] that / 0 o 7 V O (a.e ). 
By using these results w e prove the fo l lowing theorem. 
T h e o r e m 2.1. Let CT£B(L2(X)). Then CT has dense range if and only if 
CTC£=Mj-gOT. 
P r o o f . Suppose CT has dense range and let f£L2(X). Then there exists a 
sequence { / „ } in L?(X) such that {CT/„} converges to / . N o w 
? C r C i / = lim (CTC*TCTf) - l i m ( C r M / o / „ ) = Mfa0T(\\m Crfn) = MUoTf 
Hence CTC£=M/oOT. 
Received September 9, 1983. 
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Conversely, suppose CTC^=M/oOT. Since f0oT^O (a.e.), M/<>oT and hence 
CTCj is an injection. This implies that ker Cy = ker CTCj = {0} and hence CT 
has dense range. 
C o r o l l a r y 2.2. Let CT£B(12). Then CTC^=MfoOT if and only if CT is onto. 
P r o o f . Since the range o f CT is always closed in I2, the result fo l lows imme-
diately. 
T h e o r e m 2.3. Let CTMe£B(L2(X)). Then (CrMg)*CTM9=MWfo. 
P r o o f . If CTMg£B(L2(X)), then 
(CTMg)*CTMe = MgCrCTMe = M|9|s/0. 
C o r o l l a r y 2.4. Let 0€L°°(A) be such that Z 9 c ( r a n T)', the complement of 
the range of T. Then (CTMe)(CT M e ) * ! / o ) 0 T if and only if CTMB has dense 
range. 
P r o o f . Suppose ( C T M a ) ( C r M e ) * = M ( | 9 | ! / o ) o T . Since Z f l c ( r a n T)', 0 o 7 V O 
(a.e.) and hence ( | 0 | 2 / o ) o r ^ O (a.e.). This implies that ker ( C T M „ ) * = { 0 } and 
hence CTMe has dense range. 
The converse o f this theorem fol lows from Theorem 2.1. 
T h e o r e m 2.5. Let CT, Me£B(L2(X)). Then 
(i) CTMe=MeoTCT, 
(ii) M „ C T = 0 if and only if 0 = 0 (a.e.), 
(iii) CTMe=0 if and only if 0 o T = O (a.e.), and 
(iv) CTMe—MeCT if and only if 6=8 oT (a.e.). 
P r o o f , (i) Let / €L- (A) . Then CTMef=(0oT)(foT)=M6oTCTf H e n c e 
CTMe=M6oTCT. 
(ii) Suppose MeCT=0. Then M„CTf= 0 for e v e r y / i n L\X). Since (X, i f . A) 
is a sigma-finite measure space, there exists an / € L2(X) such that / ^ 0 (a.e.). Hence 
6-(foT)=0 (a.e.) implies that 0 = 0 (a.e.). 
The converse is obvious. 
(iii) Since CTMe=M$aTCT, the proof fo l lows from (ii). 
(iv) The sufficiency o f this result is obvious. T o prove the necessary part, sup-
pose CTMe=MeCT. Then M0aTCT=MeCT and hence M f l o T _ e C x = 0 . T h u s the 
result fo l lows from (ii). 
The fo l lowing examples illustrate that there are CT and MB in B(l2), such that 
CT commutes wi th MB. Here / 2 denotes the Hilbert space o f square summable 
sequences o f complex numbers. 
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E x a m p l e 2.6. Let X=N, the set o f natural numbers and A be the count ing 
measure on it. Def ine T: X-X by T(n)=1, if n= 1 , 2 and r ( 3 n + m ) = n + 2 , 
if m = 0 , 1 , 2 and n£N. Then CT€B(l2). Def ine 9: X-C by 0 ( « ) = 2 , if « = 1 , 2 
and 0 ( n ) = 3 , if n > 2 . Then Mg£B(l2) and C T commutes wi th M e . 
E x a m p l e 2.7. If 0 £ L ~ ( A ) is a constant, then Mg commutes with every 
C r €f l (L 2 (A) ) . 
E x a m p l e 2.8. Let CTdB{L\Xj) be such that T(E)=E for some EdSf and 
0 < A ( £ ) < o ° - Define 6=XE, the characteristic function o f E. Then CT commutes 
with Me. 
3. Compact weighted composition operators. Let (X, ¿7, A) be a sigma-finite 
measure space. A n element E d i ? is said to be an atom if for every non-null 
measurable subset F o f E, either A ( F ) = 0 or A ( F ) = A ( £ ) . A measure space 
(X, y , A) is said to be atomic if every element o f if contains an atom. A measure 
space (X, y , A) is said to be non-atomic if it does not contain any atom. It has 
been proved in [4], that n o compos i t ion operator on L2 of a non-atomic measure 
space is compact. It is interesting to note that the weighted composit ion operator 
on L2(A) is compact if and only if it is the zero operator. This is evident from the 
fol lowing theorem. 
T h e o r e m 3.1. The weighted composition operator CTMe on L2 of a non-atomic 
measure space is compact if and only if 0 = 0 (a.e.) on Zfj . 
P r o o f . Suppose CTMe is compact . Then C£CTMe and hence Mgf is com-
pact. By a theorem of [5], 0 / o = 0 (a.e.). If 0 ^ 0 (a.e.) on Z'f<¡, then / „ = 0 (a.e.). 
This implies that CT=0. But n o non-singular measurable transformation induces 
the zero operator. Hence 0 = 0 (a.e.) on Z'f¡¡. The converse is obvious. 
C o r o l l a r y 3.2. The weighted composition operator CTMe on L2(X) is compact 
if and only if it is the zero operator. 
P r o o f . Suppose CTM9 is compact . Then (CTM0)*CTMe and hence M^lft¡ 
is the zero operator. Hence CTMe is the zero operator. 
C o r o l l a r y 3.3. No composition operator on L2(A) is compact. 
Let 0€ L°° (A). We denote 
X¡ = {xeX: 0(x)><5} and M¡ = { / € ¿ 2 ( A ) : f ( x ) = 0 on X- X%}. 
It has been proved in [5] that the multiplication operator Me on L2(A) is compact 
if and only if M l is finite dimensional. W e shall characterize compact weighted 
composit ion operators on L2 o f an atomic measure space. Since (X,£f,k) is a 
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s igma. finite measure space, without loss of generality we write X as a countable 
union o f a toms and we denote the fth atom by i. • • . . • - : 
T h e o r e m 3.4. Let CTMe£B(L2(X)). Then CTM9 is compact if and only if 
either { / 0 ( 0 } or {0(z')} converges to zero. 
P r o o f . Suppose CrMe is compact. Then Mei is compact and hence is 
finite dimensional. This shows that X$ f<> contains finite number o f atoms. It fo l lows 
from this that the sequence {0/iCO} converges to zero. Since 0 and f 0 are essentially 
bounded functions, either { / 0 ( 0 } or {0( / ) } converges to zero. This completes the 
necessary part o f the theorem. 
Conversely, suppose either { / 0 ( 0 } or ( 0 ( / ) } converges to zero. Then either CT 
or M„ is compact . Hence CTMB is compact . 
It fo l lows from this theorem that there are plenty of compact weighted 
composi t ion operators on L 2 o f an atomic measure space as is shown in the 
fo l lowing example. 
. E x a m p l e 3:5. Let X=N and ! ( « ) = « " , 0 < a < 1. Then I2 denotes the weighted 
sequence space. Def ine T: X-+X by T(n) = n +1, i f « is odd and T(n)=n — 1, 
if n is even. Then CT£B(l2) and / 0 ( « ) = a " _ 1 ( l +a). Hence CT is compact . If Me 
is any multiplication operator o n I2, then CTMe is always compact . 
T h e fo l lowing theorem characterizes compact weighted composi t ion operators 
on I2, the Hilbert space of square summable sequences o f complex numbers on N, 
the set of natural numbers. . . • 
T h e o r e m 3.6. Let CTMedB(l2). Then CTMB is compact if and only if {0(n)} 
converges to zero. 
P r o o f . Suppose CTMe is compact . Then is finite dimensional and hence 
N? f° contains finite number o f elements o f N. If N$ contains infinite number o f 
elements of N, then N{" must contain only finite number of elements o f N. Th i s 
shows that / „ = 0 for all but finitely many elements o f TV and hence the range o f T 
contains finitely many elements of N. By taking T(N)=E, we have XT~\E)^ 
^ MA(E) for any finite 0. Hence by Theorem 1 o f [3], CT is n o t bounded. 
This proves that iV® contains finitely many elements o f N. Hence {6 («)} converges 
to zero. 
Conversely, if {6{n)} converges to zero, then Me is compact, and hence CTMe 
is compact . 
C o r o l l a r y 3.7. No composition operator on I- is compact. 
P r o o f . The proof fol lows from Theorem 3.6, when 9(x)= I. 
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Theorem 3.6 implies that the necessary condit ion for a weighted compos i t ion 
operator CTMe on I2 to be compact is that 0 is not bounded away from zero. But 
this condit ion is not sufficient as is shown in the fol lowing example. 
E x a m p l e 3.8. Let X=N and let C r £ S ( / 2 ) . Define 0 : A T - C by 0 ( 1 ) = O 
and 0 ( r i ) = 1, if 2. Hence 0 is not bounded away from zero, but CTMg is n o t 
compact . 
D e f i n i t i o n : A subalgebra si of B(H) is said to be transitive if si is weakly 
closed, contains the identity operator and Lat si—{0, H}, where Lat — 
= Q Lat A. It has been proved in [2] that if si is a transitive algebra o f B(H) 
AZst 
containing a compact operator, then si=B(H). 
Let {»vj be a bounded sequence o f non-zero complex numbers and let {en} 
be an orthonormal basis of H. The operator W on H defined by the requirements 
We0=0 and fVe„=w„e„-1 (n=l, 2, . . . ) is called a weighted unilateral (backward) 
shift wi th the weight sequence {vv„}. 
C o r o l l a r y 3.9. The weighted shift W on 12 is compact if and only if the sequence 
of weights {H>„} converges to zero. 
C o r o l l a r y 3.10. If si is a transitive algebra of B{P) containing a weighted 
composition operator CTM9 such that 9(n)—0 as n-*-then si=B(l2). 
The fol lowing result of YADAV and CHATTARJEE [7] fo l lows immediately from 
Theorem 3.6. 
C o r o l l a r y 3.11. If si is a transitive algebra of B(l2) containing a weighted 
shift with weights {»'„} such that 
<*(«)= J " H- fc+2 . . . iv t + „/u ' 2 iv 3 . . . wn 
T=O 
tends to zero as n —°o (for nS2), then si =B(l2). 
P r o o f . Since the sequence {<5(«)} converges to zero, the corresponding sequence 
of weights {w„} converges to zero. Hence the weighted shift is compact . T h u s the 
result fo l lows (cf. [2]). 
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Singular perturbations of singular systems 
V. KOMORNIK 
Let i 2 c R p (p£N) be a bounded open domain with C 2 - s m o o t h boundary and 
consider for E^O the system 
(1) -sAz-z" = v, v£L2(i2), zeH2(Q)DH^(Q). 
This system is well-posed if e < 0 and « € { 1 , 3 , . . . } , not well-posed otherwise. 
Fixing zidL2n(Q) and a number N>0 arbitrarily, define 
(2) J(v, z) = (]/2n)\\z — zd\\ts«(fl) +(N/2) \\v\\lm 
and 
(3) JE = inf z) | 0 , z) satisfies (1)}. 
One can see easily (see [1]) that for any E^O there exists (at least) a pair (ur, yr) 
such that 
(4) ( u c , y c ) satisfies (1) and J(ut, yE) - JE. 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the behavior o f the sequences (Je), (uc), 
(yc) when E tends to 0. 
In case n= 3 such investigations were done for E < 0 by L. TARTAR (see [1]), 
A. HARAUX and F. MURAT [4], [6] and for £ > 0 by A. BENSOUSSAN [3]. All these 
considerations remain valid for any w £ { l , 3, ...}. 
In the present paper, developing the method o f A. Bensoussan, similar (and 
even stronger) results will be proved for the case { 2 , 4 , . . .}. W e shall also improve 
the results of Bensoussan in case « € { 1 , 3, . . .}. 
Let us consider also the system 
(5) - z" = v. vdL2(Q), ztL2"(Q) 
and put 
(6) J0 = inf {J(v, z) | (v, z) satisfies (5)}. 
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One can see easily that there exists a unique pair (u0, y0) such that 
(7) (u0,y0) satisfies (5) and J(u0, y 0) = J0. 
Let us introduce the polynomial 
(8) pn = ( 1 - x ) 2 " - x 2 " + 2.y" ( - y + A f j " " " X " where M = («A r ) l / ( 2 " _ 1 ) M 
of degree 2n — 2 and set 
(9) Nn = sup {N > 0 |.inf pn„N (x) > 0} . 
1 " X6R 
We shall prove the fo l lowing two theorems: 
T h e o r e m {. Suppose N<Nn. Then 
(10) \Je-J0\~0, 
(11) K - « O L L « W > - O . 
(12) 
(10) and ( I I ) are valid for N=Nn<°too. 
T h e o r e m 2. Suppose N<Nn and 
(13) zit Zj£H"(Q)C)Hq(Q). 
Then 
(14) . \Je-J0\ = O(s), 
( 1 5 ) l k - « o l k « ® ) = 0 ( / E ) , 
(16) ; = 
(14) and (15) are valid for too. 
Naturally, it is important to have some information on the numbers Nn: 
P r o p o s i t i o n . We have 
(17) . 0 < J V „ < o o «6{3,5,7, ...}, 
(18) N„= + co if n = \ and if 2 , 4 , 6 , . . . } . 
We turn to the proof of the theorems. 
L e m m a 1. We have for all i V > 0 
(19) / £ S Y 0 + O( 1); 
/ condition (13) is satisfied, we have also 
(20) / £ S / O + 0 ( E ) . 
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P r o o f . One can see by explicit calculation that 
(21) y0 = zJil+inNflV-1)) 
and 
(22) w0 = -y'i-
If condit ion (13) is satisfied then 
JE =§ J(-EAy0-r0, y0) = J ( - y l v0)+O(e) - J0+O(e) 
whence (20) fol lows. In the general case fix a sequence ( z m ) c ® ( £ 2 ) such that 
||zm—JOIIL^C«)"""®. Then for any fixed.M 
Dm JE S lim J{- sA zm - z l , z j = J(- z"m, z j 
and . .. 
ï i S Jt = lim J( z"m, zm) '= / ( jo) — J0; 
(19) is shown and the lemma is proved. 
N o w we fix for each e^O a function ye such that 
(23) y ^ r ^ H H Q ) C \ H l ( Q ) , 
(24) M y E | | i ! № ) + |J(y») |U 2 n /< 2 n - i , ( i 3 )^ lei-1 '2 , -
LL^-J'OLU-C»)^ N + I N F I L Y - ^ L ^ L y, r^{Q)Ç)H l0{Q), . 
Furthermore, we put 
(26) i\ = u,+ync + eAyc, 
(27) y€ = yc-yc, 
( 2 8 ) SE = ( Y E - Z D T > - I + N N F ? - 1 . 
L e m m a 2. We have 
Jc = J(-eAyc-yc,yE) + (NI 2) f a*tdx + f ç j e d x + e N f-ùcAye+yeA(yï) dx + 
12 •} Si 
19) 
+ I f f m(^-\)(yc-zd+).iiyrf-
2+(n-\)nNy'c {y^ + kfiye)" ~
2\d). dfi dx. 
Si 0 0 
P r o o f . W e recall that if / : R — R is a C 2 - s m o o t h function then 
I L 
(30) Aa+b) =f(a)+f'(a)b+ f f kb*f"(a +ktib) dk dp 
0 0 
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for any a, b£ R. N o w using (1), (2), (4), (26), (27), (28), (30), we have the fo l lowing 
three relations : 
Jc = -H",, yù = J(-eAy.-yî+a„ y t + y j = J(-eAyc-yn„ f%dx + 
a 
(31) +N f(-eAye-y"e)aedx+f(ye-zd)*-1ysdx + 
a n 
l L 
+ f f f ~ ~ tä+^y,)2"-2 dk dp dx, 
a o o 
f ( y t - z d f " - ' y c d x = f$,y,dx-N fyBe(nyl-1yc)dx = 
(32) n n o 
I I 
= f U c d x - N . f y " c ( y " e - y i ) d x + f f f kyln(n-l)NyUyt+Xpyc)-2dkdpdx, 
n a a oo 
-N fyUy"e~K)dx + N f(-eAyE-y»)ucdx = 
a n 
(33) =N f y:(sAye+uc) dx+N f {-EAyt-yi)aedx = 
a a 
= EN FYeA(y2)dx-BN FAeAyedx; 
N n 
(31), (32) and (33) imply ( 2 9 ) . . 
L e m m a 3. We have the following estimates for the terms of the formula (29) 
when E tends to 0 : 
(34) J(-£Ayc-y"t, y j = J0+o( 1), 
(35) (AT/2) f u t d x ^ O , 
si 
(36) f t . y t d x = o( 1), 
N 
(37) eN f-aeAye+ycA(yi)dx = o(ll 
n 
L I 
f f f X m 2 n - l ) ( y t - z J + Xpy^-2 + n(n-\)NyUyc+kfxyBr-z)dkdtidx = 
IL 0 0 
(38) 
L L 
= f f f №t(2n - 1) - ^ + W " 2 + n (n - 1) A^S ( j 0 + A/^)"" 2] ^ ¿//¿x + o( l ) . 
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P r o o f . It fo l lows from (23), (24), (25) that 
(39) I! Pe 3*01! L2"(fl) = 0(1), 
(40) № v < m = 0 { 1), 
(41) £ № j y L i ( n ) = o(l), 
(42) = o ( D ; 
(2), (5), (6), (23), (39), (40) and (41) imply (34). 
(35) is obvious. 
Us ing the obv ious estimate J(ue,ye)=J,.sJ(0,0) and (2), we obtain 
(43) ¡« . | l .W) = 0 ( 1 ) , 
(44) M w ) = 0 ( 1 ) ; 
(26), (27), (40), (41), (43) and (44) imply 
(45) | | « J L ! ( n ) = 0 ( 1), 
(46) ||AllL."(fl) = 0 ( 1 ) . 
Furthermore w e note that 
(47) = o ( l ) 
by (21), (28) and (39). 
N o w (36) fo l lows from (47) and (46), (37) fo l lows from (41), (42), (45), (46), 
finally (38) is a consequence o f (39) and (46). The lemma is proved. 
L e m m a 4. Putting 
we have 
(48) Cn,N = (2n)- lmf p„tN(x), X T К 
f f f W & n - l ) ( y 0 - z t + W ' - , + 
a oo 
(49) 
+ n(n- тЖУо+^Ю"-2] dX dp dx ^ C„,N J y f d x . 
a 
P r o o f . W e show the stronger inequality 
( 5 0 ) 
f f X [Qn - l ) ( y 0 - z d + ХцуГ'2 + n(n-l)Ny»0(y0 + XpyeY~2] dX d^i ^ C\Nyf~\ 
D 0 
This is obvious if ye(x)=0. Otherwise, putting 
( 5 1 ) ' . M = (П2У) 1 / ( 2 Л _ 1 > , 
( 5 2 ) 7 = M [ Y O M 
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and taking into account that 
(53) zd = (l+M)y0 
by (21), after integration we see that (50) is equivalent to 
(54) Pn_N(y)^2nCnyN: 
T h e lemma is proved. 
L e m m a 5. We have for all 0 
(55) i n f / > n j i v ( x ) > 0 . 
X€R 
We prove Lemma 5 simultaneously with the Proposit ion (i.e. with (17) and (18)). 
First we note that 
(56) p„,N(x) = ((\-xf"-x2n+2nxin.-})+Q-IM)xn{{x+M)n-xn-nMxn-1). 
Consider first the case when « = 1 or « 6 ( 2 , 4 , ....}. I t suffices to s h o w that 
Pn, n (•*•) ~ ' 0 for all 0 -c N < oo and ;c6R. 
This is obvious if n= 1 because then p„t^ (x) = 1. If « £ { 2 , 4 , . . . } then it f o l l o w s 
from the formula (56), taking into account that and that the funct ions t ^ t 2 " , 
t*—f are strictly convex. • 
Consider n o w the case «£{3,-5 , . . .}. One can see easily that ( • 
lim inf p. ,v (*) > 0 
N—0 XCR ' . 
whence Nn> 0. N o w fix 0<ar=: l such that ' .; 
(1 — a)" + a" —«a" _ 1 =• 0. 
A n easy computat ion shows that 
M1'2" pnN{—oiM) = — 2a"((l —a)"-t-a" —?ian _ 1) + o ( l ) ( J V - « . ) . 
Therefore and (17) is proved. 
T o finish the proof o f the lemma we show that for any fixed x £ R there exists 
a number 0 < M 1 S « > . such that 
Pn,NW^- O . if M c M i and pn>N(x)<0 if M ^ A f , . 
Taking into account that p„,N{x) is a polynomial o f degree s i in M and that 
lim pn V ( x ) > 0 , this would fo l low from the concavity o f the funct ion f ( M ) : = p n N (x) 
( M > 0 ) . A n d / is concave because, applying the Taylor formula, 
f ' \ M ) = 2M-*[xn-(x+M)n + n(x+M)n-1M-fy(x+M)n-2M2} =  ;  
- 2 M - 3 ( " ] i " 7 a ( r i l f ) 8 , = S 0. 
The lemma and the proposition are proved... . . , 
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P r o o f o f T h e o r e m 1. It fo l lows from Lemmas 1—5 that 
(57) o ( l ) ^ Jc-J0 ^ (N/2) l |Sj£'(B) + C„ , l V | b - £ | | ^ ( ! J ) -o ( l ) . 
If N ^ N n then C „ t N ^ 0 and therefore (57) implies (10) and 
(58) Kill*» = o0)-
(11) fo l lows from (58), (26), (39), (22) and.(41) . If N ^ N „ then C „ , , v > 0 and (57) 
implies also 
( 5 9 ) . 1 A l l i e n ) = o ( l ) . 
(12) fo l lows from (59), (27), (39) and the theorem is proved. 
P r o o f o f T h e o r e m 2. In view of (13) and (21) we can put J'c:=>0.; th? n 
(23), (24), (25) remain valid for |e| sufficiently small. Furthermore, in the estimates 
(39), (41), (42), (47) and therefore also in (34), (36), (37), (38) the term o ( l ) can be 
replaced by 0(E). (Moreover, in (39), (47), (36), (38) we can also write 0.) Therefore, 
repeating the proof o f Theorem 1, we can change the terms o ( l ) to 0(E) in (57), 
(58), (59), too. Hence the theorem fol lows. 
R e m a r k s , (i) In case n = 3 the condit ion N < N 3 is weaker than the original 
condit ion of Bensoussan: 
(60) (0 ,3A0 1 / 3 / ( l +(3A01 ' '5) < 4/3. 
Indeed, up to decimals N < N 3 signifies N < 5 2 0 7 while (60) signifies N < 2 8 4 1 . 
(ii) Al l the results of this paper remain valid with the same proof if w e replace 
in (1) the condit ion v£L%Q) by the more general condition v£K where K is a 
closed convex subset o f L\Q) such that 
(61) (zj( 1 +(«A0 1 / ( 2 "- 1 > ) )"€int K 
(this is a problem with constraints). 
(iii) A more general investigation o f the influence o f the different constraints 
is given by HARAUX and MURAT [4], [6]. A systematic study o f the control o f non- -
linear singular systems can be found in the b o o k o f J . -L. LIONS [1]. 
The author is grateful to Professor J . -L. Lions for proposing this problem and 
also for teaching him the ideas and methods o f the theory o f control. The author 
wishes to thank also Professors A . Haraux and F. Murat for the fruitful discussions. 
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On uniqueness and the Lifting Theorem 
ARTHUR E. FRAZHO 
It is the purpose o f this note to present a simple proof o f Theorem 1.1 in [1]. 
This theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condit ion for the existence o f a unique 
intertwining dilation in the Lift ing Theorem. 
W e fo l low the notat ion in [4]. If C is a contraction, then Dc is the positive 
square root o f I~C*C. The closure o f the range o f Dc is D c . 
A factorization C1C2 is regular [4] if 
^c®DCl = {DcC2h@Dcth: 
Throughout T on §>, T' on §>' and A: are contractions such that 
T'A=AT. T h e minimal isometric dilations o f T on ft and T' on ft' are denoted by 
U and U', respectively. It is always assumed that U is in its matrix form with respect 
to the decomposi t ion ft=§©Sx©DT©I)T©..., i.e., 
T 0 0 
DT 0 0 
0 / 0 
0 0 / 
0 0 0 
(1) u = 
and analogously for U'. A n operator B mapping ft into ft' is a contractive inter-
twining dilation ( C I D ) of A if B is a contraction, and 
(2) U'B = BU and APg) = Ps>,B. 6' 
(The orthogonal projection onto § is denoted by P6.) T h e famous Lifting Theorem 
of SZ.-NAGY and FOIA§ [3], [4] states that there exists a C I D for A. The fo l lowing 
shows when there is only one C I D for A. 
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T h e o r e m 1 ([1]). The contraction A has a unique CID if and only if AT or 
T'A is a regular factorization. 
P r o o f . Let B be a C I D for A. Matrix multiplication with (1) shows that B 
must be in the form: 
(3) B = 
/ 1 0 0 0 0 
Z1 YX 0 0 0 . 
Z2 Y2 YT 0 0 
Z 3 Y3 Y2 YL 0 
I4 N Y2 YL 
where Z f : and Y-: $ T > are contractions for all / « S i . N o t e the 
first row in B fo l lows from the second equation in (2). Since .\\Bh\\2^\\h\\2 for all 
h ih Equation (3) implies | |Z iA | |S | |Z) x / i | | . Thus, Zi=XiDA for / s i where 
Xi is a contraction f rom X>A into D r , . Finally, using U'Bh=BUh for ft in § wi th 
(3) gives: 
(4) YJ [ D ^ h ] ~VT,Ah, [XN+1, YN + 1] X„Da h (n s 1). 
Assume AT is a regular factorization. This implies that the X?s and Y,'s in 
(3) are uniquely' determined by (4). Hence , B is unique. N o w assume T'A is a regular 
factorization. By Proposit ion VII .3 .2 in [4] (or Lemma 3.1 in [2]) the factorization 
A*T'* is regular. Therefore, A* admits a unique C I D . Lemma 2.1 in [ l ] shows;that 
A has a unique C I D if and only if A* has a unique CID. Hence, A has a unique C I D . 
The other half o f the proof fo l lows from the one-step dilations for A in [2]. 
F o r completeness it is given. Assume T'A and AT are not regular factorizations. 
By [2], there exist t w o different contractions 
(5) 
r A- 0 I r A 0 l 
,1  = U Y J  and A l  = I z ; Yi\ 
where and A\TX, Here 
r T 0 1 r f Oi 
(6>  T> = IDTO\ a n d r i ' = L o J -
Apply ing the Lifting Theorem to (5) and (6) shows that A does not have a unique 
C I D . T h e proof is n o w complete. 
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Zur Symmetrisierung gewisser rationaler Eigenwertaufgaben 
HANSJÖRG LINDEN 
Herrn Prof. Dr. K. Zeller zum 60. Geburtstag gewidmet 
1. Gegeben sei ein komplexer Hilbertraum § mit innerem Produkt ( • , • ) 
und N o r m f| -1|. Ferner seien gegeben komplexe Zahlen ak^C, k= 1, 2, . . . , K, mit 
a^üj (k?±j), ak7±0 für k,j= 1, 2 , . . . , K. Dabe i seien die Zahlen ak s o numeriert, 
daß für ein Ky, gilt: ciy, a2, ..., aK ZR, aK +1, aK +2, ..., aK£C\Jl mit 
=aK +i,...,aK_1=aK. Weiterhin seien gegeben natürliche 
Zahlen <p;€N, j= 1, 2, . . . , K, mit (pK +2l_^(pKi+2l, l=\,2, ...,(K-Kdß, und 
lineare Operatoren A, Hk, k = l , 2, . . . , «—1, H k t j , k— 1, 2 , . . . , tpj, j—l, 2 , . . . , K, 
in die nicht alle gleich Nul l sind und wobe i die Operatoren A, H1, .... Hn_x, 
J f k j , k= 1, 2, . . . , ( p j , j = l , 2, . . . , K y , selbstadjungiert sind. Ferner gelte 
ft,Ki+2i-i  = Hk.Ki+w, k = 1,2, ..., <Pk1+2i-i> / — 1 ,2 , . . . , (K—Kj)l2. 
¡Schließlich seien die Operatoren Hk, k=l,...,n—l, HkiJ, k=\,2, ...,<pj, 
j = l , 2 , ...,K, endiichdimensional. D a n n betrachten wir in dieser Arbeit die Opera-
torfunktiori 
5№(A) := 1-kA - "2 Xk^Hk+ 2 2 № - a j ) k ) H k J 
fc=l j=lk=l 
für k£C* :=C\{a1,...,%}, w o / der Identitätsoperator in § ist. Operatorfunktionen 
dieser F o r m treten bei Eigenwertaüfgäbfcn für gewöhnliche Differentialoperatoren 
mit Eigenwertparameter in den Randbedingungen auf (vgl. [2, 3]). 
Eine Zahl A£C* gehört zur Resölventenmenge von 9JJ, wenn der Operator 
®l (A) _ 1 existiert als ein beschränkter, auf § definierter Operator. Eine Zahl A f C * 
heißt (regulärer) Eigenwert von SD?, wenn ein Element 0 ^ / 6 0 existiert, s o daß 
9J l (A) /=0; / heißt dann ein z u A gehöriges (reguläres) Eigenelement. A = « , heißt 
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ein singulärer Wert, wenn Elemente / , g i , g 2 , . . . , g^CÖ existieren, so daß 
f - a , A f - " £ a ^ H k f + J 2 (afKai ~ ai)k)Hk,jf— % HkJgk = 0, k=l j=lk=l k = l 
. Hk.jf=,0, k ~ l, ..., <p„ . Ii/11 + Z I&B ^.O- =••••. 
' ' ' 1 ' * = I 
Ist so heißt a, singulärer Eigenwert von $) i ! /he ißt dann ein zu / ,=a t gehören-
des (singuläres) Eigenelement. In [2] wurde der Operatorfunktion 9Jt ein linearer 
Operator zugeordnet (unter etwas allgemeineren Voraussetzungen) und damit gezeigt, 
daß 9EW höchstens abzählbar viele (reguläre und singuläre) Eigenwerte (endlicher) 
Vielfachheit ohne endliehen Häufungspunkt besitzt. Wir wollen in dieser Arbeit 
unter den etwas spezielleren Voraussetzungen zeigen, daß 90? ein symmetrische^ 
Operator in einem Pontryaginraum (vgl. [1]) zugeordnet werden kann, derart, daß 
die Eigenwerte von SR auch Eigenwerte dieses Operators sind; 
Als Folgerurig hieraus erhalten wir dann, daß 901 höchstens endlich viele Eigen-
werte in der Halbebene I m / = - 0 und in der Halbebene Im A < 0 besitzt; beim 
Vorliegen abzählbar vieler Eigenwerte, gibt es also abzählbar viele reelle Eigen1 
werte. ; ' • • 
2. Bei unserem Vorgehen benützen wir den in [2] 93t zugeordneten linearen 
Operator, den wir hier zunächst zur einfacheren Handhabung in einer etwas anderen 
Form darstellen. Wir bezeichnen mit P k f \ H k t J f — 0 } ± , k=\, ..., <pj, 
7 = 1 , ...,K, die Projektionen mit Hkj—Hkjpkj, k= 1, ...,<pj, j= 1, ...,K. Dann 
definieren wir lineare Operatoren 91: $>", § k t i : Vkj'-
A r = l , 2 , . . . , ^ , . / = l , 2 , durch ' ' 
A Hx //¡¡...//n_2 //„_! 
I 0 0 , . . 0 0 
0 / 0 . . . . 0 0 
0 0 0 . . . 0 . 0 
0 0 0 . . . / 0 
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- ¿ r - ^ j 0 . . . 0 
= O 0 . . . 0 
0 . . . 0 
0 0 
Pk,i ••• 0 
rk,s 
0 
0 0 ...pt k.j 0 
und definieren damit die Operatoren : tf^ffW-W, 
+ 1)/2^$YPJ.(.!>J+L)/2 D U R C H 
1 
< j. 
für / = 1 , 2 , . . . , K. Schließlich können wir hiermit den Operator tut; £>M— mit 
M = « + ( 1 / 2 ) 2 > , ( < P , + 0 
J=1 
erklären durch 
S t : = 
Ö*1' 
ym ^ ( I ) © . . . © 
< ß ( 2 ) O < ß ( 2 ) . . . © 
D a n n besitzen 9Jt und iflt, iüt (A) := (£—Aiüt, ( 6 Identitätsoperator in § M ) in 
C* dieselben Resolventenmengen und dieselben Eigenwerte, während für 
einen Eigenwert dj von i0t gleichzeitig ctj ein singulärer Wert von 3)1 ist, und für 
einen singulären Eigenwert aj von 9Jt gleichzeitig a } ein Eigenwert von 50t ist. D a 
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501" ein kompakter operator ist, besitzt SR höchstens abzählbar viele Eigenwerte 
endlicher Vielfachheit ohne endlichen Häufungspünkt. 
Wir betrachten nun den Vektorraum 
= : Z 
{(/(>5 fl 5 •••ifn~ 15 / l , l , 15 /1,2,1 > /l,2,2, 1,1, •••'fl,<H,<H'> /*.<PK.»'K)T I 
/ » € & Ä = 0, 1, . . . , n - \ , f h i t £ $ , j = 1, 2, FC = 1, 2, . . . , <pj, 1 = 1,2, ..., k} 
und wollen auf Z über einen selbstadjungierten Operator ein neues inneres Produkt 
einführen. Zur einfacheren Darstellung müssen wir dazu hoch einige Abkürzungen 




I 0 0 ... 0 0 
0 H , . . . H T T _ 2 H . - 1 
ó FFZ 1 0 
0 H N - 2 Ä . - 1 
0 FFN- 1 0 ... Ó . 




0 m 0 
0 Kl'T» 0 •• • 0 
Kg). = ( -
*í?y = ( - i r ' - ' f / í l ) 0 ? - ' - 3 ^ ('= 1. -,1c-1), 
und erklären hiermit lineare Operatoren f f M i + W ^ & W » 1 durch 
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W ist offenbar ein selbstadjungierter beschränkter Operator in § M und mit Hilfe 
von A führen wir ein neues inneres Produkt ( • , ) z in Z = § M ein durch 
(f, 8)a := (ftf; 9) 
für f, g € Z . D a n n ist das Paar (Z, ( • , •)«) i a. ein indefiniter Innenproduktraum, 
der darüber hinaus noch degeneriert ist. Der isotrope Teil Z ° von Z ist gegeben 
durch 
Z ° = { f € Z | / o = 0, " 2 H J + k - i f j = 0, k = 1 ,2 , . . . , « - 1; 
J = I 
Hk,jfj,k,i = 0> j = 1,2, . . . , tf, /c = 1, 2, . . . , cpj, 1=1,2, ..., /c}. 
Es gilt Z 0 ^ { 0 } auf Grund unserer Annahmen. Ferner ist Z zerlegbar mit 
Z = Z° ( + ) Z + ( + ) Z - , 
wobei Z + = < R ( $ + ) und Z ~ = < R ( $ - ) , w o $ + = ( £ - £ ¿ ( 0 ) , w o 
£ 5 die Spektralschar von M bezeichnet und SR(-) den Wertebereich dés betreffen-
den Operators. Betrachten wir nun den Quotientenraüm Z / Z ° : = 3 , s o erhalten 
wir einen nicht-degenerierten, zerlegbaren, indefiniten Innenproduktraum, wenn wir 
das innere Produkt in 3 durch ([f], [g]) z :=(f , 9)5 definieren, w o f£[f] , g€[g] Reprä-
sentaten von [f] bzw. [g] sind. Es gilt 3 — 3 + ( + ) 3 ~ mit 
1+ r= { [ f ] 6 3 | c s e x . ' f € [ f ] mit f € Z + } , 3 ~ := Ü f ] € 3 | e s e x . f € [ f ] mit f Ç Z ~ } . 
Das von dieser Zerlegung von 3 induzierte positiv definite Innenprodukt [ • , • ] 3 
auf 3 ist dann definiert durch 
a n , [9 i ] 3 - a $ + f i . [ v + 8 D 3 - ö * ~ n . w " f l ) 3 
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für /€[f]€3>.-'9.€[9]€"3:-• D ' e zugehörige Norm auf . 3 bezeichnen w i r , m i t ;|1.-,||3:. 
D i e vollständige Hülle von 3 + in dieser N o r m sei 3 + - Unter unseren Voraussetzun-
gen ist dann 3 + x 3 " ein Pontryaginraum; dieser sei 3 - 3 ist isometrisch iso-
morph zu einem dichten Teilraum von 3 - In 3 definieren wir die Abbi ldung [2H] 
durch [5ft][ f ] :=[Mf] für f € [ f | € 3 - I 
L e m m a , [iüi] ist ein symmetrischer Operator in 3 3 - Jeder Eigenwert X 
mit zugehörigem Eigenelement f von "ßl ist auch Eigenwert von [iUi] mit zugehörigem 
Eigenelement [ f ] . 
B e w e i s . Für f € [ f ] € 3 . 8 € [ f l ] 6 3 gilt 
M f M f l D a = ( « ™ f . 9). 
d. h. es genügt zu zeigen, daß der Operator Äiüi symmetrisch ist. Wir setzen 
1 := ft<» := j = 1, 2, . . . , K, 
/ . = 1 ,2 , ...,(K-ATO/2, 
ä « > : = f t « > $ < J > , j = 1 ,2 , \..,Klt 
& * , + «> | = Ä ( * l + « - l ) ' ^ ( * l + S I - l ) j " / = 1, 2, . . . , (K-KJß. 
D a n n gilt 
tfäJ? = 
A<V m o . . o o •o;- o . .. o 
o fl<2>. . o 0 • o ... : ö 
© o ' . 0 ' o 
(̂Kl + l) o o .. . o o 
o o . . o O 
(̂K-D o o . • . 0 , . . 
o 
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D a 
A Hl H2.. • H„_ 2 H„-
H ! H2 H3.. • Hn-1 0 
Hz H3 Hy. • o 0 
H„-<2. Hn-! 0 .. ,. 0 . 0 
H.-1 0 o . . .. 0 0 
# . 9 1 = 
ftw^a) = ( ö Ü))* = j = 1 , 2 , . . . , K , , 
/=1,2, ...AK-KJß, 





j J • 
0 
, J = 1, 2, /Ti, 
k\ 
( - 1 r » [ i j ( - i f ^ j fljr.4 fli;/. • • ( - 1)« [ £ ) 
i . a w- f . ^ ( k 
o 
i i - l F - ^ f c J aT*Hk,j 
k= 1, 2 , . . . , (pj, j = \ , 2, . . . , K l t und ferner (wie man aus dem letzteren sieht) 
für / = 1 , 2, . . . , {K-KJ/2 gilt, fo lgt die Symmetrie von Äitfl unmittelbar. 
Zum beweis der zweiten Behauptung gelte (<£—/l5Öl)f=C, f ^ C . D a n n folgt 
[ 0 ] = [ ( ( £ - / i Ö i ) f ] = [ f ] - A p ö t ] [ f ] . D a f i s t , gilt auch 0 (vgl. [2]); damit 
ist ein Eigenelement um Eigenwert X von [$01]. 
[tut] ist also der gesuchte, 95t zugeordnete, symmetrische Operator in dem Pon-
tryaginraum 3 -
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Aus den Eigenschaften symmetrischer Operatoren in Pontryaginräumen (vgl . 
BOGNÁR [1]) erhalten wir nun als Folgerung für die Eigenwerte von SR den fo l -
genden 
S a t z . SR besitzt höchstens abzählbar viele Eigenwerte endlicher Vielfachheit ohne 
endlichen Häufimgspimkt. Von diesen liegen höchstens d im 3 ~ ' n der oberen Halb-
ebene (TM A > 0 ) und höchstens d im 3 ~ in der unteren Halbebene (Im 2 < 0 ) , alle 
anderen sind reell. 
D a d im 3 ~ gleich der Anzahl der negativen Eigenwerte von A ist (Vielfachhei-
ten mitgezählt) ist d im 3 - > 0 auf jeden Fall, wenn für ein ak entweder < p K s 2 o d e r 
a f c G C \ R oder wenn 1 ist (falls die zugehörigen Operatoren nicht N u l l sind). 
Es ist klar, daß der obige Satz auch auf Eigenwertaufgaben für gewöhnl i che 
Differentialgleichungen mit Eigenwertparameter in den Randbedingungen angewen-
det werden kann (vgl. [2, 3]). Wir wol len hier nicht mehr genauer darauf e ingehen. 
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Espaces de James généralisés et espaces de type E.S.A. 
CATHERINE FINET 
Introduction. A partir d'un espace engendré par une suite I.S. («invariant 
under spreading » c'est-à-dire invariante par étalement, voir paragraphe 1), mono-
tone inconditionnelle, A. BRUNEL et L. SUCHESTON ont construit dans [4] un espace 
de type E.S.A. (« equal signs additive ») défini comme suit : 
D é f i n i t i o n 1. Soit (F, | - | ) un espace de Banach engendré par une suite 
n 
(x„) normalisée, I.S. monotone inconditionnelle, pour a— 2 aixi> posons: 
M(a) = sup |( 2 « ; )*! + ••• + ( 2 <*j)Xk| 
* KIX K i k 
où 7i désigne l'ensemble de toutes les partitions de {1, . . . , « } en intervalles con-
sécutifs disjoints: / l 5 ...,Ik ( l ë f c S n ) . L'espace engendré par (x„) pour la norme 
M est de type E.S.A. (il sera noté G). 
Nous allons établir que cet espace se rattache à une classe d'espaces de James. 
D é f i n i t i o n 2. [9] Soit (F, | • |) un espace de Banach engendré par une suite 
(x„) basique, monotone, normalisée; pour une suite de réels a=(alr a2, ...) posons: 
n 
MIJ = sup | 2 (<Wx -  apJXk +oPln+lxn+1 
k=l 
où le supremum est pris sur tous les naturels n et les suites croissantes d'entiers 
P\i •••iPin+l' 
L'espace de James généralisé J est l'espace de Banach de tous les a tels que 
||fl||j est finie et l i m a „ = 0 . R 
Notons que si l'on choisit pour F l'espace / 2 et pour (xn) sa base canonique, 
la définition 2 fournit l'espace de Banach J initialement introduit par R . C. JAMES 
[7]. P. G. CASAZZA et R . H. LOHMAN ont obtenu les résultats suivants [9]: La suite 
(e„) des vecteurs unités est une suite basique dans J. Si (*„) est symétrique 
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et complète (« boundedly complété ») dans F, (en) est une base de J. 
Si F est réflexif et (A„) symétrique, «p-Hilbert ienne sur des b l o c s » (1 OO) 
dans F, (e„) est une base contractante (« shrinking ») de / et / est quasi-réflexif 
d'ordre 1. 
D a n s cet article, nous étendons ces résultats aux bases (normalisées, m o n o -
tones) sous-symétriques. N o u s étudions entre autres la quest ion: quand la suite 
(e„) est-elle une base de J1 P: G- Casazza et R. H . Lohman y ont répondu mais d e 
façon partielle en posant c o m m e condit ion: (xn ) complète dans F. N o u s avons 
voulu affiner ce résultat et nous sommes arrivés à la conclusion que (e„) est égale-
ment une base de J si (xn ) est équivalente à la base canonique de c„. N o u s montrons 
qu'en fait hormis ces deux cas (hypothèse de P. G. Casazza et R. H. L o h m a n et 
hypothèse citée ci-dessus) (e„) n'est pas une base dé J (théorème 1). 
N o u s supposons la base (xn) de F sous-symétrique et nous smoritrons que l 'espace 
de James / associé est (lorsque (<?„) est une base dé J ) i somorphe à l'espace de A . Bru-
nei et L. SuchestonG. Ceci précise donc l'affirmation de A. BRUNEL et L. SUCHESTON 
[4, introduction] selon laquelle :on obtiendrait le dual de l'espace construit par R . 
C. JAMES [7] si l 'on choisit pour la norme inconditionnelle de la définition 1 la norme 
d e / 2 . 
N o u s examinons cet espace G dans l'intention d'apporter une réponse aux 
questions suivantes: quand G est-il isomorphe à c 0 , Z1?, quand contient-il un sous-
espace isomorphe à c 0 , / p ? N o u s parvenons aux résultats: G est i somorphe à c 0 
(respectivement Z1) si et seulement si F est i somorphe à c0 (respectivement Z1). G 
contient c0 si et seulement si F contient c0. 
Si F contient l p , il en va de même pour G; mais nous ne savons pas si « G con-
tient l p » implique « F contient l p ». Pour p=1 : P. G. Casazza et R. H . L o h m a n 
ont imposé la condit ion: (x„) est g-Hilbertienne sur des blocs ( I < < 7 < 0 0 ) ; ils en 
ont déduit que J a une base contractante. D e notre côté, nous considérons la pro-
priété (!?) pour une base (x„) : « toute suite basique bornée de blocs sur (x„) con-
verge en moyenne de Cesàro vers zéro »; et nous établissons le résultat suivant 
(théorème 4): si (x„) a la propriété (3P) dans F, G a une base contractante: ( x £ ) n S 1 = 
= ( x l 5 x 2 , — . . . , x„—jcn_x , . . . ) et G est quasi-réflexif d'ordre 1 si de plus F ne 
contient pas c 0 . La condit ion: « (x„) est /7-Hilbertienne sur des blocs '(1 < / > < o o ) » 
dé P . G. Casazza et R. H . Lohman implique la nôtre : « (x„) a la propriété (â?) ». 
N o u s étudions ces deux propriétés et nous montrons entre autres que 
(xJngj a la propriété dans F si ( x ' j „ S l a la propriété (â?) dans G. 
(xn),¡si a la propriété dans F implique 
1°) F ne contient pas de sous-espace i somorphe à l 1 (la réciproque n'étant 
pas vraie) ; 
2°) F a la propriété de Banach—Saks faible (la réciproque n'étant pas vraie). 
Finalement, nous obtenons: ( x j est />-Hilbertienne sur des blocs (1</?<OO ) si 
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et seulement si (x„) est Jî-convexe sur des blocs ou encore si et seulement si l 1 n'est 
pas finiment représentable en blocs dans (*„). | 
En terminant cette introduction, nous avons à coeur de remercier chaleureuse-
ment Messieurs B. Beauzamy et G. Noë l qui l'un par ses conseils, remarques et 
suggestions, l'autre par sa compréhension ont permis la réalisation de ce travail. 
1. Préliminaires. Soit S l'espace vectoriel des suites réelles à support fini ; 
nous rappelons qu'une base (x„)„ ë l d'un espace de Banach (X, || • ||) est monotone 
si sa constante de base est 1; monotone inconditionnelle si pour tout A, B, en-
sembles finis de naturels, et pour tout a£S, A<zB implique: 
\\Zaixi\\ = | | 2 > ¡ * ¡ | | ; 
sous-symétrique si elle est inconditionnelle et si pour toute suite croissante d'entiers 
(« , ) i = l , (x„();¡si est équivalente à (x„)„,E1; symétrique si pour toute permutation n 
des entiers, ( x „ ) „ m i est équivalente à p-Hilbertienne sur des blocs (1 
s'il existe une constante Tutelle que pour toute suite basique bornée de blocs (w„)„B1 
sur la base (x„)„S l et toute suite (an)n£l de scalaires: 
| | ¿ a „ w „ | | s ( t f . s u p | M | ) ( ¿ \a„\fl" (k = 1 ,2 , . . . ) ; 
ii=i " n=i 
complète ( « b o u n d e d l y c o m p l e t e » ) si pour toute suite de scalaires (a„)nSl telle que 
y" M ^«¡x,- soit fini, la série Z a„xn converge; k-contractante 1=1 " n=i 
(<< fc-shrinking ») avec A: dans N si l'adhérence de l'espace engendré par les « applica-
tions c o o r d o n n é e s » dans le dual X* de X est de codimension k; contractante 
(« shrinkihg ») si (x„)nS1 est O-contractante, c'est-à-dire si l'adhérence de l'espace 
engendré par les « applications coordonnées » coïncide avec X*. 
U n espace1 de Banach X est quasi-réflexif (d'ordre n) si le plongeaient cano-
nique de X dans son bidual X** est de codimension finie (de codimension n). Soit 
(x„)„S l une suite normalisée qui engendre un espace de Banach X. (xn)„mi est de type 
I.S. (« invariant under spreading ») si pour tout ad S et pour toute suite strictement 
croissante d'entiers (A:,), 
112" M l = ||2" otxkl\\; 
i i V 
CO/iei est dé type E.S.A. (« equal signs additive ») si pour tout a£S et pour tout 
entier / e s 1 tel que a k - a k + l ^ 0 , 
I 2 a<*¡|f = Il Z fl¡^+(a¿+"«t+i)*¿'+ Z' ai xi\\-' ' 
i 1-1 •• fek+S 
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2. D a n s ce paragraphe nous rappelons et étudions certaines propriétés des 
suites E.S.A. Soient X un espace de Banach et || • || sa norme. On considère une 
suite normalisée (x„)n S 1 qui engendre X. Si (;tn)„ e i est E.S.A. , on sait que OOn==, 
est une base de X. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. Si (x„) est E.S.A., 
1. (x„) est inconditionnelle si et seulement si X est isomorphe à l l . 
2. (x„) n'est jamais faiblement convergente. 
3. (*„) est équivalente à la base sommante de c0 si et seulement si X est isomorphe 
à c0. 
4. Il existe une constante K positive telle que pour tout naturel n, on ait: 
Il 2 (— si et seulement si X est isomorphe à c0. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . 1. Si (x„) est inconditionnelle, il existe une constante C telle 
que pour tout a £ S , on ait: 
n n 
Et donc, puisque (xn) est E.S.A. : 
\ \ 2 c 2 M-
n n 
( x j est ainsi équivalente à la base canonique de l1. D'autre part, si X est i somorphe 
à Z1, alors (x„) (qui est I.S.) est équivalente à la base canonique de Z1 [2] et d o n c 
inconditionnelle. 
2. La suite (x„) étant basique, il suffit de montrer qu'elle ne converge pas faible-
ment vers zéro. Or, une suite I.S. tend faiblement vers zéro si et seulement si el le 
est basique inconditionnelle, non équivalente à la base canonique de l 1 [1]. 
3. L'espace c„ possède exactement deux suites basiques I.S. non é q u i v a l e n t e s = 
la base canonique et la base sommante; et la base canonique n'est pas E .S .A. 
4. Supposons qu'il existe une constante K posit ive telle que pour tout naturel 
n, on ait: || 2 (. — l ) f c * * l l — c o n s i d é r o n s alors la suite: 
"*=i " 
Xi = Xi, x%= X^—Xy, X3 = X3 Xv, ... . 
n 
(*¿)i>£i e s t une base de X (de constante de base l)-[4]. On a: x„= 2  x'i- Les suites i—i 
( x ^ ) et sont inconditionnelles [1]; elles sont donc, par hypothèse, toutes deux 
équivalentes à la base canonique de c 0 . Ainsi pour tout ad S: 
| | 2 « i * « | | = № i l l + | | 2 a . * « | | + | | 2 C s u p N » 
¿=1 i=l /=1 
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On déduit de la basicité de la suite (x¡¡) l 'existence d'une constante K telle que pour 
tout ad S 
|| a¡*í | ( — S U P lail-
(x¡) est donc équivalente à la base caninoque de c0 et (x„) est équivalente à la base 
sommante de c0. 
R e m a r q u e . Le point 2 de la proposit ion entraîne que la suite (x„) n'est jamais 
contractante et X n'est pas réflexif. 
3 . La norme M définie dans l'introduction possède les propriétés suivantes: 
1. Si a= y a¡x¡, alors \a\^M(a) et \2 a\tâ M (a). 
t=i '¡=i 1 
n n 
2. Soit u1=x2—x1,u2=xi—x3,.... Si a= y a¡u¡, on a: \ya,x\s\a\ 
<=i '¡=i 1 
puisque (x„) est monotone inconditionnelle. 
D e la définition de la norme M et d e la m o n o t o n e inconditionnalité de (x„), 
on déduit que ([4]) 
M(a)^2\2aiX¡\. 
»=i 
Ainsi \a\-^M(d)^2\a\. Et les normes M et | - | sont équivalentes sur l'espace 
engendré par les vecteurs (u¡)iS1. 
N o t o n s que contrairement au modèle E.S.A. obtenu à partir d'un modèle 
étalé [5], l'espace G n'est pas finiment représentable dans F = en effet si l 'on prend 
pour F l'espace / 2 , celui-ci est super-réfiexif mais G n'est pas réflexif c o m m e nous 
l'avons vu au paragraphe 2. 
4. Passons maintenant aux espaces de James généralisés définis dans l'introduc-
tion. Soit (x¡) une base monotone normalisée de (F, | • |), si (x¡) est symétrique et 
complète, R . H. LOHMAN et P. G. CASAZZA ont montré [9] que (e¡) est alors une 
base de J. Ce résultat s'étend aux bases sous-symétriques. 
D'autre part, on obtient facilement la 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. Si (x¡) est équivalente à la base canonique de c0, alors (e¡) est 
une base de J. 
P r e u v e . Soit a = ( a „ ) € / , considérons: a — P t a = ( a ( i 1 ) ) 
U a - ^ a l l , = sup | ¿ ( 4 1 , + 4 ? „ + 1 ^ + i | -
i = 1 
25 
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(Ce supremum étant pris sur tous les n et les suites croissantes d'entiers (p¡)). Il 
existe une constante C telle que 
l a — A a f i j — C s u p |a,| 
i 
(puisque (x¡) est équivalente à la base canonique de c0). C o m m e aZJ, l im | a „ | = 0 
et | |a—P^allj tend vers zéro lorsque k tend vers l'infini. D e plus, si (x f) est équiva-
lente à la base canonique de c0, il existe deux constantes m et M telles que pour 
tout a£S: 
m sup |a¡| S \2 a¡x¡[| S M sup |a¡|. 
1 i  1  
D e la définition de la norme dans J, on déduit qu'il existe une constante C telle q u e : 
\\2 a 4 - C s ? P N-
Et puisque (e¡) est une suite basique dans J, il existe une constante Cl telle q u e : 
i ' 
Ceci prouve que (e¡) est équivalente à la base canonique de c 0 . 
Cette démonstration montre aussi que: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3. Si F est isomorphe à c0, alors J est isomorphe à c0. 
Il suffit, en effet, de rappeler que F est i somorphe à c0 si et seulement si (*,) 
est équivalente à la base canonique de c0 [6]. 
N o u s verrons (proposition 4, paragraphe 6) qu'en fait F est i somorphe à c0 
si et seulement si J est i somorphe à c„. 
T h é o r è m e 1. Soit (x¡) une base (normalisée, monotone) sous-symétrique de F; 
(e¡) est une base de J si et seulement si (x¡) est complète dans F ou équivalente à la 
base canonique de c0. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . L a condit ion suffisante se déduit immédiatement d e ce qui 
précède. 
Quant à la condition nécessaire = nous supposerons (x,) I.S., m o n o t o n e incon-
ditionnelle. Considérons (a¡) une suite de scalaires qui converge vers zéro et telle 
que le supremum 
n 
s u p I Z ^ i l 
" '¡=1 
soit fini. Soit alors d=(0, a1,0, a2,0,...). On a : 
(1) \É a¿\ S WÊa^Wj 3 \Z'atx,\. ¡=1 i=l 1=1 
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Puisque (e¡) est une base de J, la série 2 a-.en converge vers a' (dans J), d o n c 
i = l 
par la première inégalité de (1), la série 2  a¡xi converge dans F. 
¡=i 
N o u s avons ainsi montré que si (a¡) est une suite de scalaires convergeant vers 
» ~ 
zéro et telle que le supremum sup | y" ¿¡xJ soit fini, alors la série 2 aixi con-
« '¡=i ' . 1=1 
verge dans F ce qui n'est possible que si (xn) est complète o u équivalente à la base 
canonique de c0. En effet, supposons que (x„) ne soit pas équivalente à la base cano-
nique de c0; pour prouver que (xn) est alors complète il suffit, par ce qui précède, 
de considérer le cas o ù (a¡) est une suite de scalaires ne convergeant pas vers zéro. 
Il existe alors une constante C et une suite strictement croissante d'entiers (nk) telles 




( (x„ ) étant inconditionnelle dans F). Ainsi , puisque (pc„) est I.S., o n a : 
m m 
k=l k=1 ' 
Mais on a supposé (x„) non équivalente à la base canonique de c0, donc le supremum 
I
m i i m i 2 xk\ est infini puisque (x„) est inconditionnelle. Et le supremum sup \2  aa x„\ 
m k = 1  1 m '* = 1  k  
I m I est infini, il en est de m ê m e pour le supremum sup 2  akxk\ ce qui achève la démon-
m 'k = l ' 
stration du théorème. 
5. D a n s ce paragraphe, nous établissons l ' isomorphisme entre l'espace de Bru-
nei et Sucheston G et un espace de James généralisé. Pour a=(a1, az, . . . ) une 
suite de salaires, soit 
n 
liMiLr = sup \2 ("pi-apt+JXil, 
¡=i 
o ù le supremum est pris sur tous les naturels n et toutes les suites croissantes de 
naturels p1,---,p„+i. Si l 'on suppose (x¡) sous-symétrique, les normes || • ||j et 
III-IIIJ sont équivalentes. 
L e m m a 1. Si ( x ¡ ) ¡ s i est une base sous-symétrique, alors la suite basique des 
vecteurs unités (e¡) de J est équivalente à la base ( x ¡ ' ) ¡ e i = ( x 1 , x 2 — x l 5 . . . , x„—x„_ 1 , . . . ) 
de G. 
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D é m o n s t r a t i o n . C o m m e toujours, nous supposerons (x.) I.S. m o n o t o n e 
inconditionnelle, montrons que pour tous réels . . . , an: 
M{2aixï)=\\\(a1,...,an,0,...)\\\j, i = 1 
n n 
M ( 2 a i x 0 = ( ¡ ¡ ( X i - X i - j ) = M((a1-a2)x1+ ... + (an-1-a„)xn-1 + anxn) = 
i = l i=l 
(1) 
m 
= sup \(a1-aPl)x1+ 2 (aPl-aPt+l)xi+1+aPm+lxm+2\. 
i=1 
D'autre part: 
(2) IHfo , . . . , « „ , 0 , 0 , . . .)lll / = s u p | i ( a 4 , - a 4 ( + 1 ) 4 
¡=i 
(Ce supremum peut être calculé en utilisant des indices qt dans l'intervalle [1, n +1]). 
Si dans l'égalité (1) le supremum est atteint pour une suite pi,p2, ...,pm+1, 
soit alors qx—l, qi+1=Pi ( / = 1 , ...,m+l) et ç m + 3 > n , o n obtient ainsi: 
M i Z a ^ ^ W K a , , . . . , a„, 0, . . . ) [ | | j . 
i=i 
D'autre part, si le supremum est atteint dans (2) pour une suite q^,q2, •••,qt+i 
111(0!, ..., a„, 0, . . . ) | | | j = \(aqi-aqi)x1+(aq2-aJx2+... + (aPl-aPl+1)xl\ 
avec 1 S S n + 1. 
Le supremum est atteint lorsque qx— 1 ((*,) est m o n o t o n e inconditionnelle) . Si 
qi+1>n, alors 
| | | ( û ! , . . . , a n , 0 , . . . ) | | | J s M ( i a i x O . i—i 
Sinon, c o m m e (x„) est monotone inconditionnelle, on a: 
IIK^i» • ••> 0, . . . ) | | | j ^ \(.a1-aqî)x1+(aq2-aqa)x2+... + (aq-aqi„)xl+agitlxl+1\ s 
^ M ( Z a i X l). 
i=l 
Ce qui achève la démonstration du lemme. 
Ainsi est établi le 
T h é o r è m e 2. Soit (xn) une base (normalisée) sous-symétrique de F. G est iso-
morphe à J lorsque (e„) est une base de J. 
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(C'est-à-dire si (x„) est complète dans F o u équivalente à la base canonique 
de c„.) . . . . 
6. N o u s al lons maintenant étudier les questions suivantes: quand G est-il i so-
morphe à c0 o u Z1? D a n s ce qui suit, nous supposons la base (*„), d e F, I .S. m o n o -
tone inconditionnelle^. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4. G est isomorphe à c 0 si et seulement si F est isomorphe à c„. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . D'après la proposit ion 1. (4), G est i somorphe à c 0 
si et seulement si il existe une constante K positive telle que pour t o u t natu-
rel n: 
M ( i ( - l)'x,) -== K; 
¡=1 . 
si et seulement si il existe une constante K positive telle que póúr tout natu-
rel n: 
\ ¿ (- iy*,j â K 
¡=i 
(par l'équivalence des normes A i et [• j sur ( .*2¡—i—j)); 
si et seulement si il existe une constante K positive telle que pour tout natu-
rel n: 
(1) l i M ^ t f s u p k l 
i=X 
(2) si et seulement si F est i somorphe à c0 
((1) implique (2) puisque fo) est basique). 
Ce qui établit la proposition. 
Passons maintenant à la caractérisation des espaces G isomorphes ài l1. La 
norme M est E.S.A. , donc I.S., ainsi d'après [1], l 'espace G est isomorphe à l1 s i et 
seulement si il existe K > 0 tel que, pour tout nÇN*, o n ait: . . 
i - M ( ¿ ( - l ) 'x ( ) s K. 
Par un raisonnement analogue à celui fait à la proposit ion précédente, o n obtient la 
P r o p o s i t i o n 5. G est isomorphe à l1 si et seulement si F est isomorphe à l1. 
7. D a n s ce qui suit, nous nous intéressons au problème de la présence de sous-
espaces i somorphes à l p ou c0 dans G et dans F. Il suffît, en fait, de considérer les 
sous-espaces engendrés par les suites de blocs consécutifs disjoints sur la base (*„). 
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L ' e m m e 2. F contient un sous-espace isomorphe à c 0 si et seulement si on peut 
trouver une suite de blocs sur fon-i-*2n) dans G, équivalente à la base canonique 
de c 0 , 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . La condit ion suffisante est évidente. Maintenant, si F c o n -
tient c 0 , il existe une suite de blocs («„) sur (x„) équivalente à la base canonique 
d e ç 0 . S!oit . . . 
'
 mn 
w» = Z  ai xi-
• • • • • • • - . i = m „ . , + l > 
O n considère a lors . 
MN 
«» = 2 « ¡ ( ^ ¡ - 1 - ^ 2 , ) -
i = m „ . l f l 
D e l'équivalence des normes M et | • | sur le sous-espace engendré par les vecteurs 
•*2n)n==i o n déduit que la suite (u'J est bornée dans G, ainsi que l'existence 
d 'une constante C positive telle que pour tout b£S 
M(2 bi u;) = = c \2 b: ut\ S 2c |z *>,- 4 
i i- i 
L a dernière inégalité résulte de l'inégalité triangulaire et de l'invariance par étale-
ment d e la suite (x„). D o n c . i l existe line constante K positive telle que 
^ J f s u p |i>,| pour tout b'ÇS. 
i 
On a aussi 
MiZbiW^^supM 
car (uf) est une suite basique (suite de blocs construite sur la suite basique 
(x^ — *2»-i))- Et («¡') est une suite basique d e blocs bornée équivalente à la base 
canonique de ç 0 , 
T h é o r è m e 3. F contient tin sous-espace isomorphe à c0 si et seulement si G 
contient un sous-espdce isomorphe à c0. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . Le l e m m e 2 démontre la condit ion nécessaire. L a c o n -
dit ion est suffisante: si G contient c o j il existe urië suite basique de blocs («„) bornée 
dans G, équivalente à la base canonique de c 0 . Soit 
«n = Z  ai Xi• 
• • ' ."< .••••. ' ' ' ¡=p„+1 '. ; : . 
Il ex is tç ,une .constante positive telle, que pour tout b£S: . 
y : . , p s u p i f c . r ^ M ^ ^ ^ s ^ ^ p - i ^ ! - . V 
• - • A 1 - | » • : ' <•• • •• • 
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Par définition de la norme M , il existe une suite d'entiers strictement croissante: 
Pi <;2X)-= • • • i =/>2 telle que: 
Af(«i) = K«j(D+! + •••+ aj(i))xl+(û^d+1 + •• • + a.a)) x2 + ... 
Jmi T •'mi + 1 . 
Posons alors 
J 1 J 2 ' m i " • ' i f l l + X 
On a M ( M 1 ) = | y 1 | . Il existe une suite d'entiers p2 = j™<... < y j = t e l l e que 
M(u2) = \(am +ï..+a<2))x1 + ...+(a m +...+Q.W )xm„|. J1 J2 . "s Jm2 + 1 
Posons 
(s). +1 "H • • • + ûj-(2) ) •X'm, +m2 • 
On a par invariance par étalement' • Par récurrence, on obtient pour 
tout nÇN* une suite d'entiers j ^ J ^ , 1 strictement croissante telle que: 
j!f>=p„ et j^+1=p„+i avec; la propriété que, pour chaque n, si l'on pose 
"•„ Wi 
. ( X- • +».-,+*• (avec m 0 = 0), 
" * = J + 1 ' ' . ' " 
on a M(u„) = |j>„|. On a évidemment pour tout b£S: 
. . . i i 
D o n c 
| s tfsup 
(_yf) est une suite basique bornée de blocs donc 
, ; , > ; , ^ ¿ M s A f s u p l ^ l . . ; ; . 
; ' . .„ T • . . . 
D o n c ( y j est équivalente à la base canonique de c 0 . : , . , . 
Considérons maintenant le cas des sous-espaces isomorphes à l p . Démontrons 
l'anâlogùe du lenime 2. 
L e m m e 3. F contient un sous-espace isomorphe à /? (1 ë / i « » ) si et seule-
ment si on peut t'rouwr.yne suite basique de blocs sur (x^ — àçns G équivalente 
à la base canonique de l p (1 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . U n sens est trivial. D'autre part, s'il existe un 
tel que F contienne l p , on peut trouver une sinte normalisée de blocs (w„) consécutifs 
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disjoints sur (jc„) équivalente à la base canonique de l p . Soit 
mn 
«„ = 2 a,Xi, |«,|=1 (/1=1,2,...) 
'^"»-i+i 
Il existe donc deux constantes m et M positives telles que pour tout b£S: 
m(2 W s \2 M ^ M{2 m1'"-
i I i 
Considérons alors 
n>„ 
"n= 2 CiCXu-X2,-x) (/2=1,2,...). 
i=m„_,+l 
La suite (t£) est bornée dans G. Pour tout sÇS, o n a : 
M {2 ^«0= 12 Mi| 
i i 
(par définition de la norme M), ainsi c o m m e ( x j est monotone incondit ionnel le 
dans F, on a aussi : 
M { 2 b i w i ) ^ \ 2 b i u i \ . 
i i 
D o n c pour tout b£S: 
m(2  b X ) = ™(2 IMP)1/P-
» i 
Puisque les normes M et | • | sont équivalentes sur le sous-espace engendré par 
les vecteurs ( x 2 l — i l existe une constante c > 0 telle que pour tout b£S: 
M ( 2 6 , « 0 ^ C \ 2 bt ui\ ^ 2c \2 b{ 4 
i i i 
D o n c 
M(2biUÎ)^2cM(2 W p -i c 
C e qui montre bien que («,') est une suite basique bornée de blocs dans G équivalente 
à la base canonique de lp . 
N o u s abordons maintenant le problème suivant: si G contient I1, F contient-il 
PI Soit (x„) une base d'un espace dé Banach F, nous dirons que (x„) a la propriété 
{&) si et seulement si toute suite bornée de b locs consécutifs disjoints sur (x„) c o n -
verge vers zéro en moyenne de Cesàro dans F. 
T h é o r è m e 4. Si (x„) a la propriété (&>) dans F, alors la base (x'Xsi= 
=(*„— XB-OBSI est contractante dans G. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . Supposons au contraire que (x'n) ne soit pas contractante 
d a n s G. Il existe alors /Ç.G*, ¿ > 0 et des blocs uk consécutifs disjoints, normalisés 
î e l s que 
uk = 2 ajx'j et yfc," Au,) S S. 
• J<**k-t+i 
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Alors, pour tout n £ N , • 
(| 2" * J —; I \ 
Oïl peut supposer | | / | | s l , ainsi pour tout nÇN, on a: 
/ 1 2" + » - l \ 
Calculons pour « non nul : 
| 2n + 1— i i 
X i = 2 " 
+ (flOT2n_]+2 — i,OT2n_1 + 3)'*in2iT_1+2 + ••• + + Xmî>l + I _ 1 - 1 + 
~l"̂ m2»i + l—l^mgn+l-1)-
Supposons que pour chaque n non nul, le supremum soit atteint pour une suite de 
naturels p {"\ •••,p\"l)+1 strictement croissante, alors: 
1 2" + 1 - l ' J / < n ) 
On peut écrire : 
i 2n + 1— j I 2 n  +  1—l 2"+1—1 
— m ( z « d = y r \ Z z w ^ + f l , « *,«.>+a|. Z i=2" ¡=2" i—2n + l 
Où chaque v(;n) est 0 ou une somme de termes de la forme 
Z ( ap> n> ~ ap} n+\)
xj+1 
avec chaque ak provenant du même bloc Où chaque ivj"' est 0 o u de la forme 
—AKXJ o u (ÛPM —DPWJXJ+X avec les ak provenant de deux blocs différents. 
Faisons varier n: 
pour w = 1 , on obtient deux blocs consécutifs disjoints sur (x„)=v<21), v^ dont 
les coefficients proviennent de u2 et u3 respectivement, ainsi 
| 4 1 ) | S M ( « 3 ) = 1 ; pour / i = 2 , on obt ient .quatre blocs consécutifs disjoints sur 
( x j = « < 2 ) , 4 2 ) , vf\vf et M 2 ) | S M ( M ; ) = 1 pour i = 4 , . ; . , 7. 
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Et ainsi de suite, pour un n quelconque non nul, on obt ient 2" blocs sur (*„) == 
=®§»> dont les coefficients proviennent respectivement de 
Ms-,«2«+i> • •• ,« î»+»-i> ainsi ^ . ' ' ' I sAi iMi )^! povir tout i=2" , . . . , 2 n + 1 - l . 
Formons la suite : 
suite que nous noterons: 
(v2, v3, v t , v6, ve, v7, ...) =Xt>i)is2-
C o m m e (x„) est invariante par étalement dans F, on peut supposer que les ¿»¡ sont 
des blocs consécutifs disjoints sur (xn). La suite («,),• est bornée (par 1). D e m ê m e , 
formons la suite .«•*•'-
(wl1), w f ) , * f > , w f , wi» , n f > , . . .) . 
N o u s la noterons : 
(»v2, w3 , w4 , w5 , w6, \v1, ...) = (Wi);s2. 
N o u s supposerons aussi que ces blocs sont consécutifs, disjoints. C o m m e ,pour tout 
i et k—m^y + X, . . . , mt 
k l s M i H ^ .i, . . . . 
la suite (w,) l S2 est bornée (par 2). Par hypothèse, les suites (i;,) iSa et (Wj) i e 2 on-
vergent en moyenne de Cesàro vers zéro, on peut d o n c trouver un naturel N tel que 
pour tout r t ^ N , on ait: 
2«+1 I .Z - 1 0 . 2"+i I . 2 w . | - 1 0 
et 
Ainsi : 
1 i , 1 <5 
' r - ] a P % + 1 x , ( n ) + 2 ] ~ " F - Y 
1 2n + 1—1 1 2n + 1 - l 
•¿ • I 2 ^ 1 = 4 - 1 2 4 ' •i ¡=2" -i ¿=2" 
Et par la monotone inconditionnalité de (*„) dans F', on a: 
Et pour 
D e même : 
1 2n + 1—1 1 2n + 1 + l 
4 - | 2 1 2 4 £ ¡=2" Z. i=2 
1 2n + l—1 X 
• f I 2 4 
1 2" + 1 - l 1 2" + l - l • I 2n + 1 +l 
± 1 2 = 2 2 4 
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Et pour « è J V : 
1 2" + l - l x 
Ainsi, pour n^N, o n aurait 
2H" M ( 2 «i) = "T" 
ce qui contredit (1) donc (x'„) est une base contractante de G. 
La méthode utilisée dans la démonstration du théorème 4 permet d'obtenir 
également des renseignements sur la présence de sous-espaces i somorphes à l p 
T h é o r è m e 5. S'il existe un réel pÇ\ 1, + tel que toute suite bornée de blocs 
Wj consécutifs disjoints sur (x„) a dans F la propriété suivante: 
l im n-1"\2wi\ = 0 
alors, quel que soit qÇ\\,p], G ne contient aucun sous-espace isomorphe à l9. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . Supposons le contraire: il existerait un réel q t [ l , p ] et des 
blocs normalisés u„ dans G consécutifs disjoints, équivalents à la base canonique d e 
/ ' . On pourrait donc trouver deux constantes m, M positives telles que, pour tqut 
«(EN: 
(1) m S M ( 2 - " / « 8 2 1 ^ M -
1=2" : 
On peut écrire: 
2-"'«M{ «0 = 2-"/« \ vl" } + 3 z ' 1 wl"» + a (nl X , ( . » + 2 | . . . . 
¡=2" 1=2" i=2" pI<n) + l 
o ù les vfï et sont définis c o m m e dans la démonstration du théorème 4. 
On obtient, de même, deux suites bornées de blocs consécutifs disjoints sur (xn) : 
Ainsi, par hypothèse, c o m m e qS.p, on a: 
n+l n+1 
l im n~1/q\2- ty • = 0 et lim n~1/q\2 w,| = 0. 
n- + »  ]i±2  1 + ~ i=2  1  
On peut donc trouver un naturel N tel que pour tout n ^N, on ait 
, 2"+ 1 + 1 , m ,2n+1+i , m 
2-C+i ) /« \ y «s — et 2 - C + 1 ) / « 7 s -1 i Û 1 ~~ 10 : I & '< ~ 10 
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et 
Ains i : 
2-"> I 2 o/" }| S 2-1* | 2 4 
¡=2" i-2 
Pour nëN: 
•• f ' 2 f V | S 2^-^r 2-1* f S -Ç 
• ¡=2" IU J 1 ¡=2" 3 
Ainsi, pour n S N , on aurait: 
2 n + l - l 3 
2-1"M( 2 ««)sTm. 
Ce qui contredit (1). 
R e m a r q u e . S'il existe un réel />€]1, tel que (xn) soit p-Hilbertienne sur 
des blocs dans F, (x„) vérifie la condition : 
lim n-1'" l ^ w J = 0 , 
pour tout q(i[V,p[ et pour toute suite bornée de blocs (Wj) consécutifs disjoints 
sur OO-
D o n c G ne contient aucun sous-èspace i somorphe à /*. 
D e la démonstration du théorème 2 de [4], on déduit le 
T h é o r è m e 6. Si (x„) a la propriété (&) dans F, alors (x„) est une base 1 -con-
tractante de G. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . Soient dans G*,x*,x... (respectivement / i , / 2 , . . . ) les 
fonctionnelles biorthogonales de * l 5 x 2 , ••• (respectivement x [ , x'2,...). Puisque 
(x'n) est une base contractante de G (théorème 4), oh a G * = s p a n { /„}„ E 1 , d e plus 
( x j étant une base E.S.A. dans G, ( / n ) n S 2 est une base E .S .A. de span { / „ } n 3 2 [4] 
et ( / 2 , / 2 - / 3 , / 3 - / 4 , •••) est une suite basique [4]. D o n c ( / i , / i - / 2 , . . . ) = ( / i » *î> •••) 
est une base de G* ce qui signifie que (x„) est 1-contractante dans G. 
T h é o r è m e 7. Si F ne contient pas de sous-espace isomorphe à c0> si (x„) a la 
propriété (£P) dans F, alors G est quàsi-réflexif d'ordre 1. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . La première hypothèse faite sur F implique q u e (xn) est 
complète et la seconde que (x„) est 1-contractante donc G est quasi-réflexif d'ordre 
1 [11]. 
N o u s allons maintenant étudier la propriété (â*). 
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1. Si (x„) a la propriété (&>), F ne contient pas / ' . Par contre, il existe des espaces 
ne contenant pas l 1 et dont la base n'a pas la propriété N o u s donnons deux 
exemples; dans le premier, F est muni d'une base monotone inconditionnelle, dans 
le second d'une base symétrique, 
E x e m p l e 1. Soit F l'espace dual T de l'espace de TSIRELSON [8], les vecteurs 
unités (/„) forment une base monotone inconditionnelle de T, celui-ci est réflexif, 
il ne contient donc pas l1 et( t„) n'a pas la propriété (0a) dans T (il existe en effet une 
constante C positive telle que pour tout k on ait 
|| 1 ,w t | | r^C-k 
A=fc-t-1-
où (uy) est une suite basique de blocs bornée sur (/„)). 
E x e m p l e 2. Choisissons pour F l 'espace Y dû à ALTSHULER [8] (obtenu en 
modifiant l'exemple de Tsirelson); les vecteurs unités (e„) forment une base symétrique 
(constante de symétrie 1), T e s t réflexif et (e„) n'a pas la propriété (JP) : par la proposi-
tion 3.b.4. de [8], on voit qu'il existe dans F une suite basique dé blocs (u¡) équivalente 
à la base (r„) de T, ainsi 
1 ,2/i 
2  11 j 
ne tend pas vers zéro dans Y quand n tend vers l'infini. 
Supposons (x„ ) I.S. inconditionnelle dans F. 
2. Si (yk) est une suite bornée de blocs sur (X„) dans F, et si 
J . 
- -Z.Xk n *=i 
converge dans F, alors c'est vers zéro. En effet, soit 
1 
on a s » - ^ — 0 , 
et 
S <> 
n 2 ; n k=i 
] II 2n 
2 yk - Z ¿n k=1 k=n+l 
(J n 2,1 C 2 " 
^ -~-\Zyk+ Z yk\ = - j - \ Z y k \ ¿n 'j¡ = 1 k=n+\ ZJt = ! 
puisque (x„) est inconditionnelle. Ainsi . Son-- 0. Et 
: C , _ C ( 2 « + 1 ) . C . . • 
kn — $2»! ^ )'k — ^2n + l| — 2Ü lS2>, + li — "2T¡-SUP 
Et 
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3. Si (x'n)a la propriété (SP) dans G, (x'n) est contractante dans G. 
T h é o r è m e 8. Si (x'n) a la propriété (â?) dans G, (*„) a la propriété dans F. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . Soit une suite normalisée de blocs dans F: 
• • . • " j =•••• % akxk, 
il existe une constante C positive telle .que: 
1 " 
2«j n ¡T j=1 
avec 
" J~1 k=mj_t +1 1 
mJ 
W j z = 2 À*(*2*-l-*!!*)• 
• , - k=mJ_l + l 
O n peut considérer les Wj c o m m e des blocs sur (x'n), c'est une suite bornée 
dans G et 
1 " 
« 7 = 1 
0. 
4. Si /"est 5 -convexe , alors (x„) a là propriété (SP); mais c0 n'est pas fî-convexe 
et cependant la base canonique de c0 a la propriété 
5. Si (x„) a la propriété {&) dans F, alors (x„) a la propriété de Bânach—Saks 
faible: en effet, soit (z„) une suite dans F qui tend faiblement vers zéro , il existe 
alors une sous-suite (z'n) de (zn) équivalente à une suite de blocs sur (x„), ainsi 
1 " 
n ¡=1 
tend vers zéro dans F. Mais l l a la propriété de Banach—Saks faible et la base cano-
nique de l 1 n'a pas la propriété (!?). 
P. G. CASAZZA et R. H. LOHMAN ont montré dans [9] que si (.v„) est une base 
symétrique, ^-Hilbertienne « sur des blocs » dans F (1 alors (e„) est p-Hi l -
bertienne « sur des blocs » dans J et donc (e„) est une suite (basique) contractante 
dans J. N o u s allons maintenant nous intéresser à la propriété: « être /?-Hilbertienne 
sur des blocs » pour une base. Remarquons d'abord que si (x„) est p-Hilbertienne 
sur des blocs pour un 1, +<=»[ alors (x„) a la propriété 
Dans ce qui suit, nous supposerons toujours (JC„) I.S., m o n o t o n e incondit ion-
nelle. Les résultats obtenus s'étendent au cas des suites sous-symétriques. N o u s 
aurons besoin de la notion de « 5-convexi té sur des blocs » : 
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: D é f i n i t i o n . N o u s dirons que (x„) est 5 - convexe s u r des blocs si, et seule-
ment si, il existe un naturel A: (non nul), e£]0, 1] tels que pour tout A>uple ( w t , . . . , w t ) 
de blocs consécutifs disjoints sur (x„), on ait : 
1=1 1 
Pour démontrer le théorème 9, nous utilisons la méthode de B. MAUREY et G . 
PISIER dans [10]; les démonstrations de ce qui suit n'étant que des adaptations 
de celles de [10], nous n'en donnerons pas les détails. 
T h é o r è m e 9. Il existe pÇ.jl, tel que (x„) est p-Hilbèrtienne « sur des 
blocs » si et seulement si (x„) est B-convexe « sur des blocs ». 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . Pour cela, nous définissons, pour tout entier k, le nombre 
Xkcomme la plus petite constante positive X, vérifiant, pour tout fc-uple (w 1 ; . . . , wk) 
de blocs consécutifs disjoints sur (A:,,) 
k 
\2 â X-k-sup |w,|. 
,=i 1 1 
On a alors la 
P r o p o s i t i o n 6. (1) V f c e N + : 0 = ^ = 5 1 ; 
(2) V ¿ € N + : Xk^l/k; 
• ; (3) Vn, kdN+: (n+k)X„+k^nX„+kXk-, '' 
(4) V/Î, w £ N + : n^m=>hX„^mX m . ' 
D e plus, l'application: n—Xn est sous-multiplicative: 
L e m m e 4. Vk,n£N^: Xllk^X„Xk. 
P r e u v e . Soit (Wj)ls¡JSnk un «fc-uple de blocs consécutifs disjoints sur (xn). 
Pour chaque id {1, . . . , «}, on pose 
(i— I)t<já/ft 
Et • • • • : - • • 
nk n 
I 2 wJ\ = \2Wi\ = NK sup \W,I S nXnkXk sup \WJ\. j=i i=i laian îmjsnk 
Ce qui entraîne bien : Xnk^Xn • Xk. 
R e m a r q u e . D e ce lemme, on déduit que (;cn) est 5 - c o n v e x e sur des blocs si 
et seulement si X„ — 0. 
L e m m e 5. Si XN = 1JN 1 / P ' pour un entier N> 1 et un réel p' dans [1, +°°[ 
alors (xn) est q-Hilbertienne sur des blocs pour tout q<p, où p est défini par \/p + 
+ 1 lp'=\. 
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P r e u v e . Soit g (avec g-^p) et soient . . . , H>, des blocs consécutifs dis-
joints sur (x„). On pose : 
N , Ak = n: 




Nk + 1 
Soit \Ak\ le cardinal de Ak. On a : 
(2 k l « ) 1 " M 2 K I T ^ № ' 1 ) f t i ¡ÇA* JV 
1/« 
Nk 
(2 k l « ) 1 " 
D'où: \Ak\sNk+1. Et | / 4 i J A U J : g A r ' + % t + i ë j V * + 1 ( A A r ) ' i + 1 (par la proposi t ion 6. 
(4) et le lemme 4). Mais on a aussi : 
+.«, - , ( 2 k l * ) 1 " w d + i j v - c t + i w 
\2 H ^ 2 2 H ^ 2 ' N k / q g 2 77Ï75 ( 2 k l 4 ) 1 " * i 4 = 0 ÏPA. lc= 0 JV " i = 0 JV " i 
1 2 ^ 1 k l 4 ) 1 ' 4 -
Ce qui achève la démonstration puisque on a alors pour tout <76 S 
l ^ f l . w . l â C s u p H C Z k l 4 ) -
Terminons la démonstration du théorème 9: d'après la remarque qui suit le l emme 4, 
(x„) est 5 - convexe siu" des blocs si et seulement si A„—-0, d o n c si, et seulement si, 
il existe un réel p' tel que ?.N=l ¡N l lP' pour u n entier 1. On applique le 
lemme 5 et o n obtient le résultat annoncé. On peut aussi montrer la 
P r o p o s i t i o n 7. Les propriétés suivantes sont éguivalentes: 
(1) (JC„) est B-convexe sur des blocs. 
(2) VA fini, F ne contient pas de /* X-uniformément sur des blocs de (x„). 
(3) 3 A > 1 , F ne contient pas de X-uniformément sur des blocs de (xn). 
Cette dernière assertion revient à dire que l 1 n'est pas Animent représenté en 
blocs dans (*„). 
R e m a r q u e s . 1) Si F est 5 -convexe , alors (xn) est -S-convexe sur des blocs, 
mais c 0 n'est pas -fi-convexe et sa base canonique est 5 - c o n v e x e sur des blocs. 
2) ( x „ ) est J3-convexe sur des blocs dans F si et seulement si (e„) est 5 - c o n v e x e 
sur des blocs dans J\ mais F 5 -convexe n'implique pas J B-comexe (considérer 
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: On rencontre souvent dans différentes branches des mathématiques la méthode 
de « linéarisation ». Cela signifie que, étant donné une structure mathématique quel-
conque, on lui associe une structuré linéaire en termes duquel on peut formuler 
d'intéressantes propriétés pour la structure initiale. Ceci nous permet d'utiliser les 
résultats les plus profonds de l'analyse fonctionnelle pour la solution de certains 
problèmes non linéaires. • -
D a n s ce qui suit nous allons introduire un type d'ortholattis, dits linéarisables, 
auxquels: nous pouvons appliquer la méthode de « linéarisation » au sens général 
esquissé ci-dessus. 
N o u s n'avons pas l'intention de donner ici un exposé complet de la théorie 
des órtholattis linéarisables. N o u s définissons seulement les notions les plus élé-
mentaires, ensuite nous examinons la question de leur caractérisation algébrique. 
. Tout d'abord, nous faisons quelques1 remarques sur la terminologie. 
: Si L est un ortholattis quelconque, par L* désignons l'ensemble' de "toutes les 
fonctions p de L dans, l'intervalle [ 0 , 1 ] vérifiant les axiomes suivants : " 
(E|) p ( l ) = l , où par 1 on note le plus grand élément de L. 
(En) Pour tout système fini orthogonal ( e , ) K i d'éléments de L soit p(\J e,) = 
. .'••• v 
Les éléments de L* seront appelés états sur L; cette dénomination est motivée 
par les applications de la théorie des ortholattis en physique mathématique. 
N o u s dirons qu'un ortholattis L est séparé si l'ensemble L* sépare les points 
de L, c'est-à-dire pour tous e,f£L, e^f il existe p£L*, tel que p(é)9 ip(f). Il 
est facile dë voir qu'iin ortholattis séparé est nécessairement orthomódulaire, mais 
Reçu le 24 juin, 1983. 
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en général la réciproque n'est pas vraie. Par ailleurs, presque tous les ortholattis 
qu'on rencontre dans les applications sont séparés. 
D é f i n i t i o n . On dira que l'ortholattis séparé L est linéarisable s'il existe un 
espace normé réel E et une application w: L-~E, tels que 
(OLi) w est additive, c'est-à-dire pour e,f£L, e±f on a W ( E V / ) = H > ( E ) + v f ( / ) ; 
(OLn) sup {x{w(e))\t^E', ! M | s l , T o w e £ * } = | | H > ( e ) | | = l pour tout eÇL, e^O, où 
par 0 o n désigne le plus petit élément de L et E' est le dual topologique de l 'espace 
normé E ; 
(OLm) pour tout p£L* il existe une fonct ionnel le linéaire T sur E, telle q u e 
p—xow et | | r | l s l . 
Si (E, w) est une couple satisfaisant aux ax iomes (OL,), (OLn) e t (OLm). 
on dira qu'elle est une linéarisation de L. 
Par la suite nous donnerons une caractérisation purement algébrique des ortho-
lattis linéarisables. Pour le moment occupons-nous de leurs propriétés plus s imples . 
Si L est un ortholattis linéarisable et (E, w) est une linéarisation de L , alors 
l'application w est injective. En effet, s i e,f£L, w(e)=w(f), alors pour toute fonc -
tionnelle linéaire t sur E o n a T(W(C))=T(H ' ( / ) ) , d 'où compte tenu de (OLm) o n 
déduit que p(é)=p(f) pour tout p£L*; mais alors e=f, car l'ortholattis L est 
séparé. 
D'autre part, en désignant par E0 le complété du sous-espace normé de E engendré 
par l' image de w, on voit aisément que la couple (E0, w) est également u n e linéarisa-
t ion de L. Ceci montre que nous aurions p u énoncer la définition des ortholattis 
linéarisables admettant l'espace normé E comple t et l 'ensemble w(L) total dans 
l 'espace de Banach E. . 
Soit L un ortholattis linéarisable quelconque. Posons une linéarisation ( E , w) 
d e L admettant que E soi t complet et l 'ensemble w(L) soi t total dans E. D é s i g n o n s 
par E' l'espace, dual topologique de E et définissons l'ensemble 
Il est clair que K est un sous-ensemble convexe dans l'espace vectoriel réel E', de 
plus il est faiblement compact. En effet, on vérifie sans peine que K est faiblement 
fermé et contenu dans la boule unité de E' qui est faiblement compact . Considérons 
maintenant l'application 
( 1 ) K — L*\ T>—TOTV. 
Cette application est bijective; en effet, elle est injective car l 'ensemble w(L) est 
total dans E, d'autre part de l 'axiome (OL,u ) il découle qu'elle est surjective. Par 
ailleurs, il est évident que L* peut être considéré c o m m e un ensemble convexe dans 
l 'espace vectoriel produit R1- et d'après le théorème de Tikhonov il est compact 
pour la topologie produite de RL . Celâ 'étant, dans la suite nous considérerons 
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l'ensemble des" états L* c o m m e un ensemble convexe compact dont le structure 
est induite par celle d'espace localement convexe produit RL . Or, il est évident que 
l'application (1) est un homéonïorphisme entre les espaces topologiques com-
pacts K et L*, conservant tous les combinaisons convexes finies. Ceci montre 
qu'on peut identifier entre eux les ensembles convexes compacts K et L*. Plus 
loin nous fairons usage de ce résultat. 
Remarquons que nous avons de nombreux exemples pour des ortholattis liné-
arisables. D a n s la suite nous verrons que l'ortholattis de projecteurs d'une 
C*-algèbre de Baer (cf. [1], 1.3) est linéarisable. Par conséquent, tous les ortholattis 
de von N e u m a n n (en particulier: tous les ortholattis hilbertiens) sont linéarisables. 
Il en est de même pour les ortholattis boréliens des espaces topologiques séparés. 
Plus loin nous verrons que tout Ortholattis distributif est linéarisable. 
H . Deux lemmes 
D a n s ce numéro nous prouvons deux lemmes nécessaires pour la suite. D'abord 
introduisons quelques notations. 
Si X est un ensemble, par 1A- désignons l'application associant à tout élément 
de X le nombre 1. 
Étant donné un espace topologique compact X, on désigne par C(X; R) l'espace 
vectoriel réel des applications numériques continues définies dans X muni de la struc-
ture définie par la sup-norme. 
Soit K un ensemble convexe compact dans l'espace vectoriel topologique réel 
X. Dés ignons par A(K\ R) le sous-espace vectoriel de C(À";R) dont les é léments 
conservent toutes les combinaisons convexes finies d'éléments de K. Si a est une 
fonctionnelle linéaire continue sur X, alors (p+.l\x)\KÇ_A(K-, R) pour t o u t A£R. 
A noter que A ( K ; R) est un sous-espace vectoriel fermé de l'espace de Banach 
C(K; R).-••••••• 
L e m m e 1. Soient K un ensemble convexe compact dans l'espace localement 
convexe réel séparé X et S un sous-espace vectoriel de C(K; R), tel que SaA(K', R) 
et Munissons S de la structure d'espace normé induit par celle de C(K; R). 
Alors, pour toute fonctionnelle linéaire ¡.i sur S les propositions suivantes sont équiva-
lentes: 
(a) Il existe pÇ_K tel que pour la; mesure de Radon èp concentrée en le point p 
soit ôp\e=p. 
(b) i N = K i K ) = i -
D é m ç n s t r a t i o n . .11 est évident que (a) entraîne (b ) . ,Pour établir l'implica-
tion ïnvërse, prenons aine fonctionnel le linéaire ¡.i suie S vérifiant (b). D'après le 
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théorème de Hahn—Banach il existe une fonctionnelle linéaire fi sur C(K; R ) pro-
longeant /i et ayant la même norme. Or, fi(\K)=n(lK)= 1 = ||//|| = ||/ï||, donc un résultat 
bien connu dans la théorie de la mesure nous dit que la mesure de R a d o n fi sur l'espacé 
compact K est positive (cf. [4], Ch. V, § 5, n°5, prop. 9). Par suite, de la convexi té 
de K il découle qu'on peut prendre le barycentre de la mesure fi; c'est-à-dire le 
point p d K bien déterminé par la condition suivante: pour toute fonct ionnel le 
linéaire continue a sur l'espace localement convexe I o n a 
°(P) = f<r(p')dfi(p') 
K 
(cf. [4], Ch. IV, § 7, n° l , cor. de la prop. 1). 
Prouvons maintenant que ô p \ t = f i . Soit <p€<f arbitraire. En appliquant u n 
résultat de Mokobodzk i (cf. [3], Ch. XI, § 1, T6) on obtient l'existence d 'une suite 
de fonctionnelles linéaires continues ( a n ) n i N sur X et d'une suite numérique (¿„ ) n € N , 
telles que la suite des fonctions (2„ +<7„)n€N converge vers <p uniformément sur K. 
Par la définition du point p on a 
j{K+°n(p'))dïx(p') = K+an(p) 
K 
pour tout n € N , donc 
<5pU(<P) = <p(p) = lim (¡>-„+ff„(p)) = lim /().„lx+a„)dfi = co n — oo ^ 
= J lim (A„ + c r ^ p ^ d f i i p ' ) = f<pdfi = fiW) = p(<p). 
K B"*CO K 
Celà achève la démonstration du lemme. 
L e m m e 2. Soient K un ensemble convexe compact dans un espace vectoriel 
topologique réel séparé et (cp^çf un système fini de A {K\ R) , tel que 
. (i) M = 1 ( i € / ) et (ii) 2 W ^ l . 
où || • || désigne la norme d'espace de Banach C(K; R) . Alors, pour tout système 
(AJ^ÇR' on a 
112 M b le / 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . Si p£K, alors 
< ? - ) ( S (max 2 \<Pi(P)\ = m a * donc | | 2 M I - max |Af|. . iç/ 't* ta : "iç/ " «€' 
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Réciproquement, choisissons un indexe kdI arbitraire. Alors, de (i) il découle que 
sup \<pk(p)|=: ||ÎP»|| = 1, ainsi en vertu du théorème de Weierstrass il existe pkdK, 
PtK 
tel que \<pk(pO\ — Mais alors (ii) entraîne que pour tout i£l: \(p¡(pk)\=Slk, 
par suite 
k l = \2*i<Pi(Pk)\ s | | 2 ¿Ml donc max |A*| ^ | | 2 
iíl ¡íl * f c í i=/ 
III. Caractérisation des ortholattis linéarisables 
On sait qu'un sous-ortholattis B de l'ortholattis L est un sous-ensemble de L 
contenant 1, tel que pour tous e,f£B o n a e/\fLdB; munit de la structure induite 
par celle de L, B se transforme en un ortholattis. 
Rappelons qu'un orthohomomorphisme d'un ortholattis B dans un autre L 
est une application u de B dans L satisfaisant aux condit ions suivantes : 
t / ( l ) = 1 , «(cJ-) = u{eMf) = « ( e ) V « ( / ) (e,fdL). 
D a n s ce numéro nous étudierons la question suivante. Soit L un ortholattis 
séparé. A quelles condit ions supplémentaires doit satisfaire la structure d e L, pour 
que l'ortholattis L soit linéarisable? En d'autres termes, comment caractériser les 
ortholattis linéarisables parmi tous les ortholattis séparés? Telle caractérisation est 
donnée par le théorème suivant. 
T h é o r è m e . Si L est un ortholattis séparé, les propositions suivantes sont équiva-
lentes: 
(a) Pour tout edL, e^O il existe pdL*, tel que p(e)= 1. 
(a') Pour tout e£L, e^O on a sup p(e)= 1. 
p€t* 
(b) L est linéarisable. 
(c) Pour tous les sous-ortHolattis distributifs B de L et pdB* il existe pdL* 
prolongeant p à L tout entier. 
(c') Si B est un ortholattis distribut i f , u: B-*L un orthohomomorphisme, 
pdB* et 
{bdB | u(b) = 0 } c {bdB | p(b) = 0}, 
alors il existe pdL* mettant le diagramme suivant commutât if: 
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D é m o n s t r a t i o n . N o u s avons vu que l 'ensemble L* est un convexe compact 
dans l'espace localement convexe produit . RL . Si e£L, l 'application R ; 
p^p{é) est continue pour la topologie de L*, ainsi de la compacité de L* il s'ensuit 
que (â')=Kà); c'est-à-dire les proposit ions (a) et (a') sont équivalentes. 
D'autre part, (ç) entraîne (c'). En effet, si les hypothèses de (c') sont vérifiées, 
l'ensemble u(B) est u n sous-brtholattis distributif de L et il existe une application 
p0: [0, 1] et une seule, telle que p0ou=:p. Il est clair que p0£(u(B))*, ainsi 
en supposant (c) on déduit l'existence d'un pÇ_L*, tel que р | и ( й ) =/> 0 ; c'est-à-dire 
p o u = p . Ceci montre:qiie les propositions (c) et (c') sont équivalentes. 
On vérifie sans peine que (c)=>(a). En effet, prenant un eÇL, e^O on définit 
В c o m m e le sous-ortholattis de L engendré par l'ensemble {e}. Or, B= { 0 , 1 , e, e x } , 
donc В est distributif et il résulte de (c) que l'état p sur В défini par les équations : 
p(e):=l, pie-):— 0 a un prolongement p£L* sur L tout entier. Alors p(e)= 1, 
d o n c (c) entraîne (a). 
Pour la démonstration de (a')=>-(b), définissons l'application w: L-~C(L*; R ) ; 
e>-^(p>-*p(e)). Soit E le sous-espace vectoriel de C(L*; R) engendré par l 'ensemble 
w(L). Alors la couple ( £ , iv) est l 'une des linéarisations de L. En effet, d e l 'axiome 
(E,) découle (OL,). Si p£L* alors désignant par zp la restriction sur E d e l'applica-
tion C{L*\ R )—R; q>i-»(p(;p), on définit une fonctionnelle linéaire sur E, telle que 
RTJ-sS 1- et T p o w = p Ç . L * , donc (OL m ) est vrai. .Enfin, pour tout EÇL, e^O on a 
sup p(e) = ' [|w(e)|| fe s u p { r ( w ( e ) ) | х£Е', | |т| S i , x о 
p(.L* 
Ш sup {тДуКе)) | />€£*} = s u p / j ( e ) , 
pÇL* .-,. 
donc (a') entraîne (OL,,).. ' -, 
Ainsi, il nous reste à prouver l'implication (b).=>(c). Soit L un ortholattis ;liné-
arisable et soit (E, w) une linéarisation de: L. Admettons que E est complet et 
vf(L) est total dans E. Soient В un sous-ortholattis distributif de L et p £ B * arbitraire. 
Désignons par E ' lè dùal topologiqué de l'espace de Banach E et définissons l 'ensemble 
K:= {t£E' | xoyvÇL*, | |T | |^1}. N o u s avons vu que AT est un sous-ensemble c o n -
vexe, faiblement compact dé E ' et que l'application K-*L*; т>-<-т о w est un h a m é o -
morphisme affine entre les ensembles convexes compacts К et L*. Pour tout e£L 
soit ê: K-R; i^t(w(e)). Alors êÇÂ(K; R) (e^L) et l'application L-*A(K; R ) ; 
e>->ê est bien injective, car l'ortholattis L est séparé. D'autre part,, si ..x£K,". alors 
то w£L* entraîne que î (т) := т (iv ( 1 ) ) = ( т о w)(l) = 1, c'est-à-dire î = 1 K . Soient 
L:={ê\eÇL} et Ê:~ {ê \ e£B}. Dés ignons par ê le sous-espace vectoriel normé 
de l'espace de Banach C(K; R) engendré par l'ensemble L. Puisque l 'application 
е ь - ê est injective, il existe une application p : i?—[0, 1] et une seule, telle que 
p(ê)=p(e) (eÇB). 
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En conclusion, nous avons un espace normé réel S, un sous-ensemble B de 
S et une application fi: Ê-*R. Nous allons montrer qu'il existe une fonc-
tionnelle linéaire jt sur telle que n\B=p et | | / i | | ë l . Conformément à la résolu-
tion générale du problème des moments, pour l'existence de telle fonctionnelle 
linéaire il faut et il suffit que pour tous systèmes finis (e,)ier et (A;);e/ de B et R, respec-
tivement, soit 
¡il »€/ 
où par || || on désigne la norme de S qui est égale à la sup-norme. 
Donc, soit (e^g/ un système fini d'éléments de B, tel que e ^ O ( /£ / ) . Il résulte 
delà distributivité de B et du théorème de représentation de Stone qu'on peut traiter 
B comme une algèbre d'ensembles. Il s'ensuit l'existence d'un système fini ortho-
gonal ( f j ) j i j d'éléments de B, tel que pour tout i£f il existe un sous-ensemble 
non vide / ; de J vérifiant l'égalité: c\= V /,-• Évidemment, on peut supposer que' 
jet, 
f j ^ o uay 
Pour tous (A ;) i e /€R f et x£K on a 
. ( 2 M ) M : = 2 Â t ( w ( e ; ) ) = Z ^ o w ) ( e i ) = V f j ) = m ai m ¡il JeJi 
= 2 ( 2 A,(tow)(/ , ) ) = Z ( Z > M » ( f i ) ) = ( 2 { 2 
«'€/ JZJi StJ iÇI JÇJ W 
jiJi 
car t oit'Ç L*, donc 
2 M = 2 ( 2 *.•)//• 
i£I jèJ > 6 / 
JiJi 
D'autre part, pour tout on a fj£A(K; R), \\fj\\ = 1 et 2 \fj\ = V 
JiJ 
Ainsi, prenant en considération le Lemme 2, on obtient aisément les inégalités sui-
vantes : 
112 = 1 1 2 ( 2 *,)fj\\ = max | 2 S I 2 ( 2 Ptfj)| = 
";e/ "JÇJ >e/ '¡e/ jus m 
JÎJ, itJ, ah 
= | 2 ( 2 Wfjt = \2hp{ V fj)\ = \2^pM\ = | 2 4 № ) | . 
•€/ JZJt itr j £ j l ai tei 
Ceci montre qu'il existe une fonctionnelle linéaire fi sur l'espace normé S, telle 
que p\Ê=p e t | | / i | | s l . On a alors / i ( l K ) = / t ( î ) = ^ ( î ) = / ? ( l ) = 1, du lemme 1, 
appliqué au sous-espace vectoriel S de il découle qu'il existe tel 
que p(cp) = (p(x) (<p£<f). Cela signifie que pour tout eÇ_B on a i(u>(e)) = :ê(z) = 
=p(ê)==p(ê)=p(e), c'est-à-dire l'état p:=xow£L* est un prolongement de p sur 
L tout entier. 
Ceci achève la démonstration du théorème. 
Appliquons ce théorème dans la démonstration de la proposition suivante.. 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 1. Soient L un ortholattis linéarisable, B un ortholattis dis tribut i f , 
u: B—L un orthohomomorphisme et pÇ_B*. Soit T un ensemble d'orthohomomor-
phismes de L dans lui-même dont les éléments sont deux-à-deux commutables et véri-
fient les équations: a o w = h (açr). Alors les propositions suivantes sont équivalentes: 
(a) Il existe un état p sur L invariant par rapport à T (c'est-à-dire poot=p pour 
tout a g r j , tel que p=pou. 
(b) Pour tout b£B, «(¿>)=0 entraîne p(b)=0. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . De toute évidence (a)=>(b), donc on doit prouver (b)=>(a). 
Le théorème précédent entraîne que l'ensemble' K:={pÇ.L* \p—pou} n'est pas 
vide. Désignons par X l'espace vectoriel topologique réel séparé, dont l'espace 
vectoriel sous-jacent est l'espace produit R l et dont la topologie est égale à la topo-
logie produite. Il est aisé de voir que K est un sous-ensemble convexe compact 
de X. Pour tout aÇ.r on désigne par â l'application de X dans lui-même qui fait 
correspondre à tout cp£X l'application (poix. Il est clair que pour tout aÇT 
la fonction (S est une application linéaire continue sur l'espace localement convexe 
X. D'autre part, les éléments de l'ensemble d'opérateurs {â | a Ç f } sont deux-à-deux 
commutables. D'après le théorème de MARKOV—KAKUTANI (cf. [2], Ch. II, § 4, 
Application) on obtient qu'il existe p£K, tel que p—â(p)=poa pour tout aÇT, 
et l'état p ainsi obtenu est bien l'état cherché. 
Pour conclure, nous indiquerons deux classes importantes des ortholattis 
linéarisables. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. (a) Tout ortholattis distributif B est linéarisable. 
(b) Si A est une C*-algèbre de Baer, l'ortholattis L(A) de projecteurs de A est 
linéarisable. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n , (a) Soit B un ortholattis distributif arbitraire. En vertu du 
théorème de représentation de Stone il existe un ensemble Q et une algèbre 
d'ensembles SU dans Q, tels que les ortholattis B et âS sont orthoisomorphes. Soit 
u: B~38 un orthoisomorphisme entre B et SS. Pour tout coÇÎ2 définissons 
l'application Dm de la manière suivante: 
r l , coÇ.u(b), 
Da: B - { 0 , 1 } ; ) ' ' 
10, ajf«(f>). 
On en déduit sans peine que pour tout a>£ Q l'application Da est un état sur B. 
Si e,f£B, e^f, alors ( u ( e ) \ u ( / ) ) U ( w ( f ) \ u ( < ? ) ) ^ 0 et choisissant un élément 
<o arbitraire de cet ensemble, on voit que Dlû(e)7 iDl0(f); c'est-à-dire l'ortholattis 
B est séparé. 
D'autre part, si e£B, e^0, alors u(e)^0 et pour tout œÇu(é) on a £>tû(e)=l. 
D'après le Théorème ceci montre que B est linéarisable. 
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(b) Soit A une C*-algébre de Baer. On désigne par L(A) l 'ortholattis des pro-
jecteurs de A. Remarquons d'abord que si x est une fonctionnelle linéaire posit ive 
sur A, T;¿0, alors l'application pz:= (T/||T[|)|L(A) est un état sur L(A). 
Si e,f£L(A), e^f, alors d'après le théorème de Hahn—Banach il existe une 
fonctionnelle linéaire continue x sur A, telle que x(e)^x(f). On sait que toute 
fonctionnelle linéaire continue sur A peut être écrite sous la forme d'une combinaison 
C-linéaire de fonctionnelles linéaires posit ives (cf. [5], C*-algèbres, § 2, 2.6.4), ainsi 
on peut supposer que x est positive. D a n s ce cas on a T ^ O et pr(é)?£pz(f); c'est-à-
dire l'ortholattis L(A) est séparé. 
D'autre part, si eÇ.L(A) et e^O, alors il existe une fonctionnel le linéaire 
positive R sur A, telle que ||T|| = 1 et T (e) 1 / 2 =| |e | | = l (cf. [6], Theorem 12.39). 
Mais alors pt(é)=x(é)=l et d'après le Théorème, l'ortholattis L(A) est linéar-
isable. 
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On tightness of random sequences 
WINFRIED STUTE 
Let (£„)„ be a sequence of random elements in a complete separable metric 
space (X, d), defined on some probability space (Q, j r f , P) . In many situations, 
particularly in statistical large sample theory, it is required to show that the laws 
Hf(Çn), n ê l , converge weakly to some specified (Borel) measure pi. For this a 
general device is to guarantee that i f (c„) , n ^ l , has at least one cluster point 
and, in . a second step, that there is at most one of such points. While uniqueness 
may be shown by applying general methods for identifying weak limits (cf. BIL-
LINGSLEY [1]), the existence part usually takes account of Prohorov's theorem. 
Accordingly, it remains to prove that n ^ l , is uniformly tight: 
(1) for given there exists some compact subset KB of X such that 
P ( A L L H Ê I : • 
Apart from stochastic arguments, to find such a K g , one has to characterize 
the (relatively) compact subsets of X. This might cause some difficulties due to 
the fact that such a description needs a far reaching investigation of the topology 
induced by d. In many cases, however, there exists a (closed) subspace X0 of X 
such that 
(2) the £„'s, as concentrate more and more on Zq, so that a possible 
limit distribution is supported by Xa. 
(3) the relative topology induced on X0 admits a simpler characterization of 
compactness. 
An important example we have in mind is the space X=D[0, 1] of right-
continuous functions on [0, 1] with left-hand limits, endowed with thé Skorohod 
topology (cf. BILLINGSLEY [1] ) . The class of processes with paths in D contains 
appropriate versions of partial sum, empirical and quantile processes. In each case 
the limit process may be chosen so as to have continuous paths, i.e. we may take 
X 0 = C [ 0 , 1 ] , the space of continuous functions on [0,1]. As a matter of fact the 
Skorohod topology on C coincides with the topology of uniform convergence. 
Received August 29, 1983. 
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T h u s a characterization o f compactness in X0 is obtained from the classical Arze la— 
Ascol i Theorem. Identification o f the limit o f course relies on the convergence o f 
the finite dimensional distributions. 
In this paper a simple method for proving tightness is proposed which is based 
o n appropriate X0-valued transformations e > 0 , o f n s l . 
P r o p o s i t i o n l . Assume that, for each e > 0 , Tc: X—X0 is a measurable trans-
formation such that 
(4) T e ( U , « S i , is tight in (X0, d) for each e > 0 , 
(5) lim lim sup P(d(Tc(U> 0 for all r, > 0 . e—0 n-+ao 
Then £„, « s i , is tight in (X, d), and each cluster point fx of &(£„), " S i , 
satisfies i i ( X 0 } = l . 
P r o o f . Fix some 0. By (4) we have, given e » 0 , 
P { T M n ) i M " ) ^ r i for all « s i 
for some finite M=M(t],e)czX0, where M"={x£X: d(x, M ) < t j } is the o p e n 
»/-neighborhood o f M in X. F o r small enough e > 0 (5) implies 
P ( i „ i M 2 ' ) s 2 t , for all « S «„(,,). 
Since . . . , ¿¡„ ! are tight in (X, d), we may find some finite M0(tj)=M0r>M 
in X such that 
P ( U ^ S 2 ( ; for all n S 1. 
F o r K„ we may then take the closure of the set f ) M f " . T o s h o w that each 
cluster point n is supported by X0, assume w.l .o .g. that & ( £ „ ) —n weakly . 
Since X0 is closed, X$\X0 as t]iQ. Hence it remains to prove ft(XH)=l. 
A s is well known, the set o f t/'s for which X* has a /t-null boundary forms a dense 
set in (0, °o). Hence it suffices to consider only such jj'S. In this case 
fi(XS) = lim F(Z n €X3) . 
That the right-hand side equals one n o w easily fo l lows from (5) and the fact that 
T t(Z„)£Xo for all e > 0 . 
Let us show the usefulness o f our approach by giving a straightforward proof 
o f the fol lowing important result (cf. BILLINGSLEY [1], Theorem 15.5). 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. Let !;„, « s i , be a random sequence in D[0; 1] such that 
(6) for each Q > 0 there exists some finite a > 0 such that 
P ( I U 0 ) | s a ) s e for all « s i . 
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(7) for all r\, ¡>>0 there exists some 0 < < 5 < 1 such that for all n S n o ( f | , Q) 
P( sup |U0-S„(s)l 
\t-s\sS 
Then£n, n s l , istightin (£)[0, 1], d), and each cluster point fx satisfies p(C[ 0 , 1 ] ) = 1 . 
P r o o f . For /££>[0 , 1], put / ( 0 = / ( l ) for / > 1 and / ( 0 = / ( 0 ) for 0. 
Let K be a smooth nonnegative kernel function on the real line, integrating to o n e 
and vanishing outside some bounded interval. Put 
Tf(t) = / ( / ) = J f ( x ) K ( t - x ) dx = J f ( t - y ) K ( y ) dy, OS/S 1. 
Obviously, / € C [ 0 , 1 ] . If sup | / ( 0 ~ / ( s ) H we have for • . 
1 / ( 0 - / ( 5 ) 1 s / \ f ( t ~ y ) - f ( s - y ) \ K ( y ) d y <T)f K(y) dy = 
i.e. sup \f(t)—f(s)\-<T) whenever sup \f(t)—f(s)\<t]. Furthermore, if 
U-stSS | l - s | = i i 
| / ( 0 ) | < a and sup |/(0—/Cs)|-=»7, we obtain 
fl/fl = sup | / ( S ) | < a + » j / 5 = & < ~ 
OSsSl 
and thus | / ( 0 ) | S | | / | | <¿7. It fo l lows from (6) and (7) and the Arzela—Ascol i T h e o -
rem that T(£„), MS 1, i s t i g h t i n C [ 0 , 1 ] . 
N o w , w e may let K depend o n s in such a way that the degree o f smooth ing 
decreases as e—0. T o be specific, let 
K(x) = Kc(x) = e^K0(x/B), 
where K 0 is a preassigned probability kernel vanishing outside some finite interval, 
say [ — 1,1] . Define 
7U/)(0 = e - i f f ( x ) K 0 { ( t - x ) / e ) d x . 
We already know that r e ( 0 , n s 1, i s t i g h t i n C [ 0 , 1 ] for each e > 0 . Further-
more, 
/ ( 0 - / ( 0 = / i f ( t - y ) - f ( t ) ] K ( y ) d y , 
suppOO 
whence 
sup 1 / ( 0 - / ( 0 ! ^ sup \ f ( t - y ) - f ( t ) \ . 
OSFSL QS1S1 
y€supp(JT) 
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¥OTK=KC, we haVe supp ( - K ) c [ - s , e] and thus sup \ f ( t ) - f ( t ) \ < R ] whenever 
o s r s x 
sup l / ( 0 - / ( i ) l < ' ? - Observe that d { f j ) ^ sup | / ( i ) ~ / ( 0 l a n d conclude that 
| r - s | s e Ostsl 
for e ^ S 
. p(d(Tc(U, Q »oil, e).. 
This shows. (5) and completes the proof of the proposition. 
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The book is written in a very clear and enjoyable style and can serve as an excellent text-
book for an advanced graduate course. It contains many exercises and detailed historical comments 
as well. 
Z. I. Szabd (Szeged) 
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M. Berger—P. Pansu—J. P. Berry—X. Saint-Raymond, Problems in Geometry (Problem 
Books in Mathematics), VIII+ 266 pages, Springer-Verlag, New York—Berlin—Heidelberg— 
Tokyo, 1984. 
Only very few problem books are available for teaching geometry, so all such collections 
give great pleasure for teachers, especially those as excellent as the present one. Most of the problems 
contained in the volume are chosen from the book Geometry by Marcel Berger. 
The problems cover a very large scale of geometry such as tillings, affine spaces, projective 
spaces, euclidean vector spaces, triangles, spheres, circles, convex sets, polytopes, quadrics, conics, 
elliptic and hyperbolic geometry. The book is divided into three parts. The first part is devoted to 
a summary of the notions, the second one contains the suggestions and hints and the third one 
provides the solutions. 
The volume is of interest to students as well as to secondary school teachers. 
Z. I. Szabó (Szeged) 
Bifurcation Theory and Applications, Montecatini, Italy, 1983. Edited by L. Salvadori (Lecture 
Notes in Mathematics, 1057), VI4- 233 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New Y o r k -
Tokyo, 1984. 
Undoubtedly, bifurcation theory is one of the central topics of the modern theory of dif-
ferential equations. This is shown also by the great number of monographs and textbooks published 
nowadays on this topic — some of them were reviewed in these Acta, too. 
These lecture notes contain the subject-matter of an international summer course held at 
Montecatini, Italy, June 24—July 2, 1983, organized by the Centro Internationale Mathematico 
Estivo (C. I. M. E.) Foundation. The main lecturers were outstanding experts in the field: S. Busen-
berg, Bifurcation phenomena in Biomatematics; I. J. Duistermaat, Bifurcation of periodic solu-
tions near equilibrium points of Hamiltonian systems; J. K. Hale, Introduction to dynamic bifurca-
tion; G. Iooss, Bifurcation and transition to turbulence in Hydrodynamics. 
The two common characteristic features of the lectures were: stressing the importance of 
the connections between stability and bifurcation problems, and showing the role of bifurca-
tion theory in approaching the analysis of natural phynomena. Take just a simple problem as a 
foretaste. Many models in the theory of epidemics lead to systems of parametrized nonlinear ordinary 
differential equations. A threshold value Oo of the parameter a is sought for such that if aSoc0, 
then the identically zero function is the only stable non-negative solution, while if a=-a0 , a non-
trivial stable positive solution exists. This solution can be identified with the persistence of an endemic 
level disease. 
L. Hatvani (Szeged) 
R. Bott—L. W. To, Differential Forms in Algebraic Topology (Graduate Texts in Mathe-
matics, 82), XII + 331 pages, Springer-Verlag, New York—Heidelberg—Berlin, 1982. 
Although there are many textbooks in algebraic topology, only a few of them can present 
the intuitive foundations of this very far developed theory. This excellent book concentrates the 
attention of the reader on smooth topology and thus can give a treatment of some very intuitive 
and geometric fundamental questions of this theory. Only a good knowledge of linear algebra, 
advanced calculus and general topology is assumed but some acquaintance with simplicial com-
plexes, differential geometry and homotopy groups can be helpful. Chapter I starts with a rapid 
introduction to the Grassmann calculus of exterior differential forms on manifolds. There is given 
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the "computable" definition of de Rham «¡homology theory, the treatment, of Poincaré duality 
and its various extensions; such as the Thorn isomorphism. Ghapter II is devoted to the study 
of the Cech-de Rham complex using the techniques of spectral sequences as an extension of the 
Mayer—Vietoris principle. There is a detailed discussion of the topology of sphere bundles. In 
Chapter III the spectral sequences are treated- in a more formal manner. There is given a review 
of homotopy theory before the discussion of the application of spectral sequences to this theory. 
In Chapter IV an introduction to characteristic classes is presented. The self-contained treat-
ment of Chern and Pontrjagin classes is illustrated with interesting computations of concrete exam-
ples and applications. Lastly, the geometry of the universal bundle is discussed. 
This very nice book is intended "to open some of the doors to the formidable edifice of modern 
algebraic topology". It can be highly recommended to everybody who is interested in algebraic or 
differential topology. 
Péter T. Nagy (Szeged) 
D. Bump, Autumorphic Forms on GL (3, R) (Lecture Notes in Mathematics, 1083), X I + 184 
pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York—Tokyo. 
The book is a useful professional reading for researchers arid students with special interests 
in the theory of automorphic forms on reductive Lie groups or in analytic number theory. The 
special importance of general linear groups on this field is based upon their natural connection 
with ¿-series associated with general automorphic forms. Although the theory concerning 
automorphic forms on GL(2) can be viewed as classical, our knowledge about the case of GL(n) 
is still quite lacunary because, as the author remarks, most principal questions e.g. the theory 
of Ramanujan sums, the coefficients arising from the Hecke algebra, the Whittaker functions 
.and Eisenstein series, become.. much richer when passing to GL(3), moreover they 
only . begin to show their full ramification on GL{3).. Since, the last decade there 
has been a considerable development in the theory of automorphic forms on GL(3) due to Jacquet, 
Piatetski—Shapiro, Shalika, Kostant, Goldfeld, Friedberg, Shintani, Terras, Vinogradov, Thakhta-
dzyan, Imai, Goodman, Wallach and the.authpr. The book provides a well-arranged and relatively 
self-contained unified approach. to their works in the mentioned directions with an introductory 
survey of the classical 2-dimensional case for motivation. It should also be mentioned that mainly 
complete proofs are given almost free of representation theory and emphasizing the computational 
aspects, furthermore the book includes new results, too. 
• • • • . . , - . • L. L. Stachó (Szeged) 
B. Chandler—W. Magnus, Combinatorial Group Theory: A Case Study of the History of Ideas 
(Studies ih the History of Mathematics and Physical Scicnces, 9), VIU+ 234 pages, Springer-Verlag, 
New York—Heidelberg—Berlin, 1982. 
To give a complete definition of combinatorial group theory is not an easy task. As a first 
approach it may be characterized as the theory of groups which are given by generators and defining 
-relations or, as we would say today, by a presentation. The 1882 paper of W. von :Dyck is the first 
•one in which generators and defining relations are not only introduced as.new concepts, but are 
also used effectively for mathematical research, but it is highly probable, that the germs of these 
ideas can be traced back to.earlier authors. Nevertheless, we can state, that Dyck's paper was the 
initial.point of this, theory.. 
. Starting with a report on Dyck's paper mentioned above, the book describes the unfolding 
•of combinatorial group theory.. On the basis of the nature of research in this field the authors dis-
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tinguish two periods. Part I of the book covers the period from 1882 to 1918, and Part II from 
1918 to 1945, but this second part contains some outlook to the contemporary research, too. 
Parti , The Begining of Combinatorial Group Theory contains the following main topics: 
Dyck's group-theoretical studies, the theory of discontinuous groups, the fundamental groups of 
topological spaces, precursors of later developments (arithmetically defined linear groups of higher 
dimensions, geometrical constructions, braid groups, finite groups etc.). 
Part II, The Emergence of Combinatorial Group Theory as an Independent Field, deals with 
the developments during the period from 1918 to 1945. This period starts with a paper of J. Nielson 
in which problems of combinatorial group theory were investigated and solved which do not show 
an obvious dependence on problems in topology or in other fields. From this time, although it had 
not ceased to have its original stimulating effects, the field began to develop its own problems and 
its own methods. 
For the period from 1918 to 1937 the authors selected seven topics which they considered to 
be the most important contributions to the field. These are the following: free groups and their 
authomorphisms, the Reidemeister—Schreier method, free products and free products with amalgam-
ations, one-relator groups, metabelian groups and related topics, commutator calculus and lower 
central series, varieties of groups (this latest topic started essentially with a 1937 paper of B. H. Neu-
mann). The arrangement of these seven topics is chronological with respect to the first papers in 
each section, but the later literature is considered as well. The subsequent chapters mostly deal with 
later developments and the impact of mathematical logic. 
In both parts some chapters are dealing not with mathematics as such, but with phenomena 
relevant to mathematical research. 
The prerequisite for Part I except Chapter 1.6 is a not too rigorous but sound knowledge 
of the fundamentals and basic terms of algebra. Especially group theory is necessary. The technical 
prerequisites for Part II are somewhat higher than those for Part I, although the definitions and 
technical terms are given. 
Lajos Klukovits (Szeged) 
Combinatorial Theory, Proceedings, Schloss Ranischholzhausen, Germany, 1982. Ed. by 
D. Jungnickel and K. Vedder (Lecture Notes in Mathematics, 969), VI+ 326 pages, Springer-Verlag, 
Berlin—Heidelberg—New York. 
This volume contains the proceedings of a conference on combinatorial theory that took 
place at Schloss Ranischholzhausen in May to mark the 375th anniversary of the Universität Giessen. 
The book is a selection of the invited lectures and the contributed talks. The 21 papers cover the 
whole range of Combinatorics. The reader can find new results on regular sets, partitioning 
problems, Dedekind numbers, optimal coverings, etc. 
The wide range yields a good overwiew of this fast developing and diverging field of mathe-
matics. 
G. Galambos (Szeged) 
R. Cooke, The Mathematics of Sonya Kovalevskaya, IX+235 pages, Springer-Verlag, New 
York—Berlin—Heidelberg—Tokyo, 1984. 
Is S. Kovalevskaya a serious mathematician of the 19th century or more of a heroine of the wo-
men's movement? At the present time there exist different opinions. In general one knows something 
about her life which was packed full of exciting events, and perhaps about the theorem of Cauchy— 
Kovalevskaya. This is insufficient to answer the above question in any direction. In.her.life famous 
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mathematicians as Hermite, Picard, Chebyshev, Mittag-LefBer, and first of all Weierstrass considered 
Kovalevskaya as one of the best mathematicians of the world. Now her role in the mathematical life 
is a little obscure. The negative comments came partly from Felix Klein. One of the problems is 
an error in Kovalevskaya's paper on the Lamé equations discovered by Volterra. One can con-
sider this mistake as a "disaster" or a starting point of further research. Choose the suitable for 
you. Another problem is that her papers are written in Weierstrass' style, therefore one can hardly 
decide how much of the work is her own. Be it as it may, again, Klein expressed great admiration 
that Kovalevskaya achieved so much in her short life. 
In this book the author focuses attention, on some important parts of the late 19th century 
mathematics. He makes us deeply acquainted with the history of problems studied by Kovalevskaya. 
This work is the first complete exposition of her mathematical work and seems to be suitable for 
developing the reader's own view about Kovalevskaya as a mathematician. 
L. Pintér (Szeged) 
C. W. Curtis, Linear Algebra (An Introductory Approach), (Undergraduate Texts in. Mathe-
matics), IX+ 337 pages, Springer-Verlag, New York—Berlin—Heidelberg—Tokyo, 1984. 
This book is the fourth edition of a textbook designed for upper division courses in linear 
algebra. It does not suppose an earlier course, so it may be useful for students. To understand 
the theoretical results, there are several examples of concrete problems in almost every sec-
tion. The author, attributes great importance to these examples, and presents not only numerical 
exercises, but theoretical ones as well. To encourage students to develop their own procedures 
for checking their work, not all the solutions are given. 
The main feature of the book is that it provides an introduction to the axiomatic methods 
of modern algebra. The first five chapters discuss basic properties of vector spaces. This is fol-
lowed by the theory of a single linear transformation. Chapter 8 deals with dual vector spaces and 
multilinear algebra. The last chapter of the theoretical part of the book discusses orthogonal and 
unitary transformations. 
The interested reader can find some applications of linear algebra in Chapter 10. Anyway, 
the survey of applications is the most useful part of the book which is a good introduction to linear 
algebra for those not having any preliminary knowledge in this field of mathematics. 
G. Galambos (Szeged) 
Differential Geometry of Submanifolds, Proceedings, Kyoto, 1984. Edited by K. Kenmotsu 
(Lecture Notes in Mathematics, 1090), VI+ 132 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New 
York—Tokyo, 1984. 
The present volume contains the text of most of the lectures presented by young Japanese 
mathematicians at the Conference on Differential Geometry of Submanifolds held at the Research 
Institute of Mathematical Sciences of Kyoto University of January 23—25, 1984. The proceedings 
include 12 papers written by the following authors: Kause A. (Estimates for Solutions of Poisson 
Equations and their Application to Submanifolds); Miyaoka R. (Taut Embeddings and Dupin 
Hypersurfaces); Adachi T., Sunada T. (Geometric Bounds for the Number of Certain Harmonic 
Mappings); Ohnita Y. (The First Standard Minimal Immersions of Compact Irreducible Sym-
metric Spaces); Takakuwa S. (A Hypersurfaces with Prescribed Mean Curvature); T. Ohsawa 
(Holomorphic Embedding of Compact S. P. C. Manifolds into Complex Manifolds as Real Hyper-
surfaces); Koiso M. (The Stability and the Gauss Map of Minimal Surfaces in R3); Kitagawa Y. 
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(Compact Homogeneous Submanifolds with Parallel Mean Curvature); Watanabe K. (Sure les 
ensembles nodaux); Mashimo K. (On Some Stable Minimal Cones in R') ; Naitoh H. (Symmetric 
Submanifolds of Compact Symmetric Spaces); Kenmotsu K. (Gauss Maps of Surfaces with Con-
stant Mean Curvature, Appendix). 
Z. I. Szabd (Szeged) 
J . Dixmier, General Topology (Undergraduate Texts in Mathematics), VII+ 140 pages, Sprin-
ger-Verlag, New York—Berlin—Heidelberg—Tokyo, 1984. 
The experienced reader curiously opens the book because to write a text on general topology 
for undergraduate students is not an easy task. Topology is the axiomatic study of the notions 
of limit and continuity. Thus, it demands a very high level of abstract thinking and gives a generous 
experience not only in the theory of real-valued functions of a real variable but in the advanced 
branches of mathematical analysis, too. The author, who is an outstanding analyst, has performed 
this not easy task excellently. The treatment is well-chosen. It is written in the general spirit of 
Bourbaki, but it is elementary and easily accessible. The, basic concepts are motivated appealingly 
to the reader's experience in elementary analysis. Already on the first pages of the book the author 
introduces the notions of the open and closed sets in metric spaces and shows their basic pro-
perties. For students this gives a good base to the definition of the abstract topological space. 
The book contains valuable discussions of some topics which are not always found in topology 
books (numerical functions, Stone—Weierstrass Theorem, normed spaces, infinite sums). 
J. L. Kelley's General Topology is generally referred to as What Every Analyst Should Know. 
The present book can be recommended as What Every Mathematician Should Know. 
L. Hatvani (Szeged) 
R. D. Driver, Why Math? (Undergraduate Texts in Mathematics), XlV-f 233 pages, Springer-
Verlag, New York—Berlin—Heidelberg—Tokyo, 1984. 
There exist only few mathematical books which are useful to almost everyone, even to students 
who don't like mathematics. In my opinion this is such a book. Requiring only a little algebra 
and geometry, the author presents various interesting problems and examples mainly taken from 
the real world. These problems seem to be suitable to make the readers understand the advantage 
of mathematics in the everyday life, and so to make them wonder to solve similar problems. They 
hardly realize and deal with real mathematical questions. Besides the examples, teachers find 
interesting methods too. 
Chapter headings are: Arithmetic review, Prime numbers and fractions, The Pythagorean 
Theorem and square roots, Elementary equations, Quadratic polynomials and equations, Powers 
and geometric sequences, Areas and volumes, Galilean relativity, Special relativity, Binary arith-
metic, Sets and counting, Probability, Cardinality. Finally, here are some problems chosen a little 
accidentally of the book (surely the reader will find more interesting ones): 
1. How long might it take you to factor the integer 38009 without the aid of a calculator or a 
computer? 
2. A baseball is thrown straight upwards from a height of 7 feet with an initial velocity of 
50 feet per second. Find the maximum height of the baseball and the time when this height is 
reached. 
3. If the value of an investment increases by 26% in 2 years, what is the equivalent effective 
annual rate of interest? 
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4. A police radar signal reflected by an approaching car returns at a frequency. 2 x 10"'% 
higher than the transmitted frequency. Find the speed of the car. 
5. How can ¿ 'sailboat sail at right angles to the wind direction? 
6. If a moon is traveling at 99,9% of the speed of light, how long would it live and how far 
could it travel from the viewpoint of a stationary observer? 
L. Pintér (Szeged) 
B. A. Dubrovin—A. T. Fomenko—S. P. Novikov, Modern Geometry. Methods and Applications 
(Part I. The Geometry of Surfaces, Transformation Groups, and Fields), (Graduate Texts in Mathe-
matics, 93), XV+464 pages, Springer-Verlag, New York—Berlin—Heidelberg—Tokyo, 1984. 
Modernization of the teaching of geometry in the Soviet Union started in 1971 . This moderniza-
tion was directed mainly towards the applications of the subject. The present book is the most 
significant representation of this trend. It is the translation of the first volume of a three-volume 
series published originally under the same title by Moscow Nauka in 1979. 
The volume covers the following topics of differential geometry: The theory of surfaces, the 
algebraic and differential calculus of tensors and fields, and the calculus of variation. The last two 
chapters are devoted to physical applications, especially to the study of Hamiltonian structures, 
Yang-Mills fields and gauge transformations. 
The book is one of the best introductions to modern differential geometry. Its material is 
explained very clearly and enjoyably. It is useful for mathematical students, teachers and physicists 
as well. 
Z. I. Szabó (Szeged) 
H. D. Ebbinghaus—J. Mum—W. Thomas, Mathematical Logic (Undergraduate Texts in 
Mathematics), IX+216 pages, Springer-Verlag, New York—Heidelberg—Berlin, 1984. 
This introductory text is translated by A. S. Ferebee from the German original „Einführung 
in die mathematische Logik", published by Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, Darmstadt, 1978. 
The volume consists of two parts. PART A provides a good, easily comprehensible, self-
contained introduction to the fundamental notions and results of first order logics. After defining 
syntax and semantics, a sequential inference system and a Henkin-type proof of its completeness 
are presented with extreme care. Compactness and Löwenheim—Skolem properties are then derived.' 
The last chapter of PART A titled "The Scope of First Order Logic" discusses with clarity how 
these formal tools are applied in the foundation of other branches of mathematics. 
PART B starts by introducing some extensions of first order logic, namely second order 
logics and certain infinitary ones. Then Church's Theorem on undecidability of first order logics, 
Trachtenbrot's Theorem, incompleteness of second order logics, and Gödél's Incompleteness 
Theorems are stated and proved in detail. 
In the last two chapters, the Ehrenfeucht—Fraisse characterization of (first order) elementary 
equivalence and Lindström's Theorem stating that no proper extension of first order logic admits 
both the compactness and the Löwenheim-Skolem properties áre included. 
The whole text is well structured for the use of students and is written in a clear, appealing style. 
P. Ecsedi-Tóth (Szeged) 
D. B. Fuks—V. A. Rokhlin, Beginner's Course in Topology (Universitext), XI+.516 pages, 
Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York—Tokyo, 1984. 
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The material of this book is based on a rather lengthy course of lectures held at the Leningrad 
and Moscow Universities, and presents an introduction into the most fundamental topics of top-
ology. The book is divided into 5 chapters. Chapter 1 is devoted to general topological spaces. 
The most important concepts and results are given, including homotopies. The following chapters 
deal with spaces of special characters. Chapter 2 defines and investigates cellular spaces, especially 
simplicial spaces, and their topological properties. Chapter 3 gives the fundamental concepts of 
topological manifolds and special manifolds. At the the end of this chapter, the simplest structure 
theorems can be found. Chapter 4 deals with bundles with and without group structure, and 
with vector bundles. Chapter 5 studies homotopy groups. Starting with the general theory, the 
homotopy groups of spheres, classical manifolds and cellular spaces are investigated. 
The book is highly recommended to anyone interested in topology and having some familiarity 
with higher mathematics. 
L. Gehér (Szeged) 
C. George, Exercises in Integration (Problem Books in Mathematics), X + 550 pages, Springer-
Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York—Tokyo, 1984. 
This book contains over 200 exercises in Lebesgue integration and its applications in analysis 
(convolution, Fourier transforms, trigonometric series). Students can deal with the problems usefully 
if, after having worked seriously upon a problem, seek some pointers from the solution, or compare 
it with their own. Teachers will find this book an important supplement completing their collection 
of problems on Lebesgue integration and will discover some new original solutions. Finally, as 
the author says: "In this book researches will find some results that are not always treated 
in courses on integration; they are either properties whose use is not as universal as those 
which usually appear and which are therefore found scattered about in appendices in various works, 
or are results that correspond some technical lemmas which I have picked up in recent articles on 
a variety of subjects: group theory, differential games, control theory, probability, e t c ; . . . " 
J. Németh (Szeged) 
H. Gericke, Mathematik in Antiké und Orient, XII+292 Seiten, Springer-Verlag, Berlin— 
Heidelberg—New York—Tokyo, 1984. 
This book of four chapters is the material of the first one of the author's two semester course 
on the history of mathematics (the second one is devoted to the western mathematics). 
The first chapter, the Pre-Greek Mathematics, starts with a brief account of prehistoric 
mathematics, the mathematical content of the megalitic monuments. After it we can read about 
the Babylonian algebra, geometry and stronomy, the Rhind and Moscow papyri, and the Egyptian 
calendar and astronomy. The latest part deals with some problems from the Indian Sulvasütras. 
The second chapter sets up some important questions of the Greek mathematics: the develop-
ment of the deductive method (the Pythagorean school and the influence of the Elean philosophy), 
incommensurable line segments, the Eudoxos' theory of magnitudes, the quadrature of the parabola 
by Archimedes, conic sections, theory of numbers (primes, Pythagorean triples, figurate numbers), 
algebraic problems from Diophantus' Arithmetica, the development of sciences (astronomy, the 
theory of motions), etc. 
The third chapter deals with Oriental mathematics. Here we can read about the famous Chinese 
"Nine Chapters of the Mathematical Art", and the works of Aryabhata, Brahmagaupta and Bhas-
kara II. The chapter ends with a short outline of the mathematics of the Moslem countries (e.g. 
the work of Al-Khwarizmi, the cubic equations, the parallel postulate). 
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Chapter 4, Biographical and Bibliographical Notes, is very useful for teaching purposes. It 
contains an extensive bibliography for each chapter and short biographies of the mathematicians 
mentioned in the text. 
This book is recommended not only to students and teachers of mathematics but everybody 
who wants to read a short but substantial historical outline of the ancient and Oriental mathe-
matics. 
Lajos Klukovits (Szeged) 
K. ltd, Introduction to Probability Theory, X+213 pages, Cambridge University Press, Cam-
bridge—London—New York—New Rocbelle—Melbourne—Sydney, 1984. 
This book is an English translation of the first four chapters of Ito's book, Probability Theory 
(in Japanese, Iwanami-Shoten, Tokyo, 1978), based on courses of probability at different univer-
sities. By reading these chapters we can well conclude that it would be desirable to have an English 
translation of the complete book, which must be just as enjoyable as these translated chapters are. 
The first chapter deals with finite trials in order to acquaint the reader with some of the ideas 
of probability. It is written with mathematical accuracy, but it does not require any knowledge 
of higher mathematics. The rest is based on measure theory and analysis, assuming that the reader 
is familiar with them. The second chapter treats properties of probability spaces and measures. 
It contains, for example, the extension theorem, direct products of probability measures, the Luzin 
theorem and the Lebesgue decomposition. 
The main aim of Chapter 3 is to rigorously define the concept of probability for general trials 
in terms of measure theory. I to first defines conditional probability with respect to decompositions 
of the sample space (Kolmogorov's definition), and then explains Doob's definition followed by a 
discussion of the relationship between these two definitions. Properties of sums of independent 
random variables are discussed in the last chapter. Convergent and divergent series of random 
variables, strong laws of large numbers, Lindeberg's central limit theorem are included. 
At the end of each section several problems are presented with hints for solution to help the 
reader to understand the material involved. Unfortunately, these four chapters of the book do 
not contain any references, leaving the reader without.orientation concerning further parts of proba-
bility theory. 
Students and researchers who like modern, abstract and rigorous mathematics will enjoy 
this book,- and it can be also used as a text. 
Lajos Horvdth (Szeged and Ottawa) 
I. M. James, General Topology and Homotopy Theory, VIII+ 248 pages, Springer-Verlag, 
New York—Berlin—Heidelberg—Tokyo, 1984. 
This book gives a good glimpse of the basic material of the subject in a convenient form. The 
text is as self-contained as possible, and can be understood easily. The subject is developed in eight 
chapters. The first two chapters contain the fundamental knowledge concerning categories and 
topological spaces. The third chapter is connected with the various categories associated with the 
basic category of topology, which is of central importance. Chapter 4 contains an outline of the 
basic theory of topological groups and, in particular, topological transformation groups. The 
last four chapters are devoted to various aspects of homotopy theory. In Chapter 5 the notion of 
homotopy of maps is introduced, the homotopic classification of maps and the classification of 
the points of a-space into path-components are studied. In Chapter 6 the notions of a fibration 
and of its dual, a cofibration are defined,, based on homotopy. lifting property and homotopy 
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extension property, respectively. These are of fundamental importance in the theory of classifica-
tion of maps by homotopy. Chapter 7 deals with separation axioms and discusses various con-
cepts which are associated with them. In the final chapter the extension problem for mappings has 
been considered using the notion of cofibration. 
Only familiarity with the theory of point-set topology is supposed. 
L.Gehér( Szeged) 
A. J . E. M. Janssen—P. van der Steen, Integration Theory (Lecture Notes in Mathematics, 
.1078), V+224 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York—Tokyo, 1984. 
The main purpose of this book is to present and compare various ways to introduce Lebesgue-
integration. This presentation is mainly based on lectures of N. G. de Brujin. The following 
topics are treated among others: the Riemann and the Riemann—Stieltjes integral; meas-
urable functions and measurable sets; LP spaces; measure spaces and integration; approxima-
tion properties, of measurable sets and measurable functions; the Riesz approximation 
theorem; Baire sets and Baire functions; the Radon—Nikodym theorem; continuous linear func-
t iona l on Lpspaces; the Fubini—Stone and Tonelli—Stone theorems; the Fourier transform 
in LL(R). 
The book contains a large set of exercises. In some cases the exercises extend the theory 
while several examples may help the reader to understand the theory more deeply. There are hardly 
any prerequisites for studying the book: a course on introductory calculus is sufficient. 
J. Németh (Szeged) 
S. Kantorovitz, Spectral Theory of Banach Space Operators (Lecture Notes in Mathematics, 
1012), VIII +179 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York—Tokyo, 1984. 
The. material of this book is based on lectures given at various universities in 1981. The main 
purpose is to, get a spectral analysis and operational calculus for a rather large class of Banach 
space operators. The book contains results obtained in the last few years. The text is divided into 
the following 14 chapters: Operational calculus, Examples, First reduction," Second reduction, 
Volterra elements, The family S+QV, Convolution operators in IF, Some regular semigroups, 
Similarity, Spectral. analysis, The family S+QV,S unbounded, Similarity (continued), Singular 
C" operators, Local analysis. • : - • . . 
Familiarity with Banach space theory and Banach algebra theory is supposed. 
L. Gehér (Szeged) 
M. H. Karwan—V. Lotfi—J. Telgen—S. Zionts, Redundancy in Mathematical Programming 
(A State-of-the-Art Survey), (Lecture Notes in Economics and Mathematical Systems, 206), 
VIII+285 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York—Tokyo, 1983. 
Redundancy in mathematical programming is common, being generally brought about by 
the lack of complete knowledge about the system of constraints and the desire on the part of the 
problem formulator not to omit essential elements of the formulation. This volume presentsts an 
up-to-date survey of methods for identifying and removing redundancy and presents the results 
of extensive empirical tests on these methods; Based on the results of these tests, recommendations 
for improvements of the methods are given and some of the improvements are tested. 
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The first chapter considers the phenomena of redundancy as it arises in formulating mathe-
matical problems, and a comprehensive survey of the literature on it is presented. The second chap-
ter contains the mathematical foundations and notation. The succeeding chapters discuss several 
methods of identifying redundant constraints in linear programming (Chapter 3—Chapter 15). 
Chapter 16 deals with the improvements and extensions of the.methods discussed earlier. 
This book has a theoretical value because it holds together themain methods on redundancy, 
and it is valuable from the practical point of view as well, because the results of extensive empirical 
tests on moderate size linear programming problems provide a means of comparing the various 
methods. 
G. Galambos (Szeged) 
B. S. Kashin—A. A. Saakjan, Orthogonal series (Russian), 496 pages, Nauka, Moscow, 
1984. 
This excellent book collects together, in a unified treatment, a lot of important results in the 
field achieved during the last 25 years mainly by Russian authors. Among others, the following 
basic facts have been revealed : 
(i) A number of statements of the properties of the classical trigonometric system have a 
common nature so as they remain valid for a wide class of orthonormal systems (e.g., for uniformly 
bounded or complete ONS). 
(ii) There are certain questions where nonclassical ONS (e.g., the Franklin system) behave 
better than the classical ones. 
(iii) The study of general function systems is often reduced to the study of ONS (e.g., in the 
case of the so-called factorization theorems). 
The book is not intended to comprise all new essential results'in the field. Some themes are 
not included at all or appear only in the form of remarks. The choice of the material presented was 
definitely influenced by the topics of the seminar by D. E. Menshov and P. L. Ul'janov on the theory 
of functions of a real variable, which has been working at the State University of Moscow for many 
years. 
A certain portion of the theorems in the book has not been presented in any monograph yet 
and even experts will find new pieces of information for themselves. Nevertheless, the authors were 
guided by the rule that a graduate student could understand everything without special efforts. 
In other words, the authors prove all assertions whose proofs lie outside the standard university 
material at the Soviet universities. In order to emphasize the essence of the methods, the results are 
usually not presented in their most general forms. 
The reader is only assumed to be familiar with the elementary facts in the theory of functions 
of a real or a complex variable, and in functional analysis; approximately to such an extent what 
is contained, e.g. in the books "Elements of the theory of functions and functional analysis" by 
A. N. Kolmogorov and S. V. Fomin and "A short course in the theory of analytic functions" by 
A. I. Markushevich. In addition, certain supplementary information is added in two Appendices 
to the end of the book. 
The book consists of ten chapters, Remarks on Notations, two Appendices, Notes, List of 
References involving 201 items, and a short Subject Index. These Notes provide detailed accounts 
of the priority as well as comments and additional remarks concerning the results included in 
the text. 
Ch. 1 contains the fundamental notions of completeness, totality, minimality, biorthogonality, 
bases, unconditional bases, etc. and interrelations among them. Ch. 2 is a concise summarization 
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of stochastic independent functions. Ch. 3 deals with the Haar system whose basic properties play 
a key role in Chs. 8—10. The main emphasis is laid on the study of unconditional convergence of 
Fourier—Haar series. Ch. 4 gives a brief account of the trigonometric system including the proof of 
the Littlewood conjecture. 
Ch. 5 is a good summary of the chief points in the theory of the Hilbert transform. The famous 
theorem of C. Fefferman that the dual space of Re J f 1 is the BMO is also presented with a proof 
using the notion of atoms. ( R e J í f 1 consists of those functions f ( i L \ — n , n ) = L 1 for which the 
conjugate function / a l s o belongs to L1.) 
In Ch. 6 the Faber—Schauder and the Franklin systems are studied in detail. The result of 
P. Woytaszczyk that the Franklin system is an unconditional basis in the nonperiodic space «3^(0,1) 
is presented, as well. A consequence is that Re also possesses an unconditional basis. 
Ch. 7 deals with the questions of orthogonalization of systems by means of extension of their 
domain to a larger set, and with the famous factorization theorems of E. M. Nikishin and B. Maure. 
Ch. 8 collects the most traditional theorems on the a.e. convergence of general orthogonal 
series, in particular, the Menshov—Rademacher theorem, the influence of the order of magnitude 
of the Lebesgue functions, etc. 
Ch. 9 is devoted to divergence problems. For example, they deal with the theorem of P. L. 
Ul'janov and A. M. Olevskil according to which there is no complete ONS of unconditional conv-
ergence for I2, and the theorems of S. V. Bochkarev according to which any uniformly bounded 
ONS exhibits almost the same divergence behavior as the classical trigonometric system. 
Ch. 10 offers a delicate selection of the vast subject of the representation of (not necessarily 
a.e. finite) measurable functions by orthogonal series using a certain convergence notion (con-
vergence in measure, a.e. convergence, etc.). 
The above short account can hardly give a right impression of the wealthiness of this well-
written book. The authors have been quite successful in including the most useful results in the 
field. The book is highly recommended to both beginners and experts in Classical Analysis who 
want to make acquaintance with the up-to-date methods and results in the theory of orthogonal 
series. It will certainly stimulate new researches in this area as well as various applications in Func-
tional Analysis, Probability, etc. 
F. Móricz (Szeged) 
R. Lidl and G. Pilz, Applied Abstract Algebra (Undergraduate Texts in Mathematics), XVIII + 
545 pages, Springer-Verlag, New York—Berlin—Heidelberg—Tokyo, 1984. 
The purpose of this volume is to give a systematic introduction to applications of modern 
algebra at an advanced undergraduate level. A first course on abstract algebra is prerequisite, although 
most of the concepts needed to understand the material are explained in detail. 
The book is organized around 3 topics: Boolean algebras, finite fields, and semigroups. Applica-
tions of Boolean algebras include switching circuits and simplification methods in propositional 
logic. Additional material demonstrates the use of Boolean algebras in topology and in probability 
theory. Coding theory, combinatorial applications, algebraic cryptopraphy, and linear recurring 
sequences comprise the core of the material on applications of finite fields. The combinatorial 
applications are Hadamard matrices, balanced incomplete block design, Steiner systems, and Latin 
squares. Fast adding and Polya's theory of enumeration give further topics on finite fields. Semi-
groups and their relation to automata and formal languages form the subject ot the last main area. 
The discussion on automata culminates in the Krohn—Rhodes decomposition theory. 
Many illustrative examples and exercises help the reader in attaining new concepts and methods. 
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The last chapter is devoted to detailed solutions of the exercises. Except for the last one, all chap-
ters end with historical notes. Several computer programs are contained in an appendix. 
The book is warmly recommended to everyone who is familiar with the material of a standard 
first algebra course and wants to get acquainted with the highlights of applied modern algebra. 
Z. Ésik (Szeged) 
Padé Approximation and its Applications, Proceedings, Bad Honnef, Germany, 1983. Edited 
by H. Werner, H. J. Biinger (Lecture Notes in Mathematics, 1071), VI + 264 pages, Springer-Verlag, 
Berlin—Heidelberg—New York—Tokyo, 1984. 
Several topics are considered nowadays in the field of Padé approximation. Their common 
property is that functions (on one or more variable) are approximated by means of rational 
fractions (continued fractions and other expressions) or that related techniques (acceleration of 
convergence of sequences) are used in applications. Recently, it has become a visible trend towards 
the treatment of multivariate problems. 
This volume (which is the ninth one in a seriesstarted in 1972 in Canterbury) is not an introduc-
tion to the Padé approximation. It contains some results concerning special problems. From the 
content; M. de' Bruin: Some Convergence Results in Simultaneous Rational Approximation to 
the Set of Hypergeometric Functions ; c(; z)}"=1. A. Cuyt: The Mechanism of the Multi-
variate Padé Process. A. Iserles: Order Stars and the Structure of Padé-Tableaux. F. Lambert, 
M. Musette: Solitary Wawes, Padeons,and Solitons. A. Magnus: Riccati Acceleration of Jacobi 
Continued Fractions and Laguerre—Hahn Orthogonal Polynomials. 
Some results are useful in problems of the numerical application of approximation theory 
including their implementations oh a personal computer, although several papers present new 
methods more or less in an experimental stage of the development. 
G. Németh (Budapest) 
M. H. Protter—H. F. Weinberger, Maximum Principles in Differential Equations, VII+261 
pages, Springer-Verlag, New York—Berlin—Heidelberg—Tokyo, 1984. 
It was a long time ago when the maximum principle became one of the best known and most 
useful tools of the theory of differential equations. Perhaps the root of the maximum principle 
is the elementary fact that a function / : [a, b]~~R with /"=>0 assumes its maximum value at 
one of the endpoints of [a, 6]. The main advantages of the principle are its relatively short simple 
and descriptive forms and its easy and natural applicability in various fields. By the principle we 
have information about the solutions without knowing them explicitly. Therefore the principle is 
an important tool in the approximation of the solutions. Although the maximum principle is used 
especially for partial differential equations, it has various attractive and simple applications to ord-
inary differential equations too, furnishing a natural introduction. 
The second, third and finally the fourth chapter are devoted to elliptic, parabolic and hyper-
bolic partial differential equations, respectively. The book contains classical as well as modern 
results. (This is a corrected reprint of the second printing originally published in 1967.) The material 
is chosen and organized in such a way that this work may be recommended not only to mathema-
ticians but also to physicists, chemists, engineers and students, who are interested in differential 
equations. Surely the readers will enjoy the interesting exercises ending the sections. 
L. Pintér (Szeged) 
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H. Reinhard, Equations.différentielles, XIV+ 446 pages, Gauthier-Villars, Paris, 1982. . 
There are many books discussing the theory of ordinary differential equations. Some of 
them made a significant effect on the further development of the theory by raising new ideas. But 
after a while the effect decreases. The new problems and the new results require a new presenta-
tion of the fundamentals. Some results and methods which were new a few years ago are nowa-
days frequently used means and fundamental theorems. This gives a possibility for a partly new 
discussion of the fundamentals. 
In addition to providing a frame for deep understanding, a work that puts thé fundamentals 
in new light may help the reader in getting acquainted with modern results and becoming able to 
read up-to-date articles. 
In my opinion this is such a book. The notions and theorems are well thought out and illustrated 
by several examples. Surely this book will be very interesting and useful for both mathematicians 
(also specialists find interesting ideas in the work) and non-mathematicians, e.g. engineers, who 
are interested in the applications. 
L. Pintér (Szeged) 
G. deRham, Differentiable Manifolds (Grundlehren der mathematischen Wissenscbaften, 266), 
X+167 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York—Tokyo, 1984. 
The book is the English translation of Georges de Rham's classic work on differential mani-
folds published originally by Hermann (Paris) in 1955. It gives a coherent exposition of the theory 
of differential forms on a manifold and harmonic forms on a Riemannian space. 
The first two chapters give' an introduction to the elements of differential manifolds and the 
theory of differential forms, while Chapter III is devoted to the study of currents means of which 
the relationship between differential forms and chains can be described. This part contains the 
classical de Rhàm's cohomology theory. The last chapter deals with the Hodge theory of harmonic 
differential forms on a Riemannian space. There is given a new proof for Hodge's fundamental 
theorem. In addition, Kodaira's decomposition theorem and an interesting theorem of A. Andreotti 
and E. Vesentini is considered too. 
A new introduction of S. S. Chern is added to this English translation, where the last sen-
tence reads: "I believe, however, that in his enthusiasm for new results a mathematician will be 
well-advised to stop at this landmark, where he will have a lot to learn both on the mathematics 
and on the mathematical style." 
Z: I. Szabó (Szeged) 
A. Rényi, A Diary on Information Theory, 192 pages, Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest, 1984. 
Many people nourish the notion of remoteness of mathematics and mathematicians from 
the rest of society, and frequently enough they are proven right in their belief. There are however 
a number of exemptions from this assumed scenario, and Rényi was certainly one of them. Devoted 
to his research as he was, he also managed to find time for writing ón mathematics for the joy of 
sharing it with others. It gives one great pleasure to know that he had succeeded eminently in his 
strive to do so in books like Dialogues on Mathematics and Letters on Probability. 
The first part of the present book, entitled: "On the Mathematical Notion of Information 
(Diary of a university student)", was intended to be a continuation of these two books. Unfor-
tunately, it was left unfinished at his untimely death. The final chapter of the text given here was 
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completed from Rényi's own notes by one of his students, Gyula Katona. Just like that of the other 
two, the intent of the present work is to explain what mathematics is, or can be, in a literary, enjoy-
able style. An imaginary university student, Bonifác Donát, sends him his diary which, after reading 
it, Rényi proposes to publish without any modification. The result is a deeply probing masterpiece, 
just like its predecessors. 
This book also contains a number of other popular articles by Rényi, most of which appeared 
in various journals. They are on games of chance and probability, on the teaching of probability,' 
on variations on a theme by Fibonacci, and on the mathematical theory of graphs and trees. Their 
overall message is again the theme of how one can come to like and appreciate mathematics. While 
some mathematical knowledge is certainly of help to read some of them, their deep insight and 
style of writing are often convincing enough even without understanding all the technical details 
which themselves are also explained in a series of footnotes by Gyula Katona. 
The translator Zsuzsanna Makkai-Bencsáth of Montreal, and translation editors Marietta 
and Tom Morry of Ottawa, Canada have done an excellent job in rendering the original Hungarian 
into English. Students of any trade of life should find it to their liking, a gift from someone who 
cared for them. 
Miklós Csörgő (Ottawa) 
W. Ruppert, Compact Semitopological Semigroups: An Intrinsic Theory (Lecture Notes in 
Mathematics, 1079), 260 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York—Tokyo, 1984. 
A semigroup 5 with a topology such that only the left and right translations are supposed 
to be continuous are called semitopological semigroups (for in topological semigroups the multi-
plication map 5 x 5 - » 5 is continuous). They occur naturally in the context of selfmaps of a topo-
logical space and operator semigroups on a locally convex vector space, endowed with the weak 
or strong topology. The theory of compact semitopological semigroups has been intensively studied 
for the last 25 years. The present Lecture Notes give an introduction and a systematic treatment 
of this theory directed towards the intrinsic structural topological and algebraic approach, avoiding 
the use of methods borrowed from functional analysis. Chapter I is devoted to the basic facts of 
the semitopological theory. Especially the set E(S) of all idempotents and the existence of minimal 
idempotents are investigated. Various methods for the construction of semigroups are introduced 
and used for the study of examples and counterexamples. Chapter II deals with the study of the 
subset of 5 x 5 for the semitopological semigroup 5 where the multiplication map 5 x 5 — 5 is 
jointly continuous. Using these results various structural assertions are formulated. In Chapter III 
the semitopological compactifications of locally compact topological groups are investigated. These 
questions are closely connected with the theory of weakly almost periodic functions and the cor-
responding compactifications of topological groups. There are given interesting applications in 
this direction. Chapter IV is devoted to the study of the structure of semitopological semigroups 
with identity 1 defined on a compact connected subset of a Euclidean manifold such that 1 is an 
inner point. In an Appendix the author gives a survey on the most interesting actual open questions 
and problems of semitopological semigroup theory. 
At the end of "each chapter there is a summary of main results as well as additional 
comments and references. 
The reader is supposed to be familiar with some basic knowledge in semigroup theory and 
general topology. We recommend these notes to everybody working in related fields of mathe-
matics. 
Péter T. Nagy (Szeged) 
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Seminar on Nonlinear Partial Differential Equations, Edited by S. S.'Chern (Mathematical 
Sciences Research Institute Publications, Volume 2), 373 pages, Springer-Verlag, New York— 
Berlin—Heidelberg—Tokyo, 1984. 
This book consists of 18 lectures held at a seminar organized by the Mathematical Sciences 
Research Institute for graduate students and mathematicians working in other branches of mathe-
matics. But the lectures are instructive for users of partial differential equations too, e.g. for phys-
icists, chemists and engineers. 
' Perhaps just the same is valid for the nonlinear partial differential equations that S. A. Ant-
man says in the introduction of this lecture about nonlinear elasticity: "There are many reasons 
why nonlinear elasticity is not widely known in the scientific community: (i) It is basically a new 
science whose mathematical structure is only now becoming clear, (ii) Reliable expositions of the 
theory often take a couple of hundred pages to ge to the heart of the matter, (iii) Many expositions 
are written in a complicated indicial notation that boggles the eye and turns the stomach." 
The lectures of this seminar — many of them are real gems — will surely win students and 
others over to partial differential equations. In general the lectures present the question, the essential 
results, problems and accurate bibliography. As is seen, the lecturers' aim is the clear exposition 
of ideas that lead the readers to the understanding of the results. 
To give a short foretaste we enumerate the titles of some lectures: An introduction to Euler's 
Equations for an incompressible fluid (A. J. Chorin), A walk through partial differential equations 
(F. John), Remarks on zero viscosity limit for nonstationary Navier—Stokes flows with boundary 
(T. Kato), Free boundary problems in mechanics (J. B. Keller), Shock waves, increase of entropy 
and loss of information (P. D. Lax), Analytical theories of vortex motion (J. Neu), Applications 
of the maximum principle (M. H. Protter), Minimax methods and their application to partial dif-
ferential equations (P. H. Rabinowitz), Equations of plasma physics (A. Weinstein). 
L. Pintér (Szeged) 
S. Shelah, Proper Forcing (Lecture Notes in Mathematics, 940), XXIX+496 pages, Springer-
Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, 1982. 
The author's main concern here is to apply forcing techniques. Quoting his words: "We adopted 
an approach I heard from Baumgartner and may have been used by others: not proving that forcing 
works, rather take axiomatically that it does and go ahead to applying it. As a result we assume 
only knowledge of naive set theory (except some isolated points later on in the book). The idea 
of this approach is that otherwise when the student learns what is axiomatic set theory and how 
you can show by forcing that CH may fail (and that CH holds by learning something on L) the 
course is finished. But he has only a vague idea of the rich possibilities in forcing, and no idea how 
to use them". 
Central to the discussions are independence results mostly on small uncountable cardinals; 
more generally, the volume concentrates on developing new methods for independence proofs, 
thus providing a good basis for further research in this important area of set theory. 
The book is excellently written; in fact, it can be used in a number of different ways: as a 
text book on applications of forcing or as a source of recent results; it seems to be useful for experts 
and for (graduate) students of set theory. Moreover, I am quite sure, it is an enjoyable reading to 
everyone interested in modern independence research. 
P. Ecsedi-T6th (Szeged) 
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I. M. Sigal, Scattering Theory for Many-Body Quantum Mechanical Systems (Lecture Notes 
in Mathematics, Vol. 1011), IV+ 130 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York— 
Tokyo, 1983. 
Quantum mechanical many body scattering theory is an important field from the practical 
point of view of physics. On the other hand it is an interesting application of the well elaborated 
spectral theory of Hilbert space self-adjoint operators. Though all the problems of scattering theory 
are far from beeing fully solved at present, this book — based mainly on the authors own work — 
summarizes some very important results: the existence and asymptotic completeness of the N par-
ticle scattering wave operators. The mathematical compactness makes this book comprehensive 
mainly for mathematicians working in the field of Hilbert space theory, one can miss only some 
remarks connecting the rigorous results with physical facts. 
M. G. Benedict (Szeged) 
I. Vincze, Mathematische Statistik mit industriellen Anwendungen, 502 Seiten (in zwei Bän-
den), Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest, 1984. 
Das ist die zweite, erweiterte deutschsprachige Auflage des Buches. Da der Umfang des Buches 
geringfügig vergrößert wurde, war es möglich, ein neues Kapitel über die Theorie der Entscheidungs-
funktionen einzufügen, den Begriff der Robustheit und einige Probleme der Weibull-Verteilung zu 
besprechen und den Shapiro—Wilk-Test anzugeben. 
In der Einleitung wird der Gegenstand der Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung angegeben und die 
wichtigsten Aufgaben der Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung und der mathematischen Statistik definiert. 
Im zweiten Kapitel werden die — später benötigten — wahrscheinlichkeitstheoretischen Hilfs-
mittel behandelt, wobei man neben den elementaren Begriffen auch die Grenzwertsätze und die 
Gesetze der großen Zahlen diskutiert. Einige wichtige Wahrscheinlichkeitsverteilungen sind auch 
angegeben. Im nächsten Teil werden die Grundlagen der Stichprobenentnahme behandelt. So wer-
den z. B. einfache, zwei — und mehrstufige und sequentielle Verfahren verglichen, und die geordnete 
Stichprobe definiert. Anschließend werden die wichtigsten Stichprobenfunktionen und Ergebnisse 
(Satz von Gliwenko, die Kolmogorowschen und Smirnowschen Grenzverteilungsätze) angegeben. 
Das vierte Kapitel beschäftigt sich mit dér Theorie der statistischen Schätzungen. Besonders 
die Punktschätzungen werden sehr eingehend behandelt (die Begriffe der erwartungstreuen Schätzung, 
der Wirksamkeit der Schätzung, der konsistenten und stark konsistenten Schätzungen, der suffi-
zienten Schätzungen werden definiert, die Cramer—Raosche Ungleichung ist angegeben und auch 
die wichtigsten Methoden zur Erstellung von statistischen Schätzfunktionen sind enthalten). Daneben 
wird auch die Intervallschätzung und die Robustheit noch kurz besprochen. 
Das fünfte Kapitel ist den Fragen der Prüfung von statistischen Hypothesen gewidmet. Neben 
einer sehr überschaubaren Einleitung von Grundlagen (parametrische und nichtparametrische 
Methoden, Fehler erster und zweiter Art,, Gütefunktion, Testvergleiche) findet man eine große 
Auswahl von Tests, die für verschiedenen Fragen ausgearbeitet wurden. Zu den meisten Methoden 
sind einfache Beispiele hinzugefügt; dadurch ist das Verstehen der Methoden erleichtert. Die nächsten 
zwei kurzen Kapitel geben die wichtigsten Aufgaben des sequentiellen Stichprobenverfahrens und 
die Grundbegriffe der Theorie der Entscheidungfunktionen an. Beide Gebiete gehören zu den 
wichtigsten Teilen der modernen Statistik, und so bilden diese Kapitel eine gute Ergänzung zu den 
klassischen Methoden. 
Im zweiten Band des Buches findet man drei weitere Kapitel: eins über Varianzanalyse, eins 
über Korrelations- und Regressionsanalyse und eins über die statistischen Methoden der. Qualitäts-
kontrolle. Sowohl bei der Varianzanalyse als auch bei der Korrelations- und Regressionsanalyse 
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werden mehrere Aufgabe gestellt, theoretisch gelöst und an praktischen Beispielen demonstiert. 
Das letzte Kapitel zeigt, wie man aus mehreren in Frage kommenden Methoden eine geeignete 
Wahl treffen kann oder zu einem sich in der Praxis ergebenden Problem eine geeignete Methode 
entwerfen kann. Die Forderung nach Wirtschaftlichkeit führt oft nicht zu den wirksamsten Metho-
den, besonders dann, wenn die Methode sehr häufig anzuwenden ist, z. B. in der statistischen Quali-
tätskontrolle. 
Das Buch strebt eine mathematisch präzise Behandlung des' Stoffes an. Eine große Anzahl 
der Methoden ist angegeben und mit praktischen Beispielen sehr verständlich veranschaulicht. 
Das Buch stellt eine gute Einleitung in die Statistik dar für all jene die die Grundmethoden dieses 
Fäches in der Praxis anwenden wollen. 
J. Csirik (Szeged) 
K. Yosida, Operational Calculus (A Theory of Hyperfunctions) (Applied Mathematical Sci-
ences, 55), X-f-170 pages, Springer-Verlag, New York—Berlin—Heidelberg—Tokyo, 1984. 
The operational calculus is known as a frequently applied and successful technique in solving 
linear ordinary differential equations with constant coefficients as well as the telegraph equation 
that includes both the wave and the heat equations with constant coefficients. 
The rapid development of this technique started with O. Heaviside's work and was motivated 
by his research in electromagnetic theory. In the further development and exact mathematical 
foundation J. Mikusinski's contribution was fundamental mainly by inventing the theory of con-
volution quotients. His book: "Operational Calculus" is widely read and available in several lan-
guages. 
As the author claims in the Preface: "The aim of the present book is to give a simplified exposi-
tion as well as an extension of Mikusinski's operational calculus". The simplification means mainly 
the presentation of a plain proof of the Titchmarsh convolution theorem and the fact that the author 
need not rely upon the Titchmarsh convolution theorem for solving linear ordinary differential 
equations with constant coefficients. The extension relates to the calculus itself as well as a new 
application to the Laplace differential equation. The part, devoted to the applications to partial 
differential equations, discusses a number of problems concerning physics and engineering. 
The book is written in an elegant, concise manner, in a lucid style. A number of examples 
and exercises enlighten the abstract concepts. This book is warmly recommended to everybody 
(including both students and researchers) who is interested in this mathematical discipline as well 
as to physicists and engineers who want to apply this technique to their problems. 
E. Durszt (Szeged) 
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